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Licensee Event Reports; vendor reports and correspondence; Commission papers; and applicant and
licensee documents and correspondence.

*The following documents in the NUREG series are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales
Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceedings, and
NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of
Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission Issuances.

Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG series
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ABSTRACT

The Systematic Evaluation Program was initiated in February 1977 by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to review the designs of older operating nuclear
. reactor plants to reconfirm and document their safety. The review provides
(1) and assessment of how these plants compare with current licensing safety
requirements relating to selected issues, (2) a basis for deciding how these

j differences should be resolved in an integrated plant review, and (3) a docu-
mented evaluation of plant safety when the supplement to the Final Integrated
Plant Safety Assessment Report has been issued.

This report documents the review of the Big Rock Point Plant, which is one of
ten plants reviewed under Phase II of this program. This report indicates how
137 topics selected for review under Phase I of the program were addressed.
It also addresses a majority of the pending licensing actions for Big Rock
Point, which include TMI Action Plan requirements and implementation criteria
for resolved generic issues. Equipment and procedural changes have been iden-
tified as a result of the review.
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SUMMARY

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to review the designs of older operating nuclear
reactor plants to reconfirm and document their safety. The review provides
(1) an assessment of the significance of differences between current technical
positions on safety issues ano those that existed when a particular plant was
licensed, (2) a basis for deciding on how these differences should be resolved
in an integrated plant review, and (3) a documented evaluation of plant safety
Unlike previous SEP reviews, the review of Big Rock Point was expanded to
address licensing requirements beyond those evolving from the original program.

The original review compared the as-built plant design with current review
criteria in 137 different areas defined as " topics." The " Definition" and
other information for the original 137 topics appear in Appendix A. During the
review, 52 of the original topics were deleted from consideration by the SEP
because a review was being made under other programs (Unresolved Safety Issues
(USI) or Three Mile Island (TMI) Action Plan Tasks), or the topic was not
applicable to the plant; that is, the topic was applicable to pressurized-water
reactors (PWRs) rather than to boiling-water reactors (BWRs). The topics
deleted from the original program because they were being reviewed under either
the USI or TMI programs are identified in Appendix B. The topics deleted
because they did not apply to the plant are in Appendix C. The final version
of this report will address the resolution of the SEP topics and any required
modifications and will incorporate the views of the Advisory Committee for
Reactor Safeguards. A supplement will be issued to address the status of the
issues that require further analysis or evaluation.

Of the original 137 topics, 85 were, therefore, reviewed for Big Rock Point; of
these, 53 met current criteria or were acceptable on another defined basis.
Additionally, two topics were found acceptable as a result of modifications
made by the licensee during topic review. Parts of two other topics were also
found acceptable as a result of modifications made by the licensee during topic
review; other parts of these topics did not meet criteria and were considered
in the integrated assessment. It should be noted that there are topics in
Section 4 that were resolved before the issuance of the draft Integrated Plant
Safety Assessment Report. These topics appear in Section 4 because the staff,
in order to expedite the review, determined a cutoff date to make final all
topic assessments with deviations. Therefore, all topics that were resolved
before January 27, 1983, are presented in Section 3 and all other topics with
identified differences as of January 27, 1983, are addressed in Section 4. A
description of the modifications that were made during topic review can be
found in Section 3.3.

References for correspondence pertaining to safety evaluation reports (SERs)
for each of the 85 topics appear in Appendix E. The review of the 30 remaining
topics found that certain aspects of plant design differed from current
criteria. These topics were considered in the integrated assessment of the
plant, which consisted of evaluating the safety significance and other factors
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of the identified differences from current design to arrive at decisions on
whether modification was necessary from an overall plant safety viewpoint. To
arrive at these decisions, judgment was used as well as the results of a limited
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) study. This study and staff comments are
in Appendix D.

Table 4.1 summarizes the modification recommendations reached in the integrated
assessment. In general, modification requirements fell into one or more of the
following categories: (1) equipment modification or addition, (2) procedure
development or changes (including Technical Specifications), and (3) refined
engineering analysis or continuation of ongoing evaluation, and (4) no correc-
tive actions necessary. Section 5 describes the expanded SEP review that was
conducted at the licensee's request. This assessment includes NUREG-0737 items,
multiplant action items, unresolved safety issues, and plant-specific items.
For each item, the licensee identified the requirements and staff guidance
affecting Big Rock Point which he proposes to include in the integrated assess-
ment. The licensee's submittal, dated June 1, 1983, describes those issues for
which he proposes alternative resolutions or schedule changes and the safety
bases supporting his conclusions relative to his proposal. The licensee's sub-
mittal is presented in Appendix H.

The staff compared the licensee's list with the pending actions listed in the
Operating Reactors Licensing Actions Summary (ORLAS) book, the USIs that have
not yet been resolved generically, and the staff's evaluation of the Big Rock .

Point PRA in order to ensure that all of the pending issues are addressed.
Table 5.1 also identifies the pending actions that were not addressed by the
licensee but were evaluated by the staff. Those issues that have not been
addressed are either so far along in implementation that any assessment would
be moot or they are routine licensing actions that occur regularly.

Safety improvements are being planned as a result of the integrated assessment
and are listed below. Some safety improvements have already been implemented
by the licensee. The following descriptions summarize the backfit actions
addressed by the integrated assessment.

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS RESULTING FROM THE EXPANDED INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT

These improvements fall into three categories. The first category comprises
hardware modifications or additions that the licensee has agreed to make and
that are required by the NRC. The second category comprises procedural or
Technical Specification changes that become part of the operating license. The
third category comprises additional engineering analysis followed by corrective
measures where required. These three categories are listed below, and the
issues are discussed in sections of this report given in parentheses.

Category 1, Equipment Modifications or Additions G ouired by NRC

(1) Bypass thermal-overload protection for motor-operated valves under
accident conditions (4.15).

(2) Install additional main steam isolation valve (MSIV) position indication
as outlined in the licensee's letter dated June 22, 1983 (4.20.5).

Big Rock Point SEP xiv
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(3) Modify MSIV for testing (4.20.7.2).

(4) Cap spare penetrations (4.20.7.4).

(5) Modify diesel generator ventilation system (4.26.2). (Completed)

(6) Modify hotwell level control system (5.3.3.2).

(7) Install debris screens (5.3.6.2).

(8) Install cleanup pump bypass (5.3.9.1).

(9) Install acid pumping system (5.3.9.2).

(10) Replace corroded components in water treatment facility (5.3.9.3).

(11) Add second valve or cap reactor coolant system (RCS) vent and drain lines
(5.3.10).

(12) Modify warehouse and training annex to provide more space for qualified
equipment storage (5.3.12).

(13) Reroute emergency condenser leads (5.3.14.1).

(14) Provide radiant energy shield for isolation condenser valve cables (5.3.14.2).

(15) Retube heating and cooling heat exchangers (5.3.15).

(16) Modify ventilation for panel C-52 (5.3.16).

(17) Remove RCS high point vents (5.3.26).

(18) Enlarge Technical Support Center (5.4.12).

Category 2, Technical Specification Changes and Procedural Development

The staff's position regarding Technical Specification changes is that
the proposed Technical Specification changes may be submitted all together
following the completing of the integrated assessment. The licensee should
submit within 90 days after the issuance of the Final Integrated Plant Safety
Assessment Report a request for an amendment of the operating license to
change the facility Technical Specifications.

(1) Provide safe shutdown flood procedures (4.2.4).

(2) Modify operating procedures for operating basis earthquake (4.16).

(3) Provide an inspection program for paints and coatings inside containment
(4.19.1).

(4) Provide procedures to identify the conditions under which Instrument
lines should be isolated (4.20.2).

Big Rick Point SEP xv
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;

(5) Develop leak testing and emergency procedures for local manual valves
(4.20.4).

(6) Develop MSIV operability test (4.20.5).

(7) Develop air lock seal replacement program (4.20.7.1). (Completed)

(8) Develop leak test for MSIV and main steam line drain valve (4.20.7.2).

(9) Provide a two-tier set of Technical Specification limits on iodine

releases (4.28).4

.

| (10) Develop procedures for use of high pressare recycle (5.3.1.2).

(11) Develop emergency operating procedures for the control room and alternate
shutdown panel (5.3.2.2).

(12) Install control room air conditioning (5.3.5.3).

(13) Develop stack gas monitoring procedures to use new monitor (5.3.11.1).;

(Completed)

(14) Place high range monitor into operation (5.3.11.2). (Completed)
,

(15) Modify Technical Specifications to delete incore detectors and add flux
wire system (5.3.13).

] (16) Provide electrical casualty procedures (5.3.14.1).

(17) Implement the balance-of plant quality assurance program (5.3.21).
i

(18) Modify radwaste monitor (5.3.23).i

'

(19) Define operability and provide limiting conditions of operation for
specified systems in the Technical Specifications (5.3.24).

; (20) Develop documentation indexing system for Final Hazards Summary Report
| update requirements (5.3.25.1).

| Category 3. Additional Engineering Evaluation

It is the staff's position regarding additional engineering evaluation that,

all evaluations and corresponding backfits and schedule for backfit implemen-
tations be submitted within the established schedu19s, as documented in the
appropriate report sections and summarized in Table. 4.1 and 5.1. These

|
evaluations are as follows:

(1) Determine probable maximum flood evaluation and evaluate adequacy of
current procedures (4.2.2). (Completed)i

| (2) Determine adequacy of usage factors for piping and vessels (4.4).
;
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(3) Demonstrate an ability to achieve safe shutdown using equipment that is
protected against tornado missiles (4.8).

! -(4) Demonstrate an ability to achieve safe shutdown using equipment that is
seismically qualified (4.12).

(5) Demonstrate that structures identified in the staff review of Topic III-7.8
will not prevent safe shutdown under the specified load combinations (4.13).

(6) Demonstrate that the paint and coatings inside containment are qualified,

for postaccident conditions and will not clog the recirculation screens
; (4.19.1).
! (7) Evaluate cost / effectiveness of reducing rapid depressurization system

(RDS) pilot valve leakage (5.3.1.1).

(8) Evaluate need for full-stroke testing of RDS valves (5.3.1.3).
4

: (9) Evaluate procedural adequacy of alternate shutdown system design (5.3.2.1).

(10) Evaluate control room design (5.3.2.3).

(11) Evaluate turbine bypass valve stability (5.3.3.1).

(12) Evaluate electrical equipment qualification (5.3.4).

(13) Evaluate plant shielding (5.3.5.1). (Completed)

{ (14) Evaluate control room habitability (5.3.5.2).

(15) Evaluate type and frequency for optimum testing of containment purge and
; vent valves (5.3.6.2).

(16) Evaluate time sequence of scram valves (5.3.8.1). (Completed)
1

j (17) Determine if redundant scram dump tank valves are necessary (5.3.8.2).
j (18) Determine proper and actual air pressure for each air-operated valve
; (5.3.17).
d

(19) Evaluate crane modifications (5.3.20).,

] (20) Determine cause and methods to control pressure transients in reactor
cooling water system (5.3.22).

(21) Resolve drawing discrepancies (5.3.25.2).

(22) Evaluate seismic capability of masonry walls (5.4.2).
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| TOPIC SAFETY EVALUATION REPORTS
1

; Copies of this report and the associated safety evaluation reports for the
; 85 topics listed in Appendix E are available for public inspection at the

NRC Public Document Room, 1717 H Street NW, Washington, DC 20555 and at thei

: Charlevoix Public Library,107 Clinton Street, Charlevoix, Michigan 49720.
I Copies of this report are also available for purchase from sources listed on

the inside front * cover.
3

;

j This review of the 85 topics was performed by the NRC staff and contractors
,

j listed in Appendix G. The Integrated Assessment Teara performing the integrated i
'

j assessment on the 30 topics that did not meet current criteria is as follows:

! R. F. Scholl, Jr.--Project Manager, Integrated Assessment, Big Rock Point Plant

j R. Emch--Project Manager, Big Rock Foint Plant

! M. Rubin--Risk Assessment Analyst
!

| G. Wright--Senior Resident Inspector, Big Rock Point Plant
1
'

Mr. R. F. Scholl, Jr., may be contacted by calling (301) 492-7472 or writing ,

to the following address:;

:

} R. F. Scholl, Jr. t

| Division of Licensing - Mail Stop 516
i U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.

| Washington, DC 20555 !

l

;

i

:

i

!
:

:

!
I |
!

|

| -

,

i
<

|
,

i

!

,

!
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i INTEGRA1ED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT
SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

BIG ROCK POINT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission's (now
Nuclear Regulatory Commission) scope of review of proposed power reactort

designs was evolving and somewhat less defined than it is today. The require-
ments for acceptability evolved as new facilities were reviewed. In 1967, the
Commission published for comment and interim use proposed General Design
Criteria (GDC) for Nuclear Power Plants that established minimum requirements
for the principal design standards. The GDC were fomally adopted, though
somewhat modified, in 1971, and have been used as guidance in reviewing new
plant applications since then. Safety guides issued in 1970 became part of the
Regulatory Guide Series in 1972. These guides describe methods acceptable to
the staff for implementing specific portions of the regulations, including,

certain GDC, and formalize staff techniques for performing a facility review.
; In 1972, the Commission distributed for information and comment a proposed

" Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Powar
Plants," now Regulatory Guide 1.70. It provided a standard format for these
reports and identified the principal information needed by the staff for its
review. The Standard Review Plan (SRP, NUREG-75/087) was published in December

1 1975 and updated in July 1981 (NUREG-0800) to provide further guidance for
improving the quality and uniformity of staff reviews, to enhance communication
and understanding of the review process by interested members of the public and
nuclear power industry, and to stabilize the licensing process. For the most
part, the detailed acceptance criteria prescribed in the SRP are not new;
rather they are methods of review, that, in many cases, were not previously
published in any regulatory document.

j

Because of the evolutionary nature of the licensing requirements discussed'

I above and the developments in technology over the years, operating nuclear
; power plants embody a broad spectrum of design features and requirements
'

depending on when the plant was constructed, who was the manufacturer, and when
the plant was licensed for operation. The amount of documentation that defines'

i these safety-design characteristics also has changed with the age of the
plant--the older the plant, the less documentation and potentially the greater
the difference from current licensing criteria.

Although the earlier safety evaluations of operating facilities did not address
many of the topics discussed in current safety evaluations, all operating
facilities have been reviewed more recently against a substantial number of
major safety issues that have evolved since the operating license was issued.

Conclusions of overall adequacy with respect to these major issues (e.g.,emer-
gency core cooling system, fuel design, and pressure vessel design) are a
matter of record. On the other hand, a number of other issues (e.g., seismic
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considerations, tornado and turbine missiles, flood protection, pipe break
effects inside containment, ana piping whip) have not been reviewed against
today's acceptance criteria for many operating plants, and documentation for
them is incomplete.

j 1.2 Systematic Evaluation Program Objectives

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) was initiated by the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) in 1977 to review the designs of older operating
nuclear reactor plants in order to reconfirm and document their safety. The
review provides (1) an assessment of the significance of differences between
current technical positions on safety issues and those that existed when a
particular plant was licensed, (2) a basis for deciding how these differences
should be resolved in an integrated plant review, and (3) a documented evalua-

i tion of plant safety.
|

The original SEP objectives were:

i (1) The program should establish documentation that shows how the criteria
1 for each operating plant reviewed compare with current criteria on
j significant safety issues, and should provide a rationale for acceptable
j departures from these criteria.

(2) The program should provide the capability to make integrated and balanced
decisions with respect to any required backfitting.

(3) The program should be structured for early identification and resolution
of any significant deficiencies.

(4) The program should assess the safety adequacy of the design and operation
i of currently licensed nuclear power plants.

(5) The program should use available resources efficiently and minimize
requirements for additional resources by NRC or industry.

The program objectives were later interpreted to ensure that the SEP also
provides iafety assessments adequate for conversion of provisional operatingi

! licenses (POLS) to full-term operating licenses (FTOLs). Many of the plants
selected for review were licensed before a comprehensive set of licensing
criteria had been developed. They include five of the oldest nuclear reactor
plants and seven plants under NRC review for the conversion of POLS to FTOLs.

*

The plants to be considered under the original Phase 11 program were

(1) Yankee Rowe (FTOL PWR)
(2) Haddam Neck (FTOL PWR)
(3) Millstone 1 (POL BWR)
(4) Oyster Creek (POL BWR)-

(5) Ginna (POL PWR)
(6) Lacrosse (POL BWR)
(7) Big Rock Point (FTOL BWR)
(8) Palisades (POL PWR)

: (9) Dresden 1 (FTOL BWR)
(10) Oresden 2 (FTOL BWR)
(11) San Onofre 1 (POL PWR)

Big Rock Point SEP 1-2
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The SEP review of'Dresden 1 has been deferred because the plant is undergoing
an extensive modification and is not scheduled for restart before June 1986.

|
Therefore, the total number of plants being reviewed for Phase II is 10.

1. 3 Description of Plant

The Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant site is located in Charlevoix County,
between the towns of Charlevoix and Petoskey, on the northern shore of Michigan's
lower peninsula. The licensee is Consumers Power Company. As shown schemati-
cally in Figure 1.1, the Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant consists of a direct
cycle, forced circulation boiling-water reactor; a power extraction system; and
associated service facilities. The principal structures include a 130-ft-
diameter spherical containment vessel, a turbine building, a structure housing
water intake facilities, a 240-ft ventilation stack, and waste storage vaults.

The containment vessel houses the reactor, recirculation piping, pumps, steam
drum, fuel pool, and equipment for removal of shutdown heat. The turbine-
generator and other conventional plant components are housed in a separate
adjoining building.

All components of the reactor and primary coolant system are designed for a sys-
tem pressure and power of 1,500 psia and 240 thermal megawatts (MWt) (licensed
power level), respectively, to enable plant operation up to 75,000-kW gross
electrical output. The turbine is a 3,600-rpm, tandem-compound, double-flow,
condensing unit directly connected to a hydrogen-cooled generator, which in turn
is connected through a reduction gear to an air-cooled exciter. Three points
of extraction for feedwater heating are provided.

Two half-capacity, vertical, multistage centrifugal pumps pump the condensate
from the hotwell through the condensate system to the suction of the reactor
feed pumps. Two feedwater pumps, taking suction directly from the condensate
system, discharge feedwater through the high pressure heater and through a
common header to the reactor steam drum. They are horizontal, multistage,
centrifugal pumps.

1.4 Summary of Operating History and Experience

The Big Rock Point plant received a provisional operating license on August 30,
1962, and began commercial operation on March 29, 1963. A full-term operating
license was issued on May 1, 1964. In May 1964, the licensee increased power
from 157 MWt to 240 MWt. Some major modifications made by the licensee since
the plant was licensed are as follows. The reactor thermal shields were modi-
fled in the period of September 1964 through September 1965. The post-incident
cooling system was modified in 1975. A reactor depressurization system was
installed in 1976. The reactor coolant inlet diffusers and a leak in a control
rod drive housing were repaired in 1979.

1.4.1 Summary of Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report

1.4.1.1 Introduction
,

To ensure that the plant's operating history, including plant transients, was
appropriately evaluated and factored into the NRC staff evaluation, the staff
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requested the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to perform a detailed
review. A copy of the ORNL report is attached as Appendix F. The licensee
commented on a draft version of this report in a letter dated January 14,

1983(a). Some of these comments are reflected in the final version; however,

the remaining comments reflect differences in judgment or interpretation. The ;

staff does not believe that these differences affect the conclusions drawn in |
this evaluation. |

|

Table 1.1 presents the Big Rock Point reactor availability and plant capacity |
factors. Values range from a low in 1975, when the unit was shut down for
part of the year for thermal shield modifications, to a high during 1971, when
the reactor was shut down only 18 days throughout the entire year.

From 1962 to 1981, Big Rock Point has experienced 124 forced shutdowns and 69
forced power reductions. In reviewing the forced shutdowns and power reductions,
one is examining events during which the plant was forced to shut down or to
reduce power as a result of some abnormal condition. Some abnormal conditions
that resulted in a forced shutdown are identifiable as initiating events of
design-basis-event (DBE) accident scenarios. These events can be associated
with 21 of the 124 forced shutdowns. (See Table 4.4 in Appendix F for events
occurring through 1981.)

Oak Ridge National Laboratory reviewed licensee event reports for Big Rock
Point * and, at the time of review, approximately 366 individual events were
evaluated. Human error and procedural inadequacies have caused or at least
complicated 46% of all reportable events at Big Rock Point. Hunan errors
include administrative, design, installation, maintenance, and operator errors.

1. 4.1. 2 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions

The primary objective of the review of the operating experience at Big Rock
Point was to identify any substantial performance of safety systems. The two
criteria for this evaluation were

(1) events that subjected the plant to a DBE-initiating condition

(2) events that caused a loss of a safety function designed to mitigate the
effects of the DBEs.

In all cases of DBE shutdowns (21 events), the events did not initiate any
sequence that resulted in a safety hazard to the plant or environs.

The DBE with the highest frequency (9 events) was loss of external load. Only
three of these events resulted in a complete loss of offsite power with two
occurring before the installation of a 46-kV transmission line in 1968. Each
of these events was caused by equipment failure or a storm. The other six
losses of external loads were partial losses. In each event, the 138-kV
transmission line was isolated from the plant. The causes of these six e' rents
were electrical storms (3), human errors (2), and relay malfunctions (1). The
complete losses occurred in 1965, 1966, and 1972. The partial losses of

* Referenced in Appendix A of the ORNL report, Tables A1.1 through A2.11 (see
Appendix F of this report).
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power occurred during two different periods: June 1970 to September 1971 (4)
and April 1978 to May 1978 (2). The remaining 12 DBE-related forced shutdowns
and power reductions were caused by

(1) steam pressure regulator malfunction resulting in decreased steam flow (3)
(2) turbine trip (3)
(3) reactor coolant pump trip (2)
(4) control rod maloperation (2)
(5) loss of normal feedwater flow (1)
(6) loss of condenser vacuum (1)

Equipment failures caused 10 of the DBEs; human errors accounted for 7. Elec-
trical storms caused an additional four DBEs when the 138-kV transmission line
was lost. All four storms occurred between 1966 and 1971. Sixteen of the
DBEs occurred between 1962 and 1972. After 1972, the frequency of DBEs decreased
significantly with equipment failures causing four DBEs and human errors caus-
ing one.

1. 4.1. 3 Reportable Events

In the reportable event segment of the operating review of Big Rock Point, 366
events were reviewed. Until 1974, Big Rock Point had reported an average of
seven events per year. The peak year for reportable events occurred in 1977,
when Big Rock Point filed reports on 50 events. Since 1974, the average num-
ber of reportable events has increased to 39. The primary cause of reportable
events has been inherent equipment failure, which contributed to 52% of all
events. Human errors (including administrative, design, fabrication, instal-
lation, maintenance, and operator error) caused 46% of the reportable events.
Other causes, such as lightning, were responsible for 1%. For the remaining
1% of reportable events, no causes were reported. No trends in the causes of
reported events were identified.

Of the 366 reported events, 6 were identified as significant:

(1) loss of offsite power (2)

(2) containment integrity violated (1)

(3) both fire pumps unavailable while automatic depressurization system (ADS)
was unavailable (1)

(4) failure of two reactor protection system (RPS) channels while 138-kV line
was unavailable (1)

(5) recirculation diffusers break off (1)
Inherent failures, human errors, and the weather each caused two events. No
trend was observed in the frequency of significant events, and no major problems
in terms of plant safety were identified.

1. 4.1. 4 Recurring Events

The following three types of recurring events were noted during the review of
Big Rock Point's operating history:
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(1) control rod drive. problems
(2) failed fuel elements
(3) failures involving the emergency condenser |

Many of the difficulties encountered with the control rod drives and fuel
elements were limited to the earlier years of operation. Recurring problems
involved the control rods drifting out of the core, galling of the control rod
index tubes, jamming of the rods so that they could be inserted but not with-
drawn, and withdrawal times less than the Technical Specifications limit. The
first three types of problems have not occurred since 1968. The last time a
control rod's withdrawal time was less than the limit was 1978.

Big Rock Point is a high power density reactor that has been involved in
developmental programs to test high performance fuel elements. It was during
these developmental programs that fuel cladding failures occurred. The fuel
cladding failures did not pose any safety problems because power reductions
kept the off gas activity within acceptable limits.

Eleven events involved failures with the emergency condenser. Two of the
failures rendered one of the two emergency condenser loops inoperable in 1973
and 1978. However, a single tube bundle is sufficient to remove decay heat.

1.4.2 Operating Experience, January 1, 1982, Through February 28, 1983

The unit operated from January 1, 1982, through February 28, 1983, and experi-
enced three reactor trips, one reactor shutdown, one removal of the main gen-
erator from the grid, and one refueling outage. Gross electrical generation
was restricted during this period to approximately 65 megawatts-electric (MWe)
because of thermal margin considerations. Capacity and service factors computed
for the year 1982 are 63.2% and 70.8%, respectively. Capacity and service
factors computed through February 1983 are 92.8% and 100%, respectively.
Cumulative capacity and service factors for the life of the unit are 57.4% and
69%, respectively. Three reactor trips occurred on January 7, June 11, and
December 7, 1982. The first was a manual scram caused by a faulty reactor
protection system reset switch, which led to several control rods drifting
into the core. The second trip was a manual scram necessitated by a fire in
the exciter housing of the main generator. The third trip was an automatic
scram brought on by a broken terminal board that caused a false turbine stop
valve closed signal to be sent to the generator output breaker which resulted
in a turbine load rejection and subsequent reactor trip.

| Significant facility modifications performed during the last refueling outage
! included (1) addition of a water makeup line to the spent fuel pool; (2) up-

grading of the containment pressure monitoring instrumentation; (3) modifica-
|
! tion of the secondary water supply to the emergency condenser, permitting
, remote actuation; and (4) modification of the containment spray system piping
I and control system.

1.4.3 Regulatory Performance, January 3, 1982, Through February 28, 1983

A management meeting was held with the licensee on October 28, 1982, to discuss
the findings of the NRC Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP),
which was conducted in accordance with NRC Manual Chapter 0516. The review
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included the licensee's performance with the objective of improving regulatory
programs and performance and was based on activities from July 1, 1981, through
June 30, 1982. The SALP Board concluded that the licensee's operational and
regulatory performance was generally acceptable and directed toward safe opera-
tion. The SALP Board's conclusions for each of the 11 functional areas were
categorized as follows:

Category 1

Reduced NRC attention may be appropriate. The attention and involvement of
the licensee's management are aggressive and oriented toward nuclear safety;
the licensee's resources are adequate and are reasonably effective so that
satisfactory performance with respect to operational safety or construction is
being achieved.

Category 2

NRC attention should be maintained at normal levels. The attention and involve-
ment of the licensee's management are evident and are directed toward nuclear
safety; the licensee's resources are adequate and are reasonably effective so
that satisfactory performance with respect to operational safety and construc-
tion is being achieved.

Category 3

Both NRC and licensee attention should be increased. The attention and involve-
ment of the licensee's management are acceptable and are directed toward
nuclear safety, but weaknesses are evident; the licensee's resources appear
strained or not effectively used so that minimally satisfactory performance
with respect to operational safety and construction is being achieved.

The following functional areas were evaluated:
'

(1) plant operations
(2) radiological controls
(3) maintenance
(4) surveillance
(5) fire protection and housekeeping
(6) emergency preparedness
(7) security and safeguards
(8) refueling operations
(9) licensing activities
(10 training
(11) environmental protection and confirmatory measurements

The SALP Board ranked the licensee's performance as Category 1 in three areas,
Category 2 in six areas, and Category 3 in two areas, namely, radiological
controls and training. The SALP Board concluded that the licensee's performance
during the period remained satisfactory.

Thirty-five events were reported through February 28, 1983, by the licensee
event report system. Of these, 21 were due to component failure, 3 to design,,

I 2 to defective procedures, and 5 to personnel error.

Big Rock Point SEP 1-7
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1.4.4 Regulatory Performance, March 1, 1983, Through March 31, 1984

The performance during this period of operation was not significantly different
from previous experienca in most respects. The most notable changes were:

(1) upgrading from Category 3 to Category 2 in the areas of radiological
controls and training as noted in the SALP report for the period of
July 1,1982, through June 30, 1983

(2) completion of testimony for the spent fuel pool capacity expansion

(3) completion of a major refueling outage with 10 year inservice inspection

i
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| E Table 1.1 Availability and capacity factors for 81g Rock Point

a a a a a
Average 1962-63 1964 1965* 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

y Reactor a..tilability c c 14.8 75.1 83.7 81.5 89.7 93.5 96.7 80.0
Unit avai. ability c c 14.6 73.6 81.8 80.2 c c c 79.9g
Unit capacity (MDC)d c c 13.2 60.5 75.7 68.8 67.3 64.6 59.3 70.7"

g Unit capacity (DER)* c c 13.0 59.7 74.6 67.8 66.4 63.7 58.5 69.7
o

Average 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 Cumulative

Reactor availability 60.0 70.8 60.3 51.4 74.1 78.9 24.0 79.2 91.4 70.0
Unit availabilitv 79.9 70.3 59.8 50.1 73.4 77.9 23.5 78.9 90.6 68.6
Unit capacity (M'DC)C 67.9 54.3 46.7 39.2 63.4 71.9 20.6 71.5 83.6 56.8
Unit capacity-(DER)* 67.0 53.5 46.1 38.7 57.2 63.6 18.0 64.1 74.5 53.2

aNovember to November
bNovember 1979 to December 1970
c
No daut (ND)

dMDC = maximum dependable capacity

' DER = design electrical rating

f Source: Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report (see Appendix F of this report).
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2 REVIEW METHOD
l

2.1 Overview

The Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) review procedure represents a departure
from the typical NRC staff reviews conducted to support the granting of a con-
struction permit or operating license for a new facility or a license amendment,

for an operating facility. A typical licensing review starts with the submittal
'

| by the utility of a safety analysis report (SAR) that describes the design of
the proposed plant. The staff reviews the SAR on the basis of the Standard
Review Plan (SRP), regulatory guides, and branch technical positions that con-
stitute current licensing criteria. The guidelines in the SRP represent' accept-
able means of complying with licensing regulations specified in Title 10 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR).

The SEP was initiated by NRC, and not by the licensee as part of an application
for a license or request for a license amendment. The SEP procedure involves
several phases of data gathering and evaluation so that an integrated assess-i

ment of the overall plant safety can be made. The various phases and their
interrelationships are described below.

2.2 Selection of Topic List

A list of significant safety topics was derived from existing safety issues
during Phase I of the program. More than 800 items were considered in the
development of the original list; however,'a number of these were found to be
duplicative in nature or were deleted for other reasons. Categories of topics
that were deleted for other reasons are (1) those not normally included in the
review of light-water reactors, (2) those related either to research-and-
development programs or to the development of analytical evaluation models and
methodology, and (3) those that are reviewed on a periodic basis in accordance
with current criteria (e.g., fuel performance). The topics retained numbered
137; these were arranged in groups corresponding to the organization of the
SRP. A " definition" was prepared for each topic to ensure a common under-
standing. This definition plus a statement of the safety objective for the
review and the status of the review at that time is contained in Appendix A
for ease of reference.

During the course of this review, the number of topics that applied to all
plants was reduced further because some topics were being reviewed generically
under either the Unresolved Safety Issues (USIs) program or the Three Mile
Island (TMI) NRC Action Plan; also, duplicates found within the SEP topics were

: deleted. Appendix B shows these topics along with the corrasponding USI, TMI
| task, or SEP topic referenced. The basis for deletion appears in Appendix A

under individual topics.
'

Plant-specific deletions other than those common to all SEP plants were made to
account for nonapplicability of particular topics to Big Rock Point. The plant-
specific topics that were removed for Big Rock Point and the bases for deletion

! are shown in Appendix C.
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For Big Rock Point, this process resulted in 85 topics from the topic,, list that
formed the SEP review. The final list of 85 topics that were reviewed for Big
Rock Point appears in Section 3.1.

The milestones in the review of the SEP program and the Big Rock Point Plant
are shown in Table 2.1.

2.3 Topic Evaluation Procedures

Each SEP topic in Section 3.1 was reviewed to determine whether the correspond-
ing plant design was consistent with current licensing criteria such as regula-
tions, guides, and SRP review criteria, or the equivalent of such criteria.
Safety evaluation reports (SEits) for all 85 topics were issued to document the
comparison with current licensing criteria and to identify potential areas for
modification. References for letters regarding the individual topic SERs are
contained in Appendix E. These documents describe the detailed evaluations
where conclusions are summarized in this report.

Topics were evaluated by one of two methods:

(1) The NRC staff reviewed and formally issued an SER to the licensee. This
SER was termed a draft because it was only one input element to the evalua-
tion. The purpose of the draft SER was to verify the factual accuracy of
the described facility and to allow the licensee to identify possible
alternate approaches to meeting the current licensing criteria. After a

review of the licensee's comments on the draft SER, factual changes were
incorporated as needed, proposed alternatives were reviewed, and the SER
was issued in final form.

(2) The licensee submitted an SAR, and the staff issued a final SER based on a
review of this submittal.

After completion of the topic evaluation, the disposition of each topic was
grouped according to one of the following results:

(1) The plant is consistent with current licensing criteria and the topic
review is considered complete. If the plant does not meet current
licensing criteria, but the present design is equivalent to current
criteria, the topic is also considered complete. A justification for

this conclusion is provided in the topic SER. The topics in this
category are identified in Section 3.1 of this report by an asterisk.

(2) The plant is not consistent with current licensing criteria, but the
licensee has implemented or proposed design or procedural changes
that the staff finds acceptable. A summary of the topic evalua-
tion and the corrective actions taken in this category appear in

.

Section 3.3.!

(3) The plant is not consistent with current licensing criteria, and the
differences from these criteria are to be evaluated as potential

| candidates for modification. If the staff determines the difference
is of immediate safety significance, action is taken to resolve the
issue promptly. No issues at Big Rock Point required that prompt
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!

! action be taken. If the difference is not of immediate safety
' significance, the resolution is deferred to the integrated plant

safety' assessment.to obtain maximum benefit from coordinated and
integrated modification decisions. The SEP evaluation of all
85 topics led to the conclusion that 34 topics were not consistent-

with current criteria. Of these, 2 topics were resolved during the
topic review and are addressed in Section 3, and 32 were considered
in the integrated safety assessment and appear in Section 4. The
licensee has proposed integration of some modifications proposed

J during the topic review with modifications resulting from the
integrated assessment.

j 2. 4 Integrated Plant Safety Assessment

The objective of the integrated plant safety assessment is to make balanced*

and integrated decisions on implementing current licensing criteria to SEP
facilities. Factors considered important in reaching decisions on implemen-
tation include safety significance, radiation exposure to workers, and, to a
lesser extent, implementation impact and schedule.

| A meeting was held with the licensee (Consumers Power Company) to discuss
;- these factors as they related to the differences identified during the SEP
j review between actual facility design and current licensing criteria and to
j obtain the licensee's views on safety significance and possible corrective
! actions.
4

; The licensee by letter dated February 28, 1983, proposed corrective actions
; for most of the identified differences. Subsequently, in a letter dated

March 18, 1983, the licensee requested that the' scope of issues to be '

; addressed in the integrated assessment be expanded to include many of the
pending licensing actions for Big Rock Point which had evolved from staff

: reviews outside the scope of SEP. These-additional issues included many of
! the TMI Action Plan requirements and USI implementation criteria that were
; excluded from the SEP scope of review. These issues also included other
; generic implementation criteria (e.g., multiplant actions) and utility-
! sponsored plant improvements.
1
'

The purpose of the expanded scope-of icsues is to develop a."living schedule"
of plant improvements and ongoing engineering analyses to provide the most

t efficient use of the lit.ensee's resources. The licensee, by letter dated
j June 1, 1983,-identified specific issues to be considered in the-integrated
; assessment and presented the results of their integrated assessment ~ review
F of these issues. The licensee's integrated assessment was conducted by a
; Technical Review Group (TRG) using experience and-insights-gained frou. the-

utility-sponsored probabilistic risk assessment as. described in Section 5.2.

| Because the staff's decisions in the integrated assessment sometimes rely on,

judgment, risk assessment techniques were similarly used to the extent possible!

to supplement the staff's -judgments concerning the safety significance of a
particular issue. A limited probabilistic risk. assessment (PRA), performed by
Science Applications,-Inc. (SAI) for the staff, was based on a plant-specific
PRA performed by the licensee. 'The limited PRA, along with comments by the I

i staff, appears in Appendix D. For reasons given in Appendix D, only certain
topics _could be readily analyzed by a PRA. The staff used risk assessment

L
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techniques for evaluating selec;.ed SEP topics as well as the additional issues
described in Section 5, including NUREG-0737 and multiplant action items. The
risk reduction potential (expressed as societal dose reduction) was calculated
for the proposed resolution of Section 4 and Section 5 topics. The risk reduc-
tion potential was then considered along with implementation costs to provide
an input for the resolution of issues pertaining to Big Rock Point.

Although the staff's integrated assessment considered all of the issues col-
lectively, the results are presented in two parts for clarity. Section 4
presents the issues that evolved from the SEP topic reviews, as described in
Sections 2.3 and 3. Section 5 presents the non-SEP issues, that is, the
pending licensing actions and utility-sponsored plant improvements that con-
stitute the expanded scope of the integrated assessmsn'..

The staff's findings presented in the draft integrated assessment were dis-
cussed with the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards in November 1983. The
Committee's comments and the staff's response to those comments appear in
Appendix I.

The draft integrated assessment was issued in September 1983. To provide an
additional level of perspective to the staff's findings, the draft integrated
assessment was reviewed by five independent consultants. The consultants'
comments, and the staff's response to the comments, appear in Appendix J.

Inasmuch as a number of the projects were ongoing at the time that this report
was issued in draft form, a number of these projects have subsequently been
completed. This final version identifies the schedules for all the remaining

projects, which constitute the foundation for the licensee's integrated imple-
mentation schedule. The final results of the integrated assessment are based
on commitments and implementation schedules proposed by the licensee in letters
dated February 2, 1984, and May 2, 1984.
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Table 2.1 Topic list selection and resolution

ORIGINAL PHASE I TOPIC LIST
800

| i f

| Many of these topics were deleted because they were duplicative
in nature, were not normally included in the review of light-water'

reactors, were related to resaarch-and-development programs, or were
reviewed on a periodic basis in accordance with current criteria.

FINAL LIST OF PHASE I TOPICS REVIEWED DURING PHASE II
137 (see Appendix A)

i f

Of the 137 topics, 23 were deleted because they were being reviewed
generically under either the Unresolved Safety Issues (USIs) program
or the Three Mile Island (TMI) NRC Action Plan (see Appendix B).

1 r

REMAINING TOPICS AFTER DELETION OF USIs AND TMI-RELATED TOPICS
114

i f

Of the remaining 114 topics, 29 were deleted because the topics did
not apply to Big Rock Point (see Appendix C).

1
FINAL NUMBER OF TOPICS REVIEWED FOR BIG ROCK POINT

85 (see Section 3.1 and Appendix E)
a

i f

TOPICS THAT MET CURRENT CRITERIA OR WERE
ACCEPTABLE ON ANOTHER DEFINED BASIS

53 (see Section 3.2)

i f

TOPICS THAT MET CURRENT CRITERIA OR WERE ACCEPTABLE ON ANOTHER
DEFINED BASIS AFTER MODIFICATIONS MADE DURING TOPIC REVIEW

2 (see Section 3.3) '

TOPICS CONSIDERED FOR BACKFIT IN THE INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT
30 (see Table 4.1 and Sections 4.1-4.28)
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3 SEP TOPIC EVALUATION SUMMARY

3.1 Final Big Rock Point-Specific List of 85 Topics Reviewed

| Listed below are the 85 topics that were reviewed for Big Rock Point. The topics
| with asterisks are those for which the plant meets current criteria or was
: acceptable on another defined basis:

TOPIC TITLE

II-1.A* Exclusion Area Authority and Control
II-1.B* Population Distribution
II-1.C* Potential Hazards or Changes in Potential Hazards Due to

Transportation, Institutional, Industrial, and Military
Facilities

II-2.A Severe Weather Phenomena
II-2.C* Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Characteristics for Accident

Analysis
II-3.A* Hydrologic Description
II-3.B Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements
II-3.B.1 Capability of Operating Plant To Cope With Design-Basis Flooding

Conditions
II-3.C Safety-Related Water Supply (Ultimate Heat Sink [ UHS])
II-4* Geology and Seismology4

II-4.A* Tectonic Province
II-4.B Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity
II-4.C* Historical Seismicity Within 200 Miles of Plant
II-4.D* Stability of Slopes
II-4.F* Settlement of Foundations and Buried Equipment
III-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components (Seismic

and Quality)
III-2 Wind and Tornado Loadings
III-3.A Effects of High Water Level on Structures
III-3.C Inservice Inspection of Water Control Structures
III-4.A Tornado Missiles
III-4.B Turbine Missiles
III-4.C* Internally Generated Missiles
III-4.D* Site-Proximity Missiles (Including Aircraft)
III-5.A Effects of Pipe Break on Structures, Systems and Components
III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment
III-6 Seismic Design Considerations
III-7.B Design Codes, Design Criteria, Load Combinations, and Reactor

Cavity Design Criteria
III-7.D* Containment Structural Integrity Tests
III-8.A Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration Monitoring
III-8.C* Irradiation Damage, Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel, and

Fatigue Resistance
III-10.A Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated Valves
IV-1.A* Operation With Less Than All Loops in Service

Big Rock Point SEP 3-1
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TOPIC TITLE

IV-2* Reactivity Control Systems Including Functional Design and
Protection Against Single Failures

V-4* Piping and Safe-End Integrity
V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection
V-6* Reactor Vessel Integrity
V-10.A Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchanger Tube Failures
V-10.B* Residual Heat Removal System Reliability
V-11.A* Requirements for Isolation of High- and Low-Pressure Systems

|V-11.B* Residual Heat Removal System Interlock Requirements
V-12.A Water Purity of BWR Primary Coolant
VI-1 Organic Materials and Postaccident Chemistry
VI-2.D* Mass and Energy Release for Postulated Pipe Break Inside

Containment
VI-3* Containment Pressure and Heat Removal Capability
VI-4 Containment Isolation System
VI-6* Containment Leak Testing
VI-7.A.3* Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation System
VI-7.A.4* Core Spray Nozzle Effectiveness
VI-7.B* Engineered Safety Feature Switchover From Injection to

Recirculation Mode (Automatic Emergency Core Cooling System
Realignment)

VI-7.C* Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Single-Failure Criterion
and Requirements for Locking Out Power to Valves, Including

; Independence of Interlocks on ECCS Valves
VI-7.C.1* Appendix K--Electrical Instrumentation and Control Re-reviews
VI-7.C.2* Failure Mode Analysis (Emergency Core Cooling System)
VI-7.D* Long-Term Cooling Passive Failures (e.g., Flooding of Redundant

Components)
VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety Features,

Including Response-Time Testing
VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Protection System From Nonsafety Systems,

Including Qualification of Isolation Devices
VII-1.B* Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis Review of Operating Data

Base
VII-2* Engineered Safety Features System Control Logic and Design
VII-3* Systems Required for Safe Shutdown
VII-6* Frequency Decay
VIII-1.A* Potential Equipment Failures Associated With Degraded Grid

Voltage
VIII-2* Onsite Emergency Power Systems (Diesel Generator)
VIII-3.A* Station Battery Capacity Test Requirements
VIII-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation
VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment
IX-1* Fuel Storage
IX-3 Station Service and Cooling Water Systems
IX-5 Ventilation Systems
IX-6* Fire Protection
XIII-2* Safeguards / Industrial Security
XV-1* Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in Feedwater Flow,

Increase in Steam Flow, and Inadvertent Opening of a Steam
Generator Relief or Safety Valve

Big Rock Point SEP 3-2 .'
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TOPIC TITLE

XV-3* Loss of External Load, Turbine Trip, Loss of Condenser Vacuum,
Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valve (BWR), and Steam Pressure
Regulator Failure (Closed)

XV-4* Loss of Nonemergency AC Power to the Station Auxiliaries
XV-5* ' oss of Normal Feedwater Flowi

.

| XV-7* Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor Coolant Pump
i Shaft Break
! XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation (System Malfunction or Operator Error)
| XV-9* Startup of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation Loop at an Incorrect

Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction Causing an Increase
in BWR Core Flow Rate

XV-11* Inadvertent Loading and Operation of a Fuel Assembly in an
Improper Position (BWR)

XV-13* Spectrum of Rod Drop Accident (BWR)
XV-14* Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System and

Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That Increases
Reator Coolant Inventory

XV-15* Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Safety / Relief Valve or
a BWR Safety / Relief Valve

XV-16* Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small Lines Carrying
Primary Coolant Outside Containment

XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure Outside
Containment

XV-19* Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Resulting From Spectrum of Postulated
Piping Breaks Within the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary

XV-20* Radiological Consequences of Fuel-Damaging Accidents (Inside'

. and Outside Containment)
XVII * Operational Quality Assurance Program1

3.2 Topics for Which Plant Design Meets Current Criteria or Was Acceptable
on Another Defined Basis

As listed in Section 3.1.

3.3 Topics for Which Plant Design Meets Current Criteria or Equivalent Based
on Modifications Implemented by the Licensee

This section summarizes those topics (II-1.A and IV-1.A) that meet current
criteria as a result of modifications made or committed to by the licensee
during topic review. (These topics are also listed in Section 3.1 because they
now meet current criteria.)

1The Operational Quality Assurance Program was reviewed according to the
criteria specified for operating reactors in 1974 (see Appendix A). NRC is
currently evaluating all aspects of Nuclear Power Plant Quality Assurance
Programs. Additional review of this issue will be performed outside the
context of SEP.

|
|
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3.3.1 Topic II-1.A, Exclusion Area Authority and Control

The safety objective of this topic is to ensure that appropriate exclusion area
authority and control are maintained by the licensee as required by 10 CFR 100.
The review was conducted in accordance with the guidance given in SRP Sec-
tion 2.1.2. The staff concluded that the licensee did not have control of traf-
fic on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad line which traverses a part of the
exclusion area.

j The licensee _ subsequently modified the emergency plan so that the Sheriff will
have adequate control over rail traffic on this line during an emergency.

I
3.3.2 Topic IV-1.A. Operation With Less Than All Loops in Service |

The safety objective of this topic is to ensure that flow through an inactive i

loop does not interfere with safety instrumentation or cause core flow asym- |
metries that invalidate the models upon which the ECCS designs are based.+

|

The licensee provided sufficient analysis to permit the issuance of Amendment 48
to Facility Operating License DPR-6.

t

i

I

,
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|4 INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

Table 4.1 shows the list of topics considered in the integrated assessment,
I whether Technical Specification requirements or modifications are needed, and
| whether or not the licensee proposes to modify Big Rock Point. A more detailed

description of each topic with identified differences follows.

Implementation schedules have not been completed by the license?. This is
consistent with the current status of the staff's integrated assessment review.
The licensee will be requested to complete implementation schedules for all

,

I plant modifications and procedure revisions following review by the Advisory
Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) of this draft Integrated Plant Safety
Assessment Report (IPSAR). Final implementation schedules will be developed by
the licensee within 90 days of the publication of this report and will be identi-
fied in the supplement. The differences from current licensing criteria iden-
tified in this section were derived from the safety evaluation reports referenced
in Appendix E.

A limited probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) has been performed for 14 of the
SEP topics with identified differences from current licensing criteria. This
limited PRA is presented in Appendix D and is based on a plant-specific PRA
study performed by the licensee. This risk perspective has been used to judge
the importance of the identified differences in relation to accident sequences
leading to core melt, with due consideration of the uncertainties in the PRA
techniques. In addition, the licensee has performed his own integrated assess-
ment, submitted by a letter dated February 28, 1963, and has proposed correc-
tive actions to resolve those issues considered significant. '

The licensee's submittal and the limited risk assessment have been evaluated
by the staff and used as input to this integrated plant safety assessment.
Where the licensee's proposed corrective actions are consistent with or equiv-
alent to current licensing criteria, they constitute the basis for the staff's
acceptance. The remaining issues were evaluated using the process described
in Section 2.4.

4.1 Topic II-2.A, Severe Weather Phenomena

The topic evaluation identified wind and tornado loading conditions that
had not been considered in the original plant design. These conditions are
addressed in relation to Topics III-2 and III-4.A for wind and tornado load-
ings and tornado missiles in Sections 4.5 and 4.8, respectively.

4.2 Topic II-3.B Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements:
Topic II-3.8.1, Capability of Operating Plants To Cope With
Design-Basis Flooding Conditions; and Topic II-3.C, Safety-Related
Water Supply (Ultimate Heat Sink [ UHS])

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2), as implemented by SRP Sections 2.4.2, 2.4.5, 2.4.10, 2.4.11,
and 3.4.1 and Regulatory Guides 1.27 and 1.59, requires that structures, sys-
tems, and components important to safety be designed to withstand the effects
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of natural phenomena such as flooding. The safety objective of these topics4

(II-3.B, II-3.B.1, and II-3.C) is to verify that adequate operating procedures
and/or system designs are provided to cope with the design-basis flood.

,

4

The site grade elevation is 583.5 to 594 ft mean sea level (MSL). During the
staff's review of the hydrology-related topics, the following flooding eleva-

j tions were identified, as defined by current licensing criteria:
' probable maximum flood (PMF) resulting from:
i probable maximum precipitation (PMP) - 598.8 ft MSL

probable maximum surge (PMS) from wave runup - 586.8 ft MSL

As a result of these flooding levels, the staff has identified the following
,

issues.

4.2.1 Design-Basis Ground Water Level

The original design value for ground water level at Big Rock Point was 583.6 ft
MSL. In lieu of an analysis to determine the maximum ground water level, ai

ground water level at plant grade should be assumed when considering uplift#

and hydrostatic forces separately from s'eismic loadings. The staff's review'

: of this topic indicates that plant structures can withstand ground water
levels at plant grade, and, therefore, this issue is resolved to the staff's
satisfaction.

In lieu of further analysis to determine the ground water level to be used in;

combination with seismic loading, the highest recorded lake level (approximately1

: p 584 ft MSL) may be used. As part of the SEP Topic III-6 evaluation, load com-
binations involving seismic loading and ground water level were consideredt

using the original design-basis ground water elevation of 583.0 ft MSL. This
elevation is sufficiently close to the 584-ft value so that the staff finds it

j acceptable. The adequacy of structures to resist the seismic groundwater load
! combination is being reviewed in SEP Topic III-6. Other load combinations are

being addressed in SEP Topic III-7.B.4

4.2.2 Probable Maximum Flood"

i

The topic evaluation estimated that the PMF resulting from the PMP-in the
i drainage basin around the plant site would result in flooding elevations of

598.8 ft MSL at the west side of the turbine building. Further,-a storm surge

from Lake Michigan was estimated to result in a flooding elevation of 586.8 ft-
MSL at the intake structure. These various flooding estimates were derived
from conservative analyses of the flooding events performed by consultants to;

~

the staff.

. By letter dated June 23, 1983, the licensee transmitted the'results of a
! flooding analysis of the site, which concluded that the maximum flood elevation
I would be slightly below 594.0 ft MSL at the turbine building for the PMP and

PMF and 587.4 ft MSL for lake flooding. .The licensee's evaluation of lake
flooding included wave runup effects for a fast moving squall in conjunction'

with the maximum mean monthly lake level.

!

<
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Safe shutdown can be accomplished for flooding events in which the flooding
elevation does not exceed about 594.0 ft MSL at the turbine building and about
589.0 ft MSL outside and about 584.0 ft MSL inside the intake structure. At
these elevations, the interior of the structures would be flooded, but the
pumps and electric power supplies necessary for shutdown would be above the
flooding elevation. Further, if cooling water could not be supplied by the
pumps inside the intake structures, the emergency condenser could operate
using the demineralized water storage tank with well-water cooling for control
valves.

To resolve this issue, the staff reviewed detailed hydrologic engineering
calculations, maps, level surveys, photographs of critical site features, and
a report by a licensee consultant on Lake Michigan flooding effects. On the
basis of an analysis of this additional information, the staff concludes that
a PMF caused by either PMP or lake flooding would not exceed 594.0 ft MSL at
the turbine building or 584.1 ft MSL inside the intake structure. In view of
this finding and the extreme nature of the assumptions regarding a PMF event,
the staff concludes that the plant can safely shut down in the event of a
probable maximum flood.

4.2.3 Probable Minimum Water Level

The topic evaluation identified a probable minimum lake water level that could
potentially cause a loss of the cooling path to the ultimate heat sink.

The licensee has evaluated the cooling capability of the plant under such con-
ditions. The licensee's evaluation concluded that the minimum water elevation
resulting from a negative lake surge or seiche would be 572.1 ft MSL with the
circulating pumps, service water pumps, and fire pumps all operating. This
elevation is above the stated minimum elevation of 570.0 ft MSL necessary to
maintain the minimum roquired net positive suction head for these pumps.

The staff has reviewed the licensee's analyses and concludes that the probable
minimum water elevation will exceed the required 570.0 ft MSL. Therefore,
this issue is resolved.

4.2.4 Flood Emergency Plan

The topic evaluation concluded that the licensee's flood emergency plan in
its present form does not meet current criteria regarding its adequacy for
safe shutdown of the facility following a severe flood. Further, there is no
existing Technical Specification (TS) limit that restricts plant operation .'or
a flooding event.

In a letter dated February 2, 1984, the licensee committed to develop an
emergency procedura that would instruct the operators to contact a local fire
department to request a pumper truck to refill the demineralized water storage
tank in the event the demineralized water transfer pump, demineralized water
fill pump, and fire pumps are disabled by the flooding events as described in
Sections 4.2.2 and 4.11.

The demineralized water storage tank can supply cooling water to the emergency
condenser for approximately 8 hours, which allows sufficient time to implement
such a procedure.
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This new emergency procedure will be completed by November 1984. The staff
will confirm that this procedure identifies the appropriate corrective actions
to transfer functions and electrical loads to equipment located above the
maximum flooding elevation well before that equipment would be disabled by
flooding.

4.3 Topic II-4.B, Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity

10 CFR 100, as implemented by SRP Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.3, requires that the
site be reviewed with respect to local geological features that may lead to
earthquake faulting (resulting in ground motion) and caverns that may lead to
collapse. When the staff first considered the possibility of solution features
(caverns) beneath the site two concerns came to light:

(1) the possible existence of a large cavern under the site that could ulti-
mately cause subsidence or collapse

(2) the possibility of the development and enlargement of a new cavern during
the life of the plant

These concerns arose after a review of the literature and a site visit by an
NRC geologist. In their report, " Solution Features in the Traverse Group of
Northwestern Michigan," Harding-Lawson Associates, geology consultants for
Consumers Power Company, presented data supporting their conclusion that exten-
sive solutioning is not going on in the site area at the present time, nor has
it likely been for the past several thousand years. The e/idence cited includes:

(1) The sinks present in the quarries are filled with undisturbed glacial
deposits including sand, gravel, and till, thus dating the solution holes
as being at least late Pleistocene age.

(2) The open cavern in the Penn-Dixie quarry had been bridged by 60 to 80 ft
of rock before excavation and was well below the present level of Lake
Michigan, indicating that it probably formed when the level of the lake
was much lower than it is today.

(3) Movement of ground water through the rock, related to the wide range of
fluctuation of the surface of ancestral Lake Michigan during the Pleistocene
age, is believed to have caused most of the more geologically recent solu-
tioning activity. The level of Lake Michigan and the local ground water
surface have been relatively stable since the lake reached its present
level after the close of the Pleistocene age.

(4) The site reg kn is covered by a blanket of relatively impermeable soil,
causing most preipitation to run off rather than percolate down and move
through the rock.

(5) Extensive karst topogtaphy is not apparent at ground surface in the site
area. However, because of the scarcity of information on the condition of
site bedrock, the topic evaluation recommended that the licensee perform
additional studies to confirm bedrock competency.
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The licensee contracted with Commonwealth Associates, Inc. (CAI) of Jackson,
Michigan, to investigate the possible existence of solution cavities beneath

| the plant. CAI reported its conclusions in the report "An Investigation Into
I the Possible Existence of Solution Cavities Beneath the Big Rock Point Nuclear

Power Plant Near Charlevoix, Michigan," February 1983. In that report the con-
sultant concluded that the geologic processes that created solution features
in the area have not been active since the last episode of glaciation, and
there is insufficient information to confirm either the presence or absence of
cavities beneath the site.

On the basis of the evidence availab'le to date,. it is not likely that signifi-
|

cant solution activity is going on in the rock beneath the site, nor is it
; likely that there are large caverns beneath the site sufficiently close to-the

surface to cause subsidence or collapse beneath the plant, because indications
! of this condition would probably have been observed during or shortly after con-

struction 20 years ago. The staff concludes that there is insufficient benefit
to be gained from conducting additional onsite investigations; therefore, no2

|
further action is required.

i 4.4 Topic III-1, Classification of Structures, Systems, and Components

1 (Seismic and Quality)

! |
10 CFR 50 (GDC 1), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.26, requires that struc- |

'

tures, systems, and components important to safety be designed, fabricated,'

i erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
i safety functions to be performed. The codes used for the design, fabrication,
! erection, and testing of the Big Rock Point plant were compared with current
j codes.
1

j The development of the current edition of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers " Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code" (ASME Code) has been a processr

| evolving from earlier ASME Code, American National Standards Institute, and
other standards, and manufacturer's requirements. In general, the materials of '

construction used in earlier designs provide comparable levels of safety.

; The review of this topic identified several systems and components for which
j the licensee was unable to provide information to justify a conclusion that the-

quality standards imposed during plant construction meet quality standards
i required for new facilities. The staff did not identify any inadequate compo-
| nents. However, because of the limited information on the components involved,

the staff was unable to conclude that for code and standard changes deemed'

important to safety, the plant met current requirements. The staff will require
! that the licensee complete the evaluations described in the following sections,
i to demonstrate that adequate margins of safety exist for those components neces-

sary to mitigate the consequences.of an accident or to ensure safe plant shut-|
,

' down, and include that information in the Final Safety Analysis Report update
j which must be submitted within 2 years after the completion of the SEP review
1 (10 CFR 50.71). A plan for the update is currently scheduled to be available
! in October 1985 (Section 5.3.25).

.

By letter date November 23, 1982(b), the licensee submitted an evaluation of
! fracture toughness of the specified componsnts. That evaluation was_ reviewed
j. by the staff.
|

|
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|
4.4.1 Piping i

Calculations similar to those presented in Section 4.2, Appendix A of Technical
Evaluation Report C5257-434, which was appended to the staff's evaluation
(letter dated April 16, 1982), should be performed in order to assess the-

impact on the usage factor of gross discontinuities in Class 1 piping systems
for a medium and large number of cyclic loads.

The licensee was not able to generate the analysis required because of the
inability, at this time, to define the proper cyclic loads. The licensee
states that the loads will be defined as part of the analysis required under
SEP Topic III-6 (Section 4.12). The licensee has agreed to perform sample
analyses to confirm that there is an adequate margin of safety for piping
fatigue by using the methods used by the staff's consultant, as described in
the SER for this topic. This work is scheduled to be completed by June 1985.

4.4.2 Pressure Vessels

The licensee should demonstrate compliance with current fatigue analysis re-
quirements for all Class 1 vessels.

Th.. licensee was not able to perform the required analysis because of a lack
of information on loads. The licensee stated that the information will be
generated as part of the analysis required under SEP Topic III-6 (Section 4.12).
The licensee has agreed to perform sample analyses to confirm that there is an
adequate margin of safety for vessel fatigue by using the methods used by the
staff's consultant, as described in the SER for this topic. This work is
scheduled to be completed by June 1985.

4.5 Topic III-2, Wind and Tornado Loadir g

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2), as implemented by SRP Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 and Regula-
tory Guides 1.76 and 1.117, requires that the plant be designed to withstand
the effects of natural phenomena such as wind and tornadoes.

The licensee has proposed to evaluate the need for and potential alterna-
tive corrective actions for Sections 4.5.1 through 4.5.5 as part of their
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). That evaluation is intended to establish
the maximum windspeed at which safe plant shutdown can be ensured and the
recurrence interval for that windspeed. The general method proposed by the
licensee is acceptable; however, because the recurrence intervals and the
associated uncertainty bounds have been established uniformly as part of the
topic evaluation, the staff will require that the licensee include in their
evaluation the alternative corrective actions required to withstand the NRC's
determined 10-4 and 10-5 windspeed, at the upper 95% confidence limit, and
perform a cost-benefit analysis to support a determination of which modifica-
tions should be performed. This evaluation is to be coordinated with the
evaluation under Topic III-4.A for tornado missiles (Section 4.8) and load
combinations (Section 4.13). The licensee's wind load evaluation was sub-
mitted on July 5, 1983, and is being reviewed by the staff. The staff's
evaluation will be presented in a supplement to this report.

Big Rock Point SEP 4-6
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4.5.1 Windspeed

The existing design and construction of structures important to safety do not
meet current licensing criteria regarding the ability of safety-related struc-
tures to resist design-basis tornado winds of 360 mph and differential pres-
sures of 3.0 psi. As a result of its topic review, the staff recom:aended that
the licensee should:

(1) implement modifications to meet the design-basis tornado loads,

(2) demonstrate that the consequences of their failure if subjected to tornado
loads are acceptable, or

(3) demonstrate adequate resistance (i.e., no loss of function) for smaller
tornado loadings and that the risk associated from larger tornado loadings
is acceptable

for the following structures:

(1) concrete chimney
(2) screenhouse/ discharge structure
(3) turbine building
(4) service building (includes control room, electric equipment room)
(5) diesel generator enclosure
(6) turbine building passageway
(7) containment structure

4.5.2 Differential Pressure Load

For the containment sphere differential pressure load, the staff requested
that the licensee perform the evaluation described above or determine the
adequacy of the venting system to prevent a differential pressure (external
greater than internal) from exceeding 1.22 psig. Since that SER was issued on
December 9, 1982, the staff has performed an analysis that indicates that the
1.22 psi differential limit will not be exceeded because the external pressure
transient is too short and too small to have an appreciable effect on the mass
of air in the containment through the 24-in. purge and vent lines.

4.5.3 Components Not Enclosed in Qualified Structures

For safety-related components not inside qualified structures, the licensee
should demonstrate either acceptability for tornado loads or acceptability of
the consequences of failure.

4.5.4 Foundation Capacity

The licensee should establish that foundation and soil capacities are not more
limiting than the values reported in conjunction with the topic evaluation.
Also, the original foundation design should be reviewed to determine whether
the bearing-stress increase for wind design is acceptable.

1
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3

!

! 4.5.5 Load Combinations
1-

The licensee should determine whether operating pipe reaction loads, thermal'

! loads, and snow loads were considered with the wind loads in the original
1 design or any subsequent evaluation to demonstrate safe shutdown capability.
i If these loads were not, the effect of combining them should be addressed in

conjunction with the evaluation of load combinations under Topic III-7.B,

i (Section 4.13).
! 4.6 Topic III-3.A. Effects of High Water Level on Structures
;
; The topic evaluation identified ground water loading condit'.ons that had not
j been adequately considered in the original plant design. These conditions are
i addressed in Section 4.2.1.
l

4.7 Topic III-3.C, Inservice Inspection of Water Control Structures

i 10 CFR 50 (GDC 1), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.127, requires that
j structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be designed,
j fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the
i importance of the safety functions to be performed. It also requires that

appropriate records of design, fabrication, erection, and testing of structures,
; systems, and components important to safety shall be maintained by or under the
] control of the nuclear power plant licensee throughout the life of the plant.
1

i The licensee, in a letter dated December 21, 1981, described the current inspec-
tion program and the basis for the conclusion that an adequate program for.

i periodic surveillance has been instituted at Big Rock Point.
|

I The major differences identified in conjunction with the topic evaluation are:

i (1) The licensee should formalize the present program in the plant procedures.
i The licensee provided a formal commitment to modify plant procedures in a
! letter dated January 14, 1983. The staff finds this commitment acceptable.
,

i (2) The licensee does not have a program for inspecting the internal surfaces

|f
of the intake line. Considering (a) that the 1,470 ft of 5-ft-diameter
pipe is buried below Lake Michigan, (b) that the required flow for safety
equipment is only 2% of the normal flow, and (3) the risk to diver safety:

j to conduct such an inspection, the staff concludes that implementation of i

this inspection requirement is not warranted..

,

4.8 Topic III-4.A. Tornado Missiles
j

I 10 CFR 50 (GDC 2), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.117, prescribes struc-
tures, systems, and components that should be designed to withstand the effects,

of a tornado, including tornado missiles, without loss of capability to perform;

their safety functions. Regulatory Guide 1.117 requires that structures, sys-
| tems, and components that should be protected from the effects of a design-basis :
I tornado are -(1) those necessary to ensure the integrity of the reactor coolant >

| pressure boundary, (2) those necessary to ensure the capability to shut down
the reactor and maintain it in a-safe shutdown condition (including both hot

!
,

k

i
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! standby and cold shutdown), and (3) those whose failure could lead to radio-
'

active releases resulting in calculated offsite exposures greater than 25% of
the guideline exposures of 10 CFR 100 using appropriately conservative analyti-
cal methods and assumptions. The physical separation of redundant or alternate
structures or components required for the safe shutdown of the plant is not
considered acceptable by H , elf for providing protection against the effects of

i tornadoes, including tor.._do generated missiles, because of the large number
; and random direction of potential missiles that could result from a tornado, as

well as the need to consider the single-failure criterion.

The topic evaluation concluded that the Big Rock Point plant does not meet the
current criteria for tornado-missile protection for the following systems and
subsystems:

(1) emergency condenser

(2) fire suppression water system

(3) control rod drive system

(4) station batteries

(5) emergency diesel generator

(6) power, control, and instrumentation for the safe shutdown systems and
other safety systems

(7) spent fuel pool

(8) reactor depressurization system

(9) postincident cooling system (enclosure spray)

(10) liquid poison system

The licensee has proposed to evaluate the damage probability from tornado mis-
siles in conjunction with the probabilistic risk assessment under Topic III-2
(Section 4.5). It is the staff's position that the licensee demonstrate an
ability to achieve safe shutdown using equipment that is protected against
tornado missiles in accordance with the evaluation criteria described in
Section 4.5.

4.9 Topic III-4.B. Turbine Missiles

10 CFR 50 (GDC 4), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.115 and SRP Sec-
tion 3.5.1.3, requires that structures, systems, and components important
to safety be appropriately protected against dynamic effects, which include
potential missiles. The safety objective of this review is to ensure that
all of the structures, systems, and components important to safety (identified
in Regulatory Guide 1.117) have adequate protection against potential turbine
missiles because of either structural barriers or a high degree of assurance
that failures at design or destructive overspeed will not occur.

Big Rock Point SEP 4-9
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i

! General Electric.(GE) currently is analyzing the probability of generating tur-

i bine missiles generically for its turbine designs. This analysis will consider

i material properties, turbine disc design, inservice inspection intervals, and
; overspeed protection system characteristics as they relate to destructive over-
! speed missile generation. The results of this analysis will be submitted to
! the staff and will identify recommended inspection intervals for the disc and
| overspeed protection system based on. plant-specific turbine characteristics and

test results. On the basis of the results of the last turbine inspection, GE

| has recommended a schedule to all owners for the next inservice inspection (ISI)
based on GE's crack growth models. The time interval can range from 18 months

i| to 6 years depending on inspection results.

j The Big Rock Point turbine is different from the generic turbine in that it has
1 a monolithic rotor. As a result, the staff has found the licensee's 7 year
! inspection schedule for this rotor acceptable. However, the topic evaluation
j identified a concera about the lack of redundancy in the overspeed protection ;

| for the Big Rock Point turbine. In a letter dated December 13, 1982, the li-
; censee pointed out that the likelihood of rotor failure, even at runaway speeds,
j was very low because it is a monolithic rotor as opposed to the shrunk-on disc i

i rotors typically used in nuclear power plants. A site visit by the staff indi- !

! cated that the only major component in the path of a 25* cone, tangential to
the rotor centerline, was the condensate storage tank. The condensate storage

,

| tank is not needed for safe shutdown in this case because the emergency conden-
ser makeup can be supplied from the demineralized water storage tank, the pot-4

! able water system, or the fire water system.
J

j On the basis of the low likelihood of developing a turbine missile and the low
; consequences of such an event, the staff concluded that the addition of a redun-
j dant overspeed trip is not warranted.
(

4.10 Topic III-5.A Effects of Pipe Break on Structures, Systems, and ,

'

{
Components Inside Containment

i

i 10 CFR 50 (GDC 4), as interpreted by SRP Section 3.6.2, requires, in part, that
structures, systems, and components important to safety be appropriately pro-

~

tected against dynamic effects such as pipe whip and discharging fluids. The
i safety objective for this topic review is to ensure that if a pipe should break
j inside containment, the plant could safely shut down without a loss of contain-
J ment integrity and the break wculd pose no more severe conditions than those
| an11yzed by the design-basis accidents. The topic evaluation concluded that
| cascaded failure of safety-related equipment is probable and that the licensee's
! method of analysis may be inadequate. The topic evaluation recommended that

the licensee provide an improved analysis and additional protection against,

j high-energy-line breaks inside containment. In response, by a letter dated
June 22, 1983(b), the licensee provided an analysis based on his PRA and the

,

staff's review of current leakage detection capability to show that adequate I
'

protection exists.

| Specifically, it.is the licensee's position that the probability of a high-
i energy-line break of sufficient size and in the proper place so as to cause
; core damage is so remote (4.7 x 10-6/ reactor year) as to render the performance |
] of pipe stress and fracture mechanics evaluations (to show a lower probability

of failure) or installation of pipe whip restraints and/or jet shields not cost 1

; effective. )
I |
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The staff has reviewed the licensee's cost-benefit evaluation and concludes
| that plant modifications to mitigate the consequences of pipe breaks inside
| containment or to provide protection against possible cascade failures would
' not.be cost effective. Moreover, in view of the plant's leakage detection

capability (Section 4.16), .the staff concludes that the potential for a pipe
break inside containment that could lead to cascade failures beyond the
design-basis accident is sufficiently small that designed protection is not
warranted. However, the staff notes that, as part of an overall evaluation,

i of plant improvements to provide additional protection against external
! hazards'(Sections 4.12 and 4.13), the licensee should reconsider the cost-
| benefit decisions for this issue where they are affected by the cost-benefit

|j findings of these other issues. '

,

{ 4.11 Topic III-5.B, Pipe Break Outside Containment
~

i 10 CFR 50 (GDC 4), as implemented by SRP Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 and Branch
; Technical Positions (BTPs) MEB 3-1 and ASB 3-1, requires, in part, that struc-

tures, systems, and components important to safety be designed to accommodate
the dynamic effects of postulated pipe ruptures. The safety objective for;

j this topic review is to ensure that if a pipe should break outside the contain-
; ment, the plant can be safely shut down without a loss of containment integrity.

i The intake structure contains several pumps and associated piping. Flooding
i caused by a failure in the fire system, the service water system, or the circu-

;

lating water system, could result in submergence of the fire pumps. Spray from-
such breaks could also affect pumps in the screenhouse.

The fire pumps have several safety functions at the Big Rock Point plant.<

j Accordingly, the topic evaluation concluded that the potential-to damage both
pumps as a result of flooding should be eliminated and that the licensee

j should ensure that a postulated moderate-energy-line leakage crack will not "

j' disable both fire system pumps. The topic evaluation further concluded that
the plant is adequately protected from the dynamic effects of pipe failure

j outside containment subject to resolution of flooding from postulated leaks in
j the intake structure or external flooding as discussed in Section 4.2.2.
i

,

The limited PRA presented in Appendix'D to.this report indicates that the fail-
| ure probability of the fire protection system is dominated by pump mechanical
i failures. The staff review of pump testing was conducted under Topics VI-7.A.3
| (Section 3.1) and VI-10.A (Section 4.21). The staff has concluded that present

testing programs are adequate at Big Rock Point.

i The emergenc) condenser could be used for shutdown, with makeup.from either
) the demineralized water system or the fire water system (if at least one fire
! pump is unaffected). However, makeup to the domineralized water system from

the potable (well)' water system requires the use of a transfer pump in the
i intake structure which would likely fail because of flooding; so long as a
i supply can be maintained to the domineralized water system, a' transfer pump in '

the turbine building can maintain emergency condenser cooling and well-water'

cooling is provided for control valves.
1
!

Because the failure of the emergency cooling water sources are dominated by
i mechanical failures other than seals and because of the availability of shut-
! down systems not involving equipment in the screenhouse (Topic V-10.B,;in

!
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! -Section 3.1), the staff has concluded that safe shutdown can be assured when
j the licensee has appropriate procedures to provide emergency condenser cooling,
| as described in Section 4.2.4.
!

! 4.12 Topic III-6, Seismic Design Considerations
1

I 10 CFR 50 (GDC 2)'and 10 CFR 100, Appendix A, as implemented by SRP Sec-
| 'tions 2.5, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 and SEP review criteria (NUREG/CR-0098,
j " Development of Criteria for Seismic Review of Selected Nuclear Power Plants"),

require that structures, systems, and components important to safety shall be
,

i designed to withstand the effects of natural' phenomena, such as earthquakes,
! without loss of capability to perform their safety functions.
J During its topic evaluation, the staff concluded that the criteria and analyses ;

i supplied by the licensee for structures, buried piping, and portions of the |

j reactor coolant loop piping were not adequate to resolve questions concerning )
analytic uncertainty or to quantify the effects of simplifying assumptions.3

} The seismic analyses performed to date are not in accord with either SEP or i

i SRP criteria. The licensee has indicated that it is not economically feasible
to perform the analyses required to demonstrate seismic capability and quantify

i
analytical uncertainty. The staff agrees that considerable detailed analysis,

; would be required. As an alternative, the licensee has' proposed to evaluate
j the seismic resistance of equipment important to safety using a combination of

probabilistic methods and deterministic analyses. The specific approach is to
3

(1) identify those transients most likely to occur as a result of a seismic
j event
!

) (2) use the PRA event trees for the transients to identify those systems that i

require seismic resistance

| (3) identify those seismic failures that must occur to result in core damage
1- by combining event trees

(4) provide a best estimate of the ground ac'celeration corresponding to
building responses at which sufficient. seismic failures resulting in core

i. melt occur

(5) rank the cut sets by magnitude of seismic resistance
|

| (6) propose modifications of equipment and structures in those cut sets that
: feature the lowest resistance (i.e., the weak links)

i
3 On the basis of insights from both deterministic analysis and the above proba-
,! bilistic methods, the emergency condenser supports represent the weakest link.
j The evaluation of equipment, however, is not complete because the seismic
) capacity of certain equipment is not known (or at least large uncertainties
,

exist in the estimate of such capacity). On the basis of analysis performed !

j to date, the licensee has proposed the following:
.

| (1) To ensure an' anticipated transient without scram is unlikely, identify 3

i the weak links in the reactor internals and ensure that the control rod
drive mechanism discharge piping does not crimp.

:

:
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-(2) Complete the cable tray evaluations using generic criteria being developed
by the Owners Group and ascertain whether seismic dependencies exist
between power supplies and electrical components in the routing of cable
trays and conduit.

(3) Inspect valves M07050, M07053, and M07063 to ensure that the valve opera-
tors will not impact surrounding structures if motion occurs during an
earthquake.

(4) Evaluate or restrain the motion of valves M07070, M07071, M07051, and
M07061 to ensure the motors do not strike surrounding structures if
motion occurs during an earthquake.

(5) Place a mechanical block on the cleanup demineralizer hoist to ensure it
cannot travel over the enclosure spray valves.

(6) Complete the evaluation tsy May 1985, documenting the results of the
seismic capability study and identifying any additional cost-effective
seismic upgrading.

It is the licensee's position that an evaluation of components other than
those listed in Items 1 through 5 above is of no benefit until the capability
of these components has been shown to be at least 0.12g. At that time, an
evaluation of the methods by which the emergency condenser supports can be
upgraded may be beneficial in determining whether or not further seismic
upgrading of the plant can be justified.

The staff concurs with the licensee's proposed approach to selective seismic
upgrading. The original design of Big Rock Point included a 0.05 g static
horizontal load for structures, but no seismic design basis for equipment and
piping. The seismic analyses performed under Topic III-6 have demonstrated
that there is inherent seismic resistance in the design; however, to complete
the analysis and any modifications necessary to demonstrate a consistent
seismic capability for all safety-related equipment and structures would be
very time consuming and expensive because of the lack of original seismic
design analyses, the complex nature of the "as-built" plant, and (in some
cases) lack of original construction details needed to perform seismic analyses.
The offsit.e dose analyses performed in conjunction with SEP topics and the
licensee's PRA have demonstrated that the relative consequences of accidents,
even those involving core melt, are very low because of the small plant size
and low population distribution around the plant site.

In view of these considerations, the staff concludes that the approach proposed
by the licensee (i.e., to selectively upgrade the " weak links" in the systems
and structures necessary to mitigate accidents that would be expected to
result from seismic events) is reasonable and, if properly executed, would
provide sufficient seismic resistance so that the health and safety of the
public could be ensured. The staff will require that the licensee's evaluation
address the issues raised regarding the analysis methods in the topic evaluation
and the potential for failure of masonry walls (see Section 5.4.2), wherever

-they apply. The staff will continue to review the licensee's implementation of
this approach and will describe the results in a supplement to this report.
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4.13 Topic III-7.8, Design Codes, Design Criteria, Load Combinations,
and Reactor Cavity Design Criteria

10 CFR 50 (GDC 1, 2, and 4), as implemented by SRP Section 3.8, requires that
structures, systems,.and components be designed for the loading that will be
imposed on them and that they conform to applicable codes and standards.

The topic evaluation of code, load, and load combination changes affecting
specific types of structural elements identified areas where existing safety
margins in structures are significantly reduced from that which would be
required by current versions of the applicable codes and standards. That
evaluation suggested that the differences between plant design and current
licensing criteria should be resolved as follows:

(1) Review seismic Category I structures at Big Rock Point to determine if any
of the structural elements for which a concern exists are a part of the
facility design of Big Rock Point. For those that are, assess the impact
of the code changes on margins of safety on a plant-specific basis.

(2) Examine on a sampling basis the margins of safety of seismic Category I
structures for loads and load combinations not covered by another SEP

i topic and denoted by "Ax" in the SER forwarded by letter dated September 30,
1982. (The load tables should be reviewed to ensure their technical
accuracy concerning applicability of the loads for each of the structures
and their significance. The seismic Category I structures considered
should be reviewed to ensure completeness.)

The licensee has recommended that such detailed studies not be done, but that
the safety margins be determined as outlined in the resolution of seismic loads
under Topic III-6 (Section 4.12). The licensee has developed similar probabil-
istic analyses for the loading conditions caused by winds (Section 4.5), tornado
missiles (Section 4.8), and pipe breaks (Section 4.10). The staff will require
that each of these evaluations explicitly consider the affected structural ele-
ments and load combinations described above, on a sampling basis, as part of
the determination of the " weak links" for all of these events. Moreover, the
staff will require that the licensee consider all of these probabilistic
analyses collectively when deciding on selective plant upgrading, so that a
relatively equivalent level of protection is achieved for all of the hazards
considered (i.e., seismic, winds, tornados, and pipe breaks) and that any neces-
sary corrective actions are integrated to the maximum extent possible. The
staff will continue to review the licensee's implementation of this approach
and will describe the results in a supplement to this report. The licensee has
scheduled the completion of the project by June 1905.

4.14 Topic III-8.A, Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration
Monitoring

10 CFR 50 (GDC 13), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.133, Revision 1, and
SR? Section 4.4, requires a loose parts monitoring program for the primary
system of light-water-cooled reactors. Big Rock Point ~does not have a loose-
parts monitoring program that meets the criteria of Regulatory Guide 1.133.

!
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A loose parts monitoring program could provide for an early detection of loose
parts in the primary system that could help prevent damage to the primary sys-

| tem. Such damage relates primarily to
l

(1) damage to fuel cladding resulting from reheating or mechanical penetration

(2) jamming of control rods

(3) possible degradation of the component that is the source of the loose part
to such a level that it cannot properly perform its safety-related function

Implementation of a loose parts monitoring program is being considered in
Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.133. If the staff decides to implement the
recommendations of this revision, then the need to implement a loose parts
monitoring program on operating reactors will be addressed generically. The
following factors were considered in making a recommendation that no modifica-
tions be done at this time:

(1) A summary of 31 representative loose parts incidents at 31 reactors (from
the value-impact statement of Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.133) indi-
cates that structural damage occurred as a result of loose parts in only
9 incidents. None of these incidents caused a safety related accident.

(2) Most loose parts can be detected during refueling inspections.

(3) The limited PRA of this issue for Big Rock Point concluded that eliminat-
ing loose parts-induced transients by installing a loose parts monitoring
system would have no effect on risk.

4.15 Topic III-10. A, Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-0perated
Valves

10 CFR 50.55a(h), as implemented by Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) Std. 279-1971 and 10 CFR 50 (GDC 13, 21, 22, 23, and 29),
requires that protective actions be reliable and precise and that they satisfy
the single-failure criterion using quality components. Regulatory Guide 1.106
presents the staff position on how thermal-overload protection devices can be
made to meet these requirements.

The objective of this review is to provide assurance that the application of
thermal-overload protection devices to motors associated with safety-related
motor-operated valves (MOVs) does not result in needless hindrance of the per-
formance of valve safety functions.

In accordance with this objective, the application of either one of the two
recommendations contained in Regulatory Guide 1.106 is adequate. These recom-
mendations are as follows:

(1) Provided that~the completion of the safety functions is not jeopardized or
that other safety systems are not degraded.

|
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)

(a) the thermal-overload protection devices should be continuously
j bypassed and temporarily functional only when the valve motors are

undergoing periodic or maintenance testing, or4

; (b) those thermal-overload protection devices that are normally functional
during plant operation should be bypassed under accident conditions. ,

;

| (2) The trip setpoint of the thermal-overload protection devices should be |
!

!
established with all uncertainties resolved in favor of completing the

{ safety-related action. With respect to those uncertainties, considera-
tion should be given to

i

I (a) variations in the ambient temperature at the installed location of
! the overload protection devices and the valve motors

(b) inaccuracies in motor heating data and the overload protection
device trip characteristics and the matching of these items

1

(c) setpoint drift

To ensure continued functional reliability and the accuracy of the trip set-j

j point, the thermal-overload protection device should be tested periodically,
i

{ At present, thermal-overload protection for some motors of motor-operated
j valves at Big Rock Point does not meet current licensing criteria. However,
1 in a letter dated February 14, 1983, the licensee justified the present design
i for most valves on the basis that they are not required to function during an !

| accident and are, therefore, electrically locked out. For the remaining six
| valves that are required to change position, the licensee proposed to bypass
j the thermal overloads during normal operation except during valve testing.
\

The limited PRA for Big Rock Point ranked this issue as being of medium risk'

j significance because of its effect on shutdown cooling and fire protection
systems.

j Accordingly, the staff concluded that the Big Rock Point satisfies the current
licensing criteria for safety-related valve functions or the licensee had pro-i

| posed an acceptable alternative that will provide'an equivalent level of pro-
i tection. Continued operation until the p oposed modifications were to have
| been completed was found to be acceptable on the basis of past operating expe-
: rience at Big Rock Point. This project is scheduled to be completed by the end
! of the 1984 refueling outage.
2

) 4.16 Topic V-5, Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection
i i
! ~10 CFR 50 (GDC 30), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.45 and SRP Sect on 5.2.5,
I prescribes the types and sensitivity of systems and their seismic, indication,
i and testability criteria necessary to detect leakage of primary reactor coolant
j -to the containment or to other interconnected systems.
,

| Regulatory Guide 1.45 recommends that at least three separate leak detection
systems be installed in a nuclear power plant to detect unidentified leakage'

from the RCPB to the primary containment of 1 gpa within 1 hour. Leakage from
identified sources must be isolated so that the flow of this leakage may be

i

i
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monitored separately from unidentified leakage. The detection systems should
j be capable of performing their functions after certain seismic events and of

being checked in the control room. Of the three separate leak detection
methods recommended, two of the methods should be (1) sump level and flow
monitoring and (2) airborne particulate radioactivity monitoring. The third
method may be either monitoring the condensate flow rate from air coolers or
monitoring airborne gaseous radioactivity. i

Other detection methods - such as monitoring humidity, temperature, or pressure -
should be considered to be indirect indications of leakage to the containment.

( In addition, provisions should be ma'de to monitor systems that interface with
the RCPB for signs of intersystem leakage through methods such as monitoring*

radioactivity and water levels or flow.
;

j A limited risk assessment of the importance of the sensitivity of leakage
detection systems to risk was performed. This study only addressed leakage
detection as it related to the small-break loss-of-coolant accident. For this '

; event, it was determined that the importance of leakage detection capability
3 (i.e., the sensitivity of detectors to leak rate and time) to risk was very
j dependent on the time for a leak to become a break. If the leak-before-break-

time was short (less than the current 1-hour requirement for detection of a
;

1 gpm leak) or the detection time was long (more than 8 hours to detect a
i 1 gpm leak), the benefits of leak detection capability were low. However,
j this limited risk assessment does not address the staff's principal concern '

i with respect to leakage detection, which is not the small break (high-energy-
| pipe break (HEPB)) inside containment but a pipe crack in a larger line (such
! as the recirculation lines) that grows from a small leak to a large break and
{ the resulting effects of an HEPB. Big Rock Point was not originally designed
i to mitigate the effects of an HEPB (e.g. , pipe whip, jet impingement, and
'

cascading breaks). There are no physical restraints, and there may not be
adequate separation between systems. Therefore, a HEPB may cause damage in

j other systems and may reduce the availability of mitigating systems. This
aspect was not evaluated in either the Millstone Unit 1 (NUREG/CR-3085) or'

j Browns Ferry (NUREG/CR-2802) Integrated Reliability Evaluation Program studies
nor in any PRA other than that done by the licensee. For example, a plant-

4 specific evaluation of crack size and leak rates for the emergency condenser'
inlet and return lines at Oyster Creek has shown that a leakage detection

j capability.with a sensitivity of 0.1 to 1.0 gpa is necessary to detect a
through-wall circumferential flaw that is four times the pipe wall thickness

; (e.g. , approximately 3.5 in.- long for a 16-in.-diameter pipe). These flow
j rates are predicted by analyses based on elastic plastic fracture mechanics

that have been verified on a limited basis by experimental data. Experience
; has shown that the sensitivity and reliability of current leakage detection

equipment may be questionable (e.g., Duane Arnold safe-end cracks and Indian,

; Point Unit 2 fan cooler leakage). Further, most crack growth processes (e.g.,
| fatigue and stress corrosion) are time dependent, yet experience has shown
- that it is almost impossible to quantify-the rates (e.g. , rates of hours to -
, months have been experienced). However, time to achieve the required sensi-
! tivity is important because the exposure times for transient loadings are
i increased and, thus, the potential for unstable failure is increased.

For some postulated break locations at Big Rock Point (Section 4.10), where
separation and/or restraint is not practical or possible to mitigate the'

; ,

!
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effects of an HEPB, it may be necessary to use local leak detection. The;

current licensing position of detection of a leak of 1 gpm within 1 hour may,

i not be sufficient for consideration of some HEPB locations.

The staff review of this topic indicates that Big Rock Point satisfies current
criteria with the exception of seismic requirements. The licensee's Technical

-Review Group has concluded that the emergency operating procedures will be,

revised to require a leak test in the event of a confirmed seismic event.,

Further, if the leak detection equipment is inoperable, Big Rock Point Plant'

;. would be shut down (limiting condition for operation) until.such time.that the
equipment can be returned to service. The. licensee has committed to~ complete;

j these changes by the end of June 1984. The staff finds this committment to be
; an acceptable resolution.
:

4.17 Topic V-10.A, Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger Tube Failures

i 10 CFR 50 (GDC 45 and 60), as implemented by SRP Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2,
requires, in part, that leakage in cooling water system heat exchangers be,

J
limited to prevent radioactive releases to the environment or introduction of
impurities into the primary coolant system. As noted in.the topic review for' - li

! Big Rock Point, the current Technical Specifications do not contain a require-
.

! ment to sample the primary system daily when the shutdown cooling system is in i

j operation and a high level alarm on the reactor cooling water (RCW) system
; water tank to indicate primary system leakage into the shutdown cooling system
i. does not exist.

Because the shutdown cooling system (SCS) heat exchangers are on the suction
, side of the shutdown cooling pumps, the primary system may be contaminated by
I a leak from the shutdown cooling system during cooling system operation and

the primary system may leak into the cooling system during reactor operation.

| As protection against undetected leakage into the primary system, the Big Rock
Point RCW system water tank incorporates a low level alarm which will alert

,

the plant operators to leakage through-the SCS heat exchangers (or any of the-
other components cooled by the RCW syr. tem) when the RCW is in operation. In

.

addition, the RCW system incorporctes a radiation detector and alarm, as does;

j the service water system which cools the RCW heat exchangers and is the ultimate
heat sink.,

,

The RCW system pressure at the two RCW heat exchangers varies from a fewi

! inches of water vacuum to a few founds per square inch gage. Because the
j service water pressure at these heat exchangers varies from approximately 20
j to 45 psig,-the possibility exists for inleakage of contaminants from Lake

Michigan into the RCW system. As noted above, such inleakage could find its
1 way into the primary coolant system during SCS operation because of the
! differential pressures across the SCS heat exchanger. Although this scenario
i presumes failures of tubing in a combination of the SCS and RCW heat exchangers,
| such a combination, with resultant primary system contamination, cannot be :i

ruled out, given that no inservice inspection of heat exchanger tubes:has been
performed and that differential pressures would aid such leakage. Big Rock<

Point procedures require.twice weekly analysis of the RCW system and testing
for dilution of chromates (a compound that is used in the RCW system as a

,

; corrosion inhibitor) and conductivity. These-tests may detect inleakage from
! the service water system, but added defense and early warning could be obtained
' by the incorporation of a high level' alarm in the RCW system water tank.

|
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. Currently, only the low level alarm exists as protection in addition to the
twice weekly sampling and operating procedures that require the level to be
logged every shift on the control room log sheet.

As defense against primary system contamination during power operation, Big
Rock Point Technical Specification 4.1.2(b) requires daily primary coolant
sampling, which includes chlorides and conductivity. This could be expanded
to include sampling during. shutdown when the SCS is in operation and thus when
leakage into the primary system is most likely.

The limited PRA for Big Rock Point rated this issue to be of low risk signifi-
cance because of the need to fail two heat exchangers and because the relatively
low corrosion rates limit the analysis sensitivity to sampling rates g. ater
than the present twice weekly rate of the Technical Specifications. However,
such sampling is only conducted when the shutdown cooling system is in opera-
tion and the PRA did not consider long-term effects of impurities in the
systems.

As noted under SEP Topics V-12.A (Section 4.18) and VI-1 (Section 4.19), the
staff has found the present chloride limits acceptable.

The periods of plant shutdown are relatively short. Any impurities that might
develop in the primary coolant would be detected following plant startup, and
the appropriate corrective action taken before any long-term degradation
effects might begin. Therefore, the staff concludes that no further action is
necessary.

4.18 Topic V-12.A, Water Purity of BWR Primary Coolant

10 CFR 50 (GDC 4), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.56, requires that the
reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) have minimal proi, ability 'of rapidly

. propagating failure. .This includes corrosion-induced failures from impurities
in the reactor coolant system. The safety objective of this review is to
ensure that the plant reactor coolant chemistry is' adequately controlled to
minimize the possibility of corrosion-induced failures. The staff's review of.
this topic identified the following two issues.

4.18.1 Water Chemistry Limits

J As shown in Table 4.2, the Big Rock p% rs Technical Specifications do not meet'
the limits established in Regulatory Gu0 s 1.56 for conductivity, chlorides,
and pH of the reactor-vessel wat a , o . 4ductivity of the feedwater system.
On the basis of past operating gr a w - the staff has concluded that these
differences are not significant.

4.18.2 Limiting Conditions for Operation

The topic evaluation concluded that'the requirements offthe plant' operating
H procedures that govern (1) the sampling of the reactor witter cleanup (RWCU)

system demineralizer in service and any subsequent-shifting 3f flow and.,

(2) the measurement of: flow every 4 hours through each condensate demineral-
izer in service and the daily calculation of unused capacity of each bed are
dot incorporated into the plant Technical Specifications. 'These requirements-
are desirable to avoid corrosion-induced failures in' case of a condenser tube
rupture.
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The topic evaluation recommended that the licensee provide new water chemistry
limits and new limiting conditions for operation of the RWCU system and con-
densate demineralizers unless it can be demonstrated that such changes are not
necessary.

The licensee responded in a letter dated June 14, 1983. Consumers Power Company
maintains that 20 years of operating experience at Big Rock Point (which includes
condenser tube failures) and the ongoing inservice inspection (ISI) p % cam have
demonstrated the adequacy of the existing limits and Technical Specifications.
On the basis of this experience, the staff concludes that the licensee's existing
procedures are adequate and incorporating these procedures into the Technical
Specifications is not warranted.

4.19 Topic VI-1, Organic Materials and Postaccident Chemistry

4.19.1 Organic Materials

10 CFR 50 (GDC 1) requires that structures and systems important to safety be
designed and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of
the safety function to be performed Also, Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, " Quality
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants,"
describes an acceptable method of complying with the Commission's quality
assurance requirements with regard to protective coatings. The safety objec-
tive of this topic is to ensure that protective coatings inside the containment
do not consist of material (such as hydrocarbons or chlorides) that could create
a hazardous environment or cause material failure by blockage of screens and
spray nozzles.

As a result of the review of this topic, the staff recommended that the licensee
demonstrate that the alkyd enamel and urethar.e coatings used inside containment -
are qualified for design-basis-accident conditions and that these coatings will
not clog the recirculation screens. Furthermore, the licensee should have a
formal program for periodic inspection of these coating inside containment.

The licensee proposed to provide the results of the qualification study and
implement an inspection program. The schedule to complete this project will
be established by the licensee's Technical Review Group.

4.19.2 Postaccident Chemistry

10 CFR 50 (GDC 14) requires that the RCPB be designed and erected so it has an
extremely low probability of abnormal leakage and gross rupture. Also, GDC 41
requires systems to control concentration of fission products released to the
environment following a postulated accident.

The staff review of this topic determined that the plant uses water directly
from Lake Michigan for emergency core cooling. -This water can have chloride
concentrations in excess of the limits' established by current licensing crite-
ria. There is no provision to control the water chemistry _to within the
acceptance _ limits for boiling-water reactors in SRP Section 6.1.1. There is
also no provision to control or analyze the chloride content of the sodium
pentaborate solution in the standby liquid control system (SBLCS). Therefore,

,
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at the onset of an accident, there is no assurance that the water to be used
for emergency core cooling and containment spray will be maintained within
chemistry conditions during recirculation to minimize the probability for
chloride-induced stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel
components and to minimize chemically induced hydrogen generation (i.e.,
corrosion induced).

In a letter dated June 17, 1983, the licensee maintained that 20 years of
operating experience and the ongoing ISI program have demonstrated the ade-
quacy of the existing limits and Technical Specifications in view of the actual
salinity of Lake Michigan. Recent operating experience with false initiation
of the emergency core cooling system has shown that such events are manageable.
As noted under SEP Topic V-12.A (Section 4.18), the staff does not consider
the differences between the plant Technical Specification limits and the
requirements for new plants to be significant.

Offsite doses for these events are evaluated under Topic XV-18 (Section 4.28),
as part of the Systematic Evaluation Program. Hydrogen generation from chemical
reactions between metals inside containment and the containment and core spray
water will be evaluated under the TMI Task Action Plan (Task II.B.7 in NUREG-
0660) and Unresolved Safety Issue A-48 in NUREG-0705 generically in the future.
In the interim, hydrogen generation does not pose a serious threat for Big Rock
Point because of the large containment volume in relation to the core size and
because containment failure as a result of hydrogen explosions was not a domi-
nant contributor in the PRA accident sequences. The low probability of a core-
degrading accident, coupled with the reduced temperatures that would exist after
an accident, significantly reduces the potential for chloride-ir.duced stress
corrosion cracking. In addition, even if such corrosion were to occur, it would
occur over a relatively long period of time and only in random locations, so
that the staff would not expect it tc affect the consequences of the accident
or the ability to maintain the plant in a safe condition following an accident.
Therefore, the staff concludes that the existing chemistry limits and inspec-
tions are adequate.

4.20 Topic VI-4, Containment Iso htion System

10 CFR 50 (GDC 54, 55, 56, and 57), as implemented by SRP Section 6.2.4 and
Regulatory Guides 1.11 and 1.141, requires isolation provisions for the lines
penetrating the primary containment to maintain an essentially leaktight bar-
rier against the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment.
The topic evaluation of the containment penetrations at Big Rock Point has
identified several areas that do not conform to current licensing criteria for
containment isolation. The staff's limited PRA for Big Rock Point rates the
reduction in containment leakage probability as a result of improving the
isolation of electrical faults as being of low risk significance because of
the high likelihood of containment valve leakage (0.1/ demand compared with a
contribution of 1 x 10-4/ year from the specified penetrations) as a failure
mnde. The dominant contributor to containment leakage (0.1) is a failure of
an operator to close valves VPI-1 and VPI-2 or VPI-3 in penetrations H-28 and
H-29 if a leak develops. However, the design of these lines was found to con-
form to current licensing criteria in the topic evaluation.
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4.20.1 Administrative Controls

The isolation valving arrangements for the following test, vent, and drain
lines, associated with containment penetrations, differ from that required by
current licensing criteria:

Penetration Valve
|

H-11 VFW-138 and VFW-171
H-17 Undesignated vent valve on Drawing M-108 |
H-27 VFP-170 l

H-29 VPI-101
H-36 VFP-167, VFP-168, and VFP-169

The licensee has committed to administratively control these valves, except
for valves VFW-171 and VPI-101. Valve VFW-171 is on a feedwater sampling line
which must be open to provide continuous sample flow. The sample line is
outside containment and the boundary formed by the redundant containment
isolation valves and the test line containing valve VFW-138. Because the test
line containing valve VFW-138 will be administratively closed and by applying
the single-failure criterion to the containment isolation valves, the staff
concludes that valve VFW-171 need not serve as a containment boundary. Valve
VPI-101 is in a drain line for the core spray system pump return addressed in
Sections 4.20 and 4.20.3.

The staff finds the licensee's proposal to administratively control these
valves with locks or seal closures acceptable, provided that each of these
lines is also equipped with either a pipe cap (in accordance with the ASME
Code) or a redundant isolation valve. By letter dated September 13, 1983, the
licensee provided suitable controls for all of the valves.

4.20.2 Instrument Lines

The isolation provisions for the following instrument lines, associated with
containment penetrations, differ from that recommended by Regulatory Guide 1.11:

Penetration Instrument / valve

H-10 Main steam / turbine control system
(VTO-1A, PT-151, PT-175, PT-176, VFW-165, VFW-166)

H-27 VPI-137, VPI-157
H-36 VPI-136, VPI-156
H-89 RP-12.3
H-90 RP-12.4
H-96 VCI-15
H-98 RP-12.2
H-99 RP-12.1

The instrument lines associated with penetration H-10 are a part of the turbine
control system. The licensee has determined that the radiation levels following

; an accident ara low enough to permit manual isolation of these lines (note:
the pressure instruments have root valves), and the licensee has committed to'

|
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develop apprcpriate procedures to identify the conditions under which these
lines should be isolated. This work is scheduled to be completed by July
1984.

The instrument lines associated with penetrations H-36 and H-27 are spares.
The licensee has committed to seal-close the valves on these lines. The staff
finds this proposal acceptable, provided the valves are included in the admin-
istrative check list to periodically verify the isolation of these lines. The
remaining penetrations (H-89, -90, -96, -98, and -99) are sensing lines for
containtrent pressure. The pressure instruments provide signals for engineered
safety features and postaccident monitoring. Modifying these lines to provide
automatic isolation would jeopardize that function. The integrity of the
lines and instruments is verified during each containment integrated leakage
rate test. In addition, the limited PRA concluded that leakage from :,uch
small lines does not signift:antly increase overall risk. On the basis of
these considerations, the staff concludes that no further action is necessary.

4.20.3 Local Manual Valves on Safety Systems

The isolation provisions for the following containment penetrations differ
from the explicit requirements of GDC 55 and 56, in that manual rather than
automatic isolation valves are used:

Penetration Valve

H-27 VFP-30
H-28 VPI-1, VPI-3
H-29 VPI-2, VPI-3, VPI-9
H-36 VFP-29
H-112 VPI-108
H-113 VPI-4

All of these lines are associated with the core spray, post-incident cooling,
and fire water systems, which serve safety-related functions to mitigate the
consequences of accidents.

VPI-1, -?. and -9 are located inside the containment and would not be accessible
folicwing a significant accident. VPI-9 is currently locked-closed and under
caministrative control. VFP-29 and -30 are closed from the control room as
part of the procedure to switch from injection to recirculation cooling following
an accident. VPI-108 is a locked-open vent valve in the core spray system, in
a line that returns to the containment floor drains; a check valve inside the
containment isolates this line in the event of a break in the line outside
containment. VPI-3 is a locked-open isolation valve in the common core spray
suction line outside containment.

The licensee has concluded'that most of these valves should be locked-open to
ensure the safety function following_an accident. In addition, the licensee
concluded that procedures for remote isolation of these lines is not ' warranted
because isolation at the wrong time by human error might exacerbate the condi-
tions of the accident. However, if any of these systems had to be taken out
of service after an accident, the operator would want to close these valves to
minimize leakage outside containment. This is an example of the procedures to
be developed in Section 5.3.3.3.
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The staff concludes that automatic isolation for these penetrations is not
warranted because of the safety functions provided by the associated systems
and the low likelihood of a passive failure in these systems following an
accident. However, because most of the locked-open isolation valves could be
used to mitigate the effects of pipe breaks in the associated systems, the
licensee has committed to develop appropriate procedures to describe the
conditions under which these valves should or should not be closed and identify
the indicators available to the operator to verify those conditions. This
project is scheduled to be completed by July 1984.

4.20.4 Local Valves on Nonsafety Systems

The isolation provisions for the following containment penetrations differ
from the explicit requirenents of GDC 55 and 56, in that manual rather than
automatic isolation valves are used:

Penetration Valve

H-10 VTG-101 and VFW-ST-01
H-11 CV-4000 and CV-4012
H-17 VRW-52
H-18 CV-4105
H-20 VA-14
H-23 VCU-13
H-25 VA-7

The line associated with penetration H-10 is the main steam line drain. This
issue is addressed in the context of the isolation provisions for the main
steam line itself in Section 4.20.5.

For the remaining penetrations, except H-18, the licensee has concluded that
the valves identified do not serve a containment isolation function because
existing, redundant isolation provisions already exist, as follows:

Penetration Isolation barriers

H-11 VFW-9, VFW-304, and VFW-305
H-17 CV-4049, VRW-313
H-20 and H-25 Closed system inside containment with check valve
H-23 CV-4091, CV-4092, and CV-4093

These isolation barriers are all inside containment, rather than one inside
and one outside as required by GDC 55 and 56. However, the limited PRA for
Big Rock Point and other plants has found that the valve location does not ,
significantly affect the penetration failure probability; that is', the proba-
bility of a break between the outermost valve and the containment is small
compared with the probability of failure ~of all isolation valves. In addition,

many of these valves are normally closed. The closed systems' associated with'
penetrations H-20 and H-25 (service air and instrument air) normally operate
at a pressure higher than the peak containment pressure,'providing a constant
leakage check, and these systems would have to passively fail upstream of the-
check valve.to create a leakage path outside containment.
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In a letter dated June 22, 1983(c), the licensee evaluated the reliability of
the instrument and service air systems. Because of the potential for air
inleakage to the containment as well as failure of the check valve to restrict
leakage when the compressors are inoperable, the licensee concluded that
implementing a leakage test program for these systems would be wortMile.

.
The licensee will begin this testing program during the 1984 refuel.ng outage

| and monitor the results until sufficient data have been developed to draw a
definitive conclusion.

In a letter dated December 22, 1983, the licensee concluded that valves VFW-9
and -304 in the feedwater system do not-serve a containment isolation function,

t

i even though leakage through them has contributed to integrated (Type A) test
-

j failures, because the system would likely be in operation following an accident.
However, for an accident caused by a break in the feedwater line, these valvesi

would serve an isolation function. Nevertheless, on the basis of the risk:

! perspective and the typical procedures for such accidents, the staff concludes
| that the existing isolation provisions are adequate.

In a letter dated February 2,1984, the licensee committed to install an auto-i

! matic operator for valve CV-4049 during the 1984 refueling outage.

For penetration H-18 (demineralized water), the licensee has determined that
i the remote manual control valve CV-4105 can be isolated by a hand switch in
!- the control room. The licensee has committed to review the existing procedures

to confirm that the operator has adequate instructions to determine when to
close this valve.

; On the basis of these considerations, the staff concludes . hat these isolation
provisions are adequate and no additional actions are nect ,sary.

1

4.20.5 Main Steam Line Isolation Valve,

The main steam line is equipped with only a single isolation valve (M0-7050,
with valve M0-7065 on the upstream drain), rather than redundant isolation
valves as required by GDC 55. In the topic evaluation, the staff recommended !

t that the licensee qualify downstream valves in the main steam system as contain-
ment isolation valves. However, this action would require automatic closure
with a diverse isolation signal and leak testing for these valves.4

| The licensee evaluated various leak testing programs using PRA to develop
cost-benefit estimates (see Appendix H, Issue 10). The results of this evalua-
tion were presented in a letter dated June 22, 1983(c). The licensee concluded
that a program for periodic stroke testing of the main steam line isolation,

valve (MSIV), to improve valve reliability, should be pursued. The licensee
has estimated that the cost of adding a second isolation valve, to conform to
current criteria, would be approximately $150,000. The corresponding reduction
in exposure was estimated to be'33.8 person-res/ reactor year. Conversely,,

i the licensee estimated that a testing program to improve the reliability of
the existing isolation valve vould be approximately $4,000 with an exposure'

reduction of 20.2' person-rem. The action recommended in the topic evaluation
| would fall somewhere between these two estimates.
: The staff has reviewed the licensee's evaluation and, although several of the
,

assumptions are questionable, agrees that the cost of adding a second isolation

!
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valve is not warranted. This conclusion is based, in part, on the conservative
assumptions in the offsite dose evaluations performed in conjunction with SEP
Topic XV-19.

Currently, the containment integrated leakage rate test is the means of deter-
mining the leakage integrity of the MSIV. The periodic testing proposed by
the licensee 1, directed at determining the ability of the valve to shut, as
opposed to the ability of the valve to restrict leakage. The staff believes
that both functions are important. Consequently, the staff concludes that the
licensee's proposal to develop a periodic testing program is acceptable,
provided that the evaluation include a study of the feasibility of conducting
periodic leakage integrity tests against some baseline condition. The licensee's
operability testing program development is scheduled to begin in 1985, and the
data collection and analysis to prove desired reliability is scheduled to be
completed by March 1989. The licensee is continuing the evaluation of the
staff's proposal to provide automatic closure of the downstream valves. In the

interim, the licensee will monitor the results to determine whether any trends
require a more immediate action.

4.20.6 Closed Systems

The following containment penetrations are associated with closed systems in-
side containment that have no containment isolation valves and so differ from
the explicit requirements of GDC 57:

Penetration System

H-9 Emergency condenser vent
H-12 Service water return
H-13 Service water supply
H-14 Heating steam
H-19 Heating condensate

The emergency condenser (penetration H-9) is being reviewed in conjunction
with Topic III-5.A (Section 4.10) with regard to the ability to detect leakage
and take corrective action. For the heating and service water systems, the
licensee evaluated the cost-benefit of installing containment isolation valves
in his June 22, 1983 submittal referenced earlier. The licensee has concluded
that the estimated exposure reduction (3.2 person-rem / reactor year) does not
justify the cost ($150,000).

The staff agrees that the cost of adding isolation valves is not warranted,
provided the system integrity is periodically verified to qualify the system
as an extension of the containment. The licensee's evaluation did not consider.
the cost-benefit associated with periodic testing to verify the system integ-
rity. Therefore, the staff recommended that the licensee develop a periodic
inspection procedure to identify and correct significant system leakage.

The licensee has concluded that the existing roving patrols inside the contain-
ment provide adequate surveillance to identify significant degradation in
these systems. In addition, the leakage detection system (see Section 4.16)
is capable of detecting leaks as small as 0.02 gpm. The licensee has estimated
that the probability of a breach in these systems is more than two orders of
magnitude below the probability of the dominant containment failure modes;
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even then, the systems would likely be at a pressure higher than the containment
pressure so that any leakage would be into the containment.

On this basis, the staff concludes that the existing surveillance conditions
are sufficient and, therefore, no further action is warranted.

4.20.7 Appendix J Leak Test Requirements

On November 23, 1982(a), a number of exemptions to the containment leak test
requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 were granted to Big Rock Point. The
forwarding letter for those exemptions and the safety evaluation that was
attached indicated that several issues in the Appendix J review were t,eing
deferred to the integrated assessment in the SEP. The following sections
describe the resolution of those items.

w

4.20.7.1 Containment Airlock Testing Frequency

Currently, the containment airlocks (equipment, personnel, and emergency) are
leak tested every 6 months. Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 requires that airlocks be
leak tested within 72 hours after each use or every 72 hours if the airlocks
are used daily. Therefore, the explicit requirements of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50
are not met. The Appendix J safety evaluation proposed reduced pressure leak
tests within 72 hours after each use or every 72 hours during frequent use in
addition to the 6-month tests as an acceptable airlock leak test schedule.

The licensee has concluded that frequent use of the personnel' airlock is
necessary for the safe operation of the plant; the personnel airlock is used
many times a day. Airlock testing is time consuming (requiring at least
4 hours to obtain statistically significant data), even for a reduced pressure
test, because the entire airlock must be pressurized. The airlocks are all of-
the single seal design, not the double seal design which allows testing by
pressurizing between the seals. During testing of the personnel airlock,
entry to containment is curtailed because the only available entrance is the
emergency air?ock. The emergency airlock is opened daily as a personnel
safety measurv to ensure operability. The equipment airlock is used a couple
of times a month. Each of the airlocks is tested every 6 months, and each
airlock is covered by a preventive maintenance program, including seal inspec-
tion and cleaning. Moreover, the as-found leakage observed during the 6-month
tests has been quite hw. The leak rates have averaged 3% to 5% (closer to 3%
since 1974) of the maximum Technical Specifications leakage limit. The require-
ment of additional tests, even reduced pressure tests, would (1) place a
burden on plant operations and (2) provide no~ increase in safety based on the
record of the 6-month leakage tests. Installation of doors with testable
seals (double-seal design) would be expensive.

On this basis, and on the basis of information from the limited.PRA for Big
Rock Point, the staff concludes that the present airlock leak test frequency
is acceptable, provided the seals are periodically. replaced in accordance with
manufacturer's recommendations. In a letter dated February 2, 1964,'the
licensee committed to inspect these seals in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations, which the, staff understands include repiacement as necessary.
NRC action on this exemption request will be completed following issuance of-
the Final Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report.
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4.20.7.2 Testing of Main Steam and Main Steam Line Drain Isolation Valves

Currently, the Appendix J Type C leak tests of the main steam isolation valve
and the main steam line drain valve are performed using water as the testing
medium. Because these valves are not normally pressurized with fluid from a
seal system, Appendix J requires that they be tested with air or nitrogen.
The licensee has concluded that testing of the MSIV and the drain valve with
air or nitrogen is not feasible. Because these valves are single valves, not
a pair of valves in series, the common testing method of pressurizing the
piping between the two valves in series cannot be done.

An air test of the MSIV and drain valve would require pressurizing a very
large volume of piping with many other valves being used as isolation valves;
this would be an impractical test. These valves are tested with air as part
of the integrated containment leak rate test every 40 months. They are also
tested with water during hydrostatic testing of the primary system at each
refueling. Leakage during the hydrostatic tests is measured as drops of water
per second.

In a letter dated February 2, 1984, the licensee committed to develop and
implement a procedure, including any necessary modifications, to permit pneu-
matic testing of the MSIV beginning in the 1985 refueling outage. This
procedure would not include the main steam line drain, because of the system
configuration; however, that valve is normally closed, the line is small, and
the leakage integrity is verified during both the system hydrostatic test and
the containment integrated leakage test. In discussions with the licensee, the

licensee has committed to develop a suitable test for the drain valve or to
cut and cap the line downstream of the valve. Therefore, the staff finds
the licensee's proposed action acceptable.

4.20.7.3 Testing of Isolation Devices for Closed Systems Inside Containment

The leak rate testing of isolation boundaries for the following systems, which
are closed systems inside containment and which penetrate containment, was
deferred to the integrated assessment because Topic VI-4 initially identified
the possible need for additional isolation valves in some of these systems:

(1) service air
(2) service water
(3) heating and cooling
(4) instrument air
(5) integrated leakage rate test (ILRT) reference volume
(6) shutdown flushing

The licensee has concluded that lines associated with these systems would not
rupture or leak significantly because they contain no high-energy fluids and
have no openings to the containment atmosphere that provide a path to the
environment. These lines are subject to the same environment as the contain-
ment shell and are provided the same surveillance for leakage during the ILRT.
As further protection against leakage, the service water, service air, and
instrument air systems normally operate at pressures greater than the maximum
pressure during loss-coolant-accident (LOCA) conditions. The instrument air
and service air systems are addressed in Section 4.20.4. These two systems
have check valves inside containment and gate valves outside containment.
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Results of the licensee's PRA indicate that failure of these systems is not a
:

significant contributor to the overall containment failure probability at Big |

Rock Point. The staff concludes that the testing developed under Section 4.20.4
| will be sufficient to demonstrate leakage integrity and no further testing is

necessary.

The service water and heating and cooling systems are addressed in Section 4.20.6.

The shutdown flushing line and the ILRT reference volume were not identified
in Topic VI-4 as requiring additional isolation provisions. These lines are
only used when the plant is shut down and are isolated during power operation.
During power operation both lines are closed to the containment atmosphere.
For leakage to occur outside containment through either line requires passive
failure of the line and a blank flange or pipe cap. The results of the limited
PRA indicate that failure of these lines is not a significant contributor to
the overall containment failure probability for Big Rock Point. Therefore,
the staff concludes that Type C leak testing of these lines would not signifi-
Cdntly improve safety and need not be conducted.

NRC action on any necessary exemption requests resulting from these findings
will be completed following issuance of the Final Integrated Plant Safety
Assessment Report.

4.20.7.4 Spare Penetration Testing

The licensee has committed to seal-weld the threaded pipe caps used to seal'
spare containment penetrations. This commitment resolves the issue of spare
penetration testing because Type C leak testing is not required for welded
pipe caps.

4.21 Topic VI-10. A, Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety
Features, Including Response-Time Testing

10 CFR 50 (GDC 21), as implemented by Regulatory Guide 1.22 and the BWR Standard
Technical Specifications (STS) (NUREG-0123), requires that the reactor protec-
tion system (RPS) be designed to permit periodic testing of its functioning,
including a capability to test channels independently. 10 CFR 50.55(h),
through IEEE Std. 279-1971 and IEEE Std. 338-1977, requires that response-time
testing be performed on a periodic basis for plants with construction permits
issued after January 1,1971. During the topic review, the following issues
were identified.

4.21.1 Surveillance Frequency Requirements

The Big Rock Point Technical Specifications do not require calibration of the
initiation channels for the RPS, the emergency condenser system, and the con-
tainment isolation system. Calibration of these systems is controlled by
plant test procedures, which are scheduled in the Technical Specifications.

The Big Rock Point Technical Specifications specify response times but do not
require response-time testing of the RPS and engineered safety features (ESF)
systems. Response-time tests are controlled by plant test procedures; RPS
response-time test intervals are greater than that specified in the STS. For

i
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I
i

Big Rock Point, the staff agrees with the licensee position that operating
experience justifies a test interval that is greater than that specified in*

the STS.
t

0 4.21.2 Reactor Protection System Response-Time Testing
.

I Response-time testing of the RPS does not include the sensors that initiate
'

RPS action or ESF action. Response-time testing of the ESF systems does not
I include the system logic that actuates the valves. It includes only the
j opening and/or closing time of the valves when they are actuated from a hand-

,

'

| switch in the control room. With regard to the testing of RPS and ESF sensors, |
: the. staff noted that neither IEEE Std. 338-1977 nor Regulatory Guide 1.118
! requires response-time testing of neutron detectors. However, Regulatory

Guide 1.118 does recommend the testing of cable capacitance or other suitable
test. The' remainder of the sensors that provide an input to the protection

,

: system logic are snap action, blind sensors. Such sensors are not suitable
candidates for response-time testing in the field. However, the neutron
monitoring cables and signal processing equipment could be response-time;

; tested.
!
* With regard to the ESF valve actuation logic, the staff has noted that it is !

I composed of relays that are similar to those found in the RPS and the valve
| controls. The RPS and valve control relays are response-time tested.
i
' The staff performed a limited PRA of this issue for Big Rock Point to estimate
i the. improvement in overall safety if response-time testing of the ESF was
! required. The results of this PRA indicated that response-time testing has
i low risk significance. This occurs because response-time testing is concerned
i with events on the order of' seconds and the PRA has shown that response times
j of minutes are sufficient for the RPS actuation to ensure the success of the
j subcriticality function in time to allow other safety systems to prevent core
i melt. Functional tests are sufficient to demonstrate functioning of the ESF on
i the order of minutes, and these tests are performed at Big Rock Point.
!

j On the basis of the limited PRA and past experience at Big Rock Point, the
; staff believes that the additional response-time testing of the neutron detec-

.

!

| tor cables and the ESF valve logic is unnecessary.
!

i 4.22 Topic VII-1.A. Isolation of Reactor Protection System From Nonsafety
j Systems, Including Qualification of Isolation Devices
i

i 10 CFR 50.55a(h), through IEEE Std. 279-1971, requires that safety signals be
j isolated from nonsafety signals and that no credible failure at the output.of

an isolation device shall prevent the associated protection. system channel,

! from meeting the minimum performance requirements specified in the design
i bases.
!

| For some boiling-water reactors, isolation between each reactor protection
j system channel an',its respective nonsafety power supply'is inadequate because

,

j failures of the motor generator protection system (abnormal voltage or frequency) '

i could result in failure to scram because of overheating of the electrical-
; solenoid valves that control the air-operated scram valves. The review of
|-
!
,

;
,
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this topic indicated that Big Rock Point is different from other GE plants
because the overvoltage sensor at Big Rock Point is not in the regulator
cabinet and an undervoltage relay is not provided. Furthermore, redundant
protection is not provided at Big Rock Point for each motor generator output
as has been implemented at other GE plants to fix this problem on a generic
basis. The staff PRA for Big Rock Point ranked this issue to be of a high
risk significance (201 person-rem / reactor year saved) and fourth out of 37
issues reviewed.

By a letter dated March 11, 1983, the licensee submitted an analysis of the
protection provided. As a result of this analysis, the licensee has reduced
the voltage regulator and the overvoltage protection relay setpoints to limit
the maximum sustained voltage. In addition to the setpoint change, testing
has shown that scram solenoid power requirements are less than the minimum
rated oper4 ting conditions for all voltages below rated operating voltage down
to plunger dropout. (As a result, the coil cannot overheat before a scram is
initiated.) Finally, the analysis showed that motor thermal overloads provide
protection against underfrequency events resulting from mechanical failure of
the motor generator sets. Underfrequency events from degraded plant bus
conditions have been reviewed under Topic VIII-1.A (Section 3.1).

In view of the protection provided, the fact that the equipment is of the same
quality as that used in other engineered safety features, and the fact that
the plant has experienced several undervoltage transients (to scram valve
plunger dropout) without equipment damage, the staff concludes that modifica-
tions to provide additional protection beyond those made by the licensee will
not provide a significant increase in protection. Also, as noted in the
licensee's letter of March 11, 1983, periodic replacement and testing programs
for these solenoid valves have been effective in preventing multiple failures.
The staff finds the modifications made by the licensee acceptable.

4.23 Topic VIII-3.B, DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation

10 CFR 50.55a(h), through IEEE Std. 279-1971, and 10 CFR 50 (GDC 2, 4, 5, 17,
18, and 19), as implemented by SRP Section 8.3.2, Regulatory Guides 1.6, 1.32,
1.47, 1.75, 1.118, and 1.129, and BTP ICSB 21, require that the control room
operator be given timely indication of the status of the batteries and their
availability.

As a minimum, the following indications and alarms of the Class 1E dc power
system (s) status in the control room are required by current licensing
criteria:

(1) battery current (ammeter-charge / discharge)
(2) battery charger output current (ammeter)
(3) de bus voltage (voltmeter)
(4) battery charger output voltage (voltmeter)
(5) battery high discharge rate alarm
(6) de bus undervoltage and overvoltage alarm
(7) de bus ground alarm (for underground system)
(8) battery breaker (s) or. fuse (s) open alarm
(9) battery charger output breaker (s) or fuse (s) open alarm
(10) battery charger trouble alarm (one alarm for a number of abnormal

conditions that are usually indicated locally)
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The purpose of +.he monitoring instrumentation is to ensure that the battery
is connected to the de bus by a low resistance path and to monitor battery
system performance. The staff's main concern is that the battery charger
output may mask a degraded battery supply during normal operations.

The review of this topic determined that the Big Rock Point control room has
no indication of battery charger output current, charger output voltage,
battery high discharge rate, bus voltage, battery or charger breaker / fuse
status, or battery current.

At Big Rock Point, there is only one battery and one dc system for plant de
services. The onsite ac system is completely independent from this dc system.
(In addition, there are four small de systems, one per channel of the depres-
surization system, and separate cranking batteries for the diesel generators
and diesel fire pump.) Technical Specification 11.3.5.3 provides the limiting
conditions for operation for emergency power sources. An orderly shutdown
must start within 1 hour after the plant battery has been declared inoperable.
By a letter dated March 10, 1983, the licensee has proposed to test the conti-
nuity of the plant battery connections by monitoring battery current trends
during the monthly change of battery chargers. This change in procedures with
the logging of weekly pilot cell readings that became effective on April 15,
1983, is acceptable to the staff.

The staff also concludes that additional monitoring of the rapid depressuriza-
tion system (RDS) batteries is not necessary because of the small loads, short
load duration, and multiple redundancy (2 out of 4) provided in the RDS design.
The small RDS loads and short load duration make it less likely that a de
system failure that can be masked by battery charger performance will occur.
The batteries for the diesel generators and diesel fire pump are load tested
during the monthly diesel starts; therefore, additional instrumentation is not
recommended by the staff. The limited PRA for Big Rock Point ranked this
issue to be of low risk significance because of the small effect that the loss
of any one of these battery systems had on the probability of a core melt.
(The ac systems are generally independent of the dc systems because de control
power is only provided to the emergency diesel breaker. RDS battery A and not
the station battery provides this control power. Thus, either the diesel fire
pump, and the station battery or the diesel generator, ac fire pump, and RDS A
battery provide adequate cooling.)

4.24 Topic VIII-4, Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

10 CFR 50 (GDC 2, 4, 5, 17, 18, and 50), as implemented by SRP Sections 8.3.1
and 8.3.2, Regulatory Guides 1.32, 1.63, and 1.118, and BTP RSB 1, estaolished
the requirements for the electrical penetrations. The review of this topic
indicated that at Big Rock Point, with the LOCA environment inside containment,
the low voltage penetrations do not comply with the current criteria regardless
of the initial assumed temperature because the operating times of the backup
circuit breakers are excessive.

The issue of the adequacy of electrical circuit protection devices to protect
containment electrical penetrations was not addressed in the limited PRA of
selected Big Rock Point issues. Rather, a broader subject of the importance
of containment failure by leakage rather than some other failure mode was
assessed. Six different PRAs were reviewed (Millstone Unit 1, Integrated
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:

i Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP) (NUREG/CR-3085); Browns Ferry, IREP
(NUREG/CR-2802); Peach Bottom, Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400); Grand Gulf,!

i Reactor Safety Study Methodology Application Program (NUREG-0011); the licensee's
PRA for Big Rock Point; and the staff's limited PRA), and it was determined
that no dominant sequence involved electrical penetration failure as a release
mechanism. Failure of penetrations is less significant because the potential

|
1eakage paths are smaller than those for piping penetrations and containment ,

| ventilation isolation valve failure. Therefore, the staff concludes that this
( issue's importance to risk is low.
c
| In a letter dated November 16, 1981, the licensee committed to evaluate the
! adequacy of the backup protection device clearing times and to provide protec-
j tion against seal failure on the typical low-voltage penetrations that result
: from fault current. >

During the integrated assessment, the licensee reconsidered the proposed
action in view of the low risk importance and concluded in a letter dated
April 25, 1983(b), that such an evaluation is unnecessary. The staff agrees.

,

1

j 4.25 Topic IX-3. Station Service and Coolina Water Systems

10 CFR 50 (GDC 44), as implemented by SRP Sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, requires a ;

system to transfer heat from structures, systems, and components important to .

safety to an ultimate heat sink; this system shall have suitable redundancy in
.

components and features and suitable interconnections, leak detection, and;

j isolation capabilities to ensure that for onsite or offsite power system ;

j operation the system safety function can be accomplished, assuming a single
j failure.

.

The review of this topic concluded that a single failure in nonredundant pipe
j running off of the fire water system (or other cooling water pump discharge

lines) could result in loss of system function. On the basis of the staff's '
d

{ review of the service and cooling water systems for Big Rock Point, only the
i fire protection system is considered essential and within the scope of this

topic. The topic evaluation concluded that the design of this system is
acceptable with the following exceptions:

(1) The licensee should verify the existence of procedures that would ensure
,

: that system flow requirements are met after a piping failure. '

! (2) There may be a need for system modification to eliminate potential passive
j single failures for which adequate compensating procedures are not available.

'The staff evaluation of September 29, 1982(a), reiterated the concern about
the adequacy of present plant procedures and equipment to ensure adequate -

3
emergency core cooling after a break in the fire water system.

;

! The licensee provided the requested procedures on May 16, 1983, and the staff
I has found them acceptable.

| 4.26 Topic IX-5. Ventilation Systems
t

| 10 CFR 50 (GOC 4, 60, and 61), as implemented by SRP Sections 9.4.1, 9.4.2,
i 9.4.3, 9.4.4, and 9.4.5, requires that the ventilation systems shall have the'

.
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capability to provide a safe environment for plant personnel and for engineered
safety features.

The topic review of the ventilation systems for Big Rock Point found them
acceptable except for the following two items.

4.26.1 Hydrogen Generation - Batteries

The depressurization system batteries are ventilated by the shop area system.
The plant battery is ventilated by the electric equipment room ventilation

Isystem. All of the battery chargers are sequenced onto the diesel generator,
but neither ventilation system is. Hydrogen generation occurs as a result of
battery charging. The staff is concerned that a hydrogen fire may result from
a lack of adequate ventilation. The licensee has calculated that it will take
more than 3 hours to reach the 4% hydrogen concentration flammability point.
The licensee proposed in a letter dated March 31, 1983, to change operating
procedures to open the truck door and a door to the electric equipment room if
the normal ventilation systems cannot be restarted after a loss of offsite
power.

The limited PRA for these two systems ranked the loss of ventilation to be of
high risk significance. This result was based on the assumption that the con-
tained equipment required immediate cooling to function. Such an assumption
is overly conservative because the thermal capacity of the shop walls will
probably provide adequate cooling and major electrical equipment room heat
sources, such as the motor generator sets, trip on loss of offsite power.

It is the staff's judgment, based on the small heat loads and the larga volume
of the spaces, the air circulation resulting from the opening of doors to
mitigate the hydrogen buildup will provide sufficient cooling for these areas.
The licensee has completed an analysis of the hydrogen buildup from the RDS
batteries. As a result of this analysis the staff has concluded that sufficient
time is available to open the doors in the machine shop and RDS equipment
area. The licensee by a letter dated August 31, 1983, submitted a similar
study of the plant battery and the electric equipment room. The results show
that opening the doors to this room is sufficient to limit hydrogen concen-
tration. The staff considers this issue resolved.

4.26.2 Diesel Generator Ventilation

The diesel generator room has a passive ventilation system. After a 24-hour
diesel generator run, the licensee noted that the tar roof had started to
melt. An automatic exhaust fan and new air intake louvers were installed. The
new system is temperature controlled and powered from the diesel generator.
The licensee has also insulated the muffler. The licensee currently has no
plans to move the muffler. However, if the licensee decides to move it to the
roof, the staff will require that the licensee evaluate the consequences of
muffler damage resulting from strong winds or missiles on engine operability.

Aside from the muffler concern, the staff believes that the licensee's approach
of demonstrating the adequacy of proposed ventilation modifications by preopera-
tional testing ensures adequate cooling for the electrical equipment in the
diesel enclosure.
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4.27 Topic XV-8, Control Rod Misoperation (System Malfunction or Operator

Erior)

10 CFR 50 (GDC 10) requires that the core and associated coolant, control, and
protection systems be designed with appropriate margin to ensure that specified
ccceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during normal operation, including
the effects of anticipated operational occurrence. 10 CFR 50 (GDC 20) requires
that the protection system be designed to initiate automatically the operation
of reactivity control systems to ensure that specified acceptable fuel design
limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational occurrences.
10 CFR 50 (GDC 25) requires that specified fuel design limits not be exceeded
for any single malfunction of the reactivity control systems such as accidental
withdrawal of control rods.

The review of this topic determined that the Big Rock Point reactor does not
have either a rod worth minimizer or a rod block monitor, which is present in
newer boiling-water reactors. As a result, the amount of withdrawal of a con-
trol rod is not limited by a protective circuit. A single operator error or
equipment failure can result in the inadvertent withdrawal of a high-worth
rod. For the staff analysis, a maximum- worth rod was chosen and a scram at
120% of full power was assummed not to occur because the local power increase
was not seen at the excore detector. Instead, the power was assumed to increase
to 140% of full power.

For the conservative analysis that was performed, some assemblies were predicted
to have a critical power ratio (CPR) below the acceptable fuel design limit
for events initiated by a single malfunction in the reactivity control system.
The limited PRA for Big Rock Point rated this issue of low risk significance
because of the low frequency of occurrence and the very conservative power
distribution that was assumed in the analysis that resulted in core damage.

By a letter dated April 25, 1983(a), the licensee provided a new, more detailed
analysis that shows a higher CPR. The staff has reviewed this new analysis
and determined that Big Rock Point meets current licensing criteria for postu-
lated control rod withdrawal accidents. The consequences of the control rod
drop accidents were previously reviewed under Topic XV-13; the staff concluded
that Big Rock Point conforms to current licensing criteria for those accidents.

4.28 Topic XV-18, Radiological Consequences of a Main Steam Line Failure
Outside Containment

10 CFR 100, as implemented by SRP Section 15.6.4, requires that the radiological
consequences of failure of a main steam line outside containment be limita.d to
small fractions of the exposure guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

On the basis of an independent assessment of the radiological consequences of
a main steam line failure outside containment, the staff has determined that
Big Rock Point does not meet the current acceptance criteria for this topic.
If the existing Technical Specification limits for primary coolant activity
are used, the potential offsite doses would substantially exceed the applicable
dose limits.

The staff's limited PRA for Big Rock Point concluded that this issue does not
affect any core melt sequence and thus has no effect on core melt frequency or
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risk. However, because of the radiological consequences of this accident in
the absence of core melt, it is the staff's position that the licensee maintain
the primary coolant activity within the GE STS limits for dose equivalent

1 iodine-131 (equilibrium and maximum) and propose a plant-specific sample fre-
quency based on analysis techniques and plant operation characteristics. The
staff, therefore, suggested that the licensee should propose and provide the j

basis for plant-specific action statements should the STS dose equivalent I

iodine-131 limits be exceeded.

In a letter dated December 16, 1983, the licensee filed a Technical Specifi-
cation change request to incorporate the STS primary coolant activity limits.
A license amendment is being prepared by the staff.

i

)

!

i

1

1

;

i
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cm Table 4.1 Integrated assessment summary
,

e

5' Tech. Spec.
Q. modifications

SEP Section required from Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*
.,
o, icpic No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date review
a
" II-2.A 4.1 Severe Weather Phenomena No See Sections 4.5 - ** No

p and 4.8
o

11-3.8, 4.2.1 Design-Basis No None Yes - No

11-3.8.1, Ground Water Level
II-3.C

No4.2.2 Probable Maximum Flood No None Yes -

No4.2.3 Probable Minimum Water No None Yes -

Level

4.2.4 Flood Emergency Plan No Provide safe shut- Yes 11/84 No
, down procedure4
w

NoII.4.B 4.3 Proximity of Capable No None Yes -

Tectonic Structures in
Plant Vicinity

III-1 4.4.1 Piping No Evaluate impact of Yes 6/85 No
gross discontinuities
on usage factor

4.4.2 Pressure Vessels No Demonstrate compli- Yes 6/85 No
ance with fatigue
requirements

**
III-2 4.5.1 Windspeed No See Section 4.8 t Yes

'

See footnotes at end of table.
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ce
& Table 4.1 (Continued)
E
n Tech. Spec.*

modifications
J SEP Section required from Backfit Licensee Completion PRA* i-Topic No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date review

g III-2 4.5.2 Differential Pressure No None Yes No-

o Load
|

4.5.3 Components Not Enclosed No See Section 4.8 t
** Yes

in Qualified Structures
;

4.5.4 Foundation Capacity No See Section 4.8 t
** Yes

4.5.5 Load Combinations No See Section 4.8 t
** Yes

III-3.A 4.6 Effects of High Water No None Yes - No i

Level on Structures
T .

g III.3.C 4.7(1) Inspection Program No Mone Yes - No

4.7(2) Use of Divers No None Yes No-

III-4.A 4.8 Tornado Missiles No Provide protection of No it No l

systems and components
to ensure the capabil-
ity to safely shut down
the plant

III-4.8 4.9 Turbine Missiles No None Yes - No

III-5.A 4.10 (1) Cascading Pipe Breaks No Mone Yes - Yes

(2) Jet Impingement No None Yes - Yes

(3) Pipe Whip No None Yes - Yes
i

See footnotes at end of table.
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E Table 4.1 (Continued)
o

55 Tech. Spec.
E- modifications

SEP Section required from Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*,
o Topic No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date review
::
"

III-5.8 4.11 Pipe Break Outside No Protect against Yes See Section Yes

$ Containment common mode fire 4.2.4
pump failures"

III-6 4.12 Seismic Design No Demonstrate adequate Yes 5/85 No

Considerations seismic capability

III-7.8 4.13 Design Codes, Design No Evaluate adequacy of Yes 6/85 No
Criteria, Load Combina- orignial design
tions, and Reactor Cavity criteria on a sampling
Design Criteria basis for specified

structural elements

[ III-8.A 4.14 Loose-Parts Monitoring No None Yes - Yes
e and Core Barrel Vibra-

tion Monitoring

III-10.A 4.15 Thermal-Overload Protec- No Install bypasses Yes 12/84 Yes
tion for Motors of Motor-
Operated Valves

V-5 4.16 Reactor Coolant Pressure No Modify operating Yes 6/84 Yes
Boundary (RCPS) Leakage procedures
Detection

a

V-10.A 4.17 Residual Heat Removal No None Yes - Yes
System Heat Exchanger
Tube Failures

See footnotes at end of table.

,
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" Table 4.1 (Continued).

e

f Tech. Spec.
w modifications

SEP Section required from Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*,

8_., Topic No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date review

V-12.A 4.18.1 Water Chemistry Limits No None Yes - No

4.18.2 Limiting Conditions for No None Yes - No
Operation

VI-1 4.19.1 Organic Materials No Demonstrate coating Yes ** No
qualification

Yes Provide formal No ** No
inspection program

4.19.2 Postaccident Chemistry No None Yes - No

a
: a VI-4 4.20.1 Aministrative Controls No None Yes - Yes

o-

4.20.2 Instrument Lines No Develop emergency Yes 7/84 Yes
procedures

4.20.3 Local Manual Valves No See Section 4.20.2 Yes 7/84 Yes
on Safety Systems

4.20.4 Local Manual Valves No Develop leak test Yes 12/84 Yes
on Nonsafety Systems and emergencys

procedures
,

i

4.20.5 Main Steam Line Yes Provide augmented test Yes 3/89 Yes
Isolation Valve and position indication

4.20.6 Closed Systems No None Yes - Yes

See footnotes at end of table.

_ . -
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" Table 4.1 (Continued).,

m
:=
o Tech. Spec.
w modifications
w SEP Section required from Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*

2 Topic No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date review

5
VI-4 4.20.7 Appendix J Leak,

g Test Requirements

Yes4.20.7.1 Containment Airlock No Periodic seal Yes -

Test frequency replacement

4.20.7.2 Testing of Main Steam Yes Modify to test Yes 12/85 Yes
and Main Steam Line steam line isolation
Drain Isolation valves valve and drains

Yes4.20.7.3 Testing of Isolation No Mone Yes -

Devices for Closed
i Systems inside
$ Containment

4.20.7.4 Spare Penetration No Seal weld caps Yes ** Yes
Testing

VI-10.A 4.21.1 Surveillance Frequency No None Yes No-

Requirements

4.21.2 Reactor Protection No None Yes - Yes
System Resoonse-Time
Testing

See footnotes at end of table.

.
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"_,. Table 4.1 (Cbntinued)
ao

E Tech. Spec.
E modifications

SEP Section required from Backfit Licensce Completion PRA*,

o. Topic No. No. Title SEP review requirements agrees date review

VII-1.A 4.22 Isolation of Reactor No None Yes - Yes
$ Protection System
' From Nonsafety

Systems, Including |

Qualification of
Isolation Devices

VIII-3.8 4.23 DC Power System Bus Na None Yes Yes-

Voltage Monitoring and
,

Annunciation i

|

Yes |VIII-4 4.24 Electrical Penetrations No None Yes -

t of Reactor Containment |
* i

" IX-3 4.25 Station Service and No Mone Yes Yes-

Cooling Water Systems

IX-5 4.26.1 Hydrogen Generation No None Yes - Yes

4.26.2 Diesel Generator No Completed Yes Yes-

Ventilation

XV-E 4.27 Control Rod Misoperation No None Yes - Yes
(System Na1 function or
Operator Error)

XV-18 4.28 Radiological Consequences Yes Implement Yes tt Yes
of a Main Steam Line Technical
Failure Outside Containment Specifications

"See Appendix 0.
**To be scheduled by the licensee's Technical Review Group within 90 days of the publication of this report.
tunder licensee evaluation.

ftunder staff review

|
_ _ - - _ _ _ _ . 1



Table 4.2 Water chemistry limits

Parameter Regulatory Guide 1.56 limit Big Rock Point limit |

Reactor coolant (1) 10 pmho/cm requires orderly (1) 5 pmho/cm
conductivity shutdown

(2) I pmho/cm with up to 0.2 (2) Peak of 10 pmho/cm
ppm chloride for 72 hours on startup until
per incident not to exceed 24 hours after
2 weeks / year exceeding 20% power

Chlorides (1) 0.5 ppm requires orderly (1) 1 ppm
shutdown

(?) Up to 0.2 ppm with greater
than 1 pmho/cm conductivity
for 72 hours per incident not
to exceed 2 weeks / year

pH (1) 5.3 to 8.6 (1) 4.0 to 10.0
Feedwater (1) 10 pmho/cm requires orderly (1) 1 pmho/cm at
conductivy shutdown demineralizer inlet

(2) 0.5 pmho/cm at demineralizer (2) 1 pmho/cm at inlet
inlet demineralizer outlet

(3) 0.2 pmho/cm at demineralizer
outlet

Big Rock Point SEP 4-43
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5 NON-SEP TOPIC REVIEWS
,

5.1 Introduction

In a letter dated March 18, 1983, the licensee requested that the NRC inte- '

grated assessment include those licensing issues currently affecting Big Rock
: Point, beyond those issues raised in conjunction with SEP. In a meeting with
; the licensee on April 19, 1983, the staff discussed the appropriate method of
I performing the proposed expanded integrated assessment. During that meeting,
i the licensee presented a preliminary ranking of issues that they felt should

be addressed in such a review. The purpose of Section 5 is to expand the Big
Rock Point integrated assessment to include licensing requirements beyond
those evolving from the original SEP. !

I
:

j This assessment includes NUREG-0737 items, multiplet action items, unresolved
; safety issues (USIs), and plant-specific items. For each item, the licensee
; identified the requirements and staff guidance currently affecting Big Rock
f Point which they proposed to include in the integrated assessment. In a ,

'

1 letter dated June 1, 1983, the licensee described those issues for which they
j proposed alternative resolutions or schedule changes, and the safety bases .

'

: supporting those conclusions. The licensee's submittal is presented in
! Appendix H.

! The staff compared the licensee's list with the pending actions listed in the
i Operating Reactors Licensing Actions Summary (ORLAS), the USIs that have not

,

i yet been resolved generically, and the staff.'s evaluation of the Big Rock |

j Point probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) in order to ensure that all of the
,

; pending issues have been addressed. Those issues that have not been addressed ,

i are either so far along in implementation that any assessment would be moot or
', they are routine licensing actions that occur regularly. '

! 5.2 Selection of the Issues
|
I- The list of issues presented in Table 5.1 is based on the submittal made by
3 the licensee, excluding the SEP issues which are' addressed in Section 4. This
! list included some plant-initiated actions that are outside the scope of
i current NRC requirements. The licensee used the plant-specific PRA, where it
j was applicable, to rank issues in descending order of priority. Because of
! the reliance on the licensee's PRA, this IPSAR includes the results of the
3 staff's evaluation of specific issues from the licensee's PRA as an attachment
! to Appendix D. In some cases, staff safety evaluation reports (SERs) for :

i issues as they apply specifically to Big Rock Point do not exist because a
j plant-specific review has not been conducted or documented. In such cases,

the integrated assessment team identified the requirement and its basis using:

the available staff guidance. Although most plant-initiated actions are I

primarily directed toward improved plant availability, the staff considered :

I|
that they may have an implicit safety significance because they may reduce the
demand rate on safety systems.

!
)
i
J Big Rock Point SEP 5-1
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The licensee's integrated assessment of June 1, 1983, as supplemented on
February 2,1984, to include schedules, encompassed all of the pending licensing
actions, plant improvements recommended by the utility's staff, and outstanding
issues from the SEP reviews. Although the plant improvements are not NRC*

requirements, they have an explicit or implicit safety significance and,
therefore, deserve consideration in the allocation of time and resources for
plant modifications. For all of these issues, the licensee developed numerical
priority rankings based on the collective judgments of a Technical Review
Group (TRG). (See Appendix H for the details of the TRG procedures.) The
licensee's TRG included representatives from plant operations and maintenance,
engineering, health physics, licensing and management, and probabilistic
analysis. The TRG ranked each issue with regard to (1) effect on safe shutdown
and core cooling, (2) potential for significant radionuclide release, (3) effect
on plant availability, and (4) effect on plant personnel safety. These rankings
were based on characterizations of each issue by the technical specialists on

' the utility's staff and a consistent scoring system for each of the areas of
interest.

The result of the licensee's integrated assessment was a prioritized list of
actions which assist the licensee in (1) directing finite resources first
toward issue resolutions that offer the greatest payback (i.e., reduction in
risk or increase in availability) and (2) developing schedules for the various
elements of engineering evaluation and design, procurement, and outage time
necessary to implement the plant modification. As much as possible, the TRG
evaluated the means to resolve issues, rather than the issues themselves, and
considered corrective actions that would resolve several issues.

For a group of issues that ranked low on the list of priority, the TRG proposeu
that certain issues did not warrant further action because of their low safety
significance.

The NRC staff has not attempted to review the licensee's integrated assessment
methods because of the judgments involved in the numerical ranking system.
Rather, the staff review team, as described in Section 2.4, has evaluated the
safety significance of each issue on a plant-specific basis and formed an

4

independent judgment of the appropriateness of the licensee's proposed correc-
tive action and relative priority.

The staff's evaluation of the issues addressed in the licensee's integrated
assessment is presented in Section 5.3. However, this list of issues does not
constitute all of the pending licensing actions for Big Rock Point that existed
at the time integrated assessment was conducted; the licensee has submitted
additional information and/or proposed corrective actions for a number of

! actions for which the NRC staff review is not complete. The staff's evaluation
of the resolution of these additional issues is presented in Section 5.4, and'

it reflects the licensee's current views on these issues as described in their
letters, dated September 12, 1983, and February 2, 1984.

5.3 Additional Topic Evaluations

Appendix H contains the licensee evaluations for the issues listed in Table 5.1.
The following sectione povide the staff evaluation of the issues described in
Appendix H and Table o.l. The sequence of issues does not imply any relative
ranking by the staff of the issues presented.

Big Rock Point SEP 5-2
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5.3.1 Reactor Depressurization System Valve Reliability

The reactor depressurization system (RDS) and code safety valves at Big Rock
Point vent directly to containment atmosphere. The containment is normally

| occupied. Calculations show that the containment atmosphere will not support
i human life after a 2-minute blowdown. As a consequence, these valves must not

open spuriously nor may they fail to open upon demand.

The primary defense against a failure to function is the provision of redundant,
high quality valves operating in parallel. However, the licensee as a result
of the PRA and operating experience and the staff as a result of the events at
Three Mile Island (TMI) have initiated improvements to measure the reliability
of these valves.

5. 3.1.1 RDS Pilot Valve Leakage

The RDS provides relief paths to reduce the primary system pressure and allow
the core spray system to inject cooling water. The RDS consists of four
parallel discharge paths, off a 12-in, line connected to the main steam line,
which vent to the containment at the steam drum enclosure. Each discharge path
contains an air-operated isolation gate valve in series with a solenoid pilot-
operated relief valve (6-in. Target Rock). A li-in, bypass line around thes

isolation gate valve maintains pressure and temperature on the upstream side
of the relief valve and contains a manual and air operated isolation valve in
series, both normally open. Position indication for the isolation gate valves
and relief valves are displayed in the control room.

Plant instrument air pressure opens the isolation gate valve by a 125-V de
solenoid-operated, three-way valve; the isolation valve fails in the open
position upon a loss of instrument air pressure. The relief valves are opened
by separate 125-V de solenoid pilot valves, which actuate to cause a pressure
imbalance across the main valve piston of the relief valve. The relief valves
do not have the self-actuation feature commonly found in other BWR designs.
The relief valve will remain open until the solenoid pilot valve is deenergized.
In the event that the isolation gate valve accidentally opens, the equalized
pressure afforded by the bypass line will prevent the relief valve from opening
because of hydraulic or thermal shock.

The licensee has recognized a need to reduce the frequency of pilot valve
leakage. Pilot valve leakage can lead to premature opening and delayed
reseating of pilot-operated valves. Big Rock Point does not have a high-
pressure safety injection system. In the event of a spurious opening of the
RDS, it may be necessary to completely depressurize the reactor. This situa-
tion presents a risk of core damage and, if personnel are inside containment,
personnel fatalities.

The licensee proposed to evaluate the possible reduction in leakage and the
probability for inadvertent RDS opening. The licensee's PRA currently esti-
mates a probability of 6.7 x 10 8/ year of a failure leauing to an inadvertent
blowdown.

The leakage of the pilot valves and the resultant consequences do not violate
any specific licensing criteria, but the challenge to operator safety and
protection equipment functioning is not desirable.

Big Rock Point SEP 5-3
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The licensee has committed to develop an evaluation plan that will be coordina-
ted with a related modification plan for the instrument air supply to the RDS
recently initiated. A schedule for the evaluation plan will be established
following their receipt of a report from the pilot valve vendor.

5.3.1.2 RDS Reliability - High-Pressure Recycle System

The high pressure recycle system, proposed by the licensee, would permit the
operator to provide cool makeup water to the reactor vessel via the post-
incident cooling system and the high pressure feedwater pumps using existing
equipment, piping, and valves. The system would collect primary coolant dis-
charge from the safety valves from the containment sump, cool it,in the post-
incident heat exchanger, and return it to the primary system through the con-
denser hotwell and feedwater system without use of the reactor depressurization
system.

The advantages of this approach are that lower containment temperatures and
radiation levels and higher core water levels will be maintainable after the
simultaneous loss of both sections of the emergency condenser and the main
condenser.

The work to be done includes operating procedures and operator training.
Engineering analyses of piping stresses, heat transfer paths (heat balances at
design flows), and assurance of valve operability at expected differential
pressures have been completed. As a result of this work, the licensee concluded
in a letter dated December 22, 1983, that the temperature, pressure, and flow
conditions required for the high pressure recycle function would be within the
design parameters for the post-incident cooling and feedwater systems.'

The high pressure recycle system would reduce the number of challenges to the
RDS valves. The staff review of the licensee PRA indicates that improvement
in RDS valve reliability (including actions to reduce the number of challenges)
is important to risk reduction.

The licensee has proposed to coordinate this work with the efforts to upgrade
emergency operating procedures (Section 5.3.3.3) and implement a complete
procedure package by May 1986. The staff does not recommend that the develop-'

ment of recycle procedures take precedence over the upgrading of other emer-
gency procedures because its analysis indicates that a reduction of only
6 person-rem / reactor year could be realized. However, the staff agrees that
recycle procedures should be developed.

The licensee has indicated that the procedures would include sampling of the
i primary coolant activity before this water is cycled outside containment. Inj

view of this procedural constraint and the engineering analyses conducted by
the licensee, the staff concludes that the benefits of the alternate high-
pressure cooling function outweigh the limited risk associated with trans-
porting radioactive coolant outside containment in a nonsafety system.

5.3.1.3 Full-Stroke Testing of RDS Valves
' For the RDS valves to be completely effective, three of the four valves must'

open all the way. The licensee is concerned that the present partial-stroke
testing may not be adequate because it does not demonstrate that the valves

L

'

.*i
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can open fully. The licensee proposes to review the valve design and the test
method to determine if the test is valid by March 1985. The valves are solenoid
operated and even~ partial-stroke testing provides a complete electrical test.
Continued operation is justified by the low likelihood of mechanical failures
that would only permit partial movement. Similarly, the staff concludes that
this project can potentially improve RDS reliability but should not take
precedance over the pilot-valve leakage evaluation.

| 5.3.1.4 Position Indication of Power-0perated Relief Valves -

!

As a result of the events at THI, the NRC staff requires (NUREG-0737,
Item II.D.3) direct indication of power-operated relief valve (PORV) posi-
tion. Big Rock Point does not have PORVs for pressure control. The spring-
operated safety valves have nonenvironmentally qualified position indication.

The licensee has determined that it is not necessary to upgrade the safety
valve position indication because there are no controls nor are there any
gagging devices for these valves. Although such indications could identify a
stuck-open or leaking valve, containment atmosphere monitors provide equivalent!

indicators (Section 4.16). Therefore, the staff concludes that no further
action is necessary.

I 5.3.2 Safe Shutdown Provisions

5.3.2.1 Alternate Shutdown System (Panel and Procedures) - Appendix R

The licensee has proposed to install an alternate shutdown control station
(panel) and power supply within the immediate vicinity of the core spray room.
This station would feature certain primary coolant system instrumentation and
controls that are used to valve in the emergency condenser to cool down the
reactor, which include a three-hour-fire rated barrier between it and the core
spray system (see Section 5.3.14.2). The action also includes the development
of suitable operating procedures by which the alternate shutdown station would

| be used to shut down the reactor (see Section's 5.3.3.3 and 5.3.3.4). This
alternative was evaluated and approved by the staff as part of the exemptions

I to 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, that were requested by the licensee. The staff's
safety evaluation was issued by letter dated March 8, 1983. There were no
open issues.

The implementation of the plant modifications has been ranked first by the
licensee and is scheduled to be completed by the end of the 1985 refueling
outage. The staff's limited PRA (Appendix D) identified the installation of

j

the alternate shutdown panel as the largest single contributor to risk reduc- !

tion at Big Rock Point (228 person-rem / reactor year) out of 37 issues reviewed.
The staff concludes that the licensee's proposed actions and schedule are
appropriate.

5.3.2.2 Upgrade Emergency Operating Procedures

The TMI Action Plan, Item I.C.1, and the clarifying documents (NUREG-0737 and
NUREG-0737, Supplement 1) required reanalysis of transients and accidents,
preparation of emergency procedure guidelines, and upgrading of emergency
procedures by licensees. Owners of BWRs accomplished the reanalysis of tran-
sients and accidents and development of generic emergency procedure guidelines

Big Rock Point SEP 5-5
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through the BWR Owners Group. Another TMI Action Plan Item, I.C.9, required
the staff to upgrade procedures to improve ease of use and to reduce the
likelihood of human error by implementing good human factors practices. The
BWR Owners Group has developed generic technical guidelines that incorporate
some of the good human factors practices, and these guidelines will be used by
Consumers Power Company staff to write plant-specific emergency operating
procedures. Consumers Power Company will be required to provide details to
the NRC staff as to how human factors practices will be further employed in
the development and writing of plant-specific emergency operating procedures.
The staff has reviewed General Electric Topical Report NEDO-24934, " Emergency
Procedure Guidelines, Revision 2," dated June 1982, and issued a generic SER
to all BWR licensees of operating reactors (except Lacrosse) dated February 8,
1983. The staff has found these Emergency Procedure Guidelines to be accept-
able for implementation. The staff believes that the BWR Emergency Guidelines
provide a basis for a significant improvement over current emergency operating
procedures.

The guidelines are not complete (combustible gas control and secondary con-
tainment control guidelines are not yet included), and the staff's SER issued
February 8,1983, requires a few changes to the guidelines.

The staff has recommended that implementation of the guidelines proceed in
two steps:

(1) preparation of plant-specific procedures that in general conform to the
Emergency Procedure Guidelines referenced above and. implementation of
these procedures as outlined in Supplement _1 to NUREG-0737, transmitted
by Generic Letter No. 82-33, dated December 17, 1982

(2) preparation of supplements to the gu Melines that cover changes, new
equipment, or new knowledge and incorporation of these supplements into
plant-specific procedures

Step (1) refers to the guidelines referenced above and discussed in the SER.
Step (2) refers to guideline updates that will'be generated routinely after
the plant-specific procedures have been put in place. Although Step (2)
includes combustible gas control and secondary containment control guidelines
that are yet to be developed, it is essentially a maintenance function and is
not significant for Big Rock Point.because of the large containment volume and
lack of a secondary containment. Therefore, the licensee has no plan to
implement Step (2) at this time.

During its-_ review, the staff identified several' steps in the guidelines that
require minor changes. These are identified in the SER issued on February 8,
1983. The staff recommended that the licensee address these items during the
implementation of Step (1). Plant-specific procedures for Big Rock Point were
due on June 1, 1983. The licensee has proposed to delay this submittal until
the end of December 1984 because of related design reviews such as the detailed
control room design review (Section.5.3.2.3) which must be completed first.

As noted in Section 5.3.1.2, final procedures'are now scheduled to be implemen-
ted by May.1986. Coasidering the many plant design studies and possible modi-
fications that must be examined, the staff agrees with this schedule.

Big Rock P'oint SEP '5-6
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5.3.2.3 Control Room Design Review

! The TMI event (NUREG-0660, Item I.D.1) and experience at other nuclear facil-
*

.ities have shown that existing procedures and controls may be inadequate and
i may hinder the operator's efforts to cope with an accident. The licensee will

. perform a detailed review of the man machine interface to ensure that the4

'

operator can perform during stressful, accident conditions. As part of this
review, the licensee will study control room design and operating procedures,,

2 including accident walk-throughs as a part of the process for determining the
need for a safety parameter display system (SPDS). The licensee will also use
this review to determine if control panel equipment identification can be,

! improved to the point where plant transients are reduced. The staff requires
that the alternate shutdown panel be included in this review.

The schedule for completion of any control room modifications that are|-

determined to be necessary, including retraining to the new procedures;

(Section 5.3.2.2), will be presented in a summary report of the control room.

' design review by April 1985. The staff agrees that the small size and unique
design of Big Rock Point warrant special consideration in a control room,

design review; however, to ensure that the objectives of the control room1
'

design review are satisfied, the staff will require that the licensee submit
. the results of the evaluation and the basis for any corrective actions for
j staff review before implementation.
,

5.3.3 System Stability

To ensure safety, nuclear power plants must be operated in a manner that main-
i tains plant parameters within the limits assumed in the accident analyses.
i Several methods are used to provide assurance of proper operation. One method
. is to require that operators be trained and experienced and follow established
i procedures. Such operators are given periodic license examinations. A second
! method is to provid.e the operators with automatic control systems that antic-
; fpate the need for corrective action and reduce the magnitude of transients.
.

As a result of plant operating experience, the licensee has proposed modifica-.

tions to some nonsafety control systems. In addition, the staff has mandated-
changes in operating procedures and control room design as a result of the.

/ events at TMI.

5.3.3.1 Turbine Bypass Valve Control System
/

.

The turbine bypass valve at Big Rock Point is a single 100% capacity valve.1
'

The action of this. valve to control reactor power has a greater effect than
those in newer plants because of its relative size. ~ (Usually a bypass capacity --

of 30% to 40% is provided.) In addition, the' contribution of reasonance
effects in the Big Rock Point main steam line on reactor power are:less than^
that at other BWR plants because of the damping characteristics of the steam
drum.,

| The licensee recognizes a need to improve the' reliability of theLturbine
| bypass valve electrohydraulic control (EHC) system. The system has been found
i to be unreliable,'in that the valve has on occasion not operated properly
; during startup (the valve cycles open and closed).and during power. operation'
(

.
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!
(the valve fails to open or inadvertently opens). During power operation,
failure of the valve to open results in a loss of full power main heat sink |

,

for the primary coolant system. Failure to open can also result in a needless<

plant trip during a load rejection or a loss-of-offsite power transient.
,

| Spurious operation of the valve may also cause changes in steam pressure that
| result in a plant trip.
,

; The licensee has proposed to perform a study to identify the frequency and
; type of misoperation and possibly attribute the misoperation to some specific

portion of the EHC system before contacting the manufacturer. The resolution
of this issue was ranked third by the licensee. Of 37 issues, the staff PRA

i ranked this issue tenth with an estimated risk reduction of 26 person-rem /
; reactor year based on an assumed reduction in valve failures by a factor of 10
: (90% reduction). Proportionately lesser benefits would result from a lesser ,

improvement in performance. The licensee's studies are scheduled to be
completed by January 1985.

,

The staff believes that the action proposed by the. licensee is appropriate.
The staff's review of Topic XV-1, " Increase in Steam Flow," concluded that an
inadvertent opening of the turbine bypass. valves would not cause an unaccept-
able transient. Similarly, the staff's review of Topic XV-3, " Turbine Trip,"

| concluded that the Big Rock Point Plant conforms to current licensing criteria
for such transients.

5.3.3.2 Secondary System Instabilities
f

The licensee recognizes the nead to ensure that proper primary coolant system;

(PCS) makeup will occur following a load rejection. Following a load rejection,
the PCS should blow down through the turbine bypass valve to the condenser

; hot-well. As a result, the hotwell levels will swell causing a signal to open
the reject valve. When the reject valve opens, a significant portion of the
condensate pump discharge is diverted from the suction of the reactor feed

; pumps to the condensate storage tank.
:

The loss of feed pump suction results in a feed pump trip and thus the loss of |
PCS makeup during the blowdown condition. This issue has both safe shutdown
and availability implications because a loss of PCS inventory could result in!

a low reactor water level condition that subsequently results in automatic
: reactor trip. The proposed resolution is to modify the existing reject valve

control circuitry so that valve opening does not occur during the condition
, described above. The licensee's PRA has revealed that the proposed modifica-
' tion reduces the core damage probability from 6.2 x 10 s to 2.5 x 10 5/ reactor-
| year and has concluded that the cost-benefit ratio of the proposed modification

is $960/ person-rem. This issue was ranked fifth by the licensee. Of 37 issues,
the staff PRA ranked this issue twelfth with an estimated risk reduction of

i 22 person-rem / reactor year. The staff agrees that this is an important project
because the licensee has proposed a specific modification that reduces the;

probability of core damage by reducing the magnitude of plant load rejection!

~

i transients. This modification is scheduled to be completed by the.end of
the 1984 refueling outage.

|
|

|
o

|
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5.3.4 Electrical Equipment Qualification |
4

. i

Originally, this subject was identified as SEP Topics III-11 and III-12.
j Because equipment qualification was being pursued on a generic basis, this

subject was deleted from SEP.

The staff, in a letter dated April 26, 1983, transmitted the Safety Evaluation
*

Report (SER) and the Technical Evaluation Report (TER) for the Environmental
Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment for the Big Rock Point
Plant. The staff requested in the SER that the licensee provide, by June 1,.

1983, plans for qualification or replacement of the equipment in NRC Cate-
.gories I.B II.A, and IV, in addition to the justification for continued

'

operation required in the near term, and the schedule for accomplishing the
,

proposed corrective actions in accordance with the Equipment Qualification
' Rule (10 CFR 50.49(g)).

The licensee provided a partial response in a submittal dated May 31, 1983(b).
The remaining responses were provided in the June 1, 1983 schedule submittal

{ (Appendix H).

| The Big Rock Point Environmental Qualification Program Plan consists of three
i distinct activities: (1) failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA), (2) dispo-

sition of equipment qualification deficiencies as noted in the. staff's TER
regarding parameters other than aging (i.e., pressure, temperature, radiation,
etc.), and (3) disposition of equipment qualification deficiencies as noted in
the staff's TER regarding aging. The FMEA will be performed for certain elec-

,

- . trical equipment to assess the need for further qualification. The FMEA will~
l consist of an evaluation to determine (1) if the safety function is performed

before environmental conditions become so harsh that equipment failure may,

| result and (2) if after the equipment has performed its initial safety-related
function, subsequent failure of the equipment will not negate its initial

*

1 safety function, affect other equipment or functions, or mislead the operator.
; If the evaluation shows that the above conditions are true, no additional
t qualification efforts are necessary. The results of the FMEA were submitted
' to the NRC in September 1983.
t

i Regarding equipment qualification deficiencies involving parameters other than
aging, the licensee proposes to review the existing qualification bases and
provide additional supporting information, where available. The licensee cur-
rently expects to submit to the NRC staff in May 1984 a revised qualification-
basis for each piece of equipment noted in the TER as.being deficient in quali-
fication for the parameters other than aging. This evaluation will also con-
sider the safety significance of specific equipment based on the PRA and the.

[
'FMEA. .Regarding the modification of safety-related equipment during the current

t refueling outage, the licensee submitted to the NRC staff in December 1983 the
i results of a review of the existing qualification bases applicable to such -
i equipment.

! For equipment qualification deficiencies involving aging, the licensee has
| outlined an aging program in his submittalL of April 30,-1982. The aging
| program currently is being developed; however, because of the significant
i amount of time required for data collection from vendors, performance of:

activation energy analysis, and receipt of manufacturer recommendations.
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regarding component replacement, development of the program is not yet complete.
When complete, the aging program will include as a minimum: (1) the identifi-
cation of age-sensitive components, (2) the determination of the qualified
life for such components, and (3) the timely replacement of such components.
The licensee plans to complete program development and implement the replace-
ment program in September 1984. The recent 10 CFR 50.49 rulemaking also re-
quires that the licensee submit a list of electrical equipment important to
safety. In response, the licensee informed the staff that because he has not
made any modifications to the plant affecting the electrical equipment quali-
fication list since his letter of March 15, 1982, no new equipment has been
added to the original Equipment Qualification Report submitted on October 31,
1980, as updated by submittals dated January 30, 1981, September 3, 1981,
and March 15, 1982. The licensee will continue to update the equipment list
as a result of the reviews described above and future modifications and
accordingly will submit revised enclosures to the Big Rock Point Equipment
Qualification Report when appropriate.

The staff concludes that the program and schedules proposed by the licensee
are reasonable. The licensee intends to use the results of the FMEA to deter-
mine where additional qualification is not necessary. Where the failure of
such equipment is not expected to prevent safe plant shutdown or mitigation of
an accident, the PRA will be used to confirm the conclusions drawn from the
FMEA. These evaluations will serve as a basis for any necessary requests for
exemptions from 10 CFR 50.49 for specific pieces of equipment.

5.3.5 Radiation Shielding

The safety of the plant personnel after an accident depends, in part, on the
location of suitable shielding and filtration systems. The licensee is also
interested in improving operator comfort and attentiveness.

5. 3. 5.1 Plant Shielding - NUREG-0737, Item II.B.2

NUREG-0737 required that existing plant designs be reviewed by January 1,1980
and plant modifications designed by January 1, 1982. The January 1, 1980
design review was completed by a contractor for the licensee. On August 12,
1981, the staff granted a deferral of implementation of modifications until
completion of the staff review of the licensee PRA. The licensee proposed
additional' studies of the magnitude of exposure and cost effectiveness of pos-
sible additional shielding other than that proposed by the contractor. Of'
37 issues, the staff PRA ranked this project eighth with a risk reduction
potential of 63 person-rem / reactor year because of improved capability to
repair long-term cooling failures. The analysis also notes that a lower
ranking results from improved containment isolation capability.

The results of these additional studies were submitted in a letter dated
November 7, 1983. The licensee estimated that the probability of an individ-
ual receiving 30 rem - thyroid or 8 rem - whole body is less than 2 x 10 4/
reactor year. On the basis of this analysis, the licensee concluded this 1

estimate is conservative and additional plant modifications to further reduce
exposures would not be cost effective.

!
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These results confirm the licensee's previous conclusion, dated December 18,
j 1981, relative to the Item II.B.2 plant shielding requirements. Inasmuch as

the calculated personnel doses are close to the NRC design guidelines and withini

I the National Committee for Radiation Protection guidelines and additional modi-
fications would not be cost effective, the licensee considers that this project
is complete and no further action is warranted. The staff agree;.

5.3.5.2 Control Room Habitability - NUREG-0737 - SEP Topic VI-8

This subject was originally designated as SEP Topic VI-8. Because it was also
a generic multiplant issue, it was deleted from the SEP.

NUREG-0737, Item III.D.3.4, " Control Room Habitability," requested that licen-
sees evaluate the habitability of the control room against various hazards
such as chemical spills, gas, and radiation. The item also requested that
licensees propose modifications to improve the habitability of the control
room where necessary. By letters dated December 19, 1980(a), June 1, 1981,
July 9, 1981(b), December 18, 1981, February 5, 1982, and January 13, 1983,
the licensee responded to this item. By letter dated August 12, 1981, the
staff deferred review of this item until completion of the staff review of the
PRA at the request of the licensee. The deferment was allowed because the
licensee felt that the PRA showed that no control room modifications to improve
habitability were cost effective.

The licensee's analyses indicate that the doses to a control room operator
would be less than 1 rem to the whole body and less than 30 rem to the thyroid
(taking credit for personal respiratory protection apparatus) in the event of
a significant release of radioactivity from the containment at Technical4

Specification allowable containment leakage rates.

The worst-case event of core melt and containment failure would make the
control room essentially uninhabitable. The licensee has indicated that ven-
tilation system modifications to maintain thyroid doses below 30 rem without
breathing apparatus are not cost effective. On the basis of its review of the
PRA (Appendix D), the staff agrees.

Although the PRA indicated that there are no cost-effective modifications, the
licensee proposed an additional evaluation of modifications that might be cost
effective for a few release sequences such as isolation of the turbine building
from the administrative building which houses the control room. In a letter
dated February 2, 1984, the licensee concluded that installing a seal between
the service building and control building may be cost effective. A final
determination and any associated implementation schedule will be established
by the licensee's Technical Review Group. The staff considers this action

! appropriate.

5.3.5.3 Control Room Air Conditioning

The licensee had proposed air conditioning the control room to improve operator
comfort during summer operations. In the process of evaluating this issue,
the licensee determined that no safety or plant availability implications
exist.

Big Rock Point SEP 5-11
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However, in consideration of the cost of such a system, the licensee has
concluded that this modification should be performed to improve the working

;

conditions and, thus, the overell performance of the operating staff. The
staff agrees. A schedule for this project has not yet been established.

t

5.3.6 Containment Integrity
:

The licensee has proposed the following licensing actions for resolving staff
i concerns with regard to the adequacy of containment isolation in the SEP pro- .

gram (see SEP Topic VI-4, Section 4.20). l
1

,

5.3.6.1 Containment Integrated Leakage Rate Test

Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 requires that the containment integrated leakage rate
,

test (ILRT) or Type A test must be conducted without any prior adjustment or
repair, so that the test will be conducted in as close to an "as-is" condition

i as practical. The purpose of this requirement is to establish a trend for ,

|overall degradation of the containment in time, so that appropriate corrective
,

actions can be taken to maintain the integrated leakage from the containment
to a value less than that assumed in the accident analysis. Appendix J also

| requires that, if two consecutive Type A tests fail to meet the acceptance
criteria, the tests must be conducted at each refueling outage thereafter'

until two consecutive tests meet the criteria.

It has been the licensee's practice'to conduct local leakage rate tests (Types
B and C) before the Type A test and make any necessary repairs or adjustments.
The licensee has maintained this practice because it is more efficient and
minimizes the impact of the leakage tests on the outage time. Under such cir-
cumstances, it,has been the staff's position that the leakage from containment
.before any repair or adjustments following the local tests should be added to
the Type A test result to determine the "as-found" condition of the containment
for comparison with the acceptance criteria. The licensee requested an exemp-
tion from this requirement through the NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforce-'

ment. Specifically, before the Type A test in 1982, the licensee encountered j

excessive leakage in the feedwater and resin-sluice lines. The licensee took
corrective actions to reduce the leakage to acceptable values. When the. leak-
age was added to the Type A test results, the Type A test was considered a,

.

failure.
!

] However, local leakage rate tests are performed conservatively and often meas-
| ure leakage both into and out of containment. Consequently, the staff's cri-

teria establish a worst-case "as-found" condition. In view of the expense and
time required to conduct a Type A test, the staff concluded that more frequent
Type A tests need not.be performed where excessive leakage is identified and ;

corrected by local leakage rate tests. If excessive leakage is encountered in
subsequent local leakage rate tests of the source isolation barriers, then the
corrective action should be reassessed. Therefore, an exemption to Section III,
A.6(b) of Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 was issued on July 29, 1983.;

f 5.3.6.2 Containment Purge and Vent

As a part of his resolution of Generic Issue B-24 (letter dated November 29,
1978), the licensee has committed to install a debris screen over the intake

,

!
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1

for the ventilation system discharge line to protect the isolation valves.
The modification is scheduled to be completed in February 1985. Of 37 issues,
the PRA review ranked the provision of adeonate debris protection high, with;

an estimated risk reduction of 111 perso'.-rem /aeactor year.

In addition to the question of debris blicking i'lve motion, the events at
'

' Salem Unit 1 and Millstone Unit 2, which hitiated Generic Issue B-24, raised
the question of the adequacy of the motor, that opeiate containment valves.

i The staff's evaluation of this issue is contained in its letter of June 28,
1983, to the licensee.

,

The staff's evaluation determined that a problem existed with the design of
the air operator for the isolation valve on the discharge line. Under thei

assumption that maximum containment pressure is developed before the valve
seats, excessive air pressure develops in the actuator and excessive forcesi

| result in the valve linkage.
:
i Enlarging the actuator can reduce these forces to acceptable levels. The

licensee had committed to replace the actuator, but the necessary cylinder
lei.gth and the actuator peak pressure had not been defined. The licensee has
extended the valve raotor cylinder 3 in. to maintain the peak closing pressure
below 200 psig. The staff finds this modification acceptable.

I A third issue raised in the staff evaluation was the seismic capability of the
# valves. The licensee has concluded that seismic integrity and qualification of
4 these valves is not necessary because other containment failure modes dominate
I seismic risk. This issue will be addressed in the staff's review of the

licensee's overall seismic evaluation (Section 4.12).

The remaining issues raised in the staff's evaluation concerned the frequency
of isolation valve testing and limits on purging periods. The implementation

j criteria for Generic Issue B-24 recommend leakage tests for the isolation
'

valves every 6 months and limits on the amount of time a plant can purge the
i containment atmosphere.

! In the long history of Big Rock Point, there have been no consistent trends of
i excessive leakage in the containment purge isolation valves. Moreover, the

plant design was originally predicated on continuous ventilation of the contain-;

ment. The site and plant characteristics are such that the consequences of an
accident are far less severe than for the typical plants for which the staff's
criteria were developed. The staff's PRA evaluation for this issue concluded

j that restricted purging periods and increased surveillance could together
; result in an exposure reduction of 99 person-rem / reactor year; either action
; could result in an exposure reduction almost as great as the total. Because

the plant is designed to be continuously ventilated, restricted purging periods
would jeopardize plant operation. However,. increased surveillance of the
isolation valves to demonstrate operability and gross leakage integrity appears
to be a viable and potentially cost-effective means to achieve a large reduction-

f in risk. Therefore, the staff will require that the licensee evaluate alterna-
tives~and implement an optimum surveillance method and frequency for the

! - containment purge isolation valves.
I
;- 4

! '

i
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5.3.7 Hydrogen Monitoring - NUREG-0737

TMI Action Plan Item II.F.1.6 requires that systems be provided to inform the
operator of hydrogen levels within containment so that mitigation equipment
(e.g., hydrogen recombiners) can be placed into service to prevent flame
propagation or detonation. The licensee contends that hydrogen detonation
levels will not be reached at Big Rock Point even if the entire core melts.
This is due to the large volume inside containment relative to the small
fuel inventory in the core.

The staff reviewed this issue as part of its review of the licensee's PRA (see
Appendix D) and concludes that the relatively small amounts of hydrogen that
might be generated because of metal-water reactor (fuel cladding) or chemical
reaction with coatings (see Section 4.19.2) do not represent a significant
contributor to the failure of containment. Similarly, the staff -foes not be-
lieve that enough hydrogen would be generated in the short term wnich could
burn and affect the function of equipment % side containment. However, this
evaluation has not considered the long-term (e.g., weeks) effect of hydrogen
produced by radiolysis. The staff believes that such long-term hydrogen
monitoring capability might be useful because:

(1) It may enhance the ability to determine the amount of core damage.

(2) It would identify whether any action is necessary to control long-term
hydrogen concentrations.

Because of the slow evolution of hydrogen by radiolysis, the staff concludes
that sufficient time would be available to control hydrogen with the existing
systems. Therefore, the staff recommended that the licensee evaluate the ben-
efits and costs associated with such long-term hydrogen monitoring capability.

The licensee has conducted such an evaluation and concluded that specific pro-
visions for long-term hydrogen monitoring are not necessary because it would
take months for the hydrogen concentration to even approach combustible limits.
The staff has conducted confirmatory analyses that indicate that, under the
most adverse circumstances (i.e., complete core melt and maximum hydrogen
generation from radiolysis and the decomposition of paints and coatings), the
hydrogen concentration would approach combustible limits in a few weeks.
However, under these conditions, other failure modes (e.g., isolation valve
failures) tend to dominate risk. Under more likely accident scenarios (and
recognizing that the licensee's coatings do not contain zinc), the hydrogen
evolving would not approach combustible concentrations until well after the
staff would expect accident recovery operations to be under way. Therefore,

the staff agrees with the licensee's conclusion and considers this issue
resolved.

5.3.8 Scram Discharge

Operating experience at Big Rock Point and other BWRs has identified various
problems with the instrumentation and valves associated with the scram
discharge volume (SDV). A failure to isolate the SDV during a scram could
result in a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) inside containment. (This is an
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example of the unique design of Big Rock Point. Typically for other BWRs,
this would result in a LOCA outside containment.) Premature isolation and
control rod drive seal leakage or improper venting may result in a failure to
scram. Several projects in this regard have been undertaken by the licensee.

5.3.8.1 Single Channel Reset

During testing following a plant modification, the licensee discovered an
anomaly in the pneumatic system of the reactor protection system. If the
pneumatic pressure (air header) is low coincident with a reset of a scram
channel, the scram dump tank valves would open before the control rod drive
discharge valves close. The licensee was concerned that, in a similar manner,
the control rod drive discharge valves might open before the. scram dump tank
valves close; this condition would result in a loss-of-coolant accident.
Therefore, the licensee proposed to conduct an evaluation of valve coordination.

The licensee completed that evaluation and submitted the results in a letter
dated November 7, 1983. The licensee concluded that the scram dump tank will
isolate very quickly afer the control rod drive discharge valves open, ensuring
adequate scram discharge volume, and the scram dump tank valves are open when
the control rod drive discharge valves are closed (reset condition). The
licensee has further indicated that the previous experience was most probably
caused by loose fittings in the pneumatic system; the preventive maintenance
procedures have been modified to include the inspection of these fittings.

The licensee has concluded that no additional action or system modifications
are necessary. The staff agrees.

5.3.8.2 Scram Dump Tank Valves - Lack of Redundancy

The SDV drain and vent valves are not redundant at Big Rock Point. This
aspect of the SDV design is related to the timing issue (Section 5.3.8.1) but
also involves other single failures (both failure to open and failure to
close).

The licensee has proposed to conduct a more detailed risk analysis for this
system and to evaluate alternative designs. This issue is ranked fifteenth by
the licensee. The results of this evaluation are scheduled to be completed by
July 1984.

5.3.8.3 Scram Dump Tank Level Instrumentation

The present design uses level switches from a single pair of 2-in. headers as-
compared with the usual 1/4-in. instrument line. A staff review of operating
plant experience (Generic Letter 81-18 dated March 30, 1981) recommended re-
dundant and diverse instrumentation from independent headers.

The licensee PRA indicates that these generic actions proposed by the NRC
staff will not provide a significant improvement in safety. The staff PRA
indicates that only 4 person-res/ reactor year could be s'aved. This staff
figure does not include the exposure " spent" in installing or testing the
additional equipment.
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The existing design does not meet the current requirements for redundancy and
diversity as described in Generic Letter 81-18. However, in view of (1) the*

small improvement in reliability (see Appendix D) in relation to qualitatively,

assessed high costs to backfit these requirements and (2) the staff's judgment
that the unique design of the scram dump tank piping which is less likely to
be susceptible to common mode failures, the staff concludes that modifications
are not necessary.

!

,
5.3.9 Water Purification System

I
Several plant projects have been recommended to improve the design and perfor-'

mance of water treatment systems. None of these items involve reactor safety
concerns. 1

I5.3.9.1 Cleanup Demineralizer Pump
1

The cleanup demineralizer system pump is required for continuous full power,

J operation. The pump is of the canned rotor design and has experienced frequent
motor case erosion. A summary of cleanup pump failures and outage data for a

,

i 10 year period is provided in Appendix XIII of the licensee's PRA.
1

The most common source of failure of the cleanup pump is failure of the rear
;

bearing, which causes the rotor to become misaligned. Operated in this manner
,

the rotor contacts, and wears down, the pressure boundary between the rotor
and the stator housing. If wear is great enough, primary coolant enters the;

,
stator housing sometimes shorting the windings. The operator may notice

1 degradation of cleanup pump performance during his periodic inspections of the
cleanup system (i.e., the pump is hot or noisy) or when investigating the
source of 480-V grounds on the cleanup pump motor control center when shorted
windings occur.

1

An event in 1980 resulted in the release of primary coolant to the containment.1

! The operator noticed the failure on his rounds after discovering water on the
floor in the cleanup pump area. Primary coolant entering the stator housing4

leaked to the floor through a broken seal weld in the stator housing. Leakage
j

was estimated at 200 ml/ minute. (In the licensee event report two past inci-'

,

dents are reported where similar failures occurred, but details of these
cleanup pump failures or the resulting leakage rates are not available.)'

Maximum possible leakage through this path is limited to that flow which can
pass through the cooling line (approximately 3/8-in. tubing), bearing assembly,"

and stator housing. This path restricts loss of coolant to, at most, the
] lower end of the small-LOCA category. No analysis is available on the actual
! potential leak rate. A modification was developed for the control valves to

the cleanup pump which was intended to ensure adequate bearing assembly cooling'

even during periods when the pump is dead headed. This modification does not
appear to have reduced the maintenance required for the cleanup pump. There-

.

fore, the licensee has decided to provide a bypass around the pump permitting ;

i operation of the cleanup system by way of the differential pressure across the
~

recirculation pumps. Cleanup pump operation would then be-restricted to
.

periods when the plant is shut down, minimizing its operation and maintenance.

!

.

:
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|

Isolation of reactor letdown to the demineralizer system was evaluated for
safety in Section 4.20. The staff found this line to be isolated adequately.
The licensee ranked this issue tenth. The project schedule will be established

~

by the licensee's Technical Review Group. The staff agrees with the action
proposed by the licensee.

( 5.3.9.2 Acid Line Extension
I

At present the neutralizer acid tank is filled by hand. The licensee proposed
: to provide a pumping system to reduce the exposure of workers to spills.

This issue is ranked fifteenth (note: several issues have the same rank) by '4

the licensee and is scheduled to.be completed by May 1984. The staff agrees,

; with the action and schedule proposed by the licensee.
i

5.3.9.3 Acid and Caustic Tank Problems

, The licensee proposes to replace corroded components in the water treatment
! facility that use strong caustic and acid solutions. These modifications!

would reduce the potential for chemical spills which could be costly and
unnecessarily expose workers.,

| This issue is ranked twenty-fifth by the licensee and is scheduled to be com-
i pleted by August 1984.
4

{ 5.3.10 Reactor Coolant System Isolation
i

At present, there are some reactor coolant system vent and drain lines that
only have a single isolation device. -The licensee has proposed a program.to

4 identify such lines and to add a second valve' or to cap the line. The licen-
)_ see's PRA indicates that, at present, the LOCA probability through these lines
,

is 2 x 10-3/ year,.with a resultant core damage probability of 6.9 x 10-5/ year.;

) The licensee has ranked this issue eighteenth. 'Of 37 issues, the staff PRA
i ranked this issue eleventh, with risk reduction of 9 person-rem / reactor year. "

This project is scheduled to be completed by the end of the 1984 refueling
outage. The staff finds the licensee's proposed action acceptable.;

5.3.11 Radiation Monitoring
i
i

The licensee has several projects underway that involve changes in radiation
j monitoring systems that were required by NUREG-0737, Item II.F.

j 5.3.11.1 Stack Gas Monitoring
1

i

; NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1, requires an improved effluent radiation monitor. The
: licensee had obtained and installed such a device,'but had not been able to
! obtain the spare parts necessary to satisfy the repair times required by the
( associated Technical Specification.

- This issue was ranked seventeenth by the licensee. The licensee had estimated-l

that the spare part inventory would be available in January 1984,.at which
! time the system will be put into service.
;

L
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1

-The system was put into service in December 1983. Accordingly, this issue is
,

resolved.4

5.3.11.2 Containment High Range Monitor

NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1.3, identifies specific requirements for a containment
i high range monitor. The staff evaluated the implementation of this requirement

as part of Amendment No. 54 to the license and concluded that the operability
and surveillance provisions for the containment high range radiation monitor
are acceptable. However, at the time of the integrated assessment, the licen-
see had not yet obtained a suitable c'alibration source that could be used to
put the monitors into service. The licensee was attempting to obtain a cali-i

bration source that is large enough and that can be handled safely. Until the
,
' instrument is calibrated, it cannot be used.
)

| The licensee ranked this issue thirty-third and subsequently obtained a suit-
able source. The staff considers this issue to be completed acceptably.

] 5.3.12 Annex and Warehouse Modification

The licensee has proposed a project to improve stock storage for qualified
equipment and to relocate office space by modifying the warehouse and moving

: the offices to the training annex. The project will require structural modi-,

j fications in the warehouse and training annex. The existing warehouse arrange-
: ment does not have suitable fire exits for an office complex.
,

| This project will improve the licensee's ability to maintain the plant. The
stock storage woubt be expanded so that qualified replacement parts would be
more accessible an.d complete. The modified office space would tend to improve
the efficiency of the plant staff and improve fire safety.

i

This issue is ranked nineteenth by the licensee. The scope and schedule for
,

this project will be established by the licensee's Technical Review Group. The
,

staff agrees with the licensee's proposed action.'

| 5.3.13 Incore Detectors
i

The present. plant Technical Specifications require that the incore flux'

monitoring system be operable. The.incore system has no safety significance'

because the excore detectors perform all safety functions and are calibrated'

by heat balance and flux wires are used to check for peaking,
,

i The licensee has proposed to change the Technical Specifications to delete the
operability requirement for the incore detectors. The staff. review indicates-4

i that this system was provided originally to determine neutron flux distribution
in both the axial and radial planes during operations. The same information
is also provided by a flux wire system that is counted after.a wire is activated
in one of the incore detector tubes. Section 7.6.2.4 of the " Final Hazards

| Summary Report for Big Rock Point" states that these flux monitors were expec-
| ted to provide data to verify analytical predictions during initial power
|

operations and major rod programming (Consumers Power Company,.1971).
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The staff notes that, after 20 years of operation, the fuel design and rod
positioning constraints are relatively well known. Furthermore, periodic
checks are made using the flux wire system because the incore fission chamber
system has not been reliable. The staff concludes that the incore detectors
are not necessary for safety and should not, therefore, be required in the
Technical Specifications. The staff has also concluded that the flux wire
system should be in the Technical Specifications because it is used to confirm
analytical information on core performance.

|

The final resolution of this issue will be established by the licensee's
Technical Review Group.

5.3.14 Fire Protettton

The plant modifications resulting from the staff's review of conformance with
10 CFR 50, Appendix R, have not all been completed for Big Rock Point. The
licensee's Technical Review Group reassessed the following specific commitments,

resulting from the fire protection review. The licensee has distinguished
these proposed modifications from those associated with the alternate shutdown
capability described in Section 5.3.2, although they are related. These
issues were addressed in the staff's evaluation of the licensee's request for
exemption from Appendix R dated March 8, 1983.

5.3.14.1 Associated Circuits

10 CFR 50, Appendix R, requires that safe shutdown equipment be isolated from
associated circuits so that hot shorts, shorts to ground, or open circuits
will not prevent operation of the safe shutdown equipment.

After extensive analysis and discussion with the staff, the licensee committed
to the following:

I

(1) Procedures are to be developed to examine the position of numerous valves
and operation of one pump to determine if maloperation has occurred as a
result of a fire. A manual procedure for operating the equipment (e.g.,
disconnecting circuitry, operating valves manually, and providing prepared
emergency repair cables to operate pumps) would then be established.
(These are items that have a long-term effect on safe shutdown. None are
needed in the near term to reach and maintain hot shutdown safely.)

4

(2) The emergency condenser inlet valves were the only equipment items iden-
tified by the licensee that could prevent the ability to reach hot shut-
down as a result of a credible combination of short and/or open circuits.

~In the present configuration of the inlet valves control circuitry, a
single short circuit of two wires in the control cable can close an inlet
valve. Because the plant has run with one inlet valve closed in the past-
(as a result of a leaky outlet valve), it would take only one short
circuit and one open circuit to prevent operation of the emergency condenser
(as a result of a closed and a disabled inlet valve). Because a fire in
the electrical equipment room or penetration area could cause this loss
of the emergency condenser and also could disable the RDS/ core spray and
cause loss of offsite power at the same time, there would be no method
available to shut-down the plant.

Big Rock Point SEP 5-19
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t

As a result, the licensee has committed to reroute one wire (the close-coil1

! wire) from each of the two circuits with the rest of the alternate shutdown
circuits from the control room to the emergency condenser deck. This

! prevents the possibility of shorts closing the valves as a result of
i fires in the electrical equipment room, penetration areas, and elsewhere.

The licensee ranked this action thirty-second, and the modifications are sched- |
uled to be completed by the end of the 1985 refueling outage. Of 37 issues, l

the staff PRA ranked this issue third, with an estimated risk reduction of3
; 204 person-rem / reactor year.
'

The staff concludes that the actions proposed by the licensee are appropriate. )
However, .in view of the relative importance of this issue in the staff's PRA,,

! the staff recommends that this modification be completed as scon as possible.

5.3.14.2 Loss of Offsite Power2

| 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, requires that safe shutdown be achieved without use of
offsite power within 72 hours following a fire because a fire could destroy
the offsite power source or result in a turbine trip that might cause degraded

j grid conditions. In addition, GDC 17 requires that onsite power sources be
capable of performing their intended function assuming offsite power is not;

' available.
i

To satisfy the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, the licensee relies on
j the RDS/ core spray combination as an alternate means of safe shutdown in the

event of any fire that affects the alternate shutdes!n panel equipment. In'

other words, if a fire in the core spray pump roca or on the emergency condenser
! deck or at the south face of the steam drum wall would disable the alternate
; shutdown system, the emergency condenser could not be used to shut down.

'

Instead, the plant must rely on the RDS/ core spray combination as the redundant
counterpart to the alternate shutdown system. This requires that Big Rock'

Point must provide for separation between redundant systems in accordance withi

Appendix R. To meet a literal interpretation of the separation criteria, the
; following modifications would have to be installed:

(1) Radiant energy shields must be installed between the emergency condenser
i outlet valve conduits and the RDS conduits and valves (both on the south

face of the steam drum enclosure and on the emergency condenser deck,,

i.e., wherever the circuits are within 20 ft of each other).
,

(2) A radiant energy shield must be installed between one emergency condenser
inlet valve and the RDS valves on the emergency condenser deck. The

; inlet valve circuit is in the same conduit as the outlet valve up the
i wall and across most of the deck. Therefore, only one shield would be

needed until the wires split on the deck.
!

|_ (3) A three-hour-fire-rated barrier must be constructed between the core i'

. spray pumps and all alternate shutdown panel equipment and conduits. 1

This would include tearing out and replacing the concrete block wall in !

| the entrance to the core spray pump room and rerouting / redesigning conduit-
: runs from the battery outside the pump room. (The seismic conduit design,
,

!
.
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which was already completed, required that the conduit be routed direct.ly
into the room and over to the shutdown panel. This conduit must now be
redesigned to run underground outside the room and come in the back of
the room inside a three-hour-fire-rated shutdown panel enclosure.)

i

The licensee's Technical Review Group (TRG) evaluated the above three actions
as the proposed resolutions. During the course of its evaluation, the TRG .

considered the following:

(1) A fire in a core spray room, along the emergency condenser deck, or up
the steam drum wall is very unlikely because of a lack of potential fire

; sources.

I (2) A fire in the aforementioned areas coincident with a loss of offsite ,

power is even more unlikely.

(3) The cost to complete the proposed resolution is not justified given the
likelihood of fire in the areas of concern coincident with the loss of

|
offsite power.

| On the basis of these considerations, the licensee's TRG ranked this issue
I forty-second. Moreover, because of the low likelihood of a fire in these

areas coincident with a loss of offsite power, the TRG concluded that these-

! modifications would not be cost effective and, therefore, need not be completed.
t

i The limited PRA for this issue concluded that protection against a fire that
'

could potentially disable both the RDS/ core spray combination and the emergency
condenser could reduce exposure by 7 person-rea/ reactor year. As described in

i Appendix D, that analysis conservatively assumed that the frequency of fires
j in the area is 3.3 x 10-3/ year because there'are no fire detectors or suppres-

sion equipment in that area. The Ifmited PRA also notes that there is noa

reason for combustible material to be present in that area.

. However, during site visits, the staff has often noticed rags, trash, and
| other potential fire sources on the emergency condenser deck. Therefore, the
i staff concludes that the limited PRA for this issue is not overly conservative.
| The modification that would correct this issue is a radiant energy shield

(i.e., not a fire barrier but a reflective shield that would_ prevent radiant:

j heat from melting cables, relays, etc.) between the emergency condenser inlet
! valves and their associated wiring and the RDS valves and their associated
i wiring above the level of the deck. On the basis of the exposure reduction

and the estimated costs of such a modification, the staff concludes that this
modification should be installed.

I With regard to the three-hour-fire-rated barrier between the alternate shutdown
; panel and the core spray pumps, the staff notes that this modification resulted

because a fire at the alternate shutdown panel would cause a' loss of the emer-'

: gency condenser. Because of the importance of the emergency condenser for
! safe shutdown for this and other hazards, the staff recommends that the licensee
! reevaluate the design of the emergency condenser logic and the three-hour-fire-

rated barrier. The staff will require that the licensee either revise the
design to preclude the failure of the emergency condenser or install the

i three-hour-fire-rated barrier.
, ,
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In a letter dated February 2, 1984, the. licensee committed to install a
radiant-energy shield on the emergency condenser deck and seal penetrations*

in a core spray room block wall so as to provide a three-hour fire barrier
for the alternate shutdown panel. The staff finds these actions acceptable.
These modifications will be complete by the end of the 1985 refueling outage.

5.3.15 Heating and Cooling Heat Exchanger

The licensee has determined that the tube bundle in each of the heating and
cooling heat exchangers is beyond economical repair. The present plant design |
treats this bundle as a containment barrier.

The licensee has proposed to replace the "B" bundle, then the "A" bundle, )
: using different materials to minimize the potential for leakage to develop. 1

IMaintenance valves currently are used to isolate a leaking bundle. These
manual valves, however, are inside containment; thus, they cannot be used
during an accident (Section 4.20.4).

The licensee has ranked this issue thirteenth and has scheduled completion in
July 1984. The staff agrees with the licensee's proposed action and schedule.,

5.3.16 Panel C-52 Ventilation
f

I Control panel C-52 is inside containment. It houses power supplies for vessel
; level indication. Plant operating experience has shown that changes in temper-

ature of these power supplies causes drift in level instrumentation indication.

4 In 1979, modifications were performed on the primary coolant level elements
removing the temperature compensation from the cold reference leg of each ele-1~
ment. The purpose of these modifications was to eliminate the possibility of

i reference-leg flashing during loss-of-coolant transients of a particular size
and location in the primary system.

Removal of the temperature compensation permitted the reference-leg temperatures
to follow ambient conditions. Because the ambient temperature was different
at each level element, level indications varied by several inches depending on
the element to which the level instrument is connected.

Additional modifications to the level elements were performed in 1980. This
modification added heating elements.to each reference column raising the;

' reference-leg temperature slightly above ambient conditions to eliminate the
variation in reference-leg average temperature. The temperature controllers
for each reference-leg are located in panel C-52. The drum level controllers
are set to maintain an average reference-leg temperature of about 200*F, the
reactor level controllers of about 185'F. An annunciator in the control room
alarms if the actual average temperature of a reference-leg is higher or lower

; than the controller setpoint by 10F*. The annunciator also alarms on an
average reference-column temperature that is 5F' above the controller setpoint.'

Exceeding this alarm setpoint automatically disconnects the element from its
power supply allowing the reference-leg temperature to drop to ambient conditions.
This lower temperature causes instrumentation connected to the level element
in question to indicate artificially lower primary coolant system setpoints.
Operator response to the annunciation is presented in Procedure ALP 1.14.17.

,
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Technical Specification 6.1.2 requires that the measured reference-leg temper-
atures be less than 250 F, and 6.1.5 requires that the level instrumentation
be tested annually. This testing requirement was found acceptable during the
review of Topic VI-10.A.

Panel C-52 is a simple, closed steel cabinet with no provisions for ventila-
tion. The environment within the cabinet is warm when the electrical equipment
is in service. Spurious high reference-leg temperature alarms have occurred
in the past, which clear in a relatively short time after the door to the
cabinet is opened to investigate. A failure of one of the controllers occurred
in May 1982, which also may have been caused by the environment within the
cabinet.

|

The licensee has proposed to provide improved level indication by improving
the ventilation for panel C-52 and ranked this issue thirty-second in importance.
This project is scheduled for completion in December 1984.

The staff, in reviewing this issue, noted that previous operating experience
indicated several false low level alarms as a result of this problem. The
fact that a ventilation problem causes false low level alarms is of no immediate
safety concern because it is a " fail-safe" event for automatic system opera-
tions. However, this situation could impair the operator's ability to respond
to an accident in which vessel water level is a key parameter. The staff
agrees with the licensee's proposed actions and schedule.

5.3.17 Valve Reliability

During plant design reviews that were conducted as a part of the licensee's
PRA, some air-operated valves were found that were not being operated at their
designed pressure.

Although no failures of equipment have occurred, the licensee has proposed to
conduct a study to determine the proper pressure for each air-operated valve
manufactured by BS&B and to make adjustments where necessary. The licensee
has ranked this issue thirty-second (note: several issues have the same
rank).

Of 37 issues, the staff PRA ranked this issue fifth with an estimated risk
reduction of 85 person-rem / reactor year.

The staff believes that this is a worthwhile project. The scheduling of this
project should coincide with other maintenance and repair activities to minimize
personnel exposures. Therefore, the licensee's Technical Review Group will es-
tablish a completion schedule for this project consistent with the availability
of all of the necessary data, including vendor specifications.

5.3.18 Recirculation Pump Trip

By confirmatory order dated February 21, 1980, the staff approved the licensee's
commitment to install a trip on the recirculation pumps 'to help limit'the con-
sequences of an enticipated transient without scram (ATWS). However, in
License Amendment No. 38 dated January 15, 1981, the staff. extended the deadline
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for installation of the trip until completion of the staff's review of the Big
Rock Point PRA. The licensee felt that the PRA showed that the trip is not

J necessary. The staff granted the extension based on design differences between
, Big Rock Point and more modern BWRs which make the consequences of an ATWS

| less severe at Big P.ock Point.

The licensee has now determined that this action is not cost effective at the'

; estimated $93,000/ person-rem saved. The staff's PRA concluded that this
| modification may save 4 person-rem / reactor year. On the basis of recommen-

dations from the staff and the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS),
the licensee evaluated other alternatives for a reactor pump trip that would
provide the same function at a lesser cost. Specifically, the licensee con-
sidered tapping the automatic closure signal for the main steam line isolation 1

valve. I

The results of this evaluation indicate that the minimum cost would be in excess;

of $20,000 because of the quality control requirements for work on the reactor;

coolant pressure boundary and the plant modifications to route signal and con-
1 trol cables. The actual costs would likely be two to three t.imes that value.
: Therefore, the licensee maintains that, in view of the small risk reduction

potential, such modifications would not be cost effective. The staff notes'

that, unlike larger BWR plants, Big Rock Point does not need a pump trip
feature to compensate for positive pressure reactivity at the end of core
life. Therefore, in view of the small risk reduction potential, the staff'

1 agrees that a pump trip modification is not warranted.

5.3.19 Instrumentation To Detect Inadequate Core Cooling

NUREG-0737, Item II.F.2, proposes instrumentation to detect inadequate core;

cooling. The licensee has taken the position that such instrumentation is not
cost effective at an estimated cost of $1 million. The staff review of the,

licensee PRA (Appendix D) has led the staff to conclude that implementation of
' this instrumentation would not reduce risk significantly at Big Rock Point.

! 5.3.20 Control of Heavy Loads
'

By Generic Letter 81-07 dated December 22, 1980, the staff provided several
j recommendations to be implemented by licensees to ensure the safe handling of
' heavy loads. Generic Letter 81-07, dated February 3,1981, regarding control

of heavy loads provided further staff guidance. By letters dated June 10,
1981, July 1,1981, and September 23, 1981, the licensee responded to the
generic letters. By letter dated July 2, 1982, the staff forwarded a draft
Technical Evaluation Report (TER) on this issue to the licensee. The TER was
prepared by Franklin Research Center (FRC) under contract to the staff. . By
letter dated January 28, 1983, the licensee responded to the TER, and the
responses are now under staff review. The review of control of heavy loads
was divided into two phases by the staff. The first phase included the staff
guidance dealing with administrative controls such as safe load paths and
procedures. The TER dealt with the first phase review. Phase two of the staff )
review includes staff guidance on hardware modifications to systems such as- !

| the containment crane. The information already provided by the licensee
addresses both phases. Phase two of the staff's review of Big Rock Point has
just begun and is being conducted by FRC under staff contract. As the licensee
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indicated, resolution of the administrative control aspects of this issue is
nearly complete. However, as indicated in the submittal of June 1, 1983

,

(Appendix H), the licensee anticipates that the staff may require hardware '

| modifications to the containment crane, such as interlocks, to prevent crane
; travel over certain areas. The licensee indicated that several crane modifi-
| cations, including interlocks, have been considered. None of the modifications

were found to be cost effective.

The staff cannot draw conclusions on all possible modifications that might be
| identified in the second phase of the review. However, unlike at most plants,
; the crane must travel to all parts of the reactor deck and load area to perform
| various necessary tasks. Therefore, interlocks may be elaborate, and/or

frequent overrides of the interlocks may be necessary (accompanied by elaborate
plant procedures for overrides). Therefore, the staff believes that installation

7

i of travel interlocks on the containment crane may not significantly improve
plant safety. A final determination cannot be made until the second phase of
the review is completed.

5.3.21 Balance-of-Plant Quality Assurance Program
,

The licensee has proposed to improve plant reliability and availability by;

extending the quality assurance (QA) program for safety-related equipment to~

all plant equipment.

The licensee has ranked this issue forty-eighth. The staff agrees that an
expanded QA program would benefit both safety and availability because it

; woulu tend to improve the reliability of the nonsafety (normal) systems and
would add consistency that would tend to reduce the potential for making>

mistakes in quality control. However, these safety improvements are implied
and cannot be quantified.

;

| The licensee is currently developing such a program. Once the program
'

development is complete, the licensee's Technical Review Group will schedule
implementation.-

5.3.22 Reactor Cooling Water Pressure
i

The reactor cooling water system (RCWS) discharges to the radioactive waste
system (RWS) via the RCWS relief valves. The RCWS relief valves occasionally

| stick open because of pump pressure transients during transfer of operation
! from the running pump to the standby pump.

; The relief valves are located in a high radiation field during plant operations.
| To reduce personnel exposure, improve RCWS performance, and reduce RWS loads,
! the licensee proposed to evaluate future pressure transients.

This study has been completed and included investigation of system pressure
requirements, relief-valve setpoints, maintenance and calibration procedures,'

i and RCWS pressure transients during pump transfers.
!

!

.

!
:
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.

: As a result, the licensee has (1) revised the calibration interval for the
' relief valves, (2) changed the procedure for the weekly pump transfers to
minimize the pressure surge, and (3) scheduled the installation of monitors4

to identify.which relief valve is leaking (1985 refueling outage). On the;

[ basis of these actions, the licensee considers this issue resolved. The staff
j agrees.

! 5.3.23 Radwaste Monitor

i The radioactive waste system (RWS) includes a monitor that must be backwashed
to reduce solids buildup and the resu'ltant increase in background radiation.

| At present, this backwashing is a manual function.
i

i
The licensee has committed to automate the backwash function to reduce the
burden on the RWS. This project will be completed in 1987. The staff agrees.

| 5.3.24 Definition of Operability

By Generic Letter dated April 10, 1980, the staff requested that licensees
'

review the operability requirements in plant Technical Specifications for 1

accident mitigation systems such as emergency core cooling systems and emer-
gency power systems. By letters dated May 31, 1983(a), and June 1, 1983 (see
Appendix H), the licensee responded to the generic letter for Big Rock Point.,

The licensee indicated that the Technical Specifications (1) do not include a
definition of operability and (2) do include appropriate limiting conditionsi

of operation (LCO) for the containment spray, core spray, reactor depressuri-;

] zation, and emergency power systems. The licensee further indicated that
; plant procedures do include an appropriate definition of equipment operability.

| The licensee's submittals were reviewed by EG&G Idaho, Inc. 'under an NRC con-
I tract. The draft Technical Evaluation Report EGG-EA-6327 (July 1983) prepared

by the contractor points out two unresolved issues:
.

(1) Technical Specifications do not include a definition of equipment
j operability.

(2) Technical Specifications do not provide an appropriate LCO for inoper-
ability of both trains of a system.

.

i Staff guidance recommends initiation of shutdown within 1 hour if both trains'

are inoperable. A definition of operability should be included in the Technical
Specifications for Big Rock Point because the plant procedures can be changed

'

; without staff approval. The staff concludes that inclusion of the definition
i in the Technical Specifications would provide a significant increase in overall

safety of the plant.
.

The staff has also concluded that an appropriate LCO for inoperability of
redundant equipment should be included in the Technical Specifications. The
total inoperability of any of the two trains of safety-related systems listed
above should require initiation of shutdown within 1 hour. In addition, the '

licensee should provide operability statements for the sections of the Technical
Specifications specified in Table 5.2 or provide a suitable technical justifi-
cation for not providing an operability statement.
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In their February 2,1984 letter, the licensee committed to provide a definition
of operability and include LC0 for the multiple-train engineered safety feature
systems; for the single-train systems, the definition of operability will
serve as the LCO. These changes will be reflected in a proposed change to the
Technical Specifications, to be submitted within 90 days of the issuance of
this report.

5.3.25 Updated Design Data

|
The licensee has identified two projects to update plant design data.

| 5.3.25.1 Final Hazards Summary Report Update

; 10 CFR 50.71(e) requires that power reactors maintain an updated Final Hazards
: Summary Report (FHSR). The purp'ose of this requirement is to provide a current

description of the plant design for use by the NRC staff and the public.

The licensee's proposed resolution of this issue is to evaluate a method of,

indexing existing documents (such as this IPSAR) to provide a workable substi-
tute. The details of this plan are to be submitted by October 1985. This
project will be completed in accordance with the schedule required in

: 10 CFR 50.71(e).

) Such an indexing system could identify both detailed design information and a
; chronology of design. Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's proposal

acceptable, provided it identifies specific evaluations (e.g., that required
by Section 4.4).

5.3.25.2 Revised Drawings

.
The licensee is developing updated system drawings showing valve lineups to
coincide with plant checkoff sheets in response to NRC Office of Inspection!

and Enforcement (IE) Bulletin 79-08 and Information Notice 81-15. This projectt

; is 96% complete. The staff concludes that the licensee should complete this
' project as part of the documentation for 10 CFR 50.71(e) but should not wait

for the FHSR update (Section 5.3.25.1). At present the valve lineup checkoff
sheets and systems drawings and the plant drawings and the piping and instru-
mentation diagrams do not agree.

The licensee has completed revisions to the piping and instrumentation diagrams;

and the systems drawings, which are used to control the valve lineup check
: sheets. However, other reference drawings have not yet been revised because
j they are not typically used for such procedural controls and require substantial
! resources. The licensee's Technical Review Group will decide what, if any,
| additional upgrading is necessary. The licensee should continue to resolve

discrepancies identified by the senior resident inspector.

5.3.26 High Point Vents

| The licensee has installed primary coolant system vents in response to NUREG-0737, _
| Item II.B.1. However, these valves are not operational. Before these vents
! can be made operational, test connections, seismic supports, and operating

procedures will be required by NUREG-0737 criteria. The licensee does not
believe that this system is needed because:,

l
I
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(1) Th'e RDS could be used to vent the pressure vessel (via the main steam
lines).

(2) The-likelihood of core uncovery (which is necessary to generate hydrogen)
{ is very small.
f

(3) The cost is too high.

On the basis of these considerations, the staff concludes that further
modifications to place the system in operation are not warranted. However,
suitable test connections and seismic supports should be provided or the
valves should be removed.

In their letter of February 2, 1984, the licensee committed to remove these !
valves at the earliest possible date.

5.3.27 Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications

In 1975, Appendix I, " Numerical Guides for Design Objectives and Limiting Con-4

' ditions for Operation To Meet the Criterion (As Low As Is Reasonably Achievable)
for Radioactive Material in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Effluents,"
to 10 CFR 50 was promulgated. By letter dated February 19, 1976, the staff

,

requested licensees to propose changes to the Technical Specifications to
implement the requirements of Appendix I. Model Technical Specifications were
also provided to licensees as generic guidance. The guidance has been revised

j by the staff several times. By letter dated March 17, 1976, the licensee
~

responded to this issue and has made numerous submittals on this subject since;

that time. The submittals dated December 3, 1979, August 28, 1980, June 7,
1982, and September 29, 1982(b), provide the licensee's current proposed

; Process Control Program, Offsite Dose Calculation Manual, and changes to the
Technical Specifications.4

The licensee's current proposals are under review by the staff and Franklin.

! Research Center (under contract to the staff). The format of the licensee's
'

proposed Technical Specification changes to the Big Rock Point is vastly dif-
ferent from the format and level of detail provided in the staff's guidance. A<

preliminary screening by the staff indicates that these proposed changes meet
.

most but not all of the staff's guidance. For example, they do not contain a!

specification on total dose (40 CFR 190), nor do they include a specification
for interlaboratory comparison for the environmental monitoring program. The
contractor is conductiig a detailed review to identify all variances from
staff guidance. After the staff receives the contractor's technical evaluation,.
it will determine what (if any) additional changes beyond those proposed must
be made. Although these proposals have not been incorporated into the Tech-

1

j nical Specifications, continued operation isfacceptable because the licensee
: is' operating Big Rock Point within the design objectives of Appendix I. This

statement-is based on a review of periodic effluent reports from the plant.'

; 5.4 Other Pending Licensing Actions

The licensee's integrated assessment submittal dated June 1, 1983, does not
'_

address all of the pending licensing actions. The status of these additional-

activities are discussed below.

. e
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i

5.4.1 Mechanical Snubbers,

!
In a letter dated March 23, 1981, the NRC requested that all licensees incor-
porate an inservice surveillance program for snubbers into plant Technical
Specifications. By letter dated July 20, 1981, the licensee proposed an in-
service surveillance program for mechanical snubbers at Big Rock Point. Big
Rock Point has 13 mechanical snubbers on the reactor depressurization system;
the plant has no hydraulic snubbers on safety systems. A review of the proposed
program has been completed by the staff, and the changes to the Technical Speci-
fications were issued in License Amendment 64.

1

5.4.2 Masonry Wall Design

IE Bulletin 80-11, " Masonry Wall Design," dated May 8, 1980, requested licensees
to identify safety-related masonry walls and reevaluate those walls to ensure
that they are properly designed. The licensee responded to the bulletin in a
letter dated July 9, 1980. Also, in a letter dated November 24, 1982, the,

licensee responded to NRC requests for additional information on masonry wall4
'

design. It is the staff's position that all issues involving masonry walls
; are to be addressed by the licensee in the seismic evaluation discussed in

Section 4.12.'

5.4.3 Implementation of NUREG-0313, Revision 1

NRC Generic Letter 81-03 dated February 26, 1981, requested that BWR licensees
review their coolant pressure boundary piping against the guidelines of
NUREG-0313, Revision 1. By a letter dated June 30, 1981, the licensee responded

,| to the generic letter and, in a letter dated May 28, 1982, provided additional
information requested by the NRC on furnace sensitized safe-ends.

j IE Bulletins 82-03 and 83-02 dated October 14, 1982 and March 4, 1983, respec-
| tively, discussed stress-corrosion cracking in the large piping of BWR recir-

culation systems. Bulletin 83-02 requested that the licensee perform certain
piping inspections during the outage that started on May 13, 1983. The pre-;

| liminary results of this inspection showed~no evidence of cracking ~and were
; provided by a letter dated June 17, 1983, in relation to SEP Topic VI-1 (Sec-
i tion 4.19.2).

| In addition to the IE bulletins, the staff requested additional information
regarding implementation of NUREG-0313 Revision 1. The licensee responded to

j this request by a letter dated June 22, 1983(b).

| The safety concern is that the materials of the reactor pressure boundary may-
; be subject to corrosion-induced cracking. To resolve this concern, the staff

: has recommended that nuclear power plants provide augmented leak detection and
inservice inspection.

| The staff has completed its SEP review of the leak detection capability (Sec-
! tion 4.16) and found it acceptable. It has also reviewed the licensee programs
i for inservice inspection and found them acceptable by a letter dated June 10,
! 1983. Under SEP Topics V-12.A (Section 4.18).and VI-1 (Section 4.19.2), the
; staff has reviewed the subject of water chemistry-limits and found them
' acceptable.

t
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The staff is continuing its review of pipe cracking in boiling-water reactors'

.on a generic basis. The staff concludes that the existing inspection and
detection provisions at Big Rock Point are adequate. Additional protection<

against pipe cracking will be implemented, if necessary, on the basis of the,
' ongoing generic review.

5.4.4 Emergency Core Cooling System Outages-

i |

: NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.17, requested licensees to submit a report of outages
of emergency core cooling system (ECCS). equipment over the last 5 years. The
report was also to propose changes to improve ECCS availability, if.needed.
By letter dated December 19, 1980(a), the licensee provided the requested
information and indicated that no changes were deemed necessary. Franklin
Research Center (FRC) reviewed this information under contract to the NRC. On
the basis of the results of FRC's review, the staff SER, forwarded by letter
dated August 5,1983, concludes that no changes are necessary at Big Rock
Point.

5.4.5 Postaccident Sampling

NUREG-0737, Item II.B.3, required licensees to provide a postaccident sampling
,

! system. Criteria were included in NUREG-0737 describing what parameters were
to be sampled and how quickly the sample results should be available. In a'

letter dated March 31, 1981, the licensee proposed that this issue'be deferred4

J until the staff's review of his PRA was completed. By letter dated August 12,
1981, the staff accepted this proposal.

l On the basis of its review of the PRA, the staff has concluded that the
: installation of a postaccident sampling system that meets the guidance of

NUREG-0737 would not significantly improve the safety of Big Rock Point.
Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737 requested that capability be provided to sample and
analyze the primary coolant and containment atmosphere under postaccident
conditions. The position statement for Item II.B.3 indicates that the primary
purpose of the sampling system is to provide an indication of the degree of
core damage after an accident without excessive exposure to the personneli

i performing the sampling. The licensee argues that the high range containment
I radiation monitors provide such an indication. The staff's review concluded

that the licensee can estimate the degree of core damage based on meascrements
from these monitors (letter dated October 18,1982). Also, the installation

of additional sampling systems to meet the guidance of Item II.B.3, including.
exposure control, would be extremely expensive and would provide very little

'. additional data on the degree of core damage. Therefore, the staff concludes-
| that the licensee should not be required to install additional sampling systems

at Big Rock Point to meet the guidance of Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737.1

;
.

'

i 5.4.6 Anticipated Transients With Single Failure
i

! NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.44, requested licensees to submit an evaluation cover-
ing anticipated transients with single failure. By letter dated December 19,
1980(a), the licensee submitted the requested evaluation. The analysis submitted,

in this letter is similar to the information used in the licensee's PRA. The~

,

i
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staff's evaluation of the PRA is presented in Appendix D. The staff's evalua-
tion of the licensee's submittal has been completed; the staff's SER dated
March 22, 1984, concluded that the licensee's response for Item II.K.3.44 is
acceptable.

5.4.7 Compliance With 10 CFR 50.46

| NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.31, requested licensees to submit plant-specific
calculations using NRC-approved models for small-break LOCAs to show compliance.

! with 10 CFR 50.46.
|

The licensee has performed small-break LOCA analyses for Big Rock Point using
generically accepted analytical models. In a safety evaluation issued on
December 27, 1983, the staff concluded that the application and results of
those analyses are acceptable.

5.4.8 Fire Damper Testing

During a fire protection inspection in August 1982, the inspectors from NRC's
Region III office identified ventilation fire dampers that were not being
operationally tested. The licensee agreed to test the dampers and has prepared
a test procedure for fire barriers including the ventilation duct fire dampers.
Region III felt that the tests should be incluifed in the plant Technical
Specifications, but the licensee felt that adequate testing could be ensured
by using plant procedures.

In April 1983, Region III asked NRC for assistance on this issue. This issue
has been raised at other facilities, and the staff is reviewing it on a generic
basis. The need for any modification of the Technical Specifications will be
determined when the staff develops a position.

5.4.9 Inservice Testing

10 CFR 50.55 requires licensees to perform inservice testing (IST) of pumps
and valves in addition to conducting inservice inspections. The testing is
required to be done in conformance with the ASME Code, and the licensee's
program must be updated to revisions in the Code every 10 years. By letter
dated January 21, 1983, the licensee submitted his IST program for the 10 year
interval starting March 29, 1983. As provided for by the ASME Code and the
regulations, the licensee has requested relief from a number of the Code
requirements for IST. These relief requests are under review by the staff.

The review is in the early stages and no technical problems have been identified.
Because of the scope of the review required, the staff has obtained contractor
assistance. The review is scheduled to be completed by September 1984.

5.4.10 Relief and Safety Valve Testing

NUREG-0737, Item II.D.1, requested that licensees conduct testing to qualify
relief and safety valves under transients and accident conditions. The licensee |provided information including test results and plant-specific analysis in

|submittals dated December 19, 1980(a), July 9, 1981(a), October 1, 1981, '

.
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February 5, 1982, and July 22, 198". This information currently is under

review by EG&G under a contract wien the staff as part of a generic review of
relief valve performance. The licensee's submittals indicated that the springs

in the safety valves need to be replaced to achieve optimum performance. This,

work was completed during the 1983 refueling outage.

The staff believes that the licensee's corrective action is adequate to ensure;

b reliable performance of the relief and safety valves. However, when the

f generic review is complete, the staff will determine whether any additional
corrective actions are. warranted which would substantially improve the relia-

! bility of the relief and safety valves.

5.4.11 Containment Pressure and Water Level Monitors;.

NUREG-0737, Item II.F.1, requested licensees to install or upgrade instrumen-
{

tation to :nonitor variables including containment pressure and containment,

1

' water level following an accident. The other instruments in Item II.F.1 were )
,

addressed earlier in Sections 5.3.7, 5.3.11, and 5.3.19 because the licensee -

had addressed them in the June 1, 1983, submittal as separate issues. However,'

|
the licensee has already installed the containment pressure and water level

! monitors and has provided information on these monitors in the following submit-
tals: September 5, 1980, December 19, 1980(a), July 9, 1981(b), and February 5,
1982. In a letter dated April 15, 1983, the NRC requested additional informa-

,

tion on these instruments. The licensee responded to the NRC request in
i letters dated June 20, 1983, and March 26, 1984. In a safety evaluation dated,

-

| ' April 16, 1984, the staff concluded that Big Rock Point conforms with the
,

guidelines for Item II.F.1.,

i

! 5.4.12 Emergency Response Capability
>

NUREG-0737 presented NRC guidance on several issues related to emergency
response capability:- '

; (1) Item I.C.1, "Short-Term Accident and Procedures Review"
; (2) Item I.D.1, " Control Room Design Review"
i (3) Item I.D.2, " Plant Safety Parameter Display Console"
| (4) Item III.A.1.2, " Upgrade Emergency Support Facilities (EOF)"

(5) Item III. A.2.2, " Meteorological Data"

.

Subparts and interim steps have been completed for some of these items,'andI

/ other items have been found necessary during the staff's continuing review on
the overall-issue of emergency response capability. The NRC issued Generic
Letter 82-33, " Supplement.to NUREG-0737 - Requirements for Emergency' Response
Capability," dated December 17, 1982(b), to'all licensees. That letter provided
additional clarification regarding safety parameter display systems, detailed
control room design review, Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Revision 2), ' applications
of emergency response facilities, upgrading of emergency operating procedures,-i

}
emergency response facilities, and meteorological data.

'

The letter _ requests licensees to |
|

,

(1) prepare and implement emergency operating procedures (Section 5.3.2.2)'

| -

(
(
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(2) perform a human factors review of the design of the control room and make
any modifications shown to be necessary by the review (Section 5.3.2.3)

(3) design and install a console in the control room displaying the most
important plant safety parameters

(4) provide indications in the control room of Type A, B, C, D, and E variables
and meteorological variables listed in Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2)

( (5) provide indication in the Technical Support Center (TSC) of essential
variables, from Regulatory Guide 1.97 (Rev. 2)

(6) provide indication in the Emergency Operations facility (EOF) of contain-
ment conditions and releases of radiation

(7) provide adequate staffing to perform emergency response.

The letter also asked the licensees to submit schedules and plans for meeting
these requests. Final schedules were to be negotiated with the NRC's project
manager for the plant. The licensee's submittal dated June 1, 1983 (see
Appendix H) responded to Generic Letter 82-33.

The licensee has proposed deferring the installation of the safety parameter
display system (SPDS) until the need for the system is examined in the control
room design review. The licensee believes that the review will support his
position that an SPDS is not necessary at Big Rock Point. If the review shows
that an SPDS is necessary, the licensee will make an appropriate proposal at
that time. The generic letter requests.that the licensees design and install
the SPDS promptly, without waiting to examine the need in the control room
design review. However, the licensee points.out that Big Rock Point is a
small plant with far fewer systems than larger plants.

The control room is small and the existing safety indications and controls are
close together already. Therefore, the licensee concludes that it is prudent
to examine the need for an SPDS as a part of the control room design review.
The staff agrees.

Generic Letter 82-33 requested licensees to provide certain instrumentation
from Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, in the control room, the TSC, and the
E0F. The generic letter requests that measurement and indication of Type A,
B, C, D, and E variables and meteorological variables as specified in the
regulatory guide be provided in the control room. The licensee has concluded
that no additional instrumentation as specified in the regulatory guide is
necessary for the Big Rock Point control room. The licensee notes that the
staff's SER on SEP Topic VII-3, " Systems Required for Safe Shutdown" (forwarded
by letter dated December 17, 1982(a)), concludes that "the present design is
an acceptable alternative to current licensing guidelines." .On the basis of

;its evaluation presented under Topic VII-3, the staff concludes that the
|

| additional instrumentation requested by the generic letter for the control
! room is not necessary for Big Rock Point. Any additional instrumentation that

may be necessary to enhance the operators' ability to follow the course of an:

! accident will evolve from the control room design review as a part of the
determination of the need for an SPDS.
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The generic letter requests that indication of variables necessary to perform
the TSC function be provided in the TSC. The TSC at Big Rock Point is located
directly outside the door of the control room; it includes the hallway along
the front of the control room and the Shift Supervisor's office. Trained per-
sonnel in the TSC (Shift Supervisor, control room operator (CRO), and staff
technical advisors who are CR0 qualified managers) can read nearly all of the
control room indicators through the windows at the front of the control room.
Also, the indicators for the meteorological parameters are located right out- |

Iside the control room in the TSC. Therefore, the licensee concludes that no
additional indicators need to be installed in the TSC to facilitate the func-

! tion of the TSC. The staff agrees.
l

The generic letter requests that primary indicators of the condition of the
containment and radioactivity releases be provided in the EOF. The licensee
proposes not to provide such indication and believes that all necessary infor-
mation can be obtained by communications (such as telephone) with the TSC and
control room. In view of the support function of the EOF, the staff agrees.

The generic letter also described guidance other than indication of safety
parameters for the emergency response facilities (ERFs) - Technical Support
Center, Operations Support Center (OSC), and Emergency Operations Facility.
The guidance included aspects such as staffing, communication, security,
space, radiation protection, and data analysis. The licensee believes, on the
basis of information submitted in a letter dated June 1, 1981, that the current
TSC, OSC, and EOF are adequate. A review team from the Office of Inspection
and Enforcement will conduct an onsite review of the acceptability of the
emergency response facilities for Big Rock Point after the licensee informs
the staff that the ERFs are complete. The July 1983 emergency exercise indi-

|
cated that additional space is required for the TSC.

The July 1983 exercise demonstrated the capability of the existing design to'

accomplish the emergency functions until the control room design review identi-
fies any corrective actions that may be necessary to enhance that capability
and an exercise is conducted to demonstrate the capability of the completed

,

ERFs. With regard to the space limitations in the TSC, the licensee, in a
letter dated November 23, 1983, committed to complete TSC improvements before
the 1984 emergency practice drills, including the renovation of the Shift
Supervisor'.s office. When completed, the new TSC will have approximately 50%-
more usable space and will be separated from the Shift Supervisor's office.
This work is scheduled to be completed in May 1984.

(

|
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Ttble 5.1 N:n-SEP topic rrnking summary
-

E!
c

Tech. Spec.,
o Section Modifications Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*
Pr No. Title required requirements agrees date review
E'
y 5.3.1 Reactor Depressurization - - - - -

System Valve Reliabilityc'

N
5 5.3.1.1 RDS Pilot Valve Leakage No Evaluate Yes ** Yes

methods to
reduce
leakage

5.3.1.2 RDS Reliability Develop Yes 5/85 Yes**

High-Pressure Recycle System procedures

5.3.1.3 Full-Stroke Testing of No Evaluate test Yes 3/85 No
RDS Valves procedures

[ 5.3.1.4 Position Indication of No None Yes No-

Power-Operated Reliefu'

Valves

i - 5.3.2 Safe Shutdown - - - - -

5.3.2.1 Alternate Shutdown System Install Yes 12/85 Yes**

(Panel and Procedures) -
Appendix R

5.3.2.2 Upgrade Emergency No Submit Yes 5/86 No
Operating Procedures procedures

5.3.2.3 Control Room Design Review Complete Yes ****
Yes

review

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.1 (Continued)
T
to Tech. Spec.,
o Section Modifications Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*

w No. . Title required requirements agrees date review

I
- - - -5.3.3 System Stability -

y 5.3.3.1 Turbine Bypass Valve No Evaluate Yes 1/85 Yes

Control Systis cause ofv
instability

5.3.3.2 Secondary System No Modify con- Yes 12/84 Yes

Instabilities denser hotwell
level control

5.3.4 Electrical Equipment No Qualify Yes 6/84 No

Qualification
*
4 5.3.5 Radiation Shielding - - - - -

,

m
5.3.5.1 Plant Shielding - No None Yes - Yes

NUREG-0737, Item II.B.2

5.3.5.2 Control Room Habitability - No Study Yes ** Yes
NUREG-0737 - SEP Topic VI-8 seal

modifications

5.3.5.3 Control Room Air No Install Yes ** No

Conditioning air
conditioner

5.3.6 . Containment Integrity - - - - -

5.3.6.1 Containment Integrated No. None Yes - No

Leakage Rate Test

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.1 (Ccntinued)T
e

Tech. Spec..
o Section Modifications Backfit Licensee Completion PRA** No. Title required requirements agrees date reviewE
y 5.3.6.2 Containment Purge No (1) Install Yes 3/85 Yesr* and Vent debris screens
M (2) Investigate Yes Yes**
'

surveillance
alternatives

5.3.7 Hydrogen Monitoring - No None Yes - Yes'

NUREG-0737
4

4 5.3.8 Scram Discharge - - - - -

5.3.8.1 Single Channel Reset No None Yes No-

? 5.3.8.2 Scram Dump Tank Valves - No Evaluate Yes 7/84 Yesy Lack of Redundancy alternative
designs

5.3.8.3 Scram Dump Tank Level No None Yes Yes-

: Instrumentation

5.3.9 Water Purification System - - - - -

5.3.9.1 Cleanup Demineralizer No Install Yes ** No
Pump bypass

5.3.9.2 Acid Line Extension No Provide pump Yes 5/84 No
system

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.1 (Continued)
?
e

Tech. Spec.3.
o Section Modifications Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*

-F No. Title required requirements agrees date- review
?'

7 5.3.9.3 Acid and Caustic Tank No Replace Yes 8/84 No
r' Problems components
$
5 5.3.10 -Reactor Coolant System No Install valves Yes 12/84 Yes.,

; Isolation and caps

5.3.11- Radiation Monitoring - - - - -

5.3.11.1 Stack Gas Monitoring Yes Completed Yes - Yes

5.3.11.2 Containment High Range No Completed Yes - No .

Monitor

5.3.12 Annex and Warehouse No Modify Yes ** Nou,

- J, Modification structures
,

co

5.3.13 Incore Detectors Yes Modify No** **

j' Technical
-

Specifications)

5.3.14 -Fire Protection - - - - -

5.3.14.1 Associated Circuits No (1) Develop Yes 12/85 Yes
procedures
(2) Reroute Yes 12/85 Yes
emergency
condenser
leads

5.3.14.2 Loss of Offsite Power No Install Yes 12/85 Yes
radiant.,

energy shield

^

See footnotes at end of table.
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Ttble 5.1 (Continu:d)
E
o

Tech. Spec.=
8 Section Modifications Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*
* No. Title required requirements agrees date review
y.,

7 5.3.15 Heating and Cooling Heat No Retube Yes 7/84 No
" Exchanger
$ .

.

Panel C-52 Ventilation No Modi fy Yes 12/84 No' 5.3.16
ventilation

5.3.17 Valve Reliability No Study Yes ** Yes
pressure
requirements

5.3.18 Recirculation Pump Trip No None Yes - Yes

5.3.19 Instrumentation To Detect No None Yes - Yes
Inadequate Core Coolingu,

O
* 5.3.20 Control of Heavy Loads Study Yes ** Yes**

alternatives

5.3.21 Balance-of-Plant Quality No Develop Yes ** No
Assurance Program program

5.3.22 Reactor Cooling Water No Install Yes 12/85 No
Pressure monitors

5.3.23 Radwaste Monitor No Add flush Yes 12/87 No
timer and
valve controls

i

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.1 (Continued)
T
e

Tech. Spec.
2,

8 Section Modifications Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*
* No. Title required requirements agrees date review
E

( p 5.3.24 Definition of Operability Yes Provide Yes 90 days No
e' definition after pub-

M and require- lication of
'' ments this report

5.3.25 Updated Design Data - - - - -

5.3.25.1 Final Hazards Summary No Develop Yes 2 years No

Report Update indexing after pub-
system lication of

this report-

5.3.25.2 Revised Drawings No Resolve ** ** No
discrepancies

u,

A
c) 5.3.26 High Point Vents Remove Yes ** Yes**

** Yes ** No5.3.27 Radiological Effluent Yes
Technical Specifications

5.4.1 Mechanical Snubbers Yes Completed Yes - No

** Yes See Section No5.4.2 Masonry Wall Design No
4.12

** Yes t No5.4.3 Implementation of No
NUREG-0313, Revision 1

5.4.4 Emergency Core Cooling No None Yes - No

System Outages

5.4.5 Postaccident Sampling No None Yes - Yes

See footnotes at ena of table.
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Table 5.1 (Continued)
S'

Tech. Spec.
E Section Modifications Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*

E- No. Title required requirements agrees date review
o

Yes3. 5.4.6 Anticipated Transients With No None Yes -

5 Single Failure

No5.4.7 Compliance With No None Yes -

10 CFR 50.46

** ** Yes t Yes5.4.8 Fire Damper Testing

5.4.9 Inservice Testing None Yes t No**

5.4.10 Relief and Safety Valve No Yes t No**

Testing

5.4.11 Containment Pressure and - - - - -

" Water level Monitors
NoContainment Pressure No None Yes -

Instrument
NoContainment Water No None Yes -

Level Monitor

5.4.12 Emergency Response - - - - -

Capability
NoMeteorological Data No None Yes -

Upgrade

Technical Support No Enlarge TSC Yes 5/84 No

Center

See footnotes at end of table.
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Table 5.1 (Continued)
5
e

Tech. Spec..
8 Section Modifications Backfit Licensee Completion PRA*w No. Title required requirements agrees date review
E

5.4.12 Operational Support Center No ** Yes t No

Regulatory Guide 1.97 No None Yes - No

*See Appendix D.
**To be determined by the licensee's Technical Review Group within 90 days of the publication of this

report.

tUnder staff review.

T
C

,
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Table 5.2 Technical Specifications without operability requirements

Section Area Comment

3.4.2, 3.4.3 Areas dealing with No action statement dealing with
containment isolation containment isolation valves found

or made inoperable.

3.7 Air tests on personnel, No action statement dealing with
equipment, and emergency unit operation if one or more of
air locks the locks exceeds the leak rate

acceptance criteria.

4.1.2.(b) Steam drum safety valve States a minimum of three, and one

position monitors of every two, adjacent monitors
shall be operable. Also states
that any of these monitor channels
that become inoperable shall be
made operable before the unit
startup. Does this mean they can
operate with all monitors inoper-
able? If not, an action statement
is needed for whenever the minimum
of three channels or adjacent moni-
tor criteria is exceeded.

4.1.2.(b) Emergency condenser No times given for initiation of
operability shutdown if both tube bundles in

the emergency condenser are lost.

4.1.2.(b) Shutdown cooling system What if the system is not ready for
service during power operation?

4.'1. 2. ( b ) Reactor chemistry No times given for shutdown of
limits reactor if limits are exceeded.

5.2.2(f) Abnormal behavior of No times given for shutdown of the
the control rod system reactor. No mention of the maximum

number of inoperable control rod
drives allowable. No mention of
the number of accumulators allowed
to be inoperable.

5.2.3 Liquid poison system No times given for unit shutdown
if the system is found to be
inoperable.

6.1.5 Reactor protection No action statement dealing with
system what to do if one or more trips

fail to occur during monthly
surveillance test.

6.4.3(a) Offgas system isolation No action statement dealing with
and monitoring inoperable isolation valve or

failure of both monitors.

Big Rock Point SEP 5-43
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Table 5.2 (Continued)
4

Section Area Comment

6.4.3(c) Emergency condenser No action statement dealing with
vent monitors failure of both monitors.

i 6.4.3(h) Containment high range No action statement dealing with j

monitors (TMI item) failure of both monitors. ]
6.5.4 Annual stack release No action statement dealing with )

for iodine 131 exceeding the limit.
11.3.1.4G Core spray No mention in Table 11.3.1 of the !

instrumentation Technical Specifications stating
minimum number of operable
instruments.

11.3.1.5.B Rapid depressurization No action statement dealing with
system instrumentation less than required instruments /

channels operable as given in
4 Table 3.5.2.b. of the Technical

Specifications

I

<

1

i

r
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| Confirmatory Order.
;

; -- , Apr. 10, 1980 (generic letter) from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to all operating
i reactor licensees except Humboldt Bay, Subject: Standard Technical

'Specifications.:

i

-- , July 9,1980, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to J. G. Keppler (NRC), Subject:
! Big Rock Point Plant - Response to IE Bulletin No. 80-11 - Masonry Wall
j Design.

-- , Aug. 28, 1980, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC)
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Correction to Technical Specification,

| Submittal of December 3, 1979 (Radiological Effluents). |
| i

i |

[ l
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-- , Sept. 5, 1980, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Containment Pressure and Water Level
Monitors: Submittal of Design Description.

-- , Oct. 31, 1980, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Response to Environmental Qualification
of Electrical Equipment.

-- , Dec. 19, 1980(a), from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Response to NUREG-0737, " Clarification of
TMI Action Plan Requirements."

-- , Dec. 19, 1980(b), from D. P. Hoffman (CPC0) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Revision to Technical Specifications
Change Request - Containment Spray System.

-- , Dec. 22,1980 (Generic Letter 81-07), from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to all
licensees of operating reactors, applicants for operating licenses, and
holders of construction permits, Subject: Control of Heavy Loads at
Nuclear Power Plants..

-- , Jan. 30, 1981, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
'

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Revision of Environmental Qualification.

of Safety Related Electrical Equipment.

-- , Feb. 3, 1981 (Generic Letter 81-07), from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to all
licensees of operating reactors, applicants for operating licenses, and
holders of construction permits except Indian Point 2 and 3, Zion 1 and 2,
and TMI-1, Subject: Transmitting Missing Pages From December 22, 1980
Issuance.

-- , Feb. 26, 1981 (Generic Letter 81-03), from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to all BWR
except Humboldt Bay and La Crosse, Subject: Implementation of NUREG-0313,
Rev. 1, " Technical Report on Material Selection and Processing Guidelines
for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping (Generic Task A-42)."

-- , Mar. 23, 1981, from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to all SEP licensees, Subject:
Technical Specification Revisions for Snubber Surveillance.

-- , Mar. 30, 1981 (Generic Letter 81-18), from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC), to all
licensees of operating boiling-water reactors and applicants for boiling-
water-reactor operating licenses, Subject: BWR Scram Discharge System:
Clarification of Diverse Instrumentation Requirement.

s

-- , Mar. 31, 1981, from D. J. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Submittal of the Probabilistic Risk Assess-
ment and Request for Deferral of Requirements Identified as Nonessential
by the Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

-- , June 1, 1981, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Response to Post-TMI Requirements for the
Emergency Operations Facility (Generic Letter 81-10).

a
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-- , June 10, 1981, from G. C. Withrow (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Control of Heavy Loads (Generic Letter
81-07).

,

-- , June 30, 1981, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
| Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - Response
| to Generic Letter 81-03 - Implementation of NUREG-0313, Rev. 1, " Technical

Report on Material Selection and Processing Guidelines for BWR Coolant!

Pressure Boundary Piping (Generic Task A-42)."

-- , July 1, 1981, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - Control

; of Heavy Loads (Generic Letter 81-07).

-- , July 9, 1981(a), from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point and Palisades Plants - Response to Qualification
of Inspection, Examination, and Testing and Audit Personnel (Generic
Letter 81-01).

-- , July 9, 1981(b), from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - Update
of Response to NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements."

-- , July 20, 1981, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - Technical
Specifications Change Request - Mechanical Snubber Surveillance.

-- , Aug. 12, 1981, from H. R. Denton (NRC) to R. B. DeWitt (CPCo), Subject:
Big Rock Point Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

-- , Sept. 3, 1981, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant -
Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment.

-- , Sept. 23, 1981, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - Control
of Heavy Loads (Generic Letter 81-07).

-- , Oct. 1, 1981, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155, License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - NUREG-0737
Item II.D.1, Performance Testing of BWR Relief and Safety Valves.

-- , Nov. 16, 1981, from R. A. Vincent (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC)
Subject: SEP Topic VIII-4, Electrical Penetrations of the Reactor
Containment.

-- , Dec. 18, 1981, from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Final Response to NUREG-0737 Items II.B.2,
III.A.1.2, III.A.2, and III.D.3.4.

1

-- , Dec. 21, 1981, from R. A. Vincent (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC), !

Subject: " Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic III-3.C, Inservice Inspection,

of Water Control Structures."
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-- , Feb. 5, 1982, from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),i

|, Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Update of NUREG-0737, " Clarification of
1 TMI Action Plan Requirements."

-- , Mar. 15, 1982, from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
iSubject: Big Rock Point Plant - Revision of Environmental Qualification;.

4

of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment.
i

| -- , Apr. 16, 1982, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: SEP Topic III-1, Quality Group Classification of Components and

;

]
Systems - Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant.

4 -- , Apr. 30, 1982, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Status Report Submittal - Electrical

.

Equipment Qualification (EEQ).
|

|
-- , May 28, 1982, from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Furnace Sensitized Stainless Steel
;
' Safe-En 's.

-- , June 7, 1982, from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
,

'

Subject Additional Information Pertaining to Radiological Effluents
;

i Technical Specifications (RETS).

-- , July 2, 1982, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: Big Rock Point - Control of Heavy Ioads.4

i -- , July 22, 1982, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
' Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - NUREG-0737 Item II.D.1, Performance,

Testing of,BWR Relief and Safety Valves.a

5 -- , Sept. 29, 1982(a), from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
: (CPCo), Subject: Evaluation of SEP Topic IX-3, Station Service and

Cooling Water Systems for Big' Rock Point.>

h
|

-- , Sept. 29, 1982(b), from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications (RETS) - Draft

! Offsite Dose Calculation Manuals (ODCMs).
4

| -- , Sept. 30, 1982, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subjecti SEP Topic III-7.B Design Codes, Design Criteria and Load Com-

; binations - Big Rock Point.;

i -- , Oct. 18, 1982, fr. D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
J Subject: Big Rock Point Item'II.F.1(3) High Range Radiation Monitor and

Containment Leak Testing Interval.

k -- , Nov.' 23, 1982(a), from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to D.-J. VandeWalle (CPCo),-

Subject: Big' Rock Point -' Containment Leak Testing.4

;

-- , Nov. 23, 1982(b), from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant 'SEP' Topic III-1, Classifications'of
Structures, Components and Systems (Seismic and Quality).

6-4) Big Rock-Point SEP
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- , Nov. 24, 1982, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),-

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Response to Request for Additional
Information - IE Bulletin 80-11.

- , Dec. 9, 1982, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),-

Subject: SEP Topic III-2, Wind and Tornado Loadings - Big Rock Point.

- , Dec. 13, 1982, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),-

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic III-4.B, Turbine Missiles,
Response to NRC Final SER.

-- , Dec. 17, 1982(a), from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: SEP Topic VII-3, Systems Required for Safe Shutdown, Revised
Safety Evaluation Report for the Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Station.

- , Dec.17,1982(b) (Generic Letter 82-33), from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to all-

licensees of operating reactors, applicants for operating licenses and
all construction permit holders, Subject: Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 -
Requirements for Emergency Response Capability.

-- , Jan. 13, 1983, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - NUREG-0737
Item III.D.3.4, Control Room Habitability Requirements.

- , Jan. 14, 1983(a), from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),-

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic III-3.C, Inservice Inspection of
Water Control Structures - Summary of Formalized Inspection Program.

- , Jan. 14, 1983, from'K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),-

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - NRC Review of Big Rock Point Plant
Operating Experience - Response to NRC Request for Comment to its
Draft Report.

- , Jan 21, 1983, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),-

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Inservice Testing - Pump and Valve
Program: IWP-IWV (ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI).

-- , Jan. 28, 1983, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Control of Heavy Loads - Response to
Draft Technical Evaluation Report.

-- , Feb. 8, 1983, from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to all BWRs except La Crosse,
Subject: Generic Letter 83-95, Safety Evaluation of Emergency Procedure
Guidelines, Revision 2, NED0-24934, June 1982.

-- , Feb. 14, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic III-10. A, Thermal-Overload
Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated Valves - Response to NRC Revised
Safety Evaluation Report.

- , Feb. 28, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),-

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Systematic Evaluation Program - Con-
sumers Power Position Regarding the Resolution of Open Topics.

Big Rock Point SEP 6-5
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-- , Mar. 8, 1983, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: Big Rock Point - Fire Protection Exemption.

-- , Mar. 10, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic VIII-3.B. DC Power System Bus
Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation - Response to NRC Safety Evaluation
Report.

-- , Mar. 11, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
.

Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic VII-1.A, Isolation of Reactor
Protection System From Non-Safety Systems, Including Qualification of
Isolation Devices - Response to Final Safety Evaluation.

-- , Mar. 18, 1983, from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Integrated Assessment of All Open Issues (Including Environmental
Equipment Qualification and Generic Letter 82-33 Issues) and Schedule for

i Issue Resolution.

-- , Mar. 31, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),.
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic IX-5, Ventilation Systems,
Response to NRC SER and PRA Provision.

-- , Apr. 15, 1983, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: Request for Additional Information - NUREG-0737 Items II.F.1.4,
II.F.1.5 and IV.F.1.6 - Big Rock Point Plant.

-- , Apr. 25, 1983(a), from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic XV-8, Control Rod Misoperation -
Control Rod Withdrawal Analysis.

-- , Apr. 25, 1983(b) from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - SEP
Topic VIII-4, Electrical Penetrations of the Reactor Containment - Topic
Resolution by Probabilitic Risk Assessmens.

-- , Apr. 26, 1983, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo)
Subject: Safety Evaluation for Environmental Qualification of Safety-
Related Electrical Equipment.

-- , May 13, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - SEP
Topics II-4, Geology and Seismology, and 11-4.13, Proximity of Capable
Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity - Response to NRC SER Dated
October 10, 1982.

-- , May 31, 1983(a), from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
! ' Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Technical Specifications Definition -

Operable.
,

-- , May 31, 1983(b), from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment - Response to Thirty (30) Day Request.,
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-- , June 10, 1983, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandcWalle (CPCo),
Subject: Big Rock Point - ISI Relief.

-- , June 14, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: SEP Topic V-12.A, " Water Purity of Boiling Water Reactor
Primary Coolant," - Evaluation of Adequacy of Condensate Treatment System
Administrative Controls.

-- , June 17, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC), Subject:
SEP Topic VI-1, Organic Materials and Post Accident Chemistry - Evaluation
of the Likelihood of Stress Corrosion Cracking.

-- , June 20, 1983, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: NUREG-0737, II.F.1.4 and II.F.1.5 - Containment Pressure Monitor
and Containment Water Level Monitor.

-- , June 22, 1983(a), from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic VI-4, Containment Isolation
System .PRA Evaluations.

-- , June 22, 1983(b), from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic III-5. A, "High Energy Line
Break Inside Containment" - Probablistic Rick Assessment.

-- , June 22, 1983(c), from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic VI-4, " Containment Isolation
System" - PRA Evaluations.

-- , June 23, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - SEP
Topics II-3.A, " Hydrologic Description," II-3.B, " Flooding Potential and
Protection Requirements," II-3.B.1, " Capability of Operating Plants To
Cope With Design Basis Flood Conditions," II-3.C, " Safety-Related Water
Supply (Ultimate Heat Sink)," III-3.A, " Effects of High Water Levels on
Structures" - Response to Safety Evaluation Reports.

-- , June 28, 1983, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: Completion of Generic Item B-24, Containmer.t Purging / Venting
During Normal Operations.

-- , July 5, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: SEP Topics III-2, Wind and Tornado Loadings and III-4.A, Tornado
Missiles - PRA Evaluations.

-- , July 29, 1983, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: Containment Integrated Leak Rate Test Exemption.

-- , Aug. 5, 1983, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: Review of THI Item II.K.3.17, Report on Outages of ECC Systems.

-- , Aug. 31, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - SEP
Topic IX-5 " Ventilation Systems" - Additional Studies and Revisions To
Support the June 23, 1983 Consumers Power Company PRA.
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-- , Sept. 12, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Positions on Operating Reactor Licensing Summary Issues Raised
in Review of Draft Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report.

-- , Sept. 13, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic VI-4, " Containment Isolation
Syttem."

Sept. 30, 1983, from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC), )---

Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-06 - Big Rock Point Plant -
Environmental Equipment Qualification - Results of Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis.

-- , Nov. 7, 1983, from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Living Schedule Issues (Rank No.'s) 8, 11, 12 and 45.

-- , Nov. 23, 1983, from T. C. Bordine (CPCo) to J. G. Keppler (NRC), Subject:
Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - Response to IE
Inspection Report 83-16.

-- , Dec. 16, 1983, from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC)
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - Technical
Specification Change Request - Reactor Coolant Iodine Limit.

-- , Dec. 22, 1983, from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC)
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant - Comment
to Draft Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report - NUREG-0828.

-- , Dec. 27, 1983, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: TMI Items II.K.3.30 and II.K.3.31.

-- , Feb. 2, 1984, from R. M. Krich (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Integrated Assessment of Open Issues and Completion' Dates
for Issue Resolution (Including Integrated Plant Safety Assessment
Report - NUREG-0828 - Draft Report - Issues) - Revision 1.

-- , Mar. 22, 1984, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: Correction NUREG-0737, Item II.K.3.44'- Anticipated Transients
With Single Failure.

-- , Mar. 26, 1984, from R. M. Krich (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6 - Big Rock Point Plant -
Containment Water Level and Pressure Monitoring Syste,m - Additional
Information.

-- , Apr. 16, 1984, from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo),
Subject: NUREG-0737 Items II.F.1.4 and II.F.1.5.

-- , May 2, 1984, from R. M. Krich (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - Integrated Assessment of Open Issues -
Additional Information.
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Memorandum, Aug. 4, 1983, from F. Rowsome (AD for Technology DSI) to F.
Miraglia (AD for Safety Assessment DL), Subject: Big Rock Point Risk
Safety Review.

Public Law 97-415, Sholly Amendment to the Atomic Energy Act, Jan. 4, 1983.

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, WASH-1400, " Reactor Safety Ban Assessment of!
'

Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Plants," The Rasmussen
Report U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Aug. 1974.

j U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Manual Chapter 0516, " Systematic Assessment
of Licensee Performance (SALP)," Mar. 23, 1982.'

.

-- , NUREG-75/087, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants -- LWR Edition," Dec. 1975 (includes
Branch Technical Positions).

-- , NUREG-0011. " Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Sequoyah
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2," Mar.1979.

-- , NUREG-0123, " Standard Technical Specifications for General Electric Boiling
Water Reactors," Rev. 3, Dec. 1980.

-- , NUREG-0313, Rev. 1, " Technical Report on Material Selection and Processing
Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping," July 1977.

-- , NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Position on Environmental Qualifications of
Safety-Related Electrical Equipment," Nov. 1979.

-- , NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2 Accident,"
Vols. 1 and 2, July 1980.

i

-- , NUREG-0705, " Identification of New Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to
Nuclear Power Plants," Mar.1981.

-- , NUREG-0737, " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," Nov. 1980;
Supplement 1, Jan. 1983.

-- , NUREG-0800 (formerly NUREG-75/087), " Standard Review Plan for the Review
i of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," July 1981 (includes
1 Branch Technical Positions).

-- , NUREG/CR-0098, " Development of Criteria for Seismic Review of Selected
Nuclear Power Plants," by N. N. Newmark and W. J. Hall, May 1978.,

-- , NUREG/CR-2802, " Interim Reliability Evaluation Program: Analysis of the
Browns Ferry, Unit 1, Nuclear Plant," by S. E. Mays et al., Aug. 1982.

-- , NUREG/CR-3085, " Interim Reliability Evaluation Program: Analysis of the
! Millstone Point Unit 1 Nuclear Power Plant," by J. J. Curry et al., Apr.
! 1983.

-- , Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.6, " Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite)
; Power Sources and Between Their Distribution Systems."
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- , RG 1.11, " Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary Reactor Containment."-

.

- , RG 1.22, " Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions."-

;

; - , RG 1.26, " Quality Group Classification and Standards for Water , Steam--

t and Radioactive-Waste-Containing Components of Nuclear Power Plants."

f - , RG 1.27, Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants.""-

) - , RG-1.28, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Design and Construction)."-

| -- , RG 1.30, " Quality Assurance Requirements for the Installation, Inspection,
} and Testing of Instrumentation and Electric Equipment (Safety Guide 30)."

-- , RG 1.32, " Criteria for Safety,Related Electric Power Systems for Nuclear
i Power Plants."

- , RG 1.38, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging, Shipping,-
,

Receiving, Storage, and Handling of Items for WaterCooled Nuclear Power
i Plants." :
) '

-- , RG 1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection System."

j - , RG 1.47, " Bypassed and Inoperable Status Indication for Nuclear Power-

j Plant Safety Systems."
s

- , RG 1.56, " Maintenance of Water Purity in Boiling Water Reactors."1
-

.

! - , RG 1.58, " Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination and-

Testing Personnel."s

- , RG 1.59, " Design Basis floods for Nuclear Power Plants ~."1
-

3.

{ - , RG 1.63,." Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures for-

j Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants."
1

- , RG 1.64, " Quality Assurance Requirements of the Design of Nuclear Power) -

Plants."

) - , RG 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports for-

j Nuclear Power Plants."

- ,'RG 1.74, " Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions."! -

i
4 - , RG 1.75, " Physical Independence of Electric Systeac."-

,

i

} - , RG 1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants."-

'
i

| , RG 1.88, " Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant--

j Quality Assurance Records."

j - , RG 1.89, " Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power P_lants."-

;
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-- , RG 1.97, Rev. 2, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power
Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following an
Accident."

-- , RG 1.106, " Thermal Overload Protection for Electric Motors on Motor-
Operated Valves."

|

-- , RG 1.115, " Protection Against Low Trajectory Turbine Missiles."

-- , RG 1.117, " Tornado Design Classification."

-- , RG 1.118, " Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems."

-- , RG 1.123, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Control of Procurement of
.

Items and Services for Nuclear Power Plants."

! -- , RG 1.127, " Inspection of Water-Control Structures Associated with Nuclear
Power Plants."

1

-- , RG 1.129, " Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Large Lead Storage
Batteries for Nuclear Power Plants."

-- , RG 1.133, Rev. 1, " Loose-Part Detection Program for the Primary System of
Light-Water-Cooled Reactors."

-- , RG 1.141, " Containment Isolation Provisions for Fluid Systems."

-- , RG 1.144, " Auditing of Quality Assurance Programs for Nuclear Power Plants."

-- , RG 1.146, " Qualification of Quality Assurance Program Audit Personnel for
Nuclear Power Plants."

U.'S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE)
Bulletin 79-08, " Events Relevant to BWRs Identified During TMI Incident,"
Apr. 14, 1979.

-- , IE Bulletin 80-11, " Masonry Wall Design," May 8,1980.

-- , IE Bulletin 82-03, " Stress Corrosion Cracking in Thick Wall Large-Diameter,
Stainless Steel, Recirculation System Piping at BWR Plants," Oct. 14, 1982.

-- , IE Bulletin 83-02, " Stress Corrosion Cracking in Large-Diameter Stainless
Steel Recirculation System Piping at BWR Plants," Mar. 4, 1983.

-- , IE Information Notice 81-15, " Degradation of Automatic ECCS Actuation
Capability by Isolation of Instrument Lines," Apr. 22, 1982.'

INDUSTRY CODES AND STANDARDS

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code"
(ASME Code), Code Case 1270N, " General Requirements for Nuclear Vessels,"
Sept. 15, 1961.

-- , Code Case 1273N, " Nuclear Reactor Vessels and Primary Vessels," Jan. 12,
1962.
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-- , Section I, " Power Boilers," 1965.

-- , Section III, " Nuclear Power Plant Components," 1977 Edition.4

,

-- , Section III, Class C, 1965.

-- , Section III, Class 2.

I-- , Section VIII, "Unfired Pressure Vessels," 1959 and 1965 Editions.

American Standards Association (ASA) 831.1, " Code for Pressure and Power
i

Piping," American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 1955.
; I

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Std. 279-1971, !

" Criteria for Protection System for Nuclear Power Generating Stations."

-- , IEEE Std. 338-1977, " Standard Criteria for Periodic Testing of Nuclear,

Power Generating Station Safety Systems."
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APPENDIX A

TOPIC DEFINITIONS FOR SEP REVIEW *

,

*The topic definitions and other data appearing in this appendix were assembled
in April 1977; therefore, some references to organizations and other referencesi

reflect the status of the review at that time. The basis for deletion of a topic
because the review of a related TMI task, USI, or other SEP topic was identical

,

| to the review of the SEP topic was developed in May 1981. Subsequently, as a
! result of operating experience at Big Rock Point, Topics III-11, III-12, V-4,

and VI-8 were reinstituted. Of these, only Topic V-4 was reinstituted by the
,

| staff. The others were reinstituted at the request of the licensee,
i

t

I
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TOPIC: II-1.A Exclusion Area Authority and Control

(1) Definition:

The establishment of the exclusion area and the licensee's control over
it are reviewed at the construction permit / operating license stage. There-
after, the licensees are required to report any changes with safety implica-
tions. The concern exists, however, that (1) the original review may not
have been as thorough as currently done, or (2) changes may have occurred
but have not been reported and reviewed. In particular, new activities
within the exclusion area (for example, new recreational facilities or
offshore oil drilling) and topographical changes (for example, changes in
water levels) may need to be reviewed.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that appropriate exclusion area authority and control is main-
tained by the licensee.

(3) Status:

Selective reviews have been performed (San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station Unit 1) or are under way (Fort Calhoun) where changes in exclusion
area boundary have become necessary.

(4) References:

1. Title 10, " Energy," Code of Federal Regulations, Part 100*
2. NUREG-75/087, " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis

Reports for Nuclear Power Plants - LWR Edition, " December 1975,"**
Section 2.1.2 l

TOPIC: II-1.B Population Distribution

(1) Definition:

Population distribution in the vicinity of operating plants may have
changed since the initial review was performed at the construction permit
stage. Special attention should be given to new housing and commercial,
military, or institutional installations established since the initial
population-distribution review.

(2) Safety Objective:

New population distributions may require revision of low population zone
(LPZ) and population center to assure appropriate protection for the public
by complying with the guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100. Adjustments may have

*Hereafter referred to as 10 CFR.
**Hereafter referred to as Standard Review Plan.
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to be made in emergency plans. New accident analyses may have to be per-
formed to determine consequent conformance with 10 CFR Part 100 at new LPZ
distances. Potential need for additional engineered safety features (for
example, chemical sprays or better filters) exists.

(3) Status:

Has been done on a selective basis only, that is, Pilgrim Unit 1 new
population center.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.1.3

TOPIC: II-1.C Potential Hazards or Changes in Potential Hazards Due to Trans-
portation, Institutional, Industrial, and Military Facilities

(1) Definition:

For operating plants there are three concerns:

(a) New hazards created since the facility was licensed,

(b) Hazards considered for licensing but that have expanded beyond projec-
tions or which were not reviewed against current criteria, and

(c) Hazards that were not analyzed at the licensing stage because of lack
of regulatory criteria at the time.

Nearby transportation, institutional, industrial, and military facilities
may be threats to safe plant operation due to:

(a) Control room infiltration of toxic gases,

(b) Onsite fires triggered by transport of combustible chemicals from
offsite releases,

(c) Shock waves due to detonation of stored or transported explosives
and military ordnance firing, and

(d) Onsite aircraft impact.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the control room is habitable at all times and that the
postulated hazards will not result in releases in excess of the 10 CFR
Part 100 guidelines by disabling systems required for safe plant shutdown.

(3) Status:
Action has been taken on a selective basis only, for example, curbing of
military air activity in the vicinity of the Big Rock Point Plant. Liquid
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natural gas (LNG) hazards at Calvert Cliffs are under review. The review
of older plants did not consider offsite hazards in detail (for example,
aircraft traf'ic in the vicinity).

(4) Reference:

|
Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2

,
TOPIC: II-2.A Severe Weather Phenomena

i

(1) Definition:

Safety-related structures, systems, and components should be designed to
function under all severe weather conditions to which they may be exposed.
Meteorological phenomena to be considered include tornadoes, snow and ice
loads, extreme maximum and minimum temperatures, lightning, combinations
of meteorology and air quality conditions contributing to high corrosion
rates, and effects of sand and dust storms.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the designs of safety-related structures, systems, and
components reflect consideration of appropriate extreme metecrological
conditions and severe weather phenomena. This effort would identify
deficiencies in designs and/or operation that may contribute to accidental
releases of radioactivity to the atmosphere resulting in doses to the
public in excess of 10 CFR Part 100 or Prrt 20 guidelines (as appropriate
to the design of the component or system).

(3) Status:

Generic studies have been initiated to develop guidelines for extreme
temperatures and lightning, and to the review the current Branch Positions
on snow loads. Estimated completion dates are 6/1/78 or later.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100 or Part 20
2. Regulatory Guide 1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants"
3. Standard Review Plan,_Section 2.3.1
4. Branch Technical Position, " Winter Precipitation Loads," March 24,

1975
5. Inquiry by Chairman Rowden Concerning Lightning Protection, July 9,

1976
6. 10 CFR Part 50

TOPIC: II-2.B Onsite Meteorological Measurements Program

(1) Definition:

To review the onsite meteorological measurements program to determine the
extant that the licensee complies with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E and
Appendix I.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that adequate meteorological instrumentation to quantify the
offsite exposures from routine releases is available and maintained.

(3) Status:
Onsite meteorological measurements programs are being reviewed as a part
of the Appendix I evaluations.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E and Appendix I
2. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 1, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During
and Following an Accident"

3. Regulatory Guide 1.23, "Onsite Meteorological Programs"
4. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.3.3

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, Unresolved Safety Issue (USI),
or Other SEP Topic):

(a) TMI Action Plan Task II.F.3, " Instrumentation for Monitoring Accident
Conditions" (NUREG-0660)

Task II.F.3 requires that appropriate instrumentation be provided
for accident monitoring with expanded ranges and a source term that
considers a damaged core capable of surviving the accident environ-
ment in which it is located for the length of time its function is
required. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, " Instrumentation for
Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant and Environs
Conditions During and Following an Accident," issued December 1980,
contains the required meteorological instrumentation to quantify the
offsite exposure.

(b) TMI Action Plan Task III.A.1, " Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness -
Short Term" (NUREG-0660)

Task III.A.1 requires the evaluation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E,
backfit requirements in accordance with NUREG-0654, " Criteria for
Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans
and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants." Backfit require-
ments include review of the Onsite Meteorological Measurement Program.

The evaluations required by Tasks II.F.3 and III.A.1 are identical
to SEP Topic II-2.B; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: II-2.C Atmospheric Transport and Diffusion Characteristics
for Accident Analysis

(1) Definition:
To review the atmospheric transport and diffusion characteristics assumed
to demonstrate compliance with the 10 CFR 100 guidelines with respect _to
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plant design, control room habitability, and doses to the public during
and following a postulated design-basis accident. This effort would
examine the assumptions for:

,

! i

|
(a) Effects of explosive concentrations from onsite or offsite releases j

' of hazardous material for consideratian in structural design, I

(b) Calculation of relative concentration (x/Q) values for releases of
radioactivity and toxic chemicals for consideration in control room
habitability, and '

(c) Calculations of doses to the public resulting from releases of radio-
activity to the atmosphere during and following a postulated design-
basis accident.

This effort is considered necessary because most original reviews were
performed using the assumptions provided in Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4
which have been found to be generally nonconservative based on evaluation
of over 50 sites with actual meteorological observations.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the atmospheric transport and diffusion characteristics
originally assumed to demonstrate compliance with the 10 CFR 100 guidelines
are appropriate, considering additional onsite meteorological data and
results of recent atmospheric diffusion experiments.

(3) Status:

A review of long-term (annual average) atmospheric transport and diffusion
characteristics is ongoing for Appendix I evaluations independent of the
SEP effort. A study has also recently been performed by the Hydrology-
Meteorology Branch for the Division of Operating Reactors for review of
the meteorological assumptions for estimating control room dose consequences
resulting from post-LOCA purges through tall stacks.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 20
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A and Appendix I
3. 10 CFR Part 100
4. Regulatory Guides

1.3, " Assumption Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
' Consequences of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident for Boiling Water

Reactors"
1.4, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiologcal

. Consequences _of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident for Pressurized Water
| Reactors"

5. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.3.4, 6.4, 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3'

|
|

i.
|
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TOPIC: II-2.D Availability of "eteorological Data in the Control Rcom

(1) Definition:

Data from the onsite meteorological program should be available in the
control room.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the lincensee has appropriate meteorological logical data
displayed in the control room to assess conditions during and following
an accident to allow for (1) early indication of the need to initiate action
necessary to protect portions of the offsite public and (2) an estimate
of the magnitude of the hazard from potential or actual accidental releases.

,

1

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants. |

|

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E and Ar,endix I
2. Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev.1, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled

Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant and Environs Conditions During
and Following an Accident"

3. Regulatory Guide 1.23, "Onsits Meteorological Programs"
4. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.3.3

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) TMI Action Plan Task II.F.3, " Instrumentation for Monitoring Accident

Conditions" (NUREG-0660)

Task II.F.3 requires that appropriate instrumentation be provided
for accident monitoring with expanded ranges and a source term that
considers a damaged core capable of surviving the accident environment
in which it is located for the length of time its function is required.
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-
Cooled Nuclear Power Plants To Assess Plant and Environs Conditions
During and Following an Accident," issued December 1980, contains
the required meteorological instrumentation to quantify the offsite
exposure.

(b) TMI Action Plan Task III.A.1, " Improve Licensee Emergency
Preparedness - Short Term" (NUREG-0660)

Task III.A.1, " Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Short Term,"
requires the evaluation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E backfit require-
ments in accordance with NUREG-0654, " Criteria for Preparation and
Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness

i in Support of Nuclear Power Plants." Backfit requirements include
review of the Onsite Meteorological Measurement Program.'

!

|
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(c) TMI Action Plan Task I.D.1, " Control Room Design Reviews" (NUREG-0660)

Task I.D.1, " Control Room Design Reviews," requires that operating
reactor licensees and applicants for operating licenses perform a
detailed control room design review to identify and correct design
deficiencies. This review will include an assessment of control
room layout, the adequacy of the information provided, the arrange-
ment and identification of important controls and instrumentation
displays, the usefulness of the audio and visual alarm systems, the
information recording and recall capability, lighting, and other
considerations of human factors that have an impact on operator
effectiveness.

The evaluations required by Tasks II.F.3, III.A.1, and I.D.1 are
indentical to SEP Topic II-2.D; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: II-3.A Hydrologic Description

(1) Definition:

Hydrologic considerations are the interface of the plant with the hydro-
sphere, the identification of hydrologic causal mechanisms that may
require special plant design or operating limitations with regard to
floods and water supply requirements, and the identification of surface-
and groundwater uses that may be affected by plant operation.

These hydrologic considerations may have changed since they were reviewed
at the licensing stage. A review of such changes, if any, should be per-
formed including an assessment of their impact on the plants.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the designs of safety-related structures, systems, and
components reflect consideration of appropriate hydrologic conditions,
and to identify deficiencies in designs and/or operatiens that could
contribute to accidental radioactive releases.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Parts 20, 50, and 100
2. American National Standards Institute, ANSI N170-1976, " Standards

for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites"
3. Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants"
4. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.4.1

Big Rock Point SEP A-7
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TOPIC: II-3.B Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements

(1) Definition:

If the potential for floods exists and protection is required, the type
of protection (sand bags, flood doors, bulkheads, and so forth) will be
reviewed to assure that equipment is available and that provisions have
been made to implement the required protection.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that safety-related structures, systems, and components are
adequately protected against floods.

(3) Status:

Flooding protection requirements were reviewed on selected operating plants
during the winter of 1976 due to the potential for flooding caused by ice
accumulation and predictions for abnormally high spring runoff for some
areas.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Parts 50 and 100
2. Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants '
3. American National Standards Institute, ANSI N170-1976, " Standards

for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites"
4. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.4.10

TOPIC: II-3.B.1 Capability of Operating Plants To Cope With Design-Basis
Flooding Conditions

(1) Definition:
Protection against postulated floods is accomplished, if necessary, by
" hardening" the plant and by implementing appropriate technical specifica-
tions and emergency procedures.

These technical specifications and flood emergency procedures need to be
reviewed fca plants licensed prior to 1972 to establish the degree of
conformance with current criteria. Flooding criteria used for the design
of older plants are not known.

(2) Safety Objective:

Same as II-3.B

(3) Status:

Same as II-3.B

Big Rock Point SEP A-8
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100
2. American National. Standards Institute, ANSI N170-1976, " Standards

for Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites"
Regulatory Guide 1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants"3.

4. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.4.3, 2.4.4, 2.4.5, and 2.4.7

TOPIC: II-3.C Safety-Related Water Supply (Ultimate Heat Sink [ UHS])
i

! (1) Definition:
I To determine the adequacy of onsite water sources with respect to providing
| safety-related water during emergency shutdown and maintenance of safe'

The location and inventory of safety-related water sources andshutdown.
the meteorological conditions to be used in evaluating both temperature and

: inventory of the sources should be established. Considerations of ice,.

Inlow water, leak potential, and underwater dams should be included.'

,

most cases, plants operating prior to 1973 will have to be reviewed to
|

establish the degree of conformance with current criteria. Prior to the

issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.27 in 1973, the Standard Format and Content
(now Regulatory Guide 1.70) provided the only guidelines to prospectivei

applicants on UHS requirements. Since compliance was not required and
| hydrologic and meteorologic criteria had not been established, usuallyi

; only minimal data were provided.

(2) Safety Objective: ,

! To assure an appropriate supply of cooling water during normal and emer-
gency shutdown procedures.'

1

(3) Status:
No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:
,

1. 10 CFR Part 100
Regulatory Guide 1.27, " Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants"2.

1 3. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.4.11 and 9.2.5
,

TOPIC: 11-4 Geology and Seismology
1

(3) Definition:
I Prior to the adoption of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 100. in 1973, .the Stan-

.

.

.

| dard Format provided the only guidelines-to prospective applicants regarding
tre type of geologic and seismic information needed by the Atomic Energyi

Commission staff. The applicant, because compliance with Regulatory Guide
,

1.70-was not required, usually provided only minimal data. Therefore, a

j re-review of plants licensed prior to 1973 is needed in order to determine
' the_ adequacy ot ?.he plant design with respect to geologic and seismologic.

phenomena such as earthquakes, landslides, ground collapse, and liquefaction.
,

:

,
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The review will also include ground motion and surface faulting and will
establish the ground-motion values and foundation conditions to be input
into the structural reevaluation for seismic loads. (It is possible that
some of the older plants would require assessing only the effects of new
geologic and seismic discoveries on the site safety and the resulting design
acceleration and/or the response spectra.)

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that accidents (for example, loss-of-coolant accident) do not
occur and that plants can safely shut down in the event of geologic and
seismologic phenomena which may occur at the site.

|

(3) Status:

Selected plants are undergoing reevaluation of geology and seismology
(San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1 and Humboldt Bay). A plan
for reevaluating operating plants was developed in 1975-76 but has not
been implemented pending formation of the Systematic Evaluation Program.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3, 2.5.4, and 2.5.5
2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A

TOPIC: II-4.A Tectonic Province

(1) Definition:
This subtopic covers a specific area within the major topic Geology and
Seismology. Its purpose is to reassess the tectonic province for operat-
ing plants based on more current knowledge. (A tectonic province is a
region characterized by a relative consistency of the geologic structural
features contained within. Tectonic provinces are used operationally as
.-*qions within which risk from earthquakes not associated with tectonic
str.ctures or faults is considered uniform. Usually the largest historical
eart1 quake not associated with a specific structure can be assumed to occur
anawhere within the same province.)

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that plants can be safely shut down in the event of geologic
and seismologic phenomena which may occur at the site.

(3) Status:

The Geosciences Branch is currently attempting to delineate the boundaries
of specific tectonic provinces (estimated completion date, fall 1977).
The Site Safety Standards Branch is attempting to revise Appendix A to 10
CFR Part 100 so that the definition of tectonic province will more closely
conform to its operational use (estimated completion date, 1978). We cur-
rently accept such provinces as generally proposed by King, Rogers, or
Eardley. Limited subdivision of these provinces has been allowed based
on thorough geological and seismic analyses.

Big Rock Point SEP A-10
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
2. King, P. B., Tectonic Map of North America; Washington, D.C., U.S.

Geological Survey, 1969
3. Rogers, John, The Tectonics of the Appalachians, N.Y., Wiley-

Interscience, 271 p, 1970
4. Eardley, A. H., " Tectonic Divisions of North America," Bulletin of ,

the American Association of Petroleum Geologists, 35: 2229-2237, I
1951

TOPIC: II-4.8 Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity

t (1) Definition:
|

This subtopic covers a specific area within the major topic Geology and
Seismology. Its purpose is to determine the expected shaking character-
istics at a plant site from known capable faults. The ground motion associ-
ated with an earthquake generated by a capable fault or a tectonic structure
may be greater than that associated with earthquakes in the same tectonic
province not related to the structure.

(2) Safety Objectives:

To assure that plants can be safely shut down in the event of geologic
and seismologic phenomena which may occur at the site.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
! 2. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.5.2

3. Regulatory Guide 1.60, " Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design
of Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: II-4.C Historical Seismicity Within 200 Miles of Plant

(1) Definition:

Determination of the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) is made with consider-
ation of past seismicity in the vicinity of the plant. However, there is
sometimes disagreement or inconsistency in reporting older earthquakes in
the literature. Current high seismicity may also indicate possible hidden
tectonic features.

The historical seismicity within 200 miles of the plants will be reviewed
including all earthquakes of Richter magnitude greater than 3.0 or of Modi-
fled Mercalli intensity greater than III. Association with tectonic features
and provinces should be included.

Big Rock Point SEP A-11
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the SSE is compatible with past seismicity in the area.

(3) Status:
No work currently being done in this subject for operating reactors.

(4) References:

1. Richter, C. F. , Elementary Seismology, W. H. Freeman and Company,
San Francisco, Calif., 1958

2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A

TOPIC: II-4.D Stability of Slopes

(1) Definition:
Overstressing a slope may cause sudden failure with rapid displacement or
shear strain which may damage safety-related structures. The possibility

of movement is evaluated by comparing forces resisting failure to those
causing failure. An assessment of this ratio should be made to determine
the safety factor.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that safety-related structures, systems, and components are
adequately protected against failure of natural or man-made slopes.

(3) Status:
No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.5.5
2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
3. Naval Facilities Engineering Command, NAVFAC DM-7, " Design Manual -

Soil Mechanics, Foundations, and Earth Structures." '

TOPIC: II-4.E Dam Integrity

(1) Definition:
Dam integrity is the ability of a dam to safely perform its intended
functions. These functions would normally include remaining stable under
all conditions of reservoir operation, controlling seepage to prevent
excessive uplifting water pressures or erosion of soil materials, and
providing sufficient freeboard and outlet capacity to prevent overtopping.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that adequate margins of safety are available under all loading
conditions and uncontrolled releases of retained liquid are prevented.

Big Rock Point SEP A-12
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For many projects an important consideration is the necessity of assuring
that an adequate quantity of water is available in times of emergency.

(3) Status:

Additional guidance on assuring the integrity of dams is currently being
developed by the Office of Standards Development in Regulatory Guide 1.127,
" Inspection of Water-Control Structures Associated With Nuclear Power Plants,"
and through the geotechnical engineering service contract with the U.S.

i ks.Army Corps of Engineers on design of structures such as ultimate hesc J n

(4) References:,

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.5.6
2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
3. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, EM 1110-2-1902, " Engineering and Design

Stability of Earth and Rock-Fill Dams," Office of Chief of Engineers,
1970

4. U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, EM 1110-2-2300, " Earth and Rock-Filled
Dams General Design and Construction Considerations," 1971

5. Regulatory Guide 3.11, " Design, Construction, and Inspection of
Embankment Retention Systems for Uranium Mills"

TOPIC: II-4.F Settlement of Foundations and Buried Equipment

(1) Definitions:

Structural loads develop pressures in compressible strata which are not
equivalent to the original geostatic pressures. Settlement and differential
settlement should be evaluated.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that safety-related structures, systems, and components are
adequately protected against excessive settlement.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 2.5.4
2. 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A
3. Naval Facilities Engineering Command, NAVFAC DM-7, " Design Manual -

Soil Mechanics, Foundations, and Earth Structures"

TOPIC: III-1 Classification of Structures, Components, and Systems
(Seismic and Quality)

(1) Definition:
Plant structures, systems, and components that are required to withstand
the effects of a safe shutdown earthquake and remain functional should be

Big Rock Point SEP A-13
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classified as Seismic Category I. Systems and components important to
safety should be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to quality
standards commensurate with the importance of the safety function to be
performed. Review the classification of structures, systems, and components
important to safety to assure they are of the quality level commensurate
with their safety function.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that structures, systems, and components will fullfill their
intended safety functions in accordance with design requirements. To assure
that structures, systems, and components necessary for safety will withstand
the effects of the designated safe shutdown earthquake and will remain
functional.

(3) Status:

There is currently no Division of Operating Reactors activity to confirm
the classification of structures, components, and systems important to
safety of operating reactors.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.2.1
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.2.2
3. Regulatory Guide 1.26, " Quality Group Classifications and Standards

for Water , Steam , and Radioactive-Waste-Containing Components of
Nuclear Power Plants"

4. Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification"

TOPIC: III-2 Wind and Tornado Loadings

(1) Definition:

Review the capability of the plant structures, systems, and components to
withstand design wind loadings in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.
The review includes the following: (A) Design Wind Protection; (B) Tor-
nado Wind and Pressure Drop Protection; (C) Effect of Failure of Structures
Not Designed for Tornado on Safety of Category I Structures, Systems and
Components; (D) Tornado Effects on Emergency Cooling Ponds.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that Category I structure,, systems, and components are adequately
designed for tornado winds and pressure drop, that any damage to structures
not designed for tornado generated forces will not endanger Category I
structures, systems, and components, and that tornado winds will not prevent
the water in the cooling ponds from acting as a heat sink.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design Criterion (GDC) 2
2. Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.3, 3.8, and 9.2.5
3. Regulatory Guides

1.76, " Design Basis Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants"
1.117, " Protection of Nuclear Plants Against Industrial Sabotage"

TOPIC: III-3.A Effects of High Water Level on Structures

(1) Definition:

If the high water level for the plant is reevaluated and found to be above
the original design basis, then review the ability of the plant structures
to withstand this water level.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that floods or high water level will not jeopardize
the structural integrity of the plant seismic Category I structures and
that seismic Category I systems and components located within these
structures will be adequately protected.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2
2. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.4, 3.4, and 3.8
3. Regulatory Guides

1.59, " Design Basis Floods for Nuclear Power Plants"
1.102, " Flood Protection for Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: III-3.8 Structural and Other Consequences (e.g., Flooding of Safety-
Related Egeipment in Basements) of Failure of Underdrain
Systems

(1) Definition:

Some plants rely on underdrain systems to limit the water table elevation
at the plant to a safe level. Review underdrain systems of those facili-
ties in which they are used.

| (2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the integrity of underdrain systems is maintained because
a failure could lead to a rise in water table elevation which, in_ turn,
could jeopardize the integrity of structures or the safety equipment within
such structures.

,
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(3) Status:
The structural consequences of the failure of underdrain systems were
thoroughly reviewed during the construction permit review of Douglas Point
Units 1 and 2 and Perry Units 1 and 2. There are no ongoing reviews of
this topic for operating facilities.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2
2. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.4.13, 3.4, and 3.8

TOPIC: III-3.C Inservice Inspection of Water Control Structures

(1) Definition:
Review the adequacy of the inservice inspection program of water control
structures for operating plants to assure conformance with the intent of
Regulatory Guide 1.127.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that water control structures of a nuclear power facility (for
example, dams, reservoirs, and conveyance facilities) are adequately
inspected and maintained so as to preclude their deterioration or failure
which could result in flooding or in jeopardizing the integrity of the

.
ultimate heat sink for the facility.

(3) Status:
This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.

(4) Reference:

Regulatory Guide 1.127, " Inspection of Water-Control Structures Associated
iWith Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: III-4.A Tornado Missiles

(1) Definition:
Plants designed after 1972 have been consistently reviewed for adequate
protection against tornadoes. The concern exists, however, that plants
reviewed prior to 1972 may not be adequately protected, in particular, those
reviewed before 1968 when Atomic Energy Commission criteria on tornado
protection were developed.

An assessment of the adequacy of a plant to withstand the impact of tor-
nado missiles would include:

(a) Determination of the capability of the exposed systems, components,
and structures to withstand key missiles (including small missiles
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with penetrating characteristics and larger missiles which result in
an overall structural impact),

(b) Determination of whether any areas of the plant require additional
protection.

The systems, structures, and components required to be protected because
of their importance to safety are identified in Regulatory Guide 1.117.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that those structures, systems, and components necessary to ensure:

(a) The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary,

(b) The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition, and

(c) The capability to prevent accidents which could result in unaccept-
able offsite exposures,

can withstand the impact of an appropriate postulated spectrum of tornado-
generated missiles.

(3) Status:

The Regulatory Requirements Review Committee (RRRC) has approved
case-by-case rereviews of plants against criteria in Regulatory Guide 1.117,
which establishes the systems, structures, and components required to be
protected against tornado missiles. This rereview was deferred pending
the formation of the SEP.

The RRRC is in the process of rereviewing Standard Review Plan, Section
3.5.1.4, which establishes appropriate missiles and impact velocities for
new applications.

Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has missile research in progress.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.5.1.4
2. Regulatory Guide 1.117, " Tornado Design Classification"

TOPIC: III-4.8 Turbine Missiles

(1) Definition:
A number of nonnuclear plants and one nuclear plant (Shippingport) have
experienced turbine disk failures. Rancho Seco has had chemistry problems
leading to sodium deposits which caused stress-corrosion cracking of disks.
Failure of turbine disks and rotors can result in high energy missiles
which'have the potential for resulting in plant releases in excess of
10 CFR 100 exposure guidelines.
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Two areas of concern should be considered:

(a) Design overspeed failures - material quality of disk and rotor,
inservice inspection for flaws, chemistry ~ conditions leading to stress-
corrosion cracking, and

(b) Destructive overspeed failures - reliability of electrical overspeed
protection system, reliability and testing program for stop and con-
trol valves, inservice inspection of valves.

The focus of the review would be on turbine disk integrity and overspeed
protection, including stop, intercept, and control valve reliability.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that all the structures, systems, and components important to
safety (identified in Regulatory Guide 1.117) have adequate protection
against potential turbine missiles either by structural barriers or a high
degree of assurance that failures at design (120%) or destructive (180%)
overspeed will not occur.

(3) Status:
No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants. Elec-
tric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has missile research in progress.

(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guides
1.115, " Protection Against Low Trajectory Turbine Missiles"
1.117, " Tornado Design Classification"

2. Standard Review Plan,-Section 3.5.1.3

TOPIC: III-4.C Internally Generated Missiles

(1) Definition:
Review the probability of missile generation and the extent to which safety-
related structures, systems, and components are protected against the effects
of potential internally generated missiles (including missiles generated
inside or outside the containment).

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that the integrity of the safety-related structures,
systems,-and components will not be impaired and that they may be relied
on to perform their safety functions following any postulated internally
generated missile.

(3) Status:
No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants. Elec-
tric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has missile research in progress.
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! (4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.1.2

TOPIC: III-4.D Site-Proximity Missiles (Including Aircraft)

[
' (1) Definition:

Review the extent to which safety-related structures, systems, and compo-i

nents are protected against the effects of missiles postulated in Topic
II-1.C, including postulated aircraft crashes and resulting fires.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that the integrity of the safety-related structures,
systems, and components will not be impaired and that they will perform
their safety functions in the event of a site proximity missile.

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants. Elec-
tric Power Research Institute has missile research in progress.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.5.1.5, 3.5.1.6, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3

TOPIC: III-5.A Effects of Pipe Break on Structures, Systems, and Components
Inside Containment

(1) Definition:

Review the licensee's break and crack location criteria and methods of
analysis for evaluating postulated breaks and cracks in high and moderate
energy fluid system piping inside containment. The review includes con-
sideration of compartment pressurization, pipe whip, jet impingement,
environmental effects, and flooding. Regulatory Guide 1.46 does not require
that cracks be postulated inside containment. However, the recent proposed
revision to Standard Review Plan, Section 3.6.2, " Determination of Break
Locations and Dynamic Effects Associated With the Postulated Rupture of
Piping," recommends that cracks be postulated inside containment. Old
and current plants are not postulating cracks.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the integrity of structures, systems, and components relied
upon for safe reactor shutdown or to mitigate the consequences of a
postulated pipe break is maintained.

(3) Status:

This program has not been started for facilities licensed prior to about
early 1974. Subsequent to that date, this topic was included in the
operating-license review and has been completed for later facilities.
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 4
2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III

3. Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.6.2 and 3.8
4. Regulatory Guides

1.46, " Protection Against Pipe Whip Inside Containment"
1.29, " Seismic Design Classification"

TOPIC: III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment =

(1) Definition:
Review the licensee's break and crack location criteria and methods of
analysis for evaluating postulated breaks and cracks in high and moderate
energy fluid system piping located outside containment. The review includes
consideration of compartment pressurization, pipe whip, jet impingement,
environmental effects, and flooding.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pipe breaks would not cause the loss of needed functions
of safety-related systems, structures, and components and to assure that
the plant can be safely shut down in the event of such breaks.

(3) Status:
This task is complete for all operating plants with the exception of three
plants for which the review is in progress.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 4
2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III

3. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.6.1
4. Regelatory Guides

1.46, " Protection Against Pipe Whip Inside Containment"
1.29, " Seismic Design Classification"

5. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position MEB 3-1, " Postulated
Break and Leakage Locations in Fluid System Piping Outside Containment"

6. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report," (Pink Book)
Issue 3-25

7. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.6.2

TOPIC: III-6 Seismic Design Considerations

(1) Definition:
Review and evaluate the original plant design criteria in the following

Seismic Input, Analysis and Design Criteria, Qualification ofareas:
Electrical ano Mechanical Equipment, Seismic Instrumentation, Seismic
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Categorization, and the effect of failure of non-Category I structures on
the safety of Category I structures, systems, and components.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure the capability of the plant to withstand the effect of earthquakes.

(3) Status:

Humboldt Bay and San Onofre plants are currently undergoing ~ seismic review.
Technical Assistance Contracts:

| (a) Seismic Conservatism (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory)
| (b) Elasto-Plastic Seismic Analysis (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory)

(c) Seismic Review of Operating Plants (Newmark)

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Sections 2.5, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10
2. Regulatory Guides

1.12, " Instrumentation for Earthquakes"
1.60, " Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power

Plants"
1.61, " Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants"
1.92, " Combining Modal Responses and Spatial Components in Seismic

Response Analysis"
1.122, " Development of Flood Design Spectra for Seismic Design of

Floor-Supported Equipment or Components"

TOPIC: III-7.A Inservice Inspection, Including Prestressed Concrete Contain-
'

ments With Either Grouted or Ungrouted Tendons

(1) Definition:

Review licensee's inspection program for all Category I structures including
steel, reinforced concrete, and prestressed concrete containments. The
program should include investigations for possible corrosion and cracking
of steel containments, excessive cracking of concrete structures, lift-off
tests of tendons, periodic testing of prestressing tendons for contain-
ments with grouted tendons, and possible deterioration of prestressed
containments.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the licensee's inspection program will detect any damaging
deterioration of the structures and that they will be capable of perform-
ing as required by 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
.

ing this matter.
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(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.8
3. Regulatory Guides

1.35, " Inservice Inspection of Ungrouted Tendons in Prestressed
Concrete Containment Structures"

1.90, " Inservice Inspection of Prestressed Concrete Containment
Structures With Grouted Tendons"

TOPIC: III-7.B Design Codes, Design Criteria, Load Combinations, and Reactor
Cavity Design Criteria

(1) Definition: |

Review the design codes, design criteria, and load combinations for all
Category I structures (that is, containment, structures inside containment,
and structures outside containment).

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that the plant Category I structures will withstand
the NRC specific design conditions without impairment or. structural
integrity or the performance of required safety functions.

(3) Status:

This review applies to all plants. There are no ongoing reviews concern-
ing this matter.

<

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2 and 4
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.8

TOPIC: III-7.C Delamination of Prestressed Concrete Containment Structures

(1) Definition:
Review the design of prestressed concrete containment structures to assess
the likelihood of delamination occurring in the shell walls or dome and
to evaluate the consequences, if any,

e

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the licensee's design and construc. tion methods have provided
a structure which will maintain its integrity and will perform its intended

function. Delaminations (internal cracking of concrete in planes roughly
parallel to the surface) could possibly reduce the capability of the con-
crete to withstand compression.
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(3) Status:
This review applies to all plants with prestressed concrete containments.
A delamination occurred in the domes of the Turkey Point and Crystal River
prestressed concrete containments. No evidence of such occurrences have
been reported at other plants; however, no specific inspections have been
made for any delaminations. It is not clear if the_ Structural Integrity
Test or the existing inservice inspection programs would discover the
existence of any delaminations.

(4) References:

Safety Evaluation Reports for Turkey Point (Docket No. 50-250/251) and
Crystal River (Docket No. 50-302)

[ TOPIC: III-7.D Containment Structural Integrity Tests

(1) Definition:
Review the licensee's structural integrity testing procedure to ensure
compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the licensee's design and constructive methods provide a
structure which will safely perform its intended functions.

(3) Status:
This review applies to all plants. To our knowledge, all containments
have had a structural integrity test. This opinion should be verified.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
2. Standard Review Plan, Sections 3.8.1 and 3.8.2

TOPIC: III-8.A Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core. Barrel Vibration Monitoring

(1) Definition:
Inservice surveillance programs to detect loose parts and excessive motion
of the main core support structure.

(2) Safety Objective:

To detect loose parts or excessive vibration before they can cause flow
blockage or mechanical damage to the fuel or other safety-related components.

(3) Status:
The NRC staff currently requires applicants to describe and licensees to
implement a loose part detection program. Guidance for such a program is
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provided in a newly proposed Regulatory Guide 1.133, " Loose-Part Detection
Program for the Primary System of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors." The
regulatory guide outlines the minimum system characteristics which the
NRC staff feels are necessary for a workable system and combines this with
a technical specification and reporting procedures for a complete and
enforceable loose part detection program.

The concept of detecting core barrel motion through use of excore neutron
detectors is well established. A proposed regulatory guide that describes
an acceptable core barrel vibration monitoring program has been temporarily
placed on " hold" to permit the NRC staff and its consultants (0ak Ridge
National Laboratory Inspection and Enforcement Group) time to evaluate
apparently anomalous data from core barrel motion monitoring programs that.
are currently in service as part of the technical specification requirements |

for certain licensees.

(4) References:

1. Combustion Engineering, CE Report CEN-5(P), " Palisades Reactor Internals i

Wear Report," March 1, 1974
2. Regulatory Guide 1.133, " Loose-Part Detection Program for the Prin.ary

System of Light-Water-Cooled Reactors"

TOPIC: III-8.B Control Rod Drive Mechanism Integrity

(1) Definition: r,

Review and evaluate the reliability, operability and any reported mechan-
ical failubes in control rod drives.

(2) Safety Objective:n
>

,

To assure that tb- and operability of control rod drives is
adequately maint .nat they will be capable of normal reactor con-
trol and prompt r ohutdown, if required.

f

(3) Status:
: ,''

The Division of Operating Reactors Engineering Bra'n'h is currently evaluat-c
ing the failure modes and internal component redesigns of BWR control rod
drives to preclude stress corrosion and thermal fatigue cracking. There
have been no reported' generic failures of PWR drives.

(4) Reference:

General Electric, NED0-21021, " Test _ Program for Collet Retainer Tube,"
June 23, 1976.

<

e

.(-

i

N ' '
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TOPIC: III-8.C Irradiation Damage,.Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel, and
Fatigue Resistance

(1) Definition:
Review the safety aspects that affect reactor vessel internals integrity
for compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, including radiation damage, use of
sensitized stainless steel, and fatigue resistance.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure continued reactor vessel internals integrity and compliance with
10 CFR Part 50 and applicable industry Codes and Standards.

(3) Status:
The Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors, currently has no
revie.w programs relating to reactor vessel internals integrity.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III
3. American Society of Testing Materials, ASTM A-262-70, " Standard

Recommended Practices for Detecting Susceptibility to Intergranular
Attack in Stainless Steels"

4. Regulatory Guides
'

1.37, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems
and Associated Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

1.44, " Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel"
1.61, " Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: III-8.D Core Supports and Fuel Integrity

(1) Definition:
Abnormal loading conditions on the core supports and fuel. assemblies due
to seismic events or loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) could cause fuel
damage due to impact between fuel assemblies and upper- and lower grid
plates or lateral' impact between fuel assemblies and the core baffle wall.
The resulting damage could result in loss of coolable heat transfer geometry,
make it impossible to insert control rods, or cause releases.of radioactive
materials due to fuel pin failure.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that all credible loading conditions on core supports and fue'
assemblies will not result in unacceptable fuel damage or distortion. p
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(3) Status:
The Division of Operating Reactors is currently reviewing the dynamic loads
imposed on the fuel assemblies during a LOCA. Independent analyses are
being conducted by staff consultants.

(4) Reference:

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,"
Sectinn III

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

- USI A-2, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant System"
(NUREG-0649)

USI A-2 requires that an analysis be performed by licensees to assess
the design adequacy of the reactor vessel supports and other structures

,~ to withstand the loads when asymmetric LOCA forces are taken into
account. The staff has completed its investigation and concluded
that an acceptable basis has been provided in NUREG-0609, " Asymmetric
Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Systems," January 1981, for performing
and reviewing plant analyses for asymmetric LOCA loads. The structural
acceptance criteria specified in NUREG-0609 are as follows:

The structural integrity of the primary system including the reactor
pressure vessel, reactor pressure vessel internals, primary coolant
loop, and components must be evaluated against appropriate acceptance
criteria to determine if acceptable margins of cafety exist. Allowable
limits and appropriate loading comb.inations are set forth in Standard
Review Plans (SRPs), which are listed in the table that follows.
The staff recognizes that in some specific cases where "as-built"
designs are being reevaluated for asymmetric LOCA loads, these design
limits may be exceeded. Acceptance of alternative allowable limits
will be cased on a case-by-case evaluation of the safety margins.

Load-combination criteria in general were not addressed as part of
this study. Currently the staff requires that seismic and LOCA response
be combined, along with responses due to other loading as specified
by the SRP. An acceptable method for combining elastically generated
seismic and LOCA responses is provided in NUREG-0484. Acceptable
methods for combining response generated by an inelastic LOCA analysis
and elastic seismic analyses will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Since USI A-2 also requires the investigation of seismic and LOCA
response be combined, the evaluation required by USI A-2 is identical
to SEP Topic III-8.D; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.
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Item SRP Section

Reac. tor pressure vessel 3.9.3

' Reactor internals 3.9.5, 3.9.1

Primary coolant loop piping 3.9.3

ECCS piping 3.9.3

RPV, SG, pump supports 3.8.3

Biological shield wall 3.8.3

Steam generator compartment wall 3.8.3

Neutron-shield tank 3.8.3
.

TOPIC: III-9 Support Integrity

(1) Definition:
Review the design, design loads, and materials integrity including corro-
sion and fracture toughness and the inservice inspection programs of supports
and restraints including bolting for the reactor vessel, steam generator,
reactor coolant pump, torus, and other Class 1, 2, and 3 safety-related
components and piping systems.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure adequate support and/or restraint of safety-related systems and
components under normal and accident-loads so that they will not be pre-
vented from performing their intended functions because of support failures.

(3) Status:
The Division of Operating Reactors has ongoing programs to review component
supports. Current emphasis is on primary system supports and on piping
system supports and restraints (snubbers).

(4) .le ferences :

1. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code," Section III

2. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink
Book), Generic Topics 3-5 and 3-43

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-12. " Fracture Toughness of Steam Generator and Reactor
Coolant Pump Supports" (NUREG-0510 and NUREG-0606)

The original scope of USI A-12 was the review of the steam generator
and reactor coolant pump supports of pressurized water reactors.
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However, the staff has expanded the review to include other support
structures, such as boiling water reactor (BWR) vessel supports, BWR
pump supports, pressurized water reactor (PWR) vessel supports and
PWR pressurizer supports (NUREG-0577, Section 1.3). This expanded
review will be undertaken in accordance with the guidance of Section 4
of NUREG-0577.

(b) USI A-7, " MARK I Containment Long-Term Program" (NUREG-0649;

Support integrity of the torus is being evaluated under USI A-7.
Under this task, a short-term program that evaluated Mark I contain-
ment has provided assurance that the Mark I containment system of
each operating BWR facility would maintain its integrity and func-
tional capability during a postulated loss-of-coolant accident. A

longer term program for BWR facilities, not yet licensed, is planned
wherein the NRC staff will evaluate the loads, load combinations,
and associated structural acceptance criteria proposed by the Mark I
Owners Group prior to the performance of plant-unique structural
evaluations. The Mark I Owners Group has initiated a comprehensive
testing and evaluation program to define design-batis loads for the
Mark I containment system and to establish structural acceptance
criteria which will assure margins of safety for the containment system
which are equivalent to that which is currently specified in the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Also included in their program is

an evaluation of the need for structural modifications and/or load
mitigation devices to assure adequate Mark I containment system
structural safety margins.

(c) USI A-24, " Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment"
(NUREG-0371 and NUREG-0606)

Snubber operability and degradation of seals are covered under USI A-24.

(d) USI A-46, " Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants"
(NUREG-0705)

Mechanical snubbers are covered under USI A-46.

(e) SEP Topic III-6, " Seismic Design Considerations"

Snubbers are evaluated for capacity under SEP Topic III-6.

(f) SEP Topic V-1, " Compliance With Codes and Standards (10 CFR 50.55a)"

Inservice inspection requirements for supports are covered under SEP
Topic V-1, which refers to 10 CFR 50.55a. SEP plants currently have
surveillance Technical Specifications on snubbers.

The evaluation required by USI A-12, A-7, A-24, and A-46 and SEP Topics
.III-6 and V-1 is identical to the evaluation required by SEP Topic III-9;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.
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TOPIC: III-10.A Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated
Valves

. (1) Definition:

The primary objective of thermal overload relays is.to protect motor windings
of motor-operated valves (MOVs) against excessive heating. This feature
of thermal overload relays could, however, interfere with the successful
functioning of a safety-related system. In nuclear plant safety system
application, the ultimate criterion should be to drive the valve to its
proper position to mitigate the consequences of an accident, rather than
to be concerned with degradation or failure of the motor due to excess
heating.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that (1) thermal overload protection, if provided for MOVs, should
have the trip setpoint at a value high enough to prevent spurious trips
due to design inaccuracies, trip setpoint drift, or variation in the ambient
temperature at the installed location; (2) the circuits which bypass the
thermal overload protection under accident conditions should be designed
to IEEE Std. 279-1971 criteria, as appropriate for the rest of the safety-
related system; and (3) in MOV designs that use a torque switch instead
of a limit switch to limit the opening or closing of the valve, the
automatic opening or closing signal should be used in conjunction with a
corresponding limit switch'and thermal overload should remain as backup
protection.

(3) Status:

The staff position (Reference 1) is implemented on designs of new appli-
cations (construction permit and operating license).<

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB 27, " Design
Criteria for Thermal Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated.
Valves"

2. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 279-1971,
Criteria for Protection System for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

3. Regulatory Guide 1.106, " Thermal Overload Protection for Electric
Motors on Motor-0perated Valves"

TOPIC: III-10.B Pump Flywheel Integrity

(1) Definition:

Review the PWR reactor coolant pump flywheel inservice inspection programs
of operating plants to assure that they comply _with the intent of Regula-
tory Guide 1.14 and review reports of flywheel flaws if found by inservice

~

inspections. (BWR reactor coolant pumps do not have flywheels.)
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pump flywheel integrity is maintained to prevent failure
at normal operating speeds and at speeds that might be reached under
accident conditions and thus preclude the generation of missiles.

(3) Status:

The inservice inspection programs for flywheels of older PWRs have not i

been reviewed for compliarce with the intent of Regulatory Guide 1.14.

(4) Reference:
l

Regulatory Guide 1.14, " Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity"

TOPIC: III-10.C Surveillance Requirements on BWR Recirculation Pumps and
Discharge Valves

(1) Definition:
At facilities which have completed the low pressure coolant injection system
(LPCIS) modification, the recirculation pump discharge valves and bypass
valves are now required to close upon initiation of LPCIS. The closure
of these discharge valves is necessary to isolate a pipe break in a suction
line to prevent loss of cooling water by reverse flow through the recircula-
tion pump or its bypass line and out the break.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure effective core cooling in the. event of a BWR recirculation line
break on the pump suction line by closing the pump discharge valve and
bypass line valve.

(3) Status:
All licensees of facilities with completed LPCIS modification have been-
sent letters requesting that they apply for a license amendment to incor-
porate technical specification surveillance requirements on recirculation
pump discharge valves and bypass valves. New BWRs have the LPCIS modifi-
cation and technical specification surveillance requirements.

(4) Reference:.

NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report," (Pink Book)
Issue 3-46, June 17, 1977

TOPIC: III-11 Component Integrity

(1) Definition:
Review licensee's criteria, testing procedures, and dynamic analyses
employed to assure the structural integrity and functional operability of
safety-related mechanical equipment under faulted conditions and accidentd
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loads. Included are mechanical equipment such as pumps, valves, fans,
pump drives, heat exchanger tube bundles, valve actuators, battery and
instrument racks, control consoles, cabinets, panels, and cable trays.

.

(2) Safety Objective:

To confirm the ability of safety-related mechanical equipment having
experienced problems to function as needed during and after a faulted or
accident condition. The capability of safety-related mechanical equipment

l to perform necessary protective actions is essential for plant safety.
!

' (3) Status:

j This review is not currently under way in the Divisions of Operating Reactors.

] (4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55a
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 2, 4, 14, and 15
3. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.2
4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

i Code," Section III,
5. Regulatory Guides

1.20, " Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program for Reactor Internals
.During Preoperational and Initial Startup Testing"

1.68, " Initial Test Programs for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"
6. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 344-1975,-

" Seismic Qualification of Class IE Equipment for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations"

i 7. Standard Review Plan, Section 3.9.3

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-46, "Se'ismic Qualification of Equipment in Operatina,

Plants" (NUREG-0606 and NUREG-0705)<

i The component integrity (both structural integrity and functional
operability) for safety-related mechanical.and electrical equipment

i. for all operating plants including SEP plants will be addressed in
this new USI (A-46).

(b) USI A-2, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant
_

System" (NUREG-0649)

~

The assessment of faulted loads for the primary loop is being performed
i under USI A-2. Furthermore, the assessment of high-energy pipe breaks
| considers the effect of accident loads with regard to jet impingement,
j pipe whip, and other-reaction loads.
.

(c) SEP Topic III-6, " Seismic Desian Considerations"-
;

The evaluation of equipment structural integrity under seismic loadsi

will be performed under SEP Topic III-6.
;

i
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The evaluations required by USI A-46 and A-2 and SEP Topic III-6 are
identical to SEP Topic III-11; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

,

[ TOPIC: III-12 Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related Equipment
i

; (1) Definition:
' Safety-related electrical and mechanical equipment that is required to

survive and function under environmental conditions calculated to result
from a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) or a postulated main steam line
break accident inside containment must be env:ronmentally qualified. Ini addition, determine whether environment-induad failures of nonsafety-

" related equipment could interfere with the operation of safety equipment.
; Special attention should be given to the effect of beta radiation on

exposed organic surfaces, such as gaskets.
,

J (2) Safety Objective:
b

To assure that the mechanical and Class IE electrical equipment of safety

[
systems has been qualified for the most severe environment (temperature,

L pressure, humidity, chemistry, and radiation) of design basis accidents.

h (3) Status:
Westinghouse is conducting a verification program which is expected to be*

completed by the end of 1977 for those plants qualified to IEEE 323-1971.
- The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is sponsoring programs relating

to Class IE equipment qualification, the results of which can be utilized
to determine the adequacy of the equipment previously qualified.

-

I (4) References:

1. NUREG-0153, " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional Technical Issues
I Raised by Responses to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director,

t NRR, to NRR Staff," Issue 25, " Qualification of Safetj-Related
9

Equipment," December 1976
E 2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,

Item 34, " Environmental Qualifications of Safety-Related Equipmento
- (Post LOCA)," May 1977
2 3. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,

.$ Item 33, " Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment,"
April 1977

4. Regulatory Guide 1.89, " Qualification of Class IE Equipment for
- Nuclear Power Plants"

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or other SEP Topic):
1 USI A-24, " Qualification of Class IE Safety-Related Equipment"-

.,

- (NUREG-0371 and NUREG-0606)

The issue identified in Reference 1 (NUREG-0153, Item 25) and the
review criteria, that is, Regulatory Guide 1.89, are identical to

; those specified in USI A-24. The Task Action Plan for USI A-24
s
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;

(NUREG-0371) covers the environmental qualification of both electrical
and mechanical safety-related equipment.

The evaluationprequired by USI A-24 is identical to SEP Topic III-12;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: IV-1.A Operation With Less Than All Loops in Service

(1) Definition:

|
A number of BWR and PWR licensees have requested authorization to operate

| with one of the recirculation loops (BWR) or steam generator loops (PWR)
j out of service. These proposals are being reviewed generically with regard

to analytical methods. Plant-specific reviews will be done to determine
appropriate Technical Specification limits. Plant-specific reviews will
address results of LOCA analyses using generically approved methods.
Analysis of accidents (other than LOCA) and operating transients result-
ing from operation in the (N-1) loop mode have been reviewed on a " lead
plant basis." Most of this effort has been completed. Tests have been
conducted by General Electric which show that significant core flow
asymmetries do not exist with single-loop operation for two-loop plants;
however, there is backflow through inactive jet pumps. Therefore, for
single-loop operation, modifications are necessary in trip settings which
take inputs from jet pump drive flow. These will be determined on a
plant specific basis.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that operation with less than all coolant loops in
operation will not result in decreased safety margins.

(3) Status:

A combination of generic and plant-specific reviews is being performed on
both BWRs and PWRs.

T

TOPIC: IV-2 Reactivity Control Systems Including Functional Design and
Protection Against Single Failures

(1) Definition:
General Design Criterion 25 requires that the reactor protection system
be designed to assure that fuel-damage limits are never exceeded in the
event of any single failure of the reactivity control systems. Reactivity
control systems need not be designed single failure proof, but the protec-
tion system (which is designed against single failures) should be capable
of limiting fuel damage in the event of a reactivity control system single
failure.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that for all credible reactivity control system failures, the
protection system will limit fuel damage to acceptable limits.
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(3) Status:

NRC has concluded that revisions to ex_isting licentes are not warranted.
' Staff effort on this issue will continue at a low level.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in .

Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR |
'

Staff," Issue No. 6, 2' Protection Against Single Failures in Reactivity
Control Systems," December 1976.:

4 2. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.3

f TOPIC: IV-3 BWR Jet Pump Operating Indications

; (1) Definition:

If a jet pump BWR operates with a failed jet pump, it may be impossible
to "oflood the core in the event of a LOCA. Some BWRs have experienced.

j jet pump instrument sensing line failures. With a sensing line failed,
j it may not be possible to accurately measure core flow or to detect fail-

ure of a jet pump.

!
! (2) Safety Objective:
i

To assure that the core flow can be determined. Also to assure the ability
to detect a jet pump failure for a range of crack / break sizes at various
locations on the pump.

(3) Status:;

This issue.is currently being reviewed for Dresden Units 2 and 3 and Quad
Cities Units 1 and 2. The topic has generic implications for all jet pump
BWR plants.

(4) References:;

! 1. . Letters from Commonwealth Edison Company to NRC, dated September 19,
1975, March'3, 1976, and June 7, 1976.

2. Letter from NRC to Commonwealth Edison Company, dated January 19,
1976.

} 3. Memorandum from J. H. Sniezek, NRC, to D. L. Ziemann, dated
November 19, 1975.

TOPIC: V-1 Compliance With Codes and Standard (10 CFR 50.55a)

(1) Definition:
Review the licensee's inservice inspection and testing programs for Class 1,
2, and 3 pressure vessels, piping, pumps and valves and other safety-relatedi

components to assure compliance with the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Code, Sections III and XI, as required by 10 CFR 50.55a.
This review will also include review of the inservice inspection and testing
program applicable to isolation condensers of the early operating BWRs.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the initial integrity of components is maintained through-
out service life.

(3) Status:

NUREG-0081 was completed for reactor vessels not designed to ASME Code,
Section III. The Engineering Branch conducts a generic review of all plants ,

'

for compliance with inspection requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(g) and fracture
toughness requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a(i). This program will continue
for the life of operating reactors.

*

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.55a
2. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Sections III and XI
3. NUREG-0081, " Evaluation of the Integrity of Reactor Vessels Designed

to ASME Code,.Section I and/or VIII," July 1976
4. Memorandum from V. Stello, NRC, to B. H. Grier, October 12, 1976

TOPIC: V-2 Applicability of Code Cases

(1) Definition:
1

Review Code Cases currently accepted by the NRC, as indicated in Regula-
tory Guides 1.84 and 1.85.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that only those Code Cases which are acceptable to the NRC are
utilized by the licensee in the design, fabrication, or repair of the plant.
The use of Code Cases other than those contained in Regulatory Guides 1.84
and 1.85 are addressed on a case-by-case basis to assess their acceptability.

(3) Status:

The Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors, routinely reviews
design modifications _and component repairs (for example, reactor vessel
nozzles) to assure compliance with NRC acceptable Code Cases. The program
is ongoing on an as-needed basis.

(4) References:

Regulatory Guides
1.84, " Design and Fabrication Code Case Acceptability - ASME Section III,

Division 1"
1.85, " Materials Code Case Acceptability - ASME Section III, Division 1"~
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TOPIC: V-3 Overpressurization Protection

#- (1) Definition:
Inadvertent overpressurization of the primary system at temperatures below j

the nil ductility transition temperature may result in reactor vessel fail- j
ure during heatup and pressurization. Such overpressure transients are '

caused by pressure surges when the primary system is water solid. The
most severe transients have occurred when a charging pump starts up or
inadvertent closing of a letdown valve with a charging pump running.
Pressure temperature limits as a function of neutron fluence of the
material at the reactor vessel beltline are specified in 10 CFR 50,

Appendix G. All PWR licensees have been directed to institute interim
administrative procedures to prevent damaging pressure transients and on
a longer time scale to provide permanent protection which will probably
include hardware changes such as high-capacity safety relief valves.

(2) Safety Objective:

To protect the primary system from potentially damaging overpressurization
transients during plant pressurization and heatup.

(3) Status:
Generic review of all PWR licensee submittals is under way. Criteria for
evaluation have been developed and refined by the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation and the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. An effort is

being made to complete the review sufficiently early to ensure installation
of mitigating systems by the end of 1977.

(4) Reference:

NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR to NRR
Staff," November 1976

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-26, " Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection" (NUREG-0410)-

Under USI A-26, licensees were requested to modify their systems and
procedures to protect against low temperature overpressurization.
All operating PWRs have made these modifications, and safety evalua-
tion reports for the SEP plants have been issued.

4

The evaluation required by USI A-26 is identical to SEP Topic V-3;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: V-4 Piping and Safe-End Integrity

(1) Definition:
i

Review the safety aspects that affect BWR and PWR piping and safe-end
integrity for compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, including fracture toughness,
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flaw evaluation, stress corrosion cracking in BWR and PWR piping, and
control of materials and welding.

(2) Safety Objective:
"

'

To ensure continued piping integrity and compliance with 10 CFR Part 50
| and applicable industry codes and standards.

(3) Status:

The Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors, is conducting an
ongoing program that includes the as-needed review of those aspects
necessary to ensure the continuing integrity of piping systems important
to safety including stress corrosion cracking of BWR coolant pressure
boundary piping. This program will continue for the life of operating
reactors.

(4) Reference:

American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code," Section XI

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-42, " Pipe Cracks in Boiling Water Reactors" (NUREG-0510)

The scope of USI A-42 is the study of stress corrosion cracking in
BWR piping. NUREG-0313, Revision 1, " Technical Report on Material
Selection and Processing Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary
Piping," is the resolution of USI A-42 and presents staff positions.

(b) USI A-10 "BWR Feedwater Nozzle Cracking and Control Rod Drive
Hydraulics Return Line Nozzle Cracking" (NUREG-0649)

(c) NRR Generic Activity C-7, "PWR System Piping" (NUREG-0471)

The scope of this activity is the study of stress corrosion cracking
in PWR piping. NUREG-0691, " Investigation and Evaluation of Crack-
ing Incidents in Piping in Pressurized Water Reactors," recommends
the same corrective actions (pp. 2-12) proposed for BWRs in NUREG-0313,
Revision 1, USI A-42.

The evaluation required by USI A-42 and Task C-7 is identical to the
evaluation required by SEP Topic V-4; therefore, this SEP topic has
been deleted.

TOPIC: V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage Detection

(1) Definition:

Reactor primary coolant leakage detection systems are a significant means
of preventing primary system boundary failure by identifying leaks before
failures occur.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To provide reliable and sensitive leakage detection systems to identify
primary system leaks at an early stage before failures occur.

(3) Status:
I

This issue has been resolved for all plants which have recently received I
an operating license by requiring conformance to Regulatory Guide 1.45. 1

Individual older plants have not been systematically reviewed and leakage
detection systems may need upgrading on a plant-by plant basis.

'

(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.45, " Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage
Detection Systems"

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 5.2.5

TOPIC: V-6 Reactor Vessel Integrity

(1) Definition:
Review the safety aspects that affect BWR and PWR reactor vessel and nozzle
integrity for compliance with 10 CFR Part 50, including fracture toughness,
neutron irradiation, evaluation of surveillance programs, operating limita-
tions, inservice inspection and flaw evaluation, and transient analyses.

(2) Safety Ojective:

To assure continued reactor vessel integrity and compliance with 10 CFR
Part 50 and applicable industry codes and standards.

(3) Status:

The Engineering Branch, Division of Operating Reactors, is conducting
ongoing programs that include the periodic review of aspects necessary to
ensure the continued integrity of reactor vessels. These programs include
BWR feedwater and control rod drive nozzle cracking, low upper-shelf
toughness, radiation ef fects, reactor vessel materials surveillance, and
updating of operating plants' inservice inspection programs and will
continue for the life of operating reactors.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0312, " Interim Technical Report on BWR Feedwater and Control
Rod Drive Return Line Nozzle Cracking," July 1977

2, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix G
3. Regulatory Guide 1.99, " Effects of Residual Elements on Predicted

Radiation Damage to Reactor Vessel Materials"
4. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel

Code," Section III, Appendix G
5. American Society of Testing Materials, ASTM E185, " Standard Recommended

Practice for Surveillance Tests for Nuclear Reactor Vessels"
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6. American Society of Mechanical Engineers, " Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code," Section XI

7. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),
Issue 3-9, 3-21, 3-41-

TOPIC: V-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Overspeed

(1) Definition:

Review the potential for reactor coolant pumps to fail because of over-
speed in the unlikely event of a major loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA).

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that, in the event of a major LOCA, a reactor coolant pump
assembly is not driven to a speed which would cause structural failure of
the unit and result in missiles which could increase the consequences of
the LOCA. Of greatest concern are the PWR pump flywheels because of their
mass and rotational energy.

(3) Status:

An indepth review of this topic was performed by the Atomic Energy Commission
staff and reported to the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS)
in 1973 (Reference 1). The staff concluded that, because of the small
likelihood for the occurrence of a pump overspeed event that could seriously
increase the consequences resulting from a LOCA (less than 10-8 per plant
year), the action taken by the staff to assess this problem in a generic
fashion outside the context of individual application reviews is an accept-
able course to follow. A generic experimental program to be completed in
1978 by the Electric Power Research Institute is expected to provide data
to verify pump model overspeed predictions.

(4) References:

1. Letter from R. C. DeYoung, NRC, to Harold G. Mangelsdorf, ACRS,
August 6, 1973, transmitting " Report on Reactor Coolant Pump
Overspeed During a LOCA," August 3, 1973.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.14, " Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel Integrity"

TOPIC: V-8 Steam Generator (SG) Integrity

(1) Definition:
Review the safety aspects affecting operation of steam generators includ-
ing secondary water chemistry, tube plugging criteria, inservice inspec-
tion, possibly including a dimensional inspection for proper evaluation
of denting, steam generator tube leakage, tube denting, flow-induced
vibration of steam generator tubes, tube repair, and tube bundle or steam
generator replacement.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that acceptable levels of integrity of that portion of the
reactor coolant pressure boundary made up by the steam generator are
maintained in accordance with current codes, standards, and/or regulatory
criteria during normal and postulated accident conditions. The integrity

of the steam generator is needed to ensure that leakage following a postu-
lated design basis accident will not result in doses to the public in
excess of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines and that the emergency core cooling
systems will be able to perform their safety functions.

(3) Status: -

Review of this topic is being performed by the Division of Operating
Reactors (DOR). This effort will continue for the life of operating

reactors.

(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.83, Rev.1, " Inservice Inspection of Pressurized
Water Reactor Steam Generator Tubes"

2. Regulatory Guide 1.121, " Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam
Generator Tubes"

3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 30 and 32
4. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),

3-27

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-3, A-4, A-5, " Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, and
Babcock and Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Integrity" (NUREG-0649)

The definition of this topic and the references cited are covered by
USI A-3, A-4, and A-5. The evaluation for USI A-3, A-4, and A-5 is
identical to SEP Topic V-8; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: V-9 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (BWR)

(1) Definition:
Reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) has not been classified as a safety
system. On GESSAR, for certain small breaks, GE assumed credit for RCIC
as a backup for HPCI. The staff required GE to reclassify the RCIC system
on the GESSAR 238 standard NSSS as a safety system.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that the RCIC system is qualified as a safety system where credit
is assumed in the safety analysis.

(3) Status:

GE has agreed to reclassify RCIC as a safety system on the GESSAR docket.
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TOPIC: V-10.A Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchanger Tube Failures

(1) Definition:
Residual heat removal (RHR) heat exchangers are designed to remove residual
and decay heat so that the reactor can be placed in a safe cold shutdown
condition and to maintain core cooling following a postulated loss-of-
coolant accident. Some light-water reactors (LWRs) have a pressure control
system on the cooling water piping system which maintains the pressure of
the cooling water higher than the primary coolant pressure in the primary
coolant side of the heat exchanger during plant cooldown operations. A

leak in the tubes could result in back leakage of coolant water into the
primary loop. Pressure in the cooling water side is maintained higher
than that in the primary coolant side so that in the event of a tube
failure there would be no leakage of radioactive fluids into the environ-
ment. Cooling water passing from the cooling water side of the heat
exchanger into the primary coolant water could introduce impurities
such as chlorides into the primary coolant system.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that impurities from the cooling water system are not introduced
into the primary coolant in the event of an RHR heat exhanger tube failure.

(3) Status:

Recently there have been several RHR heat exchanger tube failures at
operating BWRs. This issue has been defined as a D0R Category B Technical
Activity.

TOPIC: V-10.B Residual Heat Removal System Reliability

(1) Definition:
:

In all current plant designs, the residual heat removal (RHR) system has
a lower design pressure than the reactor coolant system (RCS). In most
current designs, the system is located outside of containment and is part
of the emergency core cooling system. However, it is possible for the
RHR system to have different design characteristics. For example, the
RHR system might have the same design pressure as the RCS, or be located
inside of containment. The functional, isolation, pressure relief, pump
protection, and test requirements for the RHR system are of concern in
the safety review of reactor plants. Three types of RHR system designs
are defined in Branch Position RSB 5-1.

On June 24, 1976, the Pcgulatory Requirements Review Committee approved a
revision of Standard Neview Plan, Section 5.4.7 requiring a capability to
go from hot to cold shutdown without offsite power and that all components
necessary for 'cooldown from hot shutdown must be designed to safety grade
seismic I standards, and be operable from the control room. System must
be designed to meet the single failure criterion.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure reliable plant shutdown capability using safety' grade equipment.
.

(3) Status:

Because of vendor concern over the impact of the revision, a review was
conducted of three PWR plants, and as a result of this review, the staff
is proposing that Branch Position RSB 5-1 be modified but that the
functional requirements be retained.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1, " Design
Requirements of the Residual Heat Removal System"

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 5.4.7 -

3. Memorandum from E. G. Case, NRC, to L. V. Gossick, July 15, 1976.
4. Summary of meeting September 22, 1976, " Capability To Achieve Cold

Shutdown Using Safety Grade Systems and Equipment," C. O. Thomas,
Docket No. STN-50-545, October 5, 1976.

TOPIC: V-11.A Requirements for Isolation of High- and Low-Pressure Systems

(1) Definition:

Several systems that have a relatively low design pressure are connected
to the reactor coolant pressure boundary. The valves that form the inter-
face between the high- and low pressure systems must have sufficient
redundancy and interlocks to assure that the low pressure systems are not
subjected to coolant pressures that exceed design limits. The problem is
complicated since under certain operating modes (for example, shutdown
cooling and emergency core cooling system injection), these valves must
open to assure adequate reactor safety.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that adequate measures are taken to protect low pressure systems
connected to the primary system from being subjected to excessive pressure
which could cause failures and in some cases potentially cause a loss-of-
coolant accident outside of containment.

(3) Status:

A preliminary ceview of a representative operating plant of each nuclear
steam supply system vendor was undertaken. Each low pressure system
connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and penetrating the
containment was examined. The investigation of a few potential areas of
concern is continuing.
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TOPIC: V-11.B Residual Heat kemoval System Interlock Requirements

(1) Definition:
,

The residual heat removal (RHR) system is normally located outside of r--

primary containment. It is an intermediate pressure system (usually 600 |

psia) and has motor-operated valve (MOV) isolation valves connecting it |

to the reactor coolant system (RCS). If the RHR system were inadvertently
connected to the RCS while the RCS is at pressure, a loss-of-coolant acci-
dent (LOCA) could result with a loss of all capability of core reflooding
since the coolant inventory could be lost outside of containment. To
prevent inadvertent opening of the MOVs while the P.CS is at pressure, an
"0 PEN PERMISSIVE" interlock is provided.

If the operator shuts only one of the isolation valves prior to pressurizing
the RCS, there is a single valve RCS pressure boundary.

.

To ensure that both MOVs are shut during a startup and heatup, an " AUTO-
CLOSURE" interlock is provided that closes the MOVs.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that operating reactor plants are adequately protected from
overpressurizing the RHR system and potentially causing a LOCA outside of
containment.

(3) Status:

Several PWR plants do not have the auto closure feature on the RHR, and
at least one does not have the open permissive feature. Plants should be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis factoring in (1) ASME Code safety valve
setting and capacity, (2) interlocks, (3) closure time of MOVs, and (4)
location of RHR.

(4) References:

1. Proposed Branch Technical Position RSB-5-1, " Design Requirements of
the Residual Heat Removal System"

2. Regulatory Requirements Review Committee Meeting No. 50, June 24, 1976
3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 34
4. Memorandum from J. Angelo to R. C. DeYoung, V. Stello, et al., NRC,

Subject: "RP-TR Staff Meeting of February 13, 1974 Regarding the
Requirements on Shutdown Cooling Systems," February 28, 1974

5. Letter from R. Boyd, NRC, to C. Eicheidinger, Westinghouse Electric
Corporation, November 12, 1975

6. Letter from R. Boyd, NRC, to I. Stuart, General Electric Company,
November 12, 1975

7. Letter from R. Minogue, NRC, to J. D. Geier, Illinois Power Company,
July 8, 1975
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TOPIC: V-12.A Water Purity of BWR Primary Coolant

(1) Definition:

Review the primary water monitoring and reactor water cleanup system capa-
bilities, including the water purity, to determine if the maintenance of
the necessary purity levels complies with Regulatory Guide 1.56. Review |

limits on quality control and defined provisions in the event of demineral-
izer breakthrough.

(2) Safety Objective:
|

To assure that the water purity level is acceptably low to minimize the
potential for intergranular stress corrosion cracking of austenitic !

stainless steel piping in the reactor coolant pressure boundary of BWRs,
including assuring the implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.56.

(3) Status:

Recommendations for specifying the use of additional conductivity measure-
ments and monitoring at various locations, plus the use of pH and chloride
measurements, have been submitted to the Division of Standards Development
to initiate a revision of Regulatory Guide 1.56, " Maintenance of Water,

*

Purity in Boiling Water Reactors," dated June 1973. To date, a generic
review of operating BWRs has not been initiated and the current regula-
tory guide has been implemented in the Technical Specifications of only a
few operating plants.

(4) Reference:

Memorandum from R. E. Heineman, to R. B. Minogue, NRC, Subject: " Request
for Revision of Regulatory Guide 1.56," 1973

:

TOPIC: V-13 Waterhammer

(1) Definition:
Waterhammer events have occurred in light water reactor systems. Water-
hammer events increase the probability of pipe breaks and could increase
the consequences of certain events such as the loss-of-coolant accident.
The types of waterhammer, the vulnerable systems (for example, contain-
ment spray, service water, feedwater, and steam), and the safety signifi-
cance of waterhammer have been identified and defined in a staff report
of May 1977.

(2) Safety Objective:

To reduce the probability of waterhammer events that have the potential'

to lead to pipe ruptures in light-water reactor systems which are needed
to mitigate the consequences of accidents or that might increase the
consequences of accidents previously analyzed.
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(3) Status:
Generic review is under way. On March 10, 1977, an interdivisional Division
of Operating Reactors / Division of Systems Safety technical review group

| was formed to investigate the waterhammer issue and to develop a program
| for its appropriate consideration in licensing reviews and for operating

reactors. Consultant work has been performed by CREARE and Livermore Labs.

(4) References:

1. " Water Hammer in Nuclear Power Plants," NRC Staff Report, June 1,1977
2. Wallis, G. B., P. H. Rothe, et al., "An Evaluation of PWR Steam

Generator Water Hammer" (draft), CREARE Inc., February 1977
3. Sutton, S. B., "An Investigation of Pressure Transient Propagation

in Pressurized Water Reactor Feedwater Lines" (preliminary),
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, April 15, 1977

,

4. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, NRR Technical Activities,
Category A, Item 1, " Water Hammer," May 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-1, " Water Hammer" (NUREG-0649)

The references cited in this topic were the precursors of USI A-1.
The evaluation required for USI A-1 is identical to SEP Topic V-13;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: VI-1 Organic Materials and Postaccident Cheraistry

(1) Definition:
'

(a) Organic materials
The design basis for selection of paints and other organic materials
is not documented for most operating reactors. Therefore, there is"

a need to review the suitability of paints and other organic materials
j used inside containment, including the possible interactions of the

decomposition products of organic materials with engineered safety
features (such as filters).

(b) Postaccident chemistry
Low pH solutions that may be recirculated within containment after a
design basis accident (DBA) may accelerate chloride stress corrosion
cracking which may lead to equipment failure or loss of containment
integrity. Low pH may also increase the volatility of dissolved
iodines with a resulting increase in radiological consequences.'

(2) Safety Objective:

(a) Organic materials
To assure that organic paints and coatings used inside containment
do not behave adversely during accidents when they may be exposed to
high radiation fields. In particular, the possibility of coatings
clogging sump screens should be minimized.
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(b) Postaccident chemistry
To assure that appropriate methods are available to raise or main-
tain the pH of solutions expected to be recirculated within contain-
ment after a DBA. M

(3) Status:

No work currently being done on this subject for operating plants.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3
2. Regulatory Guide 1.54, " Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective

Coctings Applied to Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: VI-2.A Pressure-Suppression-Type BWR Containments

(1) Definition:
BWR pressure-suppression-type containments (for example, Mark I containment)
are subjected to hydrodynamic loads during the blowdown phase of a loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA). These loads have the potential for damaging the
components and structures (wetwell, internal structures, restraints, supports,
and connected systems) of the containment. During a relief valve blowdown
into the suppression pool, the wetwell (torus) shell and safety / relief
valve restraints may be overstressed. The hydrodynamic loads were not
explicitly identified and included in the design of the Mark I pressure-
suppression containment.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the structural integrity of pressure-suppression pool con-
tainments is maintained under hydrodynamic loading conditions. It has

been determined that the upward forces during the blowdown phase follow-
ing a LOCA potentially cause the Mark I torus to be lif ted, causing fail-
ure of connecting systems and supports and leading to loss of the contain-
ment integrity. Structural modifications and/or changes in the mode of
operation might be necessary to assure adequate safety margins.

(3) Status:
Mark I containments are currently evaluated in a two-step generic review
program: The Short-Term Program (STP), completed May 1977, has focused
on the determination of the magnitude and significance of hydrodynimic
loads. In the Long-Term Program (LTP), to be completed by late 1978, the
design basis loads will be finalized and the capability of the centainment
to withstand the loads within the original design structural margins will
be verified. This verification will be based in part on research results

from NRC and industry sponsored programs. As a result of the STP, the

staff required that Mark I plants be operated with a drywell to wetwell
differential pressure of at least 1 psi to reduce the vertical loads. In
addition, some licensees have modified the torus support system for addi-
tional safety margin.
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(4) References:

1. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report," (Pink
Book) - Generic Issues (April 1977)
a. Mark I Containment - STP Technical Specifications
b. Mark I Containment Evaluation - STP
c. Mark I Containment Evaluation - LTP
d. Mark I Safety / Relief Valve Line Restraints in Torus

2. Division of Operating Reactors, DDR Technical Activities, Category A,
April 1977
a. Item 2, " Mark I Containment STP"
b. Item 3, " Mark I Containment LTP" .-
c. Item 23, " Mark II Containment"

3. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,
Item 12. " Assessment of Column Buckling Criteria," May 1977

4. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 31, " Determination of LOCA and SRV Pool Dynamic Loads for Water
Suppression Containments," April 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-7, " Mark I Containment Long-Term Program" (NUREG-0649)

Under this task, a short-term program that evaluated Mark I contain-
ment has provided assurance that the Mark I containment system of
each operating BWR facility would maintain its integrity and func-
tional capability during a postulated LOCA. A longer term program
for BWR facilities, not yet licensed, is planned wherein the NRC
staff will evaluate the loads, load combinations, and associated
structural acceptance criteria proposed by the Mark I Owners Group

,

prior to the performance of plant-unique structural evaluations.
The Mark I Owners Group has initiated a comprehensive testing and
evaluation program to define design basis loads for the Mark I con-
tainment system and to establish structural acceptance criteria which
will assure margins of safety for the containment system which are
equivalent to that which is currently specified in the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code. Also included in their program is an evalua-
tion of the need for structural modifications and/or load-mitigation
devices to assure adequate Mark I containment system structural safety
margins.

The long-term program for USI A-7 will assure that all plants with
Mark I containments are able to tolerate, without loss of function,
the LOCA-induced hydrodynamic loads.

The evaluation required by USI A-7 is identical to SEP Topic VI-2.A;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: VI-2.8 Subcompartment Analysis

(1) Definition:

The rupture of a high energy line inside a containment subcompartment can
cause a pressure differential across the walls of the subcompartment. In
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the case of a rupture of a PWR main coolant pipe adjacent to the reactor
vessel, the subcooled blowdown produces pressure differentials in the
annulus between the reactor vessel and the shield wall and also within
the reactor vessel across the core barrel. This asymmetric pressure dis-
tribution generates loads on the reactor vessel s-pport and on reactor
vessel internals, on other equipment supports, and on subcompartment struc-
tures which have not been analyzed previously for most operating reactors.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the reactor vessel supports, reactor vessel internals, and
other equipment supports and subcompartment structures are designed with
an adequate margin against failure due to these loads. The failure could
result in a loss of emergency core cooling system capability.

(3) Status:
The staff is reviewing the nuclear steam supply system vendor and architect-
engineer design codes used to calculate the loads produced by the asymmetric
pressure distribution. Analyses have been completed for a limited number
of operating plants. The W TMD code is approved. Bechtel, Gilbert, and

United Engineering have submitted codes for review.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report," (Pink
Book) - Generic Issue, Item 3-5, " Asymmetric LOCA Loads - PWR,"
April 1977

2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 32, " Asymmetric LOCA Loads (Reactor Vessel Support Problem),"
April 1977

3. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 14, " Asymmetric Blowdown Leads on Reactor Vessel," April 1977

4. Division of Project Management, DPM Technical Activities, Category A,
! tem 2, " Reactor Vessel Supports (Asymmetric LOCA Loads From Sudden
Subcooled Blowdown)," April 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topicl-

USI A-2, " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant
System" (NUREG-0649)

The references cited in this topic were the precursors of USI A-2.
The evaluation required for USI A-2 is identical to SEP Topic VI-2.B
(see also SEP Topic III-8.D); therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: VI-2.C Ice Condenser Containment

(1) Definition:
Operating experience from the D. C. Cook plant has indicated that sub-
limation and melting of ice causes a loss of ice inventory and related
functional performance problems for the ice consenser system.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that a sufficient ice inventory is maintained and to assure the
j functional performance of the ice condenser system. ?

(3) Sta'tus:

The results of the surveillance program for ice inventory and of the
functional performance testing (for example, operation of vent doors) are
periodically reviewed by the staff to determine whether the surveillance
frequencies should be increased or other action should be taken. Recent
surveillance testing indicates that the ice inventory is acceptable and
that the D. C. Cook plant can be operated safely for the current fuel
cycle. CONTEMPT-4 long-term ice condenser code is expected to be
completed by Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier in October 1977.

(4) Reference:

Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,4

' Item 53, " Ice Condenser Containments," May 1977

TOPIC: VI-2.D Mass and Energy Release for Postulated Pipe Breaks
Inside Containment

(1) Definition:

Review the methods and assumptions of the mass and energy release model,
including containment temperatures and pressure response, that were used
in previously performed analyses of high-energy line breaks inside
containment, including the main steam line break.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that design basis conditions (for example, design pressure and
temperature) for the containment structure and safety-related equipment
are adequate. Determine if the models used in the earlier analyses provide
adequate margins of safety when compared with the assumptions and models
for current analytical techniques.

(3) Status:

Mass and energy release models, including containment response models,
are being reassessed to determine the degree of conservatism in the pre-
diction of the containment pressure and temperature transient resulting
from a PWR main steam line break. Application of those models to operating
plants is contingent on the results of this reassessment. Mass and energy
release models for operating BWR plants are considered in the Mark I Long-
Term Program and other BWR review efforts.

(4) References:

1. Division of Operating Reactors, DOR Technical Activities, Category B,
May 1977
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a. Item 1, " Pipe Break Inside Containment"
b. Item 2, " Mass and Energy Release to Containment"

2. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,
April 1977
a. Item 7, " Pipe Rupture Design Criteria"
b. Item 29, " Main Steam Line Break Inside Containment"

3. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities Report, Item
I-C.B.1, " Mass and Energy Release to Containment," December 1975

TOPIC: VI-3 Containment Pressure and Heat Removal Capability

(1) Definition:
The temperature and pressure conditions inside containment due to a
postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), main steam line or feedwater
line break depend on the effectiveness of passive heat sinks and active
heat removal systems (for example, containment spray system).

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the maximum temperature and pressure following a LOCA,
main steam, or feedwater line break have been calculated with conservative
assumptions and to assure that the passive heat sinks and active heat
removal systems provide the full heat removal capability required to main-
tain the pressure and temperature below the design pressure and temperature
of the containment, of safety-related equipment, and instrumentation inside
containment.

(3) Status:
The modified CONTEMPT computer code properly accounts for the condensation
of superheated steam on containment passive heat sinks. The effects on
the design temperatures within the containment are being studied for plants
under licensing review.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.2.1.1.A
2. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Safety Activities Report,

December 1975
3. Division of Operating Reactors, 00R Technical Activities, Category B,

Item 62, " Effective Operation of Containment Sprays in LOCA," May 1977

TOPIC: VI-4 Containment Isolation System

(1) Definition:
Isolation provisions of fluid system of nuclear power plants limit the
release of fission products from the containment for postulated pipe
breaks inside containment and thus prevent the uncontrolled release of
primary system coolant as a result of postulated pipe breaks outside
containment. This must be accomplished without endangering the perform-
ance of postaccident safety systems. Review the primary containment
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isolation provisions, in particular, the containment sump lines and fluid
systems penetrating containment. Review the design bases for containment
ventilation system isolation valves to determine potential releases from
the containment. Review the containment purge mode during normal operation
with respect to various accident scenarios and consequences including
operation of containment purge valves, closure times, and leak tightness.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the primary containment isolation provisions meet the require-
ments of 10 CFR'50, Appendix A, General Design Criteria 54 through 57.
Some of the operating plants may have too few or too many isolation pro-
visions. Containment purging during normal operation in PWRs has raised
a concern regarding the ability of the ventilation system isolation valves
to close upon receipt of an accident signal. The use of resilient sealing
materials in conjunction with the cycling of these valves has resulted in
an increased degradation in the leakage integrity of the valve seats. To
assure the adequacy of the maintenance and repair schedule to maintain
the leakage integrity of the valves for the service life of the plant.
To assure that containment purge operations will not adversely affect the
consequences of postulated accidents.

(3) Status:

The functional performance of the sump lines ar d emergency core cooling
systems is being reviewed in conjunction with the Appendix K submittals.
Implementation criteria are being developed to apply the requirements of
Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4 to containment purging practices and to
improve the leakage integrity of ventilation system isolation valves.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 54 through 57
2. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.4.2
3. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4, " Containment

Purging During Normal Plant Operations" 4

TOPIC: VI-5 Combustible Gas Control

(1) Definition:,

Review the combustible gas control system to determine the capability of
the system to monitor the combustible gas concentration in the containment,
to mix combustible gases within the containment atmosphere, and to maintain
combustible gas concentrations below the combustion limits (for example,
by recombination, dilution, or purging). For facilities which share
recombiners (portable) between units or sites, determine that the recom-
biners can be made available within a suitable time. For facilities which
utilize purging as a primary means of combustible gas control, determine
the radiological consequences of the system operation. Reevaluate hydrogen
production and accumulation analysis to consider-(1) reduction of Zr/ water
reaction on the basis of five times the Appendix K calculation amount and
(2) potential increases in hydrogen production from corrosion of metals
inside containment.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To prevent the formation of combustible gas explosive concentrations in
the containment or in localized regions'vithin containment, following a
postulathd accident; to assure that the radiological consequences of th'e
system operation are acceptable.

(3)' Status;' ,

I
Proposed 10 CFR 50.44 would permit a BWR licensee to propose an alternate
combustible gas control system in lieu of inerting. Four such proposals
for containment atmosphere dilution systems are currently under review,
and the COGAP II computer code is being revised to perform the system
evaluations.

(4) References:-

1. Proposed rule 10 CFR Part 50, Sect-ion 50.44
2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 8, " Containment Purge During Normal Operation," April 1977
3. Division of Operating Reactors, 00R Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 14, "Inerting Requiren ents/ CAD," April 1977
4. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position CSB 6-2, " Control of

Combustible Gas Concentrations in/ Containment Following a Loss of
Coolant Accident"

5. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.2.5

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI TASK, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) TMI Action Plan Task II.B.7, "Andlysis of Hydrogen Control"
(NUREG-0660) 4

As a result of TMI Task II.B.7, short- and long-term rulemaking to
amend 10 CFR 50.44 has been initiated. The short-term rulemaking
(interim rule) requires that all Mark I and Mark II containments be
inerted. It also requires that.the owners of all plants with other
containments perform certain anaTyses of'sccident scenarios involving
hydrogen releases and furnish the staff with a proposed approach for
mitigating these hydrogen releases.

The longer-term rulemaking will address both degraded core and
melted core issues. In the area of hydrogen control, it will pre-
scribe requirements that are appropriate for operating plants as
well as for' plants under construction.

(b) USI A-48, " Hydrogen Control.Measurestand Effects of Hydrogen Burns
on Safet.y Equipment" (NUREG-0705)

's

undek USI A-48, a Task Action Plan has been defined and is being
'

developed that encompasses the concerns in the Definition and the4

Safety Objective of 5,EP Topic VI-5.'

'
I The evaluation required by TMI II.B.7 and USI A-48 is identical to
| SEP' Topic VI-5; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

,, ,
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TOPIC: VI-6 Containment Leak Testing

| (1) Definition:
iCertain requirements of primary reactor containment leakage testing for

water-cooled power reactors as described in Appendix J to 10 CFR Part 50
(issued February 1973) have been found to be conflicting, impractical for
implementation, or subject to a variety of interpretations. Review the
primary reactor containment leak testing program for operating nuclear
plants.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the containment leak testing program provides a conserva-
tive assessment of the leakage rate through individual leakage barriers
and to assure that proper maintenance and repairs are conducted during
the service life of the containment. The testing acceptance criteria are
established to ensure that containment leakage following a postulated
6ccident will not result in offsite doses exceeding 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

(3) Status:
A generic review for compliance with Appendix J and the review of requested
exemptions to the regulation is currently underway. Proposed revisions
to Appendix J to improve the testing requirements are under development.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 52 and 53
3. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),

Generic Issue 3-10, " Containment Leak Testing - Appendix J," April 1977
4. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,

Item 33, " Containment Leak Testing Requirements," May 1977
5. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 30, "Cantainment Leak Testing," April 1977

TOPIC: VI-7.A.1 Emergency Core Cooling System Rcevaluation To Account for
Increased Reactor Vessel Upper Head Temperature

(1) Definition:
Loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) analyses for all Westinghouse reactors
were conducted assuming that the water in the upper head region of the
reactor vessel was the same as the inlet water temperature because of a
bypass flow from the downcomer to the upper head. Temperature measurements
made by Westinghouse indicate that the actual temperature of the upper
head fluid exceeds cold leg temperature by 50 to 75% of the difference
between hot leg and cold leg (inlet) temperature. All operating reactors
were required to resubmit LOCA analyses using hot leg temperature for the
upper heed volume.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To provide revised LOCA analyses with correct upper head temperatures to
assure that peak clad temperature limits are not exceeded.

(3) Status:

Revised analyses have been received from all Westinghouse plants. All
but three have been reviewed and approved.

TOPIC: VI-7.A.2 Upper Plenum Injection

(1) Definition:

Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) evaluation of Westinghouse two-loop
plants was performed assuming that low pressure pumped injection is
delivered directly to the lower plenum. However, ECC coolant is delivered ;

directly into the upper plenum. Interaction of the cold injection water I

with the steam exiting from the core during refill and reflood and the |

heat transfer effects during the downward passage to the lower plenum have
not been adequately considered.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that existing analyses with Westinghouse two-loop
plants are acceptable either by showing that the present analyses are
conservative, or by developing a new ECCS model which considers upper
plenum injection.

(3) Status:

The staff met with the licensees and Westinghouse on January 11 and 26,
1977. The staff requested that the licensees formally submit the infor-
mation presented at the January 26, 1977 meeting. Two Westinghouse reports
have been received to date. The staff is continuing to evaluate the problem.
Research requested by the Office.of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and performed
by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research in the semiscale facility
provided basis for evaluation.

TOPIC: VI-7.A.3 Emergency Core Cooling System Actuation System-

(1) Definition:
Review the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) actuation system with
respect to the testability of operability and performance of individual
active components of the system and of the entire system as a whole under
conditions as close to the design condition as practical.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that all ECCS components (for example, valves and pumps) are
included in the component andfsystem test. To assure that the frequency
and scope of the periodic testing are adequate and meet the requirements
of General Design Criterion 37.
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(3) Status:
i

! New applications (construction permit and operating license) are reviewed
in accordance with the Standard Review Plan and the references listed;

below. No specific activity for opera +.ing reactors is in progress.

(4) References:
;

1. Regulatory Guide 1.22, " Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation
Function"

2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-25, " Guidance
for the Interpretation of General Design Criterion 37 for Testing
the Operability of the Emergency Core Cooling System as a Whole"

3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendly A, GDC 37

TOPIC: VI-7.A.4 Core Spray Nozzle Effectiveness

(1) Definition:
Core spray systems are designed with a nozzle or a set of nozzles arranged
above the core in such a way that, following a LOCA, a spray of water will
be distributed over the top of the core so that each fuel bundle will
receive a specified minimum flow which will provide adequate core cooling.
Recent test data for a single nozzle in a steam environment noted partial
or complete collapse of the spray cone and/or a shift in the direction of
spray. These effects were not included in earlier full scale spray tests
in air.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure adequate spray cooling following a LOCA.

(3) Status:
The NRC has reviewed and accepted spray system performance for multiple
nozzle spray systems, but has not accepted spray systems with a single
overhead spray nozzle. Recent tests in Florida on the Big Rock Point
spray nozzle indicate incomplete core coverage. As a result of these

tests, NRC is requesting further testing by GE of multiple spray nozzles.

i (4) References:

1. Letter from K. Goller, NRC, to operating reactor branch chiefs,
Subject: " Generic Issue - Effects of Steam Environment on Core
Spray Distribution for Non-jet Pump BWRs," December 7, 1976

2. General Electric, GE Topical Report NED0-10846, "BWR Core _ Spray
Distribution"

i
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TOPIC: VI-7.B Engineered Safety Feature Switchover From Injection to
Recirculation Mode (Automatic Emergency Core Cooling System
Realignment)

(1) Definition:

Most PWRs require operator action to realign emergency core cooling (ECC)
systems for the recirculation mode following a LOCA.

We have been requiring, on an ad hoc basis, some automatic features to
realign the ECCS from the injection to the recirculation mode of operation.

(2) Safety Objective:

To increase the reliability of long-term core cooling by not requiring
operator action to change system realignment to the recirculation mode.

'3) Status:

A draft Branch Technical Position has been prepared which covers both ECC
and containment spray systems. The proposed position is awaiting review
by the Regulatory Requirements Review Committee.

(4) Reference:

American National Standards Institute, Draft ANSI Standard N 660, " Proposed
American National Standard Criteria for Safety-Related Operator Actions"

TOPIC: VI-7.C Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Single-Failure
Criterion and Requirements for Locking Out Power to Valves,
Including Independence of Interlocks on ECCS Valves

(1) Definition:

The physical locking out of electrical sources to specific motor-operated,

' valves required for the engineered safety functions of ECCS has been
required, based on the assumption that a spurious electrical signal at an
inopportune time could activate the valves to the adverse position; for
example, closed rather than open, or opened rather than closed. There is
some concern that interlock circuitry on ECCS valves may not be independent
such that a single failure of an interlock due to equipment malfunction
or operator error could defeat more than one interlock and cause the valves
to be cycled to the wrong position.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that all power-operated valves which could affect emergency core
cooling (ECC) system performance by being in the wrong position have power
removed except when in use. This will ensure that ECC systems are not
defeated by having a valve in the wrong position.

(3) Status:

The staff plans to reconsider EICSB BTP-18 and RSB BTP-6-1.
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TOPIC: VI-7.C.1 Appendix K--Electrical Instrumentation and Control
Re-reviews

(1) Definition:
During the Appendix K reviews of some facilities initially considered, a
detailed electrical instrumentation and control review was not performed.

! Re-review the modified ECCS of these facilities to confirm that it is
designed to meet the most limiting single failure.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the aodified ECCS is designed to meet the most limiting
(design basis) single failure.

(3) Status:
|

No current activity in the Division of Operating Reactors. |
|

(4) References: -

,

1. Regulatory Guide 1.6, " Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite)
Power. Sources and Between Their Distribution Systems"

2. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 308,
" Standard Criteria for Class IE Electric Systems for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations"

TOPIC: VI-7.C.2 Failure Mode Analysis (Emergency Core Cooling System)

(1) Definition:

Failure modes and effects criticality analyses-(FMECA) would be conducted
for the purpose of systematically determining potential single failures
in emergency core cooling (ECC) systems.

(2) Safety Objective:

To determine if single failures exist in ECC system as an aid in assess-
ing overall plant safety.

(3) Status:

FMECAs have been conducted on the hydraulic portion of ECC systems of
representative plant types. .In addition, single-failure analyses were
performed on each plant as a part of the required Appendix K analysis
except for those plants with stainless steel clad cores.
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TOPIC: VI-7.C.3 Effect of PWR Loop Isolation Valve Closure During a
Loss-of-Coolant Accident on Emergency Core Cooling System
Performance

(1) Definition:

Some PWRs are equipped with loop isolation valves. The effect of spuri-
ous closure of a loop isolation valve during a LOCA has never been ana-
lyzed. To ensure emergency core cooling system (ECCS) performance, power
in some cases has been removed from loop isolation valves to prohibit
spurious closure.

(2) Safety Objective-

I
To assure that all plants with loop isolation valves have power removed !

during operation, or that other acceptable measures are taken to preclude l

inadvertent closing. |

|

(3) Status:

In most cases power has been removed from loop isolation valves, and this
is confirmed as part of staff ECCS performance evaluations. This has not
been confirmed for all plants with loop isolation valves.

TOPIC: VI-7.D Long-Term Cooling Passive Failures (for example, Flooding of
Redundant Components)

-

(1) Definition:
The General Design Criteria require that the emergency core. cooling sys-
tems (ECCSs) shall be capable of proriding adequate core cooling following
a loss-of-coolant accident, assuming a single failure in emergency core
cooling systems. The staff assumes the single failure to be either an
active failure during the injection phase, or an active or passive fail-
ure during the long-term recirculation phase. The physical layouts of
engineered safety feature pumps and components on some pressurized water
reactors make them vulnerable to flooding that might result from passive
failures in system piping. Protection for pipe cracks or ruptures is not
required because of the low probability of occurrence during the ECCS
recirculation mode.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide for increased reliability of ECCSs by assuring that passive.
failures will not cause flooding and failure of ECCS valves and equipment.

(3) Status:

Issue identified by Fluegge in letter to Rowden, October 24, 1976. Staff

response was prepared which concluded that "... consideration of this issue
does not warrant revisions to any existing licenses or changes in present
priority for addressing the treatment of passive failures subsequent to a
LOCA. .ECCS passive failure criteria being implemented by the staff
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require considerations of additional leakage but not pipe breaks beyond
the initiating LOCA."

(4) Reference:

! NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
| Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR
j Staff," Issue No. 7, " Passive Failures Following a Loss-of-Coolant

Accident," December 1976

TOPIC: VI-7.E Emergency Core Cooling System Sump Design and Test for
Recirculation Mode Effectiveness

(1) Definition:
Following a loss-of-coolant accident in a PWR, an emergency core cooling
system (ECCS) automatically injects water into the system to maintain core
cooling. Initially, water is drawn from a large supply tank. Water
' discharging from the break and containment spray collects in the contain-
ment building sump. When the supply tank has emptied to a predetermined
level, the ECCS is switched from the " injection" mode to the " recirculation"
mode. Water is then drawn from the containment building sump.

ECCSs are required to operate indefinitely in this mode to provide decay
heat removal. Certain flow conditions could occur in the sump, which
could cause pump failures. These include entrained air, prerotation or
vortexing, and losses leading to defic.ient net positive suction head.

(2) Safety Objective:

To confirm effective operation of ECCSs in the recirculation mode.

(3) Status:

Confirmation through preoperational testing is now required on all con-
struction permits. Staff has been accepting scaled tests in lieu of
preoperational tests at the operating-license stage. Some plants have
required modification to achieve vortex control.

(4) Reference:

Regulatory Guide 1.79, "Preoperational Testing of Emergency Core
Cooling Systems for Pressurized Water Reactors," (paragraph b(2))

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-43, " Containment Emergency Sump Reliability" (NUREG-0510
and NUREG-0660)

The definition of this topic and the references cited are covered by
USI A-43. The evaluation for USI A-43 is identical to SEP Topic |
VI-7E; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.
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TOPIC: VI-7.F Accumulator Isolation Valves Power and Control System Design

(1) Definition:
For many loss-of-coolant accidents, the performance of the ECCS in PWR
plants depends upon the proper functioning of the 7.ccumulators. The
motor-operated isolation valve, provided between the accumulator and the
primary system, must be considered to be " operating bypass" (IEEE 279-1971)
because, when closed, it prevents the accumulator from performing the

~

intended protective function. The motor-operated isolation valve should
be designed against a single failure that can result in a loss of capability
to perform a safety function.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the accumulator isolation valve meets the " operation bypass"
requirements of IEEE 279-1971, which states that t.ke bypass of a protective.'

function will be removed automatically whenever permis>Per ca.suitions are
not met. To assure that a single failure in the electrical system or
single operator error cannot result in the loss of capability of an
accumulator to perform its safety function.

(3) Status:

Staff positions listed below are implemented on new applications. No

systematic review program for operating reactors exists.

(4) References:
'

1. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 279-1971,
" Criteria for Protection System for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-4, " Requirements
on Motor-0perated Valves in the ECCS Accumulator Lines"

3. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-18, " Application
of Single Failure Criteria to Manually-Controlled Electrically Operated
Valves"

TOPIC: VI-8 Control Room Habitability

(1) Definition:
Control rooms in operating plants may not fully comply with General Design
Criterion 19. This review should include,.but not be limited to, analysis
of the control room air infiltration rate, ventilation system isolability
and filter efficiency, shielding, emergency breathing apparatus,.short
distance atmospheric dispersion, operator radiation exposure, and onsite
toxic gas storage proximity.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the plant operators can safely remain in the control room
to manipulate the plant controls after an accident.

.
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(3) Status:
The Division of Operating Reactors now reviews control room habitability
in operating plants when related li.ensing actions (for example, assessment
of BWR containment air dilution system post-LOCA radiological impact)
require it. The Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis has a
technical assistance contract with the National Bureau of Standards to
measure the control rc3m air infiltration rate at a few operating plants.
These measurements will be used to gauge the conservatism of the assumed
air infiltration rates currently used by NRC. Some reviews are now in
progress for plants we have reason to believe do not meet General Design
Criterion 19 (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1, Vermont Yankee,
St. Lucie).

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.4
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 19
3. Murphy, K. G., and K. M. Campe, " Nuclear Power Plant Control Room

Ventilation System Design for Meeting General Criterion 19," in
Proceedings of the Thirteenth AEC Air Cleaning Conference, August

1974
4. Regulatory Guide 1.78, " Assumptions for Evaluating the Habitability

of a Nuclear Power Plant Control Room During a Postulated Hazardous
Chemical Release"

5. Regulatory Guide 1.95, Rev.1, " Protection of Nuclear Power Plant
Control Room Operators Against an Accidental Chlorine Release"

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

TMI Action Plan Task III.D.3.4, " Control Room Habitability
Requirements" (NOREG-0737)

The review criteria required by Task III.D.3.4 (NUREG-0737, pp. 3-197)
are identical to the review criteria specified in the Definition and
References of SEP Topic VI-8; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: VI-9 Main Steam Line Isolation Seal System (BWR)

(1) Definition:

Operating experience has indicated that there is a relatively high fail-
ure rate and variety of failure modes for compsnents of the main steam
isolation valve leakage control system in certain operating BWRs.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that leakage rate limits are not exceeded and the resulting
calculated offsite doses do not exceed 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines using
the staff's assumptions.
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(3) Status:

Experience from surveillance testing as reported in recent licensee event
reports is compiled by the Division of Operating Reactors to serve as a
basis for identifying design improvements and for preparing recommendations
for future revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.96.

(4) References:

1. Division of Operating Reactors, 00R Technical Activities, Category B,
" Main Steam Line Leakage Control System," May 1977

2. Regulatory Guide 1.96, " Design of Main Steam Isolation Valve Leakage
Control Systems for Boiling Water Reactor Nuclear Power Plants"

3. Standard Review Plan, Section 6.7

TOPIC: VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety
Ft.tures, Including Response-Time Testing

(1) Definition:
Review the reactor trip system (RTS) and engineered safety features (ESF)
test program to verify RTS and ESF operability on a periodic basis and to
verify RTS and ESF response time.

(2) Safet. Objective:

To assure the operability of the RTS and ESF, on a periodic basis, including
verification of sensor response times. To ensure that the RTS and ESF
test program demonstrates a high degree of availability of the systems
and the response times assumed in the accident analyses are within the
design specifications.

(3) Status:

The test program of the RTS and ESF of new license applications is reviewed
in accordance with the Standard Review Plan, including applicable Branch
Technical Positions. Some licensees have agreed to perform response-time
measurements. Operability testing is probably performed, in one form or
another, for most licensees of operating reactors.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-24, " Testing
of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
Sensor Response Times"

2. Memorandum from V. Stello, NRC, to V. A. Moore, Subject: "GESSAR

Second Round of Questions No. 2 and No. 9," October 12, 1973
3. Regulatory Guides

1.22, " Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation Functions"
1.105, " Instrument Setpoints"
1.118, " Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems"
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TOPIC: VI-10.B Shared Engineered Safety Features, Onsite Emergency
Power, and Service Systems for Multiple Unit Stations

(1) Definition:

The sharing of engineered safety features (ESF) systems, including onsite
emergency power systems, and service systems for a multiple-unit facility
can result in a reduction of the number and of the capacity of onsite
systems to below that which normally is provided for the same number of
units located at separate sites. Review these shared systems for multiple-
unit stations.

(2) Safety Objective:

lo assure that: (1) the interconnection of ESF, onsite emergency power,
and service systems between different units is not such that a failure,
maintenance, or testing operation in one unit will affect the accomplish-
ment of the protection function of the systems (s) in other units; (2) the
required coordination between unit operators can cope with an incident in
one unit and safe shutdown of the remaining units (s); and (3) system over-
load conditions will not arise as a consequence of an accident in one unit
coincident with a spurious accident signal or any other single failure in
another unit.

(3) Status:

A systematic review of shared ESF, onsite emergency power, and service
systems for operating multiple-unit stations is not being conducted. The
EICSB Branch Technical Position is applied in the review of new licensee
applications.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position EICSB-7, " Shared
Onsite Emergency Electric Power Systems for Multi-Unit Stations"

2. Regulatory Guide 1.81, " Shared Emergency and Shutdown Electric
Systems for Multi-Unit Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: VII-1.A Isolatior,of Reactor Protection System From Nonsafety
Systems, Including Qualification of Isolation Devices

(1) Definition:

Nonsafety systems generally receive control signals from the reactor pro-
tection system (RPS) sensor current loops. The nonsafety sensor circuits
are required to have isolation devices to ensure the independence of the
RPS channels. Requirements for the design and qualification of isolation-
devices are quite specific. Recent operating experience has shown that
some of the earlier isolation devices or-arrangements at operating plants
may not be effective.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To verify that operating reactors have RPS designs which provide effective
and qualified isolation of nonsafety systems from safety systems to assure
that safety systems will function as required.

(3) Status:

A limited generic review of isolation devices is being performed by the
Division of Operating Reactors as part of a followup on LER No. 76-42/IT
for Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 | TAC 6696). This limited generic review should
be complete by August 1, 1977.

(4) References:

1. Licensee Event Report No. 76-42/IT, Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 (Technical
Assignment Control (TAC) No. 6696)

2. Standard Review Plan, Section 7.2

TOPIC: VII-1.B Trip Uncertainty and Setpoint Analysis Review of
Operating Data Base

(1) Definition:

As a result of Issue No. 13 in NUREG-0138 (Ref. 1) the staff is conducting
a survey of plants at the operating-license stage of review to more
specifically identify the margin between actual allowable trip parameter
limits (from safety analyses standpoint) and actual reactor protection
system (RPS) setpoints specified in the Technical Specifications. To
clearly identify the setpoint margins, both the ultimate allowable and
the specified nominal setting will be identified in the Technical
Specifications.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the margins between the allowable trip parameters and the
actual RPS setpoints are adequate and properly identified.

(3) Status:

Implementation letters have been sent to the current applicants for
operating licenses. The Technical Specifications for operating reactors
are only being changed to include both values if a particular plant is
converting to Standard Technical Specifications.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR
Staff," Issue No. 13, " Instrument Trip Setpoints in Standard Technical
Specifications," November 1976

2. Memorandum from V. Stello, NRC, to R. Boyd, Subject: " Instrument
Trip Setpoint Values," February 18, 1977-
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3. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,
Item 29, " Instrument Trip Setpoints on Standard Technical Specifica-
tions," May 1977

TOPIC: VII-2 Engineered Safety Features System Control Logic
and Design

(1) Definition:
During the staff review of the safety injection system (SIS) reset issue
(Ref. 1) the staff determined that the engineered safety features actuation
systems (ESFASs) at both PWRs and BWRs may have design features that raise
questions about the independence of redundant channels, the interaction
of reset features and individual equipment controls, and the interaction
of the ESFAS logic that controls transfers between onsite and offsite power
sources. Review the as-built logic diagrams and schematics, operator
action required to supplement the ESFAS automatic actions, the startup
and surveillance testing procedures for demonstrating ESFAS performance.

Several specific concerns exist with regard to the manual SIS reset feature
following a LOCA: (1) If a loss of offsite power occurs after reset,
operator action would be required to remove normal shutdown cooling loads
from the emergency bus and reestablish emergency cooling loads. Time would
be critical if the loss of offsite power occurred within a few minutes
following a LOCA. (2) If loss of offsite power occurs after reset, some
plants may not restart some essential loads such as diesel cooling water.
(3) The plant may suffer a loss of ECCS delivery for some time period
before emergency power picks up the ECCS system.

Review the ESF system control logic and design, including hypasses, reset
features, and interactions with transfers between onsite and offsite power
sources.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the ESFASs are designed and installed so that the necessary
automatic control of engineered safety features equipment can be accomplished
when required.

(3) Status:
A review of ESFASs of operating PWRs is being performed by the Division
of Operating Reactors as part of the followup action to Reference 1 (to
be completed end of 1977).

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR
Staff," Issue No. 4, " Loss of Offsite Power subsequent to Manual
Safety Injection Reset Following a LOCA," November 1976

2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities Category A,
Item 22, " Loss of Offsite Power Subsequent to Manual Reset," April
1972

,
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3. Regulatory Guide 1.41, "Preoperational Testing of Redundant Onsite
Electric Power Systems To Verify Proper Load Group Assignments"

TOPIC: VII-3 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

(1) Definition:

Review plant systems that are needed to achieve and maintain a safe shut-
down condition of the plant, including the capability for prompt hot
shutdown of the reactor from outside the control room. Included also, a

review of the design capability and method of bringing a PWR from a high-
pressure condition to low pressure cooling assuming the use of only
safety grade equipment. I

:

(2) Safety Objective:

(1) To assure the design adequacy of the safe shutdown system to (i)
initiate automatically the operation of appropriate systems, including
the reactivity control systems, such that specified acceptable fuel
design limits are not exceeded as a result of anticipated operational
occurrences or postulated accidents and (ii) initiate the operation
of systems and components rec:Jired to bring the plant to a safe
shutdown.

(2) To assure that the required systems and equipment, including necessary
instrumentation and controls to maintain the unit in a safe condition
during hot shutdown are located at appropriate locations outside the
control room and have a potential capability for subsequent cold shut-
down of the reactor through the use of suitable procedures.

(3) To assure that only safety grade equipment is required for a PWR
plant to bring the reactor coolant system from a high pressure
condition to a low pressure cooling condition.

(3) Status:;

A survey of remote shutdown capability of operating plants was performed
some time ago by the Division of Operating Reactors. A technical activity
has been proposed by the Division of Project Management (see reference
below) regarding safety objective (3). No other activities are in progress.

(4) Reference:

Division of Project Management, DPM Technical Activities, Category A,
item 7, " Isolating Low Pressure Systems Connected to the RCPB," April 1977

TOPIC: VII-4 Effects of Failure in Nonsafety-Related Systems on Selected
Engineered Safety Features

(1) Definition:
Potential combinations of transients and accidents with failures of
nonsafety-related control systems were not specifically evaluated in the
original safety analysis of currently operating reactor plants. Review
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the effects of control system malfunctions as initiating events for
anticipated transients and also as failures concurrent with or subsequent
to anticipated events or postulated accidents initiated by a different
malfunction (for example, the effect of the loss of the plant air system
on the plant control and monitoring system). A complete discussion is

| provided in Reference 1.

|
'

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that any credible combination of a nonsafety-related system
failure with a postulated transient or accident will not cause unaccept-
able consequences.

(3) Status:

A technical assistance contract with Oak Ridge National Laboratory for
failure mode analyses of control systems was initiated to determine sensi-
tive areas of the plant designs. The results of this program in conjunc-
tion with the results of the failure mode and effects analyses for
transients and accidents being performed under contract by Idaho Nuclear
Engineering Laboratory should provide a basis for any new review and
safety requirements.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0153, " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional Technical Issues
Raised by Responses to November 3, 1976 Memorandum from Director,
NRR, to NRR Staff," Issue 22, " Systematic Review of Normal Plant
Operation and Control System Failures," December 1976

2. Memorandum from V. Stello, NRC, to R. J. Hart, December 23, 1976,
NRR letter No. 46.

3. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Task Force Report on SEP,
Appendix B (TFL 118), November.1976
a. Item 33, " Safety Related Control Power"
b. Item 34, " Safety Related Instrumentation Power"
c. Item 56, "Effect of Failure in Non-Safety Related Systems During

Design Basis Events"
d. Item 57, " Loss of Plant Air System (Effect on Plant Control and

Monitoring)"
e. Item 77, " Safety Related Control and Instrument Power"

4. Directorate of Operational Technology, 00T Recomcended List of SEP
Subjects, C 00T 102, Item 100z, " Loss of Plant Air System (Effect on
Plant Control and Monitoring)," Spring 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-47, " Safety Implications of Control System" (NUREG-0705
and NUREG-0606)

The issue defined in Reference 1 (NUREG-0153, Item 22) is as follows:
'

In evaluating plant safety, the effects of control system
malfunctions should be reviewed as initiating events for
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anticipated transients and also as failures that could
occur concurrently subsequent to postulated anticipated
events (initiated by a different malfunction) or postulated
accidents.

The issue defined in USI A-47 is, in part, as follows:

This issue concerns the potential for transients or acci-
dents teing made more severe as a result of the failure or
malfunction of control systems. These failures or malfunc-
tions may occur independently, or as a result of the acci-
dent or transient under consideration.

,

(b) USI A-17, " Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants" (NUREG-0649

and NUREG-0606)

The purpose of this task is to develop a method for conducting a
disciplined and systematic review of nuclear power plant systems,
for both process function couplings of syste.as and space couplings,
to identify the potential sources and types of systems interactions
that are determined to be potentially adverse.

A report has been developed, " Final Report - Phase 1 Systems Inter-
action Methodology Applications Program," NUREG/CR-1321, SAND 80-0384,
whose objectives are:

1. To develop a methodology for conducting a disciplined and
systematic review of nuclear power plant systems which
facilitates identification and evaluation of systems
interactions that affect the likelihood of core damage.

2. To use the methodology to assess the Standard Review Plan to
determine the completeness of the plan in identifying and
evaluating a limited range of systeins interactions.

The work done under USf A-17 may be useful in the development of
USI A-47.

The Definition of USI A-47 is identical to that of Topic VII-4;
therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: VII-5 Instruments for Monitoring Radiation and Process Variables
During Accidents

(1) Definition:

The adequacy of the instruments for monitoring radiation and process
variables during accidents has not been reviewed for conformance with
Regulatory Guide 1.97. A generic review is, planned to assess the licensee's
existing or proposed monitoring instruments during and following accidents
to determine the adequacy of their range, response, and qualifications,
and to determine the sufficiency of the variables to be monitored. Certain
instruments to monitor conditions beyond the design basis accidents will
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also be required in accordance with an Regulatory Requirements Review
Committee (RRRC) determination (Reference 3).

(2). Safety Objective:

To assure that plant operators and emergency response personnel have
available sufficient information on plant conditions and radiological
releases to determine appropriate in piant and offsite actions throughout
the course of any accident. The instrumentation should also provide
recorded transient or trend information necessary for postaccident evalua-
tion of the event. The ability to follow the course of accidents beyond
the design basis accidents is also required.

(3) Status:

Generic review of instrumentation to follow the course of accidents in
operating' plants and in all plants now under construction or seeking a
construction permit will begin with the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.97,
Revision 1, this year. Submittals describing the' facilities' postaccident
instrumentation will be obtained from all operating licensees and reviewed
by the end of 1978. The implementation of Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 1-
on operating plants is proceeding independent of the SEP. The Regulatory
Requirements Review Committee has determined that Revision 1 to Regulatory
Guide 1.97 should be treated as a Category 2 item (backfit on operating
plants on a case-by-case basis).

(4) References:

1. Memorandum from H. G. Mangelsdorf (ACRS) to L. M. Muntzing.
(Regulations), August 14,_1973

2. Memorandum from L. M. Muntzing (Regulation) to H. G. Mangelsdorf
(ACRS), November 1, 1973

3. Memorandum from R. B. Minogue (SD) to E. G. Case _(NRR), Enclosure,
Proposed Revision 1 to Regulatory Guide 1.97, April 4, 1977

4. Standard Review Plan, Section 7.5
5. Standard Review Plan, Section 7.6
6. Standard Review Plan, Section 11.5
7. Memorandum from T. A. Ippolito (EICSB) to Emergency Instrumentation-

Task Force Members, August 12, 1974
8. NUREG-0153, " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional-Technical-Issues-

Raised by Responses to November.3, 1976 Memorandum from-Director,
NRR, to NRR Staff," Issue 21, " Instruments for Monitoring Both
Radiation and Process Variable During Accidents," December-1976

9. Minutes of Regulatory Requirements Review Committee meeting,
January 28, 1977 >

(5) -Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

TMI Action Plan Task-II.F, " Instrumentation and' Controls"-
NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737-

There are three subtasks under Task II.Ff as follows: ~
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-(a) II.F.1 - Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

(b) II.F.2 - Identification of and Recovery From Conditions Leading
to Inadequate Core Cooling

(c) II.F.3 - Instruments for Monitoring Accident Conditions

Specific positions on the required instrumentation for II.F.1 and
II.F.2 are in NUREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2
(December 1980). Instrumentation need for II.F.3 is also in
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 2.

The emphasis of TMI Task II.F is the monitoring of radiation and
process variables; guidance for this relies primarily on Regulatory
Guide 1.97. This is identical to the review proposed in Topic VII-5;
therefore this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: VII-6 Frequency Decay

(1) Definition:

In an issue of Reference 1 it is stated that the staff should require that
a postulated rapid decay of the frequency of the offsite power system be
included in the accident analysis and that the result be demonstrated to
be acceptable. Alternatively, the reactor coolant pump (RCP) circuit
breakers should be designed to protection system criteria and tripped to
separate the pump motors from the offsite power system. Rapid decay of
the frequency of the offsite power system has the potential for slowing
down or breaking the RCP, thereby reducing the coolant flow rates to levels
not considered in previous analyses.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the reactor coolant flow rate will not decrease below those
assumed for a flywheel coastdown.

(3) Status:

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, under a technical assistance program, is
currently reviewing the frequency decay rate and its effects on RCPs.
This program should be completed before the end of this year and this issue
resolved.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in
Attachment to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From' Director, NRR, to
NRR Staff," Issue No. 9, " Frequency Decay," November 1976

2. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category B,
Item 27, " Frequency Decay," May 1977-

-
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TOPIC: VII-7 Acceptability of Swing Bus Design on BWR-4 Plants

(1) Definition:

The swing bus in the original BWR-4 design was used to provide power from
either of two redundant electric sources to the low pressure coolant
injection (LPCI) valves by means of an automatic transfer scheme. A single
failure in the transfer circuitry could result in paralleling the two
redundant electric power sources, thereby degrading their functional capa-
bilities. Review licensee's swing bus automatic transfer circuitry to
verify that it is immune to single failures which could lead to paralleling
the two electric power sources.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the swing bus design will not propagate an electrical
failure between two redundant power sources due to a single failure in
the rutomatic transfer circuit at the BWR-4 swing bus.

(3) Status:

During the course of generic review for compliance with emergency core
cooling system criteria 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K, some licensees have
elected to modify the LPCI system to.take credit for a portion of the LPCI
flow. These facilities have replaced the swing bus design with a split
bus configuration which complies with the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.6. Not all facilities required a modification of the LPCI to meet
the criteria and have retained the swing bus design.

The issue of the swing bus design was identified in Reference 1 and in
addition in a letter from the Advi>ory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS) dated December 12, 1976.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0138, " Staff Discussion of Fifteen Technical Issues Listed in

Attachment to November 3, 19i6 Memorandum From Director, NRR, to NRR
Staff," Issue No. 3, " Acceptability of Swing Bus Design of BWR-4
Plants," November 1976

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, " Independence Between Redundant Standby (Onsite) -

Power Sources and Between Their Distribution Systems"
3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 17
4. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE.Std. 308,

" Standard Criteria for Class IE Electric Systems for Nuclear Power
Generating Stations"

TOPIC: VIII-1.A Potential Equipment Failures Associated With
Degraded Grid Voltage

(1) Definition:

A sustained degradation of the offsite power source voltage could result
in the loss of capability of redundant safety loads, their control circuitry,
and the associated electrical components required to perform safety functions.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that a degradation of the offsite power system will not result
in the loss of capability of redundant safety-related equipment and to
determine the susceptibility of such equipment to the interaction of onsite
and offsite emergency power sources.

(3) Status:
A program plan has been developed which includes a short-term program for
the review of the emergency power systems of operating reactors and a long-
term program to identify those conditions affecting the offsite power
sources which may require that additional safety measures be taken.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0090-5, " Report to Congress, Abnormal Occurrences at Millstone 2,
July-September 1976," March 1977

2. Memorandum from D. G. Eisenhut, NRC, to K. R. Goller, Subject: " Staff
Positions (Short-Term Program)," April 20, 1977

3. Letters to licensees, August 12 and 13, 1976
4. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,

Item 9, " Potential Equipment Failures Associated with a Degraded
Off-site Power Source," April 1977

TOPIC: VIII-2 Onsite Emergency Power Systems (Diesel Generator)

(1) Definition:
Diesel generators, which provide emergency standby power for safe reactor
shutdown in the event of total loss of offsite power, have experienced a
significant number of failures. The failures to date have been attributed
to a variety of causes, including failure of the air startup, fuel oil,
and combustion air systems. In some instances, the malfunctions were due,

to lockout. The information available to the control room operator to
indicate the operational status of the diesel generator was imprecise and
could lead to misinterpretation. This was caused by the sharing of a
single annunciator station by alarms that indicate conditions that render
a diesel generator unable to respond to an automatic emergency start signal
and alarms that only indicate a warning of abnormal, but not disabling,
conditions. Another cause was the wording on an annunciator window which
did not specifically say that the diesel generator was inoperable (that
is, unable at the time to respond to an automatic emergency start signal),
when in fact it was inoperable for that purpose. The review includes the
qualification, reliability, operation at low loads, lockout, fuel oil,
and testing of diesel generators.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the diesel generator meets the availability requirements
for providing emergency standby power to the engineered safety features.
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(3) Status:
Under a technical assistance request (in preparation), a thorougn evalua-
tion of all reported failures, including a comprehensive evaluation of
diesel manufacturer and utility procedures for inspection, maintenance,
and operation, will be performed. Letters were sent on March 29, 1977 to

all the affected licensees requesting additional information about diesel
generator status indication in the control room. Our intention is to
require that at least one annunciation be provided in the control room
which will alarm whenever the diesel generator is unavailable due to any
lockout condition.

(4) ReferencQ:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.108, " Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units
Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants"

2. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),
Generic Issue 3-11, " Diesel Generator Lockout," April 1977

TOPIC: VIII 3.A Station Battery Capacity Test Requirements

(1) Definition:
Review the Technical Specification, including the test program, with
regard to the requirement for periodic surveillance testing of onsite
Class IE batteries and the extent to which the test meets Section 5.3.6+

of idcE Std. 308-1971, to determine battery capacity.
,

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the onsite Class IE battery capacity is adequate to supply
dc power to all safety-related loads required by the accident analyses
and is verified ort .a periodic basis. This effort-is needed to ensure that
the test to determiEe battery capacity includes (1) an acceptance test of
battery capacity performed in accordance with Section 4.1 of IEEE Std.
450-1975; (2) a performance discharge test listed in Table 2 of IEEE Std.
308-19M, performed according to Sections 4.2 and 5.4 of IEEE Std. 450-1975;
and (3) a battery service test described in Section 5.6 of IEEE Std. 450-1972,
to be performed during each refueling operation.

(3) Status:
The review of station battery capacity test requirements'is applicable to
all operating reactors. There is no ongoing effort on this subject for
operating reactors except for those reactors converting to Standard
Technical Specifications.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Appendix 7-A, Branch Technical Position EICSB 6
2. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 308-1971,

1974, " Standard Criteria for Class 1E Electric Systems for Nuclear
Power Generating Stations"
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3. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 450-1975,
"Recommanded Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of
Large Lead Storage Batteries for Generating Stations and Substations"

4. Memorandum from J. G. Keppler to R. H. Vollmer, NRC, March 20, 1972
5. Memorandum from V. D. Thomas to R. Carlson, January 18, 1972

TOPIC: VIII-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation

(1) Definition:
Review the dc power system battery, battery charger, and bus voltage
monitoring and annunciation design with respect to dc power system
operability status indication to the operator. This information is

'

needed so that timely corrective measures can be taken in the event of
loss of an emergency dc bus.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure the design adequacy of the de power system battery and bus
voltage monitoring and annunciation schemes such that the operator can
(1) prevent the loss of an emergency dc bus or (2) take timely corrective
action in the event of loss of an emergency dc bus.

(3) Status:

The review of the de power system battery and bus voltage monitoring and
annunciation adequacy as it relates to the loss of an emergency dc bus is
applicable to all operating reactors. This topic is included in the NRR
Technical Activity, " Adequacy of Safety Related DC Power Supplies."

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 8.3.2

TOPIC: VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

(1) Definition:
Review the electrical penetration assembly with respect to the capability
to maintain containment integrity during short-circuit current conditions
and mechanical integrity during the worst expected fault current vs. time
conditions resulting from single random failures of circuit overload
protection devices.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that all electrical penetrations in the containment structure,
whether associated with Class IE circuits or non-Class IE circuits, are

designed not to fail from electrical faults during a loss-of-coolant
accident.
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(3) Status:

The subject of electrical cable penetrations was identified in Reference 1
and has been proposed as a Technical Activity Category A item by the
Division of Systems Safety (Reference 2). The purpose of that activity
is a reevaluation of the penetrations to clarify and auCment the design
safety margin.

(4) References:

1. NUREG-0153, " Staff Discussion of Twelve Additional Technical Issues
Raised by Responses to November 3, 1976 Memorandum From Director,
NRR, to NRR Staff," Issue 18, " Electrical Cable Penetration of Reactor
Containment," December 1976

2. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activity, Category A,
Item 36, " Electrical Cable Penetrations of Reactor Containment,"
April 1977

3. Regulatory Guide 1.63, " Electric Pentration Assemblies in Containment
Structures for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

4. Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, IEEE Std. 317-1976,
" Standard for Electric Penetration Assemblies in Containment Structures
for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

TOPIC: IX-1 Fuel Storage

(1) Definition

Review the storage facility for new and irradiated fuel, including the
cooling capability and seismic classification of the fuel pool cooling
system of the spent fuel storage pool. Specifically review the expansion
of the onsite spent fuel storage capacity, including the structural
response of the fuel storage pool and the racks, the criticality analysis
for the increased number of stored fuel assemblies at reduced spacing,
and the capability of the spent fuel cooling system to remove the addi-
tional heat load.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that new and irradiated fuel is stored safely with respect to
criticality (keff ( 0.95), cooling capability (outlet temperature < 150 F),
shielding, and structural capability.

(3) Status:

Approximately two-thiros of the operating reactor plants have requested
authorization to increase the storage capacity of their fuel storage pool.
The applications are reviewed on a case-by-case basis. New or modified
storage rack designs arc reviewed against current design criteria; however,
the existing pool structure is based on original design criteria.
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(4) References

1. Division of Operating Reactors, 00R Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 27, " Increase in Spent Fuel Storage Capacity," April 1977

2. American National Standards Institute, ANSI-210, " Design Objectives
for Spent Fuel :,torage Facilities"

TOPIC: IX-2 Overhead Handling Systems (Cranes)

(1) Definition:
Overhead handling systems (cranes) are used to lift heavy objects in the
vicinity of PWR and BWR spent fuel storage facilities and inside the
reactor building. If a heavy object (for example, a shielded cask) were
to drop on the spent fuel or on the reactor core during refueling, there
could be a potential for overexposure of plcnt personnel and for release
of radioactivity to the environment. Review the overhead handling system,
including sling and other lifting devices, and the potential for the drop
of a heavy object on spent fuel, including structural effects.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assess the safety margins, and improve margins where necessary, of the
overhead handling systems to assure that the potential for dropping a
heavy object on spent fuel is within acceptable limits and that the po-
tential radiation dose to an individual does not exceed the guidelines of
10 CFR Part 100.

(3) Status:
Regulatory Guide 1.104, " Overhead Crane Handling Systems for Nuclear Power
Plants," was issued for comment in February 1976 and references various
industry standards. New applications (construction permit and operating
license) are reviewed in accordance with APCSB Branch Technical Position
9-1 which is identical to Regulatory Guide 1.104.

The review of overhead handling systems of operating reactor facilities
is performed on a generic basis and has also been identified as a 00R
Technical Activity Category A.

(4) References:

Regulatory Guide 1.104, " Overhead Crane Handling Systems for Nuclear1.
Power Plants"
Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position APCSB 9-1, " Overhead2.
Handling Systems for Nuclear Power Plants"

3. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),
Generic Issue 3-22, " Fuel Cask Drop Analysis," April 1977.
Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,4.
Item 50, " Control of Heavy Loads Over Spent Fuel," April 1977
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(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-36, " Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel" (NUREG-0649)-

The review criteria required by USI A-36 (Standard Review Plan,
Section 9.1.4, and NUREG-0554) are identical to the review criteria
specified in the References of SEP Topic IX-2 (BTP 9-1 and Regulatory
Guide 1.104); therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: IX-3 Station Service and Cooling Water Systems.

(1) Definition:

Review the station service water and cooling water systems that are
required for safe shutdown during normal, operational transient, and
accident conditions, and for mitigating the consequences of an accident
cr preventing the occurence of an accident. These include cooling water
systems for reactor system components (components cooling water system),
reactor shutdown equipment, ventilation equipment, and components of the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS). These systems also include the
station service water system, the ultimate heat sink, and the interaction
of all the above systems.

The review of these systems includes the pumps, heat exchangers, valves
and piping, expansion tanks, makeup piping, and points of connection or
interfaces with other systems. Emphasis is placed on the cooling systems
for safety-related components such as ECCS equipment, ventilation equip-
ment, and reactor shutdown equipment.

'

The following specific aspects of those systems will be considered in the
review:

4

(a) Physical separation of redundant cooling water systems that are vital
to the performance of engineered safety systems components,

(b) Availability of cooling water to primary reactor coolant pumps,

(c) Requirements for makeup water of cooling water systems,

(d) Effect of water overflow from tanks,

(e) Circulating water system barrier failure protection.
| (2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the station service and cooling water systems have the
capability, with adequate margin, to meet their design objective. To
assure, in particular, that

|

| (a) Systems are provided with adequate physical separation such that
there are.no adverse interactions among those systems under any
mode of operation;

|

"? .
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(b) Cooling water is provided to the bearings of the primary reactor
coolant pumps by two independent essential service water systems
for PWR plants to take credit for core cooling by pump coastdown.
In addition, it should be demonstrated that the possibility of
simultaneous loss of water in both essential service water systems
by valve closure is sufficiently small;

(c) Sufficient cooling water inventory has been provided or that
adequate provisions for makeup are available;

(d) Tank overflow cannot be released to the environment withoutmonitoring and unless the level of radioactivity is within
acceptable limits;

(e) Vital equipment necessary for achieving a controlled and safe
shutdown is not flooded due to the failure of the main condenser
circulating water system.

(3) Status:
The station service and cooling water systems of applications currently
under review are evaluated in accordance with the Standard Review Plan
(Sections 9.2.2 and 10.4.5). Some of the specific concerns identified
above are under generic review or have been proposed for a technical
activity in the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in accordance with
the references below.

(4) References:

1. Letter from R. F. Fraley (ACRS) to L. V. Gossick, Subject: " Analysis

of Systems Interactions," November 1, 1976
2. Memorandum from B. C. Rusche to L. V. Gossick, ACRS Subcommittee on

Systems Interactions, January 1977
3. Division of Project Management, DPM Technical Activities, Category A,

Item DPM-li, " Systems Interactions in Nuclear Power Plants," April
1977

4. Memorandum to R. L. Tedesco, NRC, to D. B. Vassallo, Auxiliary Systems
Branch 02 on Yellow Creek Nuclear Plant, Item 010.42, (cooling water
for RCP), January 31, 1977
Division of Systenis Safety, DSS Technical Safety Activities Report,5.
" Cooling Water System Makeup Water Requirements (For Safety Systems),"
December 1975
NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book),

6.
Generic Issue 3-20, " Flood of Equipment Important to Safety (Generic),"
April 1977
Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,7.
Item 15, " Flood of Equipment Important to Safety," April 1977
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TOPIC: IX-4 Boron Addition System (PWR) __

m
(1) Definition:

Review the boron addition system (PWR), in particular with respect to boron _

precipitation during the long-term cooling mode of operation following a -

loss-of-coolant accident.
'

(2) Safety Objective:
b

To assure that boron precipitation will not impair the operability of
-

valves or components in the boron addition system which could compromise a

its capability to control core reactivity during the normal, transient, =

or emergency shutdown conditions or that would result in flow blockage _

through the core during the long-term core cooling mode following a loss- W
of-coolant accident.

-

(3) Status:

Operating PWR reactors, with the exception of the Combustion Engineering
reactors, have been reviewed and found to be acceptable in regard to boron ;

precipitation followino a loss of coolant. There are still certain out- 3
standing issues that need to be resolved on this issue for Combustion -

Engineering reactors. In regard to the precipitation of boron in the _

boron addition system in both BWRs and PWRs, certain older plants may not I
have been reviewed in sufficient detail to assure that system reliability -

is adequate, r

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 9.3.4

TOPIC: IX-5 Ventilation Systems
1

(1) Definition:
~

d
Review the design and operation of ventilation systems whose function is 2

to maintain a safe environment for plant personnel and engineered safety

features equipment. For example, the function of the spent fuel pool area
ventilation system is to provide ventilation in the spent fuel pool equip-

-

ment areas, to permit personnel access, and to control airborne radioactivity
-in the area during normal operation, anticipated operational transients,

and following postulated fuel handling accidents. The function of the _

engineered safety feature ventilation system is to provide a suitable and
-

controlled environment for engineered safety feature components' following j
certain anticipated transients and design basis accidents.

i
(2) Safety Objective: }

3To assure that the ventilation systems have the capability to provide a
safe environment, under all modes of operation, for plant personnel (10 CFR -

Part 20) and for engineered safety features (for example, to assure that i

f
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4

the diesel room has redundant outside air intakes and removed from the
exhaust discharge).

(3) Status:

The ventilation systems of plants.under current review (construction permit
and operattag license applications / are currently evaluated in accordance
with the Standard Review Plan. No specific issues or concerns have been
identified for oper,ating reactor plants.

(4) References:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 9.4.1 through 9.4.5

TOPIC: IX-6 Fire Protection

(1) Definition:
Review tne fire protection program of opLrating reactor plants to determine
whether inprovements are required in acetrdance with the APCSB Technical
Position 9.5-1, Appendix A (Reference 2). The fire protection programo
encompasses the' components, procedures, and personnel utilized in carrying
out all activities of fire protection and includes such things as fire

,

prevention, detection, annunciation, control, confinement, suppression,
extinguishment, administrative procedures, fire brigade organization,
inspection and maintenance, training, quality assurance, and testing.
The review includes such items as: (1) the use of insulation inside the
containment and (2) the consequences of the inadvertent release of hydrogen
into the plant.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that, in case of a fire within the plant, the integrity of the
engineered safety features is not,compror.jsed and that the safe shutdown
capability and control of the plant are r.ot lost.

(3) Status:

A generic review of fire protection for operating plants is under way. All
licensees were requested by letter TMay 11, 1976) to submit an evaluation
of their fire protection program for that plant in comparison with the
APCSB Technical Position 9.5-1. Subsequently, in September 1976, the
licensees were provided with Appendix A to the BTP 9.5-1 which presents
acceptable alternatives for .operat)tg plants.

c
I f

(4) References:
\

1. NUREG-0050, " Recommendations Related to Browns Ferry Fire," February
1976

2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position APCSB 9.5-1,
Appendix A, " Guidelines for Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants
Docketed Prior to July 1,1976"

'

,
,

'
:,

,

t
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3. Regulatory Guide 1.120, " Fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power
Plants"

4. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink
Book), Generic Issue 3-18, " Fire Protection," April 1977

5. Division of Operating Reactors, D0R Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 28, " Fire Protection," April 1977

6. Division of Systems Safety, DSS Technical Activities, Category A,
Item 32, " Fire Protection," April 1977

7. Letter from R. F. Fraley, ACRS, to L. V. Gossick, Subject: " Analysis
of Systems Interactions - Item 6," November 1, 1976

TOPIC: X Auxiliary Feedwater System

(1) Definition:

Keview the auxiliary feedwater system, associated instrumentation, and
connection between redundant systems. The review includes the aspec of
pump drive and power supply diversity (for example, electrical and steam-
driven sources), and the water supply sources for the auxiliary feedwater
system.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the auxiliary feedwater system can provide an adequate
supply of cooling water to the steam generators for decay heat removal in
the event of a loss of all main feedwater. Older PWR plants may not meet
the requirement for pump drive and power supply diversity.

(3) Status:

Reviews for new license applications are performed in accordance with the
Standard Review Plan. This topic is not under active review for operating
plants.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 10.4.9
2. Standard Review Plan, Branch Technical Position APCSB 10-1, " Design

Guidelines for Auxiliary Feedwater System Pump Drive and Power Supply
Diversity for PWR Plants"

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related 1MI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

'

TMI Action Plan Task II.E.1.1, " Auxiliary Feedwater System-

I Evaluation" (NUREG-0660)

The TMI-2 accident and subsequent investigations and studies high-
lighted the importance of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system in
the mitigation of severe transients and accidents. Since then, the
AFW systems have come under close scrutiny by the NRC and many
improvements have been recommanded to enhance the reliability of AFW
systems for all plants. The scope of the review outlined in the SEP

'
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Topic X definition is identical to the scope of NUREG-0737, "Clarifi-
cation of TMI Action Plan Requirements," Item II.E.1.1(2), which
requires that each PWR plant licensee:

Perform a deterministic review of the AFW system using the
acceptance criteria of Standard Review Plan Section 10.4.9
and associated Branch Technical Position ASB 10-1 as
principal guidance.

The review criteria for the evaluations required by Item II.E.1.1(2)
are identical to SEP Topic X; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: XI-1 Appendix I

(1) Definitioq:

A generic review of all operating plants to determine their capability to
comply with Appendix I, 10 CFR 50, and to prevent explosions in the gaseous
radwaste system is currently underway.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide assurance that radioactive gaseous effluents from the facility
can be kept "as low as reasonably achievable" as defined in Appendix I,
10 CFR Part 50, and to assure adequate control of the mixture of gases in
the gaseous radwaste system to prevent explosions.

(3) Status:

A generic review of all operating reactors (0Rs) for their capability to
conform with Appendix I, 10 CFR Part 50, is currently under way by the
Division of Site Safety and Environmental Analysis. Upon the completion
of this review, new gaseous and liquid radiological effluent and monitoring
Technical Specifications will be issued to all ors. This will include

t new Technical Specifications on gaseous radwaste systems which may contain,

explosive gas mixtures to meet present criteria. The estimated completion
date of this review is 1979.

[

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 20
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I
3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A
4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 60, 61, 63, and 64
5. Standard Review Plan, Section 11.3

(5) Basis for Deletion

Topic XI-1 is being resolved by the following NRR generic topics: (a)
A-02, " Appendix I" and (b) B-35, " Confirmation of Appendix I Models."
Resolution of these two generic topics will primarily result in Technical
Specification changes and may require some minor hardware changes. At

,
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present, nothing more than the addition of monitoring instrumentation is
foreseen. The implementation of Appendix I will, therefore, not affect
the integrated assessment for SEP plants.

In addition, the implementation of Appendix I will result in limiting
conditions for operation to assist licensees in keeping the amount of
radioactive material released in effluents to unrestricted areas as low
as is reasonably achievable. Since licensees are currently restricted in
the types and amounts of effluents they can release, implementation of
additional restrictions on releases should not impact operation of the
plant.

Based on the above, Topic XI-1 has been deleted from the SEP program.

TOPIC: XI-2 Radiological (Effluent and Process) Monitoring Systems

(1) Definition:

Onsite radiological monitoring systems are used to:

(a) Assess the proper functioning of the process and waste treatment
systems,

(b) Assure that radioactive releases do not exceed the appropriate
guidelines, and

(c) Measure actual releases to evaluate their environmental impact.

There is concern about the adequacy of radiation monitoring systems. A
survey of 12 plants has been initiated. The results of this survey will
indicate whether this area needs to be reviewed for all operating plants.
Re-review would include the monitor's sensitivity, range, location, and
calibration techniques.

(2) Safety Objective:

To provide reasonable assurance that the licensee adequately monitors the
releases of radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous effluent and that
the releases are properly restricted. To provide assurance that the
licensee adequately monitors the operation of equipment that contains'or
may contain radioactive material. 4

(3) Status:

A' technical assistance program has been initiated at Brookhaven National
Laboratory with the scope including the above safety objectives.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 20, Section 20.106
2. 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.36a
3. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 60, 61, 63, and 64
4. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I
5. ' Standard Review Plan, Section 11.5
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(5) Basis for Deletion

Topic XI-2 is being resolved by the following NRR generic topics: (a) A-02,
" Appendix I" and (b) B-67, " Effluent and Process Monitoring Instrumenta-
tion." A-02 is discussed in Topic XI-1. Generic item B-67 was subdivided
into four subtasks. The staff believes that events since the inception of
B-67 have largely addressed the identified concerns or change'd its thinking
in regard to their safety significance. The description and bases for
deletion of each subtask are presented below.

Subtask 1: Monitoring of Radioactive Haterials Released in Effluents

Item III.D.2.1, Radiological Monitoring of Effluents requires an NRR
evaluation of modifying effluent monitoring design criteria based on
TMI-2 and their experiences.

Item II.F.1(1), Noble Gas Effluent Monitor of Clarification of the TMI
Action Plan Requirements (NUREG-0737) is being implemented to require ade-
quate monitoring capability during accident conditions.

Subtask 2: Control of Radioactive Materials Released in Effluents

The purpose of this subtask was ii review plant operating histories and
prepare NUREG reports documenting the evaluations and recommending solu-
tions to identified problems.

Various staff actions since 1978 (including NUREG reports and IE Bulletins)
have resulted in the staff conclusion that no continuing need for addi-
tional staff guidance exists.,

Subtask 3: Effects of Accidental Liquid Releases on Nearby Water Supplies

The purpose of this task was to perform a generic analysis of the conse-
quences of liquid tank failures for those plants which received their
license prior to issuance of the Standard Review Plan (SRP).

Experience in performing SRP analyses for newer plants has indicated that
it is highly unlikely that radioactive concentrations in the nearest
potable water supply could exceed 10 CFR Part 20 values.

Subtask 4: Performance of Solid Waste Systems

The purpose of subtask 4 was to perform an industry-wide survey to deter-
mine the extent to which power plants could process wastes and to develop
plans for upgrading existing systems or adding new systems.

The NRC position relative to a requirement for an operable insthiled solid
radwaste system has changed and, therefore, this subtask is no longer
appropriate.

For the above reasons, Issue B-67 is being deleted from the NRR list of
generic issues. Since Issue B-67 is being deleted, only Generic Issue
A-02, " Appendix I" is appropriate to this topic.
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The resolution of Issue A-02 is described in the Basis for Deletion for
Topic XI-1. Topic XI-2 is being deleted from the SEP program for the
same reasons.

TOPIC: XIII-l Conduct of Operations

(1) Definition:

The organization, administrative controls, and operating experience will
be reviewed. The existing organization and administrative controls will
be compared with Standard Technical Specifications and guidance provided
in Regulatory Guides 1.8 and 1.33 to determine the adequacy of the staff
to protect the plant and to operate safely in routine, emergency, and
long-term postaccident circumstances. The plant operating history will
be reviewed to assess the combination of staff, operating controls and
alarms, and administrative controls, in particular plant procedures,
emergency planning, and offsite preparedness, to determine whether
additional staff, qualifications, or administrative controls will be
required for continued safe operation.

(2) Safety Objective:

To obtain reasonable assurance that the plant has enough people, with
sufficient training and experience, and has administrative controls
adequate to specify proper operation in routine, emergency, and
postaccident conditions.

(3) Status:

Most of the older plants have staff members that meet the experience and
educational requirements given in ANSI N18.1-1971 (endorsed by Regulatory
Guide 1.8); however, a comparison against current criteria for the composite
staff has not been made. These plants have provided training for subsequent
plant staffs, and plant experience has, in general, demonstrated safe design
and operation. Operating experience review is ongoing, and has been, in
general, favorable. However, an analysis of this experience for trends,
common elements, and potential hidden problems has not been systematically
performed.

A review of Section VI of operating reactor licensees' Technical Specifica-
tions was begun in 1974 using Section VI of the Standard Technical Specifi-
cations (STS) as a model. As of September 1975, these reviews had been
completed and the plants licensed prior to this time had been found to:
(1) be acceptable and upgrading was not required, (2) require upgrading
of only the reporting requirements, or (3) require improvement to be
comparable to the STS model. Plants licensed after September 1975 have
been reviewed against the STS model. Further review of Section VI,
therefore, will not be required.

Emergency plans submitted at the operating-license stage complied with
10 CFR 50, Appendix E, 1970; however, these plans are not consistent with
the guidance given in new Regulatory Guide 1.101, Revision 1,1977.
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(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guides
1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training"
1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operations)"

2. American National Standards Inititute, ANSI N18.1-1971, " Selection
and Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel"

3. American National Standards Institute, ANSI N18.7-1972 Revised,
" Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance for the Operational
Phase of Nuclear Power Plants"

4. Standard Technical Specifications, Section VI
5. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E
6. Regulatory Guide 1.101, Rev.1, " Emergency Planning for Nuclear

Power Plants"
7. Standard Review Plan, Section 13.3
8. NUREG 75/111, " Guide and Checklist for Development and Evaluation

of State and Local Government Radiological Emergency Response
Plans In Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities," October 1975

9. Environmental Protection Agency, " EPA Manual of Protective Action
Guides and Protective Action for Nuclear Incidents," September 1975

10. Memorandum of Understanding, NRR and Office of State Programs on
State and Local Preparedness, March 10, 1977

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) TMI Action Plan Task I.C.6, " Procedures for Verification of Correct
Performance of Operating Activities," (NUREG-0737)

Under THI Task I.C.6, a review of licensee procedures will be con-
ducted to assure that an effective system of verifying the correct
performance of operating activities exists. The purpose of this
review is to provide a means of reducing human errors and improving
the quality of normal operation. References cited for this review
are ANSI Standard N18.7-1972 (ANS 3.2), " Administrative Controls and
Quality Assurance for the Operational Phase of Nuclear Power Plants,"
and Regulatory Guide 1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements
(Operations).d These are the same references cited for Topic XIII-1.

(b) THI Action Plan Task III.A.1, " Improve Licensee Emergency Prepared
ness - Short-Term," and Task III.A.2, " Improving Licensee Emergency
Preparedness - Long-Term" (NUREG-0660 and NUREG-0737)

Under Task III.A.1, a review of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E backfit
requirements is being conducted in accordance with NUREG-0654,
" Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency
Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants."
The scope of NUREG-0654 covers Standard Review Plan, Section 13.3,
and NUREG 75/111.

Regulatory Guide 1.101 has been deleted and has been superseded
by an amended Appendix E to 10 CFR Part 50 (45 FR 55410, August 19,
1980). Under Task III.A.2, a review of licensee's emergency prepa-
redness plans with respect to amended Appendix E will be conducted
in accordance with NUREG-0654.
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The evaluations required by TMI Tasks I.C.6, III.A.1, and III.A.2
are identical to SEP Topic XIII-1; therefore, this SEP topic
has been deleted.

TOPIC: XIII-2 Safeguards / Industrial Security

(1) Definition:
Industrial security will be included under the scope of the operations
review. Design features to assess the plant's capability to prevent
sabotage and protect the operating unit (s) at dual or three-unit sites
with unit (s) under construction will be included. Protective measures
will be balanced against the sabotage threat. Fuei accountability will

also be reviewed to assure that adequate inventory control procedures
exist and the required records are kept.

(2) Safety Objective:

To determine that the plant has adequate security forces, design features,
procedures and plans, and other administrative controls to meet the postu-
lated sabotage threat. To assure that the fuel is adequately accounted

for, that proper records are maintained, and the required reports are made.

(3) Status:
Each licensee currently has a security program and a fuel accountability
program. Revised 10 CFR 73.55 has been published and submittals in accord-
ance with its provisions were due May 25, 1977. These submittals are
currently being evaluated.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 70
2. 10 CFR Part 73
3. Standard Technical Specifications, Section VI

TOPIC: XV-1 Decrease in Feedwater Temperature, Increase in Feedwater
Flow, Increase in Steam Flow, and Inadvertent Opening of
a Steam Generator Relief or Safety Valve

(1) Definition:
Revicw the assumptions, calculational models used and consequences of
postulated accidents which involve an unplanned increase in heat removal.
An excessive heat removal, that is, a heat removal rate in excess of the
heat generation rate in the core, causes a decrease in moderator tempera-
ture which increases core reactivity and can lead to a power level increase
and a decrease in shutdown margin. If clad failure is calculated to occur,

determine that offsite dose consequences are acceptable.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pressures in the reactor coolant and main steam systems
are limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
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over . ::surization and that fuel rod cladding failure as a result of
departure from nucleate boiling ratio is limited.

(3) Status:

During each reload review by the staff, the previously determined limiting
transient is reviewed to determine if new core parameters are more restric-
tive than the reference analysis parameter values.

(4) References:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 15.1.1 through 15.1.4

TOPIC: XV-2 Spectrum of Steam System Piping Failures Inside and |

Outside of Containment (PWR)

(1) Definition:

Review the assumptions, including use of nonsafety grade equipment and
concurrent steam generator or tube failure or blowdown of more than one
steam generator, calculational models used, and consequences of postulated
accidents which cause an increase in steam flow. The excessive steam flow
reduces system temperature and pressure which increases core reactivityi

and can lead to a decrease of shutdown margin and departure from nucleate
boiling ratio.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that (1) pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam lines
is limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization, (2) fuel damage is sufficiently limited so that the
core will remain in place and intact with no loss of core cooling capability,
(3) doses at the nearest exclusion area boundary are a small fraction of
10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, (4) ambient conditions do not exceed equipment
qualification conditions (particularly nonsafety grade equipment used to
mitigate the accident), (5) the thermal and stress transients do not damage
the reactor vessel, and (6) systems necessary for safe shutdown are not
damaged by the accident.

(3) Status:;

Investigation of the effects of high-energy line failures outside containment
on other equipment was initiated as a' generic-issue'in 1971 and all but a

: few facilities have been completed. New acceptance criteria have evolved
! during the review period. There was no similar investigation' for failures

inside containment. No reviews on operating plants of the effects on the
reactor of concurrent steam generator or tube failure, or of blowdown of

,

more than one steam generator have been performed.!

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.1.5
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TOPIC: XV-3 Loss of External Load, Turbine Trip, Loss of Condenser
Vacuum, Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valve (BWR), and
Steam Pressure Regulatory Failure (Closed)

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
postulated accidents which involve a decrease in secondary heat removal.
The decrease in heat removal causes a suddent increase in system pressure

and temperature.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems is
limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization and that thermal margin for fuel integrity is maintained.

(3) Status:

The consequences associated with these transients are compared during each
reload review to the consequences found to be acceptable during previous
reload reviews.

(4) References:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 15.2.1 through 15.2.5

TOPIC: XV-4 Loss of Nonemergency AC Power to the Station Auxiliaries

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
postulated accidents which involve the loss of nonemergency ac power
(loss of offsite power or onsite ac distribution system) to station
auxiliaries (for example, reactor coolant circulation pumps). This power
loss will, within a few seconds, cause the turbine to trip and reactor
coolant system to be isolated, which in turn causes the coolant pressure
and temperature to in;rease.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems
is limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization and that thermal margin for fuel integrity is maintained.

(3) Status:

During each reload review by the staff, the previously determined limiting
transient is reviewed to determine if new core parameters are more

~

restrictive than the reference analysis parameter values.

-(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.2.6
i
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TOPIC: XV-5 Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow

(1) ' Definition:

Review the assumptions, calculatic''l models used, and consequences of
the postulated loss of feedwater flow accidents, which cause an increase
in coolant pressure and temperature.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems is
limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization and that thermal margin for fuel integrity is
maintained.

(3) Status:

The consequences associated with these transients are compared during each
reload review to the consequences found to be acceptable during previous
reload reviews.

(4) Reference:

; Standard Review Plan, Section 15.2.7

TOPIC: XV-6 Feedwater System Pipe Breaks Inside and Outside
Containment (PWR)

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
postulated accidents which involve feedwater line breaks of different
sizes. A feedwater line break, depending on size, may cause reactor

,

system heatup (by reducing feedwater flow to the steam generator), or
cooldown (by excessive energy discharge through the break).

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that pressure in tne reactor coolant and main steam systems is
limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization and that thermal margin for fuel integrity is maintained
and that any radioactivity release would result in doses at the site boundary
well within 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

(3) Status:
The identification of the most limiting transients and ^he consequences
associated with these transients is evaluated during eac.' reload review'

by the staff.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.2.8
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TOPIC: XV-7 Reactor Coolant Pump Rotor Seizure and Reactor Coolant
Pump Shaft Break

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models, and consequences of seizure
of the rotor or break of the shaf t of a reactor coolant pump in a PWR or
recirculation pump in a BWR. These accidents result in a sudden decrease
in core coolant flow and corresponding degradation of core heat transfer
and, in a PWR, an increase in primary system pressure. If clad failure

is calculated, determine that offsite consequences are acceptable.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the consequences of a reactor coolant pump rotor seizure
or reactor coolant pump shaf t break are acceptable; that is, that no more
than a small fraction of the fuel rods fail, that the radiological con-

sequences are a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, and that the
system pressure is limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure
boundary from overpressurization.

(3) Status:
Reviewed during each reload only if there is reason to believe that results
would be different from the reference analysis; that is, only if a change
in core parameters invalidates previous analyses.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.3.3
1

TOPIC: XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation (System Malfunction or Operator
Error)*

(1) Definition:
Review the licensee's description of rod position, flux, pressure, and
temperature indication systems and the actions initiated by those systems
which can mitigate the effects or prevent the occurrence of various mis-
operations. Review the descriptions of the input calculations and the
calculational models used and the justification of their validity and
adequacy. A transient of this type can result in achieving fuel melt
temperatures and potential fuel damage.

'2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the consequences of this event do not exceed specified
fuel design limits and that the protection system action be initiated
automatically.

* Reviewed for PWRs only; Standard Review Plan, Sections 15.4.1 and 15.4.2 cover
BWRs and no additional areas considered.
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(3) Status:

Reviewed during reload, Technical Specifications revised to compensate
for changes in analytical results.

1

(4) Reference: I
l
'

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.3

TOPIC: XV-9 Startup of an Inactive Loop or Recirculation Loop at an
Incorrect Temperature, and Flow Controller Malfunction
Causing an Increase in BWR Core Flow Rate

(1) Definition:

Review BWRs for (1) startup of an idle recirculation pump and (2) a flow
controller malfunction causing increased recirculation flow. Review PWRs
with loop isolation valves for startup of a pump in an initially isolated
inactive reactor coolant loop where the rate of flow increase is limited
by the rate at which isolation valves open. For PWRs without loop isolation
valves, review startup of a pump in any inactive loop. If clad failures
are calculated, determine that offsite consequences are acceptable.

(2) Safety Objective:

To verify that the plant responds in such a way that the criteria regarding
fuel damage and system pressure are met (that is, no more than a small
fraction of the fuel rods fail, that radiological consequences are a small
fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, and that the system pressure is
limited in order to pratect the reactor coolant pressure boundary from
overpressurization.)

(3) Status:

PWRs reviewed against the final safety analysis report, BWR reviewed at
each reload, Technical Specifications required to preclude exceeding
safety limits during transients.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Sections 15.4.4 and 15.4.5

TOPIC: XV-10 Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That
Results in a Decrease in Boron Concentration in the
Reactor Coolant (PWR)

(1) Definition:,

Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
moderator dilution. An accident of this type could result in a departure
from nucleate boil .ig and a loss of shutdown margin.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To confirm that the plant responds to the events in such a way that the
criteria regarding fuel damage and system pressure are met and adequate
time allowed for the operator to tenainate the dilut on before the shut-i

down margin is reduced. (Reactor coolant pressure and main steam pres-
sure should be limited in order to protect the reactor coolant pressure
boundary from overpressurization.) (Operator action must be initiated
within 30 minutes following this event if refueling, and within 15 minutes
during other modes of operation.)

(3) Status:

Only reviewed during initial operating-license review and not thereafter.
The consequences may not have been calculated in accordance with current
practice.4

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.6

TOPIC: XV-11 Inadvertent Loading and Operation of a Fuel Assembly
in an Improper Position (BWR)

(1) Definition:

Review the spectrum of misloading events analyzed to verify that the worst
situation undetectable by incore instrumentation has been identified.
This review will include an assessment of the plant's offgas and steam
line radiation monitors to detect fuel damage and their capability to
automatically isolate the offgas system when necessary.

(2T Safety Objective:

To assure that a misloaded assembly is detected and if undetected will
not result in exceeding fuel safety limits or radioactive releases.

(3) Status:

Reviewed during reloads, Technical Specifications developed to limit con-
sequences of worst misloaded assembly to small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100
guidelines. Technical Specifications setpoints for radiation monitors
alarm / isolation signals have been found deficient and have been updated
on a case-by-case basis for several plants.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.7

TOPIC: XV-12 Spectrum of Rod Ejection Accidents (PWR)

(1) Definition:

Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences,
including radiological consequences, of PWR control rod ejection accidents,
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and review the Technical Specifications regarding control of reactivity
worth and technical specifications on primary to secondary leakage. Ejec-
tion of a control element assembly from the core can occur if the control
element drive mechanism housing or the nozzle on the reactor vessel head
breaks off circumferentially. The ejection of a control element assembly
by the reactor coolant system pressure can cause a severe reactivity excur-
sion. This accident may result in high doses for those plants where fuel
failures are postulated to occur as a result of the accident. This accident
usually determines the maximum allowable steam generator leak rate.

(2) Safety Objective:

To ensure that if a control element assembly ejection occurs, core damage
is minimal, no additional reactor coolant pressure boundary failures occur,
the calculated radial average energy density is limited to 280 cals/gm at

,

any axial fuel location in any fuel rod, and that the radiological conse- ;

quences will not exceed appropriate limits.

(3) Status:

Releases through the containment and/or steam generator leaks are analyzed
for current plants, but were not reviewed routinely for older plants. Many
of the operating plants have no leak Technical Specifications or they are
excessively high. During each reload by the staff the previously determined
limiting transient is reviewed to determine if the new ejected rod worth
is more restrictive than the reference analysis velues.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.8
2. Regulatory Guide 1.77, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating a Control

Rod Ejection Accident for Pressurized Water Reactors"

TOPIC: XV-13 Spectrum of Rod Drop Accidents (BWR)

(1) Definition:
i

; Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of BWR
control rod drop accidents and review the Technical Specifications regarding
control of rod activity worth. An uncoupled rod may hang up in the core
when the control rod drive is withdrawn and drop later when the consequences
of a rapid control rod withdrawal are most severe. An analysis of the
radiological consequences from this accident will be included.

(2) Safety Objective:

To limit the effects of a postulated control rod drop to the extent that
reactor coolant pressure boundary stresses are not exceeded and core damage
is minimal. To assure that the radial average fuel rod enthalpy at any

,

axial location in any fuel rod is limited to less than 280 cals/gm follow-
ing the worst reactivity excursion and to assure that the radiological
consequences do not exceed appropriate guidelines.

.
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'(3) Status:

The potential for and reactivity consequences of an accidental control rod
drop are now routinely evaluated prior to issuance of an operating license
and any time thereaf ter when changes could affect the accident results or
probability of occurrence. Radiological consequences may not have been
calculated in accordance with present practice.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.4.9

TOPIC: XV-14 Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System
and Chemical and Volume Control System Malfunction That
Increases Reactor Coolant Inventory

(1) Definition:

Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
actuation of the high pressure coolant injection system or faulty operation
of the volume control system. The chemical and volume control system
regulates both the chemistry and the quantity of coolant in the reactor
coolant system. Changing the boron concentration in the reactor coolant
system is a part of normal plant operation, compensating for long-term
reactivity effects. Actuation of these systems could increase the volume
of coolant within the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) causing a
high water level, possible high power level, and high or low pressure.
If clad failure is calculated, determine that offsite consequences are
acceptable.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that water cdded to the RCPB does not cause transients that exceed
RCPB pressure limits or result in unacceptable fuel damage. No activity
is released during the transient, but the _ transient may subsequently result -

in increased radioactivity in. gaseous releases during normal operation.

(3) Status:

This transient is now routinely analyzed prior to issuance of an operating
license and any time thereafter when proposed changes would affect the
transient results. Radiological consequences may not have been calculated
in accordance with current practice.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.5.1

TOPIC: XV-15 Inadvertent Opening of a PWR Pressurizer Safety / Relief Valve
or a BWR Safety / Relief Valve

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
inadvertent opening of a PWR pressurizer safety / relief valve or a BWR
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safety / relief valve. Loss of reactor coolant inventory and depressurizing
action of the reactor coolant system can occur if the PWR pressurizer
safety / relief valve or the BWR safety / relief valves open spuriously, or
open when required but fail to reclose properly.

(2) Safety Objective:

To preserve fuel cladding integrity during reactor coolant system depres-
surization transients resulting from faulty operation of a relief or safety
valve while at rated power.

(3) Status:
The transient is now evaluated prior to issuance of an operating license
and any time thereaf ter when proposed changes could affect the transient
results.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review F .an, Section 15.5.1
2. Regulatory Guide 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety Analysis

Reports for Nuclear Power Plants"

TOPIC: XV-16 Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small Lines
Carrying Primary Coolant Outside Containment

(1) Definition:
Review the assumption, calculational models used, and radiological conse-
quences of failure of small lines carrying primary coolant outside con-
tainment and review the Technical Specifications associated with primary
coolant radioactivity concentrations, isolation valve closure times, and
isolation valve leakage limits. In the event of a rupture of any component
in the instrument lines outside primary containment, primary coolant and
any radioactivity contained in the coolant or released to the coolant
during the transient will be released if the instrument lines are connected
to the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Primary coolant sample lines if
broken outside primary containment can also allow coolant and radioactivity
in the coolant to escape in the same manner. When these lines discharge to
seconMry containment, the integrity of the secondary containment and the
efficiency of the filtration systems must be determined.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that any release of radioactivity to the environment is substan-
tially below the guidelines of 10 CFR 100.

(3) Status:
The radiological consequences of small line breaks outside of primary con-
tainment have been evaluated routinely since 1970 prior to issuance of
operating licenses, but have not always included the effects of iodine
spikes during the depressurization transient.
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(4) References:

1. Regulatory Guide 1.11, " Instrument Lines Penetrating Primary Reactor
Containment"

2. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 55 and 56
3. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.6.2

TOPIC: XV-17 Radiological Consequences of Steam Generator Tube Failure (PWR)

(1) Definition:

Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of a
steam generator tube failure with and without loss of offsite power and
review the Technical Specifications associated with coolant activity con-
centrations. Steam generator tube failures allow escape of reactor coolant
into the main steam system and to the environment. An analysis of the
radiological consequences of this accident will be included.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the plant responds in a proper manner to this accident,
including appropriate operator actions, and to assure that radioactivity
released following steam generator tube failure (s) is a small fraction of
the 10 CFR 100 guidelines and within 10 CFR 100 for the case of a coincident
iodine spike.

(3) Status:

The iodin 6 release mechanism may not have been analyzed in accordance with
present assumptions and methods for some of the older PWRs. Some operat-
ing plants do not have iodine activity limits in their Technical Speci-
fications or have inappropriately high limits.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.6.3

2. Regulatory Guide 1.5, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential
Rad;ological Consequences of a Steam Line Break Accident for Boiling
Water Reactors"

TOPIC: XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure
Outside Containment "

(1) Definition:
Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
failure of a main steam line outside containment and review the Technical
Specifications associated with primary coolant activity concentrations
and main steam isolation valve closure times.

(2) Safety Objective:

A steam line break outside containment allows radioactivity to escape to
the environment. To limit the release of radioactivity to the environment
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to well within the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 in the event of a large steam
line break, the primary coolant radioactivity must be appropriately limited
by Technical Specifications.

(3) Status:

Some operating plants do not have appropriate coolant activity Technical
Specifications.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.6.4

TOPIC: XV-19 Loss-of-Coolant Accidents Resulting From Spectrum of
Postulated Piping Breaks Within the Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary

(1) Definition:
Review the licensee's analyses of the spectrum of loss-of-coolant accidents
(LOCAs) including break locations, break sizes, and initial conditions
assumed, the evaluation model used, failure modes, radiological conse-
quences, acceptability of auxiliary systems, functional capability of the
containment, and the effects of blowdown loads. LOCAs are postulated
breaks in the reactor coolant pressure boundary resulting in a loss of
reactor coolant at a rate in excess of the capability of the reactor cool-
ant makeup system. LOCAs result in excessive fuel damage or melt unless
coolant is replenished.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the consequences of loss-of-coolant accidents are accept-
able; that is, that the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 and Appendix K to
10 CFR 50 are met, that the radiological consequences of a design basis
loss-of-coolant accident from containment leakage and the radiological
consequences of leakage from engineered safety features outside containment
are acceptable, and the structural effects of blowdown are acceptable.

(3) Status:

Emergency core cooling system (ECCS) evaluation is a generic item which
is currently under review or is complete for all operating reactors
(La Crosse and San Onofre have stainless steel cores and have analyses

=

completed to show conformance with the Interim Acceptance Criteria).
Related generic items currently under review are reevaluations for
increased vessel head fluid temperatures in W PWRs, effects of core flow
on BWR LOCA analyses, GE ECCS input errors, and non-jet pump BWR core
spray cooling coefficients. Radiological consequences are not routinely
rereviewed.

(4) Reference:

Standard Review Plan, Section 15.6.5 and its Appendices
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TOPIC: XV-20 Radiological Consequences of Fuel-Damaging Accidents
(Inside and Outside Containment)

(1) Definition:

Review the assumptions, calculational models used, and consequences of
postulated fuel damaging accidents inside and outside containment and
review Technical Specifications associated with fuel handling and
ventilation system and filter systems, including interlocks on fuel
movement and damage from fuel ccsk drop and tipping. Include in the
review the assumed activity available for release, decontamination
factors, filter efficiencies, activity transport mechanisms and rates,
ventilation system potential release pathways, and calculated doses.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that offsite doses resulting from fuel damaging accidents,
resulting from fuel handling, or dropping a heavy load on fuel are well
within the guideline values of 10 CFR Part 100.

(3) Status:

The radiological consequences of fuel handling accidents inside contain-
ment are currently being performed as a generic review for PWRs. The
radiological consequences of fuel damaging accidents outside containment
of operating plants are only evaluated if Technical Specifications are
reviewed.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.4
2. Regulatory Guide 1.25, " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Poten-

tial Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in the
Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors"

~

TOPIC: XV-21 Spent Fuel Cask Drop Accidents

(1) Definition:
Review the potential for spent fuel cask drops, the damage which could
result from cask drops, and the radiological consequences of a cask drop
from fuel damaged within tc.e cask under conditions exceeding the design
basis impact on the cask.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the damage to fuel within the casks and radiological
consequences resulting from a cask drop are acceptable or that acceptable
measures have been taken to preclude cask drops.
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(3) Status:
Fuel cask drop analysis is a generic item which has been completed on some
plants or is currently under review for all other operating reactors.

(4) References:

1. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.7.4
2. Regulatory Guide 1.25 " Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential

Radiological Consequences of a Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel
Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized Water
Reactors"

3. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink
Book)

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-36, " Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel" (NUREG-0649)-

The review criteria required by USI A-36 (Standard Review Plan,
Section 15.7.5) are identical to the review criteria specified in
the References of SEP Topic IX-2; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: XV-22 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

(1) Definition:
.

Review the postulated sequences of events, analytical models, values of
parameters used in the analytical models, and the predicted results and
consequences of events in which an anticipated transient occurs and is
not followed by an automatic reactor shutdown (scram). Analyses of the
radiological consequences for these transients will be included. Failure
of the reactor to shut down quickly during anticipated transients can lead
to unacceptable reactor coolant system pressures and to fuel damage.

(2) Safety Objective:

lo assure that the reliability of the reactor shutdown systems is high
enough so that anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) events need not
be considered or to assure that the consequences of ATWS events are accept-
able; that is, that the reactor coolant system pressure, fuel pressure,
fuel thermal and hydraulic performance, maximum containment pressure, and
radiological consequences are within acceptable limits.

(3) Status:
ATWS is a generic topic currently under review to determine a position
for all power reactors. BWR licensees have been requested to install

All licenseesreactor coolant pump trips as a short-term program measure.
have submitted descriptions of the applicability of vendor generic ATWS
reports for their plants. The schedule for review of Class C plants,
which includes those plants designated for Phase II of SEP, has not yet
been developed.
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(4) References:

1. NUREG-0328, " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink
Book)

2. WASH 1270, " Technical Report on Anticipated Transients Without
Scram for Water-Cooled Power Reactors," September 1973

3. Standard Review Plan, Section 15.8 and Appendix

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-9, " Anticipated Transients Without Scram" (NUREG-0606)-

The reference cited in this topic, that is, NUREG-0328, was the
precursor of USI A-9. The evaluation required for USI A-9 is
identical to SEP Topic XV-22; therefore, this SEP topic has been
deleted.

TOPIC: XV-23 Multiple Tube Failures in Steam Generators

(1) Definition:

Assess the ef fects of multiple steam generator tube failures (ranging from
leaks to double-ended ruptures) as a result of pressure differentials that
may occur following a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), steam line break,
or anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) events.

(2) Safety Objective:

Assure that the reflood of the core following a LOCA is possible and that
the radiological consequences following these accidents are within the
10 CFR Part 100 guidelines.

(3) Status:

The consequences of multiple tube failures have not been analyzed for any
plant at the licensing stage. Work has been done for some operating plants,
but ultimate goals have yet to be set.

(4) References:

1. Prairie Island Nuclear Station, Docket Nos. 50-282 and 50-306
2. Turkey Point Plant, Docket Nos. 50-250 and 50-251
3. Surry Power Stations, Units 1 and 2, Docket Nos. 50-280 and 50-281

(5) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

(a) USI A-3 A-4, A-5, " Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, Babcock
and Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Integrity" (NUREG-0649)

Two of the tasks of USI A-3, A-4, A-5 are as follows:

1. Analyses of LOCA with Concurrent Steam Generator Tube Failures
2. Analyses of Main Steam Line Break
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The analyses required by these two tasks in USI A-3, A-4, A-5 cover
two of the three events specified in the Definition.

(b) USI A-9, " Anticipated Transients Without Scram" (NUREG-0606)

Pressure differentials resulting from ATWS events have been determined
to be no greater than those resulting from main steam line break events
(NUREG-0460, Volume 2, Appendix V). The analysis for ATWS event is,
therefore, covered under USI A-3, A-4, and A-5.

The evaluation required for USI A-3, A-4, A-5 is identical to SEP
Topic XV-23; therefore, this SEP topic has been deleted.

TOPIC: XV-24 Loss of All AC Power

(1) Definition:
Review plant systems to determine that following loss of all ac power
(onsite and offsite) the reactor is shut down and core cooling can be
initiated. Loss of all ac power causes loss of most emergency equipment
and instrumentation.

(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that with only dc power, equipment design, diversity, and
operator action are sufficient to initiate core cooling within a short
time period (typically 20 minutes).

(3) Status:

Not an explicit SRP topic. Availability of some ac power is assumed in
all accident / transient analyses. Topic may be considered as an auxiliary
fuel pump or reactor core isolation cooling pump diversity spinoff.

(4) Basis for Deletion (Related TMI Task, USI, or Other SEP Topic):

USI A-44, " Station Blackout" (NUREG-0606)

The problem description of USI A-44 is identical to the Definition
of SEP Topic XV-24, and the review of USI A-44 would be the same as
Topic XV-24; therefore, this SEP topic-has been deleted.

TOPIC: XVI Technical Specifications

(1) Definition:
The existing Technical Lpecifications, associated with SEP topics, will
be compared with the Standard Technical Specifications for deviations.
Where significant differences exist, they will be identified and considered
for upgrading. The bases for the specifications will be examined including
trip setpoints and accounting for nuclear uncertainty. Where significant
voids occur in existing specifications, appropriate values will be identified
and considered for upgrading.
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(2) Safety Objective:

To assure that the safety limits and operational safety measures are
sufficiently specified for the plant to minimize the probability of acci-
dents that could result from equipment failure, misoperation, or human
error.

(3) Status:

See Topic XIII-1, " Conduct of Operations" for Section VI status. The other
sections of the Technical Specifications are reviewed only to the extent
that reloads, license amendments, or generic problems require.

(4) References:

1. Standard Technical Specifications; Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel
Selection and Training," and Regulatory Guide 1.33, " Quality Assur-
ance Program Requirements (Operations)"

2. Standard Review Plan
3. Regulatory Guide 1.70, " Standard Format and Content of Safety

Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," Chapter 16
4. 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.36

TOPIC: XVII Operational Quality Assurance Program

(1) Definition:
Review the Quality Assurance (QA) Program with respect to safe and reli-
able operation of the plant.

(2) Safety Objective:

Since 1973, significant new guidance for operational QA programs in the
form of Regulatory Guides and WASH documents has been issued describing
how to meet the criteria of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. The objective of

this guidance is to assure that operation, maintenance, modification, and
test activities do not degrade the capability of safety-related items to
perform their intended functions.

(3) Status:
Generic review for compliance with current standards is undetr way. As of

May 1977, 50 of the 63 operating plants have QA programs which meet current
criteria. The 13 remaining plants are currently under review, with an
estimated completion date of July 1977.

(4) References:

1. 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B
2. WASH-1283, Revision 1, " Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements

During Design and Procurement Phase of Nuclear Power Plants,"
May 24, 1974

3. WASH-1284, " Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements During the
Operations Phase of Nuclear Power Plants," October 26, 1973
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4. WASH-1309, " Guidance on Quality Assurance Requirements During the
Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants," May 10, 1974

5. American National Standards Institute, ANSI N18.7-1976, "Administra-
tive Controls and Quality Assurance for the Operational Phase of

' Nuclear Power Plants," February 19, 1976

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission reports cited under " Basis for Deletion"
include:

|

NUREG-75/111 Guide and Checklist for Development and Evaluation of
State and Local Government Radiological Emergency Response

i
Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facilities" (Reprint of I

'WASH-1293), Oct. 1975.

NUREG-0153 " Staff Discussion of 12 Additional Technical Issues Raised
| by Responses to November 3, 1976 Memorandum from Director,

NRR, to NRR staff," 1976.'

NUREG-0313 " Technical Report on Material Selection and Processing
Guidelines for BWR Coolant Pressure Boundary Piping,"
July 1977.

NUREG-0328 " Regulatory Licensing: Status Summary Report" (Pink Book).

NUREG-0371 " Approved Category A Task Action Plans," Nov.1977.

NUREG-0410 "NRC Program for the Resolution of Generic Issues Related
j to Nuclear Power Plants, Report to Congress," Dec. 1977.

t NUREG-0460 " Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Light Water
Reactors," Vol. 2, Apr. 1978.

NUREG-0471 " Generic Task Problem Descriptions - Category B, C, and D3

Tasks," Sept. 1978.

NUREG-0484 " Methodology for Combining Dynamic Responses," May 1980.

NUREG-0510 " Identification of Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to
Nuclear Power Plants--A Report to Congress 1979," Jan. 1979.

NUREG-0554 " Single-Failure-Proof Cranes for Nuclear Power Plants,"
,

May 1979.

NUREG-0577 " Potential for Low Fracture Toughness and Lamellar Tearing
on PWR Steam Generator and Reactor Coolant Pump Supports,"
Sept. 1979.

NUREG-0606 " Unresolved Safety Issues Summar/," issued quarterly.

NUREG-0609 " Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on PWR Primary Systems, Resolu-
tion of Generic Task Action Plan A-2," Jan. 1981.

NUREG-0649 " Task Action Plan for Unresolved Safety Issues Related to
Nuclear Power Plants," Feb. 1980.

Big Rock Point SEP A-104
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NUREG-0654 " Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological
Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of
Nuclear Power Plants," Feb. 1980.

NUREG-0660, "NRC Action Plan Developed as a Result of the TMI-2
Rev. 1 Accident," Vols.1 and 2, May 1980, Rev.1, Aug.1980.

NUREG-0691 " Investigation and Evaluation of Cracking Incidents in
Piping in Pressurized Water Reactors," Sept. 1980.

NUREG-0705 " Identification of New Unresolved Safety Issues Relating to
Nuclear Power Plants," Mar. 1981.

NUREG-0737 " Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements," Nov.1980.

NUREG-0800 " Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis
Reports for Nuclear Power Plants," July 1981 (formerly
NUREG-75/087).

NUREG/CR-1321 " Final Report - Phase I. Systems Interaction Methodology
Applications Program," Apr.1980.

.

-
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APPENDIX B

SEP TOPICS DELETED BECAUSE THEY ARE
COVERED BY A TMI TASK, UNRESOLVED SAFETY

ISSUE (USI), OR OTHER SEP TOPICt.2

1See " Basis for Deletion" in Appendix A under applicable SEP topic.
2 Letter from G. C. Lainas (NRC) to all SEP licensees, Subject: Celetion
of Systematic Evaluation Program Topics Covered by Three Mile Island
NRC Action Plan, Unresolved Safety Issues, or Other SEP Topics, May 1981.

Big Rock Point SEP
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SEP iMI, U51, or

Topic No SEP iltle SEP No. IMI, U51, or SEP Title

11-2.8 Onsite Meteorological Measurements IMI !!.F.3 Instrumentation for Monitoring Accident Conditions
Program TM1 !!I.A.1 Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Short Term

Il-2.0 Availability of Meteorological Data TMI II.F.3 Instromentation for Monitoring Accident Conditions
in the Control Room TMI III.A.1 Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Shoet Term

IMI !.D.1 Control Rous Design Reviews

111-8.0 Core Supports and fuel Integrity USI A-2 Asymmetric Blowdown Loads ten Reactor Primary Coolant
System

!!!-9 Support Integrity U51 A-12 Fracture foughness of 5 teas Generator and Reactor
Coolant Pump Supports

USI A-7 Mark I Containment Long-Term Program
U51 A-24 Environmental Qualification of Safety-Related

Equipment
USI A-46 Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating

Plants
SEP III-6 Seismic Design Considerations
SEP V-1 Compliance With Codes and Standards (10 CFR Part 50,

Section 50.55a)

111-11 Component Integrity USI A-46 Seismic Qualification of Equipment in Operating Plants
U51 A*2 Asymmetric 81owouwn Loads on Reactor Primary Coolant
SEP !!!-6 Seismic Design Considerations

111-12 Environmental Qualification of U51 A-24 Qualification of Safety-Related Equipment
Safety-Related Equipment

V-3 Overpressuritation Protection USI A-26 Reactor Vessel Pressure Transient Protection

V-8 Steam Generator Integrity USI A-3, Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering, and Babcock and
A-4 A-5 Wilcon Steam Generator Tube Integrity

V-13 Waterhammer USI A-1 Watsrhammer

VI-2. A Pressure-5gpression-Type 8wR USI A-7 Mark I Containment Long-Term Program
Containments

VI-2.8 Subcompartment Analysis USI A-2 Asymmetric Blowdown loads on Reactor Primary Coolant
System

VI-5 Combustible Gas Control TMI 11.8.7 Analysis of Hydrogen Control
U51 A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures arid Ef fects of

Hydrogen Burns on Safety Equipment

VI-7.E Emergency Core Cooling System Sump USI A*41 Containment Emergency Sump Rellability
Cesign and Test for Recirculation
Mode Effectiveness

VI-8 Coctrol Room Habitability TMI III.D.3.4 Control Room Habitability Requirements

VII-4 Ef fects of f ailure in Monsafety- U51 A-47 Safety Impilcations of Control Systems
Related Systems on Selected U51 A-17 Systems Interactions in Nur. lear Power Plants
Engineered Safety f eatures

VII-5 Instruments for Monitoring Radia- TM1 !!.F.1 Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation
tion and Process Variables During iM1 II.F.2 Identification of and Recovery From Conditions
Accidents Leading to Inadequate Core Coollag

TMI II.F.3 Instruments for Monitoring Accident Conditions

IX-2 Overhead Handling Systems (Cranes) USI A-36 Control of Heavy toads hear Spent fuel Pool

X Auniliary feehater System iMI II.E.1.1 Auxiliary feehater System Evaluation

XIII-1 Conduct of Operations TMI l.C.6 Procedures for verification of Correct Performance of
Operating Activities

TMI III.A.1 Improve Licensee Emergency Preparedness - Short-Ters
TMI III.A.2 Improving Licensee Emergency Preparedness * tong-fere

XV 21 5 pent fuel Cask Drop Accidents USI A-36 Control of iteavy Loads Near Spent Fuel Pool

XV-22 Anticipated Transients Without Scram USI A-9 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

XV-23 Multiple Tube failures in Steam USI A-3, Westinghouse Combustion Engineering, and 8.tnoca
Generators A-4 A-5, and Wilcox Steam Generator Tube Integrity

USI A-9 Anticipated Transients Without Scram

XV-24 Loss of All AC Power U$l A*44 5tation Blackout

Big Rock Point SEP B-1
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APPENDIX C

PLANT-SPECIFIC SEP TOPICS DELETED, REFERENCE
LETTER, AND REASON FOR DELETION

s
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SEP
~ SEP title letter, Reason for deletion of 'opic

Date of-
Topic No. t

- II-4.E Das Integrity 11/16/79 Not applicable to site
'

111-3.8 Structural and Other Consequences 12/26/80 Not applicable to site because site does not have
- (e.g., Flooding of. Safety-Related. a system whose function is to lower the groundwater,

Equipment in Basements) of Failure table
of Underdrain Systems

'III-7.4 Inservice Inspection, including 5/7/81 h t applicable to this facility's design
Prestressed Concrete, Containments
With Either GrouteJ or Ungrouted
Tendons

'Ill-7.C - Delanination of Prestressed 11/16/79 Not appilcable to this facility's design.-

- Concrete Containment St ructures
'111-8.8 Control Rod Drive Mechanisi: 9/26/80 Addressed by NUREG-0419. " Report on BWR Control

Integrity Rod Drive Failures," which fulfills the intent
of this topic

111-10.8 Pump flywheel Integrity 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic.

Ill-10.C Surveillance Requirements on 11/16/79 Not applicable to this facility's design
BWR Recirculation Pumps and
Discharge Valves

IV-3 BWR Jet Pump Operating !!/16/79 Not applicable to this facility's design
Indicationst

V-1 Complia w e With Codes and 11/27/81 Reviewed under inservice inspection /inserv6ce test -
Standards program

V-2 Applicability of Code. Cases 11/16/19 h t applicable at this time; to be reviewed for any -
future modifications using references to Code Cases-'

V-7 Reactor Coolant hap Overspee<f 11/16/19 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
V-9 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling !!/16/19 h t applicable to'this facility's design

System (8Wil)

vi-2. C Ice Condenser watainment !!/16/19 Not applicable to this facility's design
,

VI-7.A.! Energency Core Cooling System !!/16/19 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic
(; Reevaluation lo Account for

Increased Reactor Vessel Upper-
Head Temperature

VI-7.A.2 Upper Plenum Injection 11/16/79 ' h t' applicable to this facility's design
VI- 7. C. 3 Ef fect of PWW toop Isolation Valve !!/16/19 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic

Cin ure During a tuss-of-Coolant
Accident on leergency Core Cooling
System Performance

VI ' F Accumulator Isolation valves 11/16/19 Not app!Icable - applies to PWR safety topic
Pou r and Control System Designi,

' VI-9 ' Main Steam Line isolation Seal ' !!/16/79 Not applicable to this facility's design~

System (BWR)

f VI-10.8 Shared Engineered Safety Features, 11/16/19 Not applicable to site
} Onsite Emergency Power, and Service
| Systems for Multiple Unit Stations

VII-7 Acceptability of Swing Bus Design 11/16/19 Not applicable to this facility's design '

on BWR-4 Plants

IX-4 Boron Addition System (PWR) 11/16/19_ Not applicable applies to PWR safety [ topic.
'

-Il-1 - Appendia I !!/16/79 Being resolved under generic activities'A-02, +,

, " Appendix I," and 8-35. " Confirmation of Appendix I -
Models.". (See " Basis for Deletion" in Appendix A
under Topic XI-1.)

.

XI-2- Radiological (Effluent and 11/16/79 - Being resolved under generic. activities A-02,
-Process) Monitoring Systems ."Appendia I," and 8-67 *Ef fluent and Process

Monitoring Instrumentation.". (See " Basis:for-
Deletion" in Appendix A under Topic XI-2. ) -

9
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*
_SEP . Date of

Topic No. SEP title letter Reason for deletion of topic

XV-2 - . Spectrum of 5 team System Piping 11/16/19 . Not applicable + applies to PWR safety topic-

f ailures inside and Outside
Containment (PWR)

XV-6 . Feeduater System Pipe Breaks inside 11/16/79 Not applicable'~ applies to PWR safety topic..

[ and Outside Containment (PWR).
- XV-10 ' Chemical and Volume Control System 11/16/19 Not applicable - applies to PWR safety topic

Nalfunction That Rasults in a
Decrease in Boron Concentration
in the Reactor Coolant (PWR)

XV-12 Spectrum of Rod Ejection Accidents 11/16/79 Not applicable - applies to PWN safety topic

(PWR)

XV-17 Radiological Consequences of 11/16/19 Not applicable'- applies to PWR safety topic
Steam Generator Tube Failure
(PWR)

XVI Technical Specifications 11/5/80 Will be addressed after completion of the-
integrated assessment

.
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Risk Assessment of Selected Integrated Assessment Issues for:

Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant- )i
'

I

~A number' of issues.beit;g considered for action in the Big Rock Point
Integrated Assessment have been evaluated through the use of; risk
assessment-techniques. The issues. selected for evaluation were chosen from
the original list of Big Rock Point SEP topics as identified in Chapter 4 of
the: Integrated Assessment,-as well as additional TMI and generic issues being,

considered for action or..this plant. These' additional issues are identified'

i in Chapter 5 of the Integrated Assessment Report and the Consumers Power
Company June 1,1983 report, " Integrated Assessment of Open Issues and -'

Schedule for-Issue Resolution". Due to the very limited time available for
the staff to > perform their evaluation, only. a limited number-of issues
could be considered. Issues chosen were those which were amenable to the.

risk assessment methodology previously developed for the SEP program..

This methodology was modified to provide issue specific. averted doses as<

described in the addendum to Attachment 1, and also discussed-in Section 2,

of Attachment 2.

I In addition to the issues originally included in the integrated assessment
p program, the staff has also evaluated a number of issues which developed from
, our evaluation of the utility performed Big Rock Point Probabilistic Risk
]. Assessment. These issues were subjected to the same_ evaluation as the other

integrated assessment issues. The. potential benefit from' resolution of the
,

problems identified from the PRA review, are presented in this appendix to'

allow for review of the relative benefits from their resolution in
! relationship to other proposed actions to arise from the SEP program.

Issues evaluated by the staff and their source are identified below:
'

TABLE 1e

f Issues Evaluated for the BRP Integrated Assessment

! SEP Topics (Analysis found in Attachment 1)-

III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment-

III-8.A Loose Parts. Monitoring .1.

!

III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection.
.

f
8

$
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V-5 RCPB Leak Detection

V-10.A Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchanger
Tube Failure

1

V-11.A Isolation of High and Low Pressure Systems

V-11.B RHR Interlock Requirements (Systems and
Electrical)'

; -
VI-4 Containment Isolation System

VI-10.A Response Time Testing

.
VII-1.A RPS Isolation

1

VII-3 Safe Shutdown Systems

VIII-3.B DC Bus Voltage Monitoring,

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of' Reactor Containment

IX-3 Service and Cooling Water Systems

IX-5 Ventilation Systems

XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation

XV-18 Radiological Consequences of MSL Failure
Outside Containment

Additional TMI and Generic Open Issues from the Utility's June 1st
Report. (Analysis found in Attachment 2)

7 Scram Dump Tank Level Instrumentation-Generic
Letter 81-18

8 Single Channel Reset

11 Turbine Bypass Valve EHC System
;

| 17 PCS Isolation

44 BS&8 Valve Data

50E Conteinment Airlock

i

0-2Big Rock Point SEP
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i
'

63 Containment Purging
.

73 Control of Heavy Loads
;

! 74 Reactor Coolant System Vents (NUREG-0737)

758 Fire Protection RDS Radiant Energy Shield

75C Fire Protection-Associated Circuits Appendix B

81 PORV Position Indication (NUREG-0737)'

Additional issues developed from staff review of Utility PRA (Analysis found
in Attachment 3). TMI (NUREG-0737) action items identified.

! Secondary System Instabilities
i
; RDS Reliability-High Pressure Recycle
;

'

j Hydrogen Monitoring (NUREG-0737)

ICC Instrumentation (NUREG-0737)

Recirculation Pump Trip .

Plant Shielding (NUREG-0737)

Control Room Habitability (NUREG-0737) ,

Appendix R-Alternate Shutdown System
.

Emergency Condenser Makeup

Post-Incident System Reliability

Early Enclosure Spray !

Since a plant specific PRA was available for Big Rock Point, it was possible-
to obtain a quantitative assessment of the risk significance for resolution
of the above issues. The methodology adopted for this study was to examine
the impact of each issue on the systems it affects and to assess-the risk
reduction potential on the issue by quantitative consideration of the fault
trees and event trees of the Big Rock Point PRA. For each-issue,
consideration was taken of the impact that issue resolution would have on-
the calculation of a component or system unavailability in'the Big Rock
Point fault trees. Once this system impact had been determined, the change

Big Rock Point SEP D-3
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in the core melt frequency due to the resolution of the issue was
calculated. This involves the recalculation of the frequency of the
dominant accident sequences that contained the affected systems. Utilizing
this change in core melt frequency it was then possible to determine changes
in expected population exposure due to resolution of the issues. Details of
t%is methodology is found in Section II of Attachment 2 for the integrated
assessment issues, and Attachment 3 for the PRA derived issues.

The Big Rock PRA was used as a baseline model for this analysis. Modifications
recently undertaken and not reflected in the PRA, or changes being contemplated
as result of the PRA are not considered in this study. However, it should
be noted that a low containment isolation reliability is a ma,ior contributor
to the plant risk. Some work has been performed to increase tne
reliability of containment isolation. While it is not yet possible to
quantify the amount of improvement, it does appear that these modifications
have resulted in a more reliabile containment isolation capability. This
would result in somewhat lower averted risk values than shown in this
analysis. At most these reductions would not be expected to exceed a factor
of 2 or 3 for selected issues.

Presenting the impact of issue resolution as expected averted dose (person-
rem per year) provides a useful indication of the risk reduction potential

i inherent in each issue. This quantity represents how much public
radiological exposure could be reduced from current expected values,<

expressed on a per year basis. The issues evaluated provided risk
) reductions frcm nil upwards to approximately 273 person-rem per year. It

should be noted that the person-rem reduction calculated for some issues does4

not necessarily indicate the actual person-rem reduction achievable. This is
largely due to the lack of detailed information available to the staff and
uncertainty on what hardware modifications are under consideration, or could, ,,

be the possible result of further study. For these issues, areas of potential
concern are identified and the analysis assumptions are presented as a
bounding case. Further information from Consumers Power may result in
modifications to these results.

It should also be noted that analyses of this nature involve considerable
uncertainties. Risk reduction as expressed in person-res provides a useful
indication of the preceived benefit from resolution of the issues presented
in this report. However, the risk reduction assessment'should be one of

'

several decision tools utilized to arrive at recommended actions on Big Rock
Point.

The results of our analysis are summarized below:

|

| Big Rock Point SEP 0-4
t
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TABLE 2

\.

Analysis Results
i

| Issues Developed from Staff Review of
Big Rock Probabilistic Risk Assessment-

ISSUE # Title Risk Reduction *
(person-rem /RY)

Alternate Shutdown Panel 228

Early Enclosure Spray 91

Emergency Condenser Makeup 67

Plant Shielding (NUREG-0737) 63

Post Incident System Reliability 24

Secondary System Instabilities 22

RDS Reliability High Pressure Recycle 6

Recirculation Pump Trip 4

SEP and Generic Issues

ISSUE # Title Risk Reduction *
(person-rem /RY)

_

IX-5 Ventilation Systems ++

63 Containment Purging 210*

75C Fire Protection-Emergency 204
condenser valve circuits

VII-1A RPS Isolation 201
,

I

44 BS&B Valve Data 85*

(++) Not quantified, but believed to be high.
(*) Indicates bounding analysis, reduction potential may be overstated.
(+) These values do not consider potential improvements in containment isolation

which would decrease the potential impact of the issue resolution.

0-5Big Rock Point SEP
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Table 2 cont'd.

III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection 28

11 Turbine Bypass Valve EHC System 26*

17 PCS Isolation 21

758 Fire Protection RDS Radiant 7
energy shield,

8 Single Channel Reset 6

74 Reactor Coolant System Vents 5*

7 Scram Dump Tank Level Instrumentatin 4

VIII-3.B OC Bus Voltage Monitoring 1. 9

All remaining issues Negligible
; Reduction

Due to the uncertainties previously mentioned for this type of analysis, it
is difficult to assign a cutoff value to the risk reduction. potential which
would be deemed worthy of a-recommendation for action. However, cne
commonly used criteria is to recommend expenditures of $1000 per man-remfof
societal dose reduction. It can be seen from the above results that
applying this criteria would suggest that some of the issues are indeed
beneficial areas for action. Twenty issues show measurable reduction
pctentials, ranging from a high of 228 person-ream /RY-down to approximately
at 2 person-rem /RY reduction while 13. issues show a benefit of 20
person-rem /RY or greater. In the course of the integrated assessment,
the potential benefit from these issues should be weighted against their;
implementation cost to assure that available resources'are being applied in
the areas where they offer the greatest risk reduction to-tne'public. All
the issue which show a risk reduction potential of greater than 1.0 person-rem
per year are discussed below in decreasing order of impact. For' additional
information on the analyses for each of these' issues and analyses for those
issues which were determined to have neglible risk reduction potential, see,

Attachments 1,2 and 3 to this report.

IX-5 Ventilation Systems

This topic addresses the need for providing further analysis to
determine the need of an active ventilation. system to assure the
operability of equipment needed to shutdown and cool the plant. Since
equipment heat loads and cooling requirements, as well as: hydrogen
build up, were not available. it was not possible to perform a analysis-
to determine the sensitivity of the plant to ventilation system failures.
For the Big Rock Point plant three ventilation systems are of' concern:-
the electrical equipment room ventilation, the Reactor Depressurization

Big Rock Point SEP. D-6 -
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dystem (RDS) battery area ventilation, and the diesel generator room
ventilation. The RDS battery area and the electrical equipment room
both have ventilation systems that are not powered from an emergency
bus. During a loss of offsite power, if the ventilation systems are
required to prevent equipment failures in these areas, no further
faults are required to fail the equipment in these areas. Failure of
the equipment during a loss of offsite power could lead to a core melt'

with a frequency larger than that calculated in the Big Rock Point PRA.
However, due to insufficient information from the licensee, it was not
possible to quantify the actual risk significance. It is believed that
ventilation in these areas is important and a detailed look should be
taken at equipment heat loads and ventilation requirements. Ventilation
induced failures were not found to be a significant event for the diesel
generator room.

,

75A Alternate Shutdown System

This issue concerns the ability to safety shut down the reactor during
conditions of fire in either the control room, the electrical equipment
room, the exterior cable penetration room, or the containment
electrical penetration area. It is proposed that this capability be
improved through the use of an alternate shutdown system, situated in
areas isolated from the fire affected locations described above. This
alternate shutdown system will allow for the monitoring and control of
the primary coolant system in the event of a fire. This modification
essentially removes the impact of all fire initiated core melt
sequences. Installation of this system was estimated to result in a
risk reduction of 228 person-rem per year. Improved containment
isolation has no impact on this result.

75C Fire Protection-Emergency Condenser Valve Circuits,

|

This issue deals with the frequency of fires in three vital plant areas
and the consequences of these fires. The three areas are the
electrical equipment room, the penetration area outside containment and
the penetration area inside containment. An unsuppressed fire in any
one of these areas could lead directly to a core melt, a result that is
confirmed in the Big Rock Point PRA. Fires in the;e areas can disable

; the emergency condenser RDS/ core spray system, and the power conversion
system. The proposed modification is to reroute the emergency
condenser cables in this area so that a fire in a single location could
not disable all systems required to shut dos., the plant. The core melt-

lfrequency from these fire sequences was evaiuated both before and after
the proposed modification. The reduction in core melt frequency
produced a reduction of 204 person-ren per year in the population exposure, |

independent of containment isolation upgrade,

i

|

I
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VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Trip System from Non-Safety Systems.

The isolation of all safety systems from non-safety systems is required
under the current licensing criteria. Isolation devices should prevent
a failure in a non-safety system from affecting the performance of the
safety system. At the Big Rock Point plant suitable isolation is
provided between the RPS and its non-safety control systems. However,
suitable isolation may not exist between the RPS channels and their
respective power supplies. If the protection devices in place are
inadequate, the assumption used in the analysis, then an off normal
output from either of the motor generator sets could fail the RPS.
This situation was analyzed and found to lead to a failure to scram
probability of approximately 2.2E-4. This dominated the failure to
scram sequence frequency. Resolution of this_ issue would involve the
installation of suitable isolation between the RPS and their power
supplies. Assuming the present isolation is inadequate, this resolution
is calculated to result in a risk reduction in public exposure of 201
person-rem per year and is independent of whether the containment
isolation capability is improved.

63 Containment Purging

The containment vents at the Big Rock Point plant are normally open.
In the event of an accident these vent valves are required to close.
Failure of these valves to close was one of the dominant contributors to
the containment leakage probability in the Big Rock PRA. The concern
addressed by this issue is that in the event of a LOCA or transient that
results in containment pressurization, debris inside the containment
could be transmitted to the vent system ductwork and prevent vent valve
closure. The proposed resolution is to install debris screens over the
vent ducts to prevent debris accumulation around the valves. Also
evaluated as part of this issue was the benefit that could be gained
through limited purging of the containment (currently the Big Rock
Point containment is continuously purged) and increased testing of the
vent valves.

The analysis performed was a sensitivity analysis since the exact
relationship between debris accumulation and vent valve failure is not
known. The failure probability used in the Big Rock Point PRA for vent.
valve failure was increased by 1, 50, and 100 percent to determine what
potential consequences due to debris induced vent valve failures could
be obtained. For the 100 percent increase in the vent valve fcilure
probability, the population exposure changed by approximately 111
person-rem per year. This result indicatos that if debris blockage of purge
valves is possible, some corrective action can provide a reasonable
reduction in public exposure.

Big Rock Point SEP D-8
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Decreasing the test interval for the vent valves from 18 months to 6
months will yield a population exposure reduction of 75 person-rem per
year. Limited purging, if possible, will result in an 81 person-rem

i per year reduction in the population exposure if purging is-limited to
; 90 hours per year. The use of increased testing and limited purging
; together results in a 99 person-rem per year reduction in the population
j exposure. Taken with the installation of purge valve debris screens,
j the total risk reduction potential for this' issue is 210 person-rem per

year.*

Early Enclosure Spray-

;

| The containment spray system at Big Rock Point operated with a 15 minute i

{ delay upon detection of high containment pressure. This delay actuation
j of the sprays could result in degradation of equipment used to mitigate
{ the accident, due to excessive temperatures. The proposed modification ,

! (which has been completed) is to eliminate the 15 minute time delay so
j that the enclosure spray can promptly activate when enclosure pressure ,
' reaches 2.2 psig following a release from the primary system. This

,

i modification is expected to result in a reduction in risk of 91 person-
! rem /per year, if the containment isolation is -not upgraded.

44 BS&B Valve Data

j There have been some preliminary indications that the normal air
pressure provided to air operated valves throughout the plant may not>

! be sufficient to stroke the valves. If this is the case, air operated
i valves may not move to the positions demanded of them or maintain that
i position. There is some doubt concerning this issue. 'If air supplies

are sufficient, this issue is of no importance to risk.. If, however,'
'

there is an air pressure problem, the following systems important to ,
'safety would be affected: main condenser system, feedwater system,

condensate system, control rod drive system, domineralized water
! system, liquid poison system, primary system isolation, vent valves and.
i containment isolation. The analysis showed that the air operated valve
j failures significantly affected the failure probability of two systems,
; the demineralized water system and the main condenser.- All other '

! systems were not significantly affected because (1) the valves failed
j in the proper safety position, (2) valve failures did not significantly
! affect system failure probabilities, or (3) the change in the system
! failure probability did not significantly affect the dominant' accident
j sequences. For the two systems found to be impacted, air operated
! valve failures contributed 77 person-res per year and 8 person-res per year
' to the population exposure due to induced failures'of the' demineralized
j water system and main condenser respectively, assuming containment ,

isolation is not upgraded. Action in this area could therefore' provide a,

j- meaningful risk reduction IF air pressure is currently determined to be
j insufficient for full stroEing of air operated valves.
;

j

i

.

' Big Rock Point SEP cD-9<
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Emergency Condenser Makeup

Upon loss of the power conversion system, energy from decav heat in the
primary system must be removed through use of the emergency condenser,
while the plant remains at pressure. Makeup water to the shell side of
the emergency condenser must be provided within four hours, or its
inventory will be depleted and core cooling lost. It is proposed that

the reliability of the emergency condenser be improved through
converting a manual makeup valve into an automatic valve which allows
the use of the fire water system for condenser makeup. This
modification is expected to result in a reduction in risk of 67
person rem /per year, assuming containment isolation is not upgraded.

54 Plant Shielding (NUREG 0737)

This issue concerns the resultant exposure to plant personnel required
to mitigate the effects of core damage and to obtain necessary air
samples following a reactor accident. It is felt that current plant
shielding would, following a postulated core melt accident, result in
radiation levels which would hamper or preclude repair of long term
cooling systems. This lack of repair capability could then reduce the
operating staff's ability to mitigate core melt accidents. Improved
plant shielding was estimated to result in a reduced population
exposure of 63 person-rem per year, if the containment isolation
capability is not upgraded.

III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection

Current criteria require that the thermal overload protection for
motors of motor-operated valves be bypassed during emergency operation
or the trip set point should be set high enough to prevent spurious
operation of the thermal overload protection. Additionally, for valves
that use a torque switch rather than a limit switch to end valve
travel, the torque switch should be bypassed with a limit switch during
automatic actuation. At the Big Rock plant all the criteria are not
met. The thermal overload trip setpoints are not periodically tested.
This issue affects the AC powered valves in the shutdown cooling
system, the fire protection system, recirculation line isolation system,
the post incident system, condensate system, and the emergency
condenser system. DC powered valves at Big Rock Point do not have
thermal overload protection and therefore are nnt affected.

The analysis performed evaluated the effect of setpoint drift of the
thermal overload protection. It was assumed that any out of
calibration failures of the thermal overload protection would prevent
valve operction. This valve failure mode was incorporated into the
system fault trees for each system listed above. The thermal overload

Big Rock Point SEP D-10
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protection failure had little or no effect on the post incident system,
recirculation line isolation system, and the emergency condenser system !

failure probabilities. The failure of the thermal overload protection |

|
'did affect the failure probabilities of the remaining three systems.

| The major effect was the change in the failure probabilities of the
; . shutdown cooling and fire protection systems due to thermal overload
i protection spurious failures. This resulted in slightly more than a 10 :

| percent increase in core melt frequency, and resolution of this issue
.

was determined to result in a risk reduction of 28 person-rem per year, .

j ascuming containment isolation is not upgraded.

! 11 Turbine Bypass Valve EHC System

The turbine bypass valve electrohydraulic control (EHC) system, also
j known as the Rucker System, at Big Rock Point has shown a tendency to

spuriously open or fail to open the-turbine bypass valve. These.

| control system induced instabilities have convinced plant staff to
reevaluate the relative effectiveness of the EHC system and to consider

,

i possible corrective actions. It was not known what improvement in EHC
system reliability was likely from reevaluation. Therefore a
sensitivity analysis was performed to provide some insight into the2

I potential risk reduction possible through improved reliability of the EHC i

i turbine bypass valve system . Assuming that an order of magnitude
j reduction in the failure-to-open probability _and spurious opening
; probability is obtained, a 26 man-rem per year reduction in population i

j exposure can be obtained. A smaller increase in EHC reliability t

j (factor of 2) would result in a correspondingly smaller risk reduction
: potential of 14 person-res per year. These values assume that
! containment i:clation capability is not upgraded.

| Post Incident System Reliability
:

! This modification calls for the installation of locks on manual valves
: in the post incident systems so that the valves can only be locked in
i correct positions. This is to avoid human error'of placing valves in.
! wrong positions after testing or maintenance. This modification is
i exoected to result in a reduction'in risk of 24 person-res/per year,-
| assuming containment isolation is not upgraded. 7

1 16 Secondary System Instabilities - .

| :

i This issue involves the present behavior of the plant condensate 9
j system. Following a' load rejection, the primary coolant system wil1~ *

i blow down through the turbine bypass valve to the condenser hot well~
j -(assuming proper operation of the EHC system). As a result, the~ hot

>
.

!
1

!
,

; Big Rock Point SEP .D-11',
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well levels will swell causing a signal to open the reject valve. When
the reject valve opens, a significant portion of the condensate pump

i discharge is diverted from the suction of the reactor feed pumps to the
condensate storage tank. The loss of feed pump suction results in a
feed pump trip and, thus, the loss of primary system makeup during the
blowdown. The loss of primary inventory could result in a low reactor
water level condition which results in a reactor trip.

The proposed resolution of this issue is to modify the existing reject
valve control circuitry such that valve opening does not occur during
load rejection. This will reduce plant trips as initiating transients
and will reduce core melt frequency. The staff's analysis indicates
that resolution of this issue can result in a risk reduction of 22

,

person-rem per year, assuming containment isolation capability is not
upgraded.

17 PCS Isolation
.

Currently there are eight primary coolant system vent and drain lines
that have only a single manual valve for isolation of the primary,

' coolant system from the containment atmosphere. Failure, a severe
rupture, of any one of these valves would result in a small
interfacing system LOCA. The valve failures are expected to occur with.

a frequency of 1.9E-3/yr using data from the Big Rock Point PRA, with a
resultant core melt frequency of 8.9E-5/yr. The proposed modification,
the addition of a second manual valve or pipe caps, would effectively

i elimint,te the contribution to the interfacing system LOCA frequency due
to leakage through these vent and drain lines. This action results in a
reduction in the population exposure of 21 person-rem per year,1

assuming containment isolation capability is not upgraded.
,

758 Fire Protection v RDS Radiant Energy Shield

This issue deals with the possibility of a fire disabling the RDS/ core
spray sys'a:m, the emergency condenser and inducing a loss of offsite
power. 1re three potential fire areas are: the core spray pump room,

i the south face of the steam drum wall, and the area where the emergency
condenser is located. A simplified model was constructed to represent
the possibility of a fire in one of these three areas that would
ultimately causes a loss of offsite power. (The licensee claims that it: is not possible for a fire in these areas to result in a loss of

i offsite power.) Under the assumptions utilized for this analysis, the
fires postulated in the above areas contributed to the plant risk
only slightly. Ths proposed modifications, fire shields between the
RDS/ core spray system and the emergency condenser system, resulted in a'

7 person-rem per year reduction in the population exposure,
} assuming containment isolation capability is not upgraded.

|

!

Big Rock Point SEP D-12
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!- 8 Single Channel Reset

There have been ocassions when the reactor protection system has been
:

| reset, a primary coolant to containment leakage path has resulted from
! the failure of the scram valves and the scram dupa tank (SDT) vent and ;

drain valves to open and close in the proper sequence. These events
i did not occur during power operation, but if a similar event had
| occured at operating pressure, a small LOCA would result. The
j operating data was used to develop a small LOCA initiating frequency
|_ for this type of LOCA. This frequency was then used in the dominany !

small LOCA accident sequences from the Big Rock Point PRA. After the
,

core melt frequency due tothis small LOCA was calculated based on the!

; proposed modification, installation of redundant MOVs on the SDT vent
! and drain lines. The core melt frequency resulting from this reduced

I
i LOCA initiator was then calculated. The modification resulted in a
i- risk reduction of 6 person-res/per year, if the containment isolation
| 1s not upgraded.

j RDS Reliability-High Pressure Recycle
!

Currently Big Rock Point has a limited ability of inject high pressure -
coolant for primary system inventory makeup fc11owing a small LOCA or
other transitnt when makeup is necessary. Without a high pressure
source of makeup, a high reliance is placed upon the reactor
depressurization system (RDS) which is utilized to reduce reactor
pressure and allow makeup through low pressure systems. The
modification proposed is to provide high pressure makeup to the primary

j system but routing containment water due to releases from the primary ,

system back to the RCS via feedwater/ condensate systems. This avoids
the need to rely solely on the RDS system. This modification was
calculated to provide a risk reduction potential of 6 person-res/per
year, if the containment isolation capability is not upgraded.

74 Reactor Coolant System Vents (NUREG-0737)
t

Thisissuedealswiththeabilityto.ventth$primarycoolantsystemto
hydrogen which can accumulate during a core damage accident. Currently
at the Big Rock Point Plant the primary system von is installed.
However it is not seismically qualified, no procedures exist for its
use and there are not provisions for test connects.

Upgrading the vent system to an operational condition would be of
benefit in situations where high reactor pressure is maintained and the
high pressure heat removal' capabilities have been lost. This

icombination of events would lead to hydrogen generation. The analysis
! conservatively evaluated the combination of initiators, transien_ts and
| LOCA's and system failures necessary to produce the' combination of
)
; r 1

' l
, . ,

- Big Rock Point SEP D-13
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conditions outlined above. Acontainelentprobabilityof1was
conservatively used to calculate a populational exposure since accident
sequences with hydrogen generation were not part of dominant sequences
in the Big Rock Point PRA. A reduction in the population exposure of
less than 5 person-rem /per year results from the use of this primary'

system vent, assuming containment isolation is not upgraded.

7 Scram Dump Tank Level Instrumentation

In the NRC generic letter 81-18, dated March 30, 1981, the staff
; indicated that common-cause failures may be the most significant

contributors to the unreliability of the scram capabilities of BWRs.
As a result of this position diverse scram discharge volume (SDV) level
instrumentation is required for BWR plants. The analysis performed
evaluated the contribution to the reactor protection system (RPS)
failure probability related to common-cause SDV level instrumentation
failures. A simplified system fault tree was constructed and
quantified twice, once with no congrivugion from this cause considered.

1 The second quantification represents the RPS with an effective
alternative to the non-redundant SDV level instrumentation. With a
modification to the level instrumentation to remove the common cause

| failure effects, a reduction in public risk of 4 person-rem /per year
can be realized, if the containment isolation capability is not upgraded.

;

!

Recirculation Pump Trip

The consideration of actions to reduce the risk from ATWS events has
ibeen an ongoing effort for the staff. For boiling water reactors, an,

effective modification to reduce the severity of a postulated ATWS
event, has been for the installation of an automatic trip of the
reactor recirculation pumps. Upon a high pressure signal, trip of these
pumps will result in a decreased reactor power level and moderation of
event severity. For Big Rock Point, the installation of recirculation4

i pump trip was shown to result in a risk reduction potential of 4
*

person-rem /per year, whether or not the containment isolation capability
is upgraded.4

:

VIII-3.8 DC Bus Voltage Monitoring

Current licensing criteria require that sufficient instrumentation be
provided in the control room so that the operator can prevent the loss
of a DC buss. The DC power status indication currently not available
at Big Rock Point included: DC bus voltage, battery current, battery
charger and breaker status. The analysis performed showed that the
additional instrumentation would result in a small but measurable
increase in the reliability of DC power systems for Big Rock Point.
Upgrading the DC instrumentation was calculated to provide a risk
reduction potential of less than 2 person-res/per year, if the containment
isolation capability is not upgraded.

,

,

Big Rock Point SEP D-14
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is an Executive Summary of the report, " Risk-Based Categorization !

of Big Rock Point SEP Issues." Refer to the main report for the details ofi

the analysis we have used to classify the Big Rock Point SEP issues with ,

'

,
respect to their importances to risk. These classifications have been

! performed using probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques.

i The issues have been examined from the perspective of the impact their
resolution would have on risk from the plant. The classifications are based
on the criteria given in Table Ex-1. Following art. discussions of each
issue, their classifications based on these criteria, and the supportive
results of our analysis which were judged by these criteria.

: g A plant specific PRA, performed by the utility and currently under NRC
review, was available for the Big Rock Point plant. This PRA was used in
the analyses performed here as representative of the plant as it is now.
The methodology adopted in this study was to examine the impact of each
issue on the systems they affect and assess the impcrtance of the issue by
quantitative consideration of the f ault trees and event trees in the Big4

Rock Point PRA. For each issue, we estimated the impact its resolution
would have on the Big Rock Point PRA f ault trees. The effect of an issue on
risk at the Big Rock Point plant was determined by evaluating the effect
that the f ault tree changes would have on the event trees developed in the
Big Rock Point PRA. The changes in the frequency of dominant accident
sequences represents the effect resolution of each issue would have on the

'i expected core melt frequency of the Big Rock Point plant. The magnitude of
the core melt frequency change was the basis for the ranking of an issue
(high, medium, or low) with regards to risk significance.;

)
! Table Ex-2 gives the results of the classification of the issues as

high, medium, or low importance to risk. The numbert denote the issues.

The rest of this executive summary consists of brief summaries of each
of the issues evaluated and it's risk resolution. The main report contains

,

more detailed discussions of the methodology and the ana'ysis of each issue.

i

i

Big Rock Point SEP -1 0-19
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TABLE EX-1

Classification of Issues

Classification Criterion

High Resolution of issue would have a
dominant impact on the value of
the Big Rock Point core melt fre-
quency.

Medium Resolution of issue significantly
impacts the val ~ue of the Big Rock
Point core melt frequency.

Low Resolution of issues has virtually
no impact on the-value of the Big.
Rock Point ' core melt frequency.

1
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I TABLE EX-2
t

Classification of Issues Importance to Risk

( H_i gh, '

IX-5 Ventilation Systems
,

y Medium
-

III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection
| VII-1.A RPS Isolation
'

Low

III-5.8 Pipe Break Outside Containment
III-8.A Loose Parts Monitoring '

t

! V-5- RCP8 Leak Detection
.i .V-10.A Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchanger Tube Failure
i V-ll.A Isolation of High and Low Pressure Systems
: V-ll.B RHR Interlock Requirements (Systems and Electrical)
!. VI-4 Containment Isolation System
4 VI-10.A Response Time Testing
| VII-3 Safe Shutdown Systems
| VIII-3.B DC Bus Voltage Monitoring '

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment
! IX-3 Service and Cooling Water Systems
: XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation
.

XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure Outside
Containment

}
!

!

)
'

i

l
"

=
r

,

,

4
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III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment
IX-3 Station Service and Cooling Water System

These two issues deal with passive pipe failures that could affect the
operability of the fire protection system and therefore the RDS/CS system.
Topic IX-3 deals with passive failures of non-redundant pipe segments in the
fire protection system itself. Topic 111-5.8 concerns ruptures of piping in
the intake structure that could affect the operation of the fire protection
system. The analysis performed evaluated the contribution of piping
f ailures in the fire protection system and the systems in the intake
structure to the f ailure probability of the fire protection system. The
f ailure probability of the fire protection system is dominated by the
f ailure of the fire protection system pumps due to mechanical pump f ailures.
The contribution of pipe failures was several orders of magnitude smaller
than the contribution of the pump failures. Eliminating the piping failures
that could affect the fire protection system would have virtually no effect
on the fire protection system failure probability. We therefore rank this
issue to be of low risk significance.

III-8.A Loose Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration Monitoring

The Big Rock Point plant does not have a loose parts monitoring system
(for loose parts within the reactor coolant pressure boundary) to meet the |
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.133. Features lacking for the system
would include sensors on the exterior surface of the RCPB capable of

*

detecting acoustic disturbances, system sensitivity specifications, alert
levels, data acquisition modes and other system and procedural requirements.

The loose parts that would be detected by a loose parts monitoring
system have not been a significant cause of transients at nuclear power
plants. Due to the relatively high transient frequency from other causes
the elimination of loose parts induced transients has a small effect on the
core melt frequency. This issue is of low risk significance.

III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated Valves

Current criteria require that the thermal overload protection for
motors of motor operated valves be bypassed during emergency operation or
the trip set point should be set high enough to prevent spurious operation
of the thermal overload protection. Additionally, for valves that use a
torque switch rather than a limit switch to end valve travel, the torque
switch should be bypassed with a limit switch during automatic act.ation.
At the Big Rock Point plant all the criteria are not met. The thermal
overload trip setpoints are not periodically tested. This issue affects the
AC powered valves in the shutdown cooling system, the fire protection sys-
tem, recirculation line isolation system, the post incident system,
condensate system and the emergency condenser system. DC powered valves at
Big Rock Point do not have thermal overload protction and are therefore
unaffected.

The analysis performed evaluated the effect of setpoint drif t of the
thermal overload protection. It was assumed that any out of calibration
f ailures of the thermal overload protection would prevent valve operatson.

big Rock Point SEP D-22
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This valve f ailure mode was incorporated into the system f ault trees (from
the Big Rock Point PRA) for each system listed above. The thermal overload
protection f ailure had little or no effect on the post incident system,
recirculation line isolation system and the emergency condenser system
failure probabilities. The failure of the thermal overload protection did
affect the failure probabilities of the remaining three systems. The change
in the condensate system failure probability had virtually no effect on the
expected core melt frequency. However, the change in the f ailure
probabilities of the shutdown cooling and fire protection systems due to
thermal overload protection spurious fattures contributed slightly more than
an additional 10% to the core melt frequency. We therefore rate this issuo
to be of medium risk significance.

V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection

The current NRC regulatory guides recommend installation of at least
three seismically qualified leakage detection systems of a specified type
with the sensitivity to detect a one gallon per minute leak from the reactor
coalant pressure boundary in one hour. At the Big Rock Point plant all
three required systems are available. According to the utility, two of the
systems appear to meet the NRC sensitivity requirements. (At this time the
utility's evaluation of the debection system's sensitivity has not been
fully reviewed by the NRC.) The third system, sump level monitoring, has
tne capability to detect a 1 gpm leak but the level is checked only every 8
hours.

This issue was analyzed by evaluating the probability that a small leak
will go undetected and grow to LOCA proportions. (This evaluation did not
consider the significance of leakage detection to mitigate high energy pipe
breaks. It also did not consider common mode pipe break effects, e.g., pipe
whip.) The difference between the NRC regulatory guide recommendation and
the conditions at Big Rock Point is the adequacy of one of three detection
systems. The analysis evaluated the benefit gained by improving the
sensitivity of this third leakage detection system. A third detection
system would decrease the probability of not detecting a leak before it
could grow to LOCA proportions. Although there is a pipe break LOCA fre-
quency reduction, assuming three detection systems instead of two, the pipe
break LOCA frequency is reduced sufficiently with only two detection systems
so as not to contribute significantly to the Big Rock Point core melt

significant.)(The lack of seismic qualification does not appear to be
frequency.

We therefore rank this issue to be of low risk significance.

V-10.A RHR Heat Exchanger Tube Failure

Current NRC criteria require monitoring of reactor primary coolant
purity. Also required is monitoring of potential leak paths to the environ.
ment from the primary system. At the Big Rock Point plant the monitoring of
the primary coolant for possible inleakage from the reactor cooling water
system does not meet current criteria. The monitoring of possible leak
paths through the reactor coolant water system and the service water system
does not meet the current criteria.

Big Rock Point SEP 0-23y
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The analysts performed evaluated the expected frequency of the combina-
tion of heat exchanger failures required to allow for leakage either from

j the environment to the primary coolant or from the primary system to the
environment. (This analysis did not consider long term effects of impurities
in the primary system.) The frequency of multiple heat exchanger failures
is low enough, on the order of E.7/yr, that monitoring systems beyond what

operation)y employed at Big Rock Point (twice weekly sampling during systemwould not significantly af fect the risks associated with theis currentl

operation of this plant. (Additionally, the consequences of this combina-
tion of events are less severe than those of core melt accidents which have'

a higher frequency than the combination of heat exchanger failures.) We
therefore cate this issue to be of low risk significance.

V-II.A Rtquirements for Isolation of High and Low Pressure Systems
V-II.B RHR Interlock Requirements

Current NRC criteria require that the interfaces between high and low
pressure systems have diverse and independent interlocks to prevent inadver-
tent overpressurization of the low pressure system. At the Big Rock Point
plant the interlocks for two systems do not meet the current criteria. Each
pair of the shutdown cooling system isolation valves is controlled by a
single interlock. The core spray system has a single check valve and two
normally closed injection valves for each injection line. There are no
interlocks on the core spray MOVs.

The interlocks for the shutdown cooling system (SOCS) have been deemed
as an acceptable deviation from the current criteria. (Although the SOCS
isolation valves do not have diverse and thdependent interlocks the
interlock signal is produced by redundant pressure switches and redundant
relays. Additionally, the interlock is adequately protected from potential
common cause electrical faults. For these reasons the interlocks for the
SOCS are acceptable.) The overpressure protection for the core spray
system was analyzed. The core spray valves are cycled monthly and at the
time of the test the check valves, one on each of the two injection lines,
are checked for back leakage. The monthly tests are also the time at which
both core spray system isolation valves on an injection line are most likely
to be inadvertently opened while the primary system is pressurized. The
analysis considered the possibility of both valves being open and the
failure of the check valve. Th frequency of an Interfacing system LOCA in
this case was on the order of E 6/yr which is small in comparison to the
expected core melt frequency at the Big Rock point plant. We therefore rank
this issue to be of low risk significance.

V!-4 Containment Isolation System

Nine of the containment penetrations at the Big Rock Point plant do not
conform to the current general design criteria (GDC). Among these
penetrations there are five configurations which deviate from the GDC.
These are

a normally open manual valve is used outside containment when an-

automatic MOV is required.

Big Rock Point SEP vt 0 24
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no isolation valve is used where a remote manual MOV is required,| -

check operated valves are used outside containment when an automatic-

MOV is required,

no isolation valves are used (for a system closed outside the-

containment) when manually operated MOVs are required inside and
outside containment, and

no isolation valves are used (for a system closed inside the-

containment) when an automatic MOV is required outside containment.

The containment leakage probability due to failure of any of the nine
penetrations to isolate, in their present configuration, is approximately
1.4 E - 4. The containment leakacPoint PRA was on the order of 0.l,e probability calculated for the Big RockReducing the contribution of tha failure.

to isolate these nine penetrations to the containment leakage probability
would have virtually no effect on the containment leaksge probability. We,

| therefore rate this issue to be of low risk significance.

VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety Features,
including Response Time Testing

The Big Rock Point Technical Specifications do not require response
time testing of the RPS and ESF system, particularly the neutron monitoring
channels. Procedures exist at the plant for the calibration of the
initiation channels for the RPS emergency condenser and containment
isolation system; however, the Technical Specifications do not include these
calibration )rocedures. Current criteria require that response time testing

i and the ca1Lbration procedures be incorporated into the plant Technical
Specifications.'

! The required functional tests, or their equivalent, are performed at
! Big Rock Point. With regard to a PRA the response time tests required by,

current criteria would not add any significant information about the RPS and
| ESF system beyond that which the functional tests already provide.
j Incorporation of response time testing would have little or no effect on the

results of a PRA. The formalization of the calibration procedures, already
in use at the plant, in the plant Technical Specifications would not affect
the results of a PRA either. In the PRA the plant conditions are modeled
and in this case the requirements of the plant procedures are more
restrictive than the plant Technical Specifications. We therefore rank this
issue to be of low risk significance.

VII-1.A ! solation of Reactor Trip System from Non-Safety Systems,
including Qualification of Isolation Devices

The isolation of all safety systems from non safety systems is required
| under the current licensing criteria. Isolation devices should prevent a
i f ailure in a non safety system from affecting the performance of the safety
| system. At the Big Rock Point plant suitable isolation is provided between

the RPS and its non safety control systems (including the control room
| instrumentation). However, suitable isolation may not exist between the RPS

310 Rock Point SEP 045,gg



Channels and their respective power supplies. If the protection devices in
place are inadequate, the assumption used in the analysis, then an off
normal output from either of the motor generator sets could fail the RPS.
This situation was analyzed and found to lead to a failure to scram proba- |
bility of approximately 2.2E-4. This dominated the failure to scram

]probability and hed a significant effect on the core melt frequency calcu-
lated for the Big Rock Point PRA, contributing approximately 10% to the core
melt frequency. We rank this issue to be of rtedium risk significance.

VII-3 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

The systems required to bring the Big Rock Point plant from hot shut-
down to cold shutdown with only onsite or offsite power available meet.

current NRC criteria with one exception. Vital indication in the control
room, such as reactor pressure temperature and level, are susceptible to
single failures. The initial SEP recommendation was to provide independent
and redundant indication of the reactor parameters in the control room, and
this is the area analyzed in this report. Subsequently this recommendation
was deleted.

'

The analysis performed showed that the dominant contritutor to the loss
of this instrumentation is a los: of all electrical power to the instrument
panel. This involves a loss of offsite power and a failure of the emergency
diesel generator, i.e., the emergency AC power system. With this combina-
tion of events a second instrument panel would not function, since no source
of AC power is available. Therefore, a second instrument panel would not
provide the desired redundancy during the event most likely to involve the
need for a second source of instrumentation. We therefore rate this issue,

to be of low risk significance.

VIII-3.B DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation,

| Current criteria require that sufficient instrumentation be provided in
'

the control room so that the operator can prevent the loss of a DC bus or
take timely corrective action in the event of a loss of a DC bus. The DC
power status indication currently not available to the operator at the' Big
Rock Point plant includes: DC bus voltage, battery current, battery charger
current and breaker status (charger and/or battery). The recommendation is

i that these indications be installed for the 125V DC system, the diesel
generator battery system, the diesel fire pump battery system and the unin-
terruptible power supplies (UPS). The UPS consists of 4 separate battery
sources.

The analysis evaluated the effect of improved annunciation on the
unavailabilities of each DC power supply. The reduction in the DC' power
systems' unavailabilities was used to evaluate the effects the improved DC
annunciation would have on the availabilities of the systems to which the DC
power systems supplied power. For the UPS, the fire pump battery system and.
the diesel generator battery system,'the reduction of the battery system
unavailability had little or no effect on the unavailabilities. of the
systems to which they supply power.

The 125V "C power supply supports several systems. The effect of a
reduction in als system's unavailability was calculated by evaluating the
core melt sequences where a loss of 12bV DC power could affect any of the

VI I
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systems in the sequence. The results showed the reduction of the 125V 'iC
power system unavailability had little effect on the core melt frequency.

I We therefore rank this issue to be of low risk significance.,

( I

| VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment
| Current criteria require that for each electrical penetration protec-

tive systems should provide primary and secondary protection devices to
prevent a circuit overload and a single failure from impairing containment
integrity. At the Big Rock Point plant secondary protection is not provided
for all DC and low power AC penetrations.

The analysis performed used a simplified model to represent the circuit
overload and primary circuit breaker failure for the DC and low voltage AC

'
1

penetrations. The resulting containment penetration failure probability,
due to the f ailure of any one penetration, was less than lE-4. This is
significantly less than the containment leakage probability of approximately
0.1. Therefore, reduction of the f'ailure probability of the electrical
penetrations would have little effect on the containment leakage
probability. We therefore rank this issue to be of low risk significance.

1

IX-5 Ventilation System

This topic addresses the need to provide further analysis to determ'ne
the need for an active ventilation system to assure the operability.of
equipment needed to shutdown and cool the Big Rock Point plant. A finding
that the ventilation system does not affect the failure probabilities of the
systems it serves (i.e., the issue is rated low in risk significance) means
that no further analysis of the adequacy of the ventilation system is
required. This effort is intended only to indicate for which areas
(ventilation systems) further analysis of the adequacy of the ventilation
system may be required.

For the Big Rock Point plant three ventilation systems are of concern:
the electrical equipment room ventilation,'the RDS battery area ventilation
and the diesel generator room ventilation.

The RDS battery area and the electrical equipment room both have venti-
lation systems that are not powered from an emergency bus. Failure of these
ventilation systems could be a significant contributor to the Big Rock Point
dominant accident sequences depending on the degree to which ventilation is
required. These ventilation areas are rated to be of high risk signifi-
cance, further analysis should be performed to determine the ventilation
requirements for these areas.

The diesel generator room has a passive ventilation system. The
concern is that once the diesel generator has started the heat buildup may
f ail the electrical panel in this room. An examination of the Big Rock
Point PRA revealed that only one dominant accident sequence involved failure
of the emergency AC power provided the diesel generator started. A
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ventilation induced failure of the electrical panel should not significantly
affect the expected core melt frequency. We rate this issue to be of loa
risk significance.

XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation-

The probability of a control rod misoperation is relatively low. This
type of initiating event does not affect the ability of the Big Rock Point
plant to respond to the overpower condition that could result. The systems
required to safely shutdown the plant, including the RPS, are not damaged by
the control rod misoperation and are therefore available to mitigate the
conditions produced by such an initiator. The RPS failure probability
combined with the low frequency for this type of event yields a relatively
small core melt frequency, significantly smaller than the expected core melt
frequency for this plant. We therefore rate this issue as of low risk
significance.

XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure Outside
Containment

This issue deals with the radiological consequences of a steam line
break outside containment during an accident that does not lead to a core
melt. Previous PRA studies have shown that the dominant contcibutors to
risk are core melt sequences. The low frequency of this event combined with
the relatively small consequences associated with, it lead us to rank this
issue to be of low risk significance.

,

i
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| I. Introduction

This report will present the analysis and results for the risk-based
categorization of issues identified by the USNRC Systematic Evaluation
Program (SEP) for the Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant.

Section II will discuss the methodology, Section III will present our
results for Big Rock Point and Section IV will give the analysis performed
for each Big. Rock Point SEP issue.

A brief discussion of the analysis and results for each issue is given
in the Executive Sumary of this report.

~ Big Rock Point SEP' 1 D-29
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II. Methodology for Categorization of Big Rock Point SEP Issues
1

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) Systematic
,

i Evaluation Program (SEP) is identifying deviations from current licensing
requirements for older nuclear' power plants. This project evaluates those 'j
issues which are amenable to study by probabilistic risk assessment (PRA)

'.
techniques, for the Big Rock Point plant. The result of this evaluation is
the categorization of these issues by the impact their resolution would have
on risk. This categorization will be used as input to the USNRC decisions
on what hardware and procedure changes will be required for the nuclear
plants as the product of the SEP.

Not all of the issues. identified are easily addressed by well-defined
PRA techniques. In particular, issues which address the ability of the'

power plant to safely deal with events for which the frequency and/or
,

effects on plant systems are unknown are not evaluated in this study.~ PRA
examines accident scenarios for which the initiating event frequencies area

relatively well known and probabilities of system f ailures are estimated by
detailed consideration of system configuration, random component failures,
and system interactions. Thus the issues evaluated are those which address <

systems or plant features during normal operation or accident situations of
relatively well-known frequency where that system or plant feature may be
demanded.

,
.

Issues excluded are those dealing with seism.c, tornado, or flooding
events for which the frequency of a given severity event, or any such event,.
is not well known. Also excluded are issues dealing with high energy li,ne
breaks, where it is not the frequency, but the effects on systems, which is
not known. Treating these issues in the framework of PRA would generally be
at the edge of the state-of-the-art (since event frequencies, etc., are not,

well known) and thus our confidence in the risk-based categorization of
, these isues would be less than for the results of ~our analysis of those .-

Iissues which fit well~into present PRA considerations.
4

The Big Rock Point Probabilistic Risk Analysis (PRA), produced ~ by the
utility, was used as the baseline for this analysis. Information contained -
in the Big Rock Point PRA included system description 0, system fault trees,

! event trees and the dominant accident sequences for Big Rock Point. This
information. represented the plant as it is now, prior to any SEP proposed
modifications.

The method adopted in this study.was to examine the: impact of.each.
issue on the systems it affects and assess the importance of the issue by'

quantitative consideration of the f ault trees and the results of the Big
' Rock Point PRA.

For each issue, we. consider the impact its resolution would have on the
calculation of system or component unavailability in the Big Rock Point
fault trees, or if'necessary directly on a sequence frequency. That is, we-
assess the impact on the top event of.each Big Rock Point fault tree (or
event in any sequance).of each issue. .This sometimes required developing .

,

further' fault trees to incorporate the effect of. each issue. For example,
|

I

!
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issues which impacted the failure rates of basic events or components
required further development since the original f ault tree ended at that
level.

In general, the evaluation was done in consecutive phases in order to
reduce the amount of work as much as possible while still getting the
required insights to assure a proper ranking.

Phase I - Evaluate the effect of the SEP issue resolution on the
particular event or component it is associated with. That is,
determine if there is a frequency / reliability change induced on the
event / component by resolving the issue as suggested by the NRC. If
there is essentially no effect, no further analysis is required and the
risk significance is low. If there is an effect, proceed to Phase II.

Phase II - Evaluate the effect of the frequency / reliability change
,

found in Phase I on the overall raliability of the systems which it
impacts. If there is essentially no effect, no further analysis is
required and the risk significance is low. If there is an effect,,

proceed to Phase III.

Phase III - Evaluate the effect cf tne reliability change found in
Phase II on the plant core melt frequency. If there is essentially no
effect, the risk significance is low. If there is an effect the risk
significance is either medium or high. Although- the actual core melti

frequency change was calculated, no percent change in the core melt
frequency was used as the definitive break poirt between medium and

,

high risk significance. Rather some qualitative judgment was used in-;

the determination of these two classifications.

To determine the risk significance of each issue the' Big. Rock Point PRA
was used as the baseline model. The information in this model included the
expected core melt frequency, the dominant accident sequences and the system

; fault trees. Where possible the effects of the modifications proposed by
j the SEP branch were incorporated directly into the system models used in the

Big Rock Point PRA. The modifications to the baseline model were one of
two types; either the modification reduced the value of an event already
modeled or the modification affected an event that had not been specifically
modeled. Examples of each type of modification, from the analysis, follow.

; 1. In Topic VIII-3.B the affected component is the station battery.
The battery faults are modeled in the Big Rock Point-PRA. The.4

modificction, proposed by the SEP: branch, reduces the battery
. failure rate. . The modification would result in a reduction of. the
baseline model core melt frequency.-

2. In Topic III-10.A the affected component, MOV thermal overload
devices, is not specifically modeled in the Big Rock Point PRA.
Therefore,-the baseline model actually re' presents the plant with an-
effective solution to the deviation from current criteria. The

. contribution of the cutsets containing the component failure / event
' ;to the core melt frequency must be added to the baseline core melt-
; frequency.

4
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In both cases a core melt frequency change was calculated. The
percentage change in the core melt frequency was the primary factor used in
ranking the risk significance of an issue. However, some subjective con-
siderations were important. The Big Rock Point plant is a small nuclear
-power plant in a sparsely populated region. The relatively small core
inventory and low population density would tend to reduce the consequences
of a core melt accident. However, the core melt frequency of the baseline
model (the Big Rock Point PRA) is relatively high. These two factors tend
to force the importance of changes in the core melt frequency in opposite
directions. Therefore, the risk significance ranking of a percentage change
in the core melt frequency was a relatively subjective decision. For this
reason no particular percentage changa in the core melt frequency was used
as the cut off point between issues ranked to be of high or medium risk
. significance.

The overall study n:ethodology is given in flowchart form in Figure 1.
The importance of an issue is determined by the impact of resolution of the
issue on the Big Rock Point fault trees or events and the dominance or
nondominance of accidents containing those faults or events. The impacts
are developed from the SEP branch evaluations of the issues and the Big Rock
Point f ault trees. The " dominance" of the Big Rock Point f ault trees and
events is determined as previously stated from the results of the Big Rock
Point PRA. The resulting classifications are given in Table 1.

A discussion of each issue and its classification is given in the
'i

Executive Summary of this report. The next section provides a brief
overview of the results of this' study,

i
;

i

a

:
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Classification of Issues

Classification Criterion'

High Resolution of issue would have a
dominant impact on the value of
the Big Rock Point core melt fre-
quency.

Medium Resolution of issue significantly-
impacts the value of the Big Rock
Point core melt frequency.

Low ' Resolution of issues has virtually
no impact on the value of the Big
Rock Point core melt frequency.

I

i

'a

.
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III. Results

There were 32 issues identified by the Systematic Evaluation Program
Branch for the Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant. Of these, 15 were

outside the scope of our analysis and 17 were within our scope. Table 2
gives those issues we did not analyze and Table 3 gives those issues we did
analyze.

Each issue was analyzed for classification by the criteria described in
the previous section of this report. That is, we assessed whether
resolution of the issue would affect the Big Rock Point f ault trees (as
presented in the Big Rock Point IRA), and quantified the effect. The fault
trees were examined to determine the resulting change in the top event (s),
and the Big Rock Point PRA was reviewed to characterize the affected fault
tiees by whether they would be part of dominant accident sequences.

Table 4 presents the resuits of our analysis. For each issue, the

system or accident event that the issue potentially inapacts, the change in
unavailability due to resolution of the issue and the component or system
for which this was calculated (Fhase I), whether the issue affects the top
event of the f ault tree (s)/evenH .), whether the f ault tree (s) or event (s)
affected would appear in any d. .nant accident sequences (Phase III), and,
based on applying the criteria of Section II to all of the above results,
the resulting classification of the issues are given. Table 5 gives a list
of the classifications of the issues as high, medium, or low importance to
risk. A discussion of the classification of each issue is given in the
Executive Summary of~this report.

,

i
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Table 2 SEP Issues Not Evaluated

II-3.8 Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements
II-3.B.1 Capability of Operating Plant to Cope With Design Basis Flood- I

;

ing Conditions
. !II-3.C' Safety Related Water Supply (UHS)

.II-4.B Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in Plant Vicinity'

III-1 Classification of Structures, Systems and Components (Seismic
andQuality)~

III-2 Wind and Tornado Loadings
III-3.A Effects of.High Water Level on' Structures

; III-3.C Inservice Inspection of Water-Control Structures
III-4.A . Tornado Missiles
III-4.8 Turbine Missiles
III-5.A The Effects of Pipe Break on Structures, Systems and Com-

ponents Inside Containment
III-6 Seismic Design Considerations

'-

III-7.B Design Codes, Design Criteria, Load Combinations and Reactor
Cavity Design Criteria

; V-4 Piping and Safe-End Integrity
V-12.A Vater Purity of BWR Primary Coolant-

i

f

!

i

2

>

;

.

-
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Table 3 SEP Issues Evaluated |

|^ l

| III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment ]III-8.A Loose Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration Monitoring
III-10.A Thermal-Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-0perated

Valves
V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection ,

iV-10.A RHR Heat Exchanger Tube Failures
V-11.A Requirements for Isolation of High and Low Pressure Systems |

V-11.8 RHR Interlock Requirenents
VI-4 Containment Isolation System
VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Stfety Features

Including Response Time Testng
VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Trip System from Non-Safet) Systems,

Including Qualification of Isolation Devices
VII-3 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

VIII-3.8 DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annun-iation
VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment

IX-3 Station Service and Cooling Water Systems
IX-5 Ventilation Systems
XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation
XV-18 Radiological C)nequences of Main Steam Line Failure Outside

Containment

Big Rock Point SEP 9 D-37
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* Table 4 Results of Analysis
:n
E 51gnifIcantly
F Affects

Affects Affects System Core Melt Dominant or Non- Rist
p

C-) Issue Event / Component Event / Component Unavailability frequency Dominant Contributor $1ontftcance
3
e III-5.8 Component Cooling

Low11-3 Piping Yes No - -

m
m

Low" lit-8.A Transients No - - -

til-10.A Valves Yes Yes Yes Non-DOM Medium

LowV-5 Small LOCA No - - -

V-10.A Primary Leatage
Lowto Environment No - - -

V-II.A LOCA Outside
LowV-11.5 Containment Yes Yes No -

VI-4 Containment
LowIntegrity Yes No - -

- VI-10.A' RPS sensors /
LowO relays No - - -

VII-1.A RPS Sensor
Channels Yes Yes Yes Nor.-00M Medium

VII-3 AC powered
Lowinstrumentation No - - -

LowVIII-3.5 DC Power Supplies Yes Yes No -

VIII-4 Containment
LowIntegrity (Elec.) No - - -

II-5 (a) Electrical Equipment
Room Ventilatton Yes. Yes Yes DOM High

(b) Diesel Generator "

LowVentilation Yes Yes No -

(c)DC Power Supplies
for RDS/C5 Ves Yes Yes DOM High

IV-8 Offstte
IV-18 Consequences No - - - Low

?
s

.
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Table 5

Classification of Issues Importance to Risk

|
IIijdl
_

!
IX-5 Ventilation Systems

!- Medium

III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection1

VII-1.A RPS Isolation
.

Low

III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment
III-8.A Loose Parts. Monitoring

V-5 RCPB Leak Detection;

j V-10.A Residual Heat Removal System Heat Exchanger Tube Failure
V-11.A Isolation of High and Low Pressure Systems;
V-11.B RHR Interlock Requirements (Systems anc Electrical)

' VI-4 Containment Isolation System
: VI-10.A Response Time Testing
; VII-3 Safe Shutdown Systems
! VIII-3.B DC Bus Voltage Monitoring

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment;

; IX-3 Service and Cooling Water Systems
XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation
XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main Steam Line Failure Outside

Containment.

|
'

!
i

!
.

|

<-

i

i

!
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IV. Analysis

Following is the analysis for each topic to determine its importance to

|

!

i

&

h
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| III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment
IX-3 Station Service and Cooling Water Systems

i 1. NRC Evaluation

Of the systems analyzed for topic IX-3 only the fire protection system
was considered essential. There are potential single failures that could
fail the fire protection system. The service water system, reactor cooling
water system and demineralized water system are not important to safety as
defined in Regulatory Guide 1.105, " Instrument Setpoints."

Topic III-5.B identified the screen house as a location where a pipe
break outside the containment could affect the operation of safety systems.
Flooding of the screen house could result from piping breaks in the service
water system or the circulating water system. This could affect the
operation of the fire protection pumps which are located in the screen
house.

2. NRC Recommendation

The licensee should verify the existence of procedures which would
ensure that system flow requirements are met for the fire protection system.
There may be a need for system modification to eliminate potential passive
single failures in the fire protection system. Further analysis should be
performed to evaluate possible flooding effects in the screen house.

3. Systems Affected

The systems directly affected by this issue are the service water
system, the reactor cooling water system, the demineralized water system and
the fire protection system.

4. Comer.ts

Based on NRC review of the service and cooling water systems for the
Big Rock Foint, only the fire protection system is considered essential and
within the scope of topic IX-3.

5. Analysis

This analysis will only address the effect of piping system _ failures on
the fire protection system, since the NRC has judged that the service water
system, reactor cooling system and demheralized water system are not impor-
tant to safety as defined in Regulatory Guide 1.105, " Instrument Setpoints."

Based on the recent plant visit, there are a total of 61 pipe segments
within the screen house. Any single failure within those 61-pipe segments
would result in a fire protection system failure.

,

Among those 61 pipe segments in which a passive failure would fail the4

entire system, 49 are greater than 3 inch in diameter; the other 12 are less
than 3 inch in diameter. From the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-
failure rate for large pipe, diameter greater than 3 inch, is 1x10-(400) the0/hr per

Big Rock Point SEP D-41
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pipe section and for small pipe, diamete.r less than 3 inch,1x10-9/hr per
pipe section. When the fire protection system is used in response to a core
melt sequence initiator the mission time would be approximately 20 hours
(based on data used in the Big Rock Point PRA). With this assumption the
total failure probability contribution fro 6 the pipe segments is:

(1x10-9/hr)(20 hr)(12) + (1x10-10/hr)(20 hr)(49) = 3.4x10-7

The fire protection system f ailure probabil'ity, as stated in the Big
Rock PRA, ranges from approximately 2E-3 to 3E-2, depending on the plant
conditions. (For example, during a loss of offsite power with a failure of
the emergen:y AC pover system, the system fatlure probability is higher than
during normal plant conditions.) Domin' ant contributors to the system fail-
ure probability include in,jection valve and pump failures. Comparing the
pipe failure rate with the system failure rate, it is clear that the failure
probability of the pipes contribute only a very smail fraction of the system
failure proaability.

6. Conclusions

The existence of nonredundant fire protection system pipe segments
i

within the screen house does not contribute significantly to the system
failure probability. This analysis also considered those pipe segments that
are not part of the fire protection system but whose failure (rupture) could
lead to fire protection system pump f ailure. These failures did not
significantly affect the system failure probability. Consequently, the risk
significance of this issue is rated low.

1

i

g ~ X;
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III-8.A Loose-Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration Monitoring

1. NRC Evaluation

; A loose-parts monitoring system as required by Regulatory Guide 1.133
does not exist at the Big Rock Point nuclear power plant.:

2. NRC Recommendations

Install a loose-parts monitoring system to detect loose parts in the
Reactor Coolant Pressure B7undary.

3. Systems Affected

Loose parts can cause transient events by causing damage within the
reactor coolant system.

4. Comments

None

5. Analysis

The only concern, from a risk perspective, of loose parts is that they
may cause a transient which challenges the plant and its safety systems.
There is ample data on transients to show that this effect is negligible.
That is because the historical transient rate is so high, several per
reactor year, and the historical contribution to this frequency by loose
parts has been negligible. Eliminating loose-parts-induced transients will
have virtually no effect on the transient frequency and almost no effect on
risk.

6. Conclusions

Eliminating loose-parts-induced transients by installing a loose-parts
monitoring system would have no effect on risk. We therefore rank the. risk
significance of this_ issue as low.

Big Rock Point SEP 0-43
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III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection for Motors of Motor-0perated Valves

(MOVs)
i

1. NRC Evaluation

Thermal-overload protection for motors of motor-operated valves at Big
Rock Point meets current licensing criteria with the exception that the
thermal overload trip setpoints are not periodically tested.

2. NRC Recommendation

The NRC recommends that the testing of control systems for safety
related valves be modified to include a periodic test or replacement of
thermal-overload devices.

3. Systems Affected

The systems directly affected by this issue are the shutdown cooling
,

system, fire protection system, recirculation line isolation system, post4

incident system, condensate system and emergency condenser system.
1

'

4. Camments |
'

The concern is that a spurious trip of a thermal overload protection
device could cause a safety-related valve not to open during~ accident

,

conditions, even though nothing is wrong with the valve.
,

;. 5. Analysis
;

At Big Rock Point there are 30 motor operated valves.which are supplied
power from diesel-generator-backed or station battery-backed buses. None of
the DC valves have thermal-overload protection devices. All the AC valves
(21) have thermal-overload protection devices which are not bypassed. These
21- AC motor-operated valves involve 6 systems (post incident system, ~ emer-:
gency condenser system, fire protection system, recirculation line insola-
tion system, condensate system and shutdown cooling system). Using the Big ,

Rock Point PRA as reference, these 6 systems were analyzed to determine the
possible contribution of thermal overload protection device failures to the
system failure probabilities and ultimately to the plant core melt
frequency.,

Post Incident System

There is only one motor-operated valve -(M0-7066) involved in this
~

,

system. The failure rate per demand of a motor-operated valve can be found
in Appendix III of the Big Rock Point PRA on Table III-3; this failure rate
is:

A (MOV) = 7.07E-3/dD

If besides the normal mechanic failure mode, we have in addition the.,

| TOL failure mode (due to sepoint draft), the new failure rate of the MOV is:
!

Big Rock Point SEP D-44|
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M0Vfailurerate=[MOVfailurerateduej+[MOVfailureratedueto)
\to mechanical failure / \TOL setpoint drift / ,

7.07E-3/d + (1-e-At)=

7.07E-3/d + l-e-(.67E-6)(175000)
'

=

0.12.=

4

The failure rate for the setpoint drift of a TOL device (.67E-6/hr) is
based on data in the IEEE-500 for operation of a thermal device at an'

improper signal level. The fault exposure time of 20 years (approximately ,

'175000 hrs) assumes the TOL device has never been properly tested.

An examination of the post incident system fault tree in Appendix II of ;

the Big Rock Point PRA shows, that the failure of M3-7066 does appear in the,

fault tree. For the failure of M0-7066 to affect the post incident system it
:

must occur in conjunction with the failure of manJal valves FPI-5 and .VPI-
10. The loss of flow through these three valves will result in the loss of'

flow to the post incident system heat exchanger. The failure probability

used for FPI-5 in the Big Rock Point PRA was 1E-4. The combination of this
failure and the failure of M0-7066 has a probability of (IE-4)(.12) = 1.2E-5
if the failure of the thermal' overload device is included in the failure of<

Point PRA was on the order of magnitude of 10-2. system used in the Big Rock
MOV-7066. The failure rate of the post incident

,

The failure combinations1

containing the failure of MO-7066 (including thermal overload device'

failure).does not significantly contribute to the system failu're
probability.

,

Recirculation Line Isolation System
,

There are 8 MOVs in this system (N001-A, N001-B, N002-A, N002-B, N003-
A, N003-B, N006-A, N006-B) that have thermal overload devices. Valves N006-
A and N006-B do not appear in any fault tree analysis within BRP's PRA.
Therefore we may assume they do not contribute to the system failure rate.
The other. - 6 valves (N001-A, N001-B, N002-A, N002-B, N003-A, and .N003-B) are
normally open and the failure of the valve to open or close does not- appear
in the fault tree analysis. Therefore, a change in failure probability (for. '

failure to open) due to TOL device setpoint drift does not affect the. system
failure probability.

,

Emergency Condenser System

The MOVs (M0-7052 and MO-7062) involved in' this system, are in the
.

normally open position and are not required to change position following an
initiating event. Therefore, the f ailure probability due to TOL device

.

setpoint drift does not affect the system failure probability.
'

p
Condensate Cooling System

i There are 2 MOVs -(MO-7073 and M0-7074) involved in the condensate
cooling system. TOL device failure shows a small contribution to the con-
densate system failure probability. However, there are 3 dominant sequences

.
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that could be affected by the failure to restore the condenser where the
f ailure to restore the condenser could be affected by these 2 MOVs. How-
ever, the value used for the failure to restore the condenser in these 3
dominant sequences is 1.0 (i.e., it is assumed that the condenser will not
be recoverable during any of these three dominant accident sequences).
Therefore, any contribution due to an increase in the failure probability of
these valves will have an insignificant impact on these dominant sequences. j

1

Shutdown Cooling System '

MOVs 7056, 7057, 7058, and 7059 are part of the shutdown cooling
system, and appear to directly affect the top event (T.E.) of the system.
The shutdown cooling system is one of the systems that provides long term
cooling following an initiating event. Failure of these systems could
eventually lead to a core melt. In the BRP PRA analysis, the e.ontribution
from the failure of the MOVs (7056-7059) to the system failure probability
of 3.lE-2 is 2.83E-2. This implies that all other mechanical failures
contribute only 3E-3 to the system failure probability. This value was
calculated without consideration of the failure of the MOV cor.tributed by
the failure of thermal overload mechanism.

To consider the impact of the f ailure of the thermal overload device
on the system the failure probability for each valve is increased from
7.07E-3 to 1.2E-1. The setpcint drif t failure of the thermal overload
device contributes approximately 1.1E-1 to this f ailure probability. The
failure of any one of these four valves will fail the shutdown cooling
system. Using this value for the MOV failure probability the system failure

.

probability is calculated to be 4.8E-1. The system failure probability is
dominated by the failure of the thermal overload devices.

If a testing period of one (1) year is assumed for.the thermal overload
mechanism of the MOVs, the failure probability of each valve world be

f thermal overload failure i= [MOV failurej +
\ probability / kprobabilityduetosetpointdrift[

= A + 1/2At0

7.0E-3 + 1/2(.67E-6)(8760)=

1 7.0E-3 + 2.9E-3=

;

IE-2.=

The contribution to the system f ailure probability of the cut sets not
involving the MOVs is 3E-3. Therefore the system failure probability assum-
ing yearly testing of the thermal overload protection devices would be
4.3 E- 2. This is still slightly larger than the value used for.this system
in the Big Rock Point PRA.

The effect of the change in the system failure ~ probability on the core
melt frequency is evaluated concurrently with the effect of the fire

!
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protection system. This part of the analysis is presented af ter the fire
! protection system analysis.

I Fire Protection System

The primary function of the fire protection system under consideration
here is that it provides the core spray function at Big Rock Point. In this:

j capacity the fire protection system supplies makeup to the core.
|

r The MOVs affected in the Fire Protection System include MOVs 7068,
i 7069, . 7070, and 7071. Of these valves, M0V 7069 is normally open and does
1. not change position during an accident sequence and thus any effect due to

thermal overload mechanism failure would have no effect on the system opera-i

tion. The failure to open/close of MOV 7068 does not appear in the Big Rock
Point PRA. Therefore the failure of the thermal overload device would have

[ no effect on the PRA results.
'

The f ailure of MOVs 7070 and 7071 are both present in the Big Rock
Point fault tree analysis and thus any additional effect on these MOVs is

| likely to directly impact the . failure probability of the system. (The
i system failure probability is dominated by random and common' cause failures
; of the system valves and pumps.)

The fire protection system f ailure protability used in the Big Rock;

i Point PRA was of the order of magnitude of 10-3 to 10-z. The-value varied
j depending on plant conditions (e.g'., offsite power available, emergency AC
j power available) and the duration of the . demand on the system. Failure of' the two MOVs, 7070 and 7071, appeared in cut sets contributing 6.76E-4 'to
i the system failure probability. These cut sets consist of' the failure of one
[ of the two AC operated core spray valves (7070, 7071) and the failure of one

of the two DC operaged valves (7051, 7061). The failure-probability of!

these four cut sets is the contribution of random valve failures to thei system failure probability. If the AC powered MOV failure probability is
modified to include the probability of thermal overload device failure, its;

: value will increase by .11 from 1.3E-2 to 1.2E-1. (1.3E-2 is ' the . value used
for fire protection system valve. failure probability- in the . Big Rock Point
PP.) Using this in the cut sets containing random failures of the core
spiaf valves yields a failure probability of the fire protection system

i (cort spray mode) due to random ' valve failures of 6.4E-3 This is an
| incrt.ase in the system failure probability of approximately 5.7E-3.
:

i If the thermal overload devices.are tested annually the MOV thermal
overload device f ailure probability is reduced to 3E-3. (For details see
the shutdown cooling system portion of this analy' sis.) In this case the AC3

| powered MOV failure probability is.
,

|- 3E-3 + 1.3E-2 = 1.6E-2.-
i
l

1

1 The four cut sets are: failure of valves 7071 and 7051, failure of valves-
1 7071 and 7061, failure of valves 7070 and 7051, and failure -of valves -7070

and 7061.

.
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Using this value the contribution to the system failure probability of cut-
| sets of random valve failures would be I

4 (1.6E-2)(1.3E-2) = 8.3E-4.

Effects of M0V's thermal ~ overload mechanism failure on dominant
sequences

.

;

As described above -both of the affected systems are considered in the
. dominant sequence analysis presented in the BRP PRA report. There.are a,

total of 81 dominant sequences. considered, and of that, 22 sequences are
j affected by either or both systems-(fire protection system and shutdown

cooling system). These are listed in Table III-10.A-1. The shutdown cool->

ing system is used when long-term cooling is needed, and the fire protection,

; system is cirt of the RDS/CS system.

i Table III-10.A-1 shows a . list of the affected dominant sequences, the
core damage frequency as shown in BRP's PRA, the core damage frequency when
taking into account the failure rate of MOV's thermal overload mechanism
(assuming they have never been properly tested), and the core damage fre-
quency with a "one-year test period" considered for M0V's thermal overload
mechanism.

As shown in Table III-10.A-1, with the contribution of the MOV's ther-4

I mal overload mechanism failure, the change is about 11% over the original
value for the total dominant sequences (9.75E-4). .Such a change is consi-

.

dered to have a medium impact on the core damage fr,equency; but if' an annual
testing period for the thermal overload mechanism of MOV is considered, thei

change is reduced to an insignificant amount (-0.3% increase).
;

6. Conclusion-

Of the 31 Motor-Operated Valves (MOVs) considered by the NRC,--26' valves;
- were disaissed for thermal overload mechanism periodical testing due to

insignificant effects on the operation of the MOVs or on-the related top
event. The remaining 5 MOVs are determined to significantly affect the.

failure of the systems of which they are a part.' The affected systems are,

; considered in the dominant sequences as determined in the Big Rock Point
PRA, and thus, any contribution to the failure of these systems will dir-

j ectly impact the core damage frequency. The' analysis shows that if the
L M0V's thermal overload mechanisms: remain untested, the probability of-core

damage occurrence is increased 'approximately 11% over the value given in the
4

BRP PRA study. With yearly testing implemented for the thermal overload'

mechanisms of these 5 valves,-the increase in core damage frequency is
reduced to an insignificant level (-0.3%).- Since the lack of testing of the
thermal overload protection yields an increase of approximately 105 in the ~4

. expected Big Rock Point core melt frequency, we rate this issue to be of
! medium risk significance.

t

r

!
,
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Table'III-10.A-1. Core Damage Frequencies Calculated for the
Affected Dominant Sequences

: Core damage frequency (per year)

With TOL's*
As show in failure With "one-year test period"

Sequence BRP's PRA contribution implemented for TOL

TENC 1.5x10-7 3.61x10-7 1.51x10-7
TZL 3.8x10-7 8.30x10-6 5.36x10-7

Yt 4.3x10-7 9.47x10-6 6.13x10-7
'

f

MNL 1.6x10-7 3.55x10-6 2.30x10-7

ME NC 6.7x10-7 1.65x10-6 6.97x10-7y

MEmMC 2.4x10-7 5.88x10-7 2.49x10-7

PE FsC 3.1x10-6 5.24x10-6 3.19x10-6y

PEm sFC 1.3x10-5 2.25x10-5 1.37x10-5

PIFsYC 8.5x10-7 1,42x10-6 8.65x10-7
,

PQIFsc 1.5x10-7 2.56x10-7 1.56x10-7

S EmC 4x10-6 9.8x10-6 4.15x10-6I

SC 4x10-7 9.8x10-7 4.15x10-72

S Emc 4x10-6 9.8x10-6 4.15x10-6: 3
UL 1.5x10-7 3.2x10-6 2.07x10-7
UE VC 6.7x10-7 1.65x10-6 6.97x10-7y

UEmVC 7.4x10-6 1.82x10-5 7.72x10-6
WE C 6.7x10-7 1.65x10-6 6.97x10-7v

WEmC 2.4x10-7 5.88x10-7 2.49x10-7

88 EyC 3.7x10-7 9.07x10-7 3.84x10-7c

BBcZY C 2.0x10-5 4.84x10-5 2.05x10-5f

RR C 4.8x10-6 1.18x10-5 4.98x10-6o
IjE C 7.9x10-6 1.94x10-5 8.22x10-6_ m

Subtotal 6.97x10-5 1.80x10-4 7.28x10-5
Other

sequences 9.053x10-4 9.053x10-4 9.053x10-4
Total 9.75x10-4 1.085x10-3 9.78x10-4

% increase over
PRA's Total (i.e.,
9.75x10-4) 0.00 11.3 0.31

* TOL = thermal overload mechanism
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Table III-10.A-1 (continued)

B - Spurious opening of turbine bypass valve
B - Failure of turbine bypass valve to recloseC |

C - Failure of reactor depressurization system (RDS) and core spray mode
of fire protection system

E - Emergency ~ condenser failure
Ey - Failure of emergency condenser valves to open
EM - Failure to get makeup to emergency condenser
F - Failure to restore power in the short terms
I - Primary system isolation
1 - Interfacing system LOCA1

L - Failure of long term cooling
M - Loss of main condenser
N - Failure to repair main condenser
P - Loss of station power
R - Spurious opening of RDS isolation valve
R - Failure of RDS valve to remain closedo

S1 - Small LOCA
S - Meaium LOCA2

S3 - Small steam line break inside containment
T - Turbine trip
U - Loss of instrument air
W - Spurious closure'of MSIV
Y - Failure of inventory makeupf

Z - MSIV closure

= Big Rock Point SEP
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V-5 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Detection

1. NRC Evaluation

Current regulation criteria (Regulatory Guide 1.45) require that at
least three different leakage detection systems be installed in a nuclear
power plant to detect unidentified leaks from the reactor coolant pressure
boundary to the primary containment. These systems should be capable of
detecting a "one gallon per minute" (1 gpm) leak within one hour, should be
seismically qualified and could be moni60 red from the control room.

Of the three required detection systems, two should be " sump level and
flow monitoring" and " airborne particulate radioactivity monitoring." . The
third should eithr.r be " monitoring of condensate flow rate" or monitoring of4

. airborne gaseous radioactivity." At Big Rock Point, all three required
detection systems do not meet the requirements regarding sensitivity, seis-
mic qualification, testability and alarm indication.

2. NRC Recommendttion

The need for changes with respect to the required detection sensitivity
and seismic qualification will be considered during the integrated safety
assessment.

; 3. System Affected

{ The system affected is the primary reactor coolant system.

; 4. Coments

.

The main concern in this issue is that if the installed leakage
detection systems do not work properly and small leakages;in the reactor
coolant pressure system are not detected in time, it could possibly.laad to4

small breaks which can result in a small to :redits loss of coolant accident,

(LOCA). Thus, this is a " leak-beftwe~brW issue for pipes. This
evaluation does not consider. the sigrM'c; ace cf leakage detection to+

mitigate high energy pipe breaks. It also e. ckdes consideration of common-'

mode pipe break effects (e.g.,-pipe whip).-

Seismic events do not contribute significantly to the core melt;
frequency at the Big Rock Point plant. There are no dominant core melt

; sequences initiated by a seismic event. Therefore, the lack of seismic
qualification of the leakage detection systems is not risk significant.

Recent information obtained from Big Rock Point (BRP) through communi-
cation with a plant staff member, -indicates that BRP is planning /or in the.

; process of submitting additional information in regard to the sensitivity,
testability and alarm indication of the leakage detection system to the NRC.'

This information suggests that at least two of the three detection systems
at the plant will meet the required criteria of 1 gpm detection in one hour.
These two systems are the radioactive particulate monitoring ' system and the
radioactive gaseous monitoring system. The remaining system, the sump
level / flow monitoring system, does meet the requirement of 1 gpm ifmit but

Big Rock Point SEP D-51
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is sampled every 8 hours. Thus, we assume that only 2 out of the 3 required
systems are in compliance.

5. Analysis

The reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection system at the
Big Rock Point plant includes the three NRC recommended systems (i.e., sump
levei/ flow monitoring, radioactive gaseous and particulate monitoring). The
status of these systems is described in Table V-5-1. Based on the available
information, it is suggested that the radioactive gas and particulate moni-
toring systems are in compliance with the requirements. Only the sump

.

level / flow system does not meet the required criteria. |

This analysis is to show the unavailability of the leakage detection
system at Big Rock Point witn two of the three required systems meeting the
criteria. The total demand failure rate can be calculated ss follows: j

l

9 ot * 9 rad. gas x grad, part (1)t

where qtote grad. t are the demand failure rate of thedetection systems,g$$e 9rNoakk[ve gaseous monitoring system, and thera
radioactive particulate monitoring system, respectively.

The demand f ailure rate for each system can be calculated using the
following equation:

91= (t) (2)
,

where gj is the demand f ailure rate of the system, -j is the component
f ailure rate per hour, and t, the time period between each test. In this
analysis we assume that the system is tested once every refueling cycle or
approximately every 12 months. Thus, the total unavailability of the system
is

t [1/2 4x10-5/hr)(8640 hr)) [1/2 (1.4x10-6/hr)(8640)1 (3)
9 ot = 3.7x1 3/d=

The next step is to evaluate the contribution of the f ailure of the
leakage detection system to the initiation frequency of a small and a medium
loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The event can be represented as a small
leak developing into a small bre:tk or a medium break in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary system. (The ave, rage frequenqies of
LOCA at Big Rock Point are 1.0x10*J ggd },QxlQ-4{yp=1) a small and a mediumrespectively. Such
an event represents only a small fraction of the many events leading to a
small LOCA such as pipe rupture, valve stuck open, failure of main reactor
pump seal..., but the exact fraction for this contribution is undetermined.
For this analysis, let us conservatively consider that all small or medium
LOCAs are initiated by small leaks. Then the frequencies for a small and
medium LOCA can be calculated as follows:

Big Rock Point SEP 24 D-52



! F2= frequency of small leaks ' failure rate of the (4)
becoming small LCCAs . leakage detection system

F3= frecuency of small leaks failure rate of the (5)
becoming medium LOCA . leakage detection system

or F2 = (1x10-3][3.7x10-31 = 3.7x10-6 (6)

F3 = (1x10-4]l3.7x10-31 = 3.7x10-7 (7)

For the case where all three detect.on systems are available, the
unavailability of the detection systems is:

qi=(1/2(5x10-6)(as40)lll/2(1.4x10-5)(8640))(1/2(1.4x10-5)(8640)) (8)

= 7.9x10-5

The contribution to the frequencies of a small and medium LOCA is again
calculated as below:

F2 = [1x10-3][ 7.9x10-51 = 7.9x10-8 (g)

F3 = [1x10-4)[ 7.9x10-51 = 7.9x10-9 (10)

Comparing the above values for F2 and F3 to those estimated for the
case where only 2 detection systems are available, it represents an orde: of
magnitude decrease. The assumption has been made that with leakage detec-
tion it is possible to prevent pipe break LOCAs. The existence of two
leakage detection systems that meet current NRC criteria would reouce the
pipe break LOCAs frequencies to a point where they no longer contribute
significantly to the Big Rock Point core melt frequency. Therefore the
addition of a third detection system would have little effect on the core
melt frequency. Additionally, there are the LOCA type events for which the
leakage detection system would not provide any benefit such as inadvertent
opening of a safety / relief valve (a frequency of 3pproximAtely 2E-2/yr) and
reactor pump seal leakage (on the order of 10-J to 10-4/yr). These are
rapidly developing events whose frequency of occurrence cannot be reduced
through the use of detection systems.

6. Conclusion

The leakage detection systems incorporated in the reactor coolant
pressure boundary system include all three recommended mechanisms. Of the
three currently present, one does not meet the required criteria of detect-
ing 1 gpm in 1 hour. The analysis shows that even under conservative
assumptions, the failure rate of the leakage detection systems contributed
to the initiation frequency of a small or medium LOCA is insignificant when
compared to other initiation sequences. Thus, the reduction in unavail-
ability of the leakage detection systems, and therefore the pipe break LOCA
frequency, would not significantly affect the core melt frequency at the
Big Rock Point plant. Therefore, the risk significance of this issue is
ranked as being low.
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E.
e
g Table V-5-1 Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage Monitoring Systems
%
?
.

j', Sensitivity Time Required Test and Monitoring Failure
g System to Achieve Maintenance

' "
(Leak Rate) Rated Leak Rate Schedule Schedule Rate,

1. SumpLevel(Inventory) I gpm Poor Every refueling Once every 5.0x10-6/ hour
Monitoring 8 hours

2. Airborne Particulate 1 gpm I hour Every refueling Continuously 1.4x10-5/ hour' -Radioactivity Monitoring

3. Airborne Gaseous' I gpm I hour Every refuelirg Continuously 1.4x10-5/ hour
* Radioactivity Monitoring

4. Containment Atmosphere 1 gpm 1 hour
Humidity Monit'aring

:

4

.
.; ..
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.V-10.A ' Residual Heat Removal Heat Exchanger Tube Failure..

1. - NRC Evaluation
4s

j .The Big Rock Point nuclear reactor plant does not meet the current
^

criteria regarding monitoring of the primary coolant for impurities that
could be contained in leakage from the reactor cooling water system (RCWS).

,

: Furthermore, the monitoring of potential leaks to the environment from the . |

,
. primary cooling system through the reactor' cooling water system into the |

service water system (SWS) does not meet the current criteria. ;
,

a

2. NRC Recommendation

Recommendations ~are under review by the NRC.

3. Systems Affected -

1 'The systems affected by this ' issue are the primary coolant system, the
. residual heat removal system, the reactor cooling water. system, and the

,

i

service water system.!

;

4. Comments

: During normal operation of the shutdown cooling system, the primary

side (primary coolant system).of .the shutdown cooling (heat exchangers is at-L
a lower- pressure (-11.5 psig) than the secondary side RCWS)(-70 psig). The,

| pressure differential allows ~ leakage from the RCWS into the primary coolant
; system. The primary side (RCWS) of the reactor cooling water he'at -

exchangers is at:a lower' pressure (< a few psig) than the: secondary side-
~

i

(SWS) (20-45 -psig). -This pressure differential. allows -leakage from- the SWS
into the RCWS.'

'

At present the RCWS has a means of detecting leakage Linto or out of the,' -

; system via a low level alarm on the surge tank. The. alarm annunciates in
; the control room. Leakage of: impurities from the SWS into the primary

coolant system'would also be detected by twice weekly sampling of the,

.

. reactor cooling water. The SWS 'also has a low ;1evel alarm and twice weekly.
| sampling (during system operation).

During startup-of the. shutdown cooling-system, the primary side-
(primary coolant) of the shutdown cooling heat exchangers is at a. higher:
pressure (150-280 psig) than the' secondary side (reactor cooling water ati*

~70 psig). This pressure differential allows leakage out of. the primary;, -

; coolant system into.the RCWS if there is a SCS heat exchanger tube: failure.:
,

! -5.. Analysis.

- A simplified fault-tree for the possible leakage paths:into;the primary : -<

coolant system is'shown in Figure V-10.A-1. 'As can be seen from the'f aulti
tree. one of- the two shutdown cooling system heat- exchangers.and -one 'of ' the-
two reactor cooling water heat exchangers.must fail while the shutdown
cooling' system is in operation;in order for leakage ~ into the-primary coolant; '

e
;

i

d

,
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system to occur. The frequency of leakage from the environment into the
primary coolant system is

2(frequency of failure of SCS heat exchanger)
x 2(possibility of failure of RCW heat exchanger).

The frequency of failure of the SCS heat exchangers or the RCW heat

exchangers was calculated by using the upper bound forThis f ailure rate is 3x10 b small
diameter

pipe break from WASH-1400. /hr. Assuming an
annual refueling and consequently annual testing of the heat exhangers, the
probability of failure of the heat exchanger is calculated from the rela-
tionship AT/2. In this relationship, A is the failure rate of the component
and T~ is the time between tests. Based on this, t.he probability of failure
cf the heat exchanger is 1.3x10-4/yr.

The frequency of a heat exchanger tube failure can be calculated by
converting the f ailure rate from an hourly failure rate to a yearlyc
frequency. The frequency would be AT where T is 8760 hours /yr. From this
equation the frequency of an SCS heat exchanger tube failure would be
2.6x10-4/yr.

Thus, the frequency of leakage from the environment into the primary
coolant system through the SCS, RCWS and SWS is conservatively calculated to
be

2(2.6x10-4/yr) x 2(1.3x10-4) = 1.3x10-7/yr.
1

Considering the low frequency of this event and the relatively low
importance of the consequences of this leakage compared to the consequences
of a core melt accident, it is clear that this event should not contribute
significantly to the overall risk of the plant.

The above analysis also applies to the event of leakage out of the
primary coolant system into the service water system.

6. Conclusions

The frequency of a leakage from the primary coolant system to the
environment (or from the environment to the primary coolant system) was
conservatively calculated to be 3.2x10-7/yr. Considering the consequences
of a leakage and the consequences of a core melt accident, it is clear that
either event does not have a significant effect on the overall risk due to
operation of this plant. (This analysis did not consider the long term
effects on primary system integrity due to inleakage.) Thus, we rank the
risk significance of this issue as low.

|

^

|

|
,

|
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V-11.A Requirement for Isolation of High and Low Pressure Systems
V-11.B RHR Interlock Requirements

1. NRC Evaluation

There are two systems at Big Rock Point with a direct interface to the
RCS pressure boundary and with lower design pressure than the RCS design
pressure. The systems are the shutdown cooling system (SDCS) and the core
spray system (CSS). They do not meet the current licensing criteria
contained in SRP 6.3 and BTP RCS-5-1 for isolation of high pressure and low 1

pressure systems.

Both the suction side and the discharge side of the SDCS have two
isolation MOVs. The MOVs cannot open if the RCS pressure is higher than the
SDCS design pressure. The MOVs automatically close on high RCS pressure and

.

each has position indication in the control room. The interlocks for these
"

MOVs are not diverse because only one interlock contact and one pressure
measuring system are used.,

The CSS consists of two separate lines supplying the reactor vessel
through two MOVs and a check valve in each line. Each MOV has position
indication in the control room. The core spray system design pressure is
150 psig. The MOVs do not close automatically upon clearance of the initia-
tion signal or on increasing the RCS pressure above the CSS design pressure.
There are no interlocks to prevent opening of the CSS MOVs from the control
room when the RCS pressure exceeds the CSS design pressure.

2. NRC Recommendations

Modification of the SDCS is not necessary because the current design
satisfies the single failure criteria. Further modifications to provide
diversity or redundancy will not provide a significant improvement in the
protection of the public health and safety.

Initial staff recommendations were that control of the CSS valves
should be modified to satisfy _the interlock provisions of SRP Section 6.3
and BTP RSB-5-1. Subsequent to this analysis this recommendation has been
changed. Since the use of a check valve and two tested MOVs meet the single
failure criteria.

3. Systems Affected,

The systems affected by this issue are the SDCS and the CSS.

4. Comments

Current NRC requirements related to the isolation of RHR system
contained in BTP RSB-5-1 are:

1. The suction side must be provided with the following isolation
features:

a. Two power-operated valves in series with position . irdicated-
in the control room.

Big Rock Point SEP 30- D-581
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b. The valves must have independent and diverse interlocks to pre-
vent opening if the reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure is
above the design pressure of the RHR system.

c. The valves must have independent and diverse interlocks to
ensure at least one valve closes upon an increase in RCS pres->

sure above the design pressure of the RHR system.

2. The discharge side must be provided with one of the following
features:

.a. The valves, position indicators, and interlocks described in
(1)ta) through (1)(c) above.

b. One or more check valves in series with a normally-closed
power-operated valve which has its position indicated in the
cor trol room. If this valve is used for an Emergency Core
Cooling System (ECCS) function, - the valve must open upon
receipt of a safety injection signal (SIS) when RCS pressure
has decreased below RHR system design pressure.

c. Three check valves in series.

d. Two check valves in series, provided that both may be
periodically checked for leak tightness and are checked at
least annually.

j Current NRC isolation requirements for Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) are contained in SRP 6.3. Isolation of the ECCS to prevent overpres-
surization must consist of one of the following:

1. One or more check valves in series with a normally-closed motor-
operated valve (MOV) which is to be opened upon receipt of a SIS
when RCS pressure is less than the ECCS design pressure.

2. Three check valves in. series.

3. Two check valves in series, provided that both may be periodically
checked for leak tightness and are checked at least annually.<

The SDCS isolation provisions do not meet the current licensing
criteria since the interlocks for the isolation valves are not diverse as
required by BTP RSB-5-1.

The CSS does not meet the isolation criteria of current licensing
requirements since no interlocks exist to prevent opening of isolation
valves from the control room when the RCS pressure exceeds the CSS design
pressure.

5. Analysis '

|The NRC has examined the Big Rock Point SDCS interlocks (SEP~ Topics V-
10-B, VII-3 and VIII-1.A) and found them to 'be acceptable. (The interlocks

.
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provided for the SDCS consist of two pressure sensors and relays that pro-
vide protection for both isolation valves on the SDCS suction and discharge
lines. There is adequate electrical protection within the interlock to
prevent a common mode failure of both pressure signals.) Thus, no analysis
of the SDCS will be performed here. The analysis of the CSS is described
below.

The CSS. consists of two lines. There is a check valve between two MOVs
in each line and it is tested monthly.

During the testing of the core spray system it is possible that the
operator could inadvertentiv open both normally closed M0Vs. If the
operator opens both MOVs by mistake and there is a rupture in the check
valve, then a loss of the core spray system and an interfacing system LOCA
will result. The frequency of this combination of events can be calculated
as a product of the probability of an operator error during test, the
probability of a check valve reverse leakage and the frequency of the test.

The Handbook of Human Reliability (NUREG/CR1278) gives a probability of
human error in restoring a vsive (during a test) as 0.001. The probability-
of failure of the check valve can be calculated from the relationship AT/2.
In this relationship, A is the failure rate of the component and T is the
time between tests. With monthly check valve surveillance the valve failure
probability is

1/2(3E-7)(720)
= 1.1E-4

where 3E-7/hr'is the valve leakage probability from WASH-1400.

The failure of the core spray system isolation in this case becomes the
probability of the human error (0.001) of restorin the MOVs times the
probability of failure of the check valve (1.1x10- ) leading to a LOCA
probability of 1.1E-7. Since the test is conducted 24 times a year (once a
month oJi two injection lines), the frequency of an interlock failure is
2.6x10-D/yr.

An alternative interlock system would use a pressure sensor to automa-
tically close the MOVs upon RCS pressure increasing above the core spray
system design pressure. Based on WASH-1400 data, the frequency of failure
of pressure sensors is 2.7E-7/hr. _ Assuming annual testing of the pressure
sensor, the pressure sensor unavailability is 1/2(2.7E-7) (8760) = 1.4E-3.
The failure of the CSS becomes the probability of failure of the check valve
times the unavailability of the pressure sensor times the probability of
human error of restoring the MOVs, leading to a LOCA probability of 1.5E-10.
The LOCA frequency would be 24 times this-probability, 3.6E-9/yr.

Considering the low frequency (2.6E-6) of failure of the current CSS
isolation design, it is clear that this event should not contribute
significantly to the overall risk of the plant. Diverse pressure interlocks
in the CSS appear to be unnecessary.

32-
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6. Conclusions

Based on NRC's recommendations, no modification of the shutdown cooling'

system isolation is necessary. The results of the probabilistic analyses of
the interlock systems for previous SEP plants would tend to support this
conclusion. - For example, the analysis performed for the Haddam Neck plant
(SAI ~ report SAI-83-128-WA) reached the same conclusion. For a system such
as a shutdown cooling system a single pressure interlock is sufficient to
insure that-the risk from~ an interf acing LOCA, in that system, is not a

'significant contributor to the core melt risk.

The current core spray system pressure interlock has a frequency of
failure on the order of 2.6E-6/yr. The addition of an automatic pressure
interlock mechanism reduces this frequency to 3.6E-9/yr. The core melt
frequency at the Big Rock Point, based on the Big Rock Point PRA, is 9.8E-;

4/yr. An' event with a frequency of 2.6E-6/yr does not significantly affect
this core melt frequency. Since the contrib1 tion of these frequencies to the
overall core melt frequency is judged to be small, no changes in the core-

spray system isolation seem to be necessary. Thus, we rank the risk signifi-
cance of this issue as low.

:

.
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_VI-4 Containment Isolation System-

1. Evaluation

Being'an older design, many-of Big Rock Point's containment
penetrations do not meet the current General Design Criteria. Table VI-4-1
lists these penetrations and their areas of non-compliance.

2. Recommendation

The licensee should change the penetration configurations to meet the
General Design Criteria (GDC).

3. Systems Affected

The ability of the containment penetrations to isolate.and' insure
containment integrity is affected by the configurations of the penetrations.

!

4. Comments

The containment penetrations were analyzed, those found not in
compliance categorized into five cases depending on the particular
configuration of the penetration. The unavailabilities of the contlinment
penetrations were calculated using the available information which 11d- not
include any details on the isolation valves themselves (e.'g., control
circuits, power sources, etc.). Therefore, the results presented are not
intended as a definitive analysis, but instead are meant for comparison
purposes only.

5. Analysis

There are nine penetrations where the particular configurations do not
conform to the General Design Criteria. The five cases presented
characterize the penetrations which have an identical configuration and
therefore are treated collectively. From one to four penetrations are
listed for each case.

Each penetration case is drawn in both the "before" and "af ter"
configuration in the respect of their' meeting the GDC. As mentioned
previously, detailed -information on' the valves used for containment-

isolation was not available, therefore, thi. analysis does not consider
either control or motive power, or. isolation signals received by the valves.
Typically,. local leak rate checks for the containment penetrations are
performed semi-annually, resulting in a fault -exposure time for most events
of 2190 hours.

Only those- penetrations four inches or larger in diameter are
considered significant in terms of possible containment leakage (see WASH-
1400, Appendix II, Section 5.12). The data used in this analysis is
presented in Table VI-4-2.

i
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I Case I:

Applies to Penetrations kH-27 and H-36.
i

Present configuration
LO.

'

OPEN SYSTEM PPA OPEN SYSTEM

INSIDE CONTAINMENT OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT
CV1

,

GDC Required configuration
~

AUTO
CLOSE_

OPEN SYSTEM PPA PPB OPEN SYSTEM

INSIDE CONTAINMENT OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

CV1

De boolean equations which describe the unavailabilities of these config-
urations are as follows:

Before: CV1 + PPA

After: (CV1 + PPA) * (PPB + V1)
Using the failure rates presented in Table VI-4-2, the following
unavailabilities were calculated.

Case I before: (6.8E-4) + (2.2E-7),

6.8E-4

Case I after: (6.8E-4 + 2.2E-7) * (2.2E-7 + IE-3)
6.8E-7

Case II:

Applies to Penetration fH-113.

Present configuration
PPA PPS CLOSED SYSTEM

OPEN SYSTEM
cuTSIDE CONTAINMENTINSIDE CONTAINMENT

REMOTE
MANUALGDC required configuration

OPEN SYSTEM PPA 1/10 PPS 9/10 PPS CLOSED SYSTEM

OUTSIDE CONTAINMENTINSIDE CONTAINMENT
cvi - v2'

:

The boolean equations which describe the 'unavailabilities of these config-
urations are as follows:,

Big Rock Point SEP :35
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Before: (CV1 + PPA) * PPB

After: (CV1 + PPA) * [ 1/10 PPB + (V2 * 9/10 PPB)l

Using the failure rates presented in Table VI-4-2, the following unavail-
abilities were calculated.

Case II before: (6.8E-4 + 2.2E-7) * (2.2E-7)
1.5E-10

Case II after: (6.8E-4 + 2.2E-7) * [2.2E-8 + (0.1 * 2.0E-7)]
2.8E-ll

Case III:

Applies to Penetration 6H-ll. O

Present configuration F--
' '

PPA ppg PPC

CV1 CV2 H=1 i

OPEN SYSTEM
INSIDE CONTAINMENT NV2 CV4

PEN SYSTEM OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT*

GDC required configuration

T AUTO
CLOSE, ._

OPEN SYSTEM ppa pps OPEN SYSTEM
INSIDE CONTAINMENT

,

The boolean equations which describe the unavailabilities of these config-
urations are as follows:

Before: [ (CV1 + PPA) * CV2 + PPBl * (PPC + HX1 + NV1 + NV2 + CV3 + CV4)

After: (CV1 + PPA) * (PPB + V1)

Using the failure rates presented in Table VI-4-2, the following unavail-
abilities were calculated.

Case III before: [ (6.8E-4 + 2.2E-7) * 6.8E-4 + 2.2E-71 *
(2.2E-7 + 2.2E-6 + 2.2E-6 + 2.2E-6 + 6.8E-4 + 6.8E-4).

9.3E-10

Case III after: (6.8E-4 + 2.2E-7) * (2.2E-7 + IE-3)
6.8E-7

:
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Case IV:

Applies to Penetrations 6H-9, H-12, H-13, and H-14

Present configuration

CLOSED SYSTEM PPA OPEN SYSTEM
INSIDE CONTAINMENT

OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

GDC required configuration
g

CLOSE__

CLOSED SYSTEM PPA PPB OPEN SYSTEM
INSIDE CONTAINMENT ,

yt OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

The boolean equations wt ich describe the unavailabilities of these pene-
trations are as follows:

Before: PPA

After: PPA * (PPB + VI)

Using the failure rates presented in Table VI-4-2, the following unavail-
abilities were calculated.

Case IV before: 2.2E-7

Case IV after: 2.?E-7 * (2.2E-7 + IE-3)
2.2E-10'

. .- Case V:

Applies to penetration fH-28 (two identical lines).

Present configuration

OPEN SYSTEM PPA CLOSED SYSTEM

INSIDE CONTAINMENT OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

|
GDC required configuration

REMOTE REMOTE
MANUAL MANUAL
#

OPEN SYSTEM PPS 1/10 PPA 9/10 PPA CLOSED SYSTEM
INSIDE CONTAINMENT OUTSIDE CONTAINMENTV2 V3

Big Rock Point SEP 37
D-65
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I

The boolean equations which describe the unavailabilities of these pene-
trations are as follows: |

-Before: PPA

After: (V2+ PPB) * [1/10 PPA +(V3 * 9/10 PPA)]

Using the failure rates presented in Table VI-4-2, the following
unavailabilities were calculated.

C.se V before: 2.2E-7

Case V after: (IE-1 + 2.2E-7) * (2.2E-8 + (IE-1 * 2E-7))
4.2E-9

6. Conclusions

The results of this analysis are presented in Table VI-4-3. As pre-
viously stated, the actual unavailatilities given are for comparison
purposes only. Using them as such, it can be seen that a small reduction in
the unavailabilities of most of the examined penetrations can be achieved by
conforming them to the GDC. However, the leakage probability for this plant
as calculated in the Big Rock Point PRA is approximately 0.1. A reduction
in the. failure to isolate probabilities for the penetrations would not
significantly affect this value since failure to isolate penetrations in
their present configurations would contribute only approximately 1E-3 to the
leakage probability. We therefore rate this issue to be of low ri.sk
significance.

;

;

1

i

!
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!

,
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1
;

TABLE VI-4-1
i
'

Penetration # Deficiency

H-36 A
,

H-27 A

H-113 8

! H-28 A

H-14 8

i H-13 8

H-12 B

H-9 B

H-11 C

l

j NOTES:

A. Valve type: deviates by using a local manual. valve
.,.

as an isolation valve.,

B. Valve number: deviates by having no isolation valve
!
'

outside containment.

C. Check valve usage: . deviates by using a check valve<

'
as an isolation valve outside ;ontainment.

a

!
]

i

ti
li

i
>

I
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i

TABLE VI-4-2 Fault Summary

I
Event SubEvent Failure Fault SubEvent Total
Name Description Rate * Exposure Unavailability U7 availability

i Time

PPA Pipe Rupture 1E-10/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-7

PPB Pipe Rupture 1E-10/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-7

CV1 Internal leakage 3E-7/hr 2190 hrs. 6.6E-4,

(check Rupture 1E-8/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-5 6.8E-4
valve)

|

I V1 Fails to close IE-3/ demand 1E-3

! (MOV,N0F0, Rupture IE-8/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-5 1E-3.
;

auto close)

V2 Fails to close IE-3/ demand 2E-3
(MOV,N0F0, Rupture 1E-8/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-5
manual Operator fails 1E-1/ demand 1E-1 1E-1-

close) to act

i

CV2 Internal leakage 3E-7/hr 2190 hrs. 6.6E-4
(check Rupture 1E-8/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-5 6.8E-4

-valve)
1

i HX1 Rupture IE-9/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-6
I (heat ,

exchanger)

1

NV1 Rupture 1E-9/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-6
(A0V,NOFO)

NV2 Rupture 1E-9/hr 2190 hrs. 2.2E-6
(A0V,N0FO)

!

i
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,

| TABLE VI-4-2 Fault Summary (continued)
,

; ' Event SubEvent Failure Fault SubEvent Total
Name Description Rate * Exposure Unavailability Unavailability

Time

) V3 Fails to close 1E-3/ demand 1E-3

MOV,N0F0 Rupture 1E-8/hr 2190 hrs 2.2E-5
manual Operator fails 1E-1/ demand IE-1 1E-1

close) to act

,

7

\

,

I

q cFrom WASH-1400 Table III-4-1 and Table III-6-1.

NOTES:

Demand probabilities are based on presence of proper input control signals.
.

Auto isolation valves are assumed to move to position of greater safety on
loss of power.

(

Fault exposure time based on semi-annually checking of valves

Big Rock Point SEP 41 0-69
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TABLE VI-4-3

i Results

Penetration # . Unavailability |

Present GDC

Configuration Required

H-27 6.8E-4 6.8E-7

H-36 6.8E-4 6.8E-7

H-113 1.5E-10~ 2.8E-11,

H-11 9.3E-10 6.8E-7
! H-9 2.2E-7 2.2E-10

H-12 2.2E-7 2.2E-10

H-13 2.2E-7 2.2E-10

| H-14 2.2E-7 2.2E-10

j H~28 2.2E-7 4.2E-9
i

i

i

!

;

!

l

!

:
:

i

,

i
f

:

1

:

|
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!
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L VI-10.A Testing of Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety Features,
i Including Response Time Testing

1. NRC Evaluation

Tests of the reactor protection system (RPS) should be conducted
periodically and should check redundant channels independently to determine
if any losses of redundancy have occurred. These tests should duplicate, as
closely as possible, actual operating conditions. Also, where required,
response time testing should be included as part of the test program.

The NRC evaluation found that the Big Rock Point test program does not
meet all of the requirements of the current licensing criteria. There are 5
areas of nonconformance with current criteria. The Big Rock Point Technical
Specifications do not require calibration of the initiation channels for the
RPS, the Emergency Condenser System and the Containment Isolation System.
(Calibration procedures are utilized in the plant test procedures.)
Response time testing of the RPS and the engineered safety features (ESF)
systems are not required by plant Technical Specifications. (The test pro-
cedures in use at the plant do include provisions for response time
testing.) The response time tests that are performed do not include
provisions for response time testing of the sensors that initiate RPS or ESF
action. At present there are no channel checks required by Big Rock Point
Technical Specifications. (Other than the devices for which channel checks
are not suitable, blind bistable devices, procedures requira periodic
checks.) The last item of nonconformance is that channel functional tests
are performed at refueling rather than monthly as required by STS.

2. NRC Recommendation
'

The licensee should implement a program for response time testing of
the neutron monitoring channels that provide input to the reactor protection
system. The response time test requirements should be incorporated into the
plant Technical Specifications.

The procedures used for instrument calibration are not included in the
Technical Specification requirements for Big Rock Point. The need to
include the required instrument calibration in the Technical Specifications,,

as well as the plant procedures, will be evaluated in the integrated
assessment.

3. Systems Affected

The systems affected by this issue are the RPS and the ESF system.
;

.

4. Coments

The important aspect of response time testing to be considered when
assessing its impact on risk is the relatively short time period involved in
the response time test. The time period involved in response time testing
is usually on the order of a few seconds. When a risk analysis is performed
the response time of a system is much longer than a few seconds (based on
analyses performed for many PRA studies). Initial operation of the system

D-H
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in periods longer than that tested in a response time test would be
sufficient to guarantee system success in response to an initiating event.

The operability tests performed on the RPS will determine whether the
system is functioning or not. For a risk analysis the information from
this type of test is sufficient to determine the system reliability. No
additional information is gathered from the response time testing. Since

~

response time testing would provide no additional information required in a I

risk analysis the lack of response time testing would not affect the results i
of a risk analysis. I

lhe plant Technical Specifications do not contain the requirements for
instrument calibration. However, the calibration is performed according to
plant procedue. A risk analysis would use the information that most closely
represents the plant as it is now. In this case that implies the use of the
plant procedures. Since the information from the plant procedures is used
in the risk analysis the incorporation of calibration requirements in the*

plant Technical Specifications would have no effect on the results of a risk
analysis.

5. Analysis

No further analysis Is required for this issue.

6. Conclusion,

Response time testing does not add any required information used in a
risk analysis provided functional testing is performed. The incorporation
of present plant conditions (i.e., the calibration procedures in use) in the
plant Technical Specifications would not affect the results of a risk
assessment. For these reasons we rate this issue to be of low risk
significance.

!

,
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VII-1.A Isolation of Reactor Protection System From Non-Safety Systems,
j Including Qualification of Isolating Devices
,

| 1. NRC Evaluation
'

The reactor protection system (RPS) comp'ies with all current criteria
and review guidelines except for the isolatfor of the power supplies for the
RPS channels. They do not meet the single failure criterion. The staff
feels the under and over voltage protection are inadequate for the following
reasons.

1. The licensee has failed to show that the set points of the existing
protection are within the qualification of the scram solenoids.

,

2. The failure of the existing protective relaying or breaker in
either motor generator set coincident with a regulator or bearing
failure may lead to a failure to scram.

3. A regulator or bearing failure is an event which must be mitigated
by equipment satisfying the single failure criterion.

4. There is no protection for under frequency events. These events
can result from bearing failures.

1 2. NRC Recomendation

The RPS is adequately isolated with the possible exception of the
effects from the motor generator sets. Suitably qualified isolators should
be provided to protect the RPS from voltage regulation failures and frequen-
cy degradation due to motor generator set abnormal operation (i.e., erraticoutput).

3. Systems Affected

The only system affected by this issue is the RPS.

4. Comments

Qualification o1~ the isolation devices will not be considered in this
analysis. The assumption is made that the isolators currently installed at
the Big Rock Point plant will not adequately protect the RPS given a motor
generator f ault (erratic output). This assumption is made based on the
first and fourth items listed under the heading NRC Evaluation. These items
imply that the current isolation devices do not adequately protect the RPS
circuitry.

There are two motor generator sets associated with the RPS circuitry.
A f ault affecting the output of either one of the motor generator sets would
f ail the RPS. The f ault must produce an erratic output to affect the RPS.
Any fault that eliminates the motor generator set output would not fail any' part of the RPS.

, ,

1
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5. Analysis

The failure of interest is a degraded output from either of the motor
generator sets. High voltage, low voltage and frequency degradation could
affect portions of the RPS and prevent a scram. The assumption is made that
the current isolation devices on the Big Rock Point RPS will not adequately
protect the RPS from degraded motor generator set outputs.

From IEEE STD 500 the failure rate for a motor generator, for the |

f ailure mode - degraded output, is 3E-7/hr. It is assumed that degraded !
motor generator output f aults would not be detected until the monthly test
of the RPS instrumentation. With a monthly test interval and the f ail.ure
rate for degraded motor generator output, the probability of degraded motor
generator output can be calculated from:

i

1/2At!

where

A = failure rate = 3E-7/hr
t = test interval = 720 hrs.

From this the probability for the degraded output from one motor
generator set is 1.1E-4. With the assumptions made for this analysis the
degraded output of the motor generator will fail the RPS. Since either of
the two motor generator sets could fail the RPS the probability of RPS
failure due to degraded motor generator set output is approximately 2.2E-4.

In the Big Rock Point PRA the failure probability used for the RPS was
3.5 E- 5. This was based on common mode mechanical faults preventing
insertion of the control rods. Combining these two figures the f ailure
probability of the RPS becomes 2.6E-4.

Thirteen dominant ATWS sequences were identified in the Big Rock Point
PRA. These are the only sequences that would be affected by this issue.
Their total frequency was given as 2.7E-5/yr. If the PRA value of 3.5E-5
for RPS f ailure is replaced by the 2.6E-4 calculated here, the ATWS core,

melt frequency increases to approximately 2E-4/yr, an increase of approxi-
.

mately 1.7E-4/yr. This would increase the core melt probability from

9.75E-4/yr, as calculated in the Big Rock Point PRA, to 1.2E-3/yr.'

If adequate isolators are provided between the motor generator sets and
the RPS, the isolators would have to f ail in order for the degraded motor

i generator output to affect the RPS. Assuming a 1E-3 per demand f ailure
,

probability for the isolator, the probability of one motor generator set
failing and affecting the RPS is

(1.1E-4) (IE-3) = IE-7.

The degraded output from a motor generator set with adequate isolation would
no longer significantly affect the RPS failure probability.

0-74Big Rock Point SEP 46
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|. 6. Conclusion
,

s.
_

The1 analysis performed here assumed that all. degraded faults of either1-

- motor generator set will affect, and f ail, the RPS. It was also assumed
that the erratic output from the motor generator set would not be detected4

|- -until 'the RPS is tested. Both assumptions are very conservative. However,
the'results of this analysis .show that with these assumptions the failure of
an unisolated motor generator set is a significant contributor to the RP.S
failure probability. This type of RPS failure would contribute. l.7E-4/yr to
the Big Rock Point core melt frequency. This is a significant fraction of
the total core melt frequency of 9.75E-4/yr for this plant. Due to the size
of the contribution of the motor generator set failure.to the expected core
melt frequency and.the conservatism of the analysis,' we rate this issue to
be of medium risk significance.

1

I
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VII-3 Systems Required For Safe Shutdown

1. NRC Evaluation

Systems required to bring the Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant from
hot shutdown to cold shutdown with only offsite or onsite power available
and a single failure meet the current NRC criteria. However, the vital
indications in the control room such as reactor pressure, temperature and
level indicators can be lost given a single failure.

2. NRC Recommendations

The initial recommendation of the NRC staff was that a design modifica-
tion should be incorporated in the Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant such
that independent and redundant indication of the process variables that are

vital for the safe shutdown of the reactor are available in the control
room. This is the requirement analyzed below. Subsequent to the analysis'

the staff decided that no changes to present instrumentation should be made-
until the Reg. Guide 1.97 backfit for this Big Rock Point issue is resolved.

3. Systems Affected

Vital control room indicators and the operator actions for safe
shutdown of the plant are affected by this issue.

4. Comments
'

None

5. Analysis

Figure VII-3-1 shows a simplified diagram of the electrical power
system at the Big Rock Point plant. The panels that provide power to the
vital instrumentation are panels 1Y and 2Y. During normal operation the
automatic transfer bus is connected to point A and receives power from 480V
Bus IA. Upon loss of this bus the automatic transfer bus will switch to
contact B and receives power from 480V Bus 28. The biggest contributor to
the loss of 480V Bus 1A is the loss of offsite power. This is due to the
fact that the frequency of loss of power, 0.13/ year, is much higher than the
failure probability of transformers or circuit breakers. Thus, given a loss
of offsite power, if the automatic bus transfer fails there would be no

i power available to the panels. But this failure is dominated by the failure
of the emergency diesel power to supply power to 480V Bus 28 since the
failure probability of the diesel generator, at 0.018/ demand, is much higher
than the failure probability of the automatic transfer bus,1.2x10-3/ demandj

i given annual testing. The utility in its PRA did not take credit for the
use of the backup diesel generator within the first three and a half hours
following an accident sequence initiator. That assumption will be used -irt

' this analysis. Even after loss of power to the vital instrumentation panels
1Y and 2Y the plant can be shutdown and cooldown can proceed for at least
four hours. This is due to the fact that the emergency condenser hasi

! sufficient inventory to cool the reactor for four hours and the only normal-
ly closed valves in this system are DC powered and have control room

! indication. Thus, given a total loss oT AC power, as long as DC power is
available the plant can be shutdown and cooled down for at least four hours
through use of the shutdown condenser which requires only DC power to

48Big Rock Point SEP D-76
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! operate _for this length of time. This offers a reasonable period of time.to
I try to recover either offsite power or the onsite emergency power. (The

probability of not recovering offsite power avithin three and a half hours
was estimated to be .15 in the Big Rock Point PRA.)

6. Conclusions

There are two facts that are relevant to this issue. First, in the
current Big Rock Point design there is only one dedicated diesel connected
to the 480V emergency bus. Given a total loss of AC power which implies.

loss of vital instrumentation in the control room, the plant can be shutdown
and cooled down for at least four hours. Second, a failure that would
affect only the shutdown panel does not affect the operability of the safety-

systems required to shut down Big Rock Point.

Based on these f acts addition of a redundant vital instrumentation
panel does not seem to offer much in the way of reduction of risk due to
operation of this plant. Consequently, the risk significance of this issue
is ranked low.

-
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| VIII-3.8 'DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and Annunciation
i.

[ '1. NRC Evaluation !

|- t
' The Big Rock Point control room has no indication of DC bus voltage, i

: battery current, battery charger current or breaker / fuse status. These
indications are required so that the operator can prevent the loss of an

i. . emergency DC bus or take timely corrective action in the event of the loss !
| of an emergency DC bus. !
,

f 2.: NRC Recomendation |
1

i- As a minimum the following additional indications.and alarms of the
| Class IE DC power systems' status should be provided in the control room:

i Battery current (amneter charge / discharge)
i Battery charger output current (ameter)
! DC bus ground alarm
! Battery breaker or fuse open alarm
i Battery charger output breaker or fuse open alarm
j DC bus voltage

,

i ,

F 3. Systems Affected
! - ,

- -

! -The only systems directly affected by this issue are the JC power :

i systems. Indirectly this issue affects several systems including the reac-
| tor, depressurization system, fire protection system (core spray system), t,he
. emergency condenser, and the post incident system. ,

}

i 4. Comments
! l
j There are seven class IE DC power supplies at Big Rock Point. They are
i the 125V DC system, comprised of one battery and two chargers;.a diesel
j generator battery and charger; a_ diesel fire pump battery and charger; and 4
j Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS), each comprised of a battery'and

,

; charger. Of these seven DC systems only the 125V DC system supplies power ,

! to multiple non-related loads. The diesel generator .and diesel fire pump
{ batteries and chargers. supply power only to the diesel generator and.the :
i fire pump respectively. Each of the 4 UPS supplies power to one of the 4
i reactor depressurization. system channels. UPS channel A is also used to.

.}| . provide power necessary to start and load the emergency diesel generator..
I Improved annunciation o'f.the status of DC buses.will reduce the

expected unavailabilities ~of these buses by reducing the fault exposure time
for the bus or_ battery failures. There are two types of battery faults'that-

'

must be considered when evaluating the f ault exposure time for battery-

[|
faults.- Detectable' battery faults can be discovered through the use of~ ,

'

annunciated conditions. Nondetectable battery faults will go undetected, no
| matter what conditions are annunciated. One of the results -of WREG-0666,

"A Probabilistic Safety. Analysis of DC Power Supply Requirements 'for Nuclear
Power Plants", is that approximately one half of the battery faults, as,

1 reported' in LERs, 'are detected ^ at battery tests. The improved annunciation
1 recommended for the Big Rock Point' plant cannot be expected _to improve upon

>

;

i
~
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this ratio. In the analysis it is assumed that with the present annuncia-
Jtion all battery faults are detected at battery tests.
,

5. Analysis

The four sets of batteries, the 125V station battery system, the 4 UPS
batteries, the diesel fire pump battery system, and the diesel generator
battery system, will be analyzed individually since they are essentially
independent of each other.

The die:,el generator battery system consists of the battery and a
battery charger. There is no breaker or fuse between the battery and the
diesel generator. Presently the diesel generator is tested every three
days. This test verifies the operability of the battery charger. Battery
tests are conducted at monthly intervals.1 Table VIII-3.8-1 lists the data
for this battery system with the annunciators currently at Big Rock Point
and with the proposed annunciation capabilities. Battery faults are not
included (as a separate fault) in the Big Rock Point PRA. Therefore, a
simple fault tree for failure of this battery to supply power to the diesel
generator was produced. This fault tree is shown in Figure VIII-3.B-1.

Using this fault tree and the data of Table VIII-3.B-1 the battery
system failure probability for the system as it is now is 4E-4 for accident
sequences initiated by a loss of offsite power and c, i.e., negligible, for
all other sequences. With the proposed modification to the DC annunciators
the f ailure probability is reduced to 2E-4 for the loss of offsite power
sequences. This is a reduction of the battery system failure probabiltty by
a f actor of 0.5. N diesel generator failure to start probability used in
the Big Rock PRA 9E-2. A reduction in the diesel generator f ailure
rate of 2E-4 is ans, a 1% reduction in the failure probability. This small
a reduction is not significant.

The diesel fire pump DC system is required for the diesel fire pump
only. The battery charger is tested during the diesel fire pump test,
conducted weekly. The batteries are tested monthly. (As with the diesel
generator, more frequent tests are performed but the longer test interval is
used in this analysis.) There is no breaker or fuse between the battery and
the diesel fire pump. Table VIII-3.B-2 contains the data used in this
analysis for both cases, i.e., for the present annunciation and for the
proposed modifications in the syste:n annunciation. The fault tree for loss
of DC power to the diesel fire pump is identical to that for loss of DC
power to the diesel generator, Figure VIII-3.B-1.

Using the data of Table VIII-3.8-2 the f ailure probability of the
diesel fire pump battery system is:

1 More frequent tests are performed; however, this is the longest interval
for any type of test and the monthly test is used conservatively.
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present annunciation - LOSP accident sequence - 4E-5,
present annunciation - all other accident sequences - -1E-7,
modified annunciation - LOSP accident initiator - 2E-5,
modified annunciation - all other accident initiators - s.

The reduction gained with the modified annunciation is 2E-5 for a LOSP<

initiated accident sequence and orders of magnitude less for all other
accident sequences. The Big Rock Point PRA used a f ailure probability of
3.1E-3 for the failure of the diesel driven fire pump to start. The
reduction in the failure probability of the battery system is less than 1%
of the diesel fire pump failure probability. This reduction will have no
significan; effect on the diesel fire pump availability.

Three of the UPS batte, ries supply power to one RDS channel only. The
fourth UP5 battery (battery A) supplies power to one RDS channel and to the;

control logic for the emergency diesel generator. This difference is
unimportant in the accident sequences that do not involve a loss of offsite
power. Esch UPS battery is tested monthly. A simplified f ault tree for
each UPS tattery system is shown in Figure VIII-3.B-2. This is. adapted from
the Big Rock Point UPS fault tree, to f acilitate the use of the methodology
used in this analysis. The data for this fault tree is given in Table VIII-2

3.8-3.

The failure probability for each UPS with the annunciators present at
Big Rock Point for any plant condition except a loss of offsite power is

; approximately 2E-6. Modifications to the annunciation system at Big Rock
Point could not reduce this below 1E-6. The failure probability for,a;

i reactor depressurization system (RDS) train (each one supplied by one UPS)
i as used in the Big Rock Point PRA was 8.6E-3. The battery system f ailures
! do not significantly contribute to the RDS train failure probability.
J

For the accident sequences that are initiated by a loss of offsite
| power the failure probabilities for the UPS trains are:
!

| UPS A present annunciation - 7.1E-4
; UPS 8,C.D present annunciation - 7.1E-5
~

UPS A modified annunciation - 2.1E-4
UPS B.C.D modified annunciation - 2.1E-5

The reduction of the battery system, UPS, train is SE-4 (UPS A) and SE-
5 (UPS 8,C,0). This could affect ~the failure probability of each RDS train.
If this reduction due to improved annunciation is added to the RDS train
failure probability of 8.6E-3 the effect of the improved annunciation system
can be calculated. The Big Rock Point PRA calculated the RDS failure proba-
bility using the following equation:

,

RDS = RFgDs + CC os + CC umpsR p

Big Rock Point SEP $3 0-81
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i'

'

where

RDS = RDS failure probability
' - RFRDS = probability of random failures of the RDS trains

causir.g failure of 2 RDS trains (6 possible
combinations of train failures: AB,AC,AD,8C,BD,CD)

CC
RDS = 0.1 of an RDS train failurecommon cause failure probability, set equal to

!
CC = the common cause failure probability of the firepumps

protection system pumps.

For an LOSP condition tile following values were used in the equation above.

RDS = .i(probability of 1 RDS train failure)(.9)l2 = 3.6E-4(1)
'

RDS = 6[(RF
CC 8.6E-3) = 8.6E-4

1.FE-3-
CC"*5'=3.0E-3RD0

'

Adding the reduction gained through improved annunciation (SE-4 for UPS
train A) the failure probability for one RDS train becomes 9.1E-3. (For,

conservatism the effect of improved annunciation on UPS: A will be used for
j all four UPS trains.) Using this value the failure probability of the RDS

becomes

RDS = RF CC
'

RDS = [.h.+lE-3h +' CC "IS{9.lE-3) + 1.8E-36S
4.0E-4 + 9.lE-4 + 1.8E-3. =

3.lE-3=

' The change in the RDS failure probability (for'LOSP accident sequences only)
! is 1E-4 which would be approximately a 3% reduction in the system failure

probability. If this reduction is applied to all of the dominant LOSP
sequences involving RDS/CS failure, which contribute 4.7E-5/yr 'to the core
melt frequency of 9.75E-4, the reduction in' core melt frequency is approxi-;

: mately lE-6/yr. This is less .than a 1% reduction of the total core melt-
frequency.

'

The 125V DC system supplies power to the post incident system, 'the
,

enclosure spray system, the emergency condenser, the primary ~ isolation
system, the main condenser.and the liquid poison system. A loss of DC power -'

will fail all of these systems. Additionally, failure of- the 125V DC system;

t will degrade the operation of the fire protection' system, the condensate
system and the containment-vent valves.

The 125V DC system has'the required bus voltage _and ground alarm-
[ indication but does not have the required battery charger current, battery

L
'

|
-1 The .9 factor accounts for the 10% of the failure probability assumed -to

be due to common cause failures.-

!
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current or b'reaker status alarms. Using the simplified fault tree of Figure
VIII-3.B-3 and the data from Table VIII-3.B-4 the change in the battery
unavailability due to improved annunciation was calculated. It is assumed
that with' the present annunciators no battery f aults are detected until the

. battery service tests, conducted approximately yearly. The probability of a
-loss of DC power at the 125V bus is calculated to be

4.4E-3 - present annunciation system and LOSP
9E-5 - present annunciation system and no LOSP
2.2E-3 - modified annunciation system and LOSP
~1E-6 - modified annunciation system and no LOSP

The dominant accident sequences, as found in the Big Rock Point PRA,
where a DC failure could affect tht sequence frequency were determined.
Sequences were eliminated from consideration if they met one of the two .

following criteria. Either no systers that would fail on a loss of DC power
failed in the accident sequence or any one of the systems that a DC power
failure would fail was required to succeed in the accident sequence. If the-

125V DC power system did not affe et any failed system in an accident
sequence a change in the DC system unavailability would not affect the
sequence frequency. If any system that failure of the DC system would fail
is required not to fail then the-DC system could not have failed and the
una/ailability change will not affect the sequence frequency.

Using these criteria all but 29 of the Big Rock Point PRA dominant
accident sequences were eliminated. These sequences and their frequency,,as
calculated in the Big Rock Point PRA are given in Table VIII-3.B-5.

The contribution of DC system failures to the ATWS sequences (sequences-
13-25) is negligible. The failure probability for the RPS (from the Big-
Rock Point PRA) is 3.5E-5. For.each sequence the combination of the
initiating event, RPS failure and DC power failure has a frequency of less
than IE-8 or the system the DC power failure would affect is assumed to fail
with a probability of 1. The liquid poison system is assumed to fail witn a
probability of 1 in sequences 15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 23, and.24.

Similarly, for the LOCA sequences (5-7) and sequence 28 the combination
of initiator frequency and DC power failure probabilities is less than 1E-
8/yr.

The analysis to determine the contribution of DC system failures to
each of the remaining sequences follow. All failure- probabilities except .

for -the battery failure are taken from the Big Rock Point PRA. .The results-
are presented in Table VIII-3.B-5.

-

PIF YLs

The loss of DC' power affects events I: and' L.' L for this' sequence
~

consists of the PIS only. In this sequence offsite power is restored before
the PIS-is required and therefore 9E-5 is used as the failure probability of

-

. the DC power supply with the present annunciation system cand 1E-6' is used
for the modified system.
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P = .13/yr

Fs = .2
Y = .1
.IL = 9E-5 (as is annunciation)

1E-6(m6difiedannunciation)

The sequence frequency due to cut sets with battery faults is 2.3E-7/yr with
the present annunciation and 2E-9/yr with the modified annunciation.

PIF YCs

Loss of DC power affects events I and C. Loss of DC power alone will
not fail the core spray system (event C). The AC injection valves must also
fail. The failure probability used for the AC valve f ailure would be the
valve failure probabilities plus the probability that the operator will not
load the valves onto the emergency generator. This value is 2.6E-2 plus IE-
2 or 3.6E-2.

P = .13/yr

Fs = .2
Y = .1
IC = (3.6E-2)(4.4E-3) = 1.6E-4 (battery system failure as is

annunciation)
(3.6E-2)(2.2E-3) = 8E-5 (battery system failure modified

annunciation)

The sequence frequency due to cut sets containing battery faults is 4E-7/,yr
(as is annunciation) or 2E-7/yr (modified annunciation).

PQIFsL

The analysis is identical to that for sequence PIF YL.
s

P = .13/yr

Fs = .2
Q = .018
IL = 9E-5 (battery system failure - as is annunciation)

1E-6 (battery system failure - modified annunciation)

The sequence frequency due to cut sets containing battery faults is 4.2E-
8/yr with the present annunciation, 4.7E-10/yr with modified annunciation.

PQIF Cs

Loss of DC power affects events I and C. Loss of DC power does not
! normally fail the core spray system completely. 'It must be combined with
! the failure of the AC core spray valves. However, since this is a loss of
| offsite power sequence and the emergency diesel generator has failed (event
' Q) the loss of the batteries' will fail the core spray system.

|
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P = .13/yr
F = .2s
Q = .018
IC = 4.4E-3 (battery system failure as is annunciation)

2.2E-3 (battery system failure modified annunciation)

The sequence frequency due to cut sets with battery faults is 2.1E-6/yr with:

the present annunciation and IE-6/yr with the modified annunciation.

WE Ly

The event L is a combination of the f ailure of the PIS, the emergency

condenser and the shutdown cooling system. Loss of DC station power will

fail the emergency condenser and the PIS. The failure probability for the
shutdown cooling system is 3.1E-2.

W = .06
E L = (3.1E-2)(9E-5) = 3E-6 (battery system faults as is annunciation)v

(3.1E-2)(1E-6) = 3E-8 (battery system faults modified annuncia-
tion)

The sequence frequency due to cut sets containing battery f aults is 1.8E-
7/yr (present annunciation) or 2E-9 (modified annunciation).

WEvC

The f ailure of the emergency condenser valves and the core spray DC
valves are affected by the DC system failures. The core spray AC valves
must also fail to fail the core spray system. The. failure prcbability for
the AC core spray valves is 2.6E-2.

W = .06
E C = 9E-5 (2.6E-2) = 2.3E-6 (battery system faults as is annunciation)v

1E-6 (2.6E-2) = 2.6E-8 (battery system faults modified annuncia-
tion)

The sequence frequency due to cut sets containing battery f aults is 1.4E-
7/yr (present annunciation) or 1E-9/yr (modified annunciation).
BBcZY Lf

For this sequence long term cooling consists of the PIS, the shutdown
cooling system and the emergency condenser. Loss of DC power will fail the
MSIVs, the PIS, and the emergency condenser. The shutdown cooling system
has a failure probability (for this sequence) of 3.1E-2.

B = .1
Bc = .38
Yf = 1.0
ZL = (3.1E-2)(9E-5) = 2.8E-6 (battery system failure as is annuncia-

tion)
(3.1E-2)(1E-6) = 3.1E-8 (battery system failure. modified annuncia-

tion)

Big Rock Point SEP D-85 |
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The sequence frequency due to cut sets containing battery faults is 1.2E-
7/yr (present annunciation) or IE-9/yr (modified annunciation).

BB ZY Cc f
|

As in sequence WE C the AC core spray valves must fail in conjunctionv
with a DC power system f ailure to f ail the core spray system. In
combination with the AC valve failures (probability = 2.6E-2) the DC system j

failures will fail both C and Z. '

B = .1

Bc = .38
Yr = 1.0>

ZC = (2.6E-2)(9E-5) = 2.3E-6 (battery faults as is annunciation)
(2.6E-2)(1E-6) = 2.6E-6 (battery faults modified annunciation)

The frequency of this sequence due to cut sets containing battery faults is
9E-8/yr (as is annunciation) or 9E-10/yr (modified annunciation).

RR lo

For this sequence only L is affected by the loss of DC power. The
event L includes f ailure of the emergency condenser, the PIS, and the
shutdown cooling system which is independent of DC power and has a failure
probability of 3.1E-2.

R = 1.2E-3
Ro = 1.0
L = (3.1E-2)(9E-5) = 2.8E-6 (battery system failure as is annuncia-

tion)
(3.1E-2)(1E-6)=3.1E-8(battery system f ailure modified annun-

ciation)

The frequency for this sequence due to cut sets containing battery system
faults is less than IE-8/yr.

RR Co

The event C is the same as in previous sequences and requires a
| combination of AC valve failures and DC system failures to fail.

R = 1.2E-3
Ro = 1.0
C = (2.6E-2)(9E-5) = 2.3E-6 (battery failure as is annunciation)

(2.6E-2)(1E-6) = 2.6E-8 (battery. failure modified aiinunciation)

The sequence frquency due to cut sets containing battery system faults is
less than 1E-8/yr.

!

WE KCy

In this sequence the event. C will occur with a probability of 1.0.
Therefore, the failure of the DC system will affect only event Ev.-

Big Rock Point SEP 58 D-86
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W = .06/yr
E = 9E-5 (DC system faults as is annunciation)y

lE-6 (DC system faults modified annunciation)
.062K =

C = 1.0

The sequence frequency due to cut sets containing battery system faults is
3E-7/yr (present annunciation) or 4E-9/yr (modified annunciation).

The reduction in the core melt frequency due to the proposed
modification of the 125V DC annunciation system is shown in Table VIII-3.B;-
5. The total reduction is approximately 2.3E-6/yr. This is less than a 1%
reduction of the expected core melt frquency of 9.75E-4/yr.

' 6. Conclusion

ihe proposed modifications to the Big Rock Point DC power systems -

control room annunciation has only a minimal effect on the expected core
melt frequency of the Big Rock Point plant. The modification of the diesel
generator battery system has virtually no effect on the diesel generator
(the emergency AC power system) unavailability. The diesel fire pump

'

battery system annunciation modifications have almost no effect on the fire
pump unavailability. Modifications to the UPS annunciation has a very small
effect on the RDS unavailability but does-not significantly affect the core
melt frequency. Finally, the 125V DC station battery system unavailability
is reduced by a factor of 2 but again this does not greatly affect the core
melt frequency. The annunciator modifications to this system reduce the
core melt frequency by less than 1%. Due to the above reasons we rate this
issue to be of low risk significance.

;

a
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Table VIII-3.B-1 Data Sumary - DG Battery System
.

Fault
Eailure Rate Exposure Time Unavailability

" Battery Charger - local faults
"as is" 2.8E-6/hr 36 hrs 9E-5

" mod" 2.8E-6/hr 20 hrs 6E-5

Battery Charger Breaker - fails
open

"as is" 1E-6/hr 36 hrs 4E-5

" mod" 1E-6/hr 20 hrs 2E-5

NonDetectable Battery Faults4

"as is" 1E-6/hr 360 hrs 4E-4,

" mod" 0.5E-6/hr 360 hrs 2E-4

Detectable Battery Faultsi

"as is" - - 0.0
" mod" 0.5E-6/hr 20 hrs 1E-5

No AC to Battery Charger,
o Loss of Offsite Power 1.0
o All other conditions ~10-6

i

4

l
L

!

!

|

|
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! Table VIII-3.B-2 Data Summary - Diesel Fire Pump Battery System

Fault
i Failure Rate Exposure Time Unavailability

Battery Charger - local faults
"as is" 2.8E-6/hr 82 hrs 2E-4
" mod" 2.8E-6/hr 20 hrs 6E-5

Battery Charger Breaker - fails
open

"as is" 1E-6/hr 82 hrs 8E-5
" mod" IE-6/hr 20 hrs 2E-5

NonDetectable Battery Faults
"as is" 1E-6/hr 360 hrs 4E-4
" mod" 0.5E-6/hr 360 hrs 2E-4

Detectable Battery Faults
"as is" - - 0.0
" mod" 0.5E-6/hr 20 hrs IE-5

No AC to Battery Charger

o Loss of Offsite Power (1) 1.0;

o All other conditions <1E-6

(1) dominated by failure of emergency AC power: 0.1 is Big Rock Point PRA,

emergency AC failure probability given a 4 hour demand.

4

1
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Table VIII-3.B-3 Data Summary - UPS

I' Fault
Failure Rate Exposure Time Unavailability

Battery Charger - local f aults
"as is" 2.8E-6/hr 360 hrs 1E-3,

" mod" 2.8E-6/hr 20 hrs 6E-5
'

e

Battery Charger Breaker - fails
,

open

"as is" 1E-6/hr 20 hrs 2E-5

,

" mod" 1E-6/hr 20 hrs 2E-5

|
Battery Breaker - fails opens

"as is" 1E-6/hr 360 hrs 4E-4'

' mod" 1E-6/hr 20 hrs 2E-5
,

: -

r

( NonDetectable Battery Faults

j "as is" 1E-6/hr 360 hrs 4E-4

" mod" 0.5E-6/hr 360 hrs 2E-4-
,

-

.

l' Detectable Battery Faults
"as is" 0.0 '- -

" mod" 0.5E-6/hr. 20 hrs 1E-6>

Distributiori Panel Faults ~1E-6; ,

i

No AC to Battery Charger4

| - o UPS A - LOSP: 1.0
i o UPS A - Non-LOSP ~~1E-6

o UPS B,C,0 - LOSP 0.1,

o UPS B,C,D - Non-LOSP -1E-6

i

:

L
,
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Table VIII-3.B-4 Data Summary - 125V OC System

Fault
Failure Rate Ex'posure Time Unavailability

'

Battery Charger - local f aults;

"as is" 2.8E-6/hr 8760 hrs 1.2E- 2

| " mod" 2.8E-6/hr 20 hrs 6E-5

|

| Battery Charger Breaker - fails
open

1E-6/hr 8760 hrs 9E-3i "as is" -

" mod" 1E-6/hr 20 hrs 2E-5'

NonDetectable Battery Faults
"as is" 1E-6/hr 8760 hrs 4.4E-3

" mod" 0.5E-6/hr 8760 hrs 2.2E-3

Detectable Battery Faults
0.0"as is" - -

" mod" 0.5E-6/hr 20 hrs 1E-5

DC Bus Faults 1E-6

DC Bus - Maintenance
Unavailability 1E-7

Loss of AC Power to Charger
o LOS7 1.0

o All other conditions- ~1E-6
1
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Table VIII-3.8-5 Effect of DC Power System Failure
on Core Melt Frequency

DC system failure contribution
Modified'

'Sequence Frequency Present Annunciation Annunciation Reduction
(yr-1) (yr-1) (yr-1) (yr-1)

1 PIFsYL 9.9E-7 2.3E-7 2E-9 2.3E-7

2 PIF YC 8.5E-7 4E-7 2E-7 2E-7s

3 PQIF L 1.8E-7 *
3

4 PQIFsC 1.5E-7 2.1E-6 1E-6 1E-6

5SL 3.7E-6 *
2

6S2C 4.0E-7 *

7 Syl 3.7E-7 *

8SC 1.0E-4 *
4

i 9 WEyL 1.7E-6 1.8E-7 2E-9 1.8E-7
10 WE C 6.7E-7 1.4E-7 1E-9 1.4E-7y

11 BBcZY t 4.9E-5 1.2E-7 1E-9 1.2E-7f

12 BB ZY C 2.0E-5 1E-7 9E-10 9E-8c f
13 T AY Lr 1.4E-6 *

I f
14 T AY 0Lr 4.2E-7 *1 f
15 T1ABoLr 8.8E-7 *

16 T ABolr 3.2E-6 *
2

17 T AY Lr 1.2E-6 *
3 f

18 T AY 0Lr 3.7E-7 *3 f
19 T ABoLr 7.8E-7 *

3'

20 T ABolr 2.9E-7 *
4

21 T AY Lr 4.1E-6 *
S f;

22 T ABoLr 2.9E-6 *-
S

23 T6ABoLr 6.3E-6 *

24 T ABotr 4.6E-6 *
7

25 T ALr 1.7E-7 *
8

26 RR l 1.2E-5 *
o

27 RRoC 4.8E-6 *

28 H1Z 1.1E-6 *

29 WEyKC 1.2E-5 3E-7 4E-9 3E-7

2.3E-6
'

* DC failures contribute less than 1E-8/yr to this sequence

64 .D-92Big Rock Point SEP
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Table VIII-3.B-5 (continued)
<

B - Spurious Opening of Turbine Bypass Valve .1/yr=
,

| i - High Energy Pipe Break in Steam TunnelH 3.8E-6/yr=

| .P - Loss of Offsite Power .13/yr-=

i R - RDS Valve-Spurious Opening 1.2E-3/yr=

S2 - Medium LOCA 1E-4/yr=

S - Medium Steam Line Break Inside Containment IE-4/yr4 =

S7 - Large LOCA IE-5/yr=

T
1 - IPR /PR Failure .18/yr=

: T2 - Spurious Opening of Turbine Bypass Valve .1/yr=

T3 - Loss of Feedwater .16/yr=

T4 - Loss of One Feed Pump .14/yr=

T5 - Load Rejection .59/yr=

{ T6 - Loss of Main Condenser 1.0/yr=

T7 - Loss of Offsite Power .13/yr> =

T8 - Miscellaneous Scrams .56/yr=

W - Spurious Closure of an MSIV _.06/yr.=

A- - Failure of RPS
B - Failure of Turbine Bypass Valve to Reclose'

e

Bo - Failure of Turbine Bypass Valve to Open
C - Failure of RDS/CS
E - Failure of Emergency Condenser Valves to Openy

; Fs - Failure to Restore Power in the Short Term
i I - Primary System Isolation

K - Safety Valves Reclose
| L - Failure of Long Term Cooling (PIS, SCS & EC)

Lr -LPSFailuretoInject(toPreventRDS)
: 0 - Recirculation Pump Trip

Q - Failure of Emergency AC Power
R - Failure of RDS Valve to Remain Closedo
Y - Failure of Inventory Makeup
Y - Failure of Feedwater for Inventory Makeupf

Z - MSIV Closure;

CS . Core spray
EC - Emergency condenser-
LPS - Liquid poison system

Big Rock Point SEP' D-93
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Table VIII-3.B-5 (continued);

,

?-
'

' PIS '- Post incident system
; RDS - Reactor-depressurization system
i 'SCS. --Shutdown cooling system
i

..
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CHARGER BATTERY
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! LOCAL FAULTS NO AC POWER 8ATTERY NON-DETECT- DETECTABLE

BATTERY TO BATTERY CHARGER TO ABLE BATTERY BATTERY

CHARGER CHARGER BUS 8REAKER OPEN FAULTS FAULTS

O
Figure VIII-3.B-1. FAULT TREE FOR LOSS OF DC POWER TO DIESEL GENERATOR:
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NO FOWER AT
'

ECCS DIST.
PANEL

l
-% )

|

.i
NO POWER TO LOCAL FAULTS

ECCS DIST. AT ECCS DIST.
PANEL PANEL

O

!

NO POWER NO POWER
FROM BATTERY FROM

CHARGER BATTERY

| r% rw
1

BATTERY
LOCAL FAULTS NO AC POWER NON-DETECT. DETECTABLE BATTERY TO

CHARGER TO
BATTERY TO BATTERY ABLE BATTERY BATTERY SWITCH 80ARD

SUS KER
C R C R F F BREA OPEN

' Figure Vill-3.B-2. SIMPLIFIED DC POWER FAULT TREE FOR UPS TRAINS
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O

I I

'
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'

FROM BATTERY FROM ,

CHARGER BATTERY

- -,

LOCAL FAULTS ' NO AC POWER ON-DUECT- D UECTABLECHARGER TO
BATTERY TO BATTERY ABLE BATTERY BATTERYBUS BREAKER
C R CHARGER F F

Figure Vill-3.B-3. SIMPLIFLIED 125V DC POWER FAULT TREE
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VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor Containment,

1. NRC Evaluation

Adequate protection for the low voltage AC and DC electrical
penetrations does not exist at Big Rock Point. The operating time of the
backup circuit breakers is excessive; given an overcurrent fault and failure
of the primary circuit breakers the result will be the failure of the
penetration seal.

Current criteria requires that for each penetration, protective systems
should provide primary and scondary protection devices to prevent a single
f ailure in conjunction with a circuit overload from impairing containment
integrity. These requirements were developed to prevent a single failure
from allowing excess current in the penetration conductors that could
adversely affect penetration seals.

2. NRC Recommendations

The recommendation made for the low voltage penetrations at Big Rock
Point is to provide adequate backup circuit breakers which would provide
timely protection in the event of failure of the primary protective devices.

3. Systems Affected

The system affected is the containment isolation system.

4. Connents
;

In a LOCA environment, electrical penetrations may not be capable of
maintaining their integrity given a failure of the primary circuit breakers'

and the existence of an electrical fault. Table VIII-4-1 lists the elec-
trical penetrations present at Big Rock Point.,

5. Analysis
4

A penetration f ault in a LOCA environment requires that two events

occur. First an electrical f ault (circuit overload) must exist and the
breaker (protection device) on that circuit must fail to isolate the
circuit. The data insed in this analysis is shown in Table VIII-4-2. The
failure of an electrical penetration due to a fault would be:

= (number of containment cable penetrations) x
P (electrical component failure) x P (breaker failur'e).

,

For the DC circuits this would_be:;

= (2070) (3.6E-5) (IE-3) = 7.4E-5'

For the low voltage AC circuits:

-= (291) (3.6E-5) (IE-3) = 1.1E-5

Big Rock Point SEP _70 D-98
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The combined failure probability for these electrical penetrations is:

8.5E-5

The Type 7 penetrations were not included on the failure analysis due
i

to the small penetration size (11/2 inches diameter) and the rationale that|

only those penetrations four inches or larger in diameter are considered
i significant in terms of possible containment leakage (WASH-1400, Appendix
i II, Section 5.12.).
t

It has been conservatively assumed that all shorted faults are failures
'that will result in a circuit overload.

4 6. Conclusion

The failure probability of containment. integrity due to the failure of
an electrical penetration not currently meeting the GDC,- caused by an over-
loaded . circuit is calculated to be 8.5E-5. .The containment leakage
probability calculated for the Big Rock Point PRA was on the order of

; magnitude of IE-1.

Due to the relative size of the containment isolation failure probabil-
) ities in this topic and the Big Rock Point PRA we rate the risk significance

of this issue as low.;_

;

4

!
. .

;
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8 Table Vill-4-1
w-

ELECTRICAL PENETRATION OF PRIMARY7 CONTAINNENT AT BIG ROCK POINT
s
c+

TYPE NUIBER W SIZE W MiDBER OF CABLES FUNCTION N PENETRATION ELECTRICAL CATEGORY$ PENETRATIONS PENETRATION IN EACH
T (dtameter) PENETRATION

1 20 6" 92 General purpose power and DC
instrumentation

2 1 6" 52 Telephone and PA lines low volt
AC

.

3 2 6" 52 Thermocouple cables low volt
AC

4 3 6* 20 General purpose power low volt
AC

5 6 6" 6 Large power feeders high volt
"or

6 1 6" 4 Equipment grounds

7 5 1 1/2" 8 Personnel hatch locas, etc. Iow volt
AC

8 6 8* 12 Instrument cables co-axial low volt
AC

9 1 8" 3 Computer cables and low volt
instrumentation AC

10 2 8" - 39 RDS instrumentation and DC
control

11 1 8' 58 RDS instrumentation and CC
control

12 1 8" 91 RDS instrumentation and DC
control

? -

-
0
o
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Table VIII-4-2,

FAILURE DATA SUtHARY

FAILURE FAILURE RATE * FAULT EXPOSURE TIME UNAVAILABILITY
,

|
,

Solid S; ate device IE-7/ hour 360 hours 3.6E-5

fails shorted
!

Circuit Breaker IE-3/ demand IE-3

fails to transfer

j

,

* Data taken from MSH-1400
.

1

.

.

|
i
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4

IX-5 Ventilation Systems
.

1. NRC Evaluation

! The ventilation systems at the Big Rock Point Plant were found to be in
accordance with current criteria with three possible exceptions. The venti->

lation system for the electrical equipment room consists of a service water
cooler, recirculating room cooler which is not redundant, nor powered by the
emergency diesel. The equipment serviced by this system in the electrical
equipment room includes; the main station battery, two motor generator sets,
instrument air compressors, 480V switch gear and cable spreading. The shop4

; area ventilation system provides ventilation for the reactor depressuriza-
tion system (RDS) batteries. The shop area ventilation system is not pow-
ered by an emergency bus and therefore following a loss of offsite power

! event ventilation to the RDS batteries will be lost. Finally, the diesel
generator room has a passive ventilation system. The effects of a nonactive,

ventilation system on.the electrical panel in this area have not been fully>

evaluated.;

2. NRC Recomendation
,

For each of the three areas that are described above the SEP branch of
the NRC made the following recommendations. - The licensee should evaluate
the consequences of losing the ventilation system in the electrical ',

; equipment room. Further information should be provided by the licensee
! regarding hydrogen buildup around the RDS batteries during periods following
; a loss of power event. The amount of hydrogen generated during the length
! of time the batteries are discharging with no ventilation should not exceed s
' the minimum combustion limits. The effects of a nonactive ventilation

system on vapor dispersion and service conditions for the electrical panel-'

| in the diesel generator area should be analyzed by the licensee.
,

j 3. Systems Affected
1

The systems affected by this issue are the'AC power system and the RDS.
'

4. Coments.

1

The intent of this issue analysis is to determine if further effort toi

evaluate the need for ventilation in these three areas is warranted. At
this time much of the information required for a quantitative analysis to be
performed is not available.- Such an analysis would require information on
the heat generated in the various areas'under severalLplant operating
conditions and the effects of . increased temperatures in the. three areas on
the failure probabilities of the equipment -in the areas. Without-this
.information extremely conservative assumptions would have to be made to
perform a quantitative analysis. Since this information is not available.no
quantitative analysis will be performed, but rather a qualitative assessment
will be made.

|

I
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5. Analysis
|

| The equipment contained in the electrical equipment room provides power
| to many of the essential systems required to bring the Big Rock Point Plant
| to a safe condition following an accident initiator. (This can be verified

by examining the Big Rock Point PRA fire analysis. An unsuppressed fire in'

this area is assumed to result in a core melt accident.) The ventilation
system for the electrical equipment room is a nonredundant system that is
not powered during an LOSP condition. If this ventilation system should
f ail, the heat generated by the equipment in the room could eventually
result in equipment f ailures. (The failure rates of the equipment would
increase as the temperature increases.) However, without more detailed
information it is not possible to determine which equipment would fail or in
what order the equipment would fail.

If it is assumed that all the equipment would eventually be affected by
the increased temperature the consequences would be significant due to the
importance of the equipment in the electrical equipment room. For these1

reasons the ventilation requirements for the equipment in this area should
be more fully analyzed.

The ventilation system for the RDS batteries is a nonredundant system
that is not powered during an LOSP condition. If the assumption is made
that ventilation is required for the continued operation of the RDS
batteries the probability of a loss of ventilation in this area could be' a
significant contributor to the system f ailure probability. The RDS is an
important safety system that appears in 'many of the dominant accident
sequences in the Big Rock Point PRA. It is to be expected that any failure
that would adversely affect the system f ailure probability would be a
contributor to the risk due to core melt.

The equipment in the diesel generator room may or may not require an
active ventilation system in order to function. If one is required then
when the diesel generator is needed the electrical panel in the diesel
generator room could be failed due to the lack of ventilation. This would
eventually result in a loss of power from the emergency generator. Lsck of
an active ventilation system should not prevent .the diesel generator from
starting. The lack of ventilation would be expected to require some time to
take effect and, assuming it is required, would have the same effect on the
emergency AC power system as a failure of the emergency diesel generator to
continue to run. Thus during a loss of offsite power no additional failures
would be required to f ail the emergency source of AC power after it has
started.

In the Big Rock Point PRA there is one dominant accident sequence that
i involves a loss of offsite power and a failure of the emergency AC power

supply after the diesel generator had successfully started. This sequence
contributes less than .1% to the core melt frequency of the Big Rock Point
Plant. Ventilation failures would not be expected to make this a signifi-
cant dominant accident sequence.

75Big Rock Point SEP D-103
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6. Conclusion

It was assumed that ventilation is required for each area analyzed a.,d
that a loss of ventilation could affect all equipment in the area. This
effort should be used only to determine whether or not further analysis
should be performed to determine if ventilation is indeed required for thei

three areas considered. The lack of an active ventilation system in the
emergency diesel generator room does not appear to be a significant
contributor to the core melt frequency at the Big Rock Point plant. We rank
this ventilation topic of low risk significance.

If ventilation is required in the electrical equipment room and in the |
RDS battery area the loss of ventilation in these two areas could have a
significant effect on the core melt frequency at Big Rock Point. We rank
the loss of ventilation in these two areas to be of high risk significance.

1

i
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XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation

1. NRC Evaluation

The Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant does not satisfy General Design
| Criteria 25.
!

| 2. NRC Recommendation

No specific recommendations have been made at this time.

3. Systems Aff ected

The issue affected is the reactivity control system.

4. Comments

The NRC analyzed this event at both startup and at operating power
levels. At sta-tup conditions the reactivity control system meets GDC 25.
In the NRC analysis at operating power conditions conservative assumptions
were used and it was found that for two assemblies specified acceptable fuel
design limits might be exceeded with a single malfunction of the reactivity
control system. The assumed power distribution was a chopped cosine. The
' actual power distribution in the reactor will be relatively flat over a
large portion of the elevation, and the thermal conditions would be improved
over those for a chopped cosine distribution. Assuming a flat power distri-
bution, the NRC analysis shows no rods exceed the fuel design limits.

5. Analysis

In order to attain the conditions where, according to NRC calculations,
2 assemblies exceed fuel design limits, these failures to scram the reactor -

must occur (fails to scram on high flux trip, loss of feedwater suction, or
loss of condenser vacuum). According to NRC "such an event has a very low
probability of occurrence." This is supported by the Consumer Power
Company's PRA (the Big Rock Point PRA) where on page VIII-40 the failure to
scram rate is estimated as 3.5E-5 per demand. ' Thus the overall probability
of the control configuration being placed in a situation where the fuel
design limits could be exceeded is the probability of over withdrawing a
control rod times the probability of failing to scram. The probability of
over withdrawing a control rod is an error of commission whose rate is on
the order of 10-4 Thus the overall probability is on the order of 10-7 -
10-8 per control rod adjustment, given a single opportunity for scram. With
multiple opportunities for scram the probability would be much less.

_

6. Conclusions

This issue has little effect on risk and has little potential for
significantly reducing risk. It is rated as having low risk significance.
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XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Failure of Main Steam Line Break
Outside Containment

1. NRC Evaluation
,

1
NRC's evaluation of the radiological consequences of the f ailure of |main steam line break (MSLB) shows that they exceed the acceptance criteria i

ifor the equilibrium coolant limit but they do not exceed the values of 10
CFR Part 100.

2. NRC Recommendation

It is recommended that Big Rock Point adopt the GE Standard Technical
,

Specifications for BWRs c.oncerning iodine activity and control in the
reactor coolant.

3. Systems Affected

This issue affects pronable offsite consequences.

4. Coments

NRC evaluation of the radiological consequence of MSLB is based upon
very conservative assumptions. The licensee's assessment calculated the
radiological consequences using current technical specification limits to be
92 Rem. This value exceeds the NRC's acceptance criteria. It should be
noted that the plant has operated for several years and if the licensee's
records are complete (for coolant activity and meteorological data), an
assessment could be made using an historical equilibrium coolant activity
and average meteorology as well as the shutdown limits. -_Such an assessment
would show how the plant has actually performed regarding the requirements

! of 10 CFR 100.

5. Analysis

PRAs have shown that the dominant contributor.to risk from a nuclear
power plant is a core melt accident. Although.a significant dose rate from
a MSLB outside containment is credible under very conservative scenario, it
does not offer an opportunity to significantly reduce the risk from the
operation of a nuclear power plant.- This follows from an examination of the
probability of a MSLB. In Appendix I of Consumers Power Company's , PRA
analysis (the Big Rock Point PRA) the sequences leading to MSLB are ana-
lyzed. The overall probability of MSLB is on the order of 1x10-8 per year.

6. Conclusion

This issue has little effect on risk and is rated as having low risk
significance.
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; In response to an NRC request,'SAI has' prepared this short summary
'. to provide additional information on the evaluation. of Big Rock Point.
<

1 .SEP Issues Specifical.ly this summary contains information on the
! consequer., -duction analysis, which was based on information provided
!- by the NRC and _results obtained from a previous SAI- report entitled

" Risk Based Categorization'of Big Rock Point SEP Issues", Revision 1-

;. (SAI-83-130-WA). The objective of this effort is to present the
'

results documented in the cited report in a format such that they
1 can be readily compared to the results obtained from different efforts.

L

j The issues that these results are to be compared with are'those-presented '

; in the SAI report " Risk Based Analysis of Open Issue for the Big Rc.ck
j. Point Nuclear Power Plant", draft report dated June 27, 1983, and those
;- analyzed as part of the NRC risk-based analysis of SEP issues.
:
1

The method for evaluating the consequence reduction for a particular
'

SEP issue was developed by the NRC and is presented in the following
expression:

i

$
.

reduction in Ireduction in) f containment i fconsequendet ['

} consequences
= 1 core melt j x I faHure x I conversion. I-,

; ifrequency / ( probability) (factor )
,

1

The core melt frequency for each issue was calculated and is presented -
in the SAI report SAI-83-130-WA, Revision 1. ~ The containment failure

;

! ~ '

I
probability for each dominant acciderit sequence is taken 'from the~ Big :
Rock Point Probablistic Risk Assessment and the consequence conversion-4

i factor (1.2 E+6 man-rem / event) was provided by' the NRC. 0f the |1ssues-
I analyzed in the SAI Big Rock Point SEP report, issue IX-5 was ranked as

~

h a high risk issue III-10.A and VII-1.A as medium risk issues, and all
; others as low risk-issues. The ranking method us'ed was based on the

) changes in core melt frequency without considering_ the consequences '

resulting from such changes. At this time, it is preferred _to'present,
<

i. the consequences associated with the-core melt frequency. changes to'
.

ascertain the populational; risk for the above issues,'and to ' provide..

'

a basis' for comparison to.other BRP issue analyses.
: <

1

I d|L
.

~
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A qualitative analyses was performed for issue IX-5 since much
of the information required to do a realistic quantitative analysis
was not available. The qualitative assessment was performed to
indicate whether or not further analysis of the need for ventilation
systems in certain plant areas was justified. Therefore, there is no j

ccre melt frequency reduction calculated for this issue. The equipment I

that could be affected by this issue represents a significant portion
of the important safety-related equipment available at the Big Rock
Point plant. Potentially, failure of the ventilation systems could
result in a large change in the core melt frequency and the associated
popoulational exposure. For this reason this issue was ranked high in
risk significanc'.

The results of the analysis to determine popular.ional exposures are
presented in Tables 1 and 2, and the following paragraphs. For issue

VII-1.A. the onl'y affected system is the RPS. With a core melt frequency
reduction of 1.7E-4/yr, a containment failure probability of 0.99, and a
consequence conversion of 1.2 E+6 man-rem / event, the r.alysis shows that
a total reduction of 202 man-rem /yr in the populational exposure. Table 1
shows the dominant sequences affected by issue III-10.A. The combined
consequence. reduction calculated for this issue is 28 man-rem /yr. As
presented in the SAI Big Rock Point SEP report, both of these issues we're -
ranked as medium risk issues, with issue III-10.A being ranked slightly -

| above issue VII-1.A. If the consequence reduction results were used as

| the ranking criterion instead of the reduction in core melt frequency,
it is expected that issue VII-1.A will be ranked higher than . issue III-10.A.

The remaining issues, identified as low-risk issues .in SAI-83-130-WA,
either do not significatnly contribute to the core melt frequency or do
not significantly affect the performance of their respective systems.
For these reasons, it is expected that the consequence reductions associated

i with these issues are negligible. As an example, Table 2 shows'the results
of the consequence reduction analysis for issue VIII-3.B (which was
ranked as a low-risk issue in the SAI Big Rock Point SEP report. A value
of approximately 2 man-rem /yr is calculated as the total reduction in the

'

populational exposure for this issue. This reduction, in comparison to

Big Rock Point SEP .D-112:
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h. _those calculated for other issues, such'as-VII-1.A ..is considered to be.
h ^ negligible. Thus, it is concluded that the' low risk issues identified

~

I
~

' Lin the.SAI Big Rock Point ~SEP report are indeed low-risk, even when
p^
!. i fconsequence reduction results are being considered.-

-The results.of .the ' calculations of populational exposure. reductions.

!., for the original Big Rock Point SEP-issues are presented. in Table 3. 3
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Table 1. Consequence Reduction Analysis for Issue III-10. A

Core Melt Centainment Consequence Consequence .

*
System / Dominant Frequency Failure Conversion Reduction

Sequences Reduction (yr~;) Probability ! Factor .(man-rem /yr)-
(man-rem / event)

TENC 2.1 E-7 .2 1.2 E+6 0.05

TZL 7.8 E-6 .23 1.2 E+6 2.1

YL 8.9 E-6 .2 1.2 E+6 2.1
f

MNL 3.3 E-6 .2 1.2 E+6 0.8

ME NC 1 E-6 .2 1.2 E+6 0.2y

ME,NC 3.4 E-7 .2 1.2 E+6 0.08>

PE F C 2.0 E-6 .2 1.2 E+6 0.5'y3

PE F C 8.8 E-6 .2 1.2 E+6 2.1ms
PIF YC 5.6 E-7 1.0 1.2 E+6' O.7.s

PQIF C 1 E-7 1.0 1.2 E+6 0.1
s

SEc 5.6 E-6 .2 1.2 E+6' 1.3ym
SC 5.6 E-7 .23 1.2 E+6 '0.12

S E,C 5.6 E-6 .2 1.2 E+6 1.33
UL 3 E-6 . .23 1.2 E+6 '0.8'.

UE VC 1 E-6 .23 1.2 E+6 0.3y

UE VC 1.1 E-5 .23 1.2 E+6 3.0m
WE C 1 E-6 .2 1.2 E+6 ~0.2y

WE C 3.5 E-7 .2 1.2 E+6 ' 0.1m
BB E C 5.2 E-7 .2 1.2 E+6 0.1cy

BB ZY C 2.8 E-5- .23 1.2 E+6 7.7c f
RR G 7. E-6 .23 1.2 E+6 -1.9g

I E,C 1.1 E-5 .2 1.2.E+6 2.6 -! j

TOTAL i 28.0.

1

|

I-
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Table 2. Consequence Reduction Analysis for Issue VIII-3.8

Core Melt Containment Consequence Consequence
System / Dominant Frequency Failure Conversion Reduction

Sequences Reduction (yr-1) Probability Factor (man-rem /yr)
(man-rem / event)

'RDS/CS
Batteries

PQIF C 5 E-9 1.0 1.2 E+6 0.006
s

All other
LOSP sequences 6.7 E-7 0.2 1.2 E+6 0.16-

125V DC

PIF VL 2.3 E-7 1.0 1.2 E+6 0.27
s

PIF YC 2 E-7 1.0 1.2 E+6 0.24
s

PQIF C 1 E-6 1.0 1.2 E+6 1.20
s

WE L 1.8 E-7 0.2 1.2 E+6 0.04y

WE C 1.4 E-7 0.2 1.2 E+6 Q.03y
BB ZY L 1.2 E-7 0.23 1.2 E+6 0.03

f

BB ZY C 9 E-8 0.23 1.2 E+6 0.02c f
WE KC 3 E-7 0.2 -1.2 E+6 0.08y

Subtotal u 1.9.

i

,

o
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Table 3. Summary of Results:

Populational Exposure Reducticn for Big Rock Point SEP Issues

- Populational
Issu. Exposure Reduction
No. -Issue (man-rem /yr)

'

IX-5 Ventilation Systems +++

VII-1.A RSP Irolation 202 |

III-10.A Thermal Overload Protection 28

VIII-3.B DC But Voltage Monitoring 2

III-5.B Pipe Break Outside Containment *

III-8.A Loose Parts Monitoring *

V-5 RCPB Leak Detection

V-10.A Residual Heat Removal System Heat
Exchanger Tube Failure *

V-11.A Isolation of High and low Pressure
*Systems

V-11.B RHR Interlock Requirements (Systems
and Electrical) *

VI-4 Containment Isolation System *

VI-10.A Response Time Testing *

VII-3 Safe Shutdown Systems *

VIII-4 Electrical Penetrations of Reactor
Containment *

IX-3 . Service and Cooling Water Systems *

XV-8 Control Rod Misoperation *

XV-18 Radiological Consequences of Main
Stream Line Failure Outside

Containment- *

+++ Qualitative analysis was performed; no populational' exposure reduction~

is calculated. Issue is considered to be potentially_high risk.

* Negligible
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report addresses the risk based importance of open regulatory

|. issues for the Big Rock Point Plant. The issues are among those submitted
by the licensee, Consumers Power Company, for resolution as part of the j

integrated assessment being performed by the Systematic Evaluation Program
'

(SEP) branch of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Only issues that ,

'can be readily addressed using probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) tech-
niques, are analyzed in this report. A plant-specific PRA, performed by the

.

utility and currently under NRC review was used in these analyses to repre-
sent the plant as it is, i.e., as a baseline model. The study assessed the
importance of each issue through quantitative analysis of the changes in the
Big Rock Point PRA fault trees and event trees. Changes in the frequency of
dominant accident sequences and the associated changes in populational !

exposure represent the potential risk reduction due to resolution of each
issue. The issues are ranked according to the magnitude of the reduction in
the populational exposure.

Table Ex-1 summarizes the results of this report. Issues are listed in
descending order of reduction in populational exposure. The remainder of
the executive summary summarizes each issue and the issue analyses.

:

.
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Table Ex-1. Issues Ranked by Populational
Exposure Reduction

Issue Man-Rem /yr

Number' Issue Title Reduction:

63 Containment Purging 210

75C Fire Protection -;
Emergency Condenser Valve Circuits 204

44 BS&B Valve Data 85+;

) 11 Turbine Bypass Valve EHC System 26+

17 PCS Isolation 21

2 758 Fire Protection -
RDS Radiant Energy Shield 7

8 Single Channel Reset 6

74 Reactor Coolant-System Vents 5+

7 Scram Dump Tank Level Instrumentation 4

; 73 Control of Heavy Loads *

50E Containment Airlock *
4

81 PORV Position Indication *
,

1

,

!,

i

i

* Negligible<

: + Represents a potential or upper bound reduction. Achievable reduction may

| be significantly less.

|
.

i

j-

,

:

i
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Issue 7: Scram Dump Level Instrumentation
i

In its generic letter 81-18, dated March 30, 1981, the NRC indicated
that common-cause failures may be the most significant contributor to the
unreliability of the scram systems of BWRs. As a result of this position
diverse scram dump tank (SDT) level instrumentation is required for BWRi

! plants. Big Rock Point has a single SDT and a single set of level instru-
mentation. If there is a common-cause failure of the level instrumentation
at the SDT, back pressure in the tank could prevent complete insertion of
the control rods during a scram. The analysis evaluated the contribution to
the reactor protection system (RPS) failure probability due to common-cause
SDT level instrumentation f ailures. A simp 11fied system f ault tree was
constructed and quantified twice, once with common-cause SDT lt. vel instru-
mentation f ailures and once with no common-cause f ailures. The second
quantification represents the RPS with an effective alternative to the non-

redundant SDT level instrumentation. The reduction in the RPS failure
probability, from 2.3E-6 to 6E-7, corresponds to a reduction in the expect 6d
core melt frequency that results in a reduction of approximately 4 man-
rem /yr in the populational exposure.

Issue 8: Single Channel Reset

On three occasions during the past five years at the Big Rock Point
j Plant the scram valves and the scram dump tank (SDT) vent and drain valves

| have failed to open and close in the proper sequence when the reactor
protection system has been reset. A primary coolant to containment leakage
path results when the drain or vent valve fails to close prior to the scram
valves opening. These events did not occur at reactor operating pressure

perating pre sure a small LOC would result. Therefore his plant data wa
i used to develop a small LOCA initiating frequency for this type of LOCA.

This frequency was then used in the dominant small LOCA accident sequences
from the Big Rock Point PRA. After the core melt frequency due to this

i small LOCA was calculated a reduced small LOCA frequency was calculated
based on the proposed modification, installation of redundant MOVs on the
SDT vent and drain lines. The reduction in the core melt frequency from this
reduced LOCA initiator corresponds to a 6 man-rem /yr reduction in the popu-

! lational exposure. !

:
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!

Issue 11: Turbine Bypass Valve EHC System

!

! The turbine bypass valve Electro-Hydraulic Control (EHC) system at Big
J

j Rock Point has shown a tendency to spuriously open or fail to open the

j turbine bypass valve. A spurious opening can initiate a transient and can,
j. in conjunction with other failures, result in a failure to isolate the

i primary system. A failure to open can cause a loss of the full power main
heat sink for the primary coolant system during a transient. These control*

'

system-induced instabilities have convinced plant staff to reevaluate the
relative effectiveness of the EHC system and to consider possible corrective
actions. Since detailed EHC system design data were not available, it was

; not possible to pinpoint causes for the EHC failures. Instead, a sensi- >

,

tivity analysis was used to provide some insight into the potential risk

j reduction possible through improved reliability of the EHC system and there-
; fore the turbine bypass valve. In the' analysis,. reduced turbine bypas.s

| valve failure probabilities and frequencies were used in the appropriate t

dominant accident sequences from the Big Rock Point PRA. The smailer;

j failure probabilities and frequencies yielded a reduction by a factor of thn
; in the dominant accident sequence frequencies and a corresponding reduction

,

j in the populational exposure of 26 man-rem /yr.
!

i Issue 17: PCS Isolation .

f Eight primary coolant system vent and drain lines at Big Rock Point
i have only a single manual valve for isolation of the primary coolant system

from the containment atmosphere. Failure, a severe rupture, of any one of
i these valves would result in a small interfacing system LOCA. The valve

| f ailures are expected 'to occur with a frequency of 1.9E-3/yr, using data
.

! from 'the Big Rock Point PRA, with a resultant core melt frequency of 8.9E-1

! 5/yr. The proposed modification is to add a second manual valve or a pipe

| cap so that two failures would be required to create a LOCA. ' These modifi-

| cations would effectively eliminate the contribution to the interfacing
i system LOCA frequency due to leakage through these vent and drain lines.
| This results in a reduction in the populational exposure of 21 man-res/yr.
!

_

|

|
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. Issue 44: BS&B Valve Data

A number of control systems at Big Rock Point depend on air-operated
valves. It is possible that normal air pressure to these air-operated

valves may not be sufficient to stroke the valves. (It has not been fully
established that there is a problem with the air system at Big Rock Point. i

This analysis is intended only to indicate the potential risk significance ;,

if a problem does exist. If there are no problems with the air systems this
| is a non-issue with no risk significance.) If this is'the case, the valve
I would not change position upon demand. It is also possible that the valve

{ would fail to remain in the proper position if air pressure is required to
[- maintain the valve position.

; The following critical systems would be affected by air-operated valve
I failures: main condenser system, feedwater system, condensate system, con-

trol rod drive system, demineralized water system, liquid poison system,
j primary system isolation, vent valves (to relieve vacuum) and containment
j isolation. The analysis showed that the air-operated valve failures signif-
}. icantly affected the failure probability of two systems, the . demineralized ~

| water system and the main condenser. (Data for valve failure due to air
i system inadequacies was developed from information for Issue'8.) All other

systems were not significantly.affected because (1) the valves failed in the
proper safety position, (2) valve failures did not significantly affect

| system failure probabilities, or (3) the change in the system failure proba-
_

bility did not significantly affect the dominant accident sequences.

f The air operated valve failures contributed 77 man-rem /yr and 8 man-

| rem /yr to the populational exposure due to induced failures of the dominer-
| alized water system and main condenser, respectively.
!

Issue 50E: Containment Airlock
'.

! Appendix J to 10 CFR 50 requires airlock door; seal testing after every
{ use (with'in 72 hours of use), or during periods of frequent 'use, every 72

,

*

;. hours. The containment airlock door seal testing program at the Big Rock
| Point Plant does not fulfill this criteria. Currently, the Big Rock Point
'

airlock-door seals are used frequently but are only tested every 6' months.
,

|

1
i

;
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;

'

The analysis evaluated the failure probability of the containment
airlock door seals, assuming testing every 3 days and 6 months. The test j

j

j history of the door seals at Big Rock Point was used to develop a failure
rate for the airlock door seals. The results of the analysis showed a

reduction of almost 8E-3 in the airlock door seal leakage proba'bility, a

! factor of 10 reduction. However, this results in a negligible reduction in
the populational exposure, due to the small absolute magnitude of the door:

! seal leakage probability and the small relative magnitude compared to the

! expected containment leakage probability, which is on the order of 0.2.
!

! Issue 63: Containment Purging
,

;
,.

.

The containment vents at the Big Rock Point Plant are normally open.

.

In the event of an accident, the vent valves are supposed to close. Failure

|- of these valves to close was one of the dominant contributors to the con-

| tainment leakage probability in the Big Rock Point PRA. In the event of a

! LOCA or transient that results in containment pressurization, debris inside |
| the containment could be transmitted to the vent system ductwork and prevent

'

' vent valve closure. The proposed resolution is to install debris screens
over the vent ducts to prevent debris accumulation around the valves. Also -i

evaluated as parc of this issue was the benefit that could be gained through t

! limited purging of tne containment (currently the Big Rock Point containment
'

is continuously purged) and increased testing of the vent valves.

| Since the exact relationship between debris accumulation and vent valve |
'

) failure is not known the analysis performed was a sensitivity analysis. The

| failure probability ased in the Big Rock Point PRA for vent valve failures

|- was increased by 1,50, and 100% to determine some potential consequences - '

i due to debris-induced vent valve f ailures. For the 1005 increase in the
[ vent valve failure probability, the populational exposure changed by
[ approximately 111 man-res/yr.

_

!.
i

| Decreasing the test interval for the vent valves from 18 months to 6 -[
| months will yield a populational exposure reduction of 75 man-rem /yr.-
[ Limited purging, if possible, will result in an 81 man-res/yr . reduction in
j the populational exposure if purging is lini,ted to .90 hours per year. The e

i use of increased testing and limited purging results in a 99 man-res/yr
reduction in the populational exposure.

0-126Big Rock Point SEP ,
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l

Issue 73: Control of Heavy Loads
L

! Generic Technical Activity Task A-36 was established to systematically

[ examine staff licensing criteria and the adequacy of measures to assure the
j safe handling of heavy loads. One of the resulting recommendations called
i for the installation of mechalical stops or electrical interlocks to prevent;

{|
crane travel over fuel elements or shutdown-related systems. The. issue is
whether installation of such equipment would lead to a significant reduction

i in public risk.

|
1

| The risk due to movement of heavy loads depends on several factors:
j (1) the amount of time cranes are in operation; (2) the fraction of
j operation time spent over particular systems; (3) the likelihood per hour of
| operation of a load drop; and (4) the expected consequences of a load drop
; in terms of core melt and population exposure. ;

1

The product of the first two factors may be thought of as an "at risk'"
time for any given system. For Big Rock Point, if operators make no effort
to avoid operation over sensitive areas, these times are estimated to range
as high as 48 hours per year.but are much more likely to be a.few hours per ;

|
year or less for any given system. The third f actor, the f ailure rate, is |

I estimated to be about 3E-6/ hour. The frequency of load drops on a single

| system, again with no evasive action by the operators, might therefore be
'

expected to be on the order of 6E-6/yr with an upper bound of about lE-4/yr.
To be conservative, we assume that, given a load drop on any system in a; ;

j sensitive area, core melt is certain. We thus take the frequency of load ,

i drops in sensitive areas as a very conservative measure of risk in the
present analysis.,

)

| If none of the operations over sensitive areas are avoidable, the
I addition of stops and interlocks would be meaningless. If some or_ all of

'

such operations are avoided by means of procedures and administrative;

j controls, the expected frequency would be_ reduced by the probability of ,

: operator failure to follow correct or adequate procedures. The latter
j probability is conservatively estimated to be about 0.01. Thus, even if all
; operations over sensitive areas were theoretically avoidable, the maximum.
j potential reduction in load drop frequency on a single system would be about
i

D-127Big Rock Point SEP
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6E-6 (0.01) = 6E-8/yr. As shown in the detailed analysis, the total poten-

tial reduction considering all systems is expected to fall within a range of
about 3 to 6E-6/yr. This estimate accounts for a wide range of variation ,

among individual systems. This range of core melt frequency is small com-
pared to that from other causes. We therefore conclude that addition of
stops and interlocks would have a minimal impact on risk and would result
in a negligible reduction in populational exposure.,

Issue 74: Reactor Coolant System Vents

i This NRC-initiated issue, as part of NUREG-0737, deals with the ability
to vent the primary coolant system of hydrogen that can accumulate during a
core damage accident. Currently the Big Rock Point primary system vent is,

not seismically qualified, no procedures exist for its use and there are no.

; provisions for test connections.

Upgrading the vent system to an operational condition could be of'

benefit in situations where high reactor pressure is maintained and the high
pressure heat removal capabilities have been lost. The generation of
hydrogen results from a core damage accident. The benefit to be derived

'

from the vent is a possible recovery of a core damage accident prior to its
evolving into a core melt. The analysis conservatively evaluated the combi-

! nation of initiators, transients and LOCAs, and systeu failures necessary to
| produce the combination of conditions outlined above.

Two assumptions were made in order to calculate a potential reduction>

in the populational exposure due to the installation of an operable event.
First, given the conditions outlined above it is still possible to recover

( from the core damage accident before it becomes a full core melt if the
hydrogen is vented. The second assumption is that once the hydrogen is

i vented either the main condenser or the emergency condenser can be recovered
i and act as a heat sink. Using these assumptions a reduction of

; approximately 5 man-res/yr in the populational exposure will result from the
existence of an operable primary system vent at Big 'ock Point.

!

|

Big Rock Point SEP D-128
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' Issue.758: Fire Protection - RDS Radiant E..ergy Shield

i This issue deals with the possibility of a' fire disabling the RDS/ core

f spray system, the emergency condenser and inducing a loss of offsite power.
| -The three potential fire areas are: the core spray pump room, the south
' face of the steam drum wall and the area where the emergency condenser is

! located. A simplified model was constructed to represent the possibility of

| a fire in one of these three areas that wocid ultimately cause a loss of ;

j offsite power. (The licensee claims that it is not possible for a fire in
j these areas to result in a loss of offsite pcwer.) Under the assumptions of
i the analysis the fires in these areas did contribute to the risk due to the
j operation of the plant. The proposed modifications, fire shields between
j the RDS/ core spray system and the emergency condense'r system, resulted in a

7 man-rem /yr reductic,n in the populational exposure.
,

.

1

! Issue 75C: Fire Protection - Emergency Condenser Valve Circuits
t

!

j This issue deals with the frequency and consequences of fires in three
: vital plant areas; the electrical equipment room, the penetration area

outside containment, and the penetration area inside containment. An unsup-
pp essed fire in any one of these areas could lead directly to a core melt, a

result that is confirmed in the Big Rock Point PRA. Fires in these areas;

j can disable the emergency condenser RDS/ core spray system and the power
j conversion system. The proposed modification is to reroute the emergency
1 condenser cables in this area so that the fire could not disable all three !

systems The modification yielded a reduction in the core melt frequency that ' '

| produced a reduction of 204 man-rem /yr in the populational exposure.
!

: Issue 81: PORY Position Indication
!
'

In response to the'Three Mile Island accident, the NRC is requiring
'

that utilities be capable of monitoring Power Operated Relief _ Valve (PORV) ;

Jposition. This requirement has been extended to include safety-relief
j valves. There are no PORVs at the Big Rock Point Plant, but there are 6

.

; relief valves that open or close at predetermined primary coolant pressure
.

j _ settings. These valves vent directly to the containment atmosphere.

[ i

l

l

!

:
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If these valves should open, at least three monitoring systems in the
containment will indicate a leak. The position indication on the relief |

'

valves will only indicate where the leak originates. Since the valves vent.

1 to the containment atmosphere, and thcy cannot be remotely operated, no
recovery action is possible; the operator cannot reclose the valves. Thus I

the effect of installation of position indicators on the relief valves on

the populational exposure is negligible.

i

3

1

1

:

.

;

}
i

|
!

;

4

4

;

,

4
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I. INTRODUCTION

|
| In its Systematic Evaluation Program the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory i

| Commission .s identifying deviations from curr.ent licensing criteria for
i older nuclear power plants. These deviations, i.e., issues, are to be

resolved as part of integrated assessments of these older plants. In addi-
tion to the SEP issues for Big Rock Point the utility has requested that'

several other open issues, including generic issues, plant specific issues,
and TMI action items be included as part of the SEP integrated assessmelt.
This report presents the analysis and reaults of SAI's risk-based ranking of

,

some of the open issues identified by Consumers Power Company for its Big
Rock Point Plant. Only those open issues that can be readily addressed using
PRA techniques, and which were not a part of the original set of SEP issues
are analyzed.

Section II of this report discusses the methodology used to evaluate
issues; which i s similar to that used in the SAI report for the original

,

set of SEP issues (" Risk Based Categorization of Big Rock Point SEP Issues"4

.

SAI-83-130-WA Rev.1, June 30, 1983). "
,

'

Section III contains the results of the analyses. The analysis for

each issue is presented in Section IV.

4

!

:

1

!

J

;

i
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; II. Methodology for Risk-Based Ranking of Selected
Big Rock Point Open Issues

|

|

The issues selected for evaluation in this report were those that could
affect plant risk and whose resolution could have an impact on the results

,

of the Big Rock Point PRA. Open issues that would not affect the risk

(defined as populational exposures due to core melt accidents) were not
i included in this analysis.
i

! Not all of the issues that could affect the risk due to a core melt
were evaluated in this report. Many of the open issues are original SEP,

; issues, and of these, the ones where PRA techniques are applicable were been

] analyzed previously (SAI report SAI-83-130-WA). A second set of open issues
j that are not amenable to current PRA techniques are beyond the scope of this

report.

The overall study methodology is given in flow chart form in Figure 1.
f As can be seen in the flow chart, and in the discussion that follows, the

| Big Rock. Point PRA was used to a considerable extent. As the basel'ine

| model for' Big Rock Point, it provided information such as the expected core
melt frequency, the dominant accident sequences, and the system fault trees.

,

Modifications recently undertaken or contemplated by the licensee as a
j result of this PRA were nct considered in this study. This baseline model

was necessary to perform a quantitative analysis of the effects of the

! resolution of many of the open issues.
i

| The methodology adopted in this study was to examine the impact of each
| issue on the systems it affects, and to assess the risk reduction potential
I of the issue by quantitative consideration of the fault trees and dominant
I accident sequences of the Big Rock Point PRA. The first step in each issue

analysis was to determine what the resolution of the issue would affect;
components, systems and initiating events. The effect of the issue resolu-
tion on each of these was then quantified. For initiating events a new
initiating frequency was determined, new system failure probabilities were
calculated for the systems. These new frequencies and probabili. ties were.
then used to recalculate the dominant accident sequence frequencies affected
by the system or initiating event. (The dominant accident sequences were

>

|

|
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taken from the Big Rock Point PRA.) The changes in the c. ore melt frequency
were used to calculate the changes in the populational exposure resulting

j from resolution of the issue. Populational exposure reductions were used to
^ rank the issues. (Where possible, data from the Big Rock Point PRA were

used. However, if the data appeared non-conservative, WASH-1400 data were 1

used.) |4

The results of this analysis and the NRC analyses of open issues are
to be combined and presented as part of the same appendix to the integrated
assessment of Big Rock Point. Therefore the procedure used to calculate the

1

populational exposure change resulting from the resolution of an open issue
is the tame as that used in the NRC evaluation of open issues.

Because of the Big Rock Point containment structure, the dominant
containment failure mode is containment leakage. The consequences of a core

,

| melt accident with containment leakage dominate the risk due to plant
! operation. For this reason, no other containment failure mode is consider'ed

in calculating the populational exposure.
.

The populational exposure is calculated for the Big Rock Point using
the following relationship:

E=F(CM)P(CL)l.2E+6 man-rem / event,

where: E = populational exposure (man-rem /yr),

F(CM)=frequencyofcoremelt
P(CL)=probabilityofcontainmentleakage

|
,

Using data from the Big Rock Point PRA this relationship yields a total
populational exposure for the Big Rock Point Plant of 440 man-rem /yr from

,

: all dominant accident sequences.

i

i It should be noted that the licensee has made what appear to be

significant changes in the area of containment isolation. Modifications
include improvements in the containment vent valve control system and the
addition of check valves in the feedwater lines. The vent valves and the
feedwater line are two major leak paths through the Big Rock Point

|
containment. These changes should greatly impact the containment leakage

t

|

|
|
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..

probability for most dominant accident sequences. At this time the NRC has j
not completed its review of the licensee's analysis of the effects of these j

j ' changes and they have not been incorporated into this analysis. If the !

| plant modifications do significantly reduce the containment leakage proba-
I bility these modifications will greatly reduce the populational exposure

reductions calculated in most of.the issue analyses. Specifically, the

( results of the analyses for issues 8,11,17, 44, 63, 74, and 75B would be

) affected by these changes to the containment isolation systems at Big Rock
Point. The only populational exposure reductions that will not be affected

j are those that result from most fire sequences (the fire fails the contain-
ment), the ATWS sequences (overpressure failure of the containment), and
sequences where the MSIV fails.to isolate.

,

.A reduction in populational exposure is calculated using the change in
the core melt frequency or in the containment failure probability obtained

,

: through the resolution of an issue. Some of the open issues do not affect a
j core melt se_quence frequency, but rather affect the containment isolatioh
: probability; some issues affect both. The analysis of an issue that affects

the containment isolation probability is performed in the same manner as for,

j issues that affect systems that result in core melt frequency changes. The
i affected " system" is the containment isolation system, and changes in its

f ailure probability can be used to calculate changes in the populational
exposure.

i

!,

j
,

j .

*
;

!

1

i

|

i

:

i
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III. Results

!

Twelve of the issues designated as open issues by Consumers Power l

Company were selected for analysis using the criteria outlined in Section
II. These issues are listed in Table 1 in descending order of potential

man-rem reduction in populational exposure. The man-rem reduction calcu-
lated for some issues does not necessarily indicate the actual man-rem

reduction achievable; the reduction calculated may be larger than that

achievable. Generally these issues are ones where important information
regarding plant conditior s was not available. Therefore some rather con-
servative assumptions were made. These assumptions were made so that a
bounding analysis could be performed. The results for this type of open
issue analysis indicate whether further examination of. plant conditions is
warranted. If the potential man-rem reduction is negligible, no further
analysis to determine the plant conditions is warranted, while a relatively
large reduction indicates further analysis may be prudent.

No attempt was made to determine what constitutes a significant reduc-
tion in populational exposure. The results are presented only to indicate,

; what risk reduction is possible for each issue and to rank the issues

relative to the other open issues analyzed in this report, in report SAI-83-
130-WA, and to the open issues analyzed as a result of the NRC review of the
Big Rock Point PRA.

I

:

i

*
,

]

;

,

i

!

:

l I

i
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Table 1. Issues Ranked by Populational
Exposure Reduction

|

| Issue Man-Rem /yr

. Number Issue Title Reduction

63 Containment Purging 210

75C Fire Protection -
,

Emergency Condenser Valve Circuits 204

44 BS&B Valve Data 85+

11 Turbine Bypass Valve EHC System 26+

17 PCS Isolation 21

75B Fire Protection -
! RDS Radiant Energy Shield 7

8 Single Channel Reset 6

74 Reactor Coolant System Vents 5+

7 Scram Dump Tank Level Instrumentation 4

73 Control of Heavy Loads *

50E Containment Airlock *

81 PORY Position Indication *

* Negligible
i + Represents a potential or upper bound on man-rem reduction.

Achievable reduction may be significantly less.

,
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IV. Analysis
]

The analysis of each issue is presented in this section.

.
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Issue 7. Scram Dump Tank Level Instrumentation

1. Introduction
,

This issue is concerned with the possibility of a failure of the )
| scram systems in Boiling Water Reactors-(BWR's) as a result of high water '

level in the scram dump tank (SDT) and common-cause failure of the scram:
'

dump tank level instrumentation. (This issue is a result of NRC generic
letter 81-18 which indicated common-cause failures may dominate scram system
failures.) During BWR operation normal leakage of the water to the SDT is'

j drained away and does not accumulate. If the drainage path is blocked,

| however, water accumulates in the SDT. Normally the SDT level instrumenta-
j tion signals SDT accumulation of water in the SDT before the water level

becomes unsafe. If a common-cause failure of the level instrumentation

{ occurs, the water could reach a level where the back pressure in the SDT
j could prevent complete insertion of the control rods into the reactor during
{ a scram.

!
! 2. Coments

! The scram discharge system at Big Rock Point employs a single
j scram discharge (or dump) tank. The water discharged from the control rods

| as a result of leakage during normal operation and during a scram flows
i through 4" scram discharge headers. This water then flows to a 6" header
i and finally to the SDT. Figure 7.1 shows a simplified schematic of the SDT
) and associated level instruir?ntation.

Under normal operating conditions the water in the SDT and the headers

f drains through a 2" drain pipe to the containment sump. A one-inch vent
j line is also provided for venting the SDT. The 2" drain pipe and the 1"
| vent pipe each have an air-operated control valve (CVNC12 CVNCll), which is
j controlled by a solenoid-operated valve. During normal operation, the drain
; and vent valves are open to drain the leakage from the control rods. During
| a scram these valves are closed automatically to protect the integrity of
' the primary system. The water level in the scram dump tank is monitored by

five level switches. These level switches are connected to the' top and !

bottom of the tank through two 2" pipes with a manual valve on each line.
,

| These valves are always open during reactor operation. The manual valves,
!
:

!
i

[
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| instrumentation piping and the level instruments are tested once every
' refueling by filling the scram discharge tank and observing the level

switches' response to the rise in the water level.

3. Analysis
,

To assess the impact of the common-cause failure of the SDT levelr

| instruments, a fault tree for the failure of the SDT due to high water level
was developed (Figure 7.2).

The fault tree is quantified using the data shown in Table 7.1.
The common-cause failure probability of the SDT level instrumentation is
calculated using a S factor of 0.1, i.e., the random unavailability of the

j level instruments is multiplied by 0.1 to get the unavailability of level
i instruments due to common-cause failure. The use of a 8-factor is based on
! work performed by K. N. Fleming and P. H. Raabe, General Atomic report GA-
j 14568. Their work has shown that the probability of ru1tiple instrumeht
i failures, for instruments of the same design, given the failure of any one
| of the instruments can be calculated using a 8-factor. The common cause
j failure probability is S x (probability of instrument failure). Comments' on
i two operator error probabilities shown in Table 7.1 are necessary. The
j operator error 02 is the human error probability in recognizing the
| incorrect position of the SDT drain valve if this valve was inadvertently
{ 1 eft closed after the previous test or scram. The position of this valve is
; checked during a monthly walk-around.. ;

i
5

The unavailability due to this human error can be expressed by the,

I following relationship (NUREG/CR-1278, Chapter 6)

! U.Pd
T

where

| U is the average unavailability due to human error
P is the probability of a human error that is not recovered

; d is the average downtime, i.e., the time that it takes before
theerrorisrecognized(essentiallytimebetweenchecks)

Y is the total time between tests.
' '

!

:

!
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| Figure 7.2 Fault Tree for the Event " Failure
i . to Scram Due to High Water Level
| In the Scram Dump Tank"
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' 2' Table 7.1 Failure Rates for Various Faults Shown on Figure 7.2
. g-
"

:.,

XI .
!'' Fault Failure Fa11etre Failure i

Identifier Mode Description Rate Duration Unavailability Comments
<

(hours).

MS1 Multiple scram - 7.6E-7/hr- 4380 1.11E-7 Assume at leasti valve failure valve three valve failures,
BRP analysis<

MS2 Single scram 1.0 As'sume a small< -- --

valve leakage leakage with proba-
bility of one, BRP

$;- analysis.
>

' 0- Operator fails 2E-3 NUREG/CR-12781
-- --

l' to drain dump
tank after last,

test or scram

SVNC22D, Solenoid valves 2.7E-6/hr 720 1.0E-3 I_ REP Data
SVNC22C . failure-

CVNC11D, Drain valves' 1.0E-4/D 1.CE-4 IREP Data. --,

| CVNC120 fail.to open
'

on demand

i CVNC110,- Drain valves 2.7E-7/hr- 360 1.0E-4 IREP Data
CVNC120 fail to remain

open

5' ,
-

,
' @
J
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Table 7.1 Failure Rates for Various Faults Shown on Figure 7.2 (continued)'"

E
G'
e

M Fault- Failure Failure Failure
'' Identifier Mode Description Rate Duration Unavailability Comments

(hours)

0.0123 See text.02 Operator fails to -- --

recognize drain
and vent closed

1.4E-3 See text.
03 Operator fails to -- --

respond to high.
dump tank alarm

t3
04 Human error leav- 1.0E-4 NUREG/CR-1278-- --

ing valves closed

VRD210, Manual valves fail 1.0E-4 1.0E-4 IREP Data'
--

VRD220 .to remain open

LSA, B,C Level switch 2.0E-6 4380 8.76E-3 BRP analysis
C.D.E failure.

8.76E-4 A 8 factor of 0.1LSCC Connon-cause -- --

failure of the was used.4

level switche;

AN Annunciator 1.4E-6/hr 8 5.6E-6 BRP analysis
failure

5'
%
~
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The probability of human error consists of a basic human error E and a

probability of nonrecovery R if a check is performed after the human action,
i.e., P = ER. Note that if there are no checks between two tests, (T = d)

-

the unavailability is equal to the probability of human error. If checks

are performed between tests, the downtime d is the sum of the average
downtime between the first test and all subsequent checks and can be found
from the relationship d = h1+Ch+ Chi 2+CChI 2 3 + ... C CI 2 ... C T where12 m

hj (i = 1, 2... m) are the times between the first test and first, second

and subsequent checks.

Cg (i = 1, 2 ... m) are the probabilities of non-detection at the
first, second and subsequent checks. For the above case of monthly (720
hours) checks for a total of ten checks with an equal probability of non-
detection of 0.1 the average downtime is:

d = 720 + (0.1) 1440 + (0.1)2 2160 + ...
+ (0.1)9 7200 = 889

Thus the unavailability is equal to:

(0.1)(889)
(10)(720) = 0.0123

For event 0 , the operator failure to respond to high dump tank alarm, the3

human error probability is calculated as (NUREG/CR-1278, Chapter 7)
~

(2.2E-3) 19 + 1" (2.2E-3) = 1.14E-4
.

20
_

This probability is based on the action of two operators with low depend-
ence. The basic human error of failing to respond to an annunciator and
read an annunciator lamp is assumed to be 1.1E-3 with a factor of 2 for low
or moderate level of stress.

Based on the failure rates shown in Table 7.1, the f ailure to

scram due to high water level in the scram dump tank is equal to 2.3E-6. If

the common-cause failure of the level switches is completely eliminated, the
failure probability is reduced to 6.0E-7.

Big Rock Point SEP D-14818
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Assuming that the unavailability of the SDT due to high water
level is a major contributor to the failure of the scram system, the reduc-
tion in the core melt frequency due to complete elimination of common-cause
failure of the SDT level instruments is conservatively estimated as AF(cm) =
(1.96)(2.3E-6 - 6.0E-7) = 3.3E-6/ year where 1.96 is the frequency of occur-
rence for BRP transients used in the Big Rock Point PRA.

Based on the equation for reduction in exposure due to a reduction
in core melt frequency discussed in Section II, the total reduction in

exposure as a result of the above improvement is

AF(cm)(0.99)(1.2E+6)Change in exposure =

(3.3E-6)(0.99)(1.2E+6)=

3.9 man-rem /yr=

The containment failure probability for transients sequences with a failure
to scram is .99 since early containment failure is expected in. ATWS

sequences.

4. Conclusions

The contribution of the common-cause failure of the SDT level
instrumentation to the unavailability of the SDT due to a high water level
was calculated using a fault tree for the SDT and its associated piping and
instrumentation. Complete elimination of the common-cause failure of the
level instruments reduces the unavailability of the SDT from 2.3E-6 to 6.0E-
7. Assuming that the unavailability of the SDT is a major contributor to
the failure of the scram system, the change in core melt frequency is. 3.3E-
6/ year, based on a transient frequency of 1.96/ year. Based cn the equation
described in Section II resolution of this-issue could reduce the population
exposure by as much as 3.9 man-rem /yr.

|
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Issue 8. Single Channel Reset

1. Introduction

On three occasions during the past five years the air operated
scram valves, which open during a scram, have not completely closed prior to

J
the partial opening of the scram dump tank (SDT) drain or vent valves when '

the reactor protection system has been reset. This situation leads to an
open path from the primary coolant system to the drain and is essentially
equivalent to a small LOCA. This licensee initiated issue is concerned

about the contribution of this event to the initiation frequency of a small
LOCA. Possible changes in the design of the scram system, that would intro-
duce mitigating features for the prevention of such a LOCA, are considered
in this issue. -

2. Coments

None.

3. Analysis

Figure 8-1 shows the simplified schematic of the discharge portion
of the scram system. During normal operation, the two air-operated valves
CVNC11 and CVNC12 on the SDT are open to drain normal leakage of the water
from the scram valves to the SDT. At the same time, the air operated valve
CVNC10 is closed. When a scram is initiated air operated valve CVNC10 opens
and air operated valves CVNCll and CVNCl2 close to allow insertion of the
rods into the core and discharge of excess water to the SDT. Following the
scram and before the reactor is taken to normal status the scram system is
reset. The reset opens valves CVNCll and CVNC12 to empty the SDT and closes

! valve CVNC10 to isolate the SDT from the primary coolant system. On three
resets during the past five years valve CVNC10 partially closed and valves
CVNCll and CVNC12 partially opened creating a path from the primary coolant
system to the drain system. All three cases were during refueling while the

j scram system was being tested. Consequently the primary coolant was at a
low pressure and leakage of primary coolant through this path was lower than
during normal operation. However there is no evidence to indicate that this
is a shutdown phenomena only and calculations by the licensee indicate that

Big Rock Point SEP D-15020
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if this situation should occur during normal plant operation the leakage
would be equivalent to a small LOCA. Although the exact cause of these
partial valve operations is not known, it is believed that the problem may

be associated with a lack of full pressure from the air supply system.

To compare this event with other types of small LOCA initiators
its frequency of occurrence must be estimated. As was mentioned earlier

; this event has occurred three times over the past five years. The licensee
has indicated that on the average the scram system is reset about ten times
a year, including resets after an actual scram due to a transient during

i normal operation and scram tests during refueling. Thus, the frequency of
occurrence of this event is approximately 0.06 per scram. For this analysis

it will be assumed that there is one scram, at power, per year resulting in
an St LOCA frequency of .06/yr. Note that in the BRP PRA analysis, the
frequency of initiation of a small LOCA, 5 , or small steam line break, S31

is 10-3/ year. Thus, the frequency of initiation of a small LOCA due to
partial failure of the air supply system dominates the overall frequency of
initiation of a small LOCA.'

Following a scram, the duration of the shutdown is dependent on
the problem that initiated the scram. Even when the plant can be' restored to
an operating condition without repair, the plant is shut down for two

,

shif ts, i.e., approximately 16 hours. The operator will reset the scram
' system well before the plant is returned to power. Thus, there is suffi-

cient time for the operator to notice the incorrect position of the air

operated valves (SVNC22C, SVNC220) based on the valve position indications
;

i available to him in the control room. The drain and vent valve positions

are checked as part of the scram reset procedure. The probability of human
error in failing to. notice the incorrect valve positions following a scram-
reset is on the order of 1.0E-2 (NUREG/CR-1278 Table 20-15). This error
probability results in a probability of an unisolated LOCA due to failure of-

; the scram and vent valves of 6E-4/yr.
1

The frequency of a core melt due to this initiator can be calcu-

lated as the probability of the operator failing to notice and isolate this;

| small LOCA times the failure probability of the systems designed to mitigate -
the consequences of a small LOCA. From the BRP PRA, the dominant core melt.

sequences initiated by a small LOCA are S EmL and 5 EmC. The first sequenceI 1

Big Rock Point SEP 0-152
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consists of a small LOCA, S1 with a frequency of 10-3/yr followed by failure
of the makeup to the emergency condenser, E , with a probability of 1.0 andm

~

failure of long term cooling, L, with a probability of 3.7E-2. The second

sequence consists of a small LOCA, Si followed by failure of the makeup to
the emergency condenser, Em, and failure of the RDS/CS, C, with a proba-

| bility of 4.0E-3. Thus, given a small LOCA the probability of f ailure of
the mitigating systems is 4.1E-2. This leads to a core melt frequency of
2.5E-5/ year [(6E-4/yr)(4.1E-1)] due to failure of the air operated valves.

.

|

1 There are several options available that would lower the frequency

| of initiation of a small LOCA due to failure of these valves. One option
j which the licensee is considering is to install two motor operated valves

(MOVs) on the vent and drain lines of the SDT. In this case, if a leakage
path exists through the SDT drain or vent lines the operator could close the
MOVs to prevent a small LOCA. An alarmed flow meter on the SDT drain line
would be required to indicate incomplete closure of valve CVNC10 and alert

;

the operator that action must be taken. Installation of these two M0.Vs

i could have a slight impact on the reliability of the RPS. If either MOV
'

should be left closed or fail closed the water level in the SDT will
increase. If this increase in water level is not detected, either due to

human error or instrumentation failures (see Issue 7), it could result in an
'

RPS f ailure. However, the MOV failure is not expected to be a dominant
{ cause of high SDT water level and it should be a negligible contributor to

the RPS failure probability.

The frequency of initiation of a small LOCA in this new configura-
tion is the product of the frequency of failure of air-operated valve CVNC10
to close (6E-4/ year as calculated previously for the undetected failure to
close) and the probability of the failure to isolate the-drain.line.
Failure to isolate the drain line can be due to; a failure of the flow meter
to indicate a large leakage; OR a failure of the operator to notice the

; alarm and close the MOVs; OR a failure of the MOV to close on demand.
i Failure of the flow meter, using an hourly failure rate of 2E-6/ hour (IEEE -
i Std 500) and assuming a monthly test, is 7.2E-4. . The probability of human

error in responding to an alarmed display is on the order of 1.0E-3 (NUREG/
CR-1278). The probability of an MOV failing on demand, assuming monthly
testing, is 1.0E-3/ demand.

~

i

!

!
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Thus,'the probability of core melt due to the above event after
the addition of the motor operated valves is

,

(6E-4/ year)(7.2E-4 + 1.0E-3 + 1.0E-3)(4.1E-2) = 6.69E-8/ year.

The reduction in populational exposure due to the change in the
' core melt frequency, using the relationship discussed in Section II, is:

'

Change in exposure = AF(cm)(0.2)(1.2E+6)

| =(2.5E-5)(0.2)(1.2E+6)
= 6 man-rem /yr. |

For these LOCA sequences a containment failure probability of .2
has been used. This represents the normal containment failure probability
consisting of the failure of the containment vent valves to close and the
probability of leakage through the feedwater line.

!

4. Conclusions

The LOCA initiator addressed by this issue contributes to the
, ,

dominant St LOCA sequences at Big Rock Point. A LOCA frequency of 6E-4/yr ;

i was calculated for the unisolated LOCA initiated by leakage through the |

scram dump tank drain and vent lines. Using this LOCA frequency resolution
of this issue results in a populational exposure reduction of 6 man-rem /yr.

,

,

d

i

i

;

j

j

:
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Issue 11. Turbine Bypass Valve EHC System

| 1. Introduction

i

The Electro-Hydraulic Control (EHC) System for the turbine bypass '

valve'at Big Rock Point has on occasion either spuriously opened or failed
to open the turbine bypass valve. Spurious opening of the turbine bypass
valve can be either a transient initiator or can, in conjunction with other

i failures, result in a failure to isolate the primary system. Failure of the !
| turbine bypass valve to open causes the primary coolant system to lose its

main heat sink. Values used in the Big Rock Point PRA for the two failure
modes of the turbine bypass valve were

|
.14 failure-to-open probability 1

=

.1/yr frequency of spurious opening.=

: 2. Comerts

Details of the Big Rock Point EHC System design were not avail-
able, thus it was not possible to pinpoint the probable cause or causes of
the relatively high failure rates for the EHC system-induced failures of the
turbine bypass valve. However, it is possible to evaluate the potential

j benefit from increased reliability of the turbine bypass valve. It is this
; analysis which has been performed.
i
i

3. Analysis

; The Big Rock Point PRA identified six dominant accident sequences
i initiated by a spurious opening of the turbine bypass valve. An additional

four sequences involve a turbine bypass valve failure to open. These ten
,) sequences, the sequence frequencies, and the associated containment failure

probabilities (as given in the Big Rock Point PRA) are presented in Table
| 11-1.
'

1

i To evaluate the potentisl benefit from improved EHC system relia-
bility, these ten sequences were re-evaluated assuming a 505 reduction and
an order of magnitude reduction in both the failure-to-open probability and

4

$

-l

1
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! Table 11-1 Dominant Accident Sequences Affected by the
Misoperation of the Turbine Bypass Valve

.

Accident. Sequence "N f"
o 1 ty

Sequence Frequency (yr-1) (given core melt)

BB EyL 9.3E-7 .2c

BBcEmL 3.3E-7 .2

BB EvC 3.7E-7 .2
.c
!

BBcIY L 4.9E-5 .23
f

| BB ZY C 2.0E-5 .23c f

T ABotr 3.2E-6 .99
2-

T ABotr . 8.8E-7 .99
I

T ABotr 7.8E-7 .99
3

T ABotr 2.9E-7 .994
,

T ABotr 2.9E-8 .99
5

,

RPS Failure - !A -

! B Turbine Bypass Valve - Spurious Opening--

Failure of Turbine Bypass Valve to Reclose! Bc
-

] B Failure of Turbine Bypass / Main Condenser-
o

Reactor Depressurization System / Core Spray System Failure ''

C -

). E Failure of Makeup to the Emergency Condenser-
m

Emergency Condenser Failurei Ey -

Long Term Cooling FailureL -
.

Liquid Poison System FailureLr -

IPR /PR FailureT1 -

Spurious Opening of Turbine Bypass Valvei T2 -

I Loss of FeedwaterT3
-

Loss of One Feedwater PumpT4 -
;

Load Rejectionj T5
-

Feedwater System Failura
, Yf -

I Z MSIV Closure-

,

I 1 Containment leakage probability of
| .2 is the sum of vent valve failure to close probability and-

probability of leak path through steam line or feedwater
line.

.23 is the. sum of the above two f ailure probabilities plus.-

probability of failure to close MSIV.
.99 is due to the expected overpressurization of the containment-

during an ATWS.

D-156
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the spurious opening frequency. The results of these changes are shown in
Table 11-2.

The reduc; ion in the population exposure for each sequence is
given by the equation presented in Section II. Using the data from Tables
11-1_and 11-2 the reduction in populational exposure, given a 50% reduction
in the turbine bypass valve failure to open probability and spurious opening
frequency, would be approximately 14 man-rem /yr. If an order of magnitude
reduction'in the turbine bypass valve failure probability is possible the

~

reduction in populational exposure is approximately 26 man-rem /yr.

4. Conclusion

Since a specific problem with the EHC system for the turbine
bypass valve was not identified and no specific recommendations regarding a
possible fix are made an actual reduction in populational exposure was not
calculated. Rather the potential reduction in populational exposure was
calculated. It was assumed in the analysis that a reduction in EHC system
unavailability is possible and that this reduction will reduce the failure-

to-open probability and the spurious opening frequency for the turbine
bypass valve. With these assumptions an order of magnitude reduction in the
unreliability of the EHC system results -in a 26 man-rem /yr reduction in the
populational exposure. A 50% reduction in unreliability reduces popula-
tional exposure by 14 man-res/yr.

t
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Table 11-2 Potential Dominant Accident Frequency Reductions i
,

Sequence Frequency
Sequence (l) F(B) P(B) With Improvement Sequence Frequenco

(/yr) in EHC (/yr) Reduction (/yr)(2

BBcEyL .05 4.7E-7 4.7E-7

BB EmL .05 1.7E-7 1.7E-7c
,

! BBcEyC .05 1.9E-7 1.9E-7
BB ZY L .05 2.5E-5 2.4E-5c f
BBcZY C .05 1.0E-5 1.0E-5f

T ABolr .05 1.0(3) 1.6E-6 1.6E-62

T1ABotr .07 4.4E-7 4.4E-7

| T AB Lr .07 3.9E-7 3.9E-73 o
; T4ABotr .07 1.5E-7 1.5E-7

T ABolr .07 1.5E-6 1.5E-6S

BBcEyL .01 9.3E-8 8.4E-7-

BB EmL .01 3.3E-8 3.0E-7c
BBcEyC .01 3.7E-8 3.3E-7
BB ZY L .01 4.9E-6 4.4E-5c f

! BBcZY C .01 2.0E-6 1.8E-5f'

T ABotr .01 1.0(3) 3.2E-7 2.9E-62

T1ABotr .014 8.8E-8 7.9E-7

T AB tr .014 7.8E-8 7.0E-73 o
I

T4ABotr .014 2.9E-8 2.6E-7

| T AB tr .014 2.9E-7 2.6E-6S o

F(B) Turbine bypass valve spurious opening frequency-

P(Bo) - Failure to open probability for turbine bypass-valve

(1)See Table 11-1 for definition of sequence events.
(2) Sequence frequency reduction is the difference between the sequence

frequency presented in Table 11-1 and the sequence frequency shown in
this table.

| (3)Value of 1.0 is used due to main condenser failure in this sequence.

( Big Rock Point SEP 28 0-158
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Issue 17. PCS Isolation

1. Introduction

This is a utility-initiated issue. Eight of the primary coolant

system drain and vent lines at Big Rock Point are currently isolated by a
single manual valve on each line. Severe leakage through any one of these
single valves would result in a small LOCA. The proposed modification is to
add either a second valve or a pipe cap so that two isolation devices would
have to fail to initiate a small LOCA.

2. Comments

A small LOCA caused by the loss of primary coolant through the
eight vent and drain lines was evaluated in the Big Rock Point PRA as part
of the interfacing systems LOCA analysis. In the PRA analysis a f ailure

rate for severe valve leakage of 2.77E-8/hr was used. This is s'ightly

larger than the WASH-1400 value,1E-8/hr, and therefore will be used in this
analysis.

3. Analysis

Using a value of 2.77E-8/hr for severe valve leakage the frequency
of an interf acing system LOCA through any one of the eight drain or vent
lines is:

F(I ) = (8)(2.77E-8/hr)(8760 hrs /yr) = 1.94E-3/yrg
where

F(I ) interfacing system LOCA frequency.=
g

In the Big Rock Point PRA two dominant accident sequences are
initiated by event I :g

I E,Lg

I EmCg
where:

Em failure to supply makeup to the emergency condenser;=

P(Em) = 1.0

Big Rock Point SEP 29 D-159



failure of long term cooling; P(L) = 4.2E-2L =

failure of reactor depressurization system / coreC =

spray system; P(C) = 4E-3.
,

l

The failure r obabilities quoted are from the Big Rock Point PRA.

The expected core meet frequency, F(CMg),ibutions to Ig, is
of these two sequences, considering )

only the vent and drain valve failure contr

F(CMIg) = F(Ig)P(Em)P(L) + F(Ig)P(E )P(C)m
(1.94E-3/yr)(1.0)(4.2E-2)+(1.94E-3/yr)(1.0)(4E-3)

= 8.1E-5/yr + 7.8E-6/yr
= 8.9E-5/yr.

If a second isolation device is added to each of the eight vent

and drain lines, the frequency of an interfacing system LOCA is reduced.
Assuming that the isolation device is a manual valve tested annually for
leakage, the probability of this second valve failing is

,

P 1/2 A t=y

where

valve failure probabilityPy =

valve failure (leakage) rate = 2.77E-8/hrA' =

test interval = 8760 hrs.t =

This results in a valve f ailure probability of 1.2E-4. The

frequency of an interfacing system LOCA through one of these eight vent and
drain lines is

8 (2.77E-8/hr 8760 hrs /yr) PF(Ig) =
y

2.4E-7/yr.=

|

The expected core melt frequency from the two It sequences due to
LOCAs through the vent and drain lines would be reduced to:

F(CMg) (2.4E-7/yr)(1.0)(4.2E-2) + (2.4E-7/yr)(1.0)(4E-3)=

1.1E-8/yr.=

Big Rock Point SEP 30 D-160
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The proposed modification yields a reduction in the core melt

frequency of 8.9E-5/yr. This analysis did not consider operator errors,
,

i.e., f ailure to reclose the valves af ter use. However, .the human error

probabilities associated with this operator error are expected to be very
small. Additionally, these valves would not be used except during a shut-
down, thus there would be a considerable chance for recovery before startup.
Another consideration is that the addition of a redundant valve does not
significantly affect the human error probabilities associated with leaving
the valves open. For these reasons only mechanical failures were analyzed
here.

The containment isolation failure probability associated with

these two domir. ant accident sequences is .2 which is a combination of vent
valve failure / leakage probability and the probability of leakage through the
steam or feedwater line. The reduction in the populational exposure due to
.this proposed modification would be

(8.9E-5/yr)(.2)(1.2E+6 man-rem / event)
21 man-rem /yr=

using the relationship for populational exposure given in Section II of this-
report.

4. Conclusion

The installation of redundant manual valves or pipe caps in each
of the eight primary coolant system vent and drain lines that currently have
a single isolation device will result in a reduction of 21 man-rem /yr in :he
populational expocure. The use of pipe caps instead of redundant manual
valves, should not significantly alter the reduction in populational expo-
sure, provided that both the valve and the pipe cap are qualified as primary
system isolation devices.

D-161Big Rock Point SEP -31
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Issue 44. BS&B Valve Data

,
1. Introduction

At Big Rock Point air-operated valves (A0Vs) are installed in many
critical systems. An A0V niay fail to function properly on demand due to an
inadequate air supply to the valve. It is possible that the air pressures

required to stroke the A0Vs are greater than the normal air pressure in the
Big Rock Point air supply pipes. Failure of an A0V in a critical system
could affect the system failure probability and could be a contributing
failure in dominant core-melt accident sequences. This issue was initially
considered by BRP plant personnel and was subsequently presented to the NRC.
Note that it has not been established at this time that this problem

actually exists.

2. Coments

The failure being evaluated is a possible inadequate capacity of
the air supply system while the system is operating as intended, i.e.,

there are no mechanical failures. Therefore, the f ailure probabilities

assigned to the A0Vs in this evaluation represent failures other than
mechanical valve failures and air system mechanical failures.

The evaluation of-the effects of an inadequate air supply to A0Vs

is limited to those systems that contribute to the dominant accident sequen-
ces of the Big Rock Point PRA. The following systems appear in dominant
accident sequences in the Big Rock Point PRA and have at least one A0V:

1. main condenser system

2. feedwater system
3. condensate system

4. control rod drive system
5. demineralized water system
6. liquid poison system
7. main steam line system (Primary System Isolation)
8. containment isolation
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Of these systems, a brief review and analysis has shown th;. the
failure of A0Vs due to loss /or inadequate air supply upon demand does not {
affect the failure probability of the main steam line and containment isola- |

tion systems (based on system f ailure probabilities used in the Big Rock
Point PRA). The f ailure probability of the control rod drive system as a
source of inventory makeup is also unaffected. The effect of inadequate air
supplies to the RPS of which the control rod drive is a part, is part of the
analysis for Issue 8 and is not repeated in this issue analysis.

There are four (4) A0Vs in the main steam line which act as
primary system isolation valves during shutdown or abnormal conditions.
Upon air failure (or in the case of ar inadequate air supply) these valves
are designed to f ail close. Thus the failed position of these valves is

also the desired position during a demand, and therefore, their failure does
not affect the system failure probability. (It is to be remembered that the
failure of interest is failure of the primary system to isolate.) Similarly
for t~1e control rod drive system and the containment isolation system the
failel position of the A0Vs upon a loss of air is also the desired position
during an abnormal event. Thus a failure of the A0Vs has no significant
impact on the system failure probability calculated in the Big Rock Po. int
PRA. ,

To evaluate the effect of the A0Vs loss of function (due to loss |
of/or inadequate air supply to the vr.1ve) on the remaining system failure |
probabilities, two assumptions were made: (1) the A0V function cannot be
recovered after it fails (due to loss of air) and (2) the failure on demand
probability for the A0V is .l. This failure probability was used in part
because of the data available for the evaluation of issue 8 (Single Channel
Reset). Operating data from Big Rock Point resulted in the use of a value
of .06 for the failure probability for the A0Vs in that issue. The air

pressure problem analyzed in that issue appears to be similar to the problem
evaluated in this issue. Due to uncertainties in the data, a value of .1

was used in this analysis rather than .06. It should be emphasized that the
above assumptions are considered to be conservative. These assumptions are
used here to illustrate the potential effect of the failure _ of A0Vs if the
air supply system at Big Rock Point is indeed inadequate.
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The main condenser system, has six A0Vs which, upon air failure,
will fail to perform properly and will cause the main condenser to trip.

Since the frequency of main condenser trips at Big Rock Point is not signif-
icantly different than the frequency of this trip at other nuclear power

plants it is unlikely that f ailure of the A0Vs due to an inadequate air

supply system design has a significant effect on the main condenser failure
frequency. However in response to a different transient initiator, the

probability of failing the main condenser could be affected by the failure
of these six air operated valves. The effects of air systems f ailures of !

the air-operated valves is analyzed in the following section of this issue
j analysis.

The same easoning is applicable to the analysis of A0V's in the
feedwater system. It is again concluded that loss of air does not signifi-
cantly affect the accident initiating frequency of the feedwater system.

For the feedwater system the system failure probability used in the Big Rock
j Point PRA is larger than the system failure probability attributable to air

i system failures of the A0Vs. Therefore these failures do not significantly
contribute to the system failure probability.

The Liquid Poison System (LPS) has two critical A0Vs. The f ailed
position (upon air failure) of one of these valves (CV-4020) is the desired
position during abnormal events and therefore has no impact on the failure
probability of the system. The remaining A0V does not fail in the safe mode
as required during abnormal conditions, and its failure will affect the

system reliability. Analysis shows that, to fail the system another com-
ponent failure is required. The combined failure rate of these two events
(%10-4/d) is neglig1ble when compared to the system failure probability t. sed

:

! in the Big Rock Point PRA (in the range of 10-2 to 1). It is therefore
' concluded that the effect of A0V failure on the LPS system f ailure proba-
; bility is negligible.

l The condensate system contains four A0Vs of which three fail in
the desired position. The remaining A0V, while contributing to condensate
system failure can be dismissed since three other events must occur concur-
rently to fail the system. The estimated combined f ailure rate is insig-
nificant when compared to other system failure modes.

,
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The remaining system to be considered (the demineralized water
system) does impact the system f ailure probability and the core damage
frequency. The in-depth analysis for this system is presented in the next
section.

3. Analysis6

|

This section presents the analysis of the potential effects of A0V
failures, due to an inadequate air supply, on the demineralized water system
and the main condenser.

Demineralized Water Systemr

The top event for the fault tree of the demineralized water system
; is " Insufficient make-up supply to the emergency condenser secondary inlet."

; (The fault tree is presented in the Big Rock Point PRA.) A review of the
f ault tree and the system P&ID shows that two A0Vs are critical to the
operation of the system: CV-402L and CV-4105. Both valves are closed upon
air failure, and closure of either one of these valves will lead to the

! event " insufficient supply from demineralized water." If the demand failure
: rate of these valves is estimated at 0.1 (assuming no recovery possible)

| then the failure rate of the event is 0.2. To fail the make-up water to the

) emergency cordenser, both the demineralized water and the fire water systems
must fail to supply make-up.

In the cutset analysis presented in the Big Rock Point PRA, the
; failure probability of the "no water from the fire water system" event was
i estimated at 0.1 for normal operation, given possible access to the contain-
! ment. The failure probability of the event " failure to supply emergency

| condenser make-up" is approximately equal to' the failure rate of the "insuf-
'

ficient supply from demineralized water" event (0.2) times. that of the "no
water from the fire water" event bO.1) or:

,

1

E,= 0.2 x 0.1 = 0.02'

i

|

where E, is the probability of failure to supply make-up to the emergency
condenser. This value will be used as the failure probability of the top

|
event during normal operation.

;
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'In addition to the above case for normal plant conditions, the
~

analysis shows the following cases represent the failure probability of the
emergency condenser make-up during other than normal plant conditions.

Em: PRA Values Em Modified Values

Case 1: Normal Operation IE-3 0.02
(Note: see above assumption)

Case 2: No AC, operator fails 0.31 0.31
toopenVEC-1(emergencyconden-
ser makeup valve from fire pro-
tection system) and demineralized
water system pump is out

(Note: No change since the demineralized water pump is out, therefore the
demineralized water system does not work 'regardless of the state of th&
valves.)

Case 3: LOCA, or No AC, 1.0 1.0

and containment inaccessible
(nochange)

Case 4: Failure of emergency 0.08 0.14
condenser make-up, given failure
of demineralized water system
and the fire water system.

(Note: .The value used in the Big Rock Point PRA for the failure proba-
bility of the demineralized water system is 0.25, while' this analysis
shows a failure probability of 0.2 + 0.25 = 0.45.)

Case 5: Failure of emergency'- .0.19- 0.22
condenser make-up given failure
of domineralized water. system
and emergency diesel. failure to .

start.

(Note: Same as Case 4)
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1

Given the above values for failure of the demineralized water
system under various plant conditions, the new or modified values for the
dominant sequences are then calculated and listed in Table 44-1.

t

The results show a difference of 3.2E-4/yr in the core damage
l frequency, which results in the following estimated population exposure,

(3.2E-4/yr)(0.2)(1.2E+6 man-rem / event) = 77 man-rem /yr.

The containment leakage probability associated with each sequence
where the sequence frequency changed is 0.2. Containment leakage for these
sequences is dominated by vent valve failure to close and ieakage in the
steam or feedwater lines.

3

:

,

!

|
,
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Table 44-1. Dominant Sequences Affected by Failure of
Demineralized Water System

Dominant Accident Value Used for E Sequence Frequencym
Sequences BRP PRA Modified BRP PRA Modified

MEmNL .001 .02 6.0E-7 1.2E-5

MEmNC .001 .02 2.4E-7 4.8E-6
,

PEmFst .08 .14 1.3E-5 2.3E-5
PEmFsFgt .08 .14 2.0E-6 3.5E-6

PE FsC .08 .14 1.3E-5 2.3E-5m

PEmFsJ .08 .14 4.8E-6 8.4E-6

PQEmFst .19 .22 6.7E-7 7.7E-7

PQEmFsC .19 .22 2.5E-6 2.9E-6

S EmL 1.0 1.0 3.7E-5 3.7E-51

S1EmC 1.0 1.0 4.0E-6 4.0E-6!

S EmL 1.0 1.0 1.0E-5 1.0E-53

S3EmC 1.0 1.0 4.0E-6 4.0E-6

UE 0L .31 .31 1.9E-5 1.9E-5m

UEmUC .31 .31 7.4E-6 7.4E-6

UE VJ .31 .31 5.7E-6 5.7E-6m

WEmL .001 .02 6.0E-7 1.2E-5'

WE c .001 .02 2.4E-7 4.8E-5
'

m

i BBcEmL .001 .02 3.3E-7 6.6E-6

IEL 1.0 1.0 8.3E-5 8.3E-5gm
IgEmC 1.0 1.0 7.9E-6 7.9E-6

PEmFsKC .08 .14 9.7E-5 1.7E-4

MEmNKC .001 .02 3.7E-6 7.4E-5

UE VKC .31 .31 1.2E-4 1.2E-4m

WEmKC .001 .02 3.7E-6 7.4E-5

Total 4.4E-4 7.6E-4

Event Code Event

| B Spurious Opening of Turbine Bypass Valve.

Bc Failure of Bypass Valve / Main Condenser
C RDS/ Core Spray System Failure

Big Rock Point SEP D-168
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Event Code Event

E Failure of Emergency Condenser Make-Upm

; Ev - Failure of Emergency Condenser Valves to Open

| F Failure to Restore Offsite Power (short term)s
F Failure to Restore Offsite Power (long term)g

Ig Interfacing System LOCA
J Failure of Safety Valves to Open
K Stuck Open Safety Valve

'

L Failure of Long Term Cooling
M Loss of Main Condenser
N Failure to Restore Main Condenser
P Loss of Offsite Power
Q Failure of Emergency AC Power

S1 Small LOCA

S3 Small Stream Line Break
| T Turbine Trip

U Loss of Instrument Air
W Spurious Closure of MSIV

!
i

4

|
'

|
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Main Condenser

There are only 2 dominant accident sequences where the A0V failure
mode being analyzed will affect the main condenser failure probability.
These two sequences are

TE NL with a frequency of 3.7E-7/yr andy

TEyNC with a frequency of 1.5E-7/yr.

(For a definition of the terms in the sequences see Table 44-1.) The value
used for the failu.e to restore the main condenser in these two setguces is
9.4E-3. A value of 1.0 is used for~ this failure in all other Big Rock Point
PRA dominant accident sequences. If the A0V failure probability of .1 is
used for all six valves that can fail the main condenser, the system failure
probability would be approximately 0.6. The two sequence frequencies would
then be increased to 2.3E-5/yr for sequence TE NL, and 9.6E-6/yr for iy
sequence TEyNC. This is a change in the core melt frequency of 3.3E-5/yr.
Using the relationship from Section II of this report and a containment

failure probability of .2 for these two sequences (the containment failure
for these two sequences is dominated by failure of the vent valves and steam
line leakage), the change in populational exposure due to A0V-induced fail-
ures of the main condenser is

1

(3.3E-5/yr)(.2)(1.2E+6 man-rem / event)
= 8 man-ren/yr.

;

4. Conclusions
L

The objective of this issue is to evaluate the potential impact on
the populational exposure due to improper functioning of air-operated valves
upon loss of air pressure or inatQ a;e air supply during normal air system
operation. At Big Rock Point it 1: 1sible that the air supply system may

| not be supplying adequate Ur ph c.< e to all A0Vs even when the air system
I is apparently operating normE11y.

|
The results of the analysis are listed in Table 44-2. As shown by

the tabulated results, no A0Vs except those'in the demineralized water.

,
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Table 44-2. Sunnarized System Impacts due to Failure of A0Vs
(upon loss of air)

_

Effects on the Populational Exposure
Core Damage Reduction

Systems Frequency (/yr) (man-rem /yr)
.

>

1.- Main Condenser System 3.3E-5 8

2. Feedwater System none none|
! 3. Condensate System negligible negligible

4. Control Rod Drive System none none
S. Demineralized Water System 3.2E-4 77
6. Liquid Poison System negligible negligible
7. Main Steam Line System none none
8. Vent Valves System to none none

Relieve Vacuum
1. Containment Isolation none none

,

I

i

|
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system and the main condenser system, have a significant effect on their
associated systems.

Although the results show a rather large difference in the popula-
tion exposure for the demineralized water system (between the PRA and the
new values), the consequent reduction is meant as an upper bound on the
potential reduction. The problem requires further analysis to determine
whether the failure mode under consideration actually exists at the Big Rock
Point plant.

4 D-172
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Issue 50E. Containment Airlock

1. Introduction

At Big Rock. Point the three sets of airlock door seals are cur-
rently tested every 6 months. Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 requires that the
containment airlocks be tested after every entry or every 72 hours during
periods of frequent use, as is the case at Big Rock Point.

The risk significance of this issue relates to the probability of
containment isolation failure. More frequent testing of the airlock would

! reduce the length of time a failed airlock would presant a containment
leakage path.

2. Coments
!

The testing history of the airlock door seals at Big Rock Point
| indicate that in twenty jears, since April of 1963, no door seal has failed

a test.

3. Analysis
.

Of the three airlocks at Big Rock Point two (the equipment and
'

personnel airlocks) have been in operation for about 20 years. The third
(the escape airlock) has been in operation for about six years.- Each air-

.

| lock is tested once every six months. Each airlock test is essent'ially a
test of two door seals (the inner and outer door seals). Thus, there are ai

i total of:

20yrsoperationx2airlocks+6yearsoperationx1airlockf
-

46 airlock-years experience.=

!

Since each airlock has two door seals there are:
,

2 seals / airlock x 46 airlock-years4

'

= 92 seal-years of experience without a. failure. .

!
l

,
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These 92-seal-years experience translate to approximately 800,000 seal-hours
,

of experience without a f ailure.- A Chi-squared distribution upper bound |
approximation of the door seal failure rate can be obtained using the

expression:.

2
X ;.95fy,

2T'

where:

X ;.95 the Chi-square value with f degrees of freedom, at thef =

95th percentile level
i T the total seal-hours of experience (= 800,000 hours)=

door seal failure rate.A =

The degrees of freedom for Chi-square is given by the expression

f = 2(n+1),'

where n = the number of f ailures experienced. In this case n=0, a.d

therefore f=2. Therefore, the value of X" is:

2X ;.95 = 5.991,
i

and the upper bound failure rate estimate-is:

! A= 5.991/(2)(800,000)

3.7E-6/hr=

.

The interpretation of this upper bound failure rate estimate is that the

,
data do not support the contention that the door seal failure rate is larger

! than 3.7E-6, with a 95% confidence.

The average unavailability of a single door seal (unavailable to
prevent a leak) is given by

1/2 A tP =

I

~ Big Rock Point SEP 44 -D-174
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where
t test interval=

{' P door seal failure probability (unavailability).=

L

Assuming test intervals of 6 months and 72 hours, the leakage
probability for the door seal is 7.9E-3 and 1.3E-4 respectively.

t

| Since there are three air locks at Big Rock Point each of which
! has two seals, the associated probability of a leakage path through any air

locks is

2
j 3P .

Again assuming testing intervals of 6 months and 72 hours, the
probability of one of these leakage paths existing is 1.8E-4 and SE-8
respectively.

] The core melt frequency for 'the Big Rock Point Plant, as given in
'

the utility PRA, is 9.75E-4. 'Using the equation for populational exposure,
from Section II, this leakage path contributes

i

(9.75E-4/yr)(2E-4)(1.2E+6 man-rem /yr)
] 2E-1 man-rem /yr=

; if the air lock door seals are tested every 6 months. Even if the door seal

| 1eakage path probability is reduced to 0.0 it would result in a reduction in
populational exposure of no more than 2E-1 man-rem /yr.;

4. Conclusion
,

Leakage through the door seals, probability of leakage.= 2E-4, i

~
~

,

makes a negligible contribution to the containment leakage probability which |
;

1s on the order of 2E-1. The increased testing of the containment airlock'
I door seals leads to a reduction in the populational exposure of less'than a

2E-1 man-res/yr.
'

1

l>

1

i
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Issue 63. Containment Purging

1. Introduction

The concern represented by this NRC-initiated (NRC letter dated
September 14,1982) issue is that in the event of a LOCA and subsequent
pressurization of the containment, debris from inside the containment could
be transmitted into the ventilation ductwork. Such debris could interfere
with the closure of the ventilation valves and prohibit- containment

isolation. Installation of a debris screen over the ventilation intake for
each of the valves is a proposed resolution for this issue.

2. Consnents

Since debris induced failure of the containment vent valves was
not considered in the Big Rock Point PRA, the failure probability for this

event had to be estimated and a parametric analysis performed. Cases were
examined for 100%, 50% and 1% increases in the unavailability of the venti-
lation valves for containment isolation. An estimate was also made of.the
decrease in failures attributable to the insttilatior of screens over the
ventilation ir, takes. Screen installation was crer ited with a 100-fold
improvement in the debris related failure probability of the valves.

Other possible modifications to reduce the containment leakage
probability (failure to isolate / leakage is the dominant containment failure
mode) for Big Rock Point are evaluated as part of this analysis. Proposed

modifications include increased testing of the containment vent valves
(reduction of the test interval from 18 months to 6 months) and limited
purging of the containment. The Big Rock Point containment is currently
constantly purged. The proposed modification is to limit purging to 90
hours per year, if possible.

3. Analysis

The Big Rock Point dominant accident sequences that contain vent
valve failure as a containment failure mode occur with a frequency of 7.14E-
4/yr. The only sequences this does not. include are: ATWS sequences (the.
containment fails due to overpressurization), fire-initiated sequences ~ and '

Big Rock Point SEP
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o
(

| :equences where the MSIV fails to close as part of the sequence (and thus ,

'
'

containment integrity is lost).

Debris Screens

|

l The frequency of a release due to these dominant accident
sequences and a vent valve failure (f ailure probability equal to .13) ise

9.3E-5/yr. This frequency is a significant fraction of the Big Rock Point
,

j re' ease frequency for category BRP-3 due to these sequences. The total
: release frequency for BRP-3 due to these sequences is 1.49E-4/yr. The

additional release frequency is due primarily to f ailure to isolate the
i steam /feedwater lines.

'

Table 63-1 presents the release frequencies associated with these
dominant accident sequences with vent valve failures as the containment
failure mode. The vent valve failure probabilities represent the base case
of vent failures (no failure contribution due to debris), and modified cases

i where debris induced failures contribute an additional 100%, 50% and 1% to
the vent valve failure-probability. These four cases are evaluated with and;

j- without debris screens. Using the relationship from Section II the worst

case calculated,100% additional contribution to the vent valve failure

! probability, yields a 111 man-rem /yr change in the populational exposure.
1 The results for all cases evaluated are presented in Table 63-2.
!
i

j Increased Testing

i

! Reducing the test interval from 18 months to 6 months will reduce
j the failure to close probability for the vent valves and the vent valve

i unavailability due to leakage. In the vent valve design modeled in the Big

} Rock Point PRA failure of any one of the four solenoid valves that control
j the vent valves will cause a failure of the vent valves to close. - A path to

the environment will exist if both inlet or both outlet vent valves fail to
i

close. Therefore, the failure to close probability for the vent valves can-

: be represented by

P(VFC)=P(S)+P(S)+P(5)+P(S)+P(V)P(V)+P(V)P(V): I 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
|

'

where

!
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Table 63-1 BRP-3 Release Frequency (per year) Resulting From
Ventilation Valve Failure Only

Plus 100% for Plus 50% for Plus 1% for
valve failure valve failure valve failure
due to debris due to debris due to debris

Base Case interference interference interference
'

without 9.3E-5 -1.9E-4 1.4E-4 9.4E-5
screens

with 9.3L-5 9.4E-5 9.3E-5 9.3E-5.

screens +
,

+ Assumes debris screens reduce interference with valve closure by factor of
100.

1

Table 63-2 Benefit Due to the Insta11' tion of Debris Screens on thea
; Containment Ventilation Ducts. (Man-Rems)

Plus 100% due Plus 50% due Plus 1% due.

i to debris to debris to debris
Base Case interference interference interference

without 1.1E+2 223 167 113
'screens

with 1.1E+2 112 111 111
screens

| Person-rem 111 56 2
i Reduction
!

i

|
.

<

i

3

i

| .

| |
,
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P(VFC) = probability of containment leakage due to the
vent valves failure to close

P(S );n=1,2,3,4 = probability that a solenoid valve failsn
P(V );n=1,2,3,4 = probability that a vent valve fails to close.n

The values used in the Big Rock Point PRA for these two types of
failure are:

P(S ) = .02/dn

P(V ) = .0837/d.n

and result in a value of .096 for P(VFC).

The f ailure probability for a component can be calculated using
the following relationship

P(S) = 1/2 A t
where

A failure rate=

test interval.t =

From this relationship it is obvious that if the test interval is

reduced by a factor of three, from 18 months to 6 months, the failure
probability is also reduced by a factor of 3. Therefore with a 6 month test
interval the failure probabilities for the solenoid valves and the vent

valves become:

P(S ) = .0067/ demandn

P(Vn) = .0279/ demand.

The probability of containment leakage due to the vent valves f ailure to
close is:

P(VFC) = .0067+.0067+.0067+.0067+(.0279)(.0279)+(.0279)(.0279)
= .028/ demand. ,

Leakage through the vent valves occurs with a probability of .03

Big Rock Point SEP 047949
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per demand. Using the argument developed for the failure to close

probability, increased testing of the vent valve should reduce this failure
probability by a factor of 3, to .01 per demand. .

The change in the containment leakage probability due to the
increased testing of the containment vent valves is the sum of the reduction
in the vent valves f ailure to close probability and the reduction in the

vent valve leakage probability. The sum of these reductions is .088/ demand.

Using the relationship in Section II, this reduction yields a drop
in the populational exposure of

(7.14E-4/yr)(.088)(1.2E+6 man-rem / event)
= 75 man-rem /yr.

Limited Purging

:t has been proposed that the purging of the Big Rock Point

containment be limited to 90 hours a year. It is assumed here that limited
purging is possible. (Big Rock Point"was designed to have continuous
purging. Operation of the plant with limited purging may or may not be
feasible.)

Limiting the time during which the Big Rock Point containment is
purged would affect tne vent valve failure to close probability but would
not affect the vent valve leakage probability. With purging limited to 90
hours per year the fraction of time the vent valves would have to close

during an accident would be:

90 hrs = .01
8760 hrs

Therefore the probability of containment leakage due to vent valve failure
to close would be

.01P(VFC)
(.01)(.096)=

9.6E-4/ demand.=

0-180-Big Rock Point SEP 50
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This is a reduction of .095 per demand from the case of continuous

| purging. Using the relationship in Section II, this results in a reduction

in the populational exposure of
i

(7.14E-4/yr)(.095)(1.2E+6 man-rem / event)
81 man-rem /yr.! =

Increased Testing and Limited Purging

If both increased testing and limited purging are required at Big
Rock Point the reduction in the containment failure probability can be

i calculated in two steps. First the benefit to be derived from increased

testing can be calculated. This has been done and the probability of the
vent valves f ailing to close was reduced from .096 te .028 and the vent

,

valve leakage probability was reduced from .03 to .01. (See the Increased -,

,

Testing portion of this analysis for details.)
i

~

Limited purging will affect only the new vent valve failure to
close probability. For this case the limited purging will reduce this
probability to:

,

;

.01P(VFC)
1 (.01)(.028)=

2.8E-4=

i The probability of a leakage path through the vent valves is
reduced to .01 due to the increased testing and limited purging. This is a

i- reduction of .116 in the containment leakage probability and results in a
'

reduction in the populational exposure of:

(7.14E-4/yr)(.116)(1.2E+6 man-rem /yr)i

99 man-rem /yr. =

i based on the relationship presented in Section II.

1

4

!-
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,

!
!

4. Conclusions;

; Based on the assumptions stated in this analysis, Table 63-2 lists
the benefit which can be achieved through the installation of debris screens
_on the containment ventilation ducts. From the event frequencies generatedi

on Table 63-1 and using the equation from Section II the populational expo-

f sures for all three cases were calculated. The worst case evaluated, a 100%
,

; increase in the vent valve failure to close probability, increases popula- i

.
tional exposure by 111 man-rem /yr. Avoidance of this exposure represents the

j potential benefit to be derived from the installation of debris screens.
The populational exposures for all cases are presented in Table 63-2.

The effects of limited purging and increased testing of the
-

containment vent valves were analyzed also, l.imiting purging to 90 hours a
|j year results in an 81 man-rem /yr reduction in the population exposure.

Testing the vent valves every 6 months (rather than 18) results in a 75 man-
,

rem /yr reduction in the populational exposure. Doing both results in a 99
man-rem /yr reduction.:

!

If debris screens are installed, vent valve testing is increas,ed
,

and only limited purging is allowed there is a potential for a 210 man-
i rem /yr reduction in the populational exposure.

I

I

!

:

i

|
<

!

I

i
,

,
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!

| Issue 73 Control of Heavy Loads i

I
'

1. Introduction ,

i

Generic Technical Activity Task A-36 was established to systemat-

| ically examine staff licensing criteria and the adequacy of measures in
I effect at operating nuclear power plants to assure the safe handling of '

| heavy loads and to recommend necessary changes to these measures. Many of *

the changes recommended * had to do with procedures, training, equipment'

; inspectiun, and other similar non-hardware oriented items. These items ;

have, in most cases, been implemented or will be implemented at Big Rock

) Point. One of the recommendations did deal with the installation of addi-
i tional equipment in the form of mechanical stsps or electrical interlocks.

The purpose would be to prevent crane travel over fuel elements or shutdown-'

,

; related systems. If it is impossible to prevent travel over these equip-
j ment, the stops or interlocks should be used to minimize travel over these

areas.
;

f 2. Coments
!

Lack of certain specific information makes it possible to perform

| only a crude bounding analysis for this issue. The information available
i includes an outline of the path of each load through the plant, in terms of
'

selected " plant areas," for the reactor crane, emergency condenser beam,
cleanup hoist, RDS hoist SRV hoist, and terbine crane. Of these, the RDS

,

| and SRV hoists are not used during power operation and do not pass over any

j fuel, thus are not included in the analysis. The analysis assumes that only
! two types of accidents are important: (1) a crane failure during power
! operation that results in a system failure; and (2) a crane failure at any

time that results in fuel failure. A Franklin Research Center report **

i

|
|

|i
*All recommendations from NUREG-0612. " Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear
Power Plants.

; **" Control of Heavy Loads (C-10): Consumers Power Company Big Rock Point
! Nuclear Plant," Technical Evaluation Report TER-CS257-440 (Draf t),

| Franklin Research Center, June 3,1982.
:

i
| Big Rock Point SEP 53 D-183
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stated that the screen house trolley and equipment lock crane should be
included as potentially important; however, information was not available
about these lifts at the level of detail of those mentioned previously.
Thus they could not be included in the analysis. In addition to the path of

each given load through these plant areas, the information available pro-
vided a list of systems in each area. In some cases, the number of load
transfers for a given crane was also available. All specific information

was taken from utility letters to the NRC dated July 1,1981 and Septem-
|

ber 23, 1981. |

|

3. Analysis

To perform the analysis, it is to necessary to estimi.te the proba-
bility of a heavy load drop'on various plant systems and fuel. Because of
information limitations only a crude estimate is possible. Conservative
assumptions used for this analysis are:

o Each load transfer takes one hour

o The suspended load spends an equal amount of time in each plant
: area it passes through. (The plant areas are shown in Figure 73-

1.)
.

I o The suspended load spends an equal amount of time over each
sensitive system in a given area.

<

o The load is always over a sensitive system, given that an error
' has been made by the crane operator in following the correct path;

this implies that the operator never makes a partial error (e.g.,
passing over one system) but rather makes a total error (e.g.,

j totally deviates from the safe path and passes over all sensitive
systems).

o It is possible to develop a load path that avoids all sensitive
systems.

o A dropped load will always cause a failure.

Big Rock Point SEP 54 0-184
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!
; The frequency of system da,nage can thus be represented as
.

Fs=Ph x Ts xA o

i

: where:

1

! Ph Probability of operator error (operator does not follow=

].
"hazardless" load path) = .01 (conservative bounding

: value)*
i
j Ts total time (hours per year) that a load could spend over=

| a particular system "s", given the operator error noted |
; above,

i o operating failure rate of a lifting device (load drop) =A =

3E-6/hr**;
,

!

| The first step in the analysis is to compile and summarize the
loads transferred, the paths over which they are transferred, and thei

systems affected. This is shown on Table 73-1. The loads are divided into
load groups that fnllow similar transfer paths. The areas through which

! each load group passes are indicated by the "x-outs" under each respective
) load group column. The systems affected are also indicated, with the plant
'j area (s) they appear in noted in the appropriate row. This table allows one

to determine the path of the' loads in a given load group and the affected
j systems.
i

| The next step is to determine how many loads are transferred each
,

! year in each load group. For the 7 load grou;,s in containment, we know from

| utility-supplied information that approximately 100 transfers take place.
i Forty of these are definitely in load group RC1 and ten others in load group

| RC2. The remaining fifty are indicated as miscellaneous and, for lack of
.

! better information, are assumed to be equally divided between the 7 load
i

I
-

,

i

Screening value used in'Interie Reliability Evaluation Program (! REP).! *

| **From WASH-1400 and Big Rock Point PRA.

!

!
!
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Table 73-1. Sumary of Load Pat *1s and Affected Systems

Load Group

IArea f, Reactor Reactor keactor Reactor Reactor E.C. Cleanup Turbine
Systems Crane 1 Crane 2 Crane ' *:ane 4 Crane 5 Beam Holst Crane

1 X X X

2 X X X X X

3
4 X X

5 X X X X X X

6 I X X X X

7 X X X

8 X X X

9 X X X

10 X

11
12

X13
X

14
X15
X

16
X

17
X

18
RVI-6 RVI-6 RVI-6 RY!-6 RVI-6 SPS-16,17,L05-17

T/G-14. MCS-14
CDS

14,15

CIS 1.5,9 1,4,5,8,9,10 1,4,5 5,9 5,8 5,8 13

CRD 5,6,7,9 5,6,7,9,10 5,6 5,6,7,9 5,6 5 13.14,15
CWS 14

DMW b,9 5,9,10 5 5,9 5 5 13,15
ECS
FHS
FPS 1,2,5,6 1,2,4,5,6 1,2,4,5,6 2.5,6 5,6 2 13,15,16,17,18
FV5 13

LPS $ 5 5 5 5 5

MSS 5 5 5 5 5 5 13.14
PCS 7,5,6,7 2,4,5,6,7,8 2,4,5,6 2.5,6,7 5.6,8 5,8 2 13

P!S 1,2,5 1,2,5 1,2,5 2,5 5 5 2

RCS 2 2 2 2 2

RCW 5,6,1 4.5,6,8,9,10 4.5,6 5,6,9 5.6,8 5,8
RDS
RPS 5,6,9 5,6,9,10 5,6 5.6.9 5,6 5 14

SCS
SFP 9 8,9,10 9 8 8

SWS 5,9 4.5,8,9,10 4,5 5,9 5 5,8 13,15,16

RC1 LOADS - TII Cask, Cobalt Cask Waste & Debris Casks, Misc Fuel, R&D tools, Spent Fuel Cask
RC2 LOADS - Load 81ocks. Fuel Ifer Cask Vessel Head Stand, Filter Sock Cask. Spent Fal'

Storage Racks
RC3 LOADS - Vessel Head Insul., $hteld Plue. Vessel Head Fuel Shipping Cont., Rectre Pumps
RC4 LOADS - 5tud Tensioner, core spray Line shiele,15I Insp Dev, Vessel Serv not, unsc.

Internals
RC5 Lomas - CAMS, co e Spray Line, RCP Hatches
E.C. BEAM LOADS - Mtsc. T.C. L0 ADS - Eaciter, Ca61ngs, Cond. Pop components
C-UH LOADS - Domin Plug Feed Pup Components. Turbine Hatches

Big Rock Point SEP 57 D-187
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!

groups. To be conservative, we assign 8 transfers to each load group. No
information is provided regarding the number of turbine building transfers,
so a parametric analysis using 10, 30 and 100 transfers is performed. Table

'

73-2 shows the numbers of transfers used in this analysis.-
!

Using the a!,sumptions regarding overall transfer time the fraction:

; of time in an area, the fraction of time over a particular system, and the
i total number of transfers per load group, the total time a system is "at
! risk". from each load group is shown in Tables 73-3.a through 73-3.h. The

absolute total for each system is shown in Table 73-4.

The "at risk" times calcalated above assume that the operator has'

made an error that caused him to carry the load over these sensitive sys-
tems. It was mentioned in the assu'nptions that it is possible to have paths
for each load that would avoid all risks. This assumption gives a maximum
bound for the value of installing the interlocks, even though such paths

.

p obably do not exist. To convert the "at risk" times to system damage

) f.*equencies the "at risk" times are multiplied by the probability of opera-
| tor error and the failure rate of a lifting device, as shown in the equation
! at the beginning of this section. The results of this calculation for each

system are shown on Table 73-5. The values calculated for the various'

) systems show that system damage due to heavy load drop is a very infrequent-
I event. The total over all systems is shown at the bottom of the table. In

some ways, this number is meaningless because the effect (on consequences);

; of a heavy load drop on each particular system is different. Some events
! will bring the plant closer to core melt than others. However, even if
; every heavy load drop led directly to core melt, the total change in core
] melt frequency from eliminating all these events by installing interlocks

would be unmeasurable when compared to overall core melt frequency. The
| same would be true of overall risk, even using the maximum case of_100
i turbine crane transfers per year. We definitely know, however, that every
I heavy load drop does not lead.directly to core melt; other failures or

} events are required. Also, this analysis gives maximum' credit for the

; interlocks by assuming that a perfectly safe transfer path exists for each
j lif ting device, i.e., one which does not have to pass over any sensitive

systems. We know this is not the case, and thus the frequency of system!

damage due to load drop (without the interlocks) is actually higher than the
values calculated. Additionally, much of it is non-reducible. For example,

D-188-Big Rock Point SEP 58
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Table 73-2 Number of Transfers
Per Load Group

i

No. of !

|
Load Group Transfers

'
,

Reactor Crane 1 48'

*

Reactor Crane 2 18

Reactor Crane 3 8

Reactor Crane 4 8

i Reactor Crane 5 8

Emergency Condenser Beam 8t

| Cleanup Hoist 8 |

Turbine Crane 10, 30, 100
i
,

|

:

1

|

:

.

!

I

,

!
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Table 73-3.a System "At Risk" Times
Reactor Crane Load Group 1

48 Transfers per year
6 Areas affected per transfer

... .17 M srs in each area per transfer

Area 1 has 3 systeen . 057 hours over each system
Area 2 has 4 systems . 043 hours over each system
Area 5 has 11 systems . 015 hours over ea:h system
Area 6 has 6 systems . 028 hours over each system
Area 7 has 2 systems . 085 hours over each system
Area 9 has 7 systems . 024 hours over each systee

Total Total
Area / Time Per Time Per
system 1 2 5 6 7 9 Transfer Year

CIS .057 .015 .024 .086 4.6
OID .015 .028 .085 .024 .15 7.2
M .015 .024 .039 1.9
FPS .057 .043 .015 .028 .14 6.7
LPS .015 .015 ./2
M55 .015 .015 .72
PC5 .043 .015 .028 .085 .17 8.2
P!5 .057 .043 .015 .12 5.8
RCS .043 .043 2.1
RCW .015 .028 .024 067 3.2
RP5 .015 .028 .024 .067 3.2
SFP .024 .024 1.1
SW5 .015 .024 .039 1.9
RYI .028 .028 1.3

Table 73-3.b System "At Risk" Times
Reactor Crane Load Group 2

18 Transfers per year
9 Areas affected per transfer

.11 Hours in each area per transfer...

Area 1 has 3 systems . 037 hours over each system
Area 2 has 4 systems . 028 hours over each system
Area 4 has 5 systems . 022 hours over each system
Area 5 has 11 systems . 01 hours over each system
Area 6 has 6 systems . 018 hours over each system
Area 7 has 2 systems . 055 hours over each system
Area 8 has 5 systems . 022 hours over each system
Area 9 has 7 systems . 016 hours over each system
Area 10 has 7 systems . 016 hours over each system

Total Total
Area / Time Per Time Per
System 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Transfer Year

CI5 .037 .022 .01 .022 .016 .016 .12 2.2
Oto .01 .018 .065 .016 016 .12 2.2
M .01 .016 .016 .042 .76 -
FP5 .037 .028 .022 .01 .018 .12 2.2
LP5 .01 .01 .18
M55 .01 .01 .18
PC5 .028 '.022 .01 .018 .065 .022 .15 2.9
P!5 .037 .028 .01 .075 1.4
SCS .028 .028 .50
RCW .022 .01 .018 .022 .016 .016 .10 1.8
RP5 .01 .018 .016 .016 .06 1.1
SFP .1R2 .016 .016 064 .97
SW5 .022 .01 .022 .016 .016 .086 1.5
SVI .018 .018 .32

60
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Table 73-3.c System "At Risk" Times
Reactor Crane Load Group 3

8 Transfers per year
5 k ees affected per transfer

... 20 Hours in each area per transfer

Area 1 has 3 systems . 067 hours over each system
koa 2 has 4 systems . 05 hours over each system
Area 4 has 5 systems . 04 hours over each system
Area 5 has 11 systems . 018 hours over each system
k ee 6 has 6 syste s . 033 hours ever each system

Total Total
Area / Time Per Time Per
system 1 2 4 5 6 Transfer fear

CIS .067 .04 .018 .13 1.4
CR0 .018 033 .051 41
(Def .018 .018 .14
FPS .067 .05 .04 .018 .033 .21 1.7
LPS .018 .018 .14
M55 .018 .018 .14
PCs .05 .04 .018 .033 .14 1.1
P!3 .067 .05 .018 .14 1.1
ACS .05 .05 4
RCW .04 .018 .033 .10 .8
RP5 .018 .033 .051 41
SW5 .04 .018 .058 44
Rv! .033 .033 .26

Table 73-3.d System "At Risk" Times
Reactor Crane Load Group 4

8 Transfers per year
5 Wees affected per transfer

... 2 Neurs in each area per transfer

koa 2 has 4 systems . 05 hours ever each system
Area 5 has 11 systems . 018 hours ever each systen
Area 6 has 6 systems . 033 hours ever each systen
Area 7 has 2 systems .1 hours ever each system
k ee 9 has 7 systems . 029 hours over each system

Total Total
Area / Time Per Time Per
System 2 5 6 7 9 Transfer fear

CIS .018 029 .047 .38
CR0 .018 .033 .1 029 .18 1.4
IBef .018 .029 .047 .38
FPS .06 .018 .033 .1 .8
LPS .018 .018 .14
MS$ .018 018 .14
PCS .05 .018 .033 .1 .2 1.5
P!$ .05 .018 068 .54
ACS .05 .05 4
RCW .018 .033 029 08 .64
RPS .018 .033 .029 .08 .44
SFP .029 029 .23
St5 .018 .029 .047 .38
RVI .013 .033 .M

61
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Table 73-3.e System "At Risk" Times
Reactor Crane Load Group 5

8 Transfers per year
3 k oos effected per transfer

... 33 Mours in each area per transfer

koa 5 has 11 systems . 03 hours over each system
k ee 6 has 6 systems . 055 hours over each system
koa 8 has 5 systems . 064 hours ever each system

Total Total
koa/ Tlee Per Time Per
System 5 6 8 Transfer fear

Cl3 .03 .066 .ON .77
CR0 .03 .055 .005 .68
tpW .03 .03 .24
FPS .03 .055 .085 .68
LPS .03 .03 .24
M$$ .03 .03 .24
PC$ .03 .055 .066 .15 1.2
Pl! .03 .03 .24
RCW .03 .055 .064 .15 1.2
RPS .03 .055 .005 .68
SFP .066 .066 .53
$WS .03 .03 .24
RVI .055 .055 44

.

Table 73-3.f System "At Risk" Times
Emergency Condenser Beam Load Group

8 Transfers per year
2 k ees affected per transfer

... 5 Neur in e6Ch area per transfer

koa 5 has 11 systems 045 hours ever each systen
Area 8 has 5 systems .1 hours over each system

Total Total
koa/ Tlee Per flee Per
System 5 8 Transfer fear

Cis .045 .1 .15 1.2
CR0 .045 .045 .M
tues .045 .045 .M
FPS .045 045 .M
LPS .045 .045 .M
M55 .045 .045 .M
PCs .045 .1 .15 1.2
Pts .045 .045 .M
SCW .045 .1 .15 1.2
APS .045 .045 .M
SFP .1 .1 .8
Ses .045 .1 .15 1.2

4

62
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| Table 73-3 9 System "At Risk" Times
| Cleanup Hoist Load Group
|

8 Transfers per year
1 koa affected per transfer
1 Hour in each area per transfer...

kee 2 has 4 systems . 25 hours over each system

Total Total
Wea/ Time Per Time Per
System 2 Transfer Year

FPS .25 .25 2.0
PCS .25 .25 2.0
P!$ .25 .25 2.0
RC5 .25 .25 2.0

Table 73-3.h System "At Risk" Times
Turbine Crane Load Group

10. 30. 100 Transfers per year
6 kees affected per transfee

.11 Hours in each area per transfer...

Area 13 has 8 systems . 021 hours over each systes
k oa 14 has 7 systems . 024 hours over each system
k oa 15 has 5 systems . 034 hours over each systee
hea 16 has 3 systems . 057 hours over each system
kes 17 has 3 systems . 057 hours over each system
koa 18 has 1 system . 17 hours over each systen

Total Total Time Per Year
hea/ Time Per 10 30 100
System 13 14 15 16 17 18 Transfer Trans. Trans. Trans.

CDS .024 .034 .058 .58 1.7 5.8
| C15 .021 .021 .21 .63 2.1

CR0 .021 .024 .0M .079 79 2.4 7.9
CWS .024 .024 .24 .72 2.4
Sei .021 .034 .055 .55 1.7 5.5
FPS .021 .0M .057 .057 .17 34 3.4 10. 34.
Fif5 .021 .021 .21 .63 2.1
M55* .021 .024 .0s5 45 1.4 4.5
PC5* .021 .021 .21 .43 2.1 .
RPS .024 .024 .24 .72 2.4
5W5 .021 .034 .057 .11 1.1 3.3 11.
$PS .057 .057 .11 1.1 3.3 11.
LOS .057 .057 .57 1.7 5.7
T/6 .024 024 .24 .72 2.4
ICS .024 .024 .24 .72 2.4

| *Fallures of these systems are outside containment for this load group and
cannot to combined eith inside containment f ailures due to the nature of'

the systems . this applies to these systems only.

|
l

63
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E Table 73-4 Total System "at Risk" Times (Hours per year)
|: ,2

| SL Load Turbine Crane Total "at Risk" Time -

'

| 5 Group / 10 30 100

g; System RC1 RC2 RC3 'RC4 RCS- ECB CUH Xfer Xfer Xfer TC-10 TC-30 TC-100i

'I: ,o

! CDS .58 1.7 5.8 .58 1.7 5.8
CIS 4.6 2.2 1.4 .38 .77 1.2 .21 .63 2.1 11. 11. 13. t

CRD 7.2 2.2 .41 1.4 .68 .36 .79 2.4 7.9 13. 15. 20.
:

! CWS .24 .72 2.4 .24 .72 2.4
! DMW 1.9 .76 .14 .38 .24 .36 .55 1.7 5.5 4.3 5.5 9.3,
i FPS 6.7 2.2 1.7 .8 .68 .36 2.0 3.4 10. 34. 18. 24. 48.

i FWS .21 .63 2.1 .21 .63 2.1
1 LPS .72 .18 .14 .14 .24 .36 1.8 ;

MSS I) .72 .18 .14 .14 .24 .36 1.8
MSS 0) .45 1.4 4.5 .45 1.4 4.5

,

i gg PCSI) 8.2 2.9 1.1 1.6 1.2 1.2 2.0 18. !

! PCS 0) .21 .63 2.1 .21 .63 2.1 !

I PIS: 5.8 1.4 ' 1.1 .54 .24 .36 2.0 11.
RCS 2.1 .5 .4 .4 2.0 5.4 .

'

; RCW 3.2 1.8 .8 .64 1.2 1.2 8.8
{ RPS 3.2 1.1 .41 .64 .68 .36 .24 .72 2.4 6.6 7.1 8.8

''

SFP 1.2 .97 . .23 .53 .8 3.7-2

i- SWS 1.9 1.5 .46 .38 .24 1.2 1.1 3.3 11. 6.8 9.0 17.

i. RVI 1.3 .32 .26 .26 .44 2.6
|- SPS 1.1 3.3 11. 1.1 3.3 11.

| LOS .57 1.7 5.7 .57 1.7 5.7 !

| T/G .24 .72 2.4 .24 .72 2.4 I

i- MCS .24 .72 2.4 .24 .72 2.4 ;
Ii

3 !
< .

,
e

I

.
!
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Heavy Load Drop (per year)ge Due to
Frequency of System Dama iTable 73-5

I

Damage Frequency
System TC-10 TC-30 TC-100 ,

CDS - Condensate System 1.7E-8 5.1E-8 1.7E-7
CIS - Containment Isolation System 3.3E-7 NC 3.9E-7
CRD - Control Rod Drive System 3.9E-7 4.5E-7 6.0E-7
CWS - Circulating Water Sys, tem 7.2E-9 2.2E-8 7.2E-8

.

DMW - Demineralized Water System 1.3E-7 1.7E-7 2.8E-7
FPS - Fire Protection System 5.4E-7 7.2E-7 1.4E-6
FWS - Feedwater System 6.3E-9 1.9E-8 6.3E-8
LPS - Liquid Poison System 5.4E-8 NC NC

MSS (I) - Main Steam System 5.4E-8 NC NC

(Inside Containment)
MSS (0) - Main Steam System 1.4E-8 4.2E-8 1.4E-7

(Outside Containment)
PCS(I) - Primary Coolant System 5.4E-7 NC iiC

(Inside Containment)
PCS(0) - Primary Coolant System 6.3E-9 1.9E-8 6.3E-8

(Outside Containment)
PIS - Post Incident System 3.3E-7 NC NC

RCS - Reactor Cleanup System 1.6E-7 NC NC,

RCW - Reactor Cooling Water System 2.6E-7 NC NC

RPS - Reactor Protection System 2.0E-7 2.1E-7 2.6E-7
SFP - Spent Fuel Pool 1.1E-7 NC NC

SWS - Service Water System 2.0E-7 2.7E-7 5.1E-7
RVI - 7.8E-8 NC NC

SPS - 3.3E-8 9.9E-8 3.3E-7
LOS - 1.7E-8 5.1E-8 1.7E-7
T/G - Turbine / Generator 7.2E-9 2.2E-8 7.2E-8
MCS - 7.2E-9 2.2E-8 7.2E-8

TOTAL 3.5E-6 4.1E-6 6.2E-6

f

I
1

65.
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taking the PCS inside containment, Table 73-4 shows the maximum potential
"at risk" time to be 18 hours. Our calculations assumed this was totally
avoidable and it would take an operator error to cause this "at risk"

exposure and this exposure could be prevented by an interlock. However, we<

! know that it is not possible to totally avoid the PCS during load transfers
in containment. Therefore, let us assume that one-half this "at risk" time

; is unavoidable. This means that the frequency of load drop on the PCS would |
'

be l

(9 hrs /yr x 3E-6/hr) + (9 hrs /yr x 3E-6/hr x .01)
= 2.73E-5/yr

where the first parentheses contain the unavoidable "at risk" time (no
operator error required) and the second parentheses contain the avoidable
"at risk" time. The installation of interlocks can only eliminate the term
in the second parentheses. Thus, with interlocks installed the frequency of
load drop on the PCS would become

9 hrs /yr x 3E-6/hr
= 2.70E-5/yr

4

which is obviously a meaningless reduction. Although insufficient informa-
tion was provided to prove it, we expect that a number of the systems have

; some unavoidable "at risk" time and that, as shown above, we would expect
'

the frequency of load drop on these systems to be dominated by this
| unavoidable time, rendering the installation of interlocks useless.

4. Conclusions
|

An extremely conservative analysis of heavy load drop showed that
,

even if all exposure of systems to load drop could be avoided, the installa-
tion of interlocks would result in an insignificant risk reduction. Fur-
ther, we are able to conclude that the risk from heavy load drop is most
likely dominated by unavoidable "at risk" exposures which would not be
affected by the use of interlocks. A more detailed analysis, which could
measure the actual risk reduction from the installation of interlocks could
be performed. However, based on the results of this analysis we believe any
additional. effort to be unjustified. A more detailed analysis should result

Big Rock Point SEP 66 D-196
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!

| in the same conclusion, that the use of interlocks and stops to restrict
I crane travel would produce an insignificant reduction in risk.

i

i

.

.

. \
!$

i

I
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Issue 74. Reactor Coolant System Vents

1. Introduction

This NRC-initiated issue concerns the venting of hydrogen from the
primary coolant system (PCS) during a core damage accident. This hydrogen
could interfere with the shutdown of the plant by blocking the PCS flow.

The resolution of this issue includes the installation of vents in the PCS
to vent the hydrogen to the containment. This vent has been installed, at

Big Rock Point, but it is not operational. Completion of the vent project
requires provisions for test connections, installation of seismic supports,
and preparation of operating procedures.

2. Comments

Hydrogen is released during the oxidation of fuel cladding which
can occur if the fuel is uncovered while high pressure is maintained in the
PCS. These conditiens can occur as a result of a small break LOCA or a loss
of heat sink transient with a concurrent loss of the reactor depressuriza-
tion system.

Hydrogen generation is a result of a core damage accident. The
installation of primary system vents is an attempt to minimize the amount of
damage done to the core during an accident sequence. (PRAs generally do not
differentiate between a core damage accident and a core melt accident.

', Recovery from core damage is generally not modeled.)
i

This issue deals with situations where . core damage has occurred.
Core damage does not occur unless there are safety system failures.
Therefore the primary system vents will provide a benefit only if some of
the failed safety systems are recoverable. It will be assumed in this
analysis that the appropriate systems are recoverable unless the accident
sequence results in a condition, other than hydrogen generation, that would
render the systems unrecoverable.

4
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3. Analysis

This issue concerns the generation of hydrogen in the PCS.
Hydrogen generated during a core damage accident could accumulate in the PCS
and prevent circulation of the primary coolant. This flow blockage would
result in an inability to restore heat sinks, the main condenser and the

emergency condenser, that would be available if there were no hydrogen
blocking coolant flow.

The scenario evaluated in this analysis is an initiator fails the
main condenser and subsequently the emergency condenser fails and the
reactor depressurization system (RDS) valves fail to open. This leads to a
situation where coolant can be lost (through safety / relief valves) while the
reactor is still at a high pressure.

The initiators that will result in an immediate loss of the main
condenser system are presented in Table 74-1. Transients not listed require
additional system failures to p oduce a loss of the main condenser. The

frequencies of initiator times the system failure probabilities are smaller
than the initiator frequencies presented in Table 74-1. Therefore, the

initiators shown in this table should be the dominant contributors to
potential hydrogen generation sequences.

The LOCA events presented in Table 74-1 will result in a failure
of the emergency condenser as well as the main condenser. Portions of the
makeup system to the emergency condenser are located inside the containment
and must be manually operated or are not environmentally qualified. A LOCA

inside containment will result in conditions under which the emergency
condenser makeup systems may not function. Therefore the system is assumed
to fail. Table 74-2 presents the expected failure probability for the
emergency condenser (including makeup failure) for each initiator of Table
74-1. (All values are from the Big Rock Point PRA.)~

The failure probability for the RDS valves failure to open is
-

8.6E-4. This is the common mode failure probability for failure of the 4
RDS valves to open. Only 3 RDS valves are required for system
depressurization, however if any one valve should open it would vent the
hydrogen generated as a result of core damage.

69
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Table 74-1 Initiating Events That Result in the
loss of the Power Conversion System

I.E. Frequency (year-1)

J

Loss of Main Condenser 0.06

'

Loss of Offsite Power + 0.02

Loss of Instrument Air 0.06

Spurious Closure of MSIV 0.06

Spurious Closure of Both 0.017
Recirculation Line Valves

2

] Small Steam Line Break 1E-3

Small LOCA* 1E-3

i

*0nly the small LOCA and steam line break are~ included because they are the
only LOCAs where the high PCS pressure required for hydrogen generation is
maintained.

4 tncludes a factor of .15 for failure to restore power in the short term.
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Table 74-2 Emergency Condenser Failure Probabilities
for Different Accident Initiators

Emergency Condenser

Initiator Failure Probability

Loss of Main Condenser 3.8E-3

Loss of Offsite Power 8.5E-2

Loss of Instrument Air 3.1E-1

Spurious Closure of MSIV 3.8E-3

Spurious Closure of Both
Recirculation Line Valves 3.8E-3

Small Steam Line Break 1*

Small LOCA 1*

t

*Due to lack of environmental qualification.

l
|

. -
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The frequency of hydrogen generation from these initiating events
can be calculated as

FP(EM|I)P(RDS)I
where

initiator frequencyFy =

emergency condenser failure probability givenP(EMll) =

initiator I

RDS valve failure probabilityP(RDS) =

If it is assumed that the hydrogen prevents recovery of the heat
sinks this frequency is a core melt frequency. Installation of the primary

system vents would allow for hydrogen venting and recovery of the heat
sinks, the main condenser and emergency condenser for transient initiators
or only the main condenser for LOCA initiators. If it is assumed that at
least one of the heat sinks is recoverable the frequency of hydrogen
generation is the reduction in core melt frequency that can be attained
through installation of the primar; system vents. This information is
presented in Table 74-3. Also presented in this tale is the expected
containment leakage probability for each type of initiator. Using th.is
information and the relationship presented in Section II the populational
exposure reduction is calculated and presented in Table 74-3.

4. Conclusion

Hydrogen generation occurs during a core damage accident. Through
the use of primary system vents it is possible to rid the PCS of hydrogen
that might otherwise prevent the use of systems that could minimize the core
damage due to the accident. The analysis evaluated those situations where
hydrogen generation could lead to the inability to recover heat sinks
necessary to cool the core at high pressure. It was assumed that at least
one heat sink was indeed recoverable once the hydrogen was vented'. With
these assumptions installation of a primary system vent can potentially
reduce the populational exposure by approximately 5 man-rem /yr.

D-202Big Rock Point SEP
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| Table 74-3 Benefits Due to Primary System Vent Installation
|
i

Containment Populational

H2 Generation Leakage Exposure Reduction
Initiator Frequency (yr-1) Probability (man-rem /yr)

Loss of Main
Condenser 2.0E-7 .23(1) .05

Loss of Offsite
Power 1.4E-6 .23 .4

i

Loss of Instrument
Air 1.6E-5 .23 4.4

Spurious Closure
of MSIV 2.0E-7 .20(2) .05

Spurious Closure
of Both Recirc.
Line Valves 5.5E-8 .23 .02

Small Steam Line
Creak 8.6E-7 .23 .2

Small LOCA 8.6E-7 .23 .2

Total 5.3

(1)A value of .23 is'the sum of the probability of leakage through the vent
valves (.13), leakage through the steam /feedwater lines (.066) and
leakage due to failure of the MSIV to close (.03).

(2)Same as (1) except the MSIV is closed as part of the accident.
|
i
'

.
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Issue 758. Fire Protection RDS Radiant Energy Shield

1. Introduction

This issue concerns the possibility of a fire in one of the three
following areas:

!

I Core spray pump room |

II Emergency condenser

III The south face of the steam drum wall.
,

A fire in one of these areas has the potential for f ailing both
the reactor depressurization system / core spray (RDS/CS) and the emergency

condenser (EC). These two systems can be considered to be redundant safety
systems. In addition, the NRC postulates that the fire could create a loss-
of-offsite-power (LOSP) situation, which would make the main condenser (MC)
unavailable as a heat sink. The resolution of this issue is to insta.11
thermal barriers between the appropriate equipment in the above three areas.
The barriers would prevent the f ailure of both the EC and RDS/CS in the

,

event of a fire in any of these three areas.
,

The following plant modifications are proposed:

'

I. Construction of a three-hour fire barrier between the core spray
pumps and all alternate shutdown panel equipment and conduits.

II. Installation of radiant energy shields between the emergency con-
denser outlet valve conduits and the RDS conduits and valves on
the south face of the steam drum enclosure and on the emergency
condenser deck wherever the circuits are within' 20 feet of each
other.

III.- Installation of a radiant energy. shield between one emergency
| condenser inlet valve and the RDS valves on the emergency conden-

ser deck.

!

!
!

i
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|

2. Coments

|
i The basis for this issue originates from 10CFR50, Appendix R,

which requires that safe shutdown be achieved without the use of offsite
,

| power for 72 hours following the fire. This requirement assumes that the

j fire either destroys the offsite power source or that the firu causes a

turbine trip which in turn disturbs the electrical grid enough to trip the
'

offsite power breakers.

At Big Rock Point the following systems are available to cool down
the reactor:

Sources of Water to
Heat Sinks Reactor Vessel |

|
MC - Main Condenser FW - Feedwater |

EC - Emergency Condenser CRD - Control Rod Drive Pumps.
SDS - Shutdown Cooling System * RDS/CS - Core Spray

In order for core damage to occur, the above systems must fail
according to the following equation:i

i

Core damage = (RDS/CS) - [(CRD FW) + (MC EC)].

As can be seen from the above equation, if a fire could fail both
the RDS/CS and EC systems and simultaneously cause an LOSP (which would. fail
the MC), core damage would result.

3. Analysis

To determine the frequency of a core melt, it is' necessary to.
! determine the frequency of a fire in the three areas of concern, the proba-
| bility that the fire will spread and cause a turbine trip and the proba-:

bility of an induced LOSP.
.

*No credit is taken for the SDS in this analysis, since it. requires both low
; reactor vessel pressure and containment accessibility.

1

(
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All three areas involved should have low probabilities for fire

for the following reasons.

1. They are limited access areas,
2. They are low occupancy areas, and
3. There are no reasons for combustibles to be present in the areas.

i

Of the three areas, the core spray room appears to have the j
4 highest electrical loading. The frequency of a fire occurring is assumed to i

| be the same as that assumed for the outside cable penetration are in the Big
Rock Point PRA, 9.0E-4/yr. The outside cable penetration area has the same
characteristics as listed above for these three areas.

.

At the present time, there are no sprinklers in any of the areas.
There are no detectors in the area around the emergency condenser or on the
steam drum wall. It is conservatively assumed that a fire in these areas

' would "all both'the RDS/CS and EC systems (i.e., that there is no fire
detection or suppression before damage occurs). Therefore the fire initia-

tor frequency in these three areas-is assumed to be 9.0E-4/yr.

Plant personnel do not believe that there is any reason for a fire
in any of the three areas to cause the reactor turbine to trip. It is

believed that a fire in the CS room involving the alternate shutdown panel
(part of the emergency condenser system) would not cause a reactor trip.
However, it will be estimated here that a turbine trip will occur for one
fire in ten.

Big Rock Point has a small effect on the total electrical grid since it
contributes less than one percent of the system's power. Althcugh it is not

I anticipated that a turbine trip would trip the offsite power breakers, it

will be conservatively estimated that-this occurrence has a probability of
0.1.

| The frequency of core damage due to fire,. prior to any plant-
' modifications is thus

.

Big Rock Point SEP-
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|

|

fx[(ofturbinetrip)}x[probabilityof}JCoredamage=(/requencyofi
| probabilityf

\ induced LOSP ja fire-|

(9.0E-4) x (.1J x (.1)u =

9.0E-6/yr=

The maximum benefit of the mcdifi.ation is achieved if the modifi- i

cation results in total fire independent e of_ the two systems. If this

assumption is made, an additional random failure must occur to achieve a
core melt sequence.

The random failures of the two systems ghen a LOSP in the Big _
.

Rock Point PRA are:

|

P(RDS/CS) = 8.6E-3
P(EC) = 5.5E-2

.

The most-conservative assumption is.that the fire' fails the' system
with the lowest random probability of failure (i.e., the fire fails the

~

RDS/CS). Therefore, the frequency of: core damage becomes

f(core damage) = frequency of fire x probability of turbine - trip
x probability of induced LOSP
x probability of random failure of EC given LOSP

.

= frequency of core damage before changes
x probability of random failure of-EC given LOSP,

= 9.0E-6/yr x 5.5E-2
:= 5.0E-7/yr.

4. Conclusions

The core melt frequencies' are used to determine.the benefit that'
can be _ realized by the proposed resolution of this issue._ The man-rem-
exposure for both before and after cases are calculated for a' Big Rock Point

,

i category 3, BRP-3, release. - A containment failure probability of .23_is -
used.- The fires in these areas should not directly result in containment

failure. Therefore the containment failure probability would be.the sum of:

4

* i
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the probabilities of f ailure of the vent valves to isolate (.13), leakage
through the steam /feedwater line's (.066), and failure of the MSIV to close
(.038). These are the dominant containment failure modes from the Big Rock

Point PRA. The methodology used to calculate populational exposure is
explained in more detail in Section II.

The populational exposure before the proposed modification is:

(9.0E-6/yr)(3 compartments)(0.23)
x (1.2E+6 man-rem / event) = 7.4 man-rem /yr.

The populational exposure after the proposed modification would
be:

(SE-7/yr)(3)(0.23)(1.2E+6) = .4 man-rem /yr

Thus the modification results in a potential benefit of 7 man-
rem /yr.

D-208
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Issue 75C. Fire' Protection - Associated Circuits Appendix R

1. Introduction

:

This issue concerns the frequency of fires occurring in control

circuits for the two inlet valves of the emergency condenser. A fire occur-
ring in the electrical equipment room or the penetration areas could cause a

I short-type f ailure, and f ail both valves, disable the-RDS/ core spray, and
create a loss of the power conversion system.

A resolution of this issue is to reroute the close coil wires for
the two isolation condenser valves.

2. Coments

'

The fire frequencies used in this analysis are taken from the Big

| Rock Point PRA. An additional source of informa: ion was a paper presented.
to the International Meeting on Thermal Nuclear Reactor Safety (NUREG/CP-
0027) August 29 through September 2,1982 by Wesley A. Brinsfield of Wood-
Leaver and Associates,- Inc. and David P. .Blanchard of Consumers Power
Company.'

'
In this analysis credit is given for manual detection and suppres--<

sion of the fire. The probability of nondetection for the- f_ ire is con-

sidered .1 where manual detection is possible. This is the same value used
,

in the Big Rock Point PRA. Where applicable, credit is taken for -automatic
sprinkler systems.

1

3. Analysis

For the three areas under consideration the frequencies of _ fires-

occurring are given in Table 75C-1.

i |

|
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Table 75C-1. Fire Frequencies for Vital Areas (per year)

Area Frequency

Outside Penetration Area (0PA) 7.2E-3 -

Inside Penetration Area -(IPA) 7.2E-3

Electrical Equipment Room (EER) 1.3E-2

The outside penetration area and the electrical equipment room'

have sprinkler systems. Those systems are assessed a failure probability of
3E-3 and 2E-3 respectively, (failure probabilities are from the Big Rock
Point PRA).

As was done in the Big Rock Point PRA, the fire frequency is
reduced by a factor of 75% to eliminate small, self-extinguishing fires.
Utilizing these numbers to produce a core melt frequency produces the fol-
lowing results.

Fire Failure to Sprinkler Core Melt

Frequency Detect Failure Frequency (/yr)

OPA (7.2E-3)(.25) .1 (3E-3) 5.4E-7=

.1.8E-4IPA (7.2E-3)(.25) .1 =--

EER (1.3E-2)(.25) .1 (2E-3) 6.5E-7=

TOTAL 1.8E-4

With the proposed modifications, the emergency condenser .(EC) is
no longer included in the common cause failures resulting from the fire.
Therefore, the EC must f ail . independently for this core melt sequence to
occur. The failure probability of the EC (given an LOSP'where the contain-
ment is accessible and makeup is required) is 0.055 based on information in
the Big Rock Point PRA.
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1

After incorporating the proposed modification, the EC failure
changes from 1.0 due to the fire to 0.055 due to faults not directly related

(
to the fire. Therefore the new core melt frequency is:

:

| (1.8E-4)(5.5E-2) = 1.0E-5/yr |

4. Conclusions |

The reduction in populational exposure is calculated using a
containment failure probability of 1.0 for a Big Rock Point category 3
release. (The core melt frequency for these fire-initiated frequencies is
dominated by a fire in the inside penetration area. Such a fire is expected
to lead directly to containment failure. Thus a containment failure
probability of 1.0 is used.)

Populational exposure before modification:

(1.8E-4/yr)(1.0)(1.2E+6 man-rem / event)
= 216 man-rem /yr

Populational exposure after modification:

(1.0E-5/yr)(1.0)(1.2E+6 man-rem / event) = 12 man-rem /yr

T,hus the benefit derived from the proposed modification is 204
man-rem /yr.

|
|

!

|

1
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Issue 81. PORV Position Indication

1. Introduction
i

As a result of the accident at Three Mile Island, the NRC is
.

j requiring direct position indication of PORVs to help prevent a stuck open
relief valve LOCA. For Big Rock Point this issue has been interpreted to
include a requirement for position indication of the six spring-operated
safety relief valves. At Big Rock Point, the relief valves are not power i

operated and are set to open and close at predetermined primary coolant
system pressures.

'

2. Coments

The relief valves at Big Rock Point are pressure operated, not
,

power operated, and release' directly to the containment. If during a plant.

response to a transient initiator these valves open, or if these valves open
;

! as a transient initiator, primary coolant would be released to the contain-
ment. Under such conditions it is not reasonable to expect any operator
recovery that wculd lead to a closure of the relief valve. (Any recoveiy

,

action would havt to occur at the valve since there are no remote manual or*
|

local manual controls.) Therefore the existence of relief valve position
indicators would not increase the probability that the operator would recog-

! nize improperly open relief valves have opened and attempt to reclose them.
:

When a relief valve opens, .it will release primary coolant

directly to the containment. This diff(rs from most PWRs where PORVs will
vent to a relief tank and from BWRs with wet containments where the relief i

valves normally vent to a suppression pool. At Big Rock Point several
,

monitors will indicate a release of primary coolant to the containment. .

1

| These monitors include an airborne particulate radiation ' monitor, an air-
'

borne' gaseous radioactivity monitor, and a containment atmosphere humidity
1 monitor. The existence of position indicators on the relief valves would

|

; only pinpoint the source of the primary coolant leakage. . The redundant

| capability it supplies to identify a loss of coolant would not-significantly
I affect the prob' ability that the operators would recognize the problem.
i.

'

:
l
<
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3. Analysis
;

No further analysis was necessary for this issue.

4. Conclusion

The addition of position indicators on the relief valves at the
Big Rock Point Plant would have no noticeable effect on the populational
exposure. The indicators do not provide any vital indication that is not
available through at least three other monitoring systems. The position
indication does not enable the operators to close the relief valve since the
valves are inaccestible once they have opened.

>

h

.

!
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ATTACHMENT _3
f

| Findings from Big Rock Point PRA

l ~ Based on our evaluation of the Big Rock Point risk study, we have obtained
| estimates of the values of various system upgradings. I

!

!

We obtain our value estimates in the following way:

(1) We recalculate the frequencies of core-melt accidents taking into
account the reductions of the frequencies due to system upgradings.

(2) We note that the offsite consequences of these sequences are dominated
by cases where the containment fails to isolate; we multiply the
frequencies of the core-melt accidents by its related conditional
probabilities of containment isolation failure and obtain the sum of
the products which corresponds to the frequency of core-melt and
containment isolation failure accidents.

(3) For a core-melt sequence in which the containment fails to isolate, a
release in category 3 will occur; this will produce 60 latent
fatalities, on the average.

(4) We convert latent fatalities to person-rem by means of a conversion
factor of 50 cancer fatalities per 106 person-rem.

(5) A value of $1000 for a reduction in exposure of 1 person-rem is'used.

(6) It was assumed that the useful remaining life of Big Rock Point is 19
years.

,

In the table below, we list the values of various changes for two cases -
the first is assuming that containment isolation has not-been upgraded, and
the second for the case where the reliability of containment isolation hae.
been improved. For example, if containment isolation capability were
upgraded, then there would be less of a benefit from improving SVs.

The various system upgradings are discussed in detail in our safety
evaluation on Big Rock Point risk study.

What follows is a brief description of each, issue:

(1) Emergency condenser makeup is one of the. licensee's proposed
-modifications based on the findings of the risk study. This
modification is to provide remote makeup to the emergency condenser via
five water system by converting a manual makeup value into an automatic
valve.

'D-217Big Rock Point SEP.
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,

: .

(2) Reactor depressurization system / core spray reliability is one of the 4

'

.
licensee's proposed modifications. This modification is to provide

; high pressure makeup to.the primary system by routing containment water
due to a release from the primary system back to the primary system via
feedwater/ condensate systems. This avoids the need to depressurize the
reactor using the reactor depressurization system.

1
(3) Post-incident system reliability is one of the licensee's proposed

modifications. This modification calls for installing locks on the
1 manual valves in the post-incident system so that the valves can only

be locked in correct positions. This is to avoid human error of,
~ placing the valves in wrong positinns after testing or maintenance.
v

(4) Early enclosure spray is also one of the licensee's proposed.

modifications. This modification is to eliminate a 15 minute time
delay so that the enclosure spray can promptly activate when enclosure

,

pressure reaches 2.2 psig due to a release.from the primary system.<

: This is to mitigate degradation of equipments due to excessive
temperature.,

(5) The shielding issue is related to NUREG-0737 Item II.B.2 requirement.
The implementation of shielding is to reduce operator dose during4

j. repair and maintenance of_long-term cooling systems in order to
,

; mitigate core-melt accidents.
I (6) The control room habitability issue is related to NUREG-0737 Item

III.D.3.4 requirement. The implementation is to ensure that control
room operators will be adequately protected against toxic gases or a

,

radioactive release and that the reactor.can be safely operated or shut
down.

;

(7) The issue of inadequate core cooling instrumentation is related to'

NUREG-0737 Item II.F.2 requirement. The requirement calls for
! installing a wide-range level instrume'ntation in order to provide an
' - unambiguous, easy-to-interpret indication of inadequate core cooling.

(8) The hydrogen monitoring issue is related to NUREG-0737 Item II.B.~3
requirement. The implementation of a hydrogen monitor'is to inform
operators of the hydrogen level in the containment _due to a degraded
Core.

[ (9) The alternate shutdown system is one of the licensee's_ proposed'
; modification to mitigate fire' events. _ In the event of a fire, .the

.

control room instrumentation and control may not be available, and the.

alternate shutdown system can be used to safely shut-down the reactor.'

|
|
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(10) The issue of secondary system instabilities is related to the
licensee's proposed ATWS modification. .With modification of reject
valve control circuitry, the reactor will not trip in a load rejection
event due to loss of feed pump suction. This modification is to reduce
the frequency of demand for reactor trip.

(11) The automatic recirculation pump trip is a generic requirement for ATWS
modification. In an ATWS event, the automatic recirculation pump trip
will reduce reactor power.promptly so that operators can have more time,

to take corrective measure, for example, injecting liquid poison.

.

!

;

.:

i

|

L
,

t
t
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Containment Isolation ContainmentIso{g} ionIs Not Uparaded Is Uparaded
Estimpgjd Person Rem Estimated Estimated Person Rem Estimated
Value For Per Value For Value For Per Value For
Reactor- Reactor- the rest Reactor- Reactor- the rest

Issue Year Year of life Year Year of life

Emergency
Condenser
Makeup 67K 67 1281K 20K 20 384K

Reactor I

Depressur-
ization System
Core Spray
Reliability 6K 6 119K 2K 2 36K

Post-incident
System
Reliability 24K 24 465K 7K 7 140K

Early Enclosure
Spray 91K 91 173K 27K 27 517K

Shielding 63K 63 1200K 19K 19 360K

Control Room
Habitability 0. 04K 0.04 1K 0.04K 0.04 IK

Inadequate Core
Cooling
Instrumentation 0.3K 0.3 SK 0.1K 0.1 2K

Hydrogen
Monitoring 0.3K 0.3 SK 0.1K 0.1 2K

'

Alternate
Shutdown
System 228K 228 4332K 228K 228 4332K

Secondary
System
Instabilities 22K 22 410K 22K 22 410K

Recirculation
Pump Trip. 4K 4 68K 4K 4 68K

NOTE: (1) Assume that after upgrading of containment isolation capability the
~

containment isolation failure probability would be 0.06.
(2) The estimated value is less than or on the order of the dollar value

in the table.
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SEP
Topic No. Date Reference |

II-1.A 9/2/80 Letter from D. P. Hoffman (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield |
i(NRC), Subject: Review of NRC Evaluation of SEP Topics

II-1.A, II-1.8 and II-1.C (Big Rock Point).

II-1.8 9/2/80 See reference for Topic II-1.A.

II-1.C 5/13/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic II-1.C, Potential Hazards
Due to flearby Industrial, Transportation and Military
Facilities (Big Rock Point and Palisades).

II-2.A 8/3/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - SEP Topic II-2. A,
Severe Weather Phenomena.

II-2.C 10/26/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic II-2.C, Atmospheric Transport
and Diffusion Characteristics for Accident Analysis -
Big Rock Point.

II-3.A 6/23/82 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: SEP Topics II-3.A, Hydrologic Description;
II-3.8, Flooding Potential and Protection Requirements;
II-3.B.1, Capability of Operating Plants .To Cope With Design
Basis Flood Conditions; II-3.C, Safety-Related Water. Supply
(Ultimate Heat Sink); and III-3.A, Effects of High Water
Levels on Structures - Response to Safety Evaluation
Reports.

10/26/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle'
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Hydrology' Topics II-3.A, II-3.B,

t II-3.B.1, II-3.C, and III-3.B - Big Rock-Point.

II-3.8 10/26/82 See references for Topic II-3. A.

II-3.B.1 10/26/82 See references for-Topic II-3.A.

II-3.C -10/26/82 See references for Topic II-3.A.

II-4 5/13/83 Letter.from K.' A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: SEP Topics II-4, Geology.and Seismology,-
and II-4.B Proximity of Capable Tectonic Structures in
Plant Vicinity - Response to NRC SER Dated October 12,
1982.

II-4.A '6/8/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to All SEP Owners,
Subject: Site Specific Ground Response Spectra for SEP
Plants Located in the Eastern United States.

Big Rock Point SEP E-1
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SEP
Topic No. Date Reference

11-4.B 10/12/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Review Topics II-4, Geology
and Seismology, and II-4.B, Proximity of Capable Tectonic
Structures in Plant Vicinity - Big Rock Point.

II-4.C 6/8/81 See reference for Topic II-4.A.

II-4.0 7/6/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic II-4.0, Stability of
Slopes - Big Rock Point.

II-4.F 7/20/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic II-4.F, Settlement of
Foundations and Buried Equipment - Big Rock Point Nuclear
Generating Station.

III-l 9/19/83 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield.(NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic III-1, Quality Group
Classification of Components and Systems - Big Rock
Point Nuclear Plant.

See reference for Topic VII'-3.

III-2 12/9/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic III-2, Wind and Tornado
Loadings - Big Rock Point.

7/5/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: SEP Topics III-2, Wind and Tornado
Loadings and III-4.A, Tornado Missiles - PRA Evaluations.

III-3.A 12/2/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic III-3.A, Effects of High
Water Level on Structures - Big Rock Point Nuclear Power
Plant.

6/23/13 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: SEP Topics II-3.A, Hydrologic
Description; II-3.B Flooding Potential and Protection-
Requirements; II-3.B.1, Capability of Operating Plants'
To Cope With Design Basis Flood Conditions; II-3.C,
Safety-Related Water Supply (Ultimate Heat Sink); and
III-3.A, Effects of.High Water Levels on Structures -
Response to Safety Evaluation Reports.

III-3.C 10/12/82 Letter _from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP-Topic III-3.C, Inservice Inspec-
-tion of Water Control Structures - Big Rock-Point Plant. l

!
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| Topic No. Date Reference

1/14/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: Big. Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic III-3.C,
" Inservice Inspection of Water Control Structures" -
Summary of Formalized Inspection Program.

III-4.A 11/29/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic III-4.A, Tornado Missiles -
Big Rock Point Plant.

7/5/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),
Subject: SEP Topics III-2, Wind and Tornado Loadings and
III-4.A, Tornado Missiles - PRA Evaluations.

III-4.B 11/29/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic III-4.B, Turbine Missiles -
Big Rock Point.

III-4.C 10/14/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic III-4.C, Internally Generated
Missiles - Big Rock Point.

~

III-4.D 8/12/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic.III-4.D, Site Proximity
Missiles (Including Aircraft) - Big Rock Point Nuclear
Power Plant.

III-5.A 6/22/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic
III-5.A, "High Energy Line Break Inside Containment" -
Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

9/22/83 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic III-5.A, Effects of Pipe
Break on Structures, Systems and Components Inside
Containment - Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant.

III-5.8 3/31/83 Letter from D. J. VandeWalle (NRC) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic
III-5.8, Pipe Break Outside Containment --PRA Response
to Final NRC SER.

III-6 10/19/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Safety Topics III-6, Seismic Design
Considerations, and III-11, Component Integrity - Big -
Rock Point Nuclear Power Station.

6/1/83 Letter from K. A. Toner-(CPCo) to D. M.'Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topics III-6,
" Seismic Design Considerations" and III-11, " Component
Integrity."

Big Rock Point SEP- E-3
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Topic No. Date Reference

111-7.8 9/30/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPC0), Subject: SEP Topic III-7.B, Design Codes, Design
Criteria and Load Combinations - Big Rock Point.

III-7.D 3/17/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Systematic Evaluation Program Topic
III-7.D, Containment Structural Integrity Test - Big
Rock Point.

III-8.A 3/2/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Systematic Evaluation Program Topic
III-8.A Loose Parts Monitoring and Core Barrel Vibration
Program - Big Rock Point.

III-8.C 6/23/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic
III-8.C, Irradiation Damage, Use of Sensitized Stainless
Steel and Fatigue Resistance.

III-10.A 2/28/83 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic III-10.A, Thermal-Overload
Protection for Motors of Motor-Operated Valves, Revised
Final Safety Evaluation Report for Big Rock Point Nuclear-
Power Plant.

6/1/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
.

(NRC), Subject: Integrated Assessment of Open Issues
and Schedule for Issue Resolution (Including Environ-
mental Equipment Qualification and Generic Letter 82-33
Issues).

IV-1.A 10/8/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. floffman
(CPCo), Subject: Topic IV-1.A,-Operation With Less.Than
All Loops in~ Service at Big Rock Point.

IV-2 12/7/81 Letter from-D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic IV-2, Reactivity Control
System - Big Rock Point Draft Safety Evaluation.

V-4 2/18/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic V-4,
" Piping and Safe-End Integrity" - Response to NRC Final
Evaluation.

V-5 6/13/83- Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC)'to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic V-5, Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary Leakage Detection - Big Rock Point Nuclear Power

' Plant.
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Topic No. Date Reference

6/26/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic V-5,
" Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) Leakage
Detection" - Evaluation of Plant Leakage Detection
Systems.

V-6 3/5/80 Letter from D. L. Ziemann (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman (CPCo),
Subject: Completior of SEP Topic V-6, Reactor Vessel
Integrity - Big Rock Point / Palisades Plant.

V-10.A 10/9/79 Letter from D. L. Ziemann (NRC) to D. Bixel (CPCo),
Subject: SEP Topic V-10.A, Residual Heat Removal System
Heat Exchanger Tube Failure.

V-10.8 9/10/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point SEP Topics V-10.B, RHR
Reliability; V-11.B. RHR Interlock Requirements; and
VII-3, Systems Required for Safe Shutdown (Safe Shutdown
Systems Report?.

V-ll.A 12/15/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topics V-11.A, Requirements for
Isolation of High and Low Pressure Systems and V-ll.8,
RHR Interlock Requirements - Revised Final Safety Evalua- 5

tion Report for the Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant.'

V-11.8 12/15/82 See reference for Topic V-ll.A.

V-12.A 10/9/79 Letter from D. L. Ziemann (NRC) to D. Bixel (CPCo),
Subject: Topic V-12.A, Water Purity of Boiling Water
Reactor Primary Coolant.

VI-1 11/24/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. -VandeWalle
*- (CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VI-1, Organic, Materials and-

Post-Accident Chemistry - Big Rock Point Nuclear Power
Plant

VI-2.D 11/30/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC).to D. J. VandeWalle
for the Big Rock Point Plant - Evaluation Report on
Topics VI-2.D and VI-3.

VI-3 11/30/82 See-reference for Topic VI-2.D.
_

VI-4 11/24/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VI-4, Containment Isolation
System (Electrical) - Big Rock Point.

;
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; Topic No. Date Reference

12/9/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VI-4, Containment Isolation
System - Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant.

6/22/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic VI-4,
" Containment Isolation System" - PRA Evaluations.

VI-6 11/23/82 Letter from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - Containment Leak
Testing.

,
'

VI-7.A.3 8/20/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalie
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VI-7.A.3, ECCS Actuation
System, Final Safety Evaluation Report for Big Rock

'

Point.

VI-7.A.4 4/10/79 Letter from D. L. Ziemann (NRC) to D. Bixel (CPCo),
Subject: Amendment 26 to DPR-6.

VI-7.B 5/20/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - SEP Topic VI-7.B ESF*

Switchover From Injection to Recirculation Mode (Automatic
ECCS Realignment).

VI-7.C 8/5/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topics VI-7.C, ECCS Single Failure
Criterion and Requirements for Locking Out Power to
Valves, Including Independence of Interlocks on ECCS
Valves; and VI-7.C.2, Failure Mode Analysis ECCS - Big
Rock Point.

VI-7.C.1 2/22/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VI-7.C.1, Appendix K - Elec-
trical Instrumentation and Control (EI&C) Re-Reviews,,,

' Safety Evaluation for Big Rock Point.

VI-7.C.2 8/5/81 See reference for Topic VI-7.C.
s

VI-7.D 8/17/78 Letter from D. G. Eisenhut (NRC) to C. Reed (CPCo),

'* VI-10.A 11/9/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle,

(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VI-10.A, Testing of Reactorf ,

Trip System and Engineered Safety Features, Including
Response-Time Testing, Final Safety Evaluation Report
(Big Rock Point).

'
,

,

c
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SEP
Topic No. Date Reference

VII-1.A 3/11/83 Letter from K. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic
VII-1.A, Isolation of Reactor Protection System From
Non-Safety Systems, Including Qualification of Isolation
Devices - Response to Final Safety Evaluation.

VII-1.B 8/17/78 See reference for Topic VI-7.D.

VII-2 5/18/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VII-2, Engineered Safety
Feature System Control Logic and Design, Safety Evalua-
tion Report for Big Rock Point.

VII-3 9/10/82 See reference for Topic V-10.B.

12/17/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VII-3, Systems Required for
Safe Shutdown, Revised Safety Evaluation Report for the
Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Station.

VII-6 9/21/81 ~ Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VII-6, Frequency Decay -

.

Safety Evaluation for Big Rock Point.

VIII-1.A 7/8/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - Adequacy of Station
Electric Distribution System Voltages and Degraded Grid
Protection for Class 1E Power Systems and SEP Topic
VIII-1.A.

VIII-2 8/2/82 Letter from D.'M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle.

(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic VIII-2, Onsite Emergency
Power Systems - Diesel Generator, Revised Safety Evalua-
tion for Big Rock Point.

VIII-3.A 4/22/81 Letter from D. P. Hoffman.(CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
Docket No. 50-155 -_ License DPR-6,(NRC), Subject: '

..;, Rock Point - Systematic Evaluation Program Topic
VIIl-3.A. Station Battery Capacity Test Requirements.

VIII-3.B 3/10/83 Letter from K.. A. Toner (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic-
VIII-3.B, DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and
-Annunciation.- Response'to NRC Safety Evaluation Report.

VIII-4 4/25/83 -Letter from K. A Toner: (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield
(NRC), Subject: . Big Rock Point Plant - SEP Topic
VIII-4, Electrical. Penetrations of Reactor Containment
Topic Resolution by.Probabilistic Risk Assessment.
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SEP
Topic No. Date Reference

|
IX-1 6/2/82 Letter from R. A. Vincent (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield ;

(NRC), Subject: Docket No. 50-155 - License DPR-6, i

SEP Topic IX-1, Fuel Storage (Big Rock Point).

IX-3 9/28/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Evaluation of SEP Topic IX-3, Station
Service and Cooling Water Systems for Big Rock Point.

IX-5 10/12/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWa1.le
(CPCo),. Subject: SEP Topic IX-5, Ventilation Systems -

-Big Rock Point.

IX-6 3/8/83 Letter-from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: . Big Rock Point Fire Protection

-Exception.

XIII-2- 6/12/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D .P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point . List and Status-of
Systematic Evaluation Program, Phase II, Generic Topics

XV-1 6/25/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield~(NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle-
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic XV-1, Decrease.in Feedwater
Temperature, Increase in.Feedwater Flow and Increase in
Steam Flow (Big Rock Point).

XV-3 6/18/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle.
~

(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - SEP. Topic XV-3, Loss
of External Load, Turbine Trip, Loss'of Condenser Vacuum,
Close of. Main Steam Isolation Valve, and Steam Pressure

~

Regulator Failure.

XV-4 10/16/81 Letter from D. M.-Crutchfield (NRC).to D.'P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock' Point - SEP Topics XV-3 and.
XV-4.

XV-5 2/8/82. Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D.'J. VandeWalle.
(CPCo), Subject: SEP Topic'XV-5~, Loss'of Normal Feed-
water Flow.

Letter from D. M. Cr'tchfield'(NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle.XV-7 3/11/82 u
..

.(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - SEP Topic XV-7,-

Reactor Coolant Pump Seizure / Shaft Break.-

XV-8 - 4/25/83 Letter from K; A. Toner (CPCo)' to D. M. - Crutchfie1d .
'(NRC), Sub.iect: Big Rock ~ Point Plant - SEP_ Topic XV-8,

.

; Control Red Misoperation - ' Control Rod . Withdrawal:
Analysis.

f

~
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SEP
Topic No. Date Reference

XV-9 _4/7/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - SEP Topic XV-9,

: Startup of an Inactive Loop at an Incorrect Temperature.

XV-11 12/2/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - SEP Topics XV-11,
Inadvertent Loading and Operation of a Fuel Assembly
in an Improper Position and XV-13, Spectrum of Rod
Drop Accidents.

XV-13 1/12/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point SEP Topics XV-13,
Spectrum of Rod Drop Accidents and XV-20, Radiological
Consequences of Fuel Damaging Accidents.

XV-14 8/18/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - SEP Topics'XV-14,
XV-15, and XV-19.'

XV-15 8/18/81 See reference for Topic XV-14.

XV-16 12/28/81 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. P. Hoffman-
(CPCo), Subject: Big Rock Point - SEP Topic XV-16,
Radiological Consequences of Failure of Small Lines
Carrying Primary Coolant Outside Containment.

XV-18 12/16/83 Letter from D. J. VandeWalle (CPCo) to D. M. Crutchfield (NRC),.
.

Subject: Big Rock. Point Plant - Technical Specification
Change Request - Reactor Coolant Iodine Limit.

XV-19 10/20/82 Letter from D. M. Crutchfield (NRC) to D. J. VandeWalle
(CPCo)', Subject: SEP Topic XV-19, Loss-of-Coolant
Acciaents Resulting From Spectrum.of Postulated Piping
Break Within the Reactor Coolant ~ Pressure' Boundary
(Radiological) - Big Rock Point.

XV-20 1/12/82 See reference for Topic XV-13.

XVII 8/17/78 See reference for Topic VI-7.D.

+
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REVIEW OF T11E OPERATING HISTORY
BIG ROCK POINT T11 ROUGH 1981

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

( The Systematic Evaluation Program Branch of the Nuclear Regulatory

[ Commission (NRC) is conducting the Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP) for

! the purpose of determining the safety margins of the design and operation

| of ten of the older operating commercial nuclear power plants in the
; United States. These ten plants are being reevaluated in terms of present

{ NRC licensing requirements and regulations. Thus, the SEP is intended:

| 1. to establish documentation that shows how these ten plants compare

[ with current acceptance criteria and guidelines on significant safety
issues and to provide a technical rationale for acceptable departures

j f rom these criteria and guideline s, .

; 2. to provide the capability for making integrated and balanced decisions
; with respect to any required backfitting, and
j 3. to provide for the early identification and resolution of any poten-
:. tial safety deficiency.
j The SEP evaluates specific safety topics based on an integrated review 'of
! the overall ability of a plant to respond to certain design basis events

) including normal operation, transients, and postulated accidents.
i As part of the SEP, the NRC contracted with the Oak Ridge National-
i Laboratory to perform operating history reviews. These reviews are in-
} tended to augnent the SEP's safety topic review and to aid in the deter-

| mination of priorities for required backfitting during the' integrated
[ a s se s sment. Each review includes collection and evaluation of avail-
i ability and capacity factors, forced shutdowns, forced power reductions,
|' reportable events, environmentalf events, and radiological release events.
' This summary presents the results from the review of the operating
i experience of Big Rock Point which is a General Electric designed boiling-
{ water reactor, owned and operated by Consumers Power Company. f he plant;T
! is located four alles northeast of Charlevoix, Michigan, on the Little
} Traverse Bay of Lake Nichigan. The station has a maximum allowable power'

level of 240 MW(t) [72 MW(e)]. Big Rock Point achieved initial'criti-
cality on September 27, 1962 and initial power operation began on December

i 8, 1962.

| The canulative reactor availability from 1962 through 1981 was 70.0%
i while the canulative unit capacity' factor was 68.6%. The av'allability
j fell below 70n only four times. The reactor was shut down on September -
| 18, 1964, until September 4,1965, to allow modifications to the thermal

| shield. This long outage resulted in a reactor availability of 14.8%, the.
lowest recorded throughout Big Rock Point's operating history. Reactor,

j availability remained above 705 until ten years later, when in 1975, it
j dropped to 60.3%. Regulatory restrictions required a plant shutdown on .

' Janua ry 16, 1975. Modifications to the post-incident cooling system were-

'

completed in June, at which time power operations resumed.1 Regulatory
i restrictions resulted in a reactor availability of 51.4% in 1976.' The six
i month outage,J beginning January 31, 1976, included refueling, and'in--

stallation and startup of the reactor depressurization system. _ During the
i outage, several minor modifications were also made to the emergency core ,

!

!

i-
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'

cooling system. The second lowest reactor availability was recorded in
j 1979 (24.0%). The plant was shut down from April 17 until November 4 to

repair the inlet diffusers and repair a leak in a control rod drive (CRD)
housing.;

'

The operating history review focused on data evaluation which was
divided into two segments: (1) evaluation of forced shutdowns and power
reductions and (2) evaluation of reportable events. Design basis events
(DBEs), which are defined in the NRC's Standard Review Plan,1 are fail-
ures that initiate system transients and challenge engineered safety fen-

j tures. In the forced shutdown and power reduction segment, the review
j identified DBEs and recurring events that might indicate a potential

operating concern. In the reportable event sognent, which included en-
vironmental events and radiological release events, the review identified

,

significant events and recurring events that might indicate a potential I

,

operating concern. Significant events were either DBEs or events with a
j loss of engineered safety function. I
4

,

Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions
1

[ From 1962 to 1981, Big Rock Point experienced 124 forced shutdowns
,

; and 69 forced power reductions. Twenty-one of the shutdowns and power
j reductions were identified as design basis events (DBEs). The events were
i of the following seven types:
'

i 1. loss of external load (9),

i 2. steam pressure regulator malfunction resulting in decreased steam flow
1 (3),
'

3. turbine trip (3),

4. reactor coolant pump trip (2),
4 5. control rod matoperation (2),

6. loss of normal feedwater flow (1), and

7. loss of condenser vacuum (1).
,

;

} Equipment failures caused ten of the DBEs while human ersers accounted for
j seven. Electrical stores caused an additional four LBEs ihen the 138 kV

transmission line was lost. All four storms occurred bed een 1966 and
| 1971. Sixteen of the DBEs occurred between 1962 and 1972. Af ter 1972,
'

the frequency of DBEs decreased significantly with equipmest failures
causing four DBEs and human errors causing one.

; The DBE with the highest frequency was loss of an ext <rnal load (9).
Only three of these events resulted in a complete loss of offsite poweri

' with two occurring prior to the installation of the 46 kV transmission

1 line in 1968. ' On September 17, 1965, a relaying malfmaction resulted in a

j loss of power.: On August 8,1966, the 138 kV breaker opened during a
: storm,s and on January 25, 1972, an of fsite relaying scheme f ailed to

! clear a line fault.* This isolated the 138 kV and 46 kV 11aes.from the
plant. The other six losses of external loads were partial losses. In
each event, the 138 kV transmission line was isolated from the plant. The
causes of these six events were electrical storms (3), human errors (2),
and relay malfunctions (1). The partial losses of of fsite power occurred

|
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,

i during two different time periods: June 1970 to September 1971 (4), and
; from April 1978 to May 1978 (2) .
!

| Reportable Events

In the reportable event segment of the operating review of Big Rock
Point, 366 events were reviewed. Until 1974, Big Rock Point had reported
an average of seven events per year. The peak year for reportable events
occurred in 1977 when Big Rock Point filed reports on fif ty events. Since'

1974, the average amaber of reportable events has increased to thirty-'

nine. The primary cause of reportable events has been inherent equipment
f ailure, which contributed to 52% of all events. Human error (including

administrative, design, fabrication, installation, maintenance, and oper-

|
ator error) caused 46% of the reportable events. Other causes, such as

lightning, were responsible for 1%. For the remaining 1% of reportable
events, no causes were reported. No trends in the causes of reported

events were identified.'

; Of the 366 reported events, six were identified as significant:

o loss of offsite power (2),
; o containment integrity violated (1),

o both fire pumps unavailable while the automatic depressurization;

1 system ( ADS) was unavailable (1),
o failure of two reactor protection system (RPS) channels while 138 kV

line unavailable (1), and

| o recirculation diffusers break of f (1).

Inherent failures, human errors, and the weather each caused two events.

i No trend was observed in the frequency of significant events and no major
problems in terms of plant safety were identified.

:

Recurrina Events

The following three types of recurring events were noted during the
' review of Big Rock Point's operating history:
i

1. control rod drive problems,

! 2. failure fuel elements, and

3. failures involving the emergency condenser.,

|

Many of the difficulties encountered with the control rod drives and
i fuel elements were limited to the earlier years of operation. Recurring

. problems involved: the control rods drifting out of the core, galling of
the control rod index tubes, jamming of the rods so that they could be
inserted but not withdrawn, and the withdrawal times less than the tech-

nical specifications limit. The first three types of problems have not
; occurred sir.co 1968. The last time a control rod's withdrawal time was
i less than the limit was 1978.
|

| '|
!

'

i

!
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Big Rock Point is a high power density reactor which has been in-
volved in developmental programs to test high performance fuel elements.
It was during these developmental programs that fuel cladding f ailures
occurred. The fuel cladding f ailures did not pose any safety problems as
power reductions kept the off gas activity within acceptable limits.

Eleven events involved f ailures with the emergency condenser. Tho of
the f ailures rendered one of the two emergency condenser loops inoperable
occurring in 1973 and 1978, respectively. However, a single tube bundle
is suf ficient to remove decay heat.

Conclusions

For this analysis of the operating history at Big Rock Point, 193
shutdowns and power reductions were reviewed along with 366 reportable
events an other miscellaneous documentation concerning the operation of
Big Rock Point. The objective was to identify those areas of plant
operation that have compromised plant safety. This review identified no
significant challenge s to plant safety. In addition, the majority of
problems identified to this review were not unique to Big Rock Point but
are problems experienced'by many older commercial nuclear power plants.

Overall, the operation of Big Rock Point has been quite satisf actory
from a safety point of view. Fuel cladding f ailures and difficulties with

control rod drive operations were limited to the early years of operation.
Additionally, the fuel cladding f ailures were attributed to the develop-
mental fuel program.

Tho areas of marginal concern are the emergency condenser and the 138
kV transmission line. The emergency condenser was involved in eleven
events and two of these resulted in the unavailability of one of the tube
bundles. However, Big Rock Point's emergency condenser has two loops with
one being capable of removing decay heat. The 138 kV transmission line
has been lost nine times. Three events represented complete losses of off-
site power, a typical number for a plant operating for 19 years.s The
first two losses of of f site power occurred prior to the installation of
the 46 kV transmission line.
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REVIEW OF THE OPERATING EXPERIENCE HISTORY
OF BIG ROCK POINT THROUGH 1981 FOR 111E

NUCLEAR RFEULATORY COMMISSION' S
SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM

1. . SCOPE OF REVIEW

The a ssessment of the operating experience review for Big Rock Point
I covered the time from initial criticality through 1981. The data collec-

tion and evaluation included the following aspects of operation: avail-
ability and capacity factors, forced shutdowns and power reductions, re-
portable events, events of environmental importance and radioactivity re-
leases, and evaluation of the operating experience in total. Tables at4

the end of Chap. I show the codes assigned to operational aspects of
., forced shutdowns, power reductions, and reportable events. These codes
'

are used in the reporting of data collected during the review of operating
experience.

.

1.1 Availability and Canacity Factors

Both reactor and unit availability factors were compiled for all
'

years. Starting with 1974, the unit capacity factors using the design
electrical rating (DER) in net megawatts (electric) and the maximum de-
pendable capacity (MDC) in net megawatts (electric) we're compiled as well.4

' Data for the capacity factors were not available from earlier years.
The two availability and two capacity factors are defined as follows:

1. reactor availability =

hours reactor critical + reactor reserve shutdown hours
= _- - ... _..

period hours

:

2. unit availability =
.

hours generator on line + unit reserve shutdown hours

. period hours
|

net electrical energy generated
3. unit capacity-(DER) = ,g}od hours x DER'ne t * *

act electrical energy generated
4. unit capacity (MDC) = periodhoursxMD(.ng x 100 .;

Reserve shutdown hours are the enounts aof time the reactor is not critical.
or the unit is shutdown for meninistrative or other similar reasons when
operation could have been continued.

*
,

*
e
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1.2 Review of Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions'

# Forced shutdowns and power reductions were reviewed, and data were
collected on each incident. Scheduled shutdowns for refueling and main-
tenance were not included in the review. How ev e r , if a utility had a re-
fueling cutage scheduled, the plant experienced a shutdown as a result of
an abnormal event prior to the scheduled refueling, the utility reported ;

that the ref ueling was being rescheduled to coincide with the current
shutdown, and the utility reported the cause of the shutdown as refueling,

4 then this shutdown was considered as forced. Only that portion of the
! outage time concerned with the abnormal event, not the refueling time, was

included in the compilations.
The power reduction were included to provide information and details

,

that may have been associated with a previous or subsequent shutdown. The*

power reductions are included in the proper chronological sequence with
,

the shutdowns in the data tables for the forced shutdowns and power reduc-;

tions (see Appendizes).
The following data were compiled annually for the forced shutdowns

and power reductions:
,

1. date of occurrence,

2. duration (hours),p

! 3. power level (percent),
; 4. notation of whether the shutdowns were also reportable events (e.g.,

a licenses event report (LER) or abnormal occurrence report (AOR)],
5. summary description of events associated with the forced shutdown or*

power reduction,
6. cause of shutdown (Table 1.1),;

7. method of shutdown (Table 1.1),

8 system taken f rom NUREG-0161 (Ref.1) that was directly involved with
the shutdown or power reduction (Table 1.2),

9. component directly involved with the shutdown or power reduction
(Table 1.3), and

10. categorization of the shutdown or power reduction.

I Each shutdown or power reduction was placed in one of two sets of signif-
Icance categories. The shutdowns and power reductions were first evala-,

| ated against criteria for design basis events (DBEs) as described in Chap.
15 of the Standard Review Plan.8 If the shutdown or power reduction could,

'

not be categorized as a design-basis initiating event, then it was placed
in one of a series of Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC) categories.
For further discussions of the two sets of significance categories, use of
the categories, and a listing of them, see Sect. 3.1.

The listings for the cause, shutdown method, system involved, and
component involved along with their respective codes are those used in the

(" Gray Books") on shutdowns. Note'that the informationNURBG-0020 seriess
listed under the " System involved" column in the data tables in the appen-
dixes indicates (1) a general classification of ' systems (fully written
out) and (2) a specific system, which is coded with two letters, within
the general classification.

i
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.1.3 Review of Resortable Events

The operating events as reported in LER: and LER predece ssors (e.g. ,
abnormal occurrence ' reports (A0s*), unusual event reports, reportable

;

occurrences (R0s)] were reviewed. 7hese types of reportable events were
retrieved from the NSIC computer file. Approximately six years ago, ope r-
ating experience information for operating nuclear power plants was input
to the NSIC file for the period of time before LERs were reviewed. Any,

documents that contained LER-type information (such as equipment f ailures
or abnormal events) were coded or indexed so that they could be retrieved

,

in the - same manner as an LER. Primarily, this involved various types of
; operating reports and general correspondence for the late 1960s and early

1970s.
'

The following information was recorded for each reportable event
rev iewed:;

1. LER number or other means of identification of report type,
2. NSIC accession number (a unique identification number assigned to

each document entered into the NSIC computer file),
! 3. date of the event,

! 4. date of the report or letter transmitting the event description,
5. status of the plant at the time of the occurrence (Table 1.4),i

; 6. system involved with the reportable event (Table 1.2),
7. type of equipment involvsd with the reportable event (Table 1.5),

; 8. type of instrument involved with the raportable event (Table 1.5),
i 9. status of the component (equipment) at the time of the occurrence

(Table 1.4),

| 10. abnormal condition associated with the reportable event (e.g.,
corrosion, vibration, leak) (Table 1.6),

11. cause of the reportable event (Table 1.4), and

t 12. significance of the reportable event.

i
' As a stop in the evaluation process, each repo table event was screened

using the criteria further discussed in Sect. 3.2.
Note that in the tables of reportable events in Appendix A for Big

Rock Point, comments and/or details on the events were included.

:

! 1.4 EImmfs of Environmental Incortance and
j kolosses of Radioactivity

i
t

Any significant or socurring environmental problems were summarized -,

! based on the. review of forced shutdowns, power reductions, reportable

! events (environmental LERs), and operating reports. Routine radioactivity
' releases were tabulated as well, and releases where limits were exceeded i

were reviewed and are discussed in 3ect. 4.5.1.4.

i
: *The AO designation used by some utilities for identifying opera-

tional eveuts during a particular ' time frame is A21 to be confused with
r

|~
those saf t,ty-significant events listed'la the Resort to Comarens on Abnor-
mal Occurrences (NUREG-0090 series) whlek also uses the A0 designation. li

s,

F-3.
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1.5 Evaluation of Operatina Excerience

The operating history of the plants was evaluated based on a review
that involved screening, categorizing, and compiling data. Judgments and
conclusions were made regarding safety problems, operations, trends (re-
curring problems), or potential safety concerns. Events were analyzed to

~

determine their safety significance from the information provided through I

the various operating reports and the review process. The final safety !
analysis reports provided specific plant and equipment details when
necessary. '

.

,

i

|

.
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Table 1.1. Codes for causes of forced
shutdown or power reduction and

methods of shutdown

-. - - - -

Causes

A Equipment failure

B Maintenance or testing

C Refueling

D Regulatory restriction
#

E Operator training and license exams-

F Admini s tr a tiv e;

G Operational error

E Other

Methods

1 Manual.

2 Nanual scram

3 Automatic scram

I 4 Continuation

5 Load reduction

9 Other
___ - _

4

9

f

;

!

t

i

!
r
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Table 1.2. Codes for systems involved with the forced
shut dow n, power reduction, or reportable event

System Code

Reactor RX

Reactor vessel internals RA

Reactivity control systems RB

Reactor core RC

Reactor coolant and connected systems CX

Reactor vessels and appurtenances CA

Coolant recirculation systems and controls CB

Nain steam systems and controls CC

Main steam isolation' systems and controls CD

Reactor core isolation cooling systems and controls CE

Residual heat removal systems and controls CF

Reactor coolant cleanup systems and controls 00

Feedwater systems and controls CH

Reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage detection systems CI
Other coolant subsystems and their controls CJ

Engineered safety features SX

Reactor containment systems SA

Containment heat removal systems and controls SB

Containment air purification and cleanup systems and controls SC

Containment isolation systems and controls SD

Containment combustible control systems and controls SE

Emergency core cooling systems and controls SF

Core reflooding system SF-A
Low pressure saf ety inj ection system and controls SF-B
High pressure saf ety inj ection system and controls SF-C
Core spray system and controls SF-D

Control room habitability systems and controls SG

Other engineered saf ety feature systems and their controls SR

Containment purge system and controls SH-A
Containment. spray system and controls SH-B
Auxiliary feedwater system and controls SH-C
Standby gas treatment systems and controls SH-D

Instrumentation and controls II

Reactor trip systems IA
Engineered safety feature . instrument systems IB'
Systems required for safe. shutdown IC
Safety-related display instrumentation ID'
Other instrument systems required for safety IE
Other instrument systems not required for safety IF

F-6
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Table 1,2 (continued)

___

| System Code
|

| Electric power systems EX

Off site power systems and controls EA
AC onsite power systems and controls EB

DC onsite power systems and controls EC
Onsite power systems and controls (composite ac and dc) ED

Emergency generator systems and controls EE

Emergency lighting systems and controls EF,

Other electric power systems and controls EG

Fuel storage and handling systems FX

j New fuel storage facilities FA
Spent-fuel storage f acilities FB

Spent-fuel pool cooling and cleanup systems and controls FC

Fuel handling systems ' FD

Auxiliary water systems WX

Station service water systems and controls WA,
'

Cooling systems for reactor auxiliaries and controls WB
: Domineralized water makeup systems and controls WC

Potable and sanitary water systems and controls WD
Ultimate heat sink facilities WE
Condensate storage f acilities - WF

,
Other auxiliary water systems and controls WG

1

Auxiliary proce ss systems PX4

< ,

; Compressed air systems and controls PA
' Process sampling systems PB

Chemical, volume control, and liquid poison systems and PC
controls

Failed-fuel detection systems PD
Other auxiliary process systems and controls PE

Other auxiliary systems AI;

Air conditioning, heating, cooling, and ventilation systems AA

and controls
Fire protection systems and controls AB;

Communication systems AC-
Other auxiliary systems and controls AD-

Steam and power conversion systems HX

Turbine generators and controls HA
,

Nala steam supply systems and controls (other than CC) BB
;

Main condenser systems and controls HC.

| Turbine gland sealing systems and controls HD
j Turbine bypass systems and controls BE

!

F-7
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Table 1.2 (continued)

Sy stem Code

Circulating water systems and controls HF
Condensate cleanup systems and controls BG
Condensate and feedwater systems and controls (other than CH) HH

'

Steam generator blowdown systems and controls HI
Other features of steam and power conversion systems (not HJ

included elsewhere)
,

$ Radioactive waste management sy st em s MX

Liquid radioactive waste management sy st em s NA
1 Gaseous radioactive waste management sy stem s NB

Proce ss and ef fluent radiological monitoring systems NC
Solid radioactive waste management sy stem s MD

Radiation protection systems BX
Area monitoring systems BA
Airborne radioactivity monitoring systems BB
Other XX
Not applicable ZZ

j _ . _ . -

-

2

5
)

!

f

< .

|

5

}

1

..
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Table 1.3. Components involved with the
f orced shutdown or power reduction

..= -___

_ -._- - __

Component type Including
. _- _ _ .. - __ __

Accumul a tor s Scram accumulators
Saf ety inj ection tanks
Surge tanks

Air dryers

Annunciator modules Alarms
Bells
Buzzers
Clazons
Horns
Gongs
Sirens

Batteries and chargers Chargers
Dry cells
Wet cells
Storage cells |

|
Blow er s Compressors '

Gas circulators
Fans
Ventilators

Circuit closers /interruptors Circuit breakers
Conta ct or s
Controllers
Starters
Switches (other than sensors)
Sw itchge ar

Control rods Poison curtains
Control rod drive mechanisms

Domineralizers Ion exchangers

Electrical conductors Bus
Cable
Wire

Engines, internal combustion Butane engines
Diesel engines
Gasoline engines
Natural gas engines
Propane engines

Filters Strainers
Screens

Fuel elements

Generator s Inverters

Heaters, electric

F-9
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|Table 1.3 (continued)

__ -

Component type Including
.--- ._

Heat exchangers Condense r s
Coolers
Evaporators
Regenerative heat exchangers
Stema generators
Fan coil units

Instrumentation and controls
Nechanical function units Nechanical controllers

Governor s
Gear boxes

!

Varidrives
Couplings

Motors Electric motors
Hydraulic motors
Pneumatic (air) motors
Servo motors

Penetrations, primary containment

air locks

Pipes, fittings

Pumps

Recombiners

Relays

Shock suppressors and supports

Transformers

Turbines Steam turbines
Gas turbines

,

Hydro turbines

Valves Valves'

Damper s

Valve operators

Vessels, pressure Containment vessels
Dry wells
Pressure suppression

Pressurisers
Reactor vessels

,

F-10
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Table 1.4. Codes for data collected on plant
status, component status, ant cause of

reportable events

- _ _

Compo ne nt Cause of reportable
Code Pl ant status

status event
_ _ _ ____ _ - ______ _ - __

A Construction Maintenance Administrative error-

and repair

B Operation Operation De sign error

C Refueling Testing Fabrication error ,

D Shutdown Inherent error

E Installation error

F Lightning

G Waintenance error
H Operation error

I Weather
__ _ _ -

6
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Table 1.5. Codes for equipment and instruments involved
in reportable events

. ______.- _ _ = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- __ _.__

Code Code
__. _ __ _ _ ___ _________- -- -

Eauipment

A Accumulator W Internal combustion engine

B Air drier X Motor
C Battery and charger Y Nozzle
D Bearing Z Pipe and pipe fitting

E Blower and dampers AA Power supply
F Breaker DB Pressure vessel

G Cables and connectors CC Pressurizer
H Condenser DD Pump
I Control rod EE Recombiner
J Control rod drive FF Seal
K Cooling tower GG Shock absorber
L Crane EH Solenoid
M Demineralizer II S te am generator
N Diesel generator JJ Storage container
0 Fastener EK Support structure
P Fil ter/ screen LL Transformer
0 Fl ange MM Tubing
R Fuel element NN Turbine
S Fuse 00 Valve
T Generator PP Valve, check

00 Vsive operatorU Heat exchanger <

V Heater

Instrumentation

A Alarm L Power range instrument
B Amplifier M Pressure sensor
C Electronic f unction unit N Radiation monitor
D Failed fuel detection instrument 0 Recorder
E Fl ow sensor P Relay
F In-core instrument Q Seismic instrument
G Indicator R Solid state device
H Intermediate range instrument S Start-up range instrument
I Level sensor T Switch
J Meteorological in st r ument U Temperature sensor
K Position instrument

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . .- ___ _ _ _ _

'
F-12
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Table 1.6. Codes used for reportable events abnormal conditions |
|

_-_ -----.-

Mechanical j
I

AA Normal wear / aging /end of life: expected effect of normal usage
,

AB Excessive wear /cicarance: compone nt (especially a moving component)
g experiences excessive wear or too much clearance or gap exists be-

'

cause of overuse, lack of lubrication

AC Deterioration / damage: compone nt is no longer at an acceptable level
of quality (e.g.', high temperature causes rubber seals to chemically
break down or deteriorate, insulation breaks down)'

AD Break / shear: structural component physically breaks apart (not when
something " breaks down")

AE Warp / bend / deformation: shape of component is physically distorted

AF Collapse: tank or compartment has an external pressure exerted that
results in deformation

AG Seize / bind /jaa: component has inhibited movement caused by crud, i

foreign material, mechanical bonding, another component
'

AH Excessive mechanical loads: mechanical load exceeds design limits

AI Mechanical fatigue: failure due to repeated stress

AJ Impac t : the result of the force of one obj ect striking another

AK Improper lubrication: insufficient or incorrect lubrication

AL Missing / loose: component is missing from its proper place or is
loose or has undesired free movement

AM Wrong part: incorrect component installed in a piece of equipment'

AN Wrong material: incorrect material used during f abrication or in-
b, stallation,

A0 Weld-related failure: f ailure caused by def ective weld or located in
the heat-af fected zonej

i AP Vibration other than flow induced: vibration from any cause other
#

than fluid flow

\ ., AQ CraJ buildup: buildup of foreign material such as dust, sticks,
trash (not corrosion or. boron precipitation) |

'

b AR Corrosion /oxidasi a: unanticipated attack

; AS Dropped: component is dropped (includes control rod that is

y " dropped" into core)'

\ 'AT Le a k', internal, within system: leak from. one part .of a system to -{
another part of the same system

AU ' Leak, internal, between systems: leak from one system to a different I
sy stem

,- AV Crack: defect in a component does not result in a leak through the
~

wall

} 3.(pg i

\' '- ;
e

h. I g"w ( '
s

,
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Table 1.6 (continued)

--

- -- - -- ---

AW Leak, external: defect in a component results in a leak from the
sy stem that is contained in an onsite building

AI Leak to environment: leak not resulting from a cracked or broken
component

AY Was opened / transfers open: component is/was opened by error or spur-
iously opens

AZ Was closed /transferrad closed: component is/was wrongly closed by
error or spuriously closes

BA Fails to open: component is in the closed state and f ails to open on
demand (e.g., the circuit breaker "f ails to open" when an overcur-
rent occurs)

BB Fail s to close: compone nt is in the open state and f ails to close on
demand

BC Na1 position or maladj ustment: . component is out of desired position
(e.g. .. normally open valve is closed) or adj usted improperly (not
for instrument drif t or out of calibration)

BD Failure to start / turn on: component f ails to start on demand

j BE Stopped / failed to continue to run: component f ail s to continue run-
ning when it has previously started

DF Tripped: component automatically trips on or off (desired or unde-
sired) (e.g., the turbine tripped because of overspeed, the circuit
breaker tripped because of overspeed, or the circuit breaker tripper
because of overload)

BG Deenergized/ power removed: component on system loses its driving
potential but not necessarily electrical power (e.g. . - (1) a fuse
blows .nd there is no power to a sensor, and the sensor is deener-
gized; (2) a valve closes of f the steam supply to a turbine, and the

| turbine has no driving power]

BH Energized / power applied: . component or sy stem gains 'its driving po-
tential but not necessarily electrical power (e.g. , valve is opened
allowing steam to turn a turbine)

BI Unacceptable response time: component' does not respond to a demand
within a desired time frame but does not 'otherwise f ail (e.g. , a,

i diesel generator f ails to come to f ull speed within the time con-
straint)

BJ .High pressure: higher than normal or desired pressure exists in' a
component or system (dggi agi include instrument misindications)

BK Low pressure: lower than normal or desired pressur*e exists l'n a com-
ponent or system (dggs. BEL include instrument misindication)

BL. High temperature: camponent experiences a higher than normal or de-
I sired temperature

,

F-14-
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Table 1.6 (continued)

BM Low temperature: component (or system) experiences a lower than nor-
mal or desired temperature

BN Freezing: fluid medium (e.g. , water) freezes in or on a component

B0 Exce ssive thermal cycling: frequent changes in temperature that'

could result in metal fatigue or cracking

BP Unacceptable heatup/cooldown rate: heatup or cooldown rate exceeds
limits

BQ Thermal transient: system experiences an undesired or unstable
thermal transient or thermal change

BR Excessive number of pressure cycles: system experiences an undesired
,

number of significant pressure changes (e.g., pressure pulses as
from a positive displacement pump)

BS High level / volume: higher than normal or desired level or volume
exists (actual or potential) in a component, such as tank or sump,

~

,

or ares, such as auxiliary building (not for instrument misindica-
tion)

BT Low level / volume: lower than normal or desired level or volume
exists in a component (not for- instrument misindication)

BU Abnormal concentration /pH: an abnormal (either high or low) concen-
tration of a chemical or reagent exists in a fluid system or an ab-
normal pH exists (does not include abnormal boron concentrations)

BV Abnormal boron concentration: process system control rod has an ab-
normal boron conctatration from burnup, dilution, or overaddition

'

BW Over spe ed: speed in excess of design limits
BX Cladding f ailure: cladding of a component f ails (e.g. , the cladding

of a fuel pellet is breached, and radioactive fuel leaks out)

BY Burning / smoking: component is on fire or smoking'

BZ Engaged: component engages or meshes (this is not. to be used when' a
component binds or becomes stuck or j armed)

CA Disengaged /ancoupled: component disengages, . loses required fric-
tion, or is no longer' meshed (as in gears)r for exemple, the clutch
on the motor disengages from the shaf t (this should not be need for
dropped control rods)

f

Electric / instruments
' EA Excessive electrical loads: electrical loads exceed design rating

.

EB Overvoltage/ undercurrent: component f ailure produce s an over-
voltage / undercurrent condition other than open circuits

EC Undervoltage/overcurrent: camponent f ailure produces an under-
,

voltage /overcurrent condition other than shorts
|

i

..

1

1

I
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Table 1.6 (continued)

---

ED Short circuit / arcing / low impedance : electrical component shorts or
arcs in the circuit or has a low impedance including shorts to

ground

EE Open circuit /high impedance / bad electrical contact: electrical com-

ponent has a structural break, or electrical contacts f ail to con-
tact and fail to pass the desired current

EF Erratic operation: compone nt (especially electrical or instrument)
behaves erratically or inconsistently (if an instrument produces a
bad but constant signal, use "BG"; if an instrument produces an in-
consistent signal use "EF")

BG Erroneous /no signal: electrical component or instrument produces an
erroneous signal or gives no signal at all (not for out-of-calibra-

tion error)

EH Drift: a change in a setting caused by aging or change of physical
characteristics (does not include personnel errors or a physical
shift of a component)

EI Out of calibration: component (particularly instruments) become out
of adj ustment or calibration (does not include drif t)

EJ Electromagnetic interf erence : abnormal indication or action result-
ing f rom unanticipated electromagnetic field

EK Instrument snubbing: dampening of pulsating signals to an instrument

Hydraulic

HA High flow: higher than normal or desired flow exists in a compo-
nent/ system (does not include instrument misindication (see code
BG)

'

HB Low flow : lower than normal or desired flow exists in' a component /
* system (does not include instrument misindication)

HC No flow or impulse : fluid flowing through a pipe, filter, orifice,
or trench or the fluid in an impulse 11ae (e.g., in str ument sensing
line) is blocked completely or decreased due to some foreign mate-
rial, crud, closed (either partially or emapletely) valve or damper,
or insufficient flow area

HD Fl ow induced vibration
HE Cavitation

.

HF Erosion

BG Vortex formation

HH Water hammer

HI Pressure pulse / surge-

F-16
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Table 1.6 (continued)

---- =

HJ Air / steam binding

HK Loss of pump section

NL Boron precipitation*

Other
,

OA Declared inoperable: component or system is declared inoperable as
required by Technical Specifications but may be capable-of partial-
ly or completely performing its desired . duties when requested (a

,

component / system that is completely failed should not use this
code)

; OB Flux anomaly: flux characteristics of the reactor core are not as
'

required or desired (e.g., flux spike due to xenon burnout)
,

OC Test not perfonaed: operator or test personnel fails to perform a
required test within the required period

OD Radioactivity contamination: compone nt , sy st em, or area becomes morea

radioactive than de sired or expected

OE Temporary modification: an installation intended for short term use
! (usually this is for maintenance or modification of installed equip-

ment)

0F Environmental anomaly

! OG Airborne release
OH Waterborne release4

OI Operator communication

QJ Operator incorrect action

OK Procedure or record error
-, --

i

4

4

i
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2. SOURCES OF INFORMATION

'
Several sources of information including periodic (annual, quarterly,

and monthly) NRC publications were used in the review. Some source s con-
tained information relative to more than one area within the scope of the

r ev iew.

2.1 Availability and Canacity Factors

The availability and capacity factors were either extracted or calcu-
lated from data given in the Gray Books 8 from 1974 through 1981 (the first
Gray Book was issued in May 1974). Prior to 1974, annual or semiannual
reports were used to compile availability factors only.

2.2 Forced Reactor Shutdowns and Power Reductions

Review of the forced power reductions involved checking the following
sources for accuracy and completeness of details.

1. Nuclear Power Plant Operating Experience for 19XI, for the years 1973-
1981 (Ref s. 4-11) . The report for 1981 has not been published. How-
ever, because work on the section on outages in these reports has
been performed by NSIC since 1973, the draf t copy of this report for
1981 was available.

2. NUREG-0020 series (Gray Books).
3. Annual or semiannual reports of the Big Rock Point plant from the

time of startup through 1977. For 1977 through 1981,' monthly operat-
ing reports were used because the utilities were no longer required
to file annual reports. The review of power reductions involved pri-
marily the annual, semiannual, and monthly reports.

2.3 Resortable Events

The NSIC computer file of LERs was the primary source of information .

in reviewing reportable events. Material on the NSIC computer file con- !

sists of the appropriate bibliographic material, title, 100-word abstract,
' and keywords. When additional information on the event was needed, the I

original LER (or equivalent) was consulted by examining (1) those full- .!
sized copies on file at NSIC (for the years 1976-1981); (2) the microfiche |

file of docket material at NSIC or (3) the appropriate operating report
(semiannual, annual, or monthly).

Two computer files on RECON (a computer retrieval system containing !

~40 data bases operated at ORNL) were used extensively. Printouts were
obtained from the flies for Big Rock Point to provide coverage on many
types of " docket material," including reportable events, where the 11-
censee may have been in correspondence with NRC [or the Atomic Energy Com- j

mission (AEC)] concerning a particular event. Licensees are of ten re- !

quested to submit additional information or perform further analysis.

1
1

!
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|

Before the LERs came into existence in the mid-1970s, it was not unusual
|

| for licensees to submit, on their own or at the request of NRC or AEC,

| more than one letter transmitting information on a particular event.
Thus, these printouts provided additional sources of information on re-'

portable events.
Several special publications were reviewed to provide details on

events of significance. Af ter further analyses and extmination of the
following publications, de tail s, evaluations, or assessments could be ;

found other than those provided in the appropriate NRC-requested transmis-
sion.

1. " Reports to Congress on Abnormal Occurrence s," NUREG-0090 series 18,

2. " Power Reactor Event Series" (formerly Current Event Series)
published bimonthly by NRC,

3. " Operating Experiences," a section of each issue of the Nuclear .:
Safety journal, and

4. the publications of NRC's Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE),
such as operating experience bulletins, IE bulletions, IE circulars, 1

and IE information notices, j

2.4 Environmental Events and Releases of Radioactivity |

Events of environmental importance were obtained as a result of con-
ducting the overall review of the plant's operating history, and the
sources of information involve all types of documents listed thus f ar.

The data for radioactivity releases were compiled primarily from
Radioactive Materials Released from Nuclear Power Plants - Annual Report
1977 (Ref.13) . This report presents year-by year comparisons for plants
in a number of different categories (such as solid, gas, liquid, noble
gas, and tritium). Data for 1978 sere taken from Radioactive Abterials
Released from Nuclear Power ?tants - Annual Report 1978 (Rif.14). . Data
for 1979,1980, and 1981 were compiled from the annual environmental. re-
ports submitted by Big Rock Point.

,

,

'1
l'

4

I
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3. TECHNICAL APPROACH FOR EVALUATIONS
OF OPERATING HISTURY

,

Forced shutdowns (and power reductions) and reportable events were
the two areas focused on in the evaluation of the operating history of
Big Rock Point. Given the large number of both forced shutdowns and re-
portable events, it was necessary to develop consistent review procedures
that involved screening and categorizing of both occurrences. After the
events were screened and categorized, the study then assessed the safety
significance of the events and analyzed the categories of events for vari-

' ous trends and recurring problems.
The approach in evaluation of operational events (forced shutdowns

' and reportable occurrences) consisted primarily of a three-step process:
(1) compilation of information on the events, (2) screening of the events'

for significance using selected criteria and guidelines, and (3) evalua-
tion of the significance and importance of the events from a safety stand-
point. The evaluations were to determine those areas where saf ety pro-

,

blems existed in terms of systems, equipment, procedures, and human
error.

Shutdowns were evaluated assinst the DBEs found in Chap. 15 of the
Standard Revies Plan.2 The DBEs are those postulated disturbances in
process variables or postulated malfunctions or f ailures of equipment that
the plants are designed to withstand and that licensees analyze and in-
clude in safety analysis reports (SARs). The SAR provides the opportunity
for the ef fects of anticipated process disturbances and postulated com--
ponent f ailures to be examined to determine their consequences and to
evaluate the capability built into -the plant to control or accommodate
such failures and situations (or to identify the limitations of expected
performance).

The intent is to organize the transients and accidents considered by
the licensee and presented in the SAR in a manner that will:

,

1. ensure that a sufficiently broad spectrum of initiating events has
been considered,#

2. categorize the initiating events by type and expected frequency of
occurrence so that only the limiting cases in each group need to be
quantitatively analyzed, and

3. permit the consistent application of specific acceptance criteria for
each postulated initiating event.

; .
.

' Each postulated initiating event is to be -assigned to one of the following
categories:

1. increase in heat removal by the turbine plant,

2. decrease. in heat removal by the turbine plant,
,

3. decrease in reactor coolant system flow rate.

4. anomalies in reactivity and power distribution,

5. increase in reactor coolant inventory,

6. decrease in reactor coolant inventory,-

7. radioactive release from a subsystem or component, or j

8. . anticipated transients without scram.

|
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Those shutdowns identified as design-basis initiating events were
categorized as such. If the shutdown was not a CBE, then it was assigned
a category from a list developed by NSIC to indicate the nature and type
of error or failure. The NSIC categories for shutdowns not caused by DBEs
were examined as part of a trends analysis.

s. Reportable events were screened using the criteria presented in S0ct.
3.2 and were categorized according to their significance. The information
collected on the reportable events was used to ".nalyze trends for all re-
portable events, both significant and not significant.

3 .1 Sinnificant Shutdowns and Power Reductions

For the purposes of compiling information and evaluation, power re-
ductions were treated in the same manner as forced shutdowns.

3.1.1 Criteria for sinnificant shutdowns and nower reductions

As indicated previously, the occurrences identified as DBEs were used
as criteria to categorize and note significant shut down s. These events
are listed in Table 3.1 at the end of Sect. 3 as they are found in Chap.
15 of the Standard Revieu Plan.s

3 .1. 2 Use of criteria for determinina sinnificant shutdowns and nower
reductions

Generic design-basis initiating events such as " increase in heat re--
moval by the secondary system" or " decrease in reactor coolant system flow
rate," were used as primary flags for reviewing the forced shutdowns (and
power reductions) . Once the generic type of event was identified, the
particular initiating event was determined from the details associated
with the shutdown. For example, if the reactor shuts down because of an
increase in heat removal because a feedwater regulator valve f ailed open,
the shutdown is a generic type 1 DBE. Specifically, based on the initiat-
ing event (valve failed open), it is a 1.2 DBE "feedwater system mal-'
function that results in an increase in feedwater flow." Some shutdowns
were readily- identifiable as specific DBEs, such as' tripping of a main
coolant pump, a 3.1 DBE. Once categorized as a DBE, the shutdown was con-
sidered significant regardless of the_resulting effect on the plant (be-
cause a DBE had been initiated).

Loss of flow from one feedwater loop was considered suf ficient to
qualify as a 2.7 DBE " loss of normal feedwater flow." The closure of a
main steam isolation valve in one loop was considered suf ficient to qual-
ify as a 2.4 DBE " inadvertent closure of main steam isolation valves."'

3.1.3 Non-DBE shutdown and nower reduction catenorization

Those shutdowns that were not DBEs-were assigned NSIC categories
(Table 3.2) to provide more information on the f ailure or error associated

.with the shutdown. With these categories, more specific types of _ errors

-F-21
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and f ailures could be examined through tabular rummaries to focus the re-
viewer's attention on problem ;reas (safety related or not) that were not
revealed by the DBE categories.

The causes (Table 1.1) for non-DBE shutdowns taken from the Gray
Books are limited and very general, while NSIC cause categories are more
specific. Thus, as an example, the number of Gray Book causes noted as
equipment failure should not be expected to equal those identified as
equipment f ailures with the NSIC categories. Other NSIC categories, such
as component failure, could be classified as an equipment f ailure if the
only available designations for cause were those listed in the Gray
Books.

3.2 Sinnificant Reportable Events

3.2.1 Criteria for sinnificant renortable events

Two groups of criteria were used in determining sigrificant report-
able events. The first set of criteria (Table 3.3) indicates those events
that are definitely significant in teens of safety * they are termed sig-
nificant. The second set of criteria (Table 3.4) indicates events that
may be of potential concern. These event < which might require additional
information or evaluation to determine their full implication, were noted

as conditionally significant.

3.2.2 Use of criteria for determinina sinnificant reportable events

The reportable events were all reviewed, applying the two sets of
criteria for significance rather liberally. A number of significant
events and conditionally significant events were noted. The events ini-
tially identified as significant or conditionally significant were ana-
lyzed and evaluated further based on (1) engineering judgment; (2) the
sy stem s, equipment, or components involved; or (3) whether the safety of
the plant was compromised. The final evaluation for significance consid-
ered whether a DBE was initiated or whether a safety' function was compro-

mised so that the system as de' signed could not mitigate the progression of
events. Thus, the number of events finally categorized as significant was
reduced considerably by these steps in the review process.

3.2.3 Resortable events that were not sinnificant

Those reportable events not identified as significant or condition-
ally significant were categorized as not significant (with an "N" in the
significance column of the coding sheets in the appendizes). 'These events
and the events rej ected during the additional review step were f urther
reviewed by compiling a tabular summary of the systems' to detect trends
and recurring problems (Table ~1.4 provides a listin; of the systems).
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Tabl e 3.1. Initiating event descriptions for DBEs as list 9d
in Chap.15, Standard Revies FZan (Revision 3)

;

1. Increase in heat removal by the secondary system

1.1 Feedwater system maifunction that results in a decrease in.

feedwater temperature
1.2 Feedwater system as1 function that results in an increase in feed-

water flow
1.3 Steam pressure regulator malfunction or failure that results in

increasing steam flow
i1.4 Inadvertent opening of a steam generator relief or safety valve

1.5 Spectrum of steam system piping f ailures inside and outside of
containment in a pressurized-water reactor (PWR)

1.6 Startup of idle recirculation pump"
1.7 Inadgertent opening of bypass resulting in increase in steam

flow
,

2. Decrease in heat removal by the secondary system

2.1 Steam pressure regulator malfunction or f ailure that results in
decreasing steam flow

2.2 Loss of external electric load
2.3 Turbine trip (stop valve closure)
2.4 Inadvertent closure of main steam isolation valves
2.5 Loss of condenser vacuum
2.6 Coincident loss of onsite and external (offsite) ac power to the

station
2.7 Loss of normal feedwater flow
2.8 Feedwater piping break '
2.9 Feedwater system malfunctions that result in an increase in feed-

water temperature

3. Decrease in reactor coolant system flow rate

1 3 .1 Single and multiple reactor coolant pump trips~

3.2 Boiling-water reactor (BWR) recirculation loop controller mal-
; function that results in decreasing flow rate

3.3 Reactor coolant pump shaf t seizure
3 .4 Reactor coolant pump shaft break

| 4. Reactivity and nower distribution anomalies
t

| 4.1 Uncontrolled control rod assembly withdrewal from a subcritical
i or low power start-up' condition (assuming the most unf avorable
! reactivity conditions of the core and reactor coolant- system),

~

- including control rod or temporary control device removal ~ error- I

during ref ueling
i 4.2 . Uncontrolled control rod' assembly withdrewal at _the particular

power level (assuming the most unf avorable reactivity conditions
of the core and reactor coolant system) that yields 'the most

,severe results (Iow power to full power) ~

!

4.3 Control rod maloperation (system malfunction or operator 1 error),
including maloperation of part length control rods

;
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Table 3.1 (continued)
--

__

4.4 Start-up of an inactive reactor coolant loop or recirculating
loop at an incorrect temperature.

4.5 A malf unction or f ailure of the flow controller in a BWR loop
that results in an increasco reactor coolant flow rate

4.6 Chemical and volume control system malfunction that results in a
decrease in the boron concentration in the reactor coolant of a
PWR

4.7 Inadvertent loading and operation of a fuel assembly in an in-
proper position

4.8 Spectrum of rod ej ection accidents in a PWR
4.9 Spectrum of rod drop accidents in a BWR

*5. Increase in reactor coolant inventorv

5.1 Inadvertent operation of emergency core cooling system during
power operation.

5.2 Chemical and volume control system malfunction (or operator
error) that increases reactor coolant inventory

5.3 A number of DWR transients, including items 1.2 and 2.1-2.6

6. Decrease in reactor coolant inventorv

6 .1 Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety or relief valve in
either a PWR or a BWR

6.2 Break in instrument line or other lines from reactor. coolant
pressure boundary that penetrate containment

6.3 Steam generator tube f ailure
6.4 Spectrum of BWR stemn system piping f ailures outside of contain-

ment
6.5 Loss-of-coolant accidents resulting from the spectrum of postu-

lated piping breaks within the reactor coolant pressure boundary,-
including steam line breaks inside of containment in a BWR

6.6 A number of BWR transients, including items 1.3, 2.7, and 2.8

7. Radioactive release from a subsystem or connonent

7 .1 Radioactive gas waste system leak or f ailure
7.2 Radioactive liquid waste system leak or f ailure
7.3 Postulated radioactive releases due to liquid tank f ailures
7.4 Design basis f uel handling accidents in the containment and spent

fuel ,torage buildings-
7.5 Spent fuel cask drop accidents

8. Anticinated transients without scram

8.1 Inadvertent control rod withdrawal
8.2. Loss of feedwater
8.3 Loss of ac power
8.4 Loss of electrical load
' 8.5 Loss of condenser vacuum
8.6. Turbine trip
8.7 Closure of main steam line isolation valves

a
These initiating events were added for BWRs to be more specific than

DBE events 5.3 and 6.6.
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l Table 3.2. NSIC event categories for non-DBE shutdowns

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

N 1.0 Equipment failure
N 1.1 Failure on demand under operating conditions

N 1.1.1 Design error
N 1.1.2 Fabrication error
N 1.1.3 Installation error
.N 1.1.4 End of design life / inherent f ailure/ random f ailure

N 1.2 Failure on demand under test conditions.

N 1.2.1 Design error
N 1.2.2 Fabrication error
N 1.2.3 Installation error

N 1.2.4 End of design life / inherent f ailure/ random
failure

N 2.0 Instrumentation and control anomalies
N 2.1 Hardware f ailure

N 2.2 Power supply problem
N 2.3 Setpoint drift

.
N 2.4 Spurious signal
N 2.5' Design inadequacy (system required to function outside de-'

sign specifications)

N 3.0 Non-DBE reductions in coolant inventory (leaks)
N 3.1 In primary system
N 3.2 In secondary system and auxiliaries

; N 4.0 Fuel / cladding failure (densification, swelling, failed fuel
elements as indicated by elevated coolant activity)'

N 5.0 Maintenance error
N 5.1 Failure to repair component / equipment / system
N 5.2 Calibration error

N 6.0 Operator error
N 6.1 Incorrect action (based on correct understanding on the

part of the operator and proper procedures, the operator
; turned the wrong switch or valve - incorrect action)

N 6.2 Action on misunderstanding (based on proper procedures and
improper understanding or misinterpretation on the
operator's part of what was to be done - incorrect action)

N 6.3 Inadvertent action (purpose and action not related, for
example, bumping against a switch or instrument cabinet)-

N 7.0 Procedural / administrative error (incorrect operating or testing
procedures, incorrect ' analysis of an event -- f ailure to consider .

certain conditions in analysis)

N 8.0 ' Regulatory restriction
N 8.1 Notice.of generic event
N 8.2 Notice of violation
N 8.3 Backfit/ reanalysis

F-25;
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Table 3.2 (continued)

__

N 9.0 External events
N 9.1 Human induced (sabotage, plane crashes into transformer)
N 9.2 Environment induced (tornado, severe weather, fl ood s,

earthquake)

N 10.0 Environmental operating constraint as set forth in Technical
Specifications

>

-

:

I

I

|

!

|
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Table 3.3. Reportable event criteria significant

*8[7 Event description*
; ,f ,,,,

S1 Iko or more failures occur in redundant systems during the

same event

S2 Iko or more failures due to a common cause occur during the

same event

S3 Three or more f ailures occur during the same event

S4 Component f ailures occur that would have easily escaped
detection by testing or examination

SS An event proceeds in a way significantly dif ferent f rom
what would be expected

S6 An event or operating condition occurs that is not envel-
oped by the plant design bases

S7 An event occurs that could have been a greater threat to
plant safety with (1) different plant conditions, (2) the
advent of another credible occurrence, or (3) a different

progression of occurrences

S8 Admini str ative, procedural, or operational errors are com-
mitted that resulted f rom a fundamental misunderstanding
of plant performance or safety requirements

S9 Other (explain)

(

-

1

P

|

i

l'

I
!

I
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Table 3.4. Reportable event criteria conditionally significant

, ----- _ --

Category of
,

conditional Event de scription
significance

=

6

C1 A single f ailure occurs in a nonredundant sy st em
C2 TWo apparently unrelated f ailures occur during the same

event

C3 A problem results in an offsite radiation release or ex-
posure to personnel

04 A design or manufacturing deficiency is identified as the
cause of a failure or potential failure

C5 A problem results in a long outage or maj or equipment
damage

C6 An engineering safety feature actuation occurs during an
event

C7 A particular occurrence is recognized as having a signif-
icant recurrence rate

C8 Other (explain)

,

f

4

I
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4. OPERATING EXPERIENCE REVIEW OF BIG ROCK POINT,

|

4.1 Summary of Onorational Events of Safety Incortance4

;
'

The operational history of Big Rock Point has been reviewed to indi-
cate those areas of plant operation that compromised plant safety. The
review included a detailed examination of plant shutdowns, power reduc-j

j tions, reportable events, and events of special environmental importance.
; The criteria used to show degradations in plant safety were (1) events

that initiated a DBE and (2) events that compromised safety functions de-.

! signed to mitigate the propagation of the initiating events. I
Shutdowns and power reductions indicated the number and types of DBEs l

! entered. The reportable events and special environmental events indicated
I the number of times each engineered safety function was compromised. The
; analyses identified twenty-one DBEs entered. Additionally, five events
| were identified in which a loss of safety system function occurred.
I

4.2 General Plant Descrintion

Big Rock Point Nuclear Power Plant is a General Electric boiling
water reactor owned and operated by Consumers Power Company. The plant is
located four miles northeast of Charlevoix, Michigan, on the Little Tra-
verse Bay of Lake Michigan. There are no large population centers within

l sixty miles of the plant. Traverse City, with a population of 18,300, is
| the largest urban area near the plant at a distan;o of forty-five miles.
'

The reactor has a licensed thermal power of 240 MWt and a design
electric rating of 72 MWe, Big Rock Point achieved initial criticality on
September 27, 1962. The turbine generator was first sychronized to the
trannission system on December 8, 1962. The plant reached full temporary
licensed power of 157 MWt on March 21, 1963. A permanent forty-year

! operating license for 240 MWt became ef fective on May 1,1964. . For the
I first four and one-half years of operation, Big Rock Point was a demon-
! stration reactor for research and development of high power density fuel.
; Subsequently, it is still being used in the development of new reactor

fuel types.

4.3 Availability and Canacity Factors

Table 4.1 presents the Big Rock Poirt availability and capacity fac-
tors [ reactor availability, unit availability, unit capacity using the
maximum dependable capacity (MDC), and unit capacity using the design elec-
trical rating (DER)]. From 1966 through 1980, the reactor availability
factor averaged 74.6% while the unit capacity factors, DER and NDC, aver-
aged 57.9 and 60.7%, respectively. - From 1966 through 1968, and 1972
through 1980, the average unit availability factor.was 69.1%.

Availability and capacity factors were low during 1965,1976, and
1979. The unit was shut down during the first seven months of 1965 for
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Table 4.1. Availability and capacity factors for Big Rock Point

Ave rage 1962-1963 1964 1965* 1966* 1967* 1968* 1969* 1970 1975 1972

Reactor availability 4 d 14.8 75.1 83.7 81.5 89.7 90.5 96.7 80.0

Unit availablltty d d 14.6 73.6 81.8 80.2 d d d 79.9

Unit capacity (MDC)* d d 13.2 60.5 75.7 68.8 67.3 64.6 59.3 70.7

Unit capacity (DER)* d d 13.0 59.7 74.6 67.8 66.4 63.7 58.5 69.7

Average 1973 !$'4 1975 1976 1977 8978 1979 1980 1981 Gamuistive

Reactor availability 80.0 70.8 60.3 51.4 74 8 78.9 24.0 79.2 91.4 70.0

- Unit availab!!1ty 79.9 70.3 59.8 50.1 73.4 77.9 23.5 78.9 $3.6 68.6

Unit capacity (ImC)* 67.9 54.3 46.7 39.2 63.4 71.9 20.6 71.5 83.6 56.8

Unit capacity (DER)* 67.0 $3.5 46.1 38.7 57.2 63.6 18.0 64.1 74.5 53.2

* November to Novemberw
" November 1969 to December 1970

*MDC = Masteue Dependable Capacity
#
No Data (Im)

* DER = Destga Electrical Rating
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analyses, testing, and repair work on the thermal shield hold-down assem-
blies. The lower values for 1976 were due to a refueling outage, in-
stallation of the reactor depressurization system, and modification of the
emergency core cooling system. In 1979, the plant shut down for 5000-
hours to correct problems with the inlet diffusers.

,

4.4 Forced Reactor Shutdown and Forced Power Reduction

4.4.1 Review of forced reactor shutdowns and forced nower reductions
From startup in September 1962, through December 31, 1981, Big Rock

Point experienced 124 forced shutdowns and sixty-nine forced power reduc-
tions. Tables A1.1 through A1.19 present a compilation of data describing-

,

each forced shutdown and power reduction. Limited information was avail-
able for 1962 through 1965. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the forced shut-
downs and forced power reductions.

The consequences of forced shutdowns and power reductions could just .i
be the inability to produce power. However, some shutdowns .or power re- !

'ductions safety implications called design basis events (DBEs) . DBEs are
i postulated f ailures resulting in system transients that challenge one or

| more saf e ty systems. Since DBEs challenge saf ety systems and are the ini-

|
tiating events in postulated accident sequences, they warrant special
attention.,

4.4.1.1 Yearly summaries. The following is a discussion of forced
shutdowns, forced power reductions and other important events by year for
1962 through 1981.

1962-1963-,

; Criticality was first achieved on September 27, 1962, tw e n ty-nine
months after initial ground breaking. The initial full power rating of
157 MWt was reached on March 21, 1963.

During pre-startup in December 1962, resins were inadvertently in--
;

troduced into the primary coolant water and thus into the control rod
:

) drive wa ter. Although attempts were made to remove the resins, troubles
were still encountered with the rod drives and it was necessary to remove
the fuel from the reactor vessel for cleaning. This event revealed prob-,

less with the reactor inlet diffuser design and the cap screws from a tube
and channel assembly.

1964,

' All -three forced' shutdowns that occurred in 1964 were due to equip-'

ment failures. Two were due to spurious openings of the turbine bypass

valve. A spurious trip of nuclear instrument channel 2 during testing of.
channel 1 caused the third shutdown.

Power operation ceased in February in order to reload the eighty-four
fuel bundles and to inspect the turbine generator. . The generator required -
rewinding of the generator field. Power operation and further testing

. resumed on May 21.
The reactor was shut down on July 13 for a samma scan of the core:and

| _

to reload the core using . forty-four fuel bundles. Another - shutdown oc-'

curred from August 26 to September 15 to inspect core internals in an
a t tempt to find the :cause ' of observed- flux oscillations.
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Table 4.2. Big Rock Potet forced shutemen eueeery

1962-1961 8964 1965 8946 1967 , 1948 1969 1970 197 t 1972 1973 1974 - 1975 ' 1976 197y 1976 1979 1944 1981 Tote t

' - M:ed ekstdeuce .

. 3 3 il .-9 !) 9 le 9 12 2 I 1 1 i $ 4 4 5 124

- - .

.I. Total eneter 39 .-
2.' Total hre deus 31. ' 5431 259 ' 23) 390 - 210 341 97 1041 3516 3299 '. ' 85 8941 1239 1 55 52 17.9'32
3. Cease *

4 Bestament fettere . ': 6 4 12 (490) 9 ( 537) II (232)
.2I ' s (6) I (24) ' 9 (209) 8 (108) 6 (317) ,_ 10 ( 320) 1 (97) 3 (1045) 2 (95) 2 ( 84) I (d8) 4 (1919) 5 ($237) 4 ( 39) 1($2) 102 (In 709) '

t. mteteneece er testseg ' 9'
'

8 (11)
'

33 (e0)' i D. * Regulatory rest riction ' '

I (M21) 3 (3215) 8 (2) I (294) 4 (72%)
C. . Operettenen errer . 2 - 3 (6) .I (24) I (IS) I (s) 6 (54)
B. Other - 1 ( 24 ) 2 (02) 2 (35) 5 (22) 6 (tel)

' 6. Shstdown setted
. 3. 2. 12 6 12 9 7 6 9, 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 79I. % emet .

, s

2. Meesel scree ! ,
- 14 3 1. I 3 3 3 3 3 I 2 3 4 40

2 - 3~ I- 4
5 Anteestie scree l

-

' 4. Centtesettee . .t I- 8 8 2 2 1 9
9. Other i J.

11. Tetet emeter of Det rotated 1 I I I 2 4 3 1 2 1 199 - shendowne (These are lecteded
.,

to Tetels of Port 1)
. W ; Remeter seeeet latermale (aA) : .

.I I. I, -2- 5 3 ) I. 2 19

. I I

' toectietty contret erstees (83) '
'

.2. 2teacter seeeel (CA) .
,

.

Ceeteet recirculatten systees (Cs) . _$, '2- I l '2. 2. 3 _ 10
mete steen systems (CC) - 1 2 I 4

- Reector cooleet elesemp systees (CC) - 1 I
meeduster systees (CN) .

'

'. 8 8 5 '2 4 33
Reector contateneet eyetene (SA) I I

.Contetsment heet reement erstems (SB) ,. t I $ I 4
. tearseecy eere teeling systees ($y) I 1

Core sprey system ($7-D) 4 - 1 2
Reacter trip systsee (IA) ' 7' 8 2? I'
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Table 4.1. Forced power reducaton seemary f or Big Rock Point

1962-1963 19 % 1965 1966 1967 1968 19o9 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 19 78 1979 1943 1984 Tot alI. Power Reduction
1. Total %eber 0 0 0 3 9 6 2 I 2 6 10 7 6 1 2 1 0 6 3 69
2. Cea se

A. r4elpeent r e t ta re
3 9 6 2 2 1 7 7 6' 8 I i 6 3 57

6. %1stenance or teettng
F. Administrative i ! 3

2 78t. Other !
l

I I 2 411. Total number af DRE related power
1reJuctions (these are inctoded in I 2Totals of Part I

!!!. Systees taeolved
- "T1 ftX Aeact orI 'BB Aeactietty control

RC teactor core 1 3 I 13 1 1 2- 1 3 2CK Reactor coolant
CS Coolant rectrewlation and controls I 15

1CC %1e hteam system and c%trols 2 2 &

t 2 3 6T. Reactor coolant clemmap med controlo
L &CH ' Feedwater systems aa4 controle 2 2

t 3 1 5It Instrumentattoo and controle 1 1 1 7IS Engineered saf ety featete instru-
mentettoe 1

IID Saf ety-retared display tast rweenation
EX Electric power I

tEA Of f site power and controls
ES AC onsite power and cont rolo 1 ! 2WI 4uzittery water 2

2WS Coolind systee for reactor anttlertes
2 2and controls 2

2N'. Eteam and pow r converstoge

MA ' Turbine generators asi cont rols
6

MC %In condesser and controls 2 1 2 11ME Turbtee bypass and coetrolo 1 1 &M Reedteactive waste management 2
1 1M Liquid redtoect Lee waste management

' KE Xher systems 1
1

! I

I
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On September 18, a scram occurred due to a spurious opening of the
turbine bypass valve. During startup and routino control rod tests fol-
lowing the scram, operators noticed evidence el galling of the rod drives.
An examination of internals revealed foreign particles had lodged between
the index tube and the upper guide sleeve of the control rod drives.
While inspecting the control rod blades, six thermal shield hold-down
studs were found to be cracked. The unit remained shut down for the re-
mainder of the year to investigate methods of repair.

1251
In 1965, there were three forced shutdowns. All three (and one con-

tinuation of a forced shutdown) resulted from equipment f ailures.

The 1964 shutdown for thermal shield modifications continued until
September 4, 1965. After startup, the reactor operated at full power for
the remainder of the year. On September 17, a load rej ection occurred due
to a relaying malfunction. The plant shut down for several days to repair
turbine steam 1 eats and modify twenty-two control rods.

1966
Twelve of the thirteen forced shutdowns in 1966 resulted from equip-

ment failurce. The thirteenth occurred when of f-site power was lost dar-
ing a storm. All five of the forced power reductions resulted from equip-
ment failures.

On August 3, the plant was shut down for the eighth time because of
tube leakage in the high pressure feedwater heater. At this time, the
heater tube sheet was blanked and the water box divider tube removed.
Permanent piping allowed the feedwater to bypass the heater and thus
eliminate the tube leak problem.

Fuel cladding f ailures necessitated reducing the plant power level
from 97% to 83% on February 10 until the refueling outage in April. Fol-
lowing startup in May, the activity in the of f gas continued to increase
indicating additional fuel cladding failures. Consequently, power was
reduced to 89% on June 2; to 75% af ter the feedwater heater outage on June
18; and to 49% from July 26 until the refueling outage in September. Fol-

lowing refueling, the plant was operated at reduced power for the re-
mainder of the year due to a seal failure on the No. 2 reactor recirculat-
ing pump.

1151
In 1967, there were nine forced shutdowns and nine power reductions.

Eight of the forced shutdowns resulted from equipment f ailures and one was
due to maintenance and testing. _ All nine of the power reductions were due
to equipment failures. The plant operated at full power until January 20,
when the reactor scrammed due to difficulty with the initial pressure re-
gulator (IPR). Power reductions were made during February in order to
make repairs on the IPR. The IPR functioned satisf actorily af ter the re-
pairs were made on February 17.

Af ter the May ref ueling, only two shutdowns for operator training and
examination interrupted the plant from operating continuously until Octo-
ber 26. Failure of fuel elenents necessitated power reductions in Decem-
bor.
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1251
There were thirteen forced shutdowns and six power reductions in-

1968. Eleven of the shutdowns resulted from equipment f ailures, one was
due to maintenance and testing, and one was due to an operational error.
All six of the power reductions were due to equipment f ailures. The plant
was operated in the "all-rods-out" core configuration until the refueling
outage in February. The plant resumed operation on March 15. However,
due to problems with the lower bearing in recirculating pump No. 2 neces-
sitated operation to resume with only one recirculation pump. Following
the pump repairs in early April, control rod drive B-4 could not be with-
drawn f rom the fully inserted position. The control rod drive was re-
placed. Plant operation resumed on April 9 but the load was derated until
the June 21 refueling outage. Fuel cladding failed on several of the old
fuel bundles used to reconstitute a full eighty-four bundle core. Follow-
ing the startup, the plant operated around 90% of full power with no sig-
nificant difficulties until December 14. Fuel cladding failures again
necessitated a power reduction (to 83%).

1E51
There were nine forced shutdowns in 1969 of which eight resulted' from

equipment failuro.. An operational error caused the ninth. Both of the
power reductions were due to equipment failuras.

The plant continued to operate at a reduced load due to fuel cladding
f ailures. An "all-rods-out" coast down started on April 10. Refueling
began on April 18 and power operation resumed on May 9. Due to premature
f ailure of several "E" fuel bundles, the plant operated around 69% power
for the rest of the year.

High conductivity of the primary coolant due to previous overheating.

of the demineralizer resin caused one shutdown. The remainder of the
forced shutdowns were due to steam or cooling system leaks.

Members of the company-wide union were on strike from April 8 to June
30. Supervisory personnel, engineers and technicians performed ref ueling
operations, necessa ry maintenance, and operation of the plant during this
period.

IllE
Eight of ten forced shutdowns in 1970 resulted from equipment f ail-

ures. Faults in the transmission line external to the plant caused the
other two forced shutdowns. The only power reduction occurred as a result '
of maintenance operations.

The plant continued to operate at reduced power because of the fuel
failures in 1969. During -the six-week refueling outage starting on Febra-
ary 13, personnel conducted a turbine inspection, installed a control rod

' drive support structure, installed portions of the redundant core spray
system, and performed the containment leak rate test. On June 28 and De-
cember 3, high pressure trips occurred because of load rej ections caused
by faults in the 138 kV transmission line. Both load rej ections were - re-
suits of severe storm conditions in the' area,

i

k
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1971
There were nine forced shutdowns and two power reductions in 1971.

Six resulted from equipment failures, one was due to an operational error,
; one due to a local storm, and the other was apparently due to sabotage.

The apparent sabotage occurred on the first day members of the company-
wide union strike (May 12 to September 1) .ss Supe rvisory personnel, engi-
neers, and technicians operated the plant. The reactor scrammed due to
Ioad rej ection resulting from a f ault in the 138 kV transmission line.

.

The fault resulted when a corner strain pole fell into the adj acent two'

phases of the power line. The strain pole was cut approximately half.way
i through the thickness of the pole. In addition, the guy line to the pole

had been cut.ss A local storm caused a scram on September 28. Another
forced shutdown and the two forced power reductions resulted from defec-

,
tive recirculating pump seals.

The plant continued operation into .1971 at 70% due to premature f ail-

| ure of several "E" fuel bundles. On January 23, the plant shut down to
repair turbine condenser leaks. During testing of the contalmaent isola-
tion valves prior to startup, the main steam drain line isolation valve

,

(outside containment) failed to close. The cause was a defective solenoid
due to moisture in the instrument air. Personnel replaced the instrument

i mir dryer and four similar valves during the February refueling outage.
Also, during the February outage, installation of the redundant core spray
sy s t em, begun in 1970, was completed and two in-core detector assemblies

,

were replaced..

1912
There were twelve forced shutdowns in 1972. Ten of these resulted

from equipment f ailures, one occurred during testing, and one was due to
an operational error. Five of the six forced power reductions resulted

: from equipment f ailures. The sixth occurred during maintenance.
A turbine trip occurred on January 25 following a line fault on the

of f site 138 kV electric system which was not cleared by the Big Rock Point
relaying scheme. As a result, the plant became momentarily isolated fron

; the rest of the 138 iV transmission grid with essentially no load. Con-
,

currently, the redundant 46 kV of fsite power supply was also lost due to,

unusual weather conditions. The diesel generator started and supplied
plant loads.

The plant operated in the coastdown mode from January 4 until the
! refueling shutdown on March 18. During the shutdown, personnel replaced
i the clean-up systems'' heat exchangers the contained Cufenloy tube bundles.

The new heat exchangers utilized stainless steel tube bundles in an
attempt to eliminate crud deposits on the fuel cladding. This change was
made in order to decrease the rate of premature cladding failures.;

i Af ter. several miscellaneous equipment f ailures caused power reduc-
| tions or shutdowns, power increased to 83% on July 6 and essentially re-
i . mained at this level until December 30. On December 30, increased ac-

tivity levels in the of f gas due to fuel cladding f ailures required a
i power reduction to 68%.

|
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1211
There were only two forced shutdowns in 1973. Both resulted from

equipment failures. There were ten forced power reductions that resulted
from equipment f ailures (7), maintenance (2), and testing (1).

The plant operated in the coastdown mode until March 3 when it was
shut down for refueling. Crud deposits on the fuel cladding appeared to
be lower than that observed during previous cycles.

In the middle of April, power operation resumed at 92% of full power.
Power remained at this level until December 3 when it was reduced to 76%
due to high of f gas activity from fuel cladding f ailures. Another power
reduction (to 70%) was necessary on December 6 because of high of f gas ac-
tivity.

On December 8, the unit was forced of f-line due to a packing failure

on the reactor steam drum level instrument valve. The plant remained down
for the rest of the year to repair the leaking emergency condenser.

1974
There were one forced shutdown and seven forced power reductions in

1974. All resulted from equipment failures.
After completing the repairs to the emergency condenser, the plant

was returned to service at 50% power. On January 12, a special operation-
al test was successfully completed on the emergency condenser to assure
adequate cooling capacity. The power was raised to 70% and was main-
tained at this level until the refueling outage starting on March 23.

Following startup, an attempt to achieve 100% power f ailed. The stop
on the initial pressure regulator limited power to 98%. After three hours
operation at this power level, a reduction to 93% was initiated due to
flooding of the intermediate pressure feedwater heater and condenser vac-
uum upse t. Power reductions on May 17 and 20 were necessary due to fuel
cladding failures.

On October 6, an incore detector failed leaving only ten detectors
ope ra tional . During the placement of the plant into the coastdown mode
(November 5 through November 26), a reevaluation of the administrative
limit resulted in raising the thermal-hydraulic limit from 80 to 90% of
the technical specifications. Operation resumed at 83% on November 26 and
remained at this -level for the remainder of the year.

1211
Of the three forced shutdowns in 1975, two' resulted from equipment

f ailures and one was due to regulatory . restrictions. There were six
forced power reductions. Four resulted from equipment failures,.one was
administrative, and one was for modification of an external substation.

The plant continued to operate at 83% full power until January 7.
Encroachment on the 90% maximum average planar linear heat. generation rate

(MAPLHGR) limit on "F", type fue1 led to a reduction to 80%. On JanuaryL
~

16, approximately one week prior to the scheduled semiannual outage, the
plant shut down when studies revealed that there was~ a design deficiency
in the instrumentation for the post-incident cooling system. Modifica-
tions, as a result of ' the special tesk force investigation, were' completed.

by- the first week of June, - at which time power operations were resumed.
The power fluctuated around 80% until October 18 when modifications to the-
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Livingston substation required a power reduction. While at reduced power,
the initial pressure regulator (IPR) failed and the synch governor control
carried a load of 68% until October 24 when repairs on the IPR controls
were completed. On October 30, the_IMR failed again due to a malfunction
in the control system involving a valve bellows.

1976
There were. three forced shutdowns in 1976. Two resulted f ram equip-

ment f ailures and one was due to regulatory restrictions. The single
forced power reduction resulted from equipment f ailure.

Vork during the six-month outage starting on January 31 included re-
fueling, and installation and startup of the reactor depressurization sys-
tem. Also included were several minor modifications to the emergency core,

cooling system (ECCS). On July 28, the 14th cycle began but a power limit
of 88% of rated power was imposed due to loss of coolant accident (LOCA)

'

peak clad temperature restrictions. Operation from August thrcughout the
remainder of the year was e ssentially continuous.

;

1977
Only one forced shutdown was required in 1977. This shutdown and one,

i of the two forced power reductions resulted f rom equipment f ailures. The
second power reduction was necessary in order to investigate noise in the;

| No. 2 reactor feed pump.
Operations continued at 85% of full power for the first part of C s'

year with only two minor power reductions. When the plant shut down
July 23 for refueling, it had ac'canulated 343 days of continous operation.
Af ter operations resumed, power generation was interrupted only once
through the remainder of the year when-turbine control problems resultedi

in an eighty-eight hour outage in October.

; 1918
There were five forced shutdowns in 1978. . Four resulted from -on-site

equipment f ailures and one. was due to a substation wiring error. One of_,

the three forced power reductions resulted f rom on-site equipment f ailure.'

! The remaining two were due to substation and relaying difficulties.
| The plant operated most of the year around 90% of full load, Control-

| rod drive problems accounted for 1765 hours of outage time. TWo shutdowns
. and two power reductions involved substation or _ tone relaying _ troubles.
!

1979
Of the four forced shutdowns in 1979, three resulted from equipment

f ailures and one was due to regulatory _ restrictions. There were no forced
power reductions.

The plant operated at 82% of full power until the start of ' the re-
fueling outage on February 3.. During the outage, maintenance personnel
reworked the welds on the new core spra; ring.

On' April 17, while at low power, the turbine bypass valve f ailed .to
open causing a high pressure trip. Subsequent testing revealed 's reactor
inlet diffuser vibration problem. Reactor vessel repairs were not . com-
pleted antil November 4 when power operation was resmaed. Another shut-
down was required on November 6 to replace a recirculating pump, repair
incore flange leaks, and repair leaks in the turbine bypass drain line.
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On December 31, a shutdown began to address Three Mile Island (TMI) 2
concerns. Modifications provided indication of the relief valve position,
. the ability to manually reset containment isolation valves, and a radia-
tion monitor for assessing core damage.

t'

1980
c All foar forced shutdowns and all six of the forced power. reductions

in 1980 resulted from equipment f ailures. The short-term lessons-learned
Ichanges required by NUREG/0578 (Ref.14) because of 'the TMI 2 accident

were completed and the plant returned to operation on January 13. A
,

forced shutdown occurred on January 15 due to f ailure of the initial pres-
sure regulator.(IPR). The plant operated at about 88% of full load until
the refueling outage which ccamenced on October 31. During this period,

i there were six forced power reductions including one which resulted from
the loss of a reactor rccirculating pump. !

i

1281
The refueling outage was extended on February 2 due to problems with

the generators' exciter. The outage lasted an additional 52 hours and was
the only forced shutdown for the year. Three power reductions were made
in order to replace a cleanup pump, perform maintenance on the pump, and
complete control rod drive performance tests. Other than.the extended

| refueling outage and the three power reductions, the plant operated at
100% power throughout the year. This was reflected in the unit avail-

,

ability of 90.6% and a reactor availability of 91.4%.

4.4.1.2. Systems ipvolved. Tab'es 4.2 and 4.3 present yearly sun-
maries of the forced shutd- .orced power reductions that occurred
at Big Rock Point. As ' the tables, the systems involved in
forced shutdowns and = . cions were dominated by three systems.,

5
.

The three systems .pproximately 80% of the 193 forced outages and
| power reductions. .ee systems are the reactor system (39 events),

reactor r 16 *) .a1 events), and the steam and power conversion*

syster. (
7 Esca stem categories contains subsystems. . Over half of,

'
d'.he reacto. forced shutdowns and power reductions were due to
failures in ,1vity control sy st em (RB) . Mechanical failures of
the control t ses or leals in the control rod drive system caused
most of these t.slures. The reactor core system (RC) was not responsible
for any forced shutdowns but was responsible for fif teen of the power re-
ductions. These reductions were required due to. fuel cladding 'lailures

''

(see Sect. 4.4.3.1).e

" The forced shutdown and power reductions involving the reactor cool-
,'

ant systems were dominated by -failures in the coolant recirculation systeme

(CB) and the feedwater systems (CH). Seventeen outages and power reduc-
tions were attributed to the recirculation system with.eight .of these re-
sulting from leaking recirculating pump seals. Leakage . in the feedwater

_,,

heater caused seven of the twenty feedwater system events.-

Of the sixty-one forced shutdowns and power r,eduTctions in the steam
and power. conversion system, thirty-four occurred in the turbine generator
and controls system (RA). Of these, thirteen were due .to steam leaks in'

'.1
. 4

;f
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various parts of the system and ten were due to difficulties with the ini-
tial pressure regulator. Six of the initial pressure regulator outages
occurred within the first two months of 1967. Af ter cleaning and adjust-
ing the regulator on February 17, no f ailures were reported until 3 970.

4.4.1.3 Causes of forced reactor shutdowns and forced power reduq:
tions. As well as presenting yearly summaries of forced shutdowns and
power reductions for systems, Tables 4.2 and 4.3 afso present yearly ste-
maries for causes of these events. Equipment failures dominated the
causes for forced shutdowns and power reductions (81%). Approximately
half of the equipment f ailures were due to leaks in piping, heat exchanger
tubes, valve packings, and pump seal s. Only fourteen percent were csused
by human errors with the majority of these caused by maintenance and test-
ing errors. The remaining causes ("others" in the tables) accounted for
five percent percent of the events and were adverse environmental condi-

,

tions.

4.4.1.4 Non-desian basis events. There ware 181 forced shutdowns or
forced power reductions which were not categorized as DBE initiating
events (Table 4.4). Eighty of the 181 forced shutdowns or forced power
reductions were assigned to NSIC event category 1.0 event types - Equip-
ment Failure; nineteen were category 2.0 event types - Instrument sad Con-
trol Anomalies; fif ty-two were category 3.0 event type s - Non-DBE Reduc-
tion in Coolant Inventory; fif teen were category 4.0 event types - Fuel /
Cladding Failure; one was a category 5.0 event type - Maintenance Error;
four to 6.0 - Operator Error; one to 7.0 - Procedural / Administrative

Error; four to 8.0 - Regulatory Restriction; and five to 9.0 - External
Event.

4.4.2 Review of desian basis events

'.
Design basis events (DDEs) are transients which challenge the safe

operation of a plant and the ability of engineered safety features to
'

safely shut the plant down. Big Rock Point has experienced twenty-one
forced shutdowns or forced power reductions caused by DBE initiating
events (Table 4.5). This section discusses the forced shutdown and forced
power reductions by DBE category.

4.4.2.1 DBE catenory 2 - decrease in heat removal. The seventeen
events in category 2 were of five types:

1. DBE 2.1 Steam pressure regulator malfunction or failure that
resulted in decreasing steam flow (3).

2. DBE 2.2 Loss of external load (9).
3. DBE 2.3 Turbine trip (3) .

4. DBE 2.5 Loss of condenser vacuum (1).
5. DBE 2.7 Loss of normal feedwater flow (1).

All of these events were followed by a safe reactor shutdown. In one
type 2.3 event (11/26/71), the turbine generator tripped. However, there
was no scram since the condenser and turbine bypass valves were able to
handle the load. All cther category 2 events resulted in automatic scrams.
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Two of the three DBE 2.1 events (steam pressure regulator malfunc-
tion) were caused by failures of the initial pressure regulator (1967,
1976). The third event was caused by the failure of an intermediate pres-
sure regulator (1980) .

Electrical storms caused five of the nine scrans caused by a DBE 2.2
type events-loss of external electrical load, for example, the 138 kV line
(Table 4.6). Two of the DBE 2.2 type events were due to relaying malfunc-
tions, and one was due to wiring errors at an offsite substation. .The
ninth was apparently due to sabotage. A guy wire had been cut and a c :r-
ner strain pole had been sawed approximately halfway through.

Two of the three DBE 2.3 type events (turbine trip) occurred in 1971.
Accidental tripping of the 2400-volt station power breaker (September 22,
1971) caused a loss of power to most maj or equipment and subsequent tur-
bine trip and rod scram. Failure of the linkage arm of the turbine trip
solenoid on November 26, 1971 caused a turbine trip. The load was carried
by the bypass valve and condenser until the reactor was manually shut down
for repairs to the linkage.28 The fourth DBE 2.3 event occurred on Febra-
ary. 20, 1963, and the only information available is that there was a no-
mentary generator loss.

The single type 2.5 event (loss of condenser vacuum) occurred in
1963. A low vacuum scram resulted from loss of station power.

The only type 2.7 ' event was caused by inadequate feedwater supply
during a load rej ection test on July 6,1972. This caused a reactor and
turbine trip.

4.4.2.2 DBE Catemorv 3 - decrease in reactor coolant system flow

rate. Both events in category 3 were caused by the loss of one of the
reactor coolant pumps (Type 3.1 event " single and multiple reactor coolant
pump trips"). One of these was due to a leaky seals (also see 4.4.3.2),

while the cause of the third one is unknown.

4.4.2.3 DBE catenorv 4 - reactivity and cower distribution anon-
alles. The two events in DBE Category 4 were type 4.3 control rod mal-

operation. All occurred a t low power. The first was on February 17,
1963. Demineralizer resin was accidentally released into the primary sys-
tem and caused a malfunctioning of the rod collet fingers. The second
event occurred on November 12, 1972, when a short period scram occurred
because of high notch worth in the withdrawal sequence. A new control rod
withdrawal sequence was developed to minimize this difficulty.

4.4.3 Trends and safety isolications of forced reactor shutdowns and

forced nower reductions

4.4.3.1 Summary of events relatina to fuel element.claddina fail--

ure. Big Rock Point is a high power density reactor which has been in-
volved in a developmental program for high performance fuel elements. Its

license permits insertion of powdered or pelletized fuel elenents with
Inconel, Incoloy, and Zircoloy cladding.

-Big. Rock Point experienced considerable difficulties with failed fuel
-element cladding and these experimental elements accounted for a number uof

~

the failures. How eve r, the fuel element cladding failures did not pose

any real safety' problems. Power reductions :kept the-off gas activity

within acceptable ~11mits.
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Table 4.6. External power source failures at Big Rock Point

8 Port. Ev Cause Description
, da

091765 Relay Off-site power was lost when a relay malfunc-

failed tiened.

66-3 080866 Storm Off-site power was lost when a storm caused
the loss of the 138 kV line.

.

062870 Storm 138 kV line lost during a storm.

120370 Storm 138 kV line lost during a storm

i '061271 Union 138 kV line lost when strain pole f ell across

strike two phases of the power line.
,

092871 Storm 138 kV line lost during a storm.

72-1 012572 Storm Off-site power lost during storm, relay scheme
failed to clear fault.

R07818 040778 _ Relay An oil circuit break opened even though 138 kV'
failed line was still energized.

R07822 053178 Facul ty 138 kV line unavailable due to wiring error in
wiring substation.

1

1

f

|

|

u -
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Crud buildup was found during most of the early fuel inspe ctions.
Chemical analysis showed that the crud consisted mainly of zinc, nickel,
iron and copper, which were constituents of the feedwater heater tube ma-
terial. Therefore the copper nickel tubes were replaced with stainless
steel in 1968. However, crud buildup and tube f ailures continued. These
were attributed to " hide out" of inventory material in the system an? from
" fluffing" of the demineralizers plus new material from the cleanup heat
exchangers. This resulted in the replacement of the heat exchangers in

|
April 1972.

;

Flow tests indicated that flow pattern difficulties caused regions of
i higher power in the fuel rods. To correct this, fuel channel-orifice

hardware on sixty-nine of the sighty-four f uel support-tuba-and-channel
assemblies were replaced in 1912 and 1973. The combination of the afore-
mentioned corrective actions resulted in lower of f gas activity levels and
a reduction in fuel element f ailures.

The first indication of possible leaking fuel cladding was evident on
.

September 4,1965 when the of f gas activity started to increase. From !

mid-September through mid-October, the of f gas activity increased ex-
ponentially to a rate of about 15,000 pC1/s, and then showed signs of
leveling off. This level remained essentially constant since November 1,

'

1965. However, on February 10, 1966, the of f gas activity rate of release
reached 50,000 pCi/s. This increasing release rate indicated an increased
deterioration of the fuel cladding. Therefore, power was reduced from 70 |

to 60 Mwe (net) to reduce fuel deterioration.
| During the April refueling outage, four (out of thirty) bundles were

found to have gross defects. One rod had approximately eight inches of,

fuel missing below the middle spacer. There was no significant amount of
crud buildup.

Following the startup in May 1966, the activity in the of f gas contin-
ned to increase. Due to high of f gas activity, power was reduced to 64
MWe on June 2, to 54 MWe on June 19, and to 35 MWe on July 26.

During the September 1966 shutdown, dry sipping located eleven f ailed
bundles in the central core region. Four developmental Incoloy-800 clad
bundles were the primary source of activity. These failures were not ex->

pected since the lead bundle -of this group only had an approximate 7000
mwd /T exposure (designed for 15,000 Nwd/T). Three other elements failed-
grossly due to longitudinal splits in cladding or to circumferential

i cracks at pellet interf aces. The other identified elements had very low
leakage signals and were visually inspected. It appears that f ailure was
due to intergranular stress corrosion, similar to that experienced with;

other stainless steel clad material.

| Prior to the May 19, 1967 shutdown for ref ueling, the-off gas activ-
i ity rate had been steady at 800 pc/s. This indicated no gross fuel fall-

u es in the core. Dry sipping indicated a 19 mil Incoloy 800 clad devel-
opsental bundle (D-4) as a lenker. This bundle was eliminated from subse-
quent core loading. It was also noted that several fuel elements had 1-3
mils of crud buildup since October 1966.

In early December 1967, plant load was reduced af ter of f gas activity
rates increased from 13,000 to 21,200 pc/s. This reduction was made to
preserve fuel integrity.

Refueling started February 11, 1968.- Twenty-nine of the thirty-three
reload-2 "C" fuel bundles indicated a positive leaking signal after being-
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dry sipped.1' These were vibratory packed powdered fuel. Impurities on
the fuel particles reacted chemically with the cladding to form local
blisters of zirconium hydride. These blisters breached the cladding. Th
copper, nickel tubes of the feedwater heater were replaced with stainless
steel tubes during this shutdown. The feedwater heater tubes were re-
placed since chemical analysis of the fuel rods showed the crud consisted
mainly of zinc, nickel, iron and copper. These were constituents of the
feedwater heater tube material.

On June 9,1968, of f gas activity again started to increase. Th e
activity rate rose from 3400 to 14,000 pc/s indicating fuel failure.
Plant load was reduced on June 17 and 13 to 57 MWe (gross) and 52 MWe
(gross), respectively. A power increase to 60 MWe (gross) was made on
June 21,1968 to satisfy requirements set forth in the centermelt fuel
pr o gr am. Off gas activity increased to 11,000 pc/s during this power in-
crease. Shutdown for refueling began af ter this test. TVo standard
stainless steel clad fuel elements, two zirconium-clad powder elements,
and two of six centermelt fuel elements indicated positive leak signals
after haire dry sipped. During refueling, forty-one "E" bundles were
loaded. These were pellet UO, rather than the "C" powder UO, elements
that fatted estly.18

During the last week of October 1968, of f gas activity rate increased
f rom 3700 to 12,500 pc/s indicating clad f ailure in the new core. Power
was reduced to 68 MWe (gross) on December 14, to 62 MWe (gross) on January
2,1969 and to 53 MWe (gross) on February 18, 1969 to lower of f gas activ-
ity.

Refueling started April 18, 1969 and eighty-two of eighty-four assem-
blies were dry sipped. Nine f ailed assemblies were found. Inte rmedia t e
performance centermelt assembly (D-50) severely failed. Three out of
thirty "B" assemblies, and two of ten "C" UO, powder assemblies also
failed. Addi tiona lly, three of the forty-one "B" UO, pellet assemblies
unexpectedly failed.18 The two powdered UO, fuel rods that f ailed (D-54,
D-55) were next to the calculated hottest rod in each of the bundles
(Figs. 4.1 and 4.2) .8' These rods were also shrouded by the corner angle
piece. The other compacted UO, powdered fuel rods in equivalent posi-
tions did not exhibit the severe crud spalling as the failed powdered rods
did. However, all of the failed assemblies exhibited significant crud
accumulation and crud spalling (including the centermelt assembly D-50) .
Hot cell examinations were conducted on two fuel rods from the intermedi-
ate performance centermelt assembly D-50. Accelerated corrosion on the
rods outside surface, driven by local overheating, caused the severe clad
deterioration. Since the preliminary investigations showed accelerated
corrosion due to high cladding temperatures, subsequent power operation
was temporarily limited to 165 MWt.

The stainless . steel clesnup heat exchangers replaced their copper
nickel predecessors in 1972. The poor core flow distribution was cor-
rected in 1972 and 1973. Since then, the crud buildup has decreased and
the number of fuel failures have decreased considerably even while operat-
ing at higher power levels.

4.4.3.2 Summary of reactor recirculatina numn failures. The shaft
seals of the reactor recirculating pumps f ailed ten times between 1966 and
1981. A new type cartridge seal was installed during the February 1968
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refueling outage. This had to be replaced shortly after startup due to
inadequate seal leak of f flow. Howev e r, the new type seal cartridges were
easier to replace and resulted in shorter duration .*hutdowns. Until the
middle of 1972, the rate of seal failure remained about the same. There
have only been two losses of reactor recirculating ptmps since 1972.

4.5 Reportable Events

This review of the operating history at Big Rock Point included a
study of 366 reportable events which were submitted to the AEC and NRC
concerning technical specification violations and limited conditions of
operation. These reports came in the form of letters, t el e gr am s, abnormal
occurrences (AO's), reportable occurrences (RO's), and licensee event
reports (LERs). The reports were reviewed and coded as per Sect. 1.3 and
are arranged by year in Part 2 of Appendix A.
4.5.1 Review of reportable events from 1966 to 1980

Although Big Rock Point achieved initial criticality in 1962, this
r ev iew found no reports prior to 1966 containing reportable event type of
information. Events prior to 1966 were obtained from letter correspond-
ence between the AEC and Consumers Power Company. Figure 4.3 illustrates

a histogram of reports filed by Big Rock Point for 1966 to 1981. Env iro n-
mental reports are discus sed in Sect. 4.5.1.4.

4.5.1.1 Yearly s umma rie s . The following sections present a summary

of reportable events for each year at Big Rock Point.

Prict to 1966
Big Rock Point had trouble with the control rod drives beginning in

1962 when the reactor first went critical. An accidental resin release in
December 1962 revealed a design deficiency in the condensate domineralizer
system. The condensate demineralizer system consists of three half-capac-
ity mixed bed ion exhangers that remove reactor solids carry-over and tur-
bine-condenser system corrosion products from the full condensate flow.81
Several of the No. 1 condensate demineralizers' outlet diffusers shifted
allowing resin to leak through. Failure of one of the outlet basket
strainers then permitted a resin release into the feedwater system. Modi-
fications to the diffusers and basket strainers corrected the situation.88

Galling of the control rod drive index tubes also caused malfunctions
in the drive system. In 1963, metal chips were present in the guide

sleeve windows. After several occurrences, the index tubes were replaced

with 304 stainless steel index tubes. Eventually, all index tubes were
replaced with 304 stainles steel tubes. This resolved the problem of gall-
ing. Also in 1963, loose bolts from the fuel-channel-support tubes f ell
into the control rod drives, causing the control rods to jam. To alle-

viate the problem of falling bolts, personnel added an additional flow
distributor, welded " keepers" on the cap screws, and inserted stabilizer
blocks on all unused fuel channels.

On three separate occasions in December 1963, a saf ety system mal-
function involving a scram annunciation was not followed by a scram ac-
tion. It was impossible to tell which sensor caused the trip. However,
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it was postulated that vibration on a remote panel caused a spurious trip
of the steam drum low water level sensors. Tests conducted on the system
showed -the vibration to be of suf ficiently short duration to trip the

annunciator relays but not the actual scram relays. Additionally, some
"non-f ail-safe" failures of certain transistors in the safety system scram

logic circuits occurred.88 These events were not classified as signifi-
cant due to the limited amount of information available.

Failed. fuel cladding became a problem in 1965. The off gas activity
rose consistently until it reached 15,000 pc/s, where it leveled of f.
This level remained essentially constant until 1966.

1966
The first year reportable events were submitted for Big Rock Point

was 1966. The problems involving the control rod drives and the fuel ele-
ments continued. Four developmental fuel bundles were the primary contri-
butors to the high off gas activity. These failures were not expected
since the fuel had only reached half of its design life.

A pressure buildup in the scram dump tank caused several ccatrol rods
to drift out of the core. Water leakage through line seals from the in-
sert header to the withdrawal header was pressurizing the scram dump tank.
When the control rod drive pumps were operating, the leakage would pres-
surize the scram dump tank enough such that the collet piston locking de-
vice would open. This allowed the control rods to drif t. Installation of
a vent line -between the scram dump tank and the reactor vessel corrected
this design error.

IEtl
The control rod drive problems and leaking fuel elements were still

presenting problems in 1967. On several occasions bolts from the grid bar
assembly lodged between the index tube notch and the drive thimble of a
control rod drive. This prevented the withdrawal of the control rod. On-
all occasions the control rod could still be inserted.8*,s s As a result,

personnel replaced sixty-eight of the seventy grid bar assembly bolts.

) No gross fuel failures occurred this year. In December, power was
reduced after the off gas activity started to increase. Reducing power'
preserved fuel integrity.

Aft _8
There was only one incident of a stuck control rod in 1968. A bolt

lodged in the drive mechanism and prohibited rod movement. This bolt re-
mained from early test work where torque wrenches broke the upper grid
bolts prior to their replacement.

During refueling in February, twenty-nine of thirty-three reload-2
"C" fuel bundles indicated a positive leaking signal' af ter being dry
sippe d. - These bundles were vibratory packed powdered f uel. 10he off gas
activity again increased in June. During the June ref ueling, pellet UO,
rather than powdered UO, was loaded into the ' core. In October, the off-

gas activity again increased indicating a clad f ailure in the new ' core.
The of f sas activity continued to increase into 1969.
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1969
Three reportable events occurred during 1970. On two occassions, the

! -diesel generator failed to run. The diesel generator tripped once on

overspeed due to an improper overspeed trip set point while the other trip
resulted from the diesel generator overheating. Fish lodged in the cool-

ing water pump suction pipe and inhibited cooling water flow to the diesel
generator.

i On October 20, the reactor was shutdown when an operator noticed the
primary coolants' conductivity was increasing. Ths conductivity increased

,

when resins in the demineraliser decomposed due to high temperatures.'

High temperature reactor water was drawn through the demineralizer during
blowdown of the primary system. The operator was unaware of the rising.

conductivity since an alarm circuit on a recorder f ailed. This same
,

failure prevented the cleanup pump from tripping on high tamperature andi

protecting the resin bed.28'

Power was reduced in January and again in February in order to reduce
off gas activity. Refueling in April revealed nine f ailed assemblies.
The two powdered UO, fuel rods that f ailed we-e next to the calculated
hottest rod in each of the bundles. The other compacted UO, powdered fuel
rods in equavilent positions did not_ exhibit the severe crud spalling of'

j the failed powdered rods. However, all of the failed assemblies exhibited
' of significant crud accumulation and crud spalling. Hot cell examinations

on two of the fuel rods showed that the accelerated corrosion on the rod
j surf ace was driven by local overheating. Since preliminary investigations

revealed accelerated corrosion due to high cladding temperatures, the pow-
er was temporarily limited to 165 MWt. The reloading of pellet UO, and
derating the thermal output of the core solved the problem of leaking, fuel

! elements.
,

1970
Only four reportable events occurred in 1970. Two events involved.

the diesel generator. A of ode f ailure caused the diesel generator to f ail<

in developing proper voltage and the diesel generator failed to start due
to lack of tube oil supply to the governor. The other two events con-

; cerned movement of a water level sensor for greater accessibility and a

| condenser tube leak,

i

1971
1 In 1971, two of the four reportable events involved control rods.

The other twc events involved the replacement of a section of cleanup 'sys-
' tem piping due to cracks, and the diesel generator failed'to run. The
s diesel failed due to high temperature in the cooling water system. The.

centrifugal cooling water pump lost its prime as a result of leakage at
the pump shaf t packing. The leak depleted the priming water supply during
the two weeks between tests. A manual valve for water makeup was lef t

open and steps were taken to provide priming water makeup during a loss of.
station power.4

:

1972
The number of reportable events for 1972 totaled eleven. . Valve fali-

ures represented 50% (five out of ten events) of'the equipment failures.4

; '
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lill
i There were nine forced shutdowns and two power reductions in 1971.

Six resulted from equipment failures, one was due to an operational error,
3 one due to a local storm, and the other was apparently due to sabotage.

The apparent sabotage occurred on the first day members of the company-
] wide union strike (May 12 to September 1) .2 s Supervisory personnel, engi-
'

neers, and technicians operated the plant. The reactor scrammed due to
i load rej ection resulting from a fault in the 138 kV transmission line.

| The f ault resulted when a corner strain pole fell into the adjacent two
phases of the power line. The strain pole was cut approximately half way
through the thickness of the pole. In addition, the guy line to the pole

! had been cut.ss A local storm caused a scram on September 28. Another
j forced shutdown and the two forced power reductions resulted from defec-
j tive recirculating pump seals. .

; The plant continued operation into 1971 at 70% due to premature f all-

| ure of several "E" fuel bundles. On January 23, the plant shut down to

! repair turbine condenser leaks. During testing of the containment isola-
tion valves prior to startup, the main steam drain line isolation valvei

*

(out side containment) failed to close. The cause was a defective solenoid
due to moisture in the instrument air. Personnel replaced the instrument

; air dryer and four similar valves during the February refueling outage.
; Also, during the February outage, insta11stien of the redundant core spray
j system, begun in 1970, was completed and two in-core de tector assemblies
j were replaced.
!

! L112
There were twelve forced shutdowns in 1972. Ten of these resulted

j from equipment f ailures, one occurred during testing, and one was due to
j an operational error. Five of the six forced power reductions resulted

from equipment failures. The sixth occurred during maintenance.j '
A turbine trip occurred on January 25 following a line fault on the'

,

I of fsite 138 kV electric system which was not cleared by the Big Rock Point
i relaying scheme. As a result, the plant became momentarily isolated from

~

'

the rest of the 138 kV transmission grid with essentially no load. Con-
! currently, the redundant 46 kV of fsite power supply was also lost due to
j= unusual weather conditions. The diesel generator started and supplied
'

plant loads.

! The plant operated in the coastdown mode from January 4 until the
i ref ueling shutdown on March 18. During the shutdown, personnel replaced
; the clean-up systems' heat exchangers the contained Cufentoy- tube bundles.
j The new heat exchangers. utilized stainless steel tube' bundles in an

a t t empt to eliminate crud deposits on the fuel cladding. This change was-
| made in order to decrease the rate of premature cladding failures.

,

Af ter several miscellaneous equipment f ailures caused power reduc-;

tions or shutdowns, power increased to 83% on July 6 and essentially re-
mained at this level' until December 30. On December 30, - lacreased ac-

| tivity levels in the of f gas due to fuel cladding failures required a
power. reduction to 68%.

i
,

,

|
.
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The diesel generator experienced two f ailures during this time period.
On May 25, the diesel failed to start when the set points on the labe oil
pressure switch were low. On September 14, the diesel failed to achieve
rated voltage when the exciter armature shorted. A significant event also
occurred in the electric power system when of fsite power was lost during a
storm. A trip coil in an oil circuit breaker burned out. A more detailed
description is provided in Sect. 4.5.2.

191 1
The first year for reporting events as abnormal occurrences (AO's)

was 1973. The number of reportable events increased to eighteen. Five
events were due to setpoint drifts. An administrative error occurred dur-
ing draining of the fuel pool for relining.8' A spent fuel rod was found
on the pool floor, and draining was halted. The fuel rod had been on the
fuel pool floor since the last ref ueling outage. The rod was stored ten-
porarily in a fuel transfer cask. Procedures for exercising closer con-
trol of all spent fuel operations were implemented.

L91$
The number of reportable events doubled from 1973 to 1974 (eighteen

to thirty-seven) . Along with the continuing problems of control rods be-
coming stuck, on three occasions the control rods were withdrawn too
quickly. Other problems occurring during the year included valve f ailures
in the engineered safety features system. The occurrences involved valves
that were leaking, tagged out, or not tested as per technical specifica-
tions.

An event considered noteworthy occurred during refueling operations
on July 15. * * The supply root valves in the post-incident system were
closed and tagged out. The valves had previously been considered part c.
the fire system. Analysis showed the valves were really common to both
sy s t em s. Had the post-incident system been required, the operator would
have had over two hours to take corrective action before the water level
dropped to the reactor flange level. This event was a technical specifi-
cation violation and operators are now required to check the root valves
prior to refueling.

A significant event also occurred during the year. Containment in-
tegrity was violated for approximately three months before discovered.18
See Sect. 4.5.2.6 for further details.

1211
Three of the thirty-four reportable events occurring at Big Rock

Point in 1975 were noteworthy and none were significant.- The first event
occurred in January when a design deficiency was discovered in the reactor
level sensors and pressure sensors.8' The sensors were not qualified to
meet the high temperature specifications for LOCA conditions.

The second event concerned several valves in the reactor cleanup sys-
tem that were rated lower than the design limits required.:a Five valves
were found to be deficient in either their tenperature or pressure re-
quirenents.
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! A procedural error was responsible for the third event. On November
13, reactor pressure was reduced for work on the main condenser and per-

.

i sonnel inadvertently removed the accumulator to a control rod drive sy s-
tem.as - The accumulator is required for a scram when the reactor pressure
is below 450 psi. The cause was a misunderstanding of an operations memo

i concerning the shutdown margin. The operations memo was revised to

clarify the operating requirements.<

4

1976
The number of reportable events increased to forty-four in 1976.j

Thirteen of the events were attributable to the reactor depressurization
system (RDS), which was installed during the year. L e RDS is a part of

,

!- the ECCS and is used to rapidly reduce the pressure of the primary system -
'

during LOCA conditions. he reduction in pressure permits the core spray
i system to spray water into the reactor vessel.

! One event considered noteworthy in 1976 involved the RDS. A review
2 of the RDS test procedures revealed that the monthly on-line tests sub-

jected the system to a violation of the single f ailure criterion.s s see
,

Sect. 4.5.1.2.2 for further discussion of this event.
Another event considered noteworthy involved the emergency power sys-

! tem.s* The diesel generator was supplying 95 kW to busses 1A and IB fol-
j lowing a breaker that tripped due to an overload. The diesel subsequently
; tripped on high cooling water temperature. The diesel cooling deficien-

j cies were corrected and the diesel was successfully tested with a fire

i pump load. The plant was in cold shutdown at the time of the ' event.
i. Overall, tl e diesel generator was involved in sixteen of the forty-

four reportable events for 1976. Eight of these events were failures of,

: the diesel generator to start within time limits as set forth in the tech-

| nical specifications. In addition, the diesel generator f ailed to start-
on three occasions - twice due to a f ailed starter and once f rom f ailed

| ba ttery cable s.
i

{ 1977
; -he RDS accounted for fif teen of the fif ty reportable events sub-

j mitted in 1977. On nine occa sions, the specific gravity of an RDS battery

1 was low. Even though the specific gravity was below technical specifica-

{
tions, the battery was still able to perform its function.

i The diesel generators were again responsible for a proportion of the -

! reportable events (seven of fifty). As in the previous year, the 'ge n-

| erators f ailed to start within the time limit set forth by the ' technical'

[ specifications.
' No significant events occurred in 1977, however, two noteworthy ~

events did. On August 5, one of the noteworthy events occurred in thet

( emergency power system.s s The ' event involved ths ' diesel generator. How-

i over, the generator was not held accountable. The generator was operating

! - properly when automatic and manual ~ transf ers of power to: the "2B" bus
| failed, ne auxiliary switch, which -was installed in 1976 to , ensure _ pro-

per operation of the generator's output breaker, was not wired properly.
.

Normal station power was available during this incident.
The second event occurred on April 21 involving inadequate testing

procedures.s* A review of the ten year inspection plan revealed several
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instances where the minimum number of inspections had not been performed
to meet the 25% criteria for the first quarter of the ten year plan. The

ten-year plan was revised to correct its deficiencies.

1218
Failures in the RDS again resulted in a substantial number of report-

able events in 1978 (nine of forty-seven). Five of the events in the RDS
resulted from the f ailure of one of the four RDS channels being inoper-
uble. The RDS was also involved in a significant event on February 15.s t
During a maintenance activity on the control circuitry of the RDS, the
fire punp control switches were placed in the inhibit position. The fire
pumps provide initial flow to the ECCS system. If the pumps had been re-

quired, the operator would have had to realize the switch was in inhibit
and then manually initiate the pumps. Therefore, the system was no longer
automatically operable. The fire pump control consoles have been marked
with instructions for the use of the inhibit condition. See Sect. 4.5.2
for further details.

On April 7, a significant event occurred involving the reactor pro-
tection channels.s e Two of the reactor protection system channels f ailed
during a loss of offsite power. The f ailure was attributed to a binding
level sensor switch / pointer mechanism on a scale plate inside the cover
because of inadequate testing. All four level sensors were repaired and
retested prior to plant startup. For further details, see Sect. 4.5.2.

An event worth mentioning occurred in the control rod drive system.
A control rod was removed and the reactor mode switch was not placed in
the shutdown position as required by technical specifications.s' This con-
dition existed for several hours until the drive was reinstalled. The
incident was reviewed with all repairmen prior to the January 1979 refuel-

ing.

1979
The number of reportable events decreased for the second straight

year in 1979 (twenty-nine events). The containment isolation system
accounted for nine of the reportable events while the reactor coolant sys-
tem was responsible for eight. Seven of the reportable events were due to
valve failures, four due to check valve f ailures and nine of the report-

able events concerned leaks. None of the reportable events involved the

RDS.
On June 9, fuel and other internals were removed from the reactor

core in order to determine the cause of vibration type noises.** One
dif fuser was completely loose while the other diffuser had several bolts
missing. See Sect. 4.5.2.5 for further de tails.

12.100
In 1980, the engineered safety feature (ESF) instrumentation ac-

counted for twelve of the forty reportable events. All of these ESF rela-
ted events involved set polut drif t of a level sensor. No events were
categorized as'significant during 1980.

The RDS appeared te be. functioning properly as there were seven re-
portable events in 1980 and one in 1979, as compared to thirteen, fifteen,
and nine in 1976,1977, and 1978, respectively. All but'one of the events
involving the RDS in 1980 were reported when the specific gravity of. the
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RDS batteries fell below technical specifications. The remaining event
i involved one of the RDS channels being removed from service.

LtKL-*

j. Twenty-seven reportable events occurred during 1981. Five reportable
. events involved the RDS. The RDS, specific battery had a low specific
gravity on three occasions. The other two events occurred when a power !

supply inverter failed, and an operator opened the wrong circuit breaker.4

' Hence, it appears as though the early problems with the RDS were standard
i "breakin" failures.

The energency power system was involved in three reportable events.
The diesel generator's starting time exceeded the technical specificationj
limit on all three occassions.

t| No significant events occurred during 1981.

;

i 4.5.1.2 Review of reportable events by systems. Table 4.7 presents
a compilation of reportable events by system and year. Subsystems having

ses11 number of reportable events were combined into broader systema

titles where applicable. The code used for the reactor depressurization
system (RDS), also known as the . automatic depressurization system ( ADS),i

was SF-A. The RDS is a part of the ECCS and was installed in 1975. For:

! the emergency condenser, the system code for reactor core isolation cool-
ing system and controls, CE,.was used.

3

| Approximately 76% of the reportable events involved the. following
i systems: reactivity control system (12.8% or 47 events), RDS (13.1% or
1 48 events), reactor coolant system (12.0% or 44 events) emergency power
|

(12.3% or 45 events), containment isolation (12.8% or 47 events), instra-
mentation and controls (8.2% or 30 events), and radioactive waste manage-*

: ment (5.2% cr 19 events). Radioactive waste management, reactor coolant,
and instrumentation and controls are general system categories. The other

i four systems are unique subsystems with a suf ficient number of reportable
j occurrences such that they were considered separately.

J 4.5.1.2.1 Reactivily control systgat The reactivity control system
accounted for 12.8% of.the reportable events. The control rods and con-
trol rod drives were involved with most of the occurrences for this system

i (thirty-five of forty seven). Jamming of control rods due to galling of

; the index tubes or lodging of loose parts in the drive ~ system accounted

|
for thirteen occurrences.' On all occasions, the control rods could be

inserted. The other major contributor for the reactivity control system

i concerned the CRD's. The withdrawal time was less than the technical
; specifications requirement (six occurrences).
4 Trouble with the control rod drives first occurred during rod perfor-

mance checks on December 18, 1962. One ' control rod continued to' move
downward out of the core af ter the - demand - signal was turned of f. Examina-
tion of this drive indicated that resins in the drive prevented proper

operation of theLeo11et fingers. The resins leaked into the primary sys-

ten when several of the outlet dif fusers shif ted. Failure of an outlet
strainer resulted in a resin release into the feedwater system. -On Febru-

)
: a ry 17, 1963, another rod drive would not relatch. Inspection of the

drive revealed nothing apparently wrong. However, the drive was rebuilt'

!

4
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EsMe 4.7. huesty of eyesens tevolved 14 reports' ele evense

Systes 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 Total

neactor 2 4 4 2 3 1 to 9 3 6 7 3 2 1 58

neactor cemlant 3 2 1 1 1 2 1 4 1 7 7 8 6 44

Enstnected safety f eatures 2 5 8 9 19 25 12 13 15 12 120

'Instri nentattoe and controls 1 2 5 1 2 1 5 2 12 30

Electric power ! I 2 2 1 3 1 5 4 18 8 6 2 5 4 63

poet handitas I 1 2 2 6

Other asist Itary systems 1 1 4 1 7

Steae . sad power I I 2 2 1 3 I l'

andtatlan protection ! ! ! 1 4

andtaaettwe vaste management 1 2 3 4 2 2 5 19

? No system applicable 1 2 1 2 6

*- e hostilary water 2 2

TotAI. 7 5 7 3 4 4 11 .38 37 35 44 51 49 29 40 27 371

..
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since it was in the core position where the resin was deposited earlier.* *
After the reactor was cleaned, no drive f ailures due to resin deposits
occurred.

One of the maj or concerns f or the control rod drive system appeared
several years after the resin deposits were cleaned up. On June 22, 1966,

several rods again drif ted out of the core. The scram dump tank was being

pressurized by leakage of water through line seals f rom the insert header
to the withdrawal header. When the control rod drive pumps were operat-

ing, the leakage pressurized the scram dump tank. This pressure buildup

was enough to open the collet piston locking device, thereby allowing the
rods to drift. Therefore, a vent line was installed between the scr am
dump tank and the reactor vessel. No occurrence of this type has occurred
since this modifica tion.

4.5.1.2.2 Reactor depressurization systemi The reactor depressuri-
zation system accounted for 13.1% of the reportable events. This system

was incorporated into Big Rock Point's ECCS in 1976. A large maj ority of
the reportable events were due to the specific gravity of the RDS bat-
teries (28 of 48) being below the technical specifications limit. The RDS
instrument channels were involved in eleven of the reportable events.
Several events occurred as a result of a new system being installed. The
first event occurred on September 7,1976. Procedures for the fire pump

actuation tests had not been developed. Testing of the fire pumps had
been done during the initial checkout of the sy stem, but the method used
was not feasible during operation. After developing new procedures, test-

ing of the RDS was successfully completed. The next two reportable events
occurred on December 9,1976. A review of surveillance test procedures

revealed that the monthly online test procedures subj ected the system to a
violation of the single failure design criteria for inadvertent opera-
tion.ss The procedure development was inadequate due to insufficient
knowledge of the actuation system. Subsequent review indica ted that week-
ly verificatica of the continuous automatic test circuitry and additional
testing during ref ueling operations would provide adequate testing. The
last event of interest occurred on February 15, 197 8. a s During mainte-

nance activity on the control circuitry, the fire pump control switches
were in the inhibit position. Therefore, the system was no longer auto-
matica11y operable. The fire pump control switches on the RDS console
have been marked with specific instructions for the use of the inhibit
position.

4.5.1.2.3 Reactor coolant system and connected systems. The eleven

reactor coolant system (RCS) and connected systems accounted for 12.0% of
the reportable events. The emergency condenser and reactor core coolant
cleanup systems accounted for 50% (twenty-two of forty-four). Valves,
piping and welds were the most common equipment f ailures (twenty-six
events or 58.7%) . The most common occurrence involved a leak or a crack
which had not propagated through-wall (fourteen events or 31.8%). The
next maj or contributor was weld related f ailures (six events or 13.6%).

Another important event involved the RCS and connected systems,
specifically the coolant recirculation and controls system. During in-
spection for leakage in the control rod drive room on April 20, 1979,
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noise was heard in the primary system with the recirculation pump in ser-
vice. On June 9,1979, it was discovered that a diffuser dislodged from
the No. I recirculation inlet, while on June 13 a loose diffuser on the

No. 2 recirculation inlet was found.** Based on geanetry factors and flow
data, flow blockage did not occur.. See Sect. 4.5.2.5 for further de-
tails.

4.5.1.2.4 Emeraency nower. The emergency power system accounted for
48 of the reportable events (Table 4.8). Forty-seven of these involved
the diesel generator. Overall, there were twenty-one f ailures of Big Rock
Point's emergency power system. Failure of the diesel generator to start
or run accounted for eleven and nine of the f ailures respectively. No
dominant cause was identified for the failures to start. High cooling
water temperature caused six of the diesel generator trips.

One of the trips due to a high cooling water tenperature occurred
while the diesel generator was supplying a load to buses 1A and 2B follow-
ing an overload trip of breaker 52-2A on May 16, 1976. The cooling pump
shaf t was scored and the inlet screen was partially plugged. The dis-
charge canal was flushed af ter removing stop logs to clear debris from the
discharge canal bay and the coding pump shaf t was replaced.**

Sixteen of the reportable events involved an unacceptable response
time of the emergency diesel generator. The term " unacceptable response
time" represents failure of the diesel generator to start within the time
limits required by the technical specifications. The startup time has
varied throughout the plant history. Around October 1976, the diesels'

.

response time was changed from 15 sec to 12 sec. In April 1977, the re-
sponse time was increased to 13.9 sec. On February 25, 1980, Consumers
Power Company requested a diesel generator response time of 31 sec. Con-
sequently, the number of " failures" greatly depends on the startup. time
criteria.

All but one of the emergency power system failures involved the f all-
ure of the diesel generator. Additionally, none of the failures occurred
during a loss of offsite power. The only emergency power system failure
involving a diesel generator occurred during routine testing of the emer-
gency diesel generator. The 2A-2B breaker was racked out of position and
normal power sources were available for bus 2B (Fig. 4.4). During a loss
of of fsite power, bus 2B is automatically connected to the emergency die-
sel generator. The 2B bus is the only bus automatically loaded on to the
emergency diesel generator. Current plant system operating procedures
require the operator to strip most loads from buses 1A and 2A before con-
necting these buses to the EDG.4s

The technical specifications require monthly testing of 'the EDG on
the 2B bus with a minimum load of at least the electric fire pump. _This
test consists of interrupting power to the 2B bus causing the EDG to auto-
natically start and energize the bus. During this test on August 5, 1977,
the automatic transfer of power to the 2B bus f ailed to operate.:s A man-
ual transfer of power also failed to close the generator output breaker.
The normal. power source was transferred to the 2B bus. The auxiliary
switch designed to maintain the generator output breaker operable with the

_

2 A-2B breaker racked out was not wired properly by contract personnel.
The circuit continuity testing associated with the design change '(in
1976), done in lieu of a complets functional test, was inadequate.**
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T3tle 4.8. Diosc1 generator failtros at Big Rock point

-ESIC
B088E8 ACCESSION ETENT F1IL35E BODE DESCRIpyION' '

BunsER D&7E

68-6 113068 f ailed to s tar t Energency diesel generator (EDG) linkage pin designed wrong.-

69-2 022069 failed to run EDG overheated due to fish lodged in cooling water pump suction pipe.-

69-3 060069 failed to run EDG tripped on overspeed due to improper overspeed trip point setting.-

70-2 57230 080670 under voltage Diode failure caused EDG to f ail to develop proper voltage.
7 C-4 - 300170 f ailed to start EDG f ailed to start due to lack of lube oil supply to governor.
11-s 65547 071571 failed to run EDG f ailed to ran due to high cooling water temperature.
72-4 73801 052572 f ailed to start EDG f ailed to start dee to low pressure set point.
79-2 091472 under voltage Shorted exciter armature caused EDG to fail to develop proper voltage.-

A07313 80732 041973 failed to raa EDG shutdova dae to Ligh coolant temperature.
Ac7402 89319 030774 f ailed to statt EDG failed to start. dee to failed relay contacts.

y. 407407 90577 041174 failed to start EDG starting motor mechanism f ailed.,

e
N AC7415 92611 053174 failed to run EDG transfer pump failed due to key or. pump shaf t corroding.

Ac7425 97742 111474 f ailed to start EDG did not start due to corroded battery terminals.,
407509 102299 041075 failed to start EDG f ailed to start, cause unknown.

i 307604 113200 032476 failed to sua EDG tripped due to high cooling water temperature.
acM08 195042 051676 . failed to esa EDG tripped while sepplying load due to high cooling water temperature. |

3c7609 115066 051676 EDG breaker interlock did not function automatically due to wrong f use.
3076 11 - 060576 EDG control circuit completed without review, wrong fusa size used.-

307618 196786 072276 starting time too long Startiaq time of EDG exceeded limit by 10 sec, cause unknown.
ROM 21 1 IM76 080576 starting time too long EDG failed to start within time limit, cause unknown.

3c7623 187677 08C576 EDG retacaed to operable status without retesting.
SCM22 OS1276 f ailed to start EDG failed to start due to battery cable faults.

-

307625 Il9854 090276 starting time too long EDG failed starting test by 20 sec due to f uel systes probleas.
ac?631 18975I 602876 starting time too long EDG failed to start withis time limit, cause unknown.

+

U
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Tcblo 4.8. (ccotissed)

NSIC
5058 E8 ACCESSION EVENT FAILUBE BODE DESCRIPTION

NORSER DATE

307632 120270 110476 starting time too long EDG f ailed starting test by 2.2 sec due to fuel governor problems.

SC763 6 120600 111876 f ailed to start EDC f ailed to start due to f ailed starter.

307638 120677 120276 starting time too long EDG f ailed starting test by 5 sec, cause unknown.

, 307644 121052 122076 starting time too long IDG f ailed starting test by 4 sec. Fuel governor lube oil supply protless.

307645 121523 122776 starting time too long EDG f ailed starting test by 3 sec. Fuel governor lube oil supply modified.

307646 121524 122876 f ailed to start EDG failed to starti the starter f ailed.

3c7701 128525 010377 f ailed to start EDG failed to auto-start. Probable cause was lube oil supply system.

307705 122186 010777 ED3 out of service 8 hrs to modify fuel oil labe governor.

3c77I0 124901 032477 starting time too long EDG f ailed starting test by 0.8 sec, cause unknown.

B07788 125549 051877 starting time too long EDG failed starting test by 12 sec, could be due to ambient temperature.

7 3077 19 125550 052677 starting time too long EDG failed starting test by 2.6 sec, , fuel control valve was modified.
e

307727 128946 08C577 transfer of EDG power to 23 bus failed'.'#

307743 130997 10 2077 starting time too long EDG f ailed starting test by 7.9 sec, cause unknown.

307807 136470 020978 failed to rua EDG triped af ter 25 min due to high cooling water temperature.

307804 136475 022078 starting time too long EDG failed starting test by 14.6 sec.cause unknown.

1E37908 148201 022279 starting time too long EDG f ailed starting test by I.9 sec due to air in fuel line.

LER7914 149434 031279 under voltage EDG output voltage zero, cause unknown.

1E38036 161980 111880 ender voltage EDG f ailed to reach rated voltage due to two f ailed diodes.

1E38037 161982 111880 failed to run EDG failed to cua due to overheated bearing seal.

1338044 170072 121080 o ver volta ge EDG voltage regulator circuit failed due to aging or vibration.

L3B8047 162577 121780 under voltage EDG output voltage was too low due to broken pins in a relay socket.

LIB 8105 165396 032181 starting time too lomq EDG f ailed starting test by 7.9 sec, cause unknown.

1338307 166068 041a 81 startlag time too long EDG f ailed starting test by 0.7 sec, cause unknown.

1E90108 166064 042081 starting time too long EDG failed starting test by 29 sec due to f ailed fuel injectors.
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In May 1976, Big Rock Point was granted a lifetime exemption from the
single failure requirement as applied to a LOCA caused by a break in a
core spray line and a concurrent single failuro in the remaining core
spray system. In addition, Big Rock Point was granted a lifetime exemp-
tion from the requirmaent that the ECCS short-term and long-term cooling_y
functions be invulnerable to a. single f ailure which disables onsite power
assuming of f-site power is unavailable. This was allowed in view of the
high availability of offsite power (3 LOOP's identified), and the improved
reliability of the onsite diesel and availability of a backup diesel for
long term cooling.48

4.5.1.2.5 Containment isolation. The containment isolation system
accounted for 47 (12.8%) of the reportable events. Valve f ailures con-

tributed to 21 of the occurrences for this. systems while 15 of these fail-
ures resulted in leaks. Of all the system failures, 22 were inherent
f ailures and 9 resulted f' rom administrative errors, The only significant
event involving this system also resulted from an administrative error.
Containment integrity was j eopardized for approximately three months when
a test fixture was lef t installed on an emergency escape lock. See Sect.
4.5.2.6 for further detail s.

4.5.1.2.6 Instrumentation and controls. Instrumentation and con-
trols accounted for thirty (8.2%) of the reportable events. The maj ority
of these events involved engineered safety feature instrumentation (nine-
teen events). Only two of the events involved equipment f ailures: an
equalizing valve was lef t open and nonqualified cables and connectors were
replaced. All remaining failures were attributable to instrument errors.
Of these, f ailure of level sensors dominated. Most of 'the events involv-

ing level sensors were due to set point drif t. Ove rall, setpoint drift
accounted for fifteen of the reportable events.

One event involving this system was categorized as significant. On
April 7,1978, two reactor protection channels f ailed to operate during a
loss of of f site power (LOOP) .s e The level sensors switch / pointer mecha--
nism was binding on a scale plate inside the cover. After the new covers
were installed, they were not adequately tested. All four sensors were
repaired and retested prior to plant startup. Further details of this
event are discussed in Sect. 4.5.2.

Two noteworthy events also occurred in this system. The first event
occurred on January 16, 1975 when a design review of the existing core
spray switches revealed that eight reactor pressure switches. and eight
reactor water level switches did not meet the high temperature specifica-
tions for the design basis LOCA.se Due to these deficiencies, it was not
known whether the core spray or backup ~ core spray systems would automati-
cally operate under all postulated accident conditions.- However, manual
actuation of the .ccre spray system was available.

Another noteworthy event occurred on September 11, 1978.8' A ' control
rod was removed and the reactor mode switch was not placed in the shutdown
position required by technical specifications. This condition existed for
several hours until the drive was reinstalled.
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4.5.1.2.7 Radioactive waste manaaement. Radioactive waste manage-
ment accounted for nineteen (5.2%) of the reportable events. A majority
of the events occurred in the gaseous radioactive waste management system
(eight events). Four of these events involved the of f gas isolation valve
leaking (once), being left open (once), or failing the seat (twice). Four
incidents involving the radioactive waste management system resulted in
personnel exposures or radioactive releases. These events are discussed
in Sect. 4.5.1.4. None of the reportable events for this system threat-
ened plant safety.

4.5.1.3 Causes of renortable events. Each reportable event was cate-
gorized by the cause codes listed in Table 1.4. The number of reports
attributed to each cause is found by year in Table 4.9 and is graphically
depicted in Fig. 4.5.

These cause codes can be divided into two groups, non-human causes
and human causes. The non-human category include s inherent f ailure, light-
ning, and weather. The human f ailure category includes all the remaining

codes. Human failure can be further subdivided into two groups: ou t-o f-

plant personnel error and in plant personnel error. Out-of plant person-
nel errors involve administrative, design and fabrication errors which
generally concern the reactor or component vendor, the A/E, or the utility
management. In plant personnel errors concern hands on human involvement
such as installation, maintenance or operator errors and in most cases
pertains to the plant operating staf f itself.

The number of reports were evenly divided between non-human and
human causes with each group contributing 199 and 171 reports respec-
tively. Out-of plant human errors contributed 107 reports while in plant
human error resulted in only sixty-four reports. Thus about 2/3 of the
human errors were caused by people removed from the plant.

4.5.1.4 Events of environmental imnortance. A sammary of radioac-
tivity releases from Big Rock Point is shown in Table 4.10. The table
gives the airborne and liquid releases and the solid waste shipped for the
years 1966 through 1979.

Nine events at Big Rock Point involved or could have involved radio -
activity releases and personnel exposure. These events are listed in
Table 4.11. Eight involved actuel releases beyond the plant boundary or
possible personnel exposure. The ninth involved a high iodine level in
the domineralized water storage tank.

Five of the radiation releases or personnel exposures were caused by
human errors (four administrative, one operator) . The most significant

environmental release was classified as an administrative error. . On
August 21, 1978, personnel pinpointed the cause of radiation in the domin-
eralized water.4s A f ailed check valve allowed water from the fuel pool
system to backflow into the dominer:11:ed water system. A survey of all
employees revealed that 25 gal of umsonitored dominera11:ed water was re-
moved from the plant. Fif teen gal were retrieved.and it was determined
that no human consumption occurred. The 25 gal contained an activity of

0.074 C1.
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h ble 4.9. Cease of reportable evente et Sig Rock Potet by year

cease - 1966 IM7 IMS 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 8977 1978' 1979 1980 '1981 Total

Adeletstrative errer (A). I 4 8 13 7 7 2 2 4 48

Bestas error (B) '2 2 8 3 2 5 7 6 5 6 6 3 48,

mehrtesttea arter. (C)' 1 2 3 2 1 2 3i

Ishorest errer (9) 2 5 4 2 3 4 4 9 ' 11 7 21 30 28 17 29 20 196

3 2 5 2 2 1 16
lasta!!stion error (t) 1- I
Lightetes (F) '1

Ihleteessee error (C) 1 I 3 4 3 3 3 8 5 1 30

.. Operater error - (n) l 3 2 2 2 5 1 18

2
unether (1) I l-

2 2 I I 6
h or ao code

Wrat. 8 6 7 3 4 4 Il 18 37 36 45 $1 48 29 42 27 376
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Table 4.10. Summary of radioactivity released free Big Rock Potat
.

Ef f tment 1966 - 1967 1968 1969 1970 1978 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 .1979 1980

Atrborne: s

* _ Total noble gas 6.8E+05" e e .m 2.80E+05 2.84E+05 2.58E+05 2.30E+05 1.88t+05 5.06E+04 1.52E+04 1. 34E+04 1.89E+04 6.67E+03 2.02E+04

e Total 1-131 m *D ND til IM IN 4.60E+00 9.01E-02 2.19E-02 IR t.40E-03 2.E7E-03 2.99E-04 1.07E-03

. Total halogene (tectedtag 2 le e 1.3E-01" 6.tE-Ot* t.5E-Ot* 4.70E+00 3.55E-01 2.67E-01 1.0E-02 2.0tt-01 1.46E-01 7.86E-03 2.37E-02-
~

1-431) ~r;, .

Total gert -51stee' (T -
- ,e e I e -01 9.20E 4 '9. 2 4 H 8.62E-03 6.M-M 1.60E-03, 1.40E-02f

~

.I/2
~

Total critten . m 2- ~ NO ND 'm - ND m 7.7tt+0! 3.87E+01 7.39E+00 2.4tE+00 1.08t+61 8.32E+00 - 3.15E+00 1.26E+01

%~ . 3-~
7 A

-g Ligold ' t- 07f, j

-

|'' ,; Total sized f testen god [6 j Igp .. 2 - ND 4.70E+00 3.50E+00 1.10E+00 2.70E+00 ,t.07t+do 2 9E+00 7.70E-01 3.92E-01 2.74!-01 9.03E-01 7.8IE-08'2

, a t t re-t. - 1
-

Total trtete 's * * ' s e 2 5.40E+08 I.03E+0! 1.04E+0! 1.97E+0! 5.07t+0! 5.73E+00 2.41E+00 8.8 3E+00 4.05E+00 5.49E+00 6.18E+00

Plesolved noble gas.
~

nL ND. ND - te le ND 1.70E-02 0.00E+00 c 7.24E-03 ND O.00E+00; 0.00E+00 5.45E-04 0.00E+00
~

3
-

,
s

_ 7

- ,. (
Sottd

_

;fl22 .m le _ se e e I.05E+00 8.20E+04 1.995+02 1.57E+05 3.69E+00 9.68t+02 2.%E+01 2.77t+02 3.10E+0!'*'

.. *Mstogene and particolates Includtag 1-131 . D7 3
%

^

. Soported as 1-131 and particulates

"Tr.tal str%orne -
hotel'li-e l ? -
lit ? tacloded to Relogene

-ND * No data -
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Table 4.11 Events of Environmental Significance '

,

. NSIC
. " Accession. .. Number- Event Date Cause Comment

^ Number- .),

1 192477 '67 3 09/12/67 D A worker was exposed while fixing a leaky diaphram.'

.-

31307; - 68-3 .' 06/24/68 A Personnel were overexposed.while repairing a recir--
culation pump.

609035 -70-3- 11/13/70 t Condenser tube ~ leaked and noncondensible gas drawn
into cooling water .1.04. Ci released .to canal.

;77861.I - 72-101 12/16/72 D Leaks 'into the emergency condenser caused a radia-,

y tion release.
..
*- [74354; 05/00/73 A Radiation' levels at the fence were high.

-93506:- - UE7502 01/22/75 A Radioactive waste' water eas poured .into a floor-

-

drain..

# 1308837 - R07744L '.10/31/77 H Reactor coolant. backed up into the plant heating
'

system.
'

'140350 . R07832- 08/19/78.- A- A failed check valve allowed water from the fuel> '
.

'

pool = system |to backflow into the demineralized
' : water system. 25. gal of unmonitored water removed-

.

- from the plant.
' '

: Ll77025. - LER '81-027': ?l2/30/81 D High iodine level in the demineralized water stor-
age tank.'

?v
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4.5.2 Review of sianificant events.
!

; A tabulation of each type of significant event appears in Table 4.12.
Definitions of the event codes are in Table 3.3. Each reportable event
considered significant is identified in Table 4.13. The events which de-

i graded a safety function or initiated a D3E are: losses of of fsite power

| (3), failure of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) to auto-initiate

: (1), failure of reactor vessel internals (1), and containment integrity
violated (1).

4

4.5.2.1 Loes_of offsite nower with radioactivity release. On August
8, 1966, a violent storm caused the 138 kV breaker to open. The turbine
bypass valve opened too slowly, thus the reactor scrammed on high pressure

i before the turbine could be run back to supply house loads. The turbine
continued to supply station loads. until it was manually tripped four min-

| utes later. When station power was lost (i.e., the turbine tripped), the
bypass valve opened before the d.c. operated isolation valve closed. The
turbine rupture diaphram then ruptured. Steam discharged into the turbine
building for approximately a minute (unsil the MSIV closed). The steam
release raised the airborne activity in the turbine and of fice area to the
point where all personnel except the control room operators were evacuated
to the screen house. Station power was restored shortly af ter the dia-
phragm ruptured. Airborne activity in the turbine room was returned to

,

normal four hours later by the turbine building ventilation system. No '

indications of contamination could be found outside the plant build-,

ings.** Prior to March of 1968 only one of fsite line existed. Thus,

every load rej ection represented a complete loss of of fsite power.
.

4.5.2.2 Loss of offsite nower followed by several connonent fail-
uros. On January 25, 1972, a severe winter storm caused the transmission
lines to became ice laden.47 High winds on the following day caused sey-

; eral momentary line f aults when the conductors moved relative to one an-
other. Protective circuits operated successfully on twelve occasions to

3

: clear these faults. How ev e r, on the thirteenth fault, a trip coil burned
i out in an oil circuit breaker and the circuit breaker failed to open.

Protective relays in the substation operated to clear the fault. In'doing.

i so, the generator was momentarily isolated from the load and it tripped on
overspeed. The reactor subsequently tripped on high flux. Since the
fault occurred on the distribution side of the substation, a load rej ec-
tion signal was not transmitted to the circuit breaker protecting the gen .
erator. Thus, a turbine runback was never initiated. The 138 kV line

. circuit breaker was manually opened because the line became interrittenly-
I de-energized over- a twenty minute period. This resulted in an undervolt-
: age signal and an automatic transfer to the 46 kV alternate source." Dur-
1 ing the transfer however, a stuck contact on an instantaneous overcurrert

relay in the 46 kV bus protection relay scheme, coupled with the operati,a
'

of the undervoltage' bus f ault detector relay,' caused the circuit breaker-

serving the 46 kV line to trip. This de-energized the 46 kV line back toi

Big Rock Point. Normally, the bus famit detector would have reopened had
the fault cleared within a few cycles, how ev e r, the fault lasted sixty-
nine cycles. Thus both offsite power sources were. lost. The diesel gen -
erstor started and provided power to essential loads. . Within twenty min .
- utes. full potential was prcvided to the 138 167 line. When attempts were
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Table 4.13. . Tabulation of reports categorized as significant at Big Eock Point

Report. Event
Beeber - Date ' significance zweat Description Section

._

66-3 080866 57 Loss of offsite power and rupture of condenser roptere diaphraga (14893). 4.5.2.1

72-1 012572 57 off-site power lost decirg stora and switchgear malfunctioeed. 4.5.2.2

'807423 091774 $6 .. Test fixture on contalassat energency escape lock lef t installed on lock. 4.5.2.6

.307808 021578 '58 Both fire posps unavailable with ADS out for maintenance. 4.5.2.4

307818 040778- 52 Failure of two RPS channels during LOOP. 4.5.2.3

LER7920 060979 54 Recirculation diffusers break off, 4.5.2.5

5~
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made to reclose the breaker, the audio tone relay equipment generated a
false trip signal causing the breaker to immediately retrip. Once the
audio tone trip was defeated, the 138 kV line was restored. The tone con-
trols were reconnected and the plant loads were transferred to the 138 kV
source.

The two emergency condenser valves, MO-7063 and MO-7053, automatical-
ly opened during the transient in order to control reactor pressure. Ap-
proximately two and one half hours later, an attempt was made to close the
valves to conserve reactor pressure. Valve MO-7063 failed to operate. An
investigation revealed an improperly set torque switch caused the valve's
motor operator to burn out.

A design error in the spent fuel pool piping configuration and valve
alignment was discovered on January 26. At the time of the outage, the
fuel pool was valved for recycle through the radwaste system. When normal
power was lost, the spent fuel pit, the radwaste and treated waste pumps
ceased to operate and the spent fuel pit to radwaste isolation valves
automatically closed. Due to the valving and piping arrangement, an 11-
1/2 ft head was established between the fuel pool and treated receiver
tanks.

Due to the available head, reopening of the isolation valves created
a siphoning action from the fuel pool to the clean waste receiver tanks.
The situation was discovered when the operator realized the radiation
level in the fuel pool area was gradually increasing. Corrective actions
taken to eliminate the hydraulic head consisted of closing a radwaste
valve in the fuel pit pump room. The fuel pool level was restored via the
waste holding tanks.

4.5.2.3. Two reactor protection channels fail durina a cartial loss

of off-site oower. An event in which a common mode failure was involved
occurred on April 7,1978.s e The loss of the 138 kV transmission line
resulted in a load rejection and the reactor scrammed on low condenser
vacuum. What caused the loss of this line was not discussed. During the
transient however, one of two low drum level scram sensors in both reactor
protection channels became stuck at the +5 in drum level. An investiga-
tion revealed that the switch / pointer mechanism was binding on a scale
plate inside the instrument's cover. A new cover and scale plate had been
installed a month and a half earlier but the problem was not detected dur-

ing the test. All four sensors were repaired and tested prior to plant
startup. This event represented a degradation of the reactor protection
system.

4.5.2.4. Failure of the ECCS to auto-initiate or auto-transfer. On
Februa ry 15, 1978, both fire pumps were unavailable in the antamatic mode
due to a maintenance error on the reactor depressurization system control
circuitry.87 The fire pump control switches were inadvertently placed in
the inhibit mode with both pumps shutdown. The fire pumps provide. initial
flow to the ECC3 system. Should the pumps have been required, the opera-
tor would have had to realize the switch was in inhibit and then manually
initiate the pumps. The fire pump control switches on the RDS panel have
been marked with specific instructions for use of the inhibit position.

| 4.5.2.5 Failure of a reactor vessel internal. While shutdown to
inspect the control rod drive room for leakage associated with control rod

i
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| drive housing F-2, a vibration type noise was noticed in the primary sys-
tem associated with operation of reactor recirculation pump No.1.** In'

associated activities, on June 9,1979, fuel and other internals were re-
moved from the reactor for accessibility to the lower areas of the vessel.

The main portion of the dif fuser over the 20 in, diameter inlet to the No.'

1 recirculation pump was found completely loose and lodged in the cavity
t: between the vessel wall, the core support plate and a large flow baffle.

A small portion of the diffuser, including one of the two upper attachment
| ears, was found below the core support plate. |

| Inspection of the diffuser over the No. 2 recirculation pump 20 in,
diameter inlet revealed that the single lower attachment was loose. This
would allow that diffuser to move on its upper attachments in a hinge
f ashion and make contact with the large baf fle. This probably was the
source of the vibration type noise first noticed on April 20, 1979.

Based on geometry factors and flow data, it was believed that flow
blockage did not occur. However, this does represent a possible initist-
ing event of flow blockage to the reactor core.

,

A total of four failed bolts were missing: three f rom the No.1 dif-
fuser and one from the No. 2 diffuser. One well-worn bolt piece was re-
trieved during the outage. Other pieces were believed to have been re-
trieved in prior years dating back to 1974.

4.5.2.6 Containment intearity violated. On September 17, 1974, per .
sonnel discovered that an maergency lock test' fixture had been left in-

stalled since June 21.s The test fixture was used to pressurize the con-
tainment emergency escape lock. The lock with the vent valve was lef t in
the open position. The inner door of the lock was lef t open for personnel
saf ety requirements. Leak testing procedures did not specify the removal
of the test fixture. The inner door was immediately closed to reestablish
contsinnent integrity and the test fixture was removed. .

,

4.5.3 Trends and safety isolications of resortable events
,

As an additional step in the overall evaluation' process, the events
at Big Rock Point were examined to find discernible recurring events that.
Indicate potential saf ety problems. The three types of recurring events
found were: ,

,

1. emergency condenser f ailures,
2. control rod drive problems,.and

3. failed fuel elements.

4.5.3.1 Emeraency condenser. Failures involving the emergency
; ' condenser were reported in eleven LERs. Two of these f ailures were f ail-

ures that rendered one of the condensing loops inoperable. ;Both events
(A07303, LER7828) resulted from valve f ailures. The energency condenser
system utilizes two condensing loops to provide a. heat ' sink during a
number.of transients. The emergency condenser is designed for. a maximum'

capacity of 4% of 240 Nwt. A single 1 tube bundle is suf ficient' to remove4

2% of 240 Nwt following shutdown. Additionally,- the water; storage in the-

emergency condenser is 'suf ficient for four hours operation without mako-
up.**

i
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4.5.3.2 Control rod drive eroblems. The control rods and the CRDs
experienced difficulty in the earlier years at Big Rock Point. Reoccur-
ring problems involved: the control rods drifting out of the core, gall-
ing of the control rod index tubes, jamming of the rods, and the with-
drawal times less than technical specifications limit.

Trouble with the control rod drives was noted during the rod perfor-
mance checks on December 18, 1962. One control rod continued to move
downward, out of the core af ter the demand signal was turned of f. Exa mi-
nation of this drive indica ted that resins in the drive prevented proper
operation of the collet fingers. The resins leaked into the primary sys-
tem when several of the outlet diffusers shif ted. Failure of one of the
outlet strainers then permitted resins to enter the feedwater system. On
Februa ry 17, 1963, another control rod drive would not relatch. Inspec-
tion of the drive revealed nothing apparently wrong. However, the drive
was rebuilt anyway since it was in the core position where the resin was
deposited earlier. After the reactor was cleaned, no drive failures due
to resin deposits occurred.

On June 22, 1966, af ter the resin deposits were cle rad up, say:..i
rods again drifted out of the core. It was determined that the scram dump
tank was being pressurized by leakage of water through line seals from the
insert header to the withdrawal header. When the control rod drive pumps
were operating, the leakage pressurized the scram dump tank. This pres-
sure buildup was enough to open the collet piston locking device, thereby
allowing the rods to drif t. Therefore, a vent line was installed between
the scram dump tank and the reactor vessel. No occurrence of this type
has occurred again since this modification.

The first incident of index tube galling occurred during a scram test
on February 20, 1963. Flow measurements indicated high leakage through
the drive system. Some resin was still present, but a large number of
.'etal chips were also present in the guide sleeve windows. Af ter a number
of such occurrences, nitrided 304 SS index tubes were installed in place
of several 17-4 PH SS index tubes. On October 31, 1965, four drive sys-
tem 3 stuck due to metal particles. None of the previously modified drives
were among the four. Therefore, all remaining drives were modified and no
galling of inder tubes has been reported since this_ modifications.

Jamming of control rods due to galling of the indez tubes or lodging
of loose parts in the drive system accounted for thirteen of the occur-
rences. The first occurrence of a control rod Jrmains occurred on Decem-
bor 18,1962. Several control rod drives jammed when loose bolts lodged
on top of the core support plate. The bolts were the same type as those
used to bolt toge ther the fuel channels and their support t ube s. As a
result, all Zircaloy support-tube-and-channel assemblies were modified by
staking the cap screws. A drive in the same core position j ammed on May
26, 1963. Additional modifications included an additional flow distribu-
tot along with welding lof " keepers" on the cap screws.

Loose bolts continued to cause the control rods to stick. On Decem -
ber 25,1967, several drives stuck when bolts from the grid bar assembly
became lodged. As a result, sixty-eight of the seventy grid bar assembly
bolts were replaced. - On April 6,1968, another loose bolt in the control
rod drive mechanism caused a control rod to jaa. The bolt remained f rom
the previous year when torque wrenches broke of f several of _ the upper grid
bar assembly bolts prior to replacement.
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The control rods became j ammed on several other occasions, however,
their occurrences were infrequent.

The last major contributor to the reportable events in the control
rod _ drive system . involved the -withdrawal time being less than the techni-
cal. specifications limit. The first tLsee occurrences were in 1974,'with
two occurring in 1975, and the last one occurred in 2)?8.

4.5.3.3 Failed fuel elements. Failed fuel cladding became a problem
in 1965. .The of f gas activity rose consistently until ;it reached 15,009
pc/s, where it leveled off. This level remained esentially constant until
1966. _ The primary contributors to the high of f gas activity were four de-
velopmental fuel bundles that f ailed. These f ailures were not expected
since the fuel had only reached half of its design life.

No gross fuel failurcs occurred in 1967. In December, power was re-
duced after the off gas activity started to increase. Reducing power pre-
served fuel integrity. During refueling in February 1968, _ twenty-nine of
thirty-three reload-2 "C" fuel bundles indicated a positive leaking signal

,

'

af ter being dry sipped. These bundles were vibratory packed powdered
fuel. The of f gas activity again increased in June. During the June re-

fueling, pellet UO, rather than powdered UO, was. loaded into the core. An |

| indication of a clad f ailure of the new core occurred in October when the
'

off gas activity again increased. The off gas activity continued to in- |
i

crease into 1969. |
Power was reduced in January and again in February of 1969 in order'

to reduce off gas activity. Refueling in April revealed nine f ailed as-
semblies. All of the failed assemblies had evidence of cignificant crud,

accumulation and crud spalling. Hot cell examinations on two of .the fuel |
'rods showed that the accelerated corrosion on the rod surface was driven

by local overheating. Since preliminary investigations revealed acceler- |
ated corrosion due to high cladding temperateres, the power was temporari- |

ly limited to 165 MWt. The reloading of pellet UO, and derating the ther-
'

mal output of the eers solved the problem of leaking fuel elements.
;

i
'

4.6 Evaluation of Oneratina Exnerience

The major sources of information utilized during this evaluation were
(1) forced shutdowns and power reductions and _(2) reportable | events. TVo

,

significant areas were identified in the -review of shutdowns and power re-
| ductions. These are failed fuel elements and loss of. the 138 kV line.

Failed fuel was mainly a problem during the 1960's. .Thit probles'was,

solved by replacing powdered- fuel with fuel pellets which resulted in de-
,

rating the core thermal power, changing heat exchanges Lube material to i*

reduce corrosion which contributed to crud build-up on the fuel elements,

;- and modifying reactor core flow patterns. The 13 8 kV line had been . lost'
. nine times at what appears to be' a' constant rate. Three of these events -
were complete -losses of of fsite power, a typical number for. a plant oper .-

ating for 19 years. The first two complete LOOPS occurred prior to the-
| installation of the 46 kV line and ~1ittle 'is known about these events in -

cluding their duration. - The third LOOP (see. Sect. 4.5.2) which was twe11~
- documented, involved f ailures in other systems during. the transients,7how-
ever.none of these f ailures impacted the plants' j recovery., Offsite: power
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was also restored within 20 minutes, thus minimizing the significance of
this event.

There were no significant problems identified through the search of
LENS. Events caused by human errors contributed about half of the re-
ports.

The emergency condenser f ailed on two occasions. Both events in-
'

volved the f ailure of a de operated r sraency condenser outlet valve to
open, thus rendering one of two emergency condenser loops inoperable.
However, one loop is capable of removing decay heat during shutdown.

' Overall the operation of Big Rock Point has been sa tisfactory from a
safety point of view. Again, no period was identified where the operation
of His Rock Point posed a threat to the general public.

.

-
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42. Letter f rom Ralph B. Swell, Nuclear Licensing Administrator, Consun-
ers Power Company, to James G. Keppler, Of fice of Inspection and En-
forcement, Region III, US NRC, transmitting R0.76-08, June 9,1976.,

i 43. SEP, Topic Vi!I-2, Diesel Generator, Big Rock Point, F. G. Fa rmer, US
DOE, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, BGG-EA-5882, May 1982.

44. Letter f rom David A. Bizel, Nuclear Licensing Administrator, Consun-
ers Power Company, to James G. Keppler, US NRC, transmitting RO's 77-
26, -27, -33, -34, September 2,1977.*

45. Letter from David A. Bixel, Nuclear Licensing Administrator, Consun-
ers Power Company to James G. Keppler, of fice' of Inspection and En-
forcement, Region III, vs NRC, transmitting LER 78-32, September 15, ;

1978.
46. Letter f rom Robert L. Haueter, Assistant Electric-Production Superin- ;

te nde n t-Nucle a r, Consumers Power Company to Peter A. Morris, Direc-
tor, Division of Reactor Licensing, US AEC, December 20, 1966.,

47. Letter f rom Ralph B. Sewell, Nuclear Licensing Administrator, Co ns um-
ers Power Company, to Peter A. Morris, Director, Division of Reactor
Licensing, US ALC, March 3,1972.

48. Final Hazards Summary Report for Big Rock Point Plant, paragraph
j 5.8.9, Novembe r 14, 1961.
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Table A1.1 1962 'and 1963 ' Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

"*. Date Duration Power ' Reportable Shutdown System . Component ~
DBE(D)/
NSIC(N)

(1g2) , (Hrs). (I) Event Description. Cause Method Involved Involved Event-
Category

. gg

1) -- 12/62 <1' Spurious period or flux trip. B .- 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N2.& .
to tion & tion &

'3/63 Controls controls

(IA)

12). 12/62
'

<1 Spurious period or flux trip. 5 3 Instrumenta . Instrumenta- N2.4
to , tion & tion &

3/63. Controis Controls

(IA) .

3) - 12/62 <1 Spurious period or flux trip. B. 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta .. N2.4
,

to tion & tion &

3/63 Controls Controls
.

(IA)

hi 4) 12/62 <1 Spurious period or flux trip. B 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N2.4
w to tion & tion &

3/63 Controls controls

(IA)

5)' 12/62 <1 Spurious period or flux trip. B 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N2.4
to . tion & tion 6

3/63 Controls controls -
(IA)

'6) 12/62' 2' Iow drum level (control on manual B 3 Steam & Turbine
to during testing). Power

.' 3/63 (HA)

7) .12/62 ~2 Inadvertent simultaneous closure. C 3 Reactor Valves N6.0'
. . to . of reactor recirculating pump Coolant.
3/63- . discharge valves. (CB)

8) |12/62' 29 Low drum level.(drum level trans- B 3 Steam & Instrumenta- N2.0
to ient during IPR adjustment). Power . tion &-

'3/63 - (HA) Controls

1

P

.

f

___ __ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . - . - . - . - _ _ _ _ - _ . _ - .
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Table A1.1 (Continued)

05E(D)/
Shutdown System Comp onent NEIC(N)

Date Duration Power Reportable g7gpgg Method Involved Involved 7. vent
y,,

(1962) (Hrs) (%) Event Category

IN3
9) 12/62 50 1.ov vacuum scram resulting from A 3 Electric D2.3

Powerloss of station power.to (EX)
3/63

10) 12/62 58 High neutron flux (resulting frca B 3 Steam & N1.2
Powerpressure transient caused byto

3/63 improper respense of bypass valve (HE)

during genertor trip tests).

11) 12/62 58 Main steam bypass system. A 2 Steam & St.1

Power
to (HE)

3/63

12) 12/62 6 Main steam bypass system. A 2 Steam & N1.1
Power

to (HE)y 3/63

$ 13) 12/3/62 2 Accidental jarring of steam drum G 3 Steam & Instrumenta- 56.3

vater level control panel. Power tion &

(HE) Controls

14) 2/17/63 2 33 Low steam drum level. 3 Steam & Vessels
rover
(HB)

15) 2/17/63 s20 6 Malfunction of rod drive B-5 due 1 Reactor Control Rod D4.3

to collet finger assembly. (RS) Drive
Mechanism

16) 2/20/63 50 Momentary loss of generator. B 3 Steam & Cenerators D2.3
Power
(PA)

17) &/12/63 4 Failure of a seal ring in the A 1 Reactor valves N1.1

feedvater check valve at the Coolant
(CH)steam crum.

. 'M-II M h o. bl , ,a,,,,
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Table A1.4 1%6 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point
i

DBE(D)/lDEte.. Duration Power . Reportable Shutdown System . Component NSIC(N)1
"

' De8cri tion CauseP' * .(1966)" -(Hrs). '(%)- ! Event Method Involved Involved Event
. . Category.

,1) . 1/18 .120' 97 Repair. leaking tube in high pres- A 1 . Reactor.. Heat N3.1'
sure feedwater heater. Coolant Exchangers.c ',

'

(CH)

2) ' 2/2 97-26 Power reduction. Tighten packing ~A -5- Reactor. Valves N3.1r
'

on valve in vent line from reactor Coolant Instrumenta- N2.0 >
<

to steam drum and repair recycle (CC) (CH) . tion &
valve controls on No. 1 & 2 reactor Controls

- . feed pumps.

.-. 3) ~ ' 2 /10 - 97-83-- Power reduction. Fuel cladding A 5
' Reactor Fuel N4.0>

', ,

failure. ' (RC) Elements
,4) .. 3/22 48 . 83q . Remove valve in vent line fromJ A. 1 Reactor Valves N3.1

reactor to steam drum. Coolant-
eig (CC) a

,

..# 5) ' 4 /1 48 ; 83 . Repair 4 leaking tubes in high A 1 . Reactor Heat 'N3.1
g.

Ai ~#'
-

'

pressure feedwater heater. Coolant Exchangers
; (CH).

'

' 6)- 5/11' 48 Replace cracked. tee in control rod; A 1 Reactor -Pipes. N1.1.1
i' drive system. (RB) Fittings

*
7)) -5/26 . c 48 ; - Repair 4 leaking tubes in high A 1 Reactor. Heat N3.1F

'

,
'

' pressure feedwater heater. Coolant Exchangers
' '

f, (CH)

8) ' -6/2" .97-89 Power reduction. Fuel ciadding A 5 Reactor. Fuel N4.0
. failure. (RC) Elements

~

.- < 9) . -6/18- .34 ; |89; LRepair 4 leaking tubes in high A 1 - Reactor Heat N3.1s
,

-(? pressure,feedwater heater. Coolant- Exchangers
(CH)-,

.

75 i ~ Repair leaking tubes in high pres- '.A, .1
i'

< .. 10) *7/1- 4~
, ,

, _ , ' sure . feedwater heater.
. Reactor Heat N3.1-

Coolant Exchangers
(CH).

.,

. y -

_
=

3: .

'f.. y

?

' , .

I

r
'

^ e

/
..

- - - - - - _ _ - . . . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - .
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Table A1.4 (Continued),- r

.DBE(D)/;
.

. . Shutdown' System Component' NSIC(N) ,

Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method Involved. Involved': . Event.-'

'
'

-(Hrs) '-(%) ~ Event Category* (1966) -

11)- .7/13 48 75 Repair leaking tubes in high pres- -A- 1 Reactor Heat N3.1
Coolant Exchangers-sure feedwater heater.
(01)

12). -7/201 48 75' Repair leaking tubes in high pres- A 1 Reactor Heat N3.1
Coolant. Exchangers

.sure feedwater. heater.
(CH).

: 13)1 7/26; 75-49 Power reduction. Fuel cladding A. 5 Reactor FuelL Nt.0 '
(RC) Elements

failure.

14)- '8/3 - 24 - 49.- Blank off high pressure feedwater A 1- Reactor Heat N3.1

' heater tube sheet to eliminate Coolant Exchangers

tube leakage. -(CH)

. .M 15) 8/8; 24 49 -LTR .:138 KV breaker opened during a - H 3 Electrical Circuit- D2.2

' $ 12/20/66- storm. The bypass valve opened Power Closures /
but did not. prevent pressure build- (EA) Interrupters

. w '- 'f'up and reactor scratuned on high
pressure.

L16). 711/10 .s95-55,- ; Power reduction. -Seals on No. 2 A 5 Reactor Pumps D3.1-
reactor recirculating pump failed. Coolant

-(CB)

''

/ 17) 11/12' - %24 '- 55- Exarination and removal of No. 2 A. -1 Reactor Ptsaps N1.1

reactor recirculating pump. Coolant
(CB).

118) '12/15. 72 .'. 69 ' Reinstallation of.No. 2 reactor . A| 1 Reactor Pumps N1.1-
Coolantrscirculating pump.
.(CB)

< -

P

+

I

t $ k

Is

-)

'

#, '-
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Table A1.:s 1%7 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Rig' Rock Point ' '|!. i _ 1 .

'

i

"
.

2

_ . . . :C&E(0)/ l1
'

,Date' Duration ' Power .Repertable Shutdows System Component' XSIC(E)- ,
+

8'* ; (1967) .- (Hrs) (1) . Event Description Cause Nethod involved involved Event )
.; Category

1); 1/20' :M2' 97 ' Pressure transient caused by erratic .A 3 Steam & Instrumenta-' D2.1'
operation of the turbine admission ' Power tion &

|, valve caused by the initial pres- (EA) Con rols il'
sure regulator.. '

,

(L f. 2) ~ ' 1/20 : '*156 ' Low - Beactor startup was delayed be-. A- 4 Reactor Control x1.1' ' '

cause' rod drive E4 could not be (RS) Rod Drive
withdrams. ' Installed new drive. Mechansas.

- '. 3) - 1/26" i%336 . Iow S Failure of turbine shaf t-driven oil A 1 Steam & Pumps 51.1-
'

, .

] ~[
'

. mission valve. (EA)
~

pump wttich operates the turbine ad- Pcwer

|1 . 4) ~ 2/10 26 97 ' Replaced defective control rod drive A 1 Reactor Control N1.1'

D-1. (RS). Rod Drive
..

i, q.

i

~

Mechanisms

~

2/12' 53-0. Power reduction.. Repair turbine - A. 5 Steam & Instrumenta- x1.1. ji5)''

s

initial pressure regulator. Power tion & !
,,

(RA). Contrcls
L, :6);'2/13: 7~ . 7-0 Power reduction. Repair turbine. A, 5' Steam & Instrumenta- Kl.1

-initial. pressure regulator. Pcwer tion &
*

(HA) Controls-

. .q: 7)fi2/14' - 7-0- EPower reduction. Repair turbine . A 5' 'Steau & Instrumenta- 31.1., ,

|q initial pressure regulator. Power tion 6.

(RA) Controls
: 8). ' - 2/16 7- 97-0: ; Power reduction. Repair turbine. .A 5 Steam & Instrumenta- 31.1

- initial pressure regulator. Power tion &
'

i
. (HA) Controls

; y, ' - ~

'

,1 -

l'_ h *
t;

_

r

d

4 % (
E a

t' -

.s

i

i o

l

, .

. i . , -

4

.y.

& 4 +- *
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Table A1.5 (Continued)

DBE(D)/

Date Duration Power . Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)
escription Cause"** Method Involved Involved Event(1967) (Hrs) (2) Event

Category

9) 2/17 7-0 Power reduction. Repair turbine A 5 Steam & Instrumenta- N1.1
initial pressure regulator. Fower tion &

'(HA) Controls

10). 3/10 8 96 4 Power reduction. Inspect the A 5 Steam &.. Generators N1.1
generator exciter brushes. Power

(HA)

11) 3/10 ~ S6 0 Error during instrument work.' B 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N5.0
tion & tion &
Controls Controls

(IA)

12) ' 3/27 - S6 96 Repair steam leaks n packing gland A 1 Steam & Pipes, N3.1
. of butterfly valve on discharge of Power Fittings

7 No. 2 recirculating pump. (HX)
@

~ 3/27 41 0~ Short period when attempting to A 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N2.0pa - ' 13)
raise reactor pressure. tion & tion &

Controls controls
'

(IA)

14) 4/% . 21 96 'I.eaks in packing of the isolation A 1 Reactor Valves N3.1
valve for the west steam reference Coolant
line to the drum level instrumenta- (CC). .

15) 10/26' 24- 96 . Repair steam leak in the bonnet of A 1 Reactor Valves N3.1-
the high pressure bleeder trip Coolant
valve. (CC)

16) - 11/25 7 '. 96 . Replace offgas filter due to high A 1 Radioactive Filters N1.1.42

differential pressure. Waste
Management
(MB)

-
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Table A1.5 (Continued) '!
> . l,

1

DBE(D)/- ,)
'Date- . Duration'' Power' Reportable Shutdown ' System Component NSIC(N). |

-

*** IP I" * " * * 'I'* . '(1967 ) , (Hrs)- .(%; Event Fethod Involved Involved Event
Category., ,

i

.. :> 17) 12/7' 100-78 L Power. reduction. Offgas activity A 5 Reactor Puel . N4.0 -,.,[#
, , ~to. pressure fuel integrity. (RC) Elements. {
18)'. 12/7 178-13 Power reduction. Make temporary A 5 Reactor. Valves N3.1 j,

-O repairs.to stop steam leaks on the Coolant. -)turbine trip valve to the high'
pressure heater.

'

(CC). !
l

- 19) ,12/f' _ 82-13 Power reduction. Make temporary A 5 Reactor Valves N3.1.

repairs to stop steam leaks on the- Coolant
turbine trip valve to the high. (CC) ja . ressure heater,p

i
-

> , '

.

, 3 .u a
@

. DJ

4.

1

%

''- a

. , !p. * -l
,
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Table A1.6 1968 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

DBE(3)/

Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)
No. Description Cause

(1968) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved Event-
Category

1) 1/? 82-7 Power reduction. Repack No. 1 & A 5 Reactor Pumps 51.1
2 reactor feed pumps. Coolant

(CH)

2) 1/? 82-7 Power reduction. Repack No. 1& A 5 Reactor Pu=ps N1.1
2 reactor feed pumps. Coolant

(CH)

3) 1/f 82-7 Power reduction. Repack No.1 & A 5 Reactor Pumps N1.1
2 reactor feed pumps. Coolant

(CH)

4) 4/4- 24 Reinstall No. 2 recirculating pump. A 1 Reactor Pumps N1.1
Coolant
(CA)

*n
8 5) 4/6 Low Install new shaf t seal cartridge in A 1 Reactor Pumps 51.1

[3 No. 2 recirculating pu=p. Cociant
(CA)

Control rod crave' 54 could not be A 1 Reactor Control N1.1

(RB) Rod Drive6) 4/7 448 Low withdrawn from the fully inserted Mechanisms
position. It was replaced.

G 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- 56.3
7) 4/23 6 79 The high-sphere pressere sensors tion & Controls tion &were accidentally bumped,

(IA) Controls

8) 6/3 %24 83 Repair leaks in unions adjacent to A 1 Reactor Pipes. N1.]
the explosive valves on the reactor (RB) Fittings

poison systam.

9) 6/12 83-75 Power reduction. Tuel cladding A 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0
failure. (RC) Elements

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Table A1.6 (Continued)

-DBE(D)/.i* '
.

Power ReportableDate- Duration
.

Shutdown System Component .NSIC(N).
Description Causea

~

(Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved ' Event*
(1968) Category

10)- 6/13 75-68 Power reduction. Fuel cladding A 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0 -
1.Alure. (RC) Elements

'11) 9/10 %20 97 Repack No. 2 reactor recirculating A 1 Reactor Valves- N3.1
pump butterfly valve. Coolant

(CB)

'12) 9/21 %21 97 High delta P in stack off-gas B 1 Radioactive Filters N1.1.4
filter. Waste

Management
(MB)

.13) ' '10/13 %20 95 Repair 2 steam leaks and replace A 1 Steam & Pipes. N3.1
the high-pressure heater drain Power Fittings

valve disphram. (HC) Valves

y 14) 10/7 %8 - Lov While returning to power control A 1 Reactor Control M1.1
.

rod B-5 could not be moved from. (RB) RM Drive
; '

notch 15. Mechanisms
-

,

'15) - 10/7 ' *12 Inspect and replace 0-rings in. A 1' Reactor Control N1.1 '
control rod flanges., (RB) Rod Drive

Mechanisms

-16): '10/7; *12 Inspect and replace 0-rings in. A 1 Reactor Control N1.1
-

control rod fisages. (RB) Rod Drive
'

' Mechanisms

'17): ' 11/6 - 23' . 95 Packing leak on'the main steam . A 1 Steam & Valves N3.1
-

bypass isolation valve. Power
(HE)

J18) 12/14- 95-89 Power-reduction. Fuel cladding A 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0
. ' failure. (RC) Elements

-19) '12/14 - '17- 95 Packing leak on the steam supply A 1 Steam & Pipes, N3.1
to the condenser air ejectors. Power Fittings

(HC)

o,

.g

.f

-

%

} d
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Table A1.7 1969 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)No.

(1969) (Hrs) (%) Event Description Cause
Method involved involved Event

Category

1) 1/2 89-81 Power reduction. Fuel cladding A 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0
failure. (RC) Elements

"

2) 1/17 24 81 Steam leak in turbine stage drain A 1 Steam & Heat N 3.1
heater. Power Exchan gers

(HA)

3) 2/18 81-70 Power reduction. Fuel cladding A 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0
failure. (RC) Elements

4) 3/1 29 68 Steam leak in valve packing on the A 1 Steam & Valves N3.1
air ejection supply line. Power

(HA)

5) 3/3 %10 68 Excessive cooling water leakage at A 1 Reactor Control N1.1
the D-3 control rod drive flange. (RB) Rod Drive

Mechanisms
ars
! 6) 3/3 S18 Replace 3 control rod drives. A 4 Reactor Control N1.1.4
$ Replace shaft seals on (RB) Rod Drise

No. I reactor Mechanisms "
recirculating pupp.

c

7) . 6/7 %24 69 * Repack outside gland on the butter- A 1 Reactor Valves N3.1
fly valve in the No. I reactor Coolant
recirculating loop. (CB)

'

N) 6/21 A24 69 Repair 4 steam leaks in the turbine A 1 Steam & Pipes. N3.1
g pipe r annel area. Power Fittings

,

(HB)
''

9) 7/7 %24 ,69 Renair leaks in the turbine stare A 1 Steam & Pi pe s . N 3.1
drains and in the B-3 controi rod Power Fittings N1.1

* ' drive cooling water connection. (HA)
Reactor
(RB)

.
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Table A1.7 (Continued)
__

-

DBE(D)/

Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)
Descripti,5 , Cause Method Involved Involved EventN'"

(1969) (Hrs) (2) Event
Category'' '- -

10) 8/11 48 69 Repair steam leaks and in pect A 1 Steam & Heat * 3.1
for known leakage in the turbine Power Exchangers N1.1
main condenser and cote spray (HC)
feat exc hanger . Engineered

Safety
Features
(SF-D)

11) 10/20 24 69 1.TR High conductivity of the primary C 1 Reactor Deminer- N6.0

2/20/70 coolant caused by previous mal- Coolart altrers

operation which resulted in over- (CH)
heating the resin in the cleanup
demineralizer.

' - 12) 11/$ 4 69 Repair steam leak in the turbine A 1 Steam & Pipes. N3.1
..

stage drain line to the inter- Power Fittings

M mediate pressure heater. _ (HA)j
- I
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Table A1.8 1970 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

'' DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdawn System Component NSIC(N)

Description CauseNo. .(1970) (Hr.) (%) Event Method Involved Involved Event

- Category

1) 1/8 %24 70 Replace off gas filter. A 1 Radioactive N1.1
Waste
Management
(MB)

2) 3/30 -8 Turbine problems. A 1 Steam & Turbines .N1.1
Power
(HA)

3) '3/31 4 .- Turbine problems. A 1 Steam & Turbines N1.1
-

Power
(HA)

4). 4/1 %8 70 Minor adjustments to the turbine A 1 Steam & Instrumenta- N2.0
initial pressure regulator. Power tion &

(HA) Controle

Y 5) 4/24 70 Ler. king core spray heat exchanger A 1 Engineered Heat N1.1
tube. Safety Exchangers.$ Features

(SF-D) g

6) -6/28' 72 70 A fault in the 138 Kv transmission H 3 Electric Circuit D2.2
line caused a load rejection due Power diosures/
to a severe stara. The reactor (EA) Interrupters

tripped on high pressure.

7) 10/5 70-7 Power reduction. Replace solenoid B 5 Radioactive Valves N1.1
valve assembly on the dirty sump Waste
discharge isolation valve. Management

(MA)

8). 10/7 24 70 ' Repack main steam bypass valve. A 1 Steam & Valves N3.1
Power
(HC)

;

7

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _
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Table A1.8 (Continued)

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)

No. Description Cause
(19 70) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Icvolved Event

Catego ry

9) 11/13 24 70 LTR Plug 3 tubes in the post incident A 1 Engineered Heat N3.1
12/1/70 heat exchanger. Safety Exchangers

Features
(SB)

10) 11/14 4 Low Erratic operation of the period A 3 Instrumenta- Instrunenta- N2.4
amplifier in the channel 4. Log N tion & tion &
neutron monitoring equipment caused Controla Controls
a short period scram, f1A)

11) 12/3 10 70 A fault in the 138 Kv transmission H 3 Electric Circuit D2.2
line caused a load rejection due to Power Closures /
a severe storm. The reactor tripped (EA) Interruptero
on high pressure.

|
@
CD
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Table A1.9 1971 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

DBE(D)/
. .

Shutdown System Component NSIC'N)
"

- Date -. : Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method Involved Involved Event.
(1971) (Hrs). (%)' Event*

Category

1) 1/23 40 70 Repair turbine condenser tube leaks A 1 Steam & Heat N 3.1 '-

and a steam leak in the inter- Power Exchangers

agdiate - pressure heater.line. (HC) (Condensers)

2) . 2/2 216 70-63 High seal temperature on the No. 2 A 5 Reactor Pumps N1.1
recirct.lating ptsup. Coolant

(CB)

. 3) . 4/20 - 24 ~ 70' Repair' steam leak from the packing ' A 1 Reactor Valves E3.1
of the butterfly valve located on Coolant
the discharge of the No. I reactor (CB)
recirculating pump.

4) 4/21 24 _ 70 Make adjustments to the turbine A 1 Ster.m & Instrissenta- N1.1

zin2tal regulator. Power tion &

(HA) Controls

,Y '5) . .: 5/12 21 . 70 Load rejection due to a fault in . H 3 Electric Circuit D2.2
* the 138 Kv transmission line caused Power Closures /
* by a corner strain pole which had (EA) Interrupters

been cut half way through and a
. guy wire which had been cut.

'
6) - 6/2 -25: 70 : Steam leak in the turbine stage A 1 Steam & Pipes. N 3.1

i .-drain piping to the high pressure Power Fittings

' heater. -(HA) .
. .

Loss of all major rotating equip- C 3 Electric Circuit D2.37) ; 9/22' .18 . 70
iment due to accidental tripping of Power. Closures /
. the 2400 volt station power relays. (EB) Interrupters

' 8) ~ '9/28 , 14 :70 -High flux scram following loss of H 3 Electric Circuit D2.2
the 138 Kv transmission line attri- Power. Closures /
buted to a local storm. (EA) Interrupters

i -

N
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Table A1.9 (Continued)
#-

,

''
. g DBE(D)/

- k. --Date. Duration . Power -Reportable ' Description Cause(1971) -(Hrs), ,(1) . Event-
-

Shutdown System Component NS'(N)
Method Involved Involved . Event

Category.

' 9) . 10/18 ;70-53- Power reduction. Failure of No. 2 'A 5 Reactor Pumps M1.1
reactor recirculating pump seals. Coolant
necessitated ptsap shutdown. .(CB) '

^

E10) . 10/23' 33' ' 57 f Shutdown to. replace'the No. 2 A 1 Reactor Pumps N1.1
'

,

recirculating pump seal cartridge. Coolant
.

(CB)
- 11) ~ 11/26.L 'll . 57_ Failure of. the linkage arm of the- A 1 Stean, & ' Ins t rtsnenta- D2.3-

.

'

turbine trip solenoid caused a' Power tion &' '

turbine and generator trip. (HA). Controls
.
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Table A1.10 * 472 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Reportable De8Cription Cause Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)

#'*
(1972) (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved Event

Catego ry

1). 1/25 80 55 LTR Turbine trip on overspeed due to A 3 Electric Relays D 2. 2
3/3/72 no load. This was caused by the Power

31,g Rock Point relaying scheme (EX)
not clearing when a system line
fault occurred.

2) 2/11 8- 53 Adjust the initial-pressure regula- A 1 Steam & Instrumenta- N2.0
tor which would not regulate the Power tion &
turbine control valves effectively (HB) Controls
at low power.

3) 5/15 60 70 Primary coolant leakage at the B 5 A 1 Reactor Pipes. N1.1.3
control rod drive flange. During (RB) Fittings
maintenance the teflon 0-ring had
been replaced with a new type

''
- ]p silver plated inconel 0-ring,

gj 4) 5/18- - 70-7' Several power reductions to isolate A 5 Reactor Heat N3.1
F4 5/19 a leak into the component cooling Coolant Exchangers

water system. The leak was traced (CB)
to the No. I reactor recirculating
water pump seal cooling water heat
exchanger.

5) '5/19 70-67 Power reduction. Shutdown No. 1 A 5 Reactor Heat N3.1
. reactor recirculating water pump Coolant Exchangers
. due to leaking heat exchanger. (CB)

6) 6/10 15 67 Replace No. I reactor recirculating A 1 Reactor Heat N1.1
pump seal heat exchanger. Coolant Exc hange rs

(CB)

7) 6/17 s20 67 Replace seal cartridge on No. 1 A 1 Reactor Pumps N1.1
reactor recirculating pump. Coolant

(CB)

-

'
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! Table A1.10 (Continued)

4
DBE(D)/

.Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)"** Description Cause
(1972) -(Hrs) .(Z) Event Method Involved Involved Event

, ,

Category :

18) 6/18 '4 71 . Replace leaking offgas rupture . A 1 Radioactive Pipes. N1.1.

- diaphram. Waste Fittings
Management
(MB)

9) 7/6 3 83 low drum level scram due to inabil- B 3 Reactor D2.7
icy to maintain an adequate feed- -Coolant
water supply during a load rejec- (CH)
tion test.

10) 7/27 83-70 Power reduction. Scram valves were B 5 Reac tor Control N1,1
inadvertently opened while working (RB) Rod Drive
on a scram valve solenoid. This Mechanisms
caused rod drive E-1 to fully
insert.

,

.,3 -,

- t 11)' 7/29~ 30 ~ 83 Repack the turbine main steam bypass A 1. Steam & Valves N3.1
7 valve. Power
N. (HE)

12) 9/30 40 83 Repair steam leak on the turbine A 1 Steam & Pipes. N3.1
high pressure extraction line. Power Fittings

(HA)
'

'13)- 11/6 83-13 Power reduction. Pump bearing A 5 Reactor Pumps N1.1
failure caused the clean-up. system Coolant
pump to fail. (CG).

14) '11/6 . 83-13 ' Power ' reduction. Replace clean-up A 5 Reactor . Pumps N1.1
, system pump due to bearing failure. Coolant

(CG)

15)' 11/12 4' ' Low Short period scram because of a high' C 3 Reactor Control D4.3
notch worth in sequence during with- (RB) Rod Drive
drawal of control rod B-5. Mechanisms

:16)' 11/23 . 33 83 Excessive leakage through the 0-ring' A. 1- Reactor Control N1.1
on control rod drive C-5. (RB) Rod Drive,,

Mechanisms

~

~

e
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' Table A1.10 (Continued)

..

- '

- DBE(D)/.,
.

'

'** .. Date . Duration'.!Fower rReportable Shutdown' System Component NSIC(N)
-

***IP*I" "**
(19 72) ~ .(Hrs): . (I); ; Event Method Involved Involved . Event

Category

. 17) '12/16- - 26 ; ' 83 LTR Repair a leak in the' feedwater line A 1' Reactor Pipes, ;N3.1
'3/23/73- - blank / flange. Coolant. _ Fittings

~

(CH);

'l-
18)- .- 12/30' ~. ?-68: . High activity in plant'off gas. A. 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0<

.

(Fuel cladding failures.). (RC) Elements.
'

.
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: Table A1.11 1973 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

.
DBE(D)/

' h .

Component NSIS(N):. . . Shutdown System
Date- - Duration Power- Reportable Description cause Method Involved Involved * ent-

' " * * (1973 (Hrs) 1(I) Event stegory -

s

' 1) 1/20 25 ' 66 .I.eak in the packing of the re- A 1 Reactor Valves N3.1
actor cleanup system discharge Coolant-
valve to the No. I reactor (CG)
recirculating pump discharge
piping.

;2) 5/3 91-39 Power reduction. System substa- B 5 Electric .Other N9.0
' ' tion work. Power (XX)

.(EB)

13) .5/12'
~

1 91-39 - Power reduction. System substa- B 5 Electric Other N9.0
tion work. Power (XX)-

(EB)

. 4) - 5 /21' - 91-83 Power reduction. Plux tilting test' B 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0
*

to determine location of leaking (RC) . Elements"

engi ~ fuel bundles.> c

1
- e* . 5) 6/29. 91-87 Power reduction. In-core detectors A 5 Instrumenta- instrumenta- N2.3.

$f No. 12 and No. 14 were alarming.' tion *& tion &

Later tests indicated that no Controls Controls
. thermal limits had been exceeded (IB)
.and these were recalibrated.

. 6)| 7/20 92-3 - Power reduction. I.eak in component A 5 Auxiliary Pipes. N3.1
" coolant . line to the motor thrust Water Fittings

bearing of No. 2 recirculating (WB)
pump.

7); 8/16 92-13 -Power. reduction. I.eak in flex line A 5 Auxiliary Pipes. N3.1
from heat exchanger on the recirculating Water Fittings

pump. -(WB).

1
, ~,

Y l-
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Table A1.11 (Continued)

DBE(D)/

Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)
Date Duration Power Reportable Description Cause Method Involved Involved Event

#*
(1973) (Hrs) (2) Event Category

8) 9/19 92-13 Power reduction. Cleanup pump A 5 Reactor Pumps N1.1
Coolantstopped and could not be re-

star.ed. Reduced power to (CC)
t

enter the recirculating pump
room to isolate the cleanup

system.

..9) 9/22 92-13 Power reduction. Enter recirculating A 5 Reactor Pumps N1.1
Coolantpump room to valve the cleanup
(CG)system into service af ter having

replaced cleanup pump.

10) 12/3 92-76 Power reduction. High offgas A 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0
(RC) Elements

release rate.

11) 12/6 76-70 Power reduction. High offgas A 5 Reactor Fuel N4.0
(RC) Elements

release rate.
31
$$ 12) 12/8 72 70 Packing failure on the level A 1 Reactor Instrumenta- N2.0

instrumentation lower root valve Coolant tion &
'A

at east end of reactor steam drum. (CH) Controls

13) 12/8 Leaking tubes on the emergency A 4 Engineered Heat N1.1

condenser and modify baffle plater. Safety Exchangers
Features

(SB)

,

_ . ,. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . _ . _ . . _ . . _ . . . . . . . .. . w
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Table A1.12. 1974 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point '

DBE(D)/.
Date Duration ' Power . Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N). No. ' Description Cause '

(1974) (Hrs) (2) Event Method Involved Involved 'svent-
Category.

(continuation).
12/8/73' 253 ' ' Repair emergency condenser. Modify A 4 Engineered Heat N1.1

- baffles in inlet water box. Safety Exchangers
i Features

(SB) -

1) 5/5 98-93 Power reduction. Flooding of inter- A 5 Reactor = Heat N1.1
mediate pressure feedwater heater . Coolant Exchangers
and condenser vacuum upset.' (CH)

-2)- 5/17- -95-83 Power reduction. Fuel cladding A 5 Reactor Puel N4.0
failure. (RC) Elements

3) 5/20 - 83-70 Power reduction. Fuel cladding A 5 Reactor -Fuel N4.0
failure. (RC) Elements

. .g . 4). 6/2 '48 170 - ~ Steam leak on 3 in, drain line A 1 Steam & Pipes. N3.1
8 from HP section of turbine: ' Power Fittings

- to HP feedvater heater. (HH)
'

5) 6/5 744' -UE74-07 Control rod drives stuck. Other A 4 Reactor Control N1.1 '

UE74-08 maintenance performed. (RB) Rod Drive
Mechanisms

6) 9/28 12 '83-64- ' Power reduction. Remove No.'l A 5 Steam & Pumps N1.1
condensate pump for replacement Power
of two upper motor thrust bearings. (EC)-

f- ' 7) - 10/6 - 83-7 Power reduction. Failure of another A- 5 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N1.1
,in-core detector. This reduced the tion & tion &

'
^ number of operational detectors to Controls controls

10. - Plant was placed in coastdown - (ID)
mode.

,
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e Table A1.12 (Continued)

..

DBE(D)/
~Date . Duration Power . Reportable Shutdown' System . Component . ~NSIC(N)'

***IPEI'" ""**'.

- (1974) ' (Hrs) (%) Event Pethod Involved Involved Event-*

Category'

8) 11/21 7 83-13 . Power reduction. . Repair turbine A '5' Steam &: Pipes, .N3.1
intermediate pressure extraction Power Fittings

'

line to intermediate pressure (HC)-
feedwater heater.

- 9)' 11/23 11 88-13 Power reduction. Repair turbine A 5 Steam & Pipes. N3.1.
~

'

. intermediate pressure extraction Power Fittings
line to intermediate pressure (HC)
feedvater heater.

.
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Table A1.13 1975.Torced Ihutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

4.

DBE(D)/L. .

Date Duration . Power Reportable Shutdown S Component ' NSIC(N) ~
In'ystemDescription Cause** , (1975) (Hrs) :(Z) Event volved Involved EventMethod

Category
^

~1) . 1/7 '83-80 Power reduction. Encroachment of F 5 Reactor Fuel N8.0-
the 901 MAPLHCR limit on "F" (RB) Elements''
type, fuel.

2) - 1/16 3421 ' ' 80 - A0-1-75 Unit was shut down when it was found D 1 Engineered Instrumenta-. N8.3
-(1-27-75) that design and QA deficiencies existed Safety . tion &

in instrumentation for the post . Features Controls
incident cooling system. (SB)

3) ' 9/25- 48 80-70 Power reduction. Repair a ground in A 5 Steam & Electrical N1.1
a viring junction box to No. 2 Power Conductors
condensate pump motor. (HC)

4) -'10/19' 80-42- Power reduction. -Modifications to .H 5 Electric Transformers N9.0
98 the Livingston substation. Power

.N. ; (EA)
T

i he |5') 10/19I :42-11 Power reduction. The turbine bypass A' 5 Steam & Instrumenta- N1.1
valve opened partially due to failure Power tion &
of the initial pressure regulator. (ME). Controls
. Turbine governor control was also
unresponsive..a

6) ' 10/30 6: . 80-7 Power reduction. Leak in HP stage A 5 Steam & Pipes. N3.1.

drain line from HP turbine to HP Power Fittings N1.1
, . heater. IPR failed during power (HE) (RA)
- reduction.

7) ; 11/13 45 - 83 _- ' Plug leaking tubes in main condenser. A 1 Steam & Heat 'N3.1
Power Exchangers.

,

.(HC)
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Table A1.13 (Continued)

DBE(D)/
Date Duration Power Repertable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)

Descriptioa Cause#' (1975) (Hrs) (Z) Event Method Involved Involved Event
Category

8) 12/3 72-7 Power reduction. Attempt to repair A 5 Steam & Pipes, N3.1
leak in high pressure turbine Power Fittings

casi,ng reducer. (RA)

9) 12/6 50 74 A0-75-27 Repair leak in high pressure turbine A 1 Steam & Pipes. N3.1
casing reducer and perform control Power Fittings
rod drive testing. (HA)

*c3
I

H
O
@

. _ _ _ _ _



Table A1.14 1976 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

DBE(D)/'
Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)3* Description Cause

(19 7Q (Hrs) (%) Event Method Involved Involved Event
Catego ry

1) 1/31 3215 s70 Installation of the Reactor D 1 Engineered Pipes. N8.0
Depressurization system and minor Safety Fittings
modification to the ECCS. Features

(SF)

2) 7/28 18 Low Pinhole leak in valve on air ejector A 1 Ladioactive Valves N3.1
system. Waste

Mana gement
(MB)

3) 8/11 66 88 The TG Initial Pressure regulator A 3 Steam & Circuit D2.1
failed resulting in high flux and Power Closures /
a reactor trip. (HA) Interrupters

4) 11/22 24 88-69 Power reduction. Repack No. 1 A 5 Reactor Pumps N1.1
reactor feed pump inboard shaf t Coolant. n3

I seal. (CH)
H
H
O
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Table A1.16 1976 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reucations at Big Rock Point

DBE(D)/

Date Duration Power Reportable Shutdown Tystem Component NSIC(N)
,,* Description Cause

(1978) (Hrs) (%) 1 ent Method Involved Involvei! Event
Category

1) 1/13 484 Repairs to control rod drive B4. A 1 Reactor Control. N1.1 |
(RB) Rod Drive !

Mechanisms

2) 3/20 90-? RO 78-16 Power reduction. Investigate source A 5 Reactor Pipes, N1.1 |

of water leakage. Visual inspection (RB) Fittings

indicated that it was from CRD
cooling flange 0-rings.

3) 4/7 .43 90 RO 78-18 Faulty tone relaying equipment A 3 Elec*. ric Circuit D2.2
resulted in the opening of the 199 Power Closures /
OCB even though the 138 KV power (EB) Interrupters

line remained energized. Rcactor
scrammed on low condenser vacuum.

4) 4/15 490-450 RO 78-21 Power reduction. Modification H 5 Electr'.c N9.0

7 to the Emmett Substation. Power

C* (EA)
Fa
N 5) 4/25 90-51 Power reduction. Loss of tone H 5 Ot t.e r N9.0

relaying equipment due to a brush (yX)
fire off site.

6) 5/31 22 90 Wiring error during modification H 3 Electric Circuit D2.2
to an offsite substation resulted Power Closures /
in tripping breaker to 138 KV line. (EA) Interrupters

7) 9/4 111 la RO 78-035 Unacceptable test results for con- A 1 Engineered Valves N1,1

tainment supply ventilation valve Safety
leak rate test. Valves were Features
repaired. (SB)

8) 9/9 12f1 Low LER Control rod drive problems - high A 2 Reactor Control N1.1
78-038 temperature encounterad. (RB) Rod Drive

Mechanisms

_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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Table A1.17 -1979 Forced Shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point -
''.)

DBE(D)/
.

Shutdown System Component NSIC(N) {Date . , Duration. Power Reportable Description Cause Method Involved Involved Event
' "* * - (1979) (Hrs) ' (%) Event -Category

1) - 2/2 .18 ' 87' LER Replace valve disc with modified A 2 Engineered valves .N1.2
79-001 design, after unacceptable leak Safety

rate, test on containment ventilm- Features

tion valve. (SA)

2) 4/17 315 Low LER High. pressure reactor trip caused A' 3 Steam & Valves N1.1
79-018 by the, turbine bypass valve Power

failing _to open. (HE)

' 3) 4/17 4847' .LER Correct inlet diffuser vibration A 4 Reactor Diffusers N1.1
79-020 . problem in reactor vessel and (RA)

repair. leak in CRD housing.

4) 11/6. 54 Low ' . Replace recirculating pump seal. A 1 Reactor Pumps N1.1
Coolant

. no _
~ (CB)

a
bd . 5) 11/6 3 Repair leaks in turbine bypass A -4 Steam & Pipes,- d3.1

s

[* ' drain line. Power Fittings

(HE)

' 6) 12/31 2 Regulatory shutdown for chIecking D 1 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N8.0
relief valve position. Manual tion & gion &

reset of containment isolation . Controls Controls
and radiation monitors. (IB)

,



.. . . . .
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Table A1.18 1980 Forced shutdowns and Power Reductions at Big Rock Point

DBE(D)/.
Shutdown System Component NSIC(N)

Date . Duration Power Reportable D**cription Cause Method Involved Involved Event"* (1980) .(Hrs) -(%) Event Category*

(continuation)
12/31/79 296 Regulatory shutdown to implement D 4 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N8.0

tion & tion &requirements of NUREG-0578,
Controls Controls
(IB)

1) 1/13 .4- Low ' Failure of intermediate power A 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N2.0
tion & tion &range monitor.
Controls Controls
(LA)

> 2) 1/13 ,5 . Low Failure of intermediate power A 3 Instrumenta- ' Instrumenta- N2.0
tion & tion &range monitor.
Controls Controls
(IA)

7

- ), 3) 1/13 15 Low . Intermediate power range trip A 3 Instrumenta- Instrumenta- N2.0
-

on period due to prompt effect. tion & tion &
pm Controls Controls

- 85
(LA)

4). 1/15 '- 15 Failure of intermediatsipres- A 3 Steam & Instrumenta- D2.1
Power . tion &sure regulator.
(RA) Controls

5) 1/18 Power reduction. Inte rmediate . A 5 Steam & Instrumenta- N1.1
Power tion &pressure regulator test.
(HA) Control 6

6)- 4/17 27 88-7: Power reduction. Repair piping A 5 Steam & Pipes, .N3.1
in high pressure turbine drain ' Power Fittings

line. (HA)

s

r .
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Appendix A: Big Rock Point

Part 2. Reportable Event Coding Sheets
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Table A2. I Coding Sheet for Reportable Events at Big Rock Point - 1966
. - . .__

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT CORPONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

BORBER 558B ER DAT E DATE STATUS SYSTER EQUIPRENT INSTRURENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY C055ENT
,

__ . - .

B AI,1G B,C C4 Cracking in CRD hyrraulic66-1 14892 050166 122066 c BB 2,J -

system and two CRs
fail to withdraw
(24646).

B AU B' N Leak into CRD woul566-2 10568 062266 -070466 D BB I,J -

unlock collet allowing
CR to drift out.

B BJ,OD I,F S7 Loss of of fsite power and
66-3 11034 080866 122066 B ED,BE F -

rupture of condenser
rupture diaphraga
(14893).

CB DD - A AK E N New approach to66-4 16521 120066 120066 -

"8 recirculation pump
saintenance.

p| .
m4

CG 1 - A BO, AY D E Parts of clean-up sy stes120066 06178166-5 --

piping replaced due to
cracks.

B AU D N Feedwater heater tube66-6 23393 120066 .122066 B CH e5 -

failures.

<

__..___-_- -



- . _ _ -_
- --.

Table A2. 2 Codiaq Sheet for Neportable Events at Big Rock Point - 1967
- ___ ._

NSIC
ACCESSIof EVE NT REPORT PLANT COMPONENT ABNORM AL SIGNIFICANCE

BenB ER NUMBER DATE DATE STATOS SYSTER EQUIPNENT INSTRONENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE C&TEGORY COEMENT

67-1 16522 012067 010067 8 R8 J B BS,1G D,G N Reactor scran d:e to-

pressure transient,
restart was inhibited
by jaaned CRD.

67-2 27476 050067 .050067 C RC R C 10 D C7 Fuel element leaking due-

to crud (27477).
67-3 19274 091267 110667 'ma oc - - As,oD D C3 off gas systen had leaky

-

diaphran, exposure to
worker fixing it.

67-4 22828 122567 010868 8 RB I,J - B AG D C7 CRD rod F-5 would not
withdraw but would
insert.

?.F 67-5 24201 122567 030568 8 .38 I,J B AG D C7 Rod F-5 jaaned by piece of
- -

y* steel.

i

- _ _ _ _ _



- - - -. . . . - - - _ . _ - . - .__ . - . - . - _ . - . . _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
.

i

Table 12. 3 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events at Big Rock Point - 1968
. _ . ._

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT BEPOET PLANT CORPONENT ABNORM AL SIGNIFIC A NCE

NOIB ER NUE8ER DAT E DATE STATUS SYSTEE EQUIPRENT INSTRUNENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE C&TEGORI CONNENT
-

60-1 30032 040068 043068 5 BC R - B AU D C7 Two fuel bundles leaked.

B AG D C7 Rod B-4 would not withdraw68-2 25305 040668 042368 D RB I,J -

A AN,O D A C3 Personncl overexposed64-3 31307 062468 071168 D CB DD,00 -

during repair of
recirculation pump.

B BU D N High steam drumi 68-4 33048 073068 070068 CB 8B --

conductivity.'

B AQ,BL B N Crud buildup causes fuel.64-5 61319 110068 121671 B RC R -
a

failure.

C BD,CA B N DG linkage pin designed113068 020469 RE N68-6 ---

7 wrong.'

68-7 ^ 31010 320068 122768 B RC R B AU D C7 Fuel elements leak and-

power reduced due to
o f f-ra s.

,



., . _ _ - _ _ . _ . . - . - _ . . _ . . _ _ . _ . . _ _ - .,. - . _ . . - . -. .

Table 42. 4 Codiaq Sheet for Reportable Events at Big Rock Point - 1969

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT - BEp0RT PLANT COMPONENT RENORB AL SIGNIFICANCE

' 50553R NONSER ' DAT E D ATE ST&TUS SYSTER EQUIPMENT INSTNUNENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY CON N ENT,

69-1
' 022069 033169 - EE N - C EC G C7 EDG tripped on overspeed --

due to improper
overspeed trip seet
point.

C BE,BL D C7 EDG overheated due to fish060069 122269 EE N -69-2 --

lodged in cooling
water pump suction

i

pipe.

A,0 B EG D N &lara circuit on recorderIt'2069 022070 B CE69-3 --

failed to warn RO of
high coolant
tem perat ure.

7
-
C

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table A;. 5 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events at Big Rock Point - 1970
.

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT BEP0af PL&NT CORPONENT ABNORM AL SIGNIFICANCE

BSSBER' NG8BER DATE DATE STATUS SYSTER EQUIPMENT INSTRUMENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY COM5ENT

_

BC B N noved water level sensorsI70-1 42001 020070 022470 - IA --

to area of lower -
radiation for
a ccessibility.

70-2 '57230 080670 100870 B EE N, T C C EG D C1 Diode f ailure caused DG to
f ail to develop proper
voltage.

EE N - C BD D C7. EDG failed to start due to100170 10087070-3 -

lack of lube oil-

supplf to governor.

D AU,05 D C3 Condenser tube leaked and
70-4 60903 II1370 120170 D .BC H, 5 5 -

noncondensible gas
drawn into cooling

3 .-
: - water. 1.04 Ci

- [j released to canal.
F.

[h

,

_

. i .. - i . . . ... . .
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Table A2. 6 Coding Sheet for Reportable Events at Big Rock Paint - 1971
--

---.

NSIC
ACCESSION EVE NT BEPORT PLANT COEPONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

BONBBS 5053 ER - DAT E DATE STATOS SYSTEN BQDIPRENT INSTRUEENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY C055ENT

A BO,&T D N SectLos of cleanup systes71-1 64240 020071 061771 C CG 1 -

piping replaced due to
cracks (65548).

C HD,1G D N CRD stuck in inserted71-2 74353 030271 032671 D as I,J -

position due to roller
being stuck in drive.

B AG D N Control rod C-3 would not71-3 63790 052671 060771 B RB I -

withdraw but would
insert.

C BE,BL D C1 DG f ails to run due to71-4 65547 071571 081171 B' - EE N -

high cooling water
tosperature.

E
N-

.

4

t

e

- '' - -
- - -

.

. ..

. . . . . . . .. . . .
- - - - - - - -

' -- - '' ' ' ' '' '
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Tablo A2. 7 Csditg Sheet for R2Ptetabl2 Ev3 cts at Big arch Point - 1972
_ . _ . . . .

.

.NSIC
ACCESSION EVE NT BEPORT PLANT C05PONEMT ABNORMAL SIG NIFIC ANCE

555558 Non8 BS DATE DATE STATUS SYSTEN EQUIP 8ENT INST 355ENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY COMMENT
. _.

B EF I S7 - Off-site power lost during72-1 39024 012572 030372 B EA 00 -

stora and switchgear
malfunctioned.

C as B C4 Liquid poison systes72-2 71399 032872 '051172 C 38 00 -

explosive valve fails
to fire.

F & AB B N Outer encapsulation of~72-3 70037 040072 041972 C RC -

neutron sources fail.

_72-4 73801 052572 062372 B EE N - C BD,8C N C1 Diesel generator fails to
start due to low
pressure set point.

6

C oa D R Off gas isolation valve72-5 72453 061072 062672 8 na 00 -

f ails to seal.

BL B N Failure of startup72-6 75136 072972 091372 D BB G - -

channels due to faulty
=s cable.J,-
U 72-7 74355 082872 090372 B BC E C BU D E off gas systen holaup-

time shorter than
,

expected (75077).

BB C 5 Containment isolation72-8 75973 083172 092672 B SD 00 - '-

valve fails to open
due to f aulty solenoid.

C BC D C7 EDG failed to schieve72-9 - 091472 022873 3 EE 5 -
i

rated voltage due to a
shorted exciter
armature.

B BB C N Containment isolation72-10 77446 -112372 122072 3 SD 00 -

valve fails to opea
due to solenoid
failure.

72-11 77861 121672 1032373 B_ CE E - B AE D C3 Leak into emergency
condenser secondary
yields radiation
rolesse. ,

,

t

I
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Table A2. 8 Coding Sheet for aeportable Events at Big Rock point - 1973
_ _ . . ._

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT C05pONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

BOMBER N U5B ER DAT E DATE STATUS SYSTER EQUIPMENT INSTRU5ENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGOE! COH HEE T

_. .

79595' 030073 032673 C BC r AL B N Cobalt target rods become- - -

loose.

80531 030373 040573 D CD 00 BB D N NSIT pa-king was binding-- - -

ihe valve stem.

107303 74830 040573 050873 C CE 00 BA G C8 Energency condenser outlet- -

valve fails to open.

307308 74830 040573 050373 C EH D N Time delay relay switchT- - -

set point drif t.-

A07307 74830 040573 050873 C BC EH D E High condensor pressureT- -

switch set point dri f t.

107304 74830 040573 050873 C SD T EH D N Reactor enclosure high- -

pressure switch set
point drift.

.m.
.. I AC7306 74830 040573 050873 C SD T ER D N Reactor building vacuus- -

U relief pressure switch
'e ' set point drift.

AC7305 74830 040573 050873 C SFC - T EH D N High reactor pressure-

scraa switch set point
drift.

107313 80732 041973 051873 S EE N - C BL,AW D Cl DG shutdown due to high-

coolant temp.

'B OD & C3 Radiation level at control74354 050073 050273 sc- - --

fence is high.

87052 101773 112773 B SD 00 C AU D I Sphere vent valve operator- -

reserve nitrogen
supply leaked.

85568 102373 112073 S FA R - - OK A N Spent fuel rod found on-

spent fuel pool floor
(91119).

407311 85590 t 10173 110273 D BB 00 BC A N Stack off-gas isolation- -

valve left open.

,

*

_ __ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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Table 12. 8 (continued)

MSIC
ACC ESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT COMPONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

NOBSER NO N B ER . D AT E . DATE STATUS SYSTER EQUIP 5ENT INSTRU5ENT ST AT US CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY . COM MENT

T B EI G N Calibration errors.
s Ac7312 '85590 110273 111473 D HH -

L c EI,0C A N Instrument calibration
1C7314 85573 110273 111473 D ID -

errors on neutron-
sonitoring systen.

L B EF G N Calibration errors.
A0731J 85590 110373 111373 D ID -

AU, AE D 3 Leak in emergency
, . 4c7316 87053 111173 112673 B SF H - -

condenser tubes,
divider plate warped
(87091).

B OA,AW B N Off-gas isolation valve
88106 113073 012174 D EB 00 -

-
still leaking.

O
:U

___



- _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ .

Tabio A2.,9 Crditg Sheet fgr asport:blo Events ct Big Sick Palat - 1974
*

==

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT COMPONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

NONBER N UMBER DAT E DATE ST ATUS SYSTEN EQUIPNENT INSTRUNENT ST AT US CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY CONNENT
- .... _ .-

88330 010874 021174 D BB P N B BC E N Stack gas effluent' aonitor
-

installed wrong.

AC74 01 89266 030174 0J1274 B ID - L B EG D N Neutron flux level
instrumentation
aalfunctions.

407402 89319 030774 031874 B EE N c BD G C1 Diesel generator fails to-

start.

507403 89745 032374 040374 D RB J C EI B N CRD withdrawal time less-

than limit.

A07404 89747 033174 040474 D IB c oc A N seactor protection logic- -

system test performed
5 days late.

OE7402 -90650 033174 043074 D RB I, J B HD,AG D N Control rod blade lower-

roller came loose and
CRD stuck.

Iy 407405- 040474 040374 C .CE 5 OK H I Failed to check core spray
- - -

o. heat exchanger as
required.

557404 91120 040674 350774 D NC F B BO C N Anomalies in cobalt-

distribution in target
rods.

407406 90374 040774 041774 C SFD T 1, 19 D N Backup core spray systes-

pressure switch lesks
water.

90576 041074 041874 C 3B I AC C N Fabrication error on
- - -

several control rods.

407407 90577 041174 042374 C EE N C CA G C1 Diesel generator starting-.

motor mechanism f ails.
407408 041174 041674 53 00 B BC E N Off-gas drain valve- - -

improperly adjusted.

Ac7409 91000 042374 050374 C NB 00 - C OA B N Off-gas isolation valve
f ails to seat properly.

i

, ,
- _ _ _ _ _ _ .



- _ . . . _ _ - . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _. ._. _ __ . _ _ _ - . - - - - - - - _ _ _ - _ _ . . _

Tchlo A2. 9 (ccatirued)
. ............ ......_

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT BEPORT PLANT COMPONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

NU NS EN NUM B ER DAT E DATE STATUS SYSTEN EQUIPNENT INSTRONENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORT COENENT

A07404 91821 042674 050674 C SD 00 - C AI,AL E N Vent valve leaks due to
Laproper installation.

AC7410 - 050074 050674 D SD 00 C AI,BC G N Containment vent valve-

flange bolt not
tightened and leaks.

307418 91150 050174 051374 C SD - T C En a N Containment vacuus
pressure switch set
point drifts.

'
A07412 91151 050374 051374 D OK & N Startup checklist not- - - -

completed just prior
to critical approach.

407413 91147 050474 051674 D EB J - C EI D N CRD withdrawal time less
than limit.

Ac'414 91667 050774 052374 B IS - F A OJ B N During irradiation of flux
y wires, reactor power
i increased. *

$$
*

-a 107415 92611 053 478, 061074 B EE N, D D C BE,11 D 5 DG transfer pump fails due-

to key on pump shaft
corroding.

5E74 06 92438 060074 061074 SD E C HA B N High flow on plant e xhaust- -

fan.

AC7486 92612 060374 061374 D RB J C EI D N CRD withdrawal time still-

less than limit.4

107417 92613 060474 061474 D IB T C AR D 5 Scran dump tank level-

switch fails.

WE7407 94371 .060474 070574 D RB J C AG D 5 CRDs stick due to wedged-

rollers and bolts
(UE7408) .

UE7410 94750 060774 072674 C BA 0 - 1 AD G N Reactor baffle plate
latching bolts shear.

107439 94393 060874 072674 D RB J,DD B AT D N Nater to CRD pump exceeded-

drain capacityi

resulting in flooding.



_ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . .- .. - . . __ -- .

T: bis 12. 9 (cittizacd)
.___ .-

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT CORPONENT ABNORNAL SIGNIFICANCE

NONSEE NUN 8ER DATE DATE STATUS SYSTER EQUIPRENT INSTRUNENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY COMNENT

1 AR D N Neutron source material inDE7409 90651 060874 070374 C RC E -

vessel accelerated
fuel degradation
(94372).

>

061274 Ofi1374 C NI R - C OK H N Dry sipped wrong fuelA07418 .-

bundle.

070774 072374 C - - - - OK A N Failed to report UE7410A07421 -

within 30 days.

407422 94751 071274 072674 C SD 00 - A OK,0C & N Solenoid valves replaced
,

but not tested f or
integrity.

4

1 OK & C8 Post-incident systemA07420 94752 071574 072574 C SNB 00 -

supply root valves
tagged sut during

,

refueling.

LY 037411 94915 071874 081674 C IC P 5 BY D N Relay burned causing coil-

[~ to overheat closing
oo isolation valves.

C OK & S6 Test fixture on107423 95542 091774 092774 5 SD 00 -

containment emergency
escape lock lef t
installed on lock.

0 B OK B C4 Off-gas flow recorder toO E7412 :97138 101574 111474 BC --

be rescaled to confora
with correct
specifications.

C OK & N Higher enriched fuel thanUE7413 -97513 102274 192874 FD. R --

expected inserted in a
fuel rod.

407424 97496 190774 181874 B EE C E C EA C Cl Defective diode causes
battery charger to
fail.

C BD A 'C1 DG did not start due toJ A07425 97742 111474 112674 B EE N -

corroded battery
terminals.

4



_ - . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _

T; bis.A2.10 C ditg Sheet far Erportchl3 Evcats at Big Rick Pciet - -1975

NSIC
. ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT C05POWENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

NORBER NUMBER D AT E DATE STATUS SYSTEN EQUIPMENT INSTRDMENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY COMMENT.

I, 5 B OA B C4 Reactor water level'307501 93277 011675 012775 B IB -

sensors and pressure
sensors design
deficient.

537503 99662 011775 021175 D RB J - A AG G N CRD jaaned in fully
inserted position.

107503 93505 011875 013175 D RB J - C EI D N CRD withdrawal time less
than limit.

1 OD,0H & C3 Radioactive water poured837502 93506 012275 013175 D SD E -

down floor drain.

A AL B,E C4 Bar beam clasplock boltAc7302 100044 012375 022175 D RA O -

J missing on locking
device for lower grid

, bars.

OK A N Safety evaluation of dryFD E - -
Ac7504 93504 012475 020375 -

31
sipping technicue to
be reperformed.

g;
' ' C AT E N Weld defect in main steam013075 021075 D CC 1AC7505 --

line.

B AC C C4 Energency condenser outlet107507 100043 020675 022475 D CE E -

pipe cracked.

A07508 101151 031875 033175 D SD 00 - C AU,BC G N Containment vent valve
leaks during test.

C BD D C1 DG fails to start.. A07509 102299 041075 -042175 D EE N -

B07603 112729 051675 040576 C SFD E - - 10 G N Defective veld in core
spray piping.

T C EH B C4 Condenser pressure switchAc7511 103070 052075 053075 D BC -

cannot be set low
enough..

C AL B C4 Core spray valve operator407512 103186 052175 060275 D SPD 00 -

lock nuts loose.

__ - __ - _- __
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Table 12.10 (coatiaued)
. .a-

BSIC
ACCESSION EVE NT REPORT PLANT COMPONENT ABNORMAL SICAIFICANCE

BONS ER NONBER D AT E .DATE STATUS SYSTES IQUIPNENT INSTRUEENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY COMMENT
.. --

A07513 103187 052375 060275 D CE 00 C AL B C4 Energency conder.ber outlet-

valve operator lock
nut loose.

i A07514 103206 052675 060575 D SRA 00 C AU,AI D N 'tcP ir***' vent ""Pelv-

valve leaks.

A07585 103482 053075 061075 D SD 00 - C AU A,C N Containment isolation
valve leaks.

407516 104210 053075 071775 D SI 00 OK & N Talve inspections and- -

repa$r procedures
! Deing revi4wed.

557503 103702 060675 063075 D . Sus DD OK 8 C4 Procedures for post-> - -

incident system
conflict with core
spray system.

m A07522 106452 070075 092275 8 58 F 1 OK & N During construction power-

I moved from one panel,

U to another.
o

407517 104809 071875 073175 a sA OC B N Discharge canal water not- - -

analyzed due to no
,

sample taken.

WE7504 105553 072575 082575 a as J C AG D R CBD would not withdraw-

further.
'

307518 105842 082575 090475 B as I OK A E control rod worth- -

calculations contain
errors.

HT505 106453 083075 092375 B BC C C EG D N Off-gas sonitor failed to-

trip on signal.
.

A075tf 106299 090075 091875 5 CG 00 B OK B C4 Talves rated lower than-

design limits require.

A07521 106298 090975 091975 3 SD 00 OK 1 C8 Containment isolation- -

valves not tested
properly due to plant
drawing errors.

. _ _ _ . _ - _ _ . _ .
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T;blo ' A2.10 - (c ntinued)

NSIC
- ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT COMPONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFIC& WOE
* DORER NUMBER DAT E DATE STATUS SYST's EQUIPMENT INSTRUEENT STATUS . CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY C05NENT

B OK & N Load added to light panel'
A07520 106297 090973 091975 8 EF AA -

due to unapproved
circuit change.-

OK A N Unlicensed reactor f uel-407523 106986 092575 100975 -5 FI R - -

receiv ed.

1 OK 1 N Changes to fire systemAc7526 108251 102475 112475 B AB 1 -

without authorization.

OK A N No analysis performed on407524 100082 110075 111775 EI F - --

additional load to
breaker.

A OK E C8 Reactor pressure reducedAC7525 108250 111375 112415 D HC,BB H,4 -

f or work on condenser -
and ' accumulator to CRD
removed in violation.

A07527 108805 120675 121675 D BB J - C' OK H N CRD scras tests perf ormed
without use of written

m:

d procedures.'

107529 108807 120675 121675 D E8 ~ E - C AU,AT 'D N CBD pump discharge piping
leaks.

C EI D N CBD withdrawal time less.407528 108806 120775 121675 D RB J -

t han limit.

OK .A N Construction crew taganAC7530 109196 121875 122675 3 - - - -

digging without a work
package.

.

1

- - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _
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Table A2.ll Coding Sheet for Reportable Events at Big Rock Point - 1976
. ._. _ .

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT EEPORT PLANT COMPONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

ag B8 ER NU 5B ER D AT E D AT E STATUS SYSTEM EQUIPMENT INSTRURENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGDRY C055ENT
.---------

T7601 110357 011976 020276 B SD 5,7 C OA B C1 Pressue sensors Lave too-

low design pressure
rating.

1ER7602 188650 020276 030176 C ED F,00 A OK,8G H N Power supply to core spray-

valves not tagged out
as reguLred.

I Dc7604 883200 032476 041576 C EE N - C BE D C1 DG tripped due to high
cooling water
temperature.

307605 183277 032776 040976 C CB 00,Y C &Y, AR C N Surface cracks on steam-

drum relief valve
nozzles (116898).

307606 113550 041776 050376 .C SNA 00 - C AU,BC D N Containment vent supply
valves leak.

3c7607 113982 042876 051276 C SD 00 C BB D N Resin sluice line-
nn
: isolation valve failed
[j to clore.
82

307608 115042 051676 060976 D EE N B BE D Cl Emergency DG tripped while-

supplying load due to
high cooling water
temperature.

3C7609 115066 051676 060976 D BE N,F B RA B E DG breaker interlock did-

not function
automatically due to
wrong fuse.

307610 115453 052076 062576 D 58 T C EH D I Set point drif t on CRD-

accumulator pressure
switch.

060576 070276 D RE N3C7611 OK A,8 N DG control circuit- --

completed without
review, wrong fuse
size used.

307612 115737 061976 070276' D SNA 00 C AU,AQ D N Containment vent supply-

valves leak during
test.
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T:blo A2.11 (coati: sed)*

__. -

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT COMPONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE

N8 NS ER NUNBER D AT E DATE STATUS SYSTEN EQUIP 5ENT INSTRUNENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY COENENT
__..

307613 115880 062076 071976 D IF 00 I C OK G W Peactor water level
instruments in error
due to equalizing
valve lef t open.

C AU D N Reactor depressarizing _BC7614 115881 062376 071976 D Sra 00 -

systen valves leak.

B BC D N Battery charger fails and307615 116535 063076 073076 D BC C -

battery voltage-
reduced.

C AG G N CBD fails to withdraw.507616 196800 070476 080476 D 88 J -

C 50 G C7 Specific gravity of9076 17 186881 071876 080476 D SFA C -

station battery acid
low due to addition of
water.

C BI D C7 Starting time of DGSc7618 116786 072276 081976 9 EE N -

I' exceeds limit.
H

[$ DC7619 316787 072276 081976 D SFA C C BU G C7 sater added to RDS battery-

and lowers its
specific gravity.

C BU G C7 Nater added to RDS batterySc7620 196798 072976 081976 B SFA C -

and lowers its
specific gravity.

C BI D C7 DG f ailed to start withis307621 817676 080576 090376 B EE N -

time limit.

B OK,0C 5 C8 DG returned to operable307623 117677 080576 090376 3 EE 5 -

status without
retesting.

C BD D N DG f ailed to start due to081276 090776 D BE N307622 --

battery cable faults.

S 5 EG G N Power range neutron081376 090776 D IB307624 --

monitor had wrong
polarization.

|
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Table A2.11 (contiamed)
-

ESIC
ACCESSION ETENT RAFORT PL&BT CORPONENT ABuoEE AL SIGNIFICANCE

955555 BOBB ER DAT E D&TE STATOS SYSTER EQUIPEEST IESTRUNEBT STAT 85 CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY C058 EET

sc7625 119154 090276 100176 a as s C BI D C7 DG failed to start within-

time limit.

D07626 189662 090776 100676 3 SFA De C DE,0C A C8 Fire pump actuation test-

associated with EDS
not performed.

307627 119445 092776 102676 s 54 s 3 or,0c A N Espansi joints at-

contait.ast
penetrations not
inspected as per tech
specs.

907628 189464 100476 10267f 3 SFA C C SU G C7 Water added to RDS battery-

and lovers its
specific gravity.

SC76.19 119516 101476 102876 3 3r 2 B OE 3 N Errors found in allowable-

leak rate limit

7s calculations.

U$ BC7630 185749 102176 112276 B SFA C C BU G C7 Bater added to EDS battery-

#'
and lovers its
specific gravity.

3c7634 189750 102776 112376 a sra C C 04 D u RDS system channel removed-

from service for
maintenance,

ac7631 819753 102876 112376 B BE N C BI D C7 DG f ailed to start withia-

time limit..

3c7632 120270 190476 820176 B EE N C BI D C7 DG f ailed to start within-

time limit.

307633 120271 110476 120176 3 SFA C C BU D C7 RDS battery has low-

specific gravity.

801636 120600 IIIS76 121776 3 E2 5 C BI D C7 DG fails to start within-

time limit.

507637 120676 183076 123076 3 R3 C C OC & 5 Liquid poisoa circuit test-

not performed.

.

v
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Tabio A2.II (coatiseed)

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT COOPOWENT ABNOBRAL SIGNIFICANCE

50SES assata DATE DATE STATUS SYSTES EQUIPMENT INST 80sENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY COMBENT
-..

acM38 120677 120276 323076 3 EE E C 8I D C7 DG fails to start within-

time limit.

acM39 120679 120276 123076 3 SFA C C SU D C7 RDS battery has low-

specific gravity.

BeM40 320674 120376 1230M B 55 3 C GE & N Condensate radiation-

monitor flow
inadequate due to
surveillance
procedures.

rem 42 120675 120976 1222M 3 SFA C C OE A C4 !asofficient knowledge of-

RDS actuation systes
violated tech specs.

seM41 12G674 120976 1222M 3 SFA OE & C8 RDS test procedures- - -

inadequate to cover
tech specs.

7 seM43 121053 120976 010777 B SFA C C 55 D 5 Low specific gravity in-

[ tD5 battery "B."
w

seM44 123052 122076 012077 3 EE 5 C BI 5 5 DG fails timing test by 4-

sec.

DeM45 121523 122776 012677 3 RE E C BI B N DG fails timing test.-

Modifications made to
f uel governor lub oil
supply.

neM46 121524 1228 M 012677 a EE N C BD D Cl DG fails to start; the-

starter f ailed.

.

@
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Table &2. I2 Coding Sheet for soportable Events at Big Rock Point - 1977
- -. .-

NSIC
| ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT CONFONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFICANCE
' 595355 505758 DATE DATE STATNS SISTEE EQ61PRENT INSTRUEENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY CONHENT

_ _

307701 121525 010377 012677 5 EE N C BD B C1 DC f ails to auto-start.-

BC7702 122184 010477 020777 B SFA C - C 30 D C7 Low specific gravity in
RDS batteries.

207705 122306 010777 020077 5 EE N 1 OE N DG out of service 8 hrs to- -

modify fuel oil lub
governor.

| 307703 122201 011077 021677 5 SD FF B && D N Damper lock broken on-

l stock fan. Air supply
to damper vorn through.

307706 122202 011977 021677 3 SFA C C OE N RDS out twice for 24 hour- -

period for saintenance.

307704 122107 012777 020077 3 SFA T 3 0F B N EDS switches not-

m
d.

environmentally I

qualified.
La .

iCh BC7707 123020 021777 031777 B SFA C 'C SU D C7 Low specific gravity in-

RDS battery cells.
Tech specs change

i

1 submitted.
i 307700 123790 022477 032377 B SFA C C BU D C7 Low specific gravity in-

i RDS battery cell.
|

! 387709 124103 031777 041477 3 SFA C C BU D C7 Low specific gravity in-

RDS battery cell.

|
3c7710 124901 032477 042177 3 EE 5 C BI D N Diesel fails start test by-

i 0.6 sec.
i

3s7711 125210. 033077 042077 3 SFA Sj 3 AL E N Loose connectors on-

nainterapted power i

,

j supply.
'

307712 125339 042177 051677 s SFA C C 30 D C7 Speci*ic gravity of RDS-

low.

,
*
'

|

!

!

1

!

_ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ . . . .
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Tat 13 A2.12 (Tottinsed)

BSIC
*

ACCESSION EVENT BE708T PLANT C05PONENT ABNORMAL SIGNIFIC ANCE
BOWES 38585B DAT E DATE STATUS SYSTEE 308EPNEst INSTassEst STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY C05554T

,

|
2 te7734 525432 042177 051777 3 C oc & C8 Several tests missed dae- - -

to poor IO ye plan.

E B ST B N Operation of both air! B07713 125340 -042177 051677 3 33 -

ejector radiation
soaitors degraded.

C 3 EG D N One BDS channel pever3e7717 125342 050377 051677 3 SFA >-

supply fails.

C C OC & N EDS channels not tested3e7715 125341 050377 051677 s SFA -

j af ter one failed.

3 OJ 4,E N Defective hose installed
, 3o7786 325184 050577 060377 3 CF 0,2 -

in post incident*

systems heat exchanger.

C BI D N DG f ails starting test by f397718 125549 051877 961777 3 EE 5 -

1.3 sec.
*st

4 3877 19 125550 052677 861777 3 EI N C BI D E DG f ails starting test by-

1.9 sec.y,

B OK 3 5 s&PLHGE limits307720 125312 052777 464477 3 BC 3 -

nonconservative for
single loop operators.

C 30 D C7 Specific gravity lov on3s7721 126492 061677 071577 a SPA C -

RDS battery cells. !

C AC D 5 Bashing insulator on power |307722 128310 072077 041977 5 54 LL -

transformer f ails.
;-

i

I C EE D 5 Set point drif t in steam3e7723 128317 072877 061977 C _ SF A -

drum level sensor.

as7724 127901 080277 448677 C CE E C A0 I E Foor eele in esergoacy-
t

condenser pipe.

5 A EE D N Set point drif t in RDS357726 128945 060477 090277 C 11 -

'
primary systes
pressure sensor
(134062).

1 ,

I
.

h

.- --
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TaDie A2.12 (contioned)
_.

35IC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT C06.PONENT ABNDEN AL SIGNIFIC&WCE

50538 BWeSEE DAT E DATE STATES SISTEE EQ5IPEENT INSTEGRENT STATUS C05DETION CAUSE CATEGORY CCENENT
.

Bets 27 120946 080577 090277 C EE F C BS E C4 Transfer of DG power to-

"2B" bus fails
(134063).

307733 124947 090677 090277 C CP 5,1 B OJ & 5 Defective hose installed-

in post accident heat
exchanger (132710).

507734 124948 041077 090277 C CG 1 C A0 E N Two Bid welds in-

desimeralizer piping
fail.

3e7735 129544 041277 090977 C ss B A EG D 5 Containment spray flow-

transaitters fail.

307728 128222 441277 042577 C SD 00 C AI D 5 Cleanup sluice systen-

valve leaks

| excessively,

307729 128228 641277 042577 C SS PP C AI D E. Rod drive check valves-

y leak.
>*,

y 307730 328220 081377 042577 C 38 1,77 C OE A s Desig- deficiency in CapI -

erstes could
compromise contaissent.

307731 126223 041477 942577 C Ce PP C AQ D N Desimeralized water line-

check valve leaks.

| 3e7734 134024 041677 092977 C CE PP C AQ,AT D E Cred buildup results la-

| feedwater check valve
leakage.

Se7736 129429 062377 092377 C as J C 35 D E 3 CRDs withdraw too-

quickly.

3e7737 134625 982977 092977 C SPD,AS B,5 C BD D C1 Diesel fire pump fails to-
,

start due to loose
cables.

| 3e7725 129827 490477 091477 C SD 00 3 as D N Containment isolation-
,

; valve fails to close ',

(130907).

.

i
*i

n .,- - ~ .- _. _ __ _.
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Table 12.12 (centiased)

553C
ACCESSIOS -RTEST BEPOST PLAST C05P05ENT AB5035&L SIGEIFIC&WCE

99W55 5558E5 S&TI B&TE STAT 35 SYSTER 3081 PREST 155T35555T STATUS CONDITION C&BSE CATEGORY C055EST

- - - BI B 5 study indicates some307732 129420 090977 892377 C SPD
oncertainty in core
spray distribution.

C 30 D C7 Specific gravity lov on307739 130913 OS2977 192777 9 SFA C -

RDS battery cell.

5,T C E5 0 5 Six of eight core spray307740 130304 100477 110177 D SFD -

pressure switches se t
points drift.

C BI D C7 Diesel generator failsSC7741 130997 102077 111877 D BE 5 -

starting test.

C SG D C7 Specific gravity lov onac7742 130998 102077 111877 3 SFA C -

BDS battery cell.

T 3 OJ B 5 CBD resaved with reactorac7743 131705 103077 112977 D as -

mode switch in cua.

7 SC7744 130083 103177 110977 C CI 00 I B AT E C3 Reactor coolant backs up

C into plant heating
systes (2 uci releasede
to discaarge cannail .

C BI D 5 Ca withdrawal speed3c7745 131706 103177 112977 3 RB 00 -

excessive.

C 38 D E CBD malfunctions.3C7744 131791 111177 120977 3 38 J -

DE & C7 Defective procedure3e7747 132949 411777 129977 3 SFS LL - -

capable of reducing
ECCS capability.

C OC & 5 Serveillance schedule90, F3e7751 133612 121577 481378 3 --

skipped.

3 AP D 5 One drop /sec leak in veldSe7749 133618 121677 011378 a as 3 -

between valve and pipe
veld.

C B5 D C7 Specific gravity lov onSc7754 133611 122277 011378 5 SFA C -

SDS battery cell.

|

_____-__- - __ _
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Table A2.13 Coding Sheet fee BePoctabi3 Events Ct Big Beck Poitt - 1978

BSIC
&CCESSION EVENT BIPCRT PLANT COEPOWERT 13pO3N&L SIGNIFIC&NCE3083E3 333333 BRTE BATE STAT 83 SYSTER SQUIPSENT INSTRUEENT $T4705 CosDITION C&WSE CATEGORT CONNENT

307606 136478 010878 030778 3 SFA C 3 M D 5 One of four EDS channels-

defective.

307801 134504 010978 020878 3 SFB,13 5, G C RI D C1 Diesel fire pump fails to-

start within 20 sec.

SC7009 136472 011478 030778 3 SFA C 3 RG D 5 One of four RDS channels-

made inoperable for
troubleshooting.

307012 136474 011778 030778 3 34 85 3 45 3 5 Solenoid in rad waste-

systes not qualified.
l 3c7402 134941 011978 021778 3 BC C C 35 D C7 Lov specific gravity la

-

j EDS battery.
|
s 307843 134273 012078 020178 3 53 00 C 3C D E Containment isolation-

valve leaks
excessively.

! *[8 Sc7005 136476 020378 030178 3 33 E 3 E3 G I Low flow in off-gas systes. |
-

51

307087 136470 026978 030778 3 II 5 C BF D,3 5 Diesel generator trips
-

i

after 25 aia.

3c7004 135891 021578 021578 3 AB,$FA T & OJ E $8 Both fire pumpsi
-

I

unavailable with EDS
out for saintenance.

3e7810 136477 C21778 030178 3 CC I 3 AB B 5 sonqualified flow switches.
-

| Be7911 136473 021774 030778 3 33 M 3 15 E E One scras pilot valve
-

| unfit for conditions.

! 3c7004 136475 922078 030178 3 EE E C BI D C7 Diesel generator exceeds
-

|

|
starting time by 15
seconds.

! 3e7913 137025 022378 032378 3 33 I 3 as I u sarginal electrical
-

circuitry for Big Rock.

,

f
,

!
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Tablo 12.13 (roatiaued)
.

4

NSIC
ACCESSION EVE NT BEPORT PLANT CO5PON ENT ABNOR5AL SIGNIFICANCE

BSEBIS NUE8 ER D&T E DATE STATUS SYSTER EQUIP 5ENT INSTRUEENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY C055EET
.___

C B EG D 5 One of four RDS chamaels947815 136980 030978 032878 5 SFA -

out of service for
troubleshooting.

C. B EG D E One of four RDS channelsSc7814 136981 031178 032878 5 SFA -

fails.

D07817 137503 032078 041978 8 E5 - T & BC G N Control switch on CRD
pilot valve
incorrectly set.

3 15 D N Containment leak rateRC7816 137502 032078 041978 3 SD FF -

exceeds limits.

a B EH D 5 One BPS vacuus sensor3e7819 138237 040778 050278 D la -

drif ts slightly.

I a EG D S2 Failure of two RPS307818 138236 040774 050278 3 IA -

channels during LOOP.

m
B 10 D N Crud causes off-gas flow8 - 307820 138238 041178 050278 8 SB 00 -

$[ to be low.
>*

5 Godification to subs tation.8 OE'

B07421 138295 041578 051578 B R& LL --

5 C8 138 kw line deenergized,39C7022 138296 041778 051578 3 R& LL --

- plant supplied load
while 46 kw line was
a vailable.

C SU D C7 Low specific gravity in307823 138421 050478 060170 3 &B C -

diesel fire pump
starting tatteries.

i
E C 38 D E Drif t in CED accumulator3c7824 13964 6 051278 061278 3 at -

level switch.

C 35 D C7 Low specific gravity in307825 139645 052574 061678 3 13 C -

diesel-fire pump
starting batteries.

|
3 ST E C6 Condensate storage tank3c7826 8419 46 053178 063078 D BE JJ -

1evel drops below tech i

'

specs limit after
scran.

_ _ _ --_- -
-
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Tatts 12. 33 (5satiaued)
.

352C
ACCESSION ETENT BEPORT PLANT CONFONENT ABNORaAL SIGNIFICANCE

BOSS E8 5858 E8 DATE DATE STATUS SYSTER EQUIPEENT INSTRUEENT ST AT US CONDITION CAUSE CATEGOBf C055ENT

307827 141048 053178 063078 D B3 J 3 &G s N Failure of a CR to-

withdraw beyond
position 20.

1E37828 141049 060578 063078 3 CE PF 3 4G G C8 Emergency condenser outlet-

valve inoperable.

1337829 141050 060678 063078 3 CI FF 3 AC D 3 Excessive leakage of-

primary coolant.

307834 139900 071278 080778 3 SFA C 3 EG D N An RDS channel failed.-

307831 140383 081078 082278 3 CG E 3 A0 3 5 Ninor def'ect in reactor-

cleanup systes piping.

307832 144350 C81978 091578 3 BE FF 3 AW & C3 Failed check valve allowed-

dater from the fuel
pool system to
backflow into the

n, desineralized water
|, system. ,

f$ 307433 140701 082978 092778 3 FI 00 C 50 D N Reactor and fuel pit draia-

line valve leaks.

BC7834 140704 083178 092778 3 SFA C C BU D C7 Low specific gravity in-

RDS batteries.
Sc7835 140211 090478 091278 3 SD 00 C AW D 5 :ontainment vr.lve leaks.-

807836 140735 090578 100578 D BE JJ 3 BT E N Condensate storage tank-

level drops below tech
speen limit.

307837 140213 090678 091278 D CD 00 C AC D N An RSIT f ailed to close.- -

13s7838 141519 090978 100978 3 33 J 3 BL 3 5 Reactor scramed due to
-

high CRD temperature.

1337840 148524 091078 100978 3 BC AA 3 AC D E containment relief valve-

invertor fuse blows.

15E7839 141522 091178 100978 9 II T 3 OJ B C8 CR removed with reactor
-

act la shutdown mode.

- __'_im_ _ _
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Table 42.13 (continued)
.

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT CONPONENT ABNOE81L SIGNIFICANCE

acesst usatEt D kT E DATE ST ATOS SISTER EQUIP 5ENT INSTRUBENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY CONNENT
.--

B AB D N Refueling cask trip line
- LIR7841 141192 092278 100678 C FD L -

fails.

C OK A y CRD coapling test say be
307842 143844 092878 102678 D RB J -

deficient.

B AI D C8 Crack in nonisolatab7e 3e
12R7844 141453 101878 103178 3 CG 2 -

pipe (148063).

3 as a u~ Nonlock goalified cables
307845 141485 102078 110278 D Is G -

and connectors.

C BI D N One CR exceeds scras limit. ,.
1E37840 141703 102578 111078 D 38 J -

C BL D E ane CBD temperature
=s 13R7847 142288 103178 112978 8 38 J -

exceeds limit. Seej, 153975.
48 -
w

B BL A N Energency condenser shell
307848 142209 110878 120678 B CE U -

side teaterature
exceeds limit (153836).

i

*

l

.- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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Table 42.14 coding Sheet far Refortable Events at Big Rock Point - 1979

NSIC
A CCESSION EVE NT NEPot? PLANT CORPONENT ABNCEN AL SICNIFICANCE

DONBER 305323 DAT E DATE STATUS SYSTEE EQUIPRENT INSTRONENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY C05NENT
,

I

LIN7901 147305 020379 022679 B SD 00 B DC D N Containment ventilation-

( valves out of
adjustment.

1237902 147304 020379 030279 C BC 00 - 3 44 D N Condenser hotwell valve
fails.

LIN7903 147303 020479 030279 C SD PP - C AN D N Containment isolation!

l valves leak
excessively.

E RR7904 147302 021979 030579 C CE E C AT E N Bad welds in emergency-

condenser inlet line.

1337905 147301 022179 030579 C 38 T C EE D C8 Sever of 32 CRD-

accumulator level
switches fail.

1337906 147300 022179 030579 C CG Ei C AT B N Cracks in reactor cleanup
-

! m3
t systes piping (153974).

Y~
! ** 1537910 148200 022179 032179 C 583 E C AN A N Backup hose for post

-

i

incident heat
exchanger to short.

! 1337908 148208 022279 032179 C EE N C BI D C7 Diesel generator exceeds
-

starting time.

LIN7907 147299 022279 030579 C CE E C AO-
N Neld does not meet present-

requirements.

1R37909 148199 022379 032179 C Cs PP C As D N Peedvater check valve-

j leaks.

j 13N7911 144337 030179 032179 C R5 PP C AC D N CRD pump check valve leaks.
-

!

1337913 148339 030279 032779 C CG 00 C AT D N Reactor cleanup systes
-

.

sluice valves leak|

excessively.

1337912 '944338 030279 032779 C SD PP C AN D 5 Containment isolation-

check valve leaks.

|

|

. _ _ . _ . - - - _ _
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T21o 12.13 (scatinued)
.

ESIC
ACCESSION XTE NT REPORT PLANT C05PONENT ABNOR5&L SIGNIFICANCE

p55553 NNNSBS DATE DATE STATNS SYSTER EQUIPNENT INSTRUAENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY COE8ENT

C EC D C7 DG output voltage zero.1357914 149434 031279 041179 C EE N -

A BC G N Fire pump broken, damaged1337916 149432 033379 041979 C SFD F -

during maintenance.

B EE B N Fase blown on an inverter1E87915 149433 031979 041979 C SD 5 -

(also see LER79021).

C' A5 3 N Inadeguate snubbers.13s7917 149977 041079 051079 C 55 GC -

C AO E N Leak between CRD LousingERW79 38 14997. 041779 050279 C CA Q -

and reactor vessel
(153935).

C AN D N CBD flanges leak.1337919 149731 041879 050279 8 RB FF -

3 AD n 54 aocirculation diffusers1EB7920 150275 060979 062279 C CB Y -

break off.

B EE B 5 Fuse blows on an inverter1357928 151824 -061679 071379 C SD S -

g
n (also see LEES 7840
|[ and 7915) .
w

I B EG B C4 Conson mode probles with1337922 151825 082279 090579 C IA -

RPS and ECCS (153973).

C AN D 5 Reactor and fuel pit draisLIN7923 152017 091179 101079 C SD 00 -

line valve leaks.

T C EE D N Einor drift in EDS1357924 152016 091379 101079 C IB -

* s witches.

3 D N Power supply toLIFF925 154266 103079 110979 D SD 00 -

containment vent
valves fails.

C BU D C7 Low specific gravity in1337926 154265 190379 120379 B SFA C -

RDS batteries.

5 AU D N Emergency condsn eer outlet13s7927 154264 181579 121179 8 CI 00 -

valve leaks (1545583

B N Containment isolationB1387928 154263 121379 122679 8 SD 00 - -

valve might not close
given vorst LOCA.

|,

- .__ __
|
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Table 42.14 (continued)-
-

ESIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPot? PLANT C05POWENT &BuoE84L SIGuIFIC&NCE

BSEBER 35583R DAT E DATE STATES SYSTES EQUIP 8ENT 155T85aENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE C&TEGORY C0aNENT

A OI & W soth plant vent fans1337929 153498 121579 031540 a se DD -

unavailable.

|
l

I

-
i b

!

|

!

|
;

'

t

i ?

|

;

I.

I

i
!-

- - -
_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ ._
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T blo A2.15 Coding sheet for seportabla Events et Big sock Poict - 1980

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPORT PLANT CONPONENT ABNORE AL SIGNIFICAN2E

semER Nuesta DATE DATE STATES SISTER EQGIPEENT INST 895EET STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY CONNENT

3 45 C N Energency condenser outlet1330001 154457 011480 021240 3 CE 00 -

valves leak through
seal.

C B EG D N One channel of RDS removed1330003 154906 012300 022180 3 SFA -

from service.

C 30 0 C7 Low specific gravity in1330002 154904 012440 022180 s SFA C -

RDS batteries.

8 AD G B Control air tubing to1838404 154459 020180 021240 3 CF 1 -

auxiliary system
cooling valve brokea.

B AP D N & CRD pump Aalled.1130007 155473 022440 031980 3 38 DD -

I a EE D N RDS level sensor drifts.1339405 155482 030180 080200 3 Is -

1330406 157053 040380 050180 3 18 - C 5 E5 D 5 RDS channel set point
drift.

?
C OC & N Leak test tot performed.1398009 154984 041540 051940 5 SD FF -g

"
I B EE D 5 RDS level channel drif t.1338910 157074 042300 052384 3 IB -

C 30 D C7 Low specific gravity inLassell 158574 050180 053080 3 SFA C -

RDS batteries.

I 5 EE D N Reactor level indicator1338912 157076 050780 052340 3 IS -

drifts.

A N NRC dictated failure.B13a8013 156954 050948 052300 3 SD 00 - -

I B EH D E RDS channel drif ts.15384 14 158226 051200 061180 3 IB -

I B EE D E RDS channel drif ts.1338035 154267 051500 061100 3 IB -

13384 16 158268 052740 061100 3 Is I B EN D W RDS channel drifts.

I B EE D 5 RDS test channel drifts.13a8417 158777 070300 080100 a IB -

C SU D C7 Low specific gravity in1339014 159G44 071080 040400 3 SFA C -

RDS batteries.

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - __
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I

Table 42.15 (contissed)

WSIC
ACCESSION EVENT REPOST PLANT

,

COEPONENT 1850BNAL SIGNIFICANCE
.

seesta massas par t DaTE STAT 85 StsTER ECWIPRENT Id5f asaENT STATOS CONDITIos cantt CATEGORT CORNENT
'

1334419 160291 071380 081280 3 SD 5 3 22 D 5 Contaisse nt pressure-

sensor f ails.

Laset24 159288 072900 082500 3 Is I a Es D s set point drif t in level-

j tra nsmitter.

1290422 159256 040780 890580 a sta C C as D C7 Low specific gravity in-

BDS batteries.

1288423 159293 043280 092600 3 SD 5 Procedures revised f or- - - - -

small LOCA.

1338424 159257 081440 091290 3 IS I B EE D N Set point drif t la level-

transmitter.

1899428 160471 090940 841000 3 Is I 3 EE D E sensor channel D cf RDS-

f ails.

, 1338430 160043 091944 .101780 3 50 00 C 15 D 5 :oatalament leak rate-
'

7 excessive.

5 1238029 560072 091940 101080 3 SFA C 3 45 D 5 RDS battery fails to hold-

C'
a charge.

| 1330431 168171 092349 302440 3 13 I & EE G B RDS level switch set belee-

limit.

1388835 161469 102488 181980 s Cr JJ 3 40 a,D s anion resia task leaks.-

1338034 161674 198380 191900 3 CD 00 3 AC D N &a ESIT f ailed t? close sa-

first attempt.

13804;6 361984 111000 121200 3 33 3 C 38 G C1 LG fails to reach rated-

voltage.

1339637 16 999 2 111000 121200 3 EE 5 C BE D C1 DC fails to res.-

1890434 565963 331440 121200 3 CE PP C 15 3 5 Feedsator check valve-

leaks.

1538439 162417 112700 122200 3 38 00 G 45 3 5 Contaissent isolation-

valve leaks.

_. ._ _ =_ . , _ _ - -
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|

Tasle 42.15 teoatineed)

BSIC
SCCESSIOS TfEWE SEPCST Pt&WT CDePOWEST AB5GBe&L SIGGIFIC35CE

38658 30sem SST E SSTE STAISS SISTM BQSIPWINT 155T85855T STAT 85 C0581 TION CAUSE CATEGOSY COGEEST

C 40 E 5 Crack is weld.13304e2 161911 120542 121800 9 as 1 -

C &&,&P 3 3 & diesel generatoc voltage1939944 179872 121864 021701 9 at s -

regulator circuit
iailed.

C SE C s & costalasest isolation1380045 1633e7 125804 014641 3 Sa Pr -

check valve leak rate
escoeded liatts. ;

i |

C SQ G W EDS battery inoperable dee1289446 162629 121149 828781 9 SFA C -

to corroded battery
| teraisals.

C &R D 5 Crack is reactor cleassy11394e3 161983 121200 122348 3 CE E -

systes pipe.

5 C 3C 9 s & diesel geserators cetpete Lastee7 162577 121794 011481 3 ER 5 -

voltage was too low.

C OC 4,C 5 Test laterval forEM58 162425 122364 412641 9 BC C -

batteries exceeded
time limit. i

!

LEASee9 '163681 123449 012841 3 SF I C 35 D C6 & contaissent sater level |-

sensor read lov |

(anconservativet.
|
i

l

l
|

j

i

I

|

|

|
,

e *
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Totte 42.36 Coding m eet for Sepestable Events ct sig sock Point - 1981
,

|
!

ESSC
| ACCESSIee ETEst 51708T FLAs? CDeFOSEBT A55045&L SIGEIFIC&BCE

semos assem sett sett STATS $ $137 5 5G517925T IB5facessY STAT 35 CoselTION CtBSE Caf3 GORY Cos eEST

|

13es te t 146574 496381 832641 C 44 C C as a C7 3D5 hattery cell specific-

gravity below limits.

431283 852641 3 Se 80Easts 2 3 04 8 5 & review discovered the--

possibility of over
pressurizing the
control rod drive
eater systes.

Es tCJ 364372 412443 822641 3 Se 00 3 AD 3 CT Witrogen bottle supply-

systes depressaritet
3se to brokea valve.

|

1 3 934 565239 838543 441343 3 as 3 3 &a,as 3 s & chemical waste taak '-

discaerge piping
leaked.

A m te5 MeJt6 232545 3a5641 3 EE 5 C Sas 3 5 Diesel generator f ailed to-

start within the time
limit. !

=n
a i n tS6 366319 944191 SSCSet B 3r a 3 as a 5 contaisaeat vacuse relief-

un control isoperable dee
O to salatemaace work. i

l

13e3907 366464 941403 451281 s 35 5 C SG S 5 & diesel generator f ailed |
-

to start within the -

tise limit.
|

Eastics 966864 962805 9553G1 3 EE 5 C 30 D 5 & diesel generator f ailed i
-

to start within the l

time limit.

153 849 3d6647 954M B 860581 3 SF 5 B BL 3 5 The reactie vessel level-

seasing clamber had a
,

high temperature. |

1 m 933 566en2 850641 961991 5 se m,ee C BI 3 5 Contaissent isolation-

closa.re time was too
leag.

1 3 538 96653 869335 879998 3 m se C 04 G E tacusa relief for the-

containment heilding
exhasst loop
inoperable.

!

I
l

-
-

. _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -
i
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T:blo A2.16 (cactinued)
__-.

NSIC
ACCESSION EVENT EEPORT PLANT CORPONENT ABNOENAL SIGNIFICANCE

5055 RR N DNB ER DAT E DATE STATUS SYSTEN EQUIPMENT INSTRUNENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY CONNENT
-

C BI B N Containment isolationLIa8112 167004 061581 070981 B SD HH,00 -

valta response time
exceeds limit.

C B OA D N RDS inoperable due to ,1338113 167175 061781 071681 B SFA -

failed power supply
inverter.

A OE D N Both emergency radiation1I38114 168499 072881 082681 B BA G -

monitors inoperable
due to ac166enance
repaLe required.

C BC H Cl A diesel fire pump auto1238115 168924 081381 091181 B AB 00 -

start pressure sensor
was valved out.

LE38116 168490 081381 082681 B SA 00 -. 1 01 B N potential for containment
pressut.ization existed
due to ?.eaking

'7 instrument air.

1E38117 168922 081581 091181 B SFA C B BS H C7 Battery cell f or RDS-

overfilled, specific
gravity within limits.

1 AA D N Off gas system inoperable1338118 174708 '082281 091881 B BB BB,00 -

for sampling systes
repair.

C BU D C7 A battery cell leaked and1E34119 174660 083181 092581 B BC C -

had a low specific
gravity.

B AR, AW D .N & liquid radvaste system1I38120 169217 090481 800581 B RA 1 -

piping leaked.

C B3 D C7 The RDS specific battery1330828 170006 091581 101381 B SFA C -

had a low specific
g ravit y.'

B OK B C8- Two RDS loops became1390122 169229 091781 093081 B. SFA. F -

inoperable when the
wrong circuit breake r
was opened.

- - - _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ - -

\
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I

Table A2.16 (continued)
_ _ _ _ . _ _ . . __

NSIC4

' ACCESSION ETE NT REPoaf PLANT C05PONENT ABNOR5&L SIGNIFIC&WCE
Nes5ER NONSER DAT E DATE STATUS SYSTER EQUIP 5ENT INSTRU5ENT STATUS CONDITION CAUSE CATEGORY C055ENT

1888123 369230 091981 100181 8 SD 00 C && D N Two containment isolation-

valves leaked.

1534124 170002 093081 101381 3 UB 5 C &B,&W D W & containment pipeway air-
,

i cooler leaked.

1330125 170w34 108481 181081 8 81 5 8 AR, AW D N & condensate desineralizer-
*

system drain line
leaked.

13a4126 171543 120781 010682 B E1 DD B 18,18 D C7 Pump casing spills-;

'
radioactive water.

1338127 172025 123081 012982 B WC OD D C3 Desineralized water- - -

na storage found
I contaminated with
U iodine.
N-

- _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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!This Safety Evaluation Report is a product of the NRC staff and its consultants.
The NRC staff members listed below were principal contributors to this report. |
A list consultants follows the list of staff members. ;

NRC STAFF

Name Title Branch

F. Akstulewicz Meteorologist Accident Evaluation
J. Levine Meteorologist Accident Evaluation

,

l E. Markee Principal Meteorologist Accident Evaluation
J. Mitchell Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation
W. Pasedag Section Leader Accident Evaluation
T. Quay Section Leader Accident Evaluation
M. Wohl Nuclear Engineer Accident Evaluation
A. Wang Technical Assistant ACRS Staff
T. Chan Auxiliary Systems Engineer Auxiliary Systems
R. Goel Mechanical Engineer Auxiliary Systems
A. Singh Auxiliary Systems Engineer Auxiliary Systems
S. Kirslis Sr. Chemical Engineer Chemical Engineering
J. Wing Chemical Engineer Chemical Engineering ,

J. Guo Sr. Structural Engineer Containment Systems
Y. S. Huang Containment System Engineer Containment Systems
C. Li Reactor Engineer Containment Systems
W. Brooks Reactor Physicist Core Performance
H. Holz Sr. Reactor Engineer CRBR Program Office
R. Fell Nuclear Engineer Effluent Treatment Systems
F. Kantor Team Leader Emergency Preparedness

Licensing
; R. McMullen Geologist Geosciences

J. Chen Geotechnical Engineer , Hydrologic & Geotechnical
Engineering

R. Pichumani Geotechnical Engineer Hydrologic & Geotechnical
Engineering

G. Staley Hydraulic Engineer Hydrologic &'Geotechnical-
Engineering

F. Burrows Reactor Engineer Instrumentation & Control
(Instrumentation)

T. Dunning Section Leader Instrumentation & Control
C. Rossi Section Leader Instrumentation & Control
S. Bhait Sr. Materials Engineer Materials Engineering
F. Litton Sr. Materials Engineer Materials Engineering.
Y. Li Mechanical Engineer Mechanical Engineering
P. Chen Sr. Mechnical Engineer Operating Reactors Assessment
R. Hermann Project Manager _ Operating Reactors'2

'R. Prevatte Reactor Systems Engineer Power Systems'

(Electrical) |E. Marinos Technical Assistant Reactor Systems
G. Alberthal Nuclear Engineer Reactor _ Systems
V. Leung Nuclear Engineer Reactor Systems-
M. McCoy Nuclear Engineer Reactor Systems _
G. Wright Sr. Resident Inspector, Region III

Big Rock Point-
M.. Rubin Sr. Reactor Engineer Reliability & Risk Assessment-

Big Rock Point SEP .G-1
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Name Title Branch

R. Silver Sr. Project Manager Research & Standards
Coordination

J . h '.t Sr. Reactor Engineer Research & Standards
Coordination

K. Campe Site Analyst Siting Analysis
C. Farrell Site Analyst Siting Analysis
L. Sofer Section Leader Siting Analysis
K. C. Leu Structural Engineer Structural Engineering
0. Rothberg Structural Engineer Structural Engineering
M. Boyle Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation Program

Project Manager
S. Brown Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation Program

Project Manager
T. Cheng Sr. Structural Engineer Systematic Evaluation Program
D. Chery Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation Program
G. Cwalina Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation Program
C. Grimes Section Leader Systematic Evaluation Program
K. Herring Sr. Structural Engineer Systematic Evaluation Program
E. McKenna Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation Program

Project Manager
T. Michaels Sr. Project Manager Systematic Evaluation Program

(Integrated Assessment)
Persinko Integrated Assessment Systematic Evaluation Program

Project Manager
R. Scholl Sr. Project Manager Systematic Evaluation Program

(Integrated Assessment)
P. DiBenedetto*
M. Fletcher *
H. Fontecilla*
K. Hoge*
H. Levin *

CONSULTANTS

F. Farmer EG&G, Idaho III-10.A March 1982
V-11.A July 1982
VI-7.C.1 January 1982
VIII-2 May 1982
VIII-3.B January 1982,

S. Mays EG&G, Idaho V-11.A July 1982
V-11.B August 1980
VII-3 August 1980

D. J. Morken EG&G, Idaho VI-10.A September 1982
VII-1.A July 1982

E. Roberts EG&G, Idaho VI-7.C.1 January 1982
VIII-3.A December 1979

A. Udy EG&G, Idaho VI-4 November 1981
VIII-4 January 1980
VII-2 October 1981

I
*No longer with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

;

|
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Name Company Topic Report date

l R. Vanderbeek EG&G, Idaho VI-7.A.3 July 1982
VI-10.A September 1982

R. Agarwal Franklin Research Center III-2 September 1982
D. Barrett Franklin Research Center III-2 December 1981
L. Berkowitz Franklin Research Center IX-5 August 1982
A. Gonzales Franklin Research Center III-1 December 1981
R. Herrick Franklin Research Center IX-5 August 1982
G. Overbeck Franklin Research Center V-10.8 May 1981
T. Stilwell Franklin Research Center III-7.8 December 1981
H. Banon Lawrence Livermore National III-7.8 December 1981

Laboratory
Bernreuter Lawrence Livermore National II-4 October 1981

Laboratory II-4.A October 1981
II-4.C October 1981

C. Y. Liau Lawrence Livermore National III-6 December 1980
Laboratory

R. C. Murray Lawrence Livermore National III-6 December 1980
Laboratory

D. S. Nelson Lawrence Livermore hational III-6 December 1980
Laboratory

T. Nelson Lawrence Livermore National III-6 December 1980
Laboratory

D. S. Ng Lawrence Livermore National III-6 December 1980
Laboratory

J. C. Selan Lawrence Livermore National VIII-1.A December 1980
Laboratory

W. Stein Lawrence Livermore National VI-2.D December 1981
Laboratory VI-3 December 1981

J. D. Stevenson Lawrence Livermore National III-6 December 1980
Laboratory

D. Vreeland Lawrence Livermore National VI-2.D December 1981
Laboratory VI-3 December 1981

D. Wesley Lawrence Livermore National III-6 December 1980
Laboratory

B. Atefi Scientific Applications, Inc. PRA March 1983
J. Mcdonald Texas Tech University II-2.A May 1980
J. Scherrer .Westec II-3.A April 1982

II-3.B April 1982
II-3.B.1 April 1982
II-3.C April 1982

|

|

l
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6.
". Consumers.

h Power
% . m. . ' Companyv

General offices: 1945 West Pernait Road. Jackson, MI 49101 * !5171 788-0550

| June 1, 1983
!

Dennis M Crutchfield, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch No 5
Nuclear Reactor Regulation
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

DOCKET 50-155 - LICENSE DPR-6 - BIG. ROCK POINT PLANT -
INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT OF OPEN ISSUES AND SCHEDULE FOR
ISSUE RESOLUTION (INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMFJ.'T
QUALIFICATION AND GENERIC LETTER 82-33 ISSUES }

Consumers Power Company committed in a letter dated March 18,1983 .to condtfet
a comprehensive integrated assessment of all open issues (both regulatory and
non-regulatory) for the Big Rock Point Plant and to develop a living schedule
for resolution of the important issues. In the opinion of Consumers Power
Company, the integrated assessment and scheduling approach to the resolution
of issues is essential for safe and economical future operation of the plant.
Such an approach provides an effective use of finite resources to resolve the
most significant issues as expeditiously as possible.

The purpose of this letter is to describe the integrated assessment and
scheduling approach taken by Consumers Power Company and to submit the
resulting schedule for issue resolution. In addition, this, letter serves to
document Consumers Power Company response to the recent 10CFR50.49(g)
rulemaking regarding environmental equipment qualification and to Generic'
Letter No. 82-33 entitled " Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 - Requirements for
Emergency Response Capability".

INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT OF ISSUES

Purpose

In an effort to ensure safe and economical future operation of Big Rock Point
Plant, finite company resources must be directed first towards those issues
for which resolution offers the greatest return on the investment. 'The
purpose for the Integrated Assessment (IA) was to rank the issues relative to
one another based on perceived magnitudes of reduction in risk or increase in
plant availability attributable to their resolutions. Plant-specific
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) cost / benefit data, in terms of dollars per

|
\

oc0583-0202a142 !H-1 Big Rock Point SEP y
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4

D M Crutchfield, Chief 2
: Big Rock Point Plant.'

Integrat'e'd Assessment
.

;- June 1, 1983

man-Rea eliminated, was used for many of the issues' to aid in the evaluation
of return ' associated .with their proposed resolutions. In general, the living.

schedule for issue resolution,was constructed by assigning resources first to
'

those resolutions featuring the greate'st return. As a result, issues
] featuring resolutions which offer.little return were s'cheduled to be performed
i at a later date. Please note that many of the issue resolutions consist of

performing evaluations to determine the necessity for implementing future
plant modifications. The TRG will assess the results of such evaluations and-
may re-rank the issue accordingly.

,

Sources of Issues*

i .. . . . .

'

The issues evaluated and incorporated 'into the living schedule were cerived -
,

from a list of outstanding regulatory issues and from the plant-initatedt

projects list. Those issues for which resolutions are to be completed priorc
to the end of the current refueling outage'were precluded from the living- ,

i. schedule.
!

'

TECHNICAL REVIEW GROUP COMPOSITION AND STRATEGY
;

| A Technical Review Group (TRG) was formed to. assess the issues and their
$ resolutions. In order to adequately. assess.the~ safety and/or' availability .
4- implications associated with each of the issues and their resolutions, the TRG-

was comprised of individuals who are most familiar with plant design,1
operation,' margins of safety and -licensing. , Members of the TRG consisted of .

.
'

the plant Operations and Maintenance Superintendent, the plant Technical-
| Superintendent, the plant. Technical Engineer, the Continuing Risk ~ Management
| Program Manager, an engineer representing.the. corporate Radiological Services ,
; -Department and an engineer representing-the corporate Nuclear' Licensing
j' Department. ' The TRG performed the -IA by implementing the following strategy:
i. 1.) developing its own issue assessment criteria and methodology,
j 2.) evaluating each issue resolution against such criteria-utilizing the
j. developed methodology and 3;) developing the ranked-list-of issue resolutions;
; which was used as the input to the scheduling process.
.

| INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND METHODOLOGY'
i

! .The IA criteria and'oethodology is-presented as Attachment.1 to this{ letter.
| The TRG utilized sound engineering judgment, as supplemented by PRA

.

L cost / benefit data where applicable,;to assess each issue resolution against'
each of the four assessment: criteria. :It should'be noted that a_ proposal'for:, _

. resolution has not yet been developed for approximately ten percent-.of the ~
.

!
| 'open issues. It is for such' issues that the TRG evaluated the safety and/ori
( availability implications as'sociated with the issue initiator's concern'

-instead of the resolution of that concern.

During the. assessment of each issue, the TRG| identified: 1.)Lthefissue
initiator;(eg,'the. plant;or?the|NRC),.2.) the issue-initiator's concern.and' '

.

3.) the proposed resolution of. the~ concern. The'TRG then utilized the-
Jassessment1 criteria to. evaluate either the return associated:with. issue's'

;
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proposed resolution or, in the case of approximately ten percent of the
,

issues,.the safety and/or availability implications associated with the issue'

! initiator's concern. Each .TRG member's evaluation- of each issue was then
' documented on a tally sheet. As shown in Attachment 1, four categories of
i significance (ie; high, medium, low or none) were assigned to each criterion.
;.
if The resulting ranked list of. issues is shown in Attachment 2. The list has
; . been subdivided into categories whichi represent the level of signifi;:ance
, assigned to each issue by the.TRG as a result of evaluating the issue against
! the assessment criteria (ie; safe shutdown, radionuclide release, plant
j availability or personnel safety). A set of scope statements is provided in

Attachment 3 which serves to document TRG discussion during^the IA meetings4

and to provide justification for the relative ranking of each issue.
Specifically, the scope statements serve to: 1.) identify the issue

! initiator, 2.) describe the initiator's concern, * ). identify the proposed
_

j resolution of.that concern, 4.) identify alternas means of resolution and,
5.) provide the basis for the selection of the preferred alternative.

.

[ ELIMINATION OF RANKED ISSUES FROM THE SCHEDULE
!

j' Although the final ranked list includes all of the issues, evaluated, many of
i- the resolutions were not scheduled. . Issues that were eliminated fros'the_ .
| scheduling process were those ranked number 46 through 64; for which-no safety
i or availability implications exist. In addition, four issues in the' low

significance category were eliminated (ie; issues ranked ~as numbers 34, 36, 37
I and 41). Many of these issues are NRC-initiated and, as a result, Consumers
{ Power Company requests relief from such issues. Attachment'4 identifies the

NRC-initiated issues that are not scheduled and provides reference to'either
| docketed submittals or to future submittals which will provide' justification

~

j for relief. - It is the opinion of' Consumers Power Company that the referenced '
justificaton, along with the level of safety significance assigned to these

,issues by the TRG, fully substantitates our position that relief should bec
'

provided.

9 SCHEDULE FOP. ISSUE RESOLUTION
'

- . -

Development and Maintenance
J

The input for Consumers Power Company's living schedule for-issue resolutionf;

i was the. list of : issues as ranked by the TRG. The resolutions for the ranked-
'

issues were.then formally scoped,. planned,._ estimated,xand'then scheduleu. cTo *

' achieve scope, schedule and cost-integration',La top-down then bottom-up; ;7'

scoping-subscoping process was used.' InLthis process the total scope was
| represented as.the top element (issue) of the work breakdown structure with~
! discrete sub-issues'and activities represented as sub-elements.'- ~After
j . identifying;the total . scope of work currently known for the -living ' schedule, '

j. each performing organization wast assigned responsibility for determining -
resolution ~ work. scope-and individuals were specifically designated to provide
estimates of required resources ss. input to the detailed scoping', planning,,

j estimating and scheduling effort. Each performing organization-broke down the
. 3

. -- -
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:

:
!- workscope to a level that was manageable and reconcilable between departments

. assigned not only to work on a single issue but also to work between issues.
4

-Following the breakdown of the workscope, all issues were broken up into work
tasks by.the responsible department and were then sequenced based on their.

'
logical inter-relationships. The work tasks'were then integrated within

,
issues and between issues and the necessary logic adjustments were made to

[ yield an integrated living schedule.

i Once the final logic network was established, critical resources were levelled
(manpower, money) and durations / logic changes were reviewed to create a
feasible schedule. Based on completing high priority (ie, low rank number)

.

,

; . issues first, lower priority issues were scheduled based on remaining resource
avalleoility.

!. . .
.

.

i It is important to note that the schedule for completing the remaining work
I' for each issue contained in'the living' schedule has been established through
|~ assessment of the scope of work associated with each: issue. Changes'to the,

scope of any issue or changes in the number of issues remaining may modify the
living schedule. -

!.

,
Attachment 5 provides the Consumers Power Company l'iving schedule for issue

i~ resolution. Attachment 6 provides~ a milestone summary table illustrating the'
j key events and interftces. Where anticipated. completion dates for milestone
| activities were identifiable at the time of this submittal, they are so noted-

on the living schedule .(see legend on living schedule for symbol definition)..

| For those milestone activities for which we could not determine a completion-
date, we have shown a date by which a completion date will be determined.,

! Milestones for which anticipated completion' dates of dates for determination
! of anticipated completion dates are not known at the time. of this submittal,

are so designated in the schedule.,

| Several general assumptions apply to the development of the living schedule.
and are described as follows:

,

1. The issues'were scheduled based upon their rank position and;their inter-
,

relationships with other issues. If the rank position-of the issue-
1

: changes, the schedule commitments that are illustrated on-Attachment 5~may
| change.
;

} 2. Future definitive schedule cammitments for those issues whose.' scope and/or
~

findings are not yet known,; cannot be submitted at this time. However,"a
j

j date by. which a commitment date will be determined has. been supplied.
,

3. The Consumers Power Company living schedule is based on specific work
~

scopes for each issue ~.- Any. changes to' issue work scope may result.in
changes to the.living schedule. . Work scope and resulting plans determine -
what resources'and durations the schedule illustrates. Should.a change
occur in work scope for these issues, either during. negotiation with the--

~
~
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NRC or during the implementation of issue resolution, the potential exists
for a change to occur in the living schedule.

4. The living schedule includes good faith efforts by the company that are
either in progress or complete to meet issue requirements. As the NRC is
aware, Consumers Power Company has initiated work on many of the issues
identified in the ranked list and in the living schedule.

5. Stated schedule and future company commitment dates downstream of NRC
activities are predicated on the NRC supporting the living schedule.

6. Development of the schedule assumed as an annual constraint that portion
of the total Big Rock Point Plant operating budget which can be assigned
to the resolution of non-repetitive type projects. The schedule was also
influenced by a critical manpower resource constraint. Many of the
scheduled resolutions will be performed by a limited number of experienced-

personnel. This is a realistic constraint since the company cannot
acquire, over the short run, additional resources with necessary expertise
without contracting the very costly service of organizations outside of
the company.

.

ON-GOING EFFORT TO MAINTAIN THE LIVING SCHEDUII

It is Consumers Power Company intention to maintain a living schedule for the
resolution of non-repetitive type issues. In doing so, Consumers Power
Company plans to update the living schedule on at least a monthly basis and to
revise the schedule to maintain it as current as reasonably achievable. It is
currently envisioned that monthly status reporting by the_ assigned responsible

. issue managers to our Nuclear Planning and Administration Department will be
! the vehicle by which the schedule is periodically updated to reflect the

current status of issue resolution.

Regarding the scheduling of new issues (both regulatory and non-regulatory) it
is expected that such issues will undergo an assessment and scheduling effort
similar to that employed for the issues as described in this letter. It is
currently envisioned that the TRG will convene on a quarterly basis toi

evaluate the safety and/or availability significance of- the proposed -
resolutions to new issues and to rank the issues appropriately alongside other
issues of similar significance. The issue resolutions would then be scoped
and broken down as described above so that required resources can be
determined and effectively utilized.

Consumers Power Company will continue monitoring the p agress of the living
schedule and provide the NRC with semi-annual status u, dates commencing six
months following receipt of the NRC's draft Integrated Plant Safety Assessment
Report.

It is our opinion that such an on going effort will provide both Consumers
Power Company and the NRC with a flexible-and reliable means to help manage
and control.the issues that confront Big Rock Point.

oc0583-0202al42
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;

ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

The NRC, in a letter dated April 26, 1983, transmitted the Safety Evaluation
| Report (SER) and the Technical Evaluation Report (TER) for the Environmental

Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical Equipment for the Big Rock Point
J

~

'

Plant. The NRC requested in the SER that Consumers Power Company provide by
|

~

June 1,1983 our plans for qualification or replacement of the equipment in -

NRC Categories I.B, II.A and IV, in addition to the justification for |
'

continued operation (JCO) required in the near term, and the schedule for
accomplishing the proposed corrective actions in accordance with the Equipment

! Qualification rule (10CFR50.49(g)). The NRC's April 26,-1983 letter also
' requested reaffirmation of the JC0 and within thirty (30) days of receipt of |

; the letter, submittal of information for items in NRC Categories I.B, II. A and
IV for which JC0 was not previously submitted. Consumers Power Company'

responded to the latter request in our submittal dated May 31, 1983. This
j section responds to the remaining NRC requests.

f The Big Rock Point Environmental Equipment Qualification (EEQ)' prog, ram plan
i . consists of three distinct activities: 1.) Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
j (FMEA), 2.) dispositon of equipment qualification deficiencies as noted in.the

TER regarding parameters other than aging (ie; pressure, temperature,.

radiation, etc) and 3.) disposition of equipment qualification deficiences as
; noted in the TER regarding aging. The FMEA will be performed for certain.
| electrical equipment to assess the need for further qualification ~. The FMEA
i will consist of an evaluation to determine: 1.) if the safety function is

performed prior to environmental conditions becoming so harsh that equipment-
4 failure may result and 2.) if after the equipment has performed its initial

safety-related function, subsequent failure of the equipment will not:-negate.,

j its initial safety function, affect other equipment or functions or mislead

j the operator. If the evaluation shows that the above conditions are true, no-

j additional qualification efforts are necessary.- It-is currently expected that
the results of the FMEA will be submitted to the NRC by September 30, 1983.,

Regarding equipment qualification deficiencies involving parameters other than,

aging, existing qualification argument and JCOs will- be reviewed for adequacy
and will be supplemented with additional supporting information if available.-

3

| For equipment noted as being deficient, qualification argument will.be
! reviewed and strengthened in an effort-to substantiate our opinion that the
'

equipment will not fail and will operate as intended during and after the
j accident.- Should such argument not be-available,.JC0 will be to' reviewed and
j modified as necessary to provide a systems level evaluation of the ability of
; the plant to mitigate the effects of an accident and safely shut down even if.
! such equipment fails. Consumers Power Company currently expects to submit to-
: the NRC by February 28, 1984 revised qualification argument or JC0 for each

piece of equipment noted in the TER as being deficient in qualification for'

parameters other than aging. Regarding the modification of safety related'

equipment during the current-refueling outage, Consumers Power Company plans.
to submit to the NRC by September 30, 1983 the results- of a review of the
existing qualification argument and JC0 applicable to such equipment.

|
.
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Regarding equipment qualification deficiencies involving aging, it should be
noted that Consumers Power Company has cutlined an extensive aging program in

,

'our April 30, 1982 submittal. The aging program is currently being developed;|-

- however, due to the significant amount of time required for data collection
,

from vendors,' performance of activation energy analysis and receipt of'

;. manufacturer recommendations regarding component. replacement, development of
!' the program is not yet complete. When completed, the aging program:will
i include as a minimum: 1.) the identification of age-sensitive components,

2.) the determination of the qualified life for such- components and 3.) .the
timely replacement of such components. Consumers Power Company plans to'

complete program development and implement the replacement program by June 30,e

1984.
.,!

The recent 10CFR50.49-rulemaking also requires that Consumers Power Company
submit a list of electrical equipment important to safety. In response to they

request, Consumers Power Company informs the NRC that since we have not'made
any modifications to the plant affecting the EEQ list since our March 15, 1982 -

submittal, no new equipment has been added to the original-Equipment.

i Qua'lification Report submitted on October 31, 1980 as updated by our
submittals dated January 30, 1981, September 3, 1981 and March 15, 1982;,

f Consumers Power Company will continue to update our equipment lis't-as a result
of the reviews described above and future modifications and will accordingly

,

submit revised enclosures to the Big Rock Point Equipment Qualification Report- 3

when appropriate.

It is the opinion of Consumers Power. company-tliat the above' description of our.
' plans to address the EEQ issue with the accompanying scheduled commitment

dates represent a complete response to the NRC's April 26,1983 SER. The
above described plan meets the intent of 10CFR50.49. requirement's and replaces-
all previous EEQ commitments.

SUPPLEMENT 1 TO NUREG-0737 ISSUES.

Generic Letter 82-33 " Supplement I to NUREG-0737 - Requirements for Emergency..
Response Capability" transmits.as guidance the fundamental requirements.

' concerning the: 1.) installation of a Safety. Parameter Display System (SPDS),
2.) Performance of a Detailed Control Room Design Review (DCRDR),'3.) the . .
application of Regulatory Guide 1.97 to Emergency Response Facilities (ERFs),
4.) the upgrade of Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs), and 5.) the-

L establishment of ERFs. ;In addition to transmitting-the above-fundamental-
requirements, the letter requests that~ Consumers Power Company submit a
proposed schedule for completing the-aforementioned activities. The letter
recommends that plant-specific schedules.be established which take into
account the unique status of the plant and that such schedules be' submitted to

~

the NRC.i

As shown in Attachment 5.(the living schedule)'the performance of the DCRDR.
~

- and.the E0Ps' upgrade have both been scheduled. < Attachment 6 provides--

,

milestone dates.for-these two activities. JIt'should be noted that the results
~

Lof the DCRDR will be used to substantiate whether or not the installation of a.
i:
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4

|

|
~.SPDS is; justified for Big Rock Point Plant. It is Consumers Power Company '

opinion that due to the very small size'of the plant control room and the fact |
that existing safety indications and controls are located within close

1
_

proximity to each other, utilization of an effective DCRDR to determine the
necessity'of a SPDS is a prudent course'of action..

The application of Regulatory Guide 1.97 - to ERFs was not ranked or scheduled.
,

The basis for excluding this activity from the living schedule is provided in-'

two documents. The NRC revised safety evaluation report regarding SEP Topic
VII.3 " Systems Required for Safe Shutdown", which was transmitted to Consumers

-

,

Power Company on December 17,-- 1982 states: "the staff has concluded that the
present design is an acceptable alternative to current licensing guidelines4

!- until Regulatory Guide 1.97 Revision 3 backfit decisions are made". In
!- addition, Consumers Power Company submittal dated June 1, 1981 states:

1.) "the PRA indicates that the risk to the public is not affected by the use
of the Shift Supervisor's office and hallway adjacent to control room as the

! TSC or the use of control room instruments by direct observation from the
! TSC", 2.) "this requirement (of the TSC dsta system meeting.the set of Type A,
I B, C, D and E variables per Regulatory Guide 1.97, Rev. 2) is not met,

however, the control room data available is sufficien*..information available-

| to the TSC staff to perform the analytical tasks needed in post-accident'
analysis', and 3.) "the EOF is not provided with data system equipment".'

.

The establishment of ERFs was also neither ranked nor scheduled. The
aforementioned Consumers Power Company June 1, 1981 submittal provides the NRC
with facility design descriptions for the ERFs and provides our conclusion
that the current ERFs for Big Rock Point are adequate for the protection of
the public based on results of the PRA.;

_

:

I EXEMPTIONS FROM CURRENT REQUIREMENTS

Consumers Power Company is presently assessing .the impact that'our living
schedule for the resolution of open issues has on our commitments which have

; been made in response to NRC recommendations and requirements. Upon
'

completion of our review, Consumers Power Company will submit the -necessary
exemption requests to the NRC to ensure that we can implement and maintain our

]living schedule for issue resolution without failing to meet our| regulatory
obligations.

l

I!erry. A Toner (Signed)

o -. Kerry A Toner
| Senior Licensing Engineer
|
E 1CC:-Administrator, Region III, USNRC
' NRC Resident Inspector-Big Rock Point

Aitachments
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Consumers Power Company

Big Rock Point Plant

| Docket 50-155 - License DPR-6

INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT OF OPEF ISSUES-

AND SCHEDULE FOR ISSUE RESCLUTION
(INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION AND

GENERIC LETTER 82-33 ISSUES)

At the request of the Connission and pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954 and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended, and the
Commission's Rules and Regulations thereunder, Consumers Power Company
submits our response to Generic Letter 82-33 dated December 17, 1982,
entitled " Requirements for Emergency Response Capability". Consumers Power
Company response is dated June 1, 1983.

4

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

BY R B DeWitt (Signed)

R B DeWitt, Vice President
Nuclear Operations

,

Sworn and subscribed to before me this 1st day of June 1983.

Sherry L % rfey (Signed)

Sherry L Durfey, Notary Public
Jackson County, Michigan

1

(SEAL)

My conmission expires November 5, 1986.

4

MIO583-0027A-NLO2
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;
INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT OF OPEN ISSUES AND SCHEDULE F9R
ISSUE RESOLUTION (INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL QUIPMENT
QUALIFICATION AND GENERIC LETTER 82-33 ISSUES)

:

. Tune 1,1983

i

Attachment No. 1
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Resolution / ATTACHMENT 1 (page 1 of 1) .
Concern ASSESSMENT CRITERIA

'

AND METHODOLOGY

EJ*
\/

. . . . - __ _.._.. _ _ _. .__

PRA* PRA*
i

.N/ \/
1

'?
U V V V V . _ _

High High High High

!

Medium Medium Medium Medium

Low Low Low Low

-None None'- None None

(- Criterion ~#1 Criterion #2 Criterion #3 Criterion #h~

to
iT Probabilit'y of Signi - Probability of Signi- Probability of Signi- Probability of Signi-

ficantly Affecting Ab'il- ficantly Affegking Abil- ficantly Affecting ficantly Affecting Plant-2
ity to Prevent Release- Plant Availability Personnel Safety

|h ity to Safely Shut Down ~
of Radionuclides too .(maintain adequate core

0. ' cooling)~ Environment
R
$ * EJ = Engineering Judgement

m- PRA = Probabilictic Risk
i Assessment Data

.
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ATTACHMENT 2

( (Page l'of 3)
i

BIG ROCK POINT PLANT
TECHNICAL REVIEW GROUP

i- RANKED ~ LIST OF ISSUES 1
''

.

Signifi-
Ranking Issue Description Issue-# cance*

1- RDS Depressurization Valve. Pilot Valve Leakage 82 high
2 Alternate Shutdown System (Panel & Procedure) 75A

- Appendix R
3 Turbine Bypass Valve EHC System
4 Environmental Equipment Qualification 36

165 Secondary System Instabilities
.

146 Seismic Design Considerations - SEP iopic III-6 -
7 Upgrade Emergency Operating Procedures-NUREG 0737- 32
8 Plant Shielding - NUREG 0737 54
9 High Pressure Recycle 18:
10 Containment Isolation - On Line Testing of MSIV- 50A2

SEP Topic VI-4
11 Control Room Habitability - NUREG 0737 57

'

high-
medium

12 Single Channel Reset 8
13 Containment Overpressurization 85
14 Organic Materials - SEP Topic VI-1 22A
15 Clean-up Demin. Pump Replacement Investigation -48
16 Containment ILRT 64
17 Stack Gas Monitoring 4
18 PCS, Isolation

.

.

17-
19 Scram Dump Tank Valves - Lack of Redundancy ' 84
20 Acid Line Extension

. 2
21 Facility Modification on Annex & Warehouse '72L
22 Investigate Incore Availability Problem'

. f77.
23 Fire Protection-Associated Circuits-Appendix R 75C
24 Control Room Design Review - NUREG 0737- 5
25 Acid and Caustic Tank Problems -69
26 Wind and Tornado Loadings & Tornado Missiles

- SEP Topic-III-2 & III-4.A 25
27 Replace Tube Bundle in Htg & ClgLHeat Exchanger 1

medium-
low

28' Ventilation For Panel C-52 __10
129- . Verification of BS&B Valve Data 44
30 Containment-Purging / Venting

.
63~

31 Containment Isolation - Leak-Test of Existing '508
-Check Valves - SEP Topic VI-4

32 Bypass of Motor Operated Valve Thermal Overloads - 86
"SEP Topic III-10.A

'
+

,
-

';
.

e
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Signifi-
'

Ranking Issue Description Issue # cance*

I 33- Containment High Range' Monitor - NUREG 0737 76
;. 34 Recirculation Pump Trip 21

J' 35 - .. HELB - SEP Topic III-5.A
.

52-

36 Scram Dump Tank Level Instrumentation - 7o

Gen Letter 81-18
37 Performance cf BWR Safety Valves 804

35B1 38 190HL Update Gtudy
.

8339 Full Stroke Testing of RDS Depressurization Valves -

,

40 - Containment Isolation - Add Control Circuit to- 50D4

. Treated Waste Valve -'SEP Topic VI-4'

41 Instrumentation to Detect: Inadequate Core Cooling: 20
42 Control of Heavy Loads 73
43 BOP-QA Program 234

'
44- Eng DG Panel Ventilation 70

i 45 Reactor Cooling Water Pressure Study 9
low

1

none
.

: 46 Radwaste Monitor Flush Timer 66
| 47 Flooding Potential'& Capability to Cope - 37-
' SEP Topics II-3.B & II-3.B.1

. ,

j 48 Safety Related Water Supply - SEP Topic II-3.C~ 38-

| 49 Purity of Primary Coolant .SEP Topic' V-12
.

_ 39

13
50 Effects of High Water Level - SEP Topic -III-3. A -,

51 Containment Isolation - Isolation Valves'in 50C
. . Hts, C1g or Svc Water - SEP Topic VI-4 ,

i 52 Definition of Operability 31c
4 . 53 Control. Room Air Conditioning

.
34.

54 Containment Isolation - Air Lock Testing - 50E'
SEP. Topic VI-4

. .

55 Containment: Isolation - Hand Iso of Instr Lines :50F
F SEP Topic VI-4

i
.

62-56 Revise Drawings -

57 Post- Accident Chemistry - SEP Topic V-12 - 22B
~ ' -

58 Reactor Coolant System High Point Vents - 74-
,

ENUREG 0737:
59 Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications- ;30-

60 Hydrogen Monitoring - NUREG 0737-
. 19-. s.

4 61 - Containment Isolation-Pneumatic Test of MSIV -- - . 50G'
SEP VI-4- c.

~ 462 -Design Codes. Criteria and Load Combinations , 51
~

SEP Topic III-7.B. .
81'

'

'

:63 - Position Indication of PORY -

' *

16 4 Fire Protection-of Offsite Power .

'+

'
i - (Radiant Energy Shield) - AppendixLR t75B; :none,

,.
,

'
,

+

' '

). _

.;

- _
,

~
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[: ATTACHMENT 2

[ (Page 3 of 3)
|
| * The issue is considered by-the Technical Review Group to be of high,

medium, low or no . significance when evaluated against the assessment
, criteria (ie, safe shutdown, radionuclide release, availability or
personnel safety).

.

1

1

- \
i
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ATTACHMENT 3
(69 pages)

i

Issue Scope Statements

Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

1 82 RDS Depresstrization The plant staff recognizes a need
Valve Pilot to reduce the incidence of,

Valve Leakage pilot valve leakage in the 3-stage
depressurization valves in the Reactor
Depressurizing System (RDS).
Undetected leakage can lead to primary
blowdown through a 1- inch bypass
line which can be terminated only by
remote manual operation of a bypass
isolation valve. Operation in an
isolation mode following such leakage
(one valve for majority of each
operating cycle) does not eliminate
the potential for inadvertent blowdown

,

since other challenges are imposed
during.the 90-day tests on other RDS
components during power operation.
Evaluation to determine reduction of
risk was proposed.. It was the
opinion of tha Technical Review Group (TRG)
that this issue carries safe shutdown,
radionuclide release, personnel safety
and plant availability implications.
The TRG ranked the aforementioned
evaluation.

Note: Preliminary PRA data indicate a
failure rate causing blowdown of

3
6.7x10 /yr.

,

\'

!
|

1 |
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

l'
2 75A Alternate Shutdown This issue, as initiated by the NRC

System and Procea per 10CFR 50. Appendix R, concerns
dural Development - the ability to safely shutdown
Appendix R the reactor and to subsequently ,

'prevent radionuclide release during
conditions of fire in either the
control room, the electrical equipment
room, the exterior cable
penetration room or the containment
electrical penetration area.

Such ability is to be attained through
the use of an alternate shutdown
system, located in areas isolated from
those mentioned above, to control

Primary Coolant System (PCS) parameters.

-The present resolution is te install an

alternate shutdown control station
(panel) and power supply v1 thin the
immediate vicinity of the core spray

<

room. The station would feature'
certain PCS instrumentation and con-,

trols which are used to valve in the
emergency condenser for purposes of
reactor cooldown. .The resolution also-,

includes the development of suitable
operating procedures by which the,

alternate shutdown station would be
used to shut down the reactor. This
issue was resolution-ranked by the

>

Technical Review Group.
;

4

f
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Ranked Is sue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

3 11 Turbine The plant staff recognizes a need to
Bypass Valve improve the reliability of the Turbine
EHC System Bypass Valve Electro-Hydraulic

Control (EHC) System.>

The system is unreliable in
that the valve has on occasion not
operated properly during start-up (the
valve cycles open and closed) and
during power. operation (the valve fails
to open or inadvertently opens).
This issue has safe shutdown,
radionuclide release and plant. avail-

ability implications.. During power
operation, failure of the valve
to open results in a loss of
the full-power main heat sink for the
Primary Coolant System and necessitates
use of the emergency condenser to cool
the reactor. Failure to open can also
result in a needless plant trip during
a load rejection or a loss of offsite !

power transient. Should the valve 1

inadvertently opea during operation, a |
'P ant trip may result. During start-up,l

valve cycling or spurious. operation
can establish transients'which ;

'

result in plant trip.

~3 The recommended resolution:is to
,

perform a study to identify the
frequency and type of misoperation and
possibly attribute the misoperation to,

some specif t: port * t of tne EHC -
System prior to c.Jatacting the manufac-
turer. The resolution of this issue
was ranked by the Technical Review
Group.

7
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:

| : Ranked Issue
j Position- No Issue Identification. Issue Scope

4 36 Electrical Equipment This issue, as promulgated by the,

Qualification recent 10CFR 50.49 rulemaking.'

'

concerns the ability of
electrical equipment important to
safety to reliably operate in harsh
environments to safely shut down the,.

i. plant during accident conditions. Pre- (
sently, the NRC. requires that all such;

i equipment be. duly. qualified and
i documented as such. Consumers. Power
!' Company has submitted to the NRC the
| list of electrical equipment important.

j to safety and has provided justifica-,

! tion for its qualification. The NRC
j responded to our submittal by indicat-
t ing that a number of qualification
; discrepancies exist regarding certain
{ . equipment.
i
' The Technical Review Group
| (TRC) evaluated and ranked the
j proposed resolution to the issue.- The
j resolution proposes tot 1.) perfors *
i failure modes and effects analysis'

(FMEA) on equipment where noted '

deficiencies exist regarding
3- variables other than aging (ie;
} pressure, temperature, radiation,
i

etc.). 2.~) utilise qualification

S argument and justifications for
continued operation for equipment

! where FMEA is not :accessful and 3.)
I develop an adequate preventive '

saintenance program for equipment-
! where noted deficiences exist-
i regarding aging. In the opinion of
5

the TRG. the aforementioned proposed. '
.

j resolution is more justifiable from a |4 J cost / benefit standpoint
(ie, reduction in risk per unit

,

; investment) for Big Rock Point than ,

j are the alternate. resolutions of *

| extensive additions 1 qualification
: testing and analysis or wholesale
I- replacement of equipment. .It is the

opinion of the TRG that the proposed
. resolution _can achieve a aatisfactory
1 margin of safety for an expenditure

orders of magnitude less than.thati

; required for the other alternatives.
;

,

| _NUO483-0695A-TP06-TP01 H-M ' Sig Rock Point SEP
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; Ranked' Issue,

Position' No -Issue Identification Issue Scope I<

5 16 Secondary System The plant staff recognizes the need
'

;- Instabilities to ensure that proper Primary. Coolant
System (PCS) makeup will occur.

; following a load rejection. Following
a load rejection, the PCS will

!. blow down through the turbine ;

j bypass valve to the condenser
,

i hot well. As a result, the hot
'

! well levels will~ewell causing a

I signal to open the' reject valve. When
'

the reject valve opens, a significant-

i portion of the condensate pump
i discharge is diverted from the suction .

{ of the reactor feed pumps to the con- l

j densate storage tank. The loss of feed
! pump suctior. results in a feed pump .

I; trip and-thus the loss of PCS makeup
j during the blowdown condition. This
! issue has both safe ahutdown and t

j availability imp 1fe.ations since a loss.-
| of PCS inventory could. result in allow-
; reactor water level condition
| which subsequently results in
j automatic reactor trip.

,

| The proposed. resolution is to modify
1 the existing reject valve control cir-
j . cuitry such that valve opening does not -

,

'

i occur during.the, conditions described
j above.- PRA has revealed that the
j proposed modification; reduces the ****

5
'

;

damage prgbability from 6.2 x 10 'to-
| 2.5 x 10 /yr. FRA has shown that the
} cost / benefit ratio of'the proposed

.

j nodification is $960/ man-Res. This
j issue was resolution-ranked by the i

j Technical-Review Group.
.

.

,

! .!
*

1

e

i

n

i

1

;
,.
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Ranked Issue
' Position' No Issue Identification Issue Scope-

6 14 Seismic Design This issue concerns 'the ability of
t- Considerations - reactor shutdown systems to withstand.

SEP Topic III-6 a seismic disturbance-such
that they can be depended on to safely
shut down the reactor. The NRC:is con-

, cerned that older plants may not pos-
'' sess the necessary seismic capacity

since initial design requirements
for such plants were signif-
icantly less stringent than today's

,

requirements.'
*

,

Since the conception of the Systematic
Evaluation Program, Consumers Power,

' Company has spent approximately
< $2,500,000 developing deterministic-

' seismic analyses which address the
seismic capacity of the plant. Such
analyses, however, have been considered

1 unacceptable by the NRC. Recently,
Consumers Power Company has performed
analysis utilizing the probabilistic
risk assessment logic models and

;,- fragility estimates of certain equipment
''

necessary to mitigate core damage
*

; during a seismic event to determine
the seismic weak links. It is

>

at such weak links that additional
resources would be directed to

'

~ seismically upgrade the plant should
it be concluded that the. seismic issue-

,

warrants additional attention.
The analysis' reveals, in ranked order

.

, of seismic capacity, the combinations
1 of shutdr.in equipment and associated
; structures most important during an.
'

earthquake. As the level of
- seismic acceleration considered in-
~ cre6ses, the ordered list. reveals;

. which equipment.or structures should be
' '

seismically! upgraded'first. As the
; list now' stands, the~ emergency conden-
'

ser supports represert the weakest link-
analyzed to fail at an acceleration of

: 2: . approximately'O.12g.
s

V

i
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Ranked Issue
!

Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope
j

.6 14 Seismic Design The ordered list of equipment, however, !
Considerations - is not complete due to the seismic
SEP Topic III-6 capacity of_certain equip-
(Contd) ment not being known (or at least

; large uncertainties exist in the
I estimate of such capacity). The

analysis, therefore, recommends that
certain actions be undertaken to assess
that capability. The recommendations

; are as follows:

1. To ensure an ATWS is unlikely,
evaluation identifying the weak
links on the reactor internals is
required and an evaluation ensuring
that the CRDM discharge piping does
not crimp is necessary.

2. Complete the cable tray evaluations
being performed by the Seismic
Qualification Owners Group
and ascertain whether seismic
dependencies exist between power
supplies and electrical components
in the routing of cable trays and
conduit.

3. Inspect Valves M07050, M07053 and
M07063 to ensure that the operators
will not impact surrounding struc-
tures if motion occurs during an
earthquake.

4. Evaluate or restrain the motion of
M07070, M07071, M07051 and M07061
to ensure the motors do not impact
surrounding structures if motion

' occurs during an earthquake.,

5. Place a mechanical block on the
cleanup demineralizer hoist to
ensure it cannot travel over the'
enclosure spray valves.

It should be noted that an evaluation
of components other than those listed

'
in items'l through 5 above is of no
benefit until the capacity of these
components has been shown to be greater

-NUO483-0695A-TP06-TP01 - H-29 Big Rock Point SEP
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

6 14 Seismic Design than 0.12g. At that time, an evalua-
Considerations - tion of the methods oy which the

,

SEP Topic III-6 emergency condenser supports can be l
(Contd) upgraded may be most beneficial in |

determining wher.her or not further j
seismic upgrading of the plant can be

|
justified.

As a partial resolution to this issue,
the Technical Review Group (TRG) evalu-
ated and ranked the above recommenda-
tions. As part of its evaluation, the
TRG considered the following; (1) the
estimated probability of earthquake which
fails the emergency 5c ndenser-
supports is 8 x 10 /yr; 2.) the above
recommendations may result in an.

; additional expense of approximately
$250,000 without reducing any risk; and
3.) performing the above recommendations
could be useful in ascertaining the
actual seismic capacity of the plant..

a

|

-.

:

.
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Ranked Issue |
Pnsition No Issue Identification Issue Scope

L. - ? 32 Upgrade Emergency This issue, as initiated by the NRC
Operating Procedures as part of Supplement 1 to NUREG 0737,
NUREG-0737 concerns the. development of plant-

specific, system-oriented-emergency
operating guidelines from generic

,

guidelines which would then be used as'

the basis for the development of_emer-
gency operating procedures. It is

;

expected that the guidelines will'ad-
dress multiple failures which result in
certain types of reactor accidents.

3

.

The Technical Review Group ranked the
I resolution for this issue because it

felt that the development of such<

guidelines and subsequent procedures-
would enhance the operators' ability to .

cope with accidents and thereby be more
. capable of mitigating core damage and
containment failure. It is currently4

predicted that an effort of 41-man days
; will be required for the operating
!- staff to develop such procedures.

:
5

,

!
,

i

.

-

4

Z
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Ranked Issuc
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

8 .54' Plant Shielding - This issue, as initiated by the NRC
NUREG-0737 as part of NUREG 0737, concerns the

resultant exposure to plant personnel
required to mitigate the effects
of core damage and
to obtain necessary air samples follow- i

ing a reactor accident. Pre-
sent analysis shows that the resultant- i

exposures received by plant personnel I

while in occupied areas are.below NRC )
limits. Most operator actions
required to mitigate the event will

,

clso result in exposures below NRC
limits. Some actions, however, result
in doses above NRC limits but I

are below the guidelines established by
the National Council _on Radiation

'
Protection.

: The Technical Review Group
'

.

(TRG) is nontheless concerned about the~
magnitude of exposure as predicted by

,

'

i the analysis. Therefore, the-TRG
'

ranked the concern rather than the.
resolution for this issue. The analysis predicts,

exposures of up to 8R (under worst-caec
conditions) for personnel entering the
plant after the accident and less

' than 3R for control room personnel.-
Although the TRG felt that such an

eventhasalowprobag/yr
ility of

occurrence (ie, a 10
event from PRA), the TRG considered'

,

! this issue important from a person-

| nel. safety standpoint and would recom-
mend further study to address the.

, concern.

!

NUO483-0695A-TP06
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

| 9 18 RDS Reliability - This issue, as initiated by the plant
High Pressure staff, addresses the ability to
Recycle cool down the reactor in the

event of failure of both the main and
emergency condenser without
uncovering the core by activating
the Reactor Depressurization System-
(RDS). In the event of such failure,
Primary Coolant System
(PCS) pressure will increase to the set
point of the PCS safety valves. The

'
valves will then open to vent the PCS
and dump reactor coolant water to the
containment. The water level at the
bottom of containment will begin to,

rise as the valves cycle open and
closed. The PCS pressure will be
maintained at or near the safety
valve set point.

This issue primarily carries
radionuclide release implications. On
reaching the maximum permissible water
level in containment, the operator-
will be left with the choice of manual
RDS actuation to permit use of the
Post-Incident System in recycling
water back to the PCS or permitting
containment water level to exceed
design limits.

The proposed resolution is to utilize
the Post-Incident Cooling System

*

to recirculate the water deposited in-
containment into the condenser hot well
and subsequently back into the PCS via'
the high pressure feedwater pumps.
This solution is preferred over
the use of the RDS for PCS blowdown and
subsequent uncovering of the core
until the Core' Spray System is
capable of actuation. This issue-
was resolution-ranked by the
Technical Review Group.

.

,
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

10 50A2 Containment Isola- This issue concerns the degree of con-
tion - On-Line Test- tainment isolation. afforded by_the
ing of MSIV-SEP single containment. isolation valve in

Topic VI-4 the main steam line.- The NRC staff.
presently is of the opinion that addi-
tional isolation should be installed. ,

Plant-specific PRA reveals that the i
main steam line is the single largest ;

contributor to containment isolation
failure.

The' preferred _ resolution to this issue,
as ranked by the Technical Review
Group (TRG), is to: (1) perform peri-
odic on-line testing-to better assess
and to improve main steam isolation
valve (MSIV) isolation reliability
and (2) install. valve position .

indication for the operator to facili-
tate such testing. Past failures of'

the MSIV have occurred at cold or
nearly shutdown conditions. The
proposed on-line test.is intended to
demonstrate that the valve is
significantly more reliable under hot
operating conditions'(conditions under
which the valve must fulfill its
intended safety function).
PRA reveals the cost / bene-
fit of'the preferred resolution is
$185/ man-Res.-

The TRG also evaluated other-
alternatives for resolution such as:-
1.) installing a second MSIV and 2.)
qualifying the valves' downstream of
the MSIV. The TRG did not propose.
such resolutions since PRA data ruveal
that the cost benefit ratios for the
two alternatives is $4,000/ man-Ren and
$11,000/ man-Rea, respectively.

NUO483-0695A-TP06-TP01' H 34 ' Big Rock Point SEP
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l- Ranked Issue
j Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

i-

| -11 57 Control Room Habit- _This issue carries only personnel safety

l. ability - NUREG-0737 implications. Anlaysis was performed
as required by NUREG 0737 to determine'

the doses to the control room
operators as a result of a significant
radionuclide release in containment
and leakage (taken to be that allowed
.by plant Technical Specifications) out
of containment. According to the
analysis, the resulting dose to
the operator is less than -

IR to the whole body and less than 30R
to the. thyroid (taking credit for the
donning of breathing apparatus).

Although the resultant dose to the
operator is considered acceptable by *

-the NRC, the Technical Review
Group (TRG) in general considered the
dose to be more than desirable and
concluded that additional analysis
should be undertaken to. determine
a resolution to the issue. 'Since-
a resolution to the TRG's concern
does not presently exist, the TRG
ranked the concern instead of
the resolution to this topic.

.

NUO483-0695A-TP06
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Ranked Issue
; Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

12 8 Single Channel Reset This issue, as initiated by the plant
i staff, concerns the potential

for LOCA through the scram dump tank
during a " slow" scram (ie, when the
scram valve pilot air neader pressure
slowly decays). During the slow

,

Iheader pressure decay, the scram
valves open prior to the scram dump
tank valves closing. This results in
on open drain path from the reactor to .

the containment sump via the control !
'

rod drive system and scram dump tank.

A similar draining situation may occur
given a slow air header

'

repressurization during Reactor
Protection System reset. In this
situation, the scram dump tank valves
open prior to the scram valves closing.'

The resolution to the above issue, as
; evaluated and ranked by the TRG, is to

perform a study to understand
the coordination problem between the
scram and scram dump tank valves. The
investigation will result in the
proposal of an appropriate
modification to ensure that the
Primary Coolant System is not
partially drained.

,

:
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| Ranked . Issue
Position _No Issue Identification Issue Scope

13 85 Containment Over- The plant staff recoFnizes a need to
pressurization resolve LER 81-016 " Containment'

Pressurization". Leakage of instru-
ment and/or service air into
containment has the potential to cause
overpressurization of the containment
during isolation conditions. A
procedure to isolate the air sources
appears to have merit and the proposed
resolution was to evaluate accident
sequences to determine if other
complications must be addressed.
It should be noted that in order to
revise the procedures a facility
change to install a backup compressed
gas supply for the Reactor
Depressurization System isolation
valves mu.st be implemented. It

was the opinion of the Technical
Review Croup that this issue carries
safe shutdown and radionuclide release
implications. The TRG ranked the
proposed resolution.

;

i

!

*
.

?

.,
,

i

1
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification- Issue Scope

14 22A . Organic Materials -~ This issue and plans for its resolu-
SEP Topic.VI-l tion are described in a letter to the

NRC dated February 28, 1983.
The Technical Review Group (TRG)
assigned safe shutdown implications
to this issue due to the possibility
of the coatings within containment
peeling off the surfaces under

,

j
the harsh environmental condi- I

tions and plugging the recirculation
lines. The TRG concluded that a need
exists to evaluate the tenacity of the
existing coatings under accident
conditions and whether or not coating

,

materials will plug the lines should |

such materials dislodge from the in-
,

containment surfaces during such'

conditions. As a result, the TRG
ranked as a proposed resolution the
completion of such an evaluation and,

the implementation of an inspection"

; program to periodically assess the
condition of in-containment coatings.'

.

J

;

i

|
|
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Ranked Issue
'

Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

15' 48 Clean-Up Deminer- This issue has plant availability im-
alizer Pump Replace- plications in that the existing pumps
ment Investigation frequently trip and require repair due

to motor rotor problems and to pump
|

cavitation. Without these pumps in
operation, only about four days of'

plant operation can be sustained due to
increasing levels of condensate conduc-

! tivity which eventually require plant
shutdown. This issue also carries safe
shutdown and radionuclide release
implications in that historical records
show that the wearing of the motors'
canned rotor han resulted in Primary
Coolant System leakage.

The Technical Review Group ranked the
resolution to this issue. The
resolution is to perform a study to
determine whether or not a pump bypass
line should be installed or the
existing motors and pumps be replaced
with those that are not
susceptible to such problems. This
issue is plant-initiated.

,

f

i
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

'16 64 Containment ILRT Recent NRC interpretations of-

|
- 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, require addi- i

i tional Type A containment leak rate
testing following certain Type B and

1- Type C local-leak rate test failures.
|

The proposed. resolution is to
provide an evaluation' showing that
the interpretation would result in
excessive testing which does not
improve safety margins. The issue was
ranked high for plant availability

;. since the added testing requires plant
i shutdown and would be a considerable

penalty.over the projected plant
1: lifetime,
i

9

1

i

i

,

i
!

1

i
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

'

17 4 Stack Gas Monitoring The NRC, via NUREG-0737. Item II.F.1,
'

identified the need for improved stack
' gas radioactive effluent monitoring.

The project is nearly complete. The
proposed resolution is to complete the
project by obtaining the necessary
spare parts from the vendor. The issue
resolution was ranked high for plant
availability because of regulatory
requirements. It was noted that the
Technical Review Group could not
conclude that this issue carries any
safe shutdov on radionuclide release
implications.

i
.

.

t

j

i

i

!

.

i

.

N

:

1
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

18 17 PCS Isolation This issue carries both safe shutdown
and plant availability implications in
that a probability exists tur a loss or
reactor coolant through Primary. Coolant
!.ystem (PCS) drain and vent lines which
are presently only isolated at one
point (ie, with one closed valve). The
PRA shows that the probability of

reactor coolant lgsses through such
valves is 2 x 10 /yr and that the core

damage prgbability of such an event is j
6.9 x 10 /yr. |

|
The Technical Review Group ranked the i
resolution to this issue. The
resolution is to review PCS
piping and instrument drawings

'
to determine the exact locations
of such lines, and then to add addi-
tional isolation devices (ie, a second
isolation valve or a pipe cap). This
issue is plant-initiated.

i

i

l-
,
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

19 84 Scram Dump Tank The plant staff recognizes the need
Valves - Lack of to evaluate the potential for LOCA
Redundancy due to single failure in the ' scram

dump tank vent and drain
leclation system. Although no valve
failures have ever occurred at Big Rock
Point, the system is challenged during

*,

each scram. A LOCA
would be limited to leakage flow

1

through the control rod drives but
would not be easily isolated.-

Evaluation to determine risk and
possible solutions was proposed. It,

'

was the opinion of the Technical
.

Review Group (TRG) that this issue,

carries both safe shutdown and
radionuclide release implications.
The TRG ranked aforementioned
evaluation.*

4

i
4

i
!
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- Ranked. Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

20 2 Acid Line Extension This issue carries only personnel
safety implications in that burns could
occur to personnel while filling the
neutralizer tank with acid. Presently.

,

I
acid is carried by hand to fill the |
tank. The resolution to this J

issue is to install a one-inch
*

line that would carry acid from a fill
pump to the tank to preclude the
necessity to fill by hand. The
Technical Review Group ranked the
aforementioned resolution to this
plant-initiated issue.

,

..
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| Ranked. Issue
j Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

| 21 72 - Facility Modification Modifications are proposed by the plant
,

on Annex and staf f to improve the Q-stock storage
! Warehouse area and also improve one office.
| working area. The proposed. resolution

is to expand the present Q-seock area'

: ~ and relocate the offices presently in
! that warehouse to an area in the

training annex tha. will require remod- ,
,

eling. The proposed resolution was
ranked high for personnel safety *ince-
fire exits in the existing warehot -se'

are less than desirable for use as an-

office area. The Technical Review '
;

! Group ranked the proposed resolution i

'

L to this plant-initiated issue.*

,

I
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i
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Ranked- Issue
Position No ' Issue Identification Issue Scope

22' 77 Investigate Incore 'The plant staff recognizes that the
Availability Problem use of the existing neutron

flux monitoring incore ansem-
blies has proven to be expensive to
meet the requirements of Technical
Specifications 6.1.5 (f). The proposed
resolution is to provide an evaluation
which will allow technical specifica-
tion relief from the present use of the
incore monitors. The issue was ranked
high for plant availability since
incore chamber failures in certain
locations could cause a plant derate or
shutdown to repair. The Technical
Review Group ranked the proposed
resolution.

.
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! Ranked Issue. ,

Position No Issue Identification -Issue Scope
i

,

'23 75C Fire Proection - 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, requires.that;

Associated safe shutdown equipment be isolated,

Circuits - from associated circuits such that hot
i Appendix R shorts,' shorts to ground ~ or open

circuits will not prevent operation of
~the safe shutdown equipment..

After extensive analysis and discussion
with the NRC over this equipment, we
have committed to do the following:#

(1) Procedures are to be developed for
numerous valves and one pump to deter-
mine if maloperation has occurred due

,

; to the fire. They would then address
'the repair of the equipment; ie, mainly;

disconnecting circuitry and operating,

' valves manually. (These are items thats

.

have a long-term effect on safe shut-
! down. None were considered to have an:
'

immediate effect.on hot shutdown).

(2) The emergency condenser inlet
; valves were the only equipment: identi-

fled that could prevent hot shutdown*

j due to what the NRC considers a cred- '

| ible combination of shorts /open cir-
j cuits. In other words, in the present

configuration of the inlet valvesa

] . control circuitry, a single short :
; . circuit of two-wires-in the control
! cable can close an inlet valve. Since

we have run with one inlet valve closed-
in the past (due to a leaky outlet

4
* valve), it.would take only one-short-

circuit and one open circuit to' prevent:
operation of the emergency condenser-

i due to closed and disabled' inlet
-valves. Since a fire in the electrical-j-
equipment room or penetration. area can

; cause this,'we could also disable the:
i RDS/ Core Spray and lose offsite power.
! in'the same. fire, leaving no method to,'

, tshut down the plant. The NRC considers
| this a~ credible event and requires-

protection of the inlet' valve:
circuitry.>4

.

m

i
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope-

23 75C Fire Protection - As a result, we committed to reroute
Associated one wire (the close coil wire) from

_ Circuits - each of the two circuits with the rest
Appendix R of the alternate shutdown circuits from
(Cont'd) the control room to the emergency

condenser deck. This prevents the
possibility of shorts closing the

'
valves for fires in the electrical
equipment room, penetration areas, etc.

! The Technical Review Group (TRG)
believes that this issue is important-
to assure safe shutdown, and that the
cost of the required modification is,

''

quite small. j

. i

|

|

4

i

j

;
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[- Ranked Issue-
'

Position- No Issue Identification Issue Scope

i 24- 5 Control. Room Design This issue. as initiated by the NRC per
I, ~ Review - NUREG-0737 Supplement 1 to NUREG 0737, concerns
! the review of the adequacy of the
I control room design and the existing

i procedures to utilize the control
room in an attempt to verify whether

'or not an effective man-machine
interface will exist during accident

,

conditions so that the reactor can be|-
safely shut down. Experience at Three
Mile Island and at other nuclear facil-

! ities has shown that_ existing proce- *

dures and controls are in certain cases-;

! inadequate and may hinder the operators'
efforts to cope with an accident.

t

.The resolution to this issue is to

; perform a detailed control room design-
review which consists of: (1) per--'

forming an inventory of existing
control room instrumentation and con -

; trol equipment to ensure that the :

equipment called for in the emergency
,

' operating procedures is adequately
designed for the-intended purpose;
(2) interviewing the opc*ators ' to

j identify control room design deficien-
! -cies; and (3) validating the adequacy
: of the emergency operating procedures

and the degree to which the existing
,

; controls and indications can be effec .
; tively utilized under accident condi-

tions by conducting walk-throughs of,

design-basis accidents.' ItHis the
opinion of the Technical Review' Group-,

[ (TRG) that the control room design re-
'

view will provide the justification for -

i the necessity (or lack thereof) of a
; Safety Parameter Display System.

The TRG ranked the above resolution to
'

the issue.' Although~the TRG does not-
.,

believe that the present size of the.

control room coupled with'the-lack of';~
available panel space'1 ends itself to
equipment relocation ~or addition, the.

4- TRG does believe that the review will'.
increase the operators' ability |to. cope

j with an accident to safely shut down
1 ' the reactor. The TRG-also

NUO483-0695I-TP06 H 48 Big Rock Point SEP : i
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

24 5 Control Room Design believes to some degree that a better

Review - NUREG-0737 means of control panel equipment
(Contd) identification could result in decreas- q

ing the probability of plant trip due 1

|
to operator error.

l

,
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! ' Ranked Issue ;

-Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope
|
|

25 69 Acid and Caustic The plant staff. recognizes a need to
i Tank Problems improve the integrity-and performance

of pipes, pumps and tanks in those
portions of the water treatment.

facility which utilize high caustic and
acid solutions. The proposed
reashttion is to modify the system
and replace materials. The issue
resolution was ranked high-

,

for personnel safety by the Technical
Review Group.

,

;

4

!

..

1

i

i

.

!

!

,
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- Ranked . Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

26 25 Wind and Tornado This issue and plans for its resolution'
Loadings and Tornado are described in a letter'to the NRC
Missiles - SEP dated February 28, 1983. The Technical

: Topics III-2 and Review Group (TRG) concluded
'

'III-A that this issue carries
both safe shutdown and radionuclide
release implications. . In its evalua-,

tion of.the resolution the TRG consid-
~

ered the following: ' (1) the probability
; of core damage as a result of failure

fromwindang/yr;'(2)arecent
tornado loadings-

~

is 8.2 x 10;.
Bechtel analysis shows that no damage*

occurs below 150 mph winds and no con-1

j tainaant damage occurs below 250 mph
j . winds; 3.) although the probability of
; occurrence is low, the effects of such
i- an occurrence are significant; 4.) the

g cost of backfit would be substantial;
j and 5.) PRA caa be useful in determining

,

what the plant loading withstand
capability is and should be.4

I
i

i

i
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

27 1 Replace Tube Bundle This issue carries both radionuclide
in the "A" & "B" release and availability implications.

Heating and Coolant in that periodic leaking through the
Heat Exchangers heat exchanger tubes results in a

breach of containment integrity and
could result in a lengthy outage for
repair.

The resolution to this issue is to re-
place the existing tube bundle in
each exchanger with stainless steel
bundles to prcvide a more reliable
containment boundary. Presently, the
containment boundary is breached
approximately once every five years.
When leakage does occur, the entire
bundle is valved out of service and the
leak is isolated. The leakage condi-
tion is readily detectable, however, as
the operator inspects for such condi-
tions once per shift as controlled by
Operations Department log sheets. The
cost to replace the tube bundle is
estimated as $12,000. The Technical |
Review Group ranked the resolution of |
this plant-initiated issue.

'

|
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope 1

28 10 Ventilation for The plant staff recognizes a need to
Panel C-52 improve the primary coolant system

level instrumentation to maintain
operator confidence in the accuracy
of the level indicaticas as they
relate to emergency core cooling
response. The proposed resolutior.
is to improve the ventilation in

Panel C-52 (in containment) to
enhance power supply perform-
ance of the heating units for the
constant head level chambers for the -
level detection elements.. This will
reduce the spurious alarms from the
present system.

NUO483-0695A-TP06-TP01
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Ranked Issue-

Position No Issue Idertification Issue Scope
i

i 29 .44 Verification of BS&B This plant-initiated' issue concerns
i Valve Data the air-operated' valves in many

systems throughout the plant. ;

! There is a possibility that the
'

air pressures needed to stroke a valve
may be greater than the present t

pressure setting for the flow :
conditions in the pipe under which the
valve is to operate. Since some of the i

valves are installed in containment
isolation systems and systems used for |
reactor shutdown, this issue carries ,

radionuclide release and safe shutdown [
implications.

The proposed resolution for this issue
is to perform a study to determine the. -

proper pressure setting for each air-
operated valve considering the flow !
conditions in-the pipe under which the ;

valve is to operate, to verify the
present pressure settings and to per-
form whatever setting adjustments are
necessary. It is estimated that six-san
months are required to complete the '

resolution. The Technical Review
Group ranked the proposed resolution.

4

. ;

1'

-

,
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope'

i

30 63 Containment Purg- The concern represented by this NRC- *
ing/ Venting - initiated issue is that in the event i

Install Debris of a-LOCA and subsequent. pressurization j

| Screens of the containment, debris !

from inside the containment could be I

transmitted into the ventilation duct-
work. Such debris could interfere with
the closure of the ventilation valves
and prohibit containment isolation.
The resolution of this' issue is to
install a debris screen over the
ventilation intake for each of the
valves. The cost of such a resolution
is relatively inexpensive. The Techni-
cal Review Group ranked the resolution
to this issue.

,.

*NRC letter dated September 14, 1982.
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

; 31 50B Containment Isola- This issue concerns the ability to iso-

.

tion - Leak Testing late the instrument and service air.

! of Existing Check lines that penetrate containment in

Valves - SEP the event of a break in these lines.
,

Topic VI-4 These air systems are closed systems'

inside containment and do not feature
valves for the specific purpose of con-
tainment isolation. The NRC's position
is that Consumers Power Company

1.

should demonstrate that certain hand
isolation valves, located upstream of
the containment penetrations ~, satisfy
the tenable operability requirements of
Technical Specification 3.4.2(b) .

Two alternate resolutions for this
issue were evaluated by the Technical
Review Group (TRG). The preferable ,

alternative is to periodically leak
test the check valve in the service air
line and the check valve in the
instrument air line; both of which'are-'

located immediately inside the contain-4

ment shell. It is currently believed
that such a test program would result
in the ability to quantify and reduce
the leakare through the air systems.
Plant-specific PRA reveals.that the
cost / benefit ratio of such a program is

$680/ man-Rem.
,

A less preferable alternative from the
standpoint of cost / benefit is the in-
stallation of motor-operated isolation
valves in the service and instrument
air lines.- The PRA reveals the
cost / benefit ratio of this alternative
to be $12,600/ man-Rem.' Given the wide-
disparity in. cost / benefit ratio between-

the two alternatives, the TRG elected
to rank only the leak testing
alternative.

s
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

32 86 Bypass of Motor The Technical Review Group (TRG)
Operated Valve evaluated and ranked as a resolution
Thermal Overloads - to this issue the commitments made
SEP Topic III-10.A in a letter to the NRC dated February

14, 1983. In the letter, Consumers
Power Company committed to installing
key switches and administrative
controls to ensure that the thermal
overload protection for six
safety-related motor operated valves 1

(MOV) is bypassed during all phases of |

plant operation except when the valves
are subject to testing or
maintenance. Consumers Power Company
committed to install the switches and
administrative controls for the

~

following valves: Emergency Condenser
Inlet Valves MO-7052 and M0-7062,

; Firewater to Core Spray Heat Exchanger
Valve M0-7066 Reactor Building
Emergency Spray Backup Valve MO-7068
and Reactor Emergency Cooling Spray
Backup Valves MO-7070 and M0-7071.

During its evaluation, the TRG
considered the following: 1.) recent
PRA cost / benefit analysis reveals that
the modification of valves M0-7070 and
M0-7071 is marginally cost-justified
and the modification of the other four
valves is not cost-justified, and 2.)
plant'-specific historical data shows

that no MOV failures were'the' result
of faulty thermal. overload protection.

>
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|

33 76 Containment High-' The NRC, via NUREG-0737. Item II.F.1(3).
Range Monitor - requires that the containment high-range
NUREG-0737 monitor be calibrated onsite using a

radioactive source. The proposed reso-
lution is to obtain a source for cali-
bration. The issue resolution is
ranked medium on personnel safety since
accurate dose rate assessment external
to containment may be important follow-
ing an accident. The Technical Review
Group ranked the proposed resolution.

J

-

.
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Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

34 21 Rec'.rc Pump Trip The NRC proposes in this ATWS-related
issue an automatic recirculation
pump trip on low steam drum
- level and high reactor pressure-as
a means to mitigate an ATWS event.
The proposed resolution is to
justify not installing the equipment
by showing that such a modification'
is not cost effective.. Cost estimates
and risk reduction from the PRA
study indicate a figure of

i. $93,000/ man-Rem saved. The issue
resolution was ranked medium by
the Technical Review Group on

. the basis of safe shutdown
'

considerations and potential
for uncontrolled radioactive releases.

.;

i
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Ranked ' Issue
~

| Position No Isaue Identification Issue Scope

35 52 High Energy Line This issue and its planned resolution

Break Inside Con- are described in a letter to the NRC
tainment - SEP dated February 28, 1983.
Topic III-5.A The Technical Review Group.(TRG)

concluded that this issue carries both
safe f.utdown and radionuclide release
implications in that systems required
for safe shutdown and release mitiga-
tion are susceptible to such breaks.
The TRG considered the following facts

4

during the-course of its evaluation:
(1) a NUTECH analysis revealed that
failure of safety-related components
could occur due to pipe whip and/or jet
impingement at certain locations;
(2) plant-specific PRA reveals that the
probability of core damage due to such
an event is 5 x 10 6/yr;-(3) according
to PRA, the cost / benefit ratio of

~

modifications designed to reduce all
risk associated with this issue (ie,
installation of missile shields,

installation of whip restraints and re-
route of piping) is $160,000/ man-Rem;
and (4) PRA, as supplemented by docu-

_

mentation of leakage detection capabil-
ity, provides a less expensive but
adequate means to address the issue.

.. The TRG ranked the PRA (Item 4 above)
'

as the proposed resolution.

.

i
1
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue-Identification Issue Scope

36- 7 Scram Dump Tank' This NRC-initiated issue concerns the
Level Instrumenta- adequacy of the design of the existing-
. tion - Generic scram dump tank level instrumentation.
Letter 81-18 The NRC is concerned that the present

design lends itself to common mode
failure and, therefore, to a,

possible ATWS condition. The NRC
cites as design deficiences, the

'
lack of diversity and separation
in the existing level switch
instrumentation. Presently, four
identical level switches are mounted on
a common instrument header and serve to
provide scram dump tank level signals
to the Reactor Protection System.
In the past, the NRC has recommended
the installation of diverse instrumen-
tation and further evaluation to
determine the need for a redundant
header.

The Technical Review Group (TRG) evalu-
ated and ranked a resolution to the

'
issue which consiated of installing di-
verse instruments and redundant header
piping. In its evaluations, the TRG
utilized the following information:
(1) plant-specific PRA reveals that the
contribution to core damage probability
from failure to scram due to all
possible common-mode failures (eg,
common-mode failures attributable to
lack of instrumentation diversity and
lack of header redundancy) is only.

7
3 x 10 /yr; (2) PRA reveals that the
cost / benefit ratio of a modification to
eliminate common-mode failures is
approximately $15,000/ man-Rem; and
(3) should ATWS occur, the standby
liquid poison system is available to
render and maintain the reactor in a
subcritical condition.
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37. 80- Performance of BWR As an' outgrowth of NRC regulation (via

,
Safety Valves NUREG-0737, Item II.D.1 regarding performance

testing of safety-relief valves), the!

valve vendor has identified a need to
optimize the performance of the six
steam drum safety-relief valves._LThis
will provide flow and reset character-
istics per the original specifications
for operation at the present operating
pressure. The proposed resolution is
to install spring components as recom-
mended by the vendor. The TRG
considered this issue to carry safe
shutdown implications. The TRG ranked
the proposed resolution.

.

s
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38 35B. FHSR Update Study NRC regulation 10 CFR 50.71(e) requires
power reactors to maintain an updated
Final Hazard Summary Report in the fu-
ture. This would provide a convenient1

basis for safety evaluations per
10 CFR 50.59. .The proposed resolution
is to evaluate _a method of indexing-'

existing documents to provide a work-
able substitute. The proposed resolu-
tion was ranked as a safe shutdown

<

. item and a radioactive release item.
The Technical Review Group ranked the

,

proposed resolution.
|

| |
1

!

,

I

|
4 a

!
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.
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| Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope'

,

39 83 Full Stroke Testing The plant staff feels that partial
of RDS Depress- stroke testing of the Reactor
urization Valves Depressurizing System Depressurization-

Valves may not adequately verify
operability of the system. The'

present test, performed during cold
shutdown, only provides means of
verifying a small fraction of total

d stroke. Evaluation to determine
suitability of the present test or
need for improvement was proposed. It

was the opinion of the Technical
Review Group (TRG) that this issue
carries both safe shutdown and
radionuclide release implications.
The TRG ranked the aforementioned
evaluation.

I

i

!
4

i

,

-
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~ Ranked Issue
Position 'No Issue Identification Issue Scope'

40 50D Containment Isola- This issue concerns the ability to
tion - Add Control isolate the treated water line due to
Circuit to Treated- a line break during a LOCA. The NRC
Waste Valve - SEP staff recommends the installation of
Topic VI-4 suitable isolation equipment or con-

trols to afford greater isolation
capability.

The resolution of this issue, as ranked

by the Technical Review Group, is to
install automatic actuation to the
existing air-operated valve in this
line. Plant-specific PRA reveals that
the cost / benefit of such an installa-

j tion is $17,000/ man-Rem.

4

,

%

4
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Ranked Issue.
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

41~ 20 Instrumentation to The NRIC, via NUREG-0737, Item II.F.2,
Detect Inadequate proposes wide range level instrumenta-

|
Core Cooling - tion for the primary system for use

! NUREG-0737 during transients or a LOCA. The pro-

| posed resolution is to show that such
instrumentation is not cost effective.
The cost is estimated at $1,000,000 and
the perception is that very little
safety benefit can be derived out of
such modification. The Technical
Review Group (TRG) assignad safe
shutdown implications to this issue.
The TRG ranked the aforementioned
proposed resolution.
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

42 73 Control of Heavy This NRC-initiated issue (NUREG 0612)
Loads deals with the ability to

safely manage.the transfer of heavy
loads during the performance ,f plant
operating, maintenance or refueling
activity. The issue carries safe shut-
down and radionuclide release implica-
tions when considering the drop of
certain heavy loads in certain
circumstances.

.

The resolution for this issue, as eval-

uated by the Technical Review Group
(TRG), is twofold: (1) to revise
existing procedures to manage better
the control of heavy loc 3s; and (2) to
modify the containment crat.e interlocks
to prohibit crane travel over certain
areas.

Since the procedural revisions-are
essentially complete, the TRG ranked
only the second portion of the resolu-
-tion (ie, the modification of contain-
ment crane interlocks). In performing
its evaluation the TRG considered
plant-specific PRA which shows that the
approximate core damage,3ttributable to
such an event is 1 x 10 /yr and the
cost / benefit ratio of installing
interlocks is $70,000/ man-Rem.

|
;

|

!

|

|
|

!

!

|
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Position No- Issue Identification Issue Scope

43 23 ' BOP QA Program Plant staff members are considering the
potential. improvement in plant relia- .

bility and availability by application
of the Quality Assurance Program to the
entire plant. The proposal is per-
ceived to be very expensive for the
derived potential benefit. The
Technical Review Group (TRG) considers
this INPO-initiated issue to carry-

plant availability issues. The'TRG
ranked the application of the QAr

program to the entire plant.

.

,

r

4

;

1
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Ranked' Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope*

44 70 Emergency D-Gen The plant staff recognizes a need to
Panel Vent System improve room temperature control in the

emergency diesel generator room. The,

proposed resolution is to provide an
automatic temperature-controlled
ventilation damper to reduce the need

i for operator attention during specific
accident conditions. The Technical
Review Group (TRG) is of the opinion
that this plant-initiated issue carries
safe shutdown implications. The TRG
ranked the proposed resolution.

,

;

o

;
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Ranked Issue
Position No' Issue Identification- Issue Scope

45 9 Reactor Cooling This plant-initiated : issue concerns

Water System the leakage of Reactor. Cooling Water
i - Pressure Study System (RCWS) water into the
L Radwaste System. During
I' rotation of the RCWS pumps, the RCWS

relief valves open and stick open. As

! a result, RCWS tank level drops. This
issue has plant availability implica-

;
tions in that access to repair sticking
relief valves is. limited to periods'

j when the plant is shut down. The j

relief valves are located in the . 1

L regenerative heat exchanger room where
significant radiation field exists4

..
during power operation.

The resolution te this issue, as ranked

| by the Technical Review Group, is to
i perform a study to determine why the
i relief valves are opening and' remaining
i open. Based -cnt .the .results of the
! study, an appropriate modification will

be recommended.
i4

1
*

I

.!

I

i

I
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

46 66 Rad aste Monitor Members of the plant staff recognize a- 4

Flush Timer need to reduce flow into the Radwaste,

system caused by unattended flushing of
the radwaste radiation monitor. 'The
proposed resolution is to add an 1

~

automatic timer and valve controls to
reduce the chance of excessive water
going to radwaste for processing.
The Technical Review Group (TRG)
considers this plant-initiated issue
to carry radionuclide release
implications. The TRG ranked the
proposed resolution.

.

4

i
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Ranked . Issue
i Position- No Issue Identification Issue Scope

47 37 Flooding Potential This issue is identified as are its

( and Capability To plans for resolution in a letter to

| Cope With Design the NRC dated February 28, 1983.
Basis Flooding - Preliminary analyses performed

,

SEP Topics II-3.B by Consumers Power Company
and Il-3.B.1 indicate that flood levels are

,

not significant and therefore do not

| jeopardize the proper operation of
safety-related equipment. The Techni-
cal Review Group concluded that

. .

*

j although such analyses should be sub-
mitted to the NRC, no further work to

,.

i resolve this issue is necessary.
i

J

!

!

I
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

48 38 Safety-Related This issue is identified as are its
Water Supply - SEP plans for resolution in a letter
Topic II-3.C to the NRC dated February.28, 1983.

Preliminary. Consumers Power Company.
analyses show that the plant can
withdraw emergency cooling water
under conditions of probable minimum

,

lake water level. The Technical Review
Group concluded that although such
analyses should be submitted to
the NRC, no further work
to resolve this issue is necessary.
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Ranked ~ Issue
Position. No Issue Identification Issue Scope

|

| 49 13 Purity of Primary This issue is identified as are its

! Coolant - SEP plans for resolution in a letter
Topic V-12 to the NRC dated February 28, 1983.

.

The Technical
Review Group (TRG) evaluated and ranked
the plans for resolution as identified
in the letter. During the course of
its evaluation, the TRG concluded
the following: (1) 20 years of

operating history substantiates the
opinion that existing administrative
controls and technical specifications
are an adequate means of. control
for Primary' Coolant System

.

water purity and (2) the ongoing ISI'

Program has shown that stress corrosion
cracking is not a major concern at Big
Rock Point.

1
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Ranked' Issue
_ Position No Issue-Identification Issue Scope

50 39 Effects of High. The scope is identical to that de-
Water Level - SEP scribed for SEP Topics II-3.B and

'*
- Topic III-3.A. II-3.B.1..

.

.

v
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

51 50C Containment Isola- This issue concerns the ability to iso-
tion - Benefit of late the Heating, Cooling and Service
Installing Isolation Water Systems in the event of a leak
Valves in Heating, in these systems during a LOCA. The
Cooling and Service NRC is of tFe. opinion that the above

Water Systems - sys" ens should be modified such that ]
SEP Topic VI-4. the leakage can be eliminated or

controlled.

The resolution evaluated and ranked by
the Technical Peview Group is to
install motor-operated valves in each
of the above systems. Plant-specific
PRA indicates that the cost / benefit of
such a modification is $46,000/ man-Rem.

|

|
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Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

52 -31 Definition of The NRC has requested that a new defi-
Operability nition of operability and a blanket

LCO (for items not specifically co -
vered) be incorporated-into the Tech-
nical Specification based on the' BWR
Standard Technical Specification. The
proposed resolution is to attempt to
incorporate workable language into a
technical specification proposal. :

Technical Review Group (TRG) considers I
'

this issue the carry safe shutdown
implications. The TRG ranked the
proposed resolution. ;

!
|

|

:
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

53 34 Control Room Air The plant staff recognizes a need to
Conditioning control the air temperature in the con-

trol room for operator comfort. The
present service water system is inade-
quate during hot weather when the
service water (Lake Michigan water) is
at its maximum temperature. The

-

proposed resolution was to provide
refrigeration-type air conditioning.
The TRG ranked the proposed
resolution. Consumers Power Company
is currently exploring other
alternatives to resolving this

issue. Tha Technical Review
Group (TRG) considers this
issue to carry safe
shutdown implications.

,

1

,
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

54 50E Containment Isola- This issue concerns the frequency of
tfon - Air Lock air lock leakage testing as it per-
Testing - SEP tains to the ability to detect and to
Topic VI-4 correct significant leakage through the

air lock seals. Appendix J to
10 CFR 50 requires that the air locks
be leak tested within 72 hours after
each use or every 72 hours if.the air
locks are used daily. Presently, the
air locks at Big Rock Point are tested
once per six months. Data from past
leakage tests indicates _that the leak-
age is consistently quite low.

Plant-specific PRA has evaluated the
cost / benefit of incorporating a more
frequent testing program as recommended
in Appendix J. PRA shows that the
cost / benefit ratio for such a program
is $68,000/ man-Rem. The Technical
Review Group ranked the resolution to
this issue which is to provide the NRC
with such PRA evaluation to show that
the proposed increase in testing
frequency is not cost-justified.

NUO483-0695A-TP06
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! Ranked Issue
| Position No Issue Identification Issue' Scope
|

55 50F Containment Isola- This issue concerns the isolation of
tion - Hand Isola- instrument lines that penetrate re-
tion of Instrument actor containment. It is currently
Lines - SEP the opinion of the NRC staff that
Topic VI-4 since these lines do not possess isola-

tion features according to 10 CFR 50
Appendix A. General Design Criterion 55,
that at a minimum the licensee
should demonstrate that
the locations of the existing _ valves
satisfy tenability criteria regarding
the hand isolation of such lines.

The Technical Review Group (TRG) eval-
uated and ranked the resolution to this
issue. The resolution is to demonstrate
that the valves are capable of
being manipulated to isolate the
affected line. The TRG'did not
feel that the effort was war-
ranted since leaks in the instrument

linesrequirepassivefaigure;an
event on the order of 10 /ft/yr. In
addition, the TRG concluded that a
significant portion of the breaks would
render the locations' uninhabitable due
to very high radiation fields.
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Ranked Issue
Position -No Issue Identification Issue Scope

56 62 Revise Drawings Prior commitments made in response to
NRC IE Bulletins 81-15 and 79-08 call je

for system drawings showing valve i

lineups to coincide with plant check- |
'off sheets. The proposed resolution is

to complete the drawing revision
project which is 96% complete. The
Technical Review Group (TRG)' assigned
safe shutdown implications to this
issue. Although the plant plans to

i completa the revision, the TRG ranked
the proposed resolution.

;

]

,

i
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Ranked- ' Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope,

57 22B Post-Accident Chem- This issue is identified as are its
istry - SEP plans for resolution in a letter
Topic VI-1 to the NRC dated February 28, 1983.

The Technical Review Group (TRG)e
evaluated and ranked the resolution
as proposed in the aforementioned
letter. During its evaluation, the*

,

TRG considered the following:
(1) the chloride content of
Lake Michigan is low and (2) existing
technical specifications are adequate.
Although the TRG concluded that the
evaluation described in the afore-
mentioned letter should be submitted to.

the NRC, the TRG also concluded that no
additional work should be done to
resolve this issue.

'!
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

58 74 Primary Coolant This NRC-initiated issue concerns
System Vents - the ability vent the Primary Coolant
NUREG-0737 System (PCS) of hydrogen which

,

I

can accumulate'during a core |
damage accident and, subse- |

I
quently, to safely shut down the plant.
The resolution to this issue is to
install vents in the PCS to provide
such an ability. The plant staff has
installed such vents on the reactor.
However, they are not presently
operational.

The resolution of this
issue is to complete the vent project
by: (1) providing test connections;
(2) installing seismic supports: and
(3) preparing implementing procedures.

The Technical Review Group (TRG) ranked
this resolution and conside: red the fol-
lowing information: (1) the PCS does
not'need additional hydrogon venting
capability since the core mtst uncover
to get significant hydrogen generation
and the Reactor Depressurization System
will have actuated to vent the reactor
and PCS under these conditions;
(2) plant-specific PRA reveals that
approximate core damage probability
attributapletosuchan-eventis ~

9.4 x 10 /yr; and (3) the cost / benefit
ratio for seismically qualifying the

~

existing vents, as. determined by PRA,
is $54,000/ man-Rem.

~t
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Ranked- Issue
Position ~No Issue Identification Issue Scope

59 30 Radiological Efflu- This issue concerns the ability to mon-

ent Technical itor in specific detail the type and
Specifications- magnitude of radiological effluents ,

4

released. ~ Currently, the NRC recom- !

mends the adoption of standard radio-
logical technical specifications. Such
specifications require that the plant
be capable.of monitoring with greater
sensitivity released radionuclides.

The Technical Review Group (TRG) evalu-
ated and ranked the above recommeda-

,

tion. ' The TRG concluded that the
adoption of such additional require-
ments will not result in reducing

releases. The TRG.also concluded the
following; (1) the plant currently
meets all of the release guidelines;!

(2) additional plant staff (perhaps
four or five people) -will be required
to support additional sampling and

; analysis; and (3) new monitors will
have to be procured and installed.

,

i
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

60 19 Hydrogen Monitor- The NRC concern is that systems do not
ing - NUREG-0737 presently exist to inform the operator

of hydrogen levels within containment
' '

(eg,such that mitigation equipment
hydrogen recombiners) can be placed
into service at the proper time. This
issue does not carry safety implica-<

tions for Big Rock Point since even if j
the entire core melts, hydrogen detona-
tion levels will not be reached. Such j

,

levels will not be reached due to the
_

large volume inside containment-rela-
tive to the small fuel inventory in the-
core. The Technical Review Group

,

ranked the NRC concern rather than a' '

resolution to that concern since the< ~
concern does not appear to-be
realistic,

i

!
,

i

i

.
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Position No Issue Identification -Issue Scope

61 50G Containment Isola- This issue concerns the manner inp

. hich the plant. staff currently leak|. tion - Pneumatic w
Test of MSIV - SEP tests the Main Steam. Isolation

L Topic VI-4 Valve (MSIV). The valve is presently
tested at each refueling, utilizing

}
water at.1700 pounds pressure during
the hydrostatic ~ test of the Primary
Coolant System. Leakage is measured in.

terms of drops /second. In addition,'

the MSIV is tested with. air as.part of
'the Integrated Leak Rate Test (ILRT)
every 40 months. The NRC recommends
that the plant utaff either: (1) de-
velop an appropriate air or nitrogen

: test of the MSIV along with.other
valves in the main steam system, or;

; (2) develop appropriate acceptance

j criteria for hydrostatic tests cf the.

; MSIV in conjunction with trends from
the ILRTs.

The Technical Review Group (TRG) ranked
the NRC recommendation to resolve the
issue. The TRG, in its evaluations,

considered such facts as: . (1) an_ ILRT '<

at Big Rock Point has never failed as a
'

result of leakage through the~penetra-
tion employed by the main steam line;4

j (2) water testing is a reliable
_

means to detect-leakage; and (3) a
leak test program which includes both-

I the ILRT and.the water test is
sufficient.

.
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Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

62 51 Design Codes, Cri- This issue is identified as are its
teria and Load plans for resolution in a letter

.,

Combinations - to the NRC dated February 28, 1983. ,
'

SEP Topic III-7.B The Technical Review Group ranked
the resolution considering that an
in-depth review of the latest
Franklin Research Center Technical
Evaluation Report would require
approximately four to five-
man-months of effort and would, in
itself, result in no risk reduction.
In addition, the TRG felt that further

review would show that no substantial
plant upgrade is necessary.
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Ranked Issue
Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

63 81 Position Indication This NRC-initiated issue concerns the
of PORV ability.to monitor the position

of Power-Operated
Relief Valves (PORVs) such that ar

LOCA similar to that at Three Mile
Island Unit II can be readily detected
and mitigated. Currently, the NRC is

*

requiring direct indication of PORVs
and safety-relief valves. Presently,
the plant is equipped with
non-environmentally qualified safety-
relief valve indication. The plant
does not feature PORVs.

The Technical Review Group evaluated
and ranked the proposed resolution to.
this issue. The resolution evaluated
is to install a positive,
environmentally qualified means of
detecting valve position. The
TRG concluded that such a system is
unwarranted since the safety-relief
valves cannot be positioned. The
relief valves are simply spring-loaded
valves that open and close at a pre-
established Primary Coolant System
pressure. The TRG also noted that an
open safety relief valve would be.
detected by area humidity detectors.
In addition, open relief valves can be
heard by plant staff from outside the
containment.

NUO483-0695A-TP06
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64 75B Fire Protection - 10 CFR 50, Appendix R, requires that j
'

Loss of Offsite safe shutdown be achieved without use H

Power (Radiant of offsite power for 72 hours following !
Energy Shield) - the fire; the basis for this being |

Appendix R either that the fire destroys the off-
site power source or that turbine trip
causes enough disturbance of the
electrical-grid to trip offsite power '

breakers.
.

Due to the small size of Big Rock
*

Point, the second reason has a.very low
probability of occurrence. Consumers'
Power Company _ attempted to ask for
exemption from the second reason and
when discussing such a request with the
NRC staff, Consumers Power Company was
advised not to do so since the Commis-
sion would not approve such a request.,

We are, therefore, forced to rely on
! RDS/ Core Spray as an alternate means of-'

safe shutdown in the event of any fire
that affects the alternate shutdown

| panel equipment. In other words, for a
fire in the core spray pump room or the
emergency condenser deck or the south,

face of the steam drum' wall, which
would disable the alternate shutdown ,

system, we'cannot clain use of the main
condenser to safely shut down..;In-

| stead, we must rely on RDS/ Core Spray.

This leads to the fact that we must now.

consider RDS/ Core Spray to be redundant
i to the alternate shutdown system. This
i requires us to meet the Appendix R

,

'

requirements for separation between
-redundant systems. To meet the.separa-,

; tion criteria, the following must be

.

done:
i

) (1) Radiant energy shields must be-
i installed between the emergency con-

denser outlet valve conduits and the
RDS conduits'and valves (both on the
south face of the steam drum enclosure
and on the emergency condenser deck;

;

'
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Position No Issue Identification Issue Scope

: ~ ie, wherever the circuits are within64 75B Fire Protection -
Loss of Offsite 20 feet of each other).,

Power (Radiant
Energy Shield) - (2) A Radiant energy shield must be
Appendix R installed between one emergency con-

(Cont'd) denser inlet valve and the RDS valves
on the emergency condenser deck.

NOTE: The inlet valve circuit is in
the same conduit as the outlet valve up

the wall and across most of the deck.
Therefore, only one shield is needed
until the wires split on the deck.

(3) A three-hour fire barrier must be
constructed between the core spray
pumps and all alternate shutdown panel
equipment and conduits. This will
include tearing out and replacing the
concrete block wall in the entrance to
the core spray pump room and rerouting /
redesigning conduit runs from the
battery outside the pump room. (The
seismic conduit design, which was
already completed, required the conduit
to.be routed directly into the room and
over to the shutdown panel. The conduit
must now be redesigned to run under-
ground outside the room and come in the
back of the room inside a three-hour
shutdown panel enclosure.)

4

The Technical Review Group (TRG)
evaluated the above three actions as
the proposed resolution. During the
course of its evaluation, the TRG
considered the following: (1) a fire in
a core spray room, along the emergency

,

condenser deck or up the steam drum<

'

wall is very unlikely; (2) a fire in
the aforementioned areas' coincident
with a loss of cifsite power is incred-
ible; and (3) the cost to complete the
proposed resolution is not justified
given the likelihood of fire in.the
areas of concern coincident with the
loss of offsite power.

NUO583-0628A-TP01
H 91 Big Rock Point SEP
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ATTACHMENT 4

JUSTIFICATION FOR RELIEF FROM
CERTAIN NRC-INITIATED ISSUES,

CATEGORIZED AS HAVING EITHER
LOW OR NO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE,

(Page 1 of 3)

' Safety
Rank Issue Significance ;

Position No Category Issue Title Justification For Relief *

34 21 low Recirculation Pump Trip refer to Consumers Power Company letter
_ dated February 26, 1981

36 7 low . Scram Dump Tank Level refer to Consumers Power Company letter ,

,
Instrumentation dated November 2, 1981

-37 80 ' low Performance of BWR Safety resolution to be completed during current '

Valves refueling outage
I .I

,41 20 low . Instrumentation to Detect refer to Consumers Power Company letter
;-

5! Inadequate Core Cooling dated July 31, 1981
i 47 37 none Flooding Potential & justification to be docketed by 6/24/83

Capability to Cope - SEP
-Topics.ll-3.B & II-3.B.1

48 .38 :none- -Safety - Related Water justification to be docketed by 6/24/83
. Supply.- SEP Topic II .3.C

e

49 13 .none Purity of Primary. Coolant justification to be docketed by 6/24/83
- SEP Topic V-12

.as i.

ur ' 50 39 none Effects of High Water Level justification to be docketed by 6/24/833D :

R
- SEP Topic.III-3.A

i:

n-
* -C

ar
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ATTACHMENT 4

JUSTIFICATION FOR RELIEF FROM
CERTAIN NRC-INITIATED ISSUES
CATECORIZED AS HAVING EITHER
LOW OR NO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

(Page 2 of 3)
.

Safety
Rank Issue Significance

Position No Category Issue Title Justification For Relief

51 50C none Containment Isolation - justification to be docketed by 6/24/83
Valves in Heating, Cooling
and Service Water Lines -

52. 31 none' Definition of Operability justification to be docketed by 6/1/83
,

54 50E none Containment Isolation - Air justification to be docketed by 6/24/83
Lock Testing - SEP Topic VI-4

I

M 55 50F none Containment Isolation - Hand justification to be docketed by 6/24/83
Isolation of Instrument Lines
- SEP Topic VI-4

56 62 none Revise Drawings drawing revision project is already 96%
complete and therefore the project is
not scheduled (the remaining 4% will be
complete)'

:
57 13 none Post Accident Chemistry - SEP justification to be docketed by 6/24/83

Topic V-12

EE 84 74 none Reactor Coolant System High refer to Consumers Power Company letter'* Point Vents - NUREG 0737 dated April 19, 1983,

R.x

0

if
$ MIOS2483-NL01
.

9
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ATTACHMENT 4

JUSTIFICATION FOR RELIEF FROM
CERTAIN NRC-INITIATED ISSUES
CATEGORIZED AS HAVING EITHER
LOW OR NO SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE

(Page 3 of 3),

Safety
Rank Issue Significance

Position No Category Issue Title Justification For Relief

59 30 none Radiological Effluent Tech- refer to Consumers Power Company letter
nical Specifications dated November 13, 1978 (The adoption of

RETS, as currently proposed by NRC, is not
justified for Big Rock Point Plant. An
alternate approach may be evaluated
and ranked during a future Technical
Review Group meeting.),

60 19 none- Hydrogen Monitoring - refer to Consumers Power Company letter
.- r - NUREG 0737 dated December 19, 1980, enclosure entitled

gg . " Consumers Power Company's NUREG 0737
Response - Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant",
Item II.E.4.1

61 50G none Containment Isolation - justification will be docketed by 6/24/83
Pneumatic Test of MSIV -
- SEP Topic VI-4

62- 51 none Design Codes, Criteria and refer to Issue #51 scope statement
-Load Combinations - SEP (Attachment 4)
Topic III-7.B

as
6' :63 -81 none _ Position Indication of PORV refer to issue #81 scope statement

(Attachment 4)
n
3 64 '75B none . Fire Protection - Loss of refer to issue #75B scope statement-

i . $- Offsite Power (Radiant (Attachment 4)
'. [ : Energy Shield) - Appendix R
m MIOS2483-NL01
3
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Attachment 6

A of 4BIC ROCK PG-..I PLANT Page
MILESTONE SUMMARY

FROM LIVING SCHEDULE

DATE CPCo CROSS REFERENCE
I AII.ED MS

ITHENTDATE(D) COM(11NENT DATE (6) (END ACTIVITY)
E ISSUE DESCRIPTION

001-082 RDS DEI RESSURIZATION 19JAN84 108200122
VALVES

OU2-075 A ALTERNATE SHUTDOWN END OF
SYSTEM - APPENDIX R MAY 86 REFOUT 107501127

.003-011 TURBINE BY-PASS
VALVE EHC 07NOV83 101100154

004-036' ELECTRICAL EQUIP QUAL 1-30SEP 83 2-28FEB84 1- FMEA-REPORT 103601125
3-30 JUN 84 2-JCO'S/ COMPLETE INPLEM 103602125

3-ACING PROGRAM 103603136

'

005-016 SE('JNDARY SYS INSTAB' 03MAY84 101600147
a
O

~006-014 SEISHIC DESIGN CONSID 08JUN84 101400146

007-032 . EOP' S-NUREC 073 7 lHNuY83 PROCEDURE CENERATION 10320152
06APR84 PKG.EOP'S IMPLEMENTED 103200176

008-054 PLANT SHIELDINC - 22AUCol 105400633
HUREC-0737-

'

009-018 HIGH PRESSURE RECYCLE 06APR84 101800152

-

CD. 010-050A2 CN1NT ISOL - ON LINE 12 MAR 84 TEST PROCEDURE 105001442
L E TEST OF MSIV 19AUC87 FINAL REPORT 105001472

23

R
xr 011-057 CNTL ROOM HABIT NUREC 27 JUIE3 105700632

0737.y.

s-ce .

,

'
_ _ . _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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Attac k nt 6
2,10 ROCK POINT PLANT Page 2 of 4

MILESTONE SUPMARY
FROM LIVING SCHEDULE

Co CROSS RE M E M
RANK / CPCo II.I. ISSUE A N ENTS M MAII.ED N
ISSUE ISSUE Dr.SCRIPTION' C0pmI1NENT DATE(Q)

C00MITNENT DATE(A) (END ACTIVITY)

012-008 SINGLE CHANNEL RESET END OF MAY 63 TEST (S) 100800143*

REFOUT

013 065 CNTNT OVERPRESSURIZA- END OF
TION MAY 84.REFOUT 108500133

014-022A' ORGANIC MATERIALS 15 DEC83 REPORT ON MATERIAL
PROGetAM 1022004461

015-048 CLEANUP DEMIN Pure NEPI, 19JArm4 104100136

.

I
'

STACK CAS MONI1DRING 09JAN84 IN-SERVICE DATE 100400124017-004

.'
-U 018 017 PCS ISOLATION END OF

MAY 84 REFOUT 101700147

019-084 SCRAM DUte TANK VALVES 19JAN84 108400122
LACK OF REDUNDANCY

020-002 ACID LINE EXTENSION 19JAN84 100200145

021-072 FACILITY MODIFICATION 05DEC83 ANNEX- PDS (TRM) 107201145
ON ANNEX & WAREHOUSE 13AUC84 WULEHOUSE MOD'S 107702173

. 022-077 INVEST INCORE AVAIL 16APR84 WAITING ON CONNECTORS 107700137

[ 023 075C FIRE PROTECTION AND- END OF
ASSOC CIR MAY 85 REFOUT 107503173

; 3

R
' 024-005. CONTROL RM DESIGN

INCLUDE 3 SPDS 100500148
REVIFW NUREC 0737 240c16SO

5' ' '* 025-069 ACID & CAUSTIC TANK 193AN84 106900127,
m PROBLEMS
N

4
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HILESTONE SinetARY
FROM LIVING SCHEDULE

DATE CPCo CROSS REFERENCE
RANK / CPCo

W ISSUE A N ES M MAIM MSISSUE ISSUE DESCRIPTION . COMlWENT DATE(O) cot 911 MENT DATE(A) (END ACTIVITY)

026-025 WIND &1DRNADO LOADINGS 09JAN84 PRA 102500442
AND TORNADO MISSILES

'027-001 REPLACE TUdE BUNOLE IN END OF MAY83 REFOUT B-BUNDLE 100101125
HE & CW HEAT EME END OF MAYS 4 REFOUT A-BUNDLE 100102126

028-010 VENTILATION FOR PANEL 18NoV83
C-52 101000133

029-044- VERIF OF BS6B VALVE 14NOV83 104400135

030-063 CodTrlT PURGING / VENT!ric lilAN64 106300138

I 031-050B CONTrff ISOLATION 06JUNSfl 105002442

-]* LEAK TEST CHECK VALVES
.M

032-086 BYPASS OF MOTOR OPEK END OF MAY 816
VALVE OVERlhADS REFOUT 108600136

PERFORM CALIBRATION033-076 CONM T HICH RANCE END OF MAY 83 107600112
MONITOR NUREC 0737 REFOUT

035-052 HELB - SEP TOPIC 15AUG83 105200442
III - 5.A

031-080 PERFORMANCE OF BWR END OF MAY 83 1 6 134
SAFETY VALVES REFOUT

G8 038-0358 FHSR UPDATE STUDf IlocTh5 103500426

2 039-083 FULL STROKE TESTING TO BF. DETEitMidEp 108300143
.

RDS DEPRESS VALVES

8 040-050D CONTNT ISOLATION
5' TREATED WASTE VALVE 16 MAR 84 105004127

h ADD CONTROL CIRC

9
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FROM LIVING SCHEDULE

#

RANK / CPCo WILL ISSUE A C009 TENTS 70 DETAILED PLANS

ISSUE ISSUE DESCRIPTION COMMITHENT DATE(O) (END ACTIVITY)COMH11NENT DAT

107300142
042-073 CONTROL OF HEAVY LOADS 18NOV83

102 M 35
043-023 BOP QA PROGRAM 16DEC85

'044-070 EMERGENCY DC VENTILA- 107000145
TION 27 JAN84

045-009 REACTOR COOLING WATER 10090013216 SEP 83PRESSURE STUDY
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UNITED STATESog

!' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONn

? E ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
*
o, f wassmcTos. o. c. 2oses

+., ...../
November 22, 1983

i

Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino
Chai rman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Palladino:

SUBJECT: ACRS REPORT ON THE EXPANDED SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION PROGRAM
INTEGRATED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF THE BIG ROCK POINT
PLANT

During its 283rd meeting, November 17-19, 1983, the Advisory Committee
on Reactor Safeguards reviewed the results of the Systematic Evaluation
Program (SEP), Phase II, as it has been applied to the Big Rock Point
Plant. This matter was discussed also during subcommittee meetings in
Traverse City, Michigan on September 20-21 and in Washington, D.C. on
November 7, 1983. During our review, we had the benefit _of discussions
with representatives of the Consumers Power Comany (Licensee) and the NRC
Staf f, and comments f ron members of the public. We also had the benefit of-
the documents referenced.

The Big Rock Point Plant was constructed in 1960-62 and began commercial
operation in December 1962. It received . a full-term operating license

in May 1964 It is the second oldest commercial nuclear power plant ~ still
operating in the U. S and, at a rated electrical output of 75 MWe, it is the
second smallest.

The SEP evaluation of the Big _ Rock Point Plant initially was carried out in
the same manner as for the plants previously reviewed. Of the 137. topics-

to be addressed in the SEP, 29 were not . applicable to the Big Rock Point
Plant and 23 were deleted because they were being reviewed. generically
under either the Unresolved Safety Issues (USI) program or the Three Mile ,
Island (TMI) Action Plan. Of the 85 topics addressed in the NRC Staff's
revi ew, 53 were found to meet current NRC criteria or to be acceptable on
another defined basis and two were resolved during the review. We have
reviewed the assessments and conclusions of the NRC Staff relating to
these topics and have found them appropriate.

The 30 remaining topics' involved 53 issues relating to areas in which' the
~

Big Rock Point Plant did not meet current criteria. These issues were
addressed by the Integrated Plant Safety Assessment and various corr 1ctive
actions . were considered or proposed -by the Licensee' and by the NRC . Staff.
However, during this review of_ the SEP-related issues, the _ Licensee re-
quested that- the Integrated Assessment be expanded to include many of - the-

U

Big Rock Point SEP I-1
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Honorable Nunzio J. Palladino -2- November 22, 1983

pending licensing actions for Big Rock Point that were related to require-
ments outside the scope of the SEP review. These additional issues included
many of the USI and TMI Action Plan items that had been excluded earlier
from the SEP review as well as other multi-plant actions. The list of items
submitted by the Licensee i'ncluded modifications intended to improve re-
li ability or availability or to reduce occupational exposures. For the
most p a rt , these modifications were not " safety related" but some were
considered by the NRC Staff to be "important to safety." The 43 issues
proposed by the Licensee were assigned priorities based primarily on a
plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) performed by the Licensee |
and his contractor. |

The NRC Staff agreed to include these issues in the expanded assessment
proposed by the Licensee and, af ter a review of all pending licensing
actions for the Big Rock Point Plant, added 16 issues to the list. The
tot al number of issues considered in the Integrated Plant Safety Assess-
ments by the Licensee and the NRC Staff was 112.

,

For 50 of the 112 issues included in the Integrated Assessment, the NRC
|

Staff concluded that no backfit is required. For 16 of the remaining |issues, changes to the Technical Specifications or procedures were recom- |

mended by the NRC Staff and agreed to by the Licensee. |

For 14 issues, the Licensee has proposed hardware backfits for their reso-
lution and the NRC Staff has found these proposals acceptable. Four of
these issues were related to SEP topics; the others were f rom the expanded
list of non-SEP topics, and three of these involve modifications that are
not " safety related."

As has been the case for the other plants in the SEP, the Integrated Assess-
ment has not been completed for a number-of issues, for which the Licensee
has agreed to provide the results of studies, analyses, and evaluations
needed by the NRC Staff for its assessments and decisions. All of these
issues are of such a nature that hardware backfits may be required for their
resolution. The resolution of these issues will be addressed by the NRC
Staf f in a supplemental report.

Many of the issues still being evaluated by the Licensee relate to the
effects of extrene envi ronmental phenomena, especially earthquakes and
tornadoes, since the Big Rock Point Plant was not designed to resist these
phenomena at the levels that would be required by current criteria.

The Licensee s proposal to upgrade the seismic resistance of the Big Rock
Point Plant to the level of 0.12g proposed by the NRC Staff is notably
different than what has been required or done for the other -SEP plants.
The Licensee has indicated that, for a plant of the size and age of Big Rock

|

|
|

|

|

| Big Rock Point SEP. I-2
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l
|

Point, it is not economically feasible to perform the analyses required to
demonstrate seismic capability and quantify analytical uncertainty. In-
stead, the Licensee has proposed to evaluate the seismic resistance of
equipment important to safety using a combination of probabilistic and
deterministic methods. Then, on the basis of this evaluation, the Licensee
proposes to selectively upgrade the " weak links" in the systems and struct-
ures required to mitigate accidents that would be expected to result from
seismic events. The NRC Staff has concluded that this approach is reason-
able for the Big Rock Point Plant and, if properly executed, it would
provide adequate seismic resistance. We agree.

Use was made of a limited PRA in connection with the NRC Staff's evalua-
tions. Since a plant-specific PRA was available for the Big Rock Point
Plant, the technique used was somewhat different than that used for other
plants in the SEP for which a plant-specific PRA was not available. The
chief difference was that the NRC Staff was able to assign priorities based
on the reduction in doses that could be attributed to the proposed modifica-
tion. We believe that the NRC Staff's use of PRA was appropriate and that
suitable use was made of the results.

Our conclusions regarding the SEP review of the Big Rock Point Plant are
as follows:

1. The actions taken thus f ar by the NRC Staff in its expanded assessment
of the Big Rock Point Plant are acceptable.

2. We will expect to review the results of the evaluations that are being
made and the proposals and schedules for modifications that will result
from them.

3. In evaluating the seismic capability, as noted above, assessment of the
seismic capacity of weak links will prove to be complex, and care
will be required to accomplish an appropriate degree of conservatism
(adequate margins) in the light of uncertainties in such capacities.
The ACRS expects to review this aspect in detail as part of its evalu-
ation as to whether an acceptable level of risk exists following the
modifications.

D r. William Kerr did not participate in the Committee's revi ew of this
matter.

Sincerely,

m,

L' 7s

J. J. Ray
Chairman

Big Rock Point SEP I-3
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1. Consumers Power Company, " Final Hazards Summary Report for Big Rock
Point Plant," Volumes 1-2, dated November 14, 1961
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: 2. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regu- I
lation, " Integrated Plant Safety Assessment, Systematic Evaluation !
Program, Big Rock Point Plant," USNRC Draf t Report NUREG-0828, dated |
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RSchollMr. Jesse C. Ebersole, Chairman SEP ReadingAdvisory Comittee on Reactor Safeguards
e ral es

U. S.' Nuclear Regulatory Comission
9 p 50-155Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Ebersole:

In a letter to Chairman Palladino dated November 22, 1983, the ACRS
presented its views on the Systematic Evaluation Program as applied and
presented in the draft Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report (IPSAR)
for the Big Rock Point Plant. In sumary, that letter supported the staff's
actions taken thus far in the expanded integrated assessment; expressed the
ACRS desire to review the results of ongoing evaluations and the proposals and
schedules for modifications resulting from them; and expressed the ACRS desire
to review the seismic upgrade program in detail.

The staff will revise the draft IPSAR to reflect the additional information
provided by the licensee, respond to the recomendations and coments made
by the staff's consultants, and incorporate the licensee's integrated

i

implementation schedule. Subsequently, the staff will issue a supplement to
the IPSAR describing the results of the ongoing evaluations. The schedule for
the suppTement will be detennined following the submittal of the licensee's
integrated schedule. The staff will present the results of the ongoing4

evaluations and the resulting implementation schedules to the Comittee
following the issuance of the supplement.

Sincerely,

(SignesWilliam L Dicks

i William J. Dircks.
Executive Director for Operations

,

*See previous tissue for concurrences.
SEPB:DL SEP8:DL ORBf5:PM ORBf5:PM' AD:SA:DL L
RScholl:dk* CGrimes* REmch* DCrutchfield* FMiraglia* D
1/9 /84 1/9 /84 1/11/84 1/11/84 1/11/84 1/ /84
D:NRR EDO

. HDenton WDircks
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! 2000 Center Street Suite 418 Berkeley. CA 94704 415-526-5111

3 November 1983

Mr. Christopher I. Grimes
Systematic Evaluation Program Branch
Division of Licensing, NRR
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Grines:

This letter is my report to you on my review of Draft Report NUREG-0828,
" Integrated Plant Safety Assessment, Systematic Evaluation Program, Big Rock
Point Plant." I have carried out this review under contract number
NRC-03-83-099.

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

I found the draft report very easy to review. It is well written, has clear
cross-references among its various sections and appendices, and is well
documented in terms of references to material outside of the report itself,
In particular, the cross-linkages among different technical topics that are
related are handled very well.

The review was made slightly more complicated t'ian reviews of earlier SEP
assessments because Big Rock Point is a uniquc, one-of-a-kind plant with some
configurations and design features unfamiliar to me. I wasn't always sure that
the discussion made sense, because I wasn't (still am not) totally familiar
with Big Rock Point's idiosyncracies. For this reason, there were a few (but
only a few) places where I could not judge for myself whether the decision taken
was appropriate. These instances were minor in importance, and my overall
review has not been affected by this problem.

I believe that the overall methodology is appropriate for accomplishing the
objectives of the Systematic Evaluation Program. I will provide specific
comments about this below. As an overview, I believe that the approach of
analyzing specific issues, utilizing probabilistic methods where appropriate,
and studying the operating experience is, when taken as a whole, the proper
way to carry out the SEP integrated assessment.

Big Rock Point SEP J-l
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KEY CONCLUSIONS

I have arrived at a few key conclusions after reading and studying the draft
integrated assessment and its backup material:

1) I have concluded that the Big Rock Point Plant complies nearly fully with
all of the current NRC safety regulations. For a few issues, the compliance
is with the intent of the regulation although not with the specific letter of
the regulation. I believe that the SEP integrated assessment has done a very
fine job of pointing out and assessing these few issues, in terms of the
significance that they pose for safety. My overall judgment includes a few
assumptions on my part as to how unresolved issues will turn out ultimately.
My judgment is that those few deviations are not, on balance, very important
to safety.

2) I very strongly endorse the methodology of this integrated assessment.in
which the list of SEP issues is considered together with other pending regulatory
actions such as generic issues TMI Action Plan items and items suggested by
the licensee. In my reviews of earlier SEP integrated assessments, I called
for just such a broader integrated assessment, and am highly pleased that for
Big Rock Point this has been accomplished. I believe that this approach gives
maximum return for the investment in resources (manpower, funds) made by
both licensee and staff in carrying out the assessment. Judgments are always

the broader the better.better when made in a broader context --

3) .I believe that the general purpose of the SEP reviews is broader than simply
to ascertain ~whether the older plants meet today's licensing criteria _or_are
acceptable on some other defined basis. .In_my view, the purpose has been (and
properly so) the discovery of whether the level of safety achieved by the older
plants is reasonably consistent with the level of safety that the NRC is seeking
in its regulations. In this-regard, the draft SEP. report-for Big Rock Point
contains several places where the text clearly implies that NRC's present judgment
on this point-is that BRP has~ attained adequate safety levels. For example,
in more than one place ~in the text the rationale for allowing.1 particular devia-
tion from existing regulations is that the public risk is low due to the small
size and remote site of BRP. I agree with this linc of reasoring myself, and
would make the same judgment myself. However,'there is evidence of another kind
from the plant's own PRA: specifically,-the best estimate for core-melt frequency!

in that PRA is higher than that calculated in other PRAs recently performed.'

-While off-site risk is low, core-melt-likelihood is, by itself, an important
~

| --

measure of plant safety performance. What I am driving at.here is the clear-
need, in my opinion, for the final version of this report to address this issue:
specifically, to address why it is that the calculated core-melt frequency in
the utility-sponsored PRA does not override other judgments as to the adequacy
of-Big Rock Point's achieved safety level. (I am personally comfortable, but -
I am also personally aware of some other individuals within NRC, including-
Commissioner-level, who have concerns.)-

!
!.

Big RockIPoint SEP J-2
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4) I believe that the existence of the plant-specific PRA has enhanced the
[

usefulness and quality of the BRP integrated assessment considerably. It

is fortunate that the utility sponsored the PRA and completed it prior to
7 the start of.the SEP review. In my view, a key lesson I have learned from

this assessment is that the proposed ISAP effort will be enhanced very much
if plant-specific PRAs are part of the program.j

5) My general impression from the draft report is that plant management at Big
Rock Point is effective and competent. First, this impression emerges from-

reading the report generally. Second, the management.took the initiative of
proposing the full integrated assessment that includes the TMI issues, the
generic issues, and issues desired by the management. Third, the BRP manage-
ment has begun to implement a ' risk management' program, based on the lessons
from their PRA, that is out in front of the rest of the industry. Finally, the
cooperation of the management in addressing and negotiating the SEP issues2

seems to be excellent, at least as that issue emerges from the text.

REVIEW OF OPERATING EXPERIENCE (APPENDIX F)
,

i I learned a lot from studying the review of. operating experience. The detail
was helpful. I've now reviewed several of these documents, and it is fair to

'

note that when I began to study the Appendix F-material I had a bit of
trepidation-("Oh, well, here's another one of these things"). But when I got-
into the text I found the information interesting and useful.

My general conclusion is that Big Rock Point has performed well indeed,--
,

I should say that it has done remarkably well under its peculiar circumstances:
i a small, one-of-a-kind plant. Not much in the way of safety concern has arisen

~

in the operating record as far as I can judge. The time. trend is' pretty flat;

! as well, when I study the potentially -important issues, although Figure 4.3
(page F-51) gives a different impression in its plot of ' reportable events'
over the years. Some of the issues discussed have now become obsolete, or have

;. been solved, leaving little that is of ongoing concern from the operating
record.,

I' note, for example, that since the installation of an additional'(46 kV)
line offsite some years back, the threat of total loss of offsite power from
the loss of the 138-kV line is now absent.-. Also, the fuel failures discussed
in the report are a thing of the past, especially since the ' experimental''

program is now over.
!

.I learned from this Appendix, as ,all as other material.in the SEP assessment,.

.that in some key areas the Big Rock Point plant is overdesigned -- or more>
precisely,-has extra redundancy or bad up. For example, the containment size _
is apparently much greater than one-woubi expect considering the small powert

level of the reactor.- Also, there are two.100% emergency condensers so that
losing tne doesn't compromise decay heat removal. There.are other examples as-
well.

.

LBig Rock Point'SEP' - J-3I
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One of the interesting things I learned from reading Appendix F, which is
not directly relevant to the issue at hand, is that from ground-breaking to
criticality, the construction time of Big Rock Point was 29 months (see

|page F-32). Maybe there's a lesson in that for somebody. j
,

I studied the six 'significant events' identified in the review (page F-77 ff.). )
None but the containment integrity violation looks very troublesome. That !
event is obviously a sign of a difficulty that I expect has been cleared up
since it happened (1974). None of the other events bother me very much.

From my review of Appendix F, I conclude that the general operating history
of Big Rock Point has been mostly uneventful. There is little to feed into
the integrated SEP assessment from the operating experience record. That's |

good news indeed.

THE PRA ANALYSIS (APPENDIX D)

Appendix D is an application of PRA methods to study certain of the issues
considered in the integrated assessment. About half of all the issues in the
integrated assessment were studied using probabilistic methods, although this
fraction depends on how you count issues.

Fortunately, a full plant-specific PRA exists' for-Big Rock Point. The PRA
analysis of Appendix 0, supported by the NRC staff for use in the SEP assessment,
gained substantial benefit from the full-scope PRA already accomplished. The
overall benefit of the perspective provided by these analyses is very great,
in my view.

The methodology taken by the PRA analysts is appropriate. They first studied
each issue to ascertain which safety functions or systems are affected.- Then
they studied which accident sequences of importance might be affected by the
safety functions or systems. This is the best way to utilize the existing
PRA in studying a particular issue.

I am not totally enamored with the ' averted dose' approach, in which the effect
of a particular action is calculated using the yardstick of the expected value
of doses (person-rem per year) that would be averted by the action. The reason
is that this numerical yardstick can carry with it in some people's minds a
precision that the PRA methods do not have in fact. Another reason is that
there are other end-points besides the doses cited that might be of concern.
(Of course, at Big Rock Point we now recognize that offsite prompt radiation
fatalities will be zero, or miniscule, because of the plant size and site.)
Despite this reservation, I believe that the ' averted dose' figures do give some
useful insights, and I do not think that they were abused in this SEP review
effort. So my overview comment is that I am lukewarm but not opposed to this j

approach.

|

;
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| It is important to point out that the text of Appendix D does contain |
| (page D - 4) a well-written warni.ig as to what the applicability is and--

;

of the PRA insights.| is not --

The Appendix is generally well written. I was able to follow the analyses-
in adequate detail, and to understand the arguments. This is a complement,

,

since not all PRA documentation is scrutible.i
i

| Specific issues covered in Appendix 0 will be discussed.below, as appropriate,
I in my discussion of the issues' covered in the integrated assessment.
i

4

COMMENTS ON SPECIFIC ISSUES

~

I will make comments on the treatment of a few specific issues, with no pretense
! of comprehensive coverage. Although I examined all of the issues in enough detail
'

to understand them. I will only comment where it is warranted. If no comment,

is made, it is fair to assure that I concur in the situation as described.

i Section 4.5 (Topic III-2), Wind and Tornado Loadings
: The staff's recommendations under 4.5.1 are excellent, in that they provide three

.

; options to the licensee for resolving the issue that some structures do not meet
current licensing criteria. Allowing the licensee to use a risk-based approach,

combinations),Ithinkthatinsisting.on10-4and10godersection4.5.5(load
where it can be justified is an excellent approach.

windspeeds at the upper
95% confidence level may be too severe a requirement. I would recommend backing
off to, say, a median (50 %) confidence level. Otherwise, the approach in 4.5.5
is' acceptable.

Section 4.9 (Topic III-4.A), Tornado Missiles.

The last paragraph of the write-up says that the licensee proposes to evaluate
the damage probability from tornado missiles in conjunction with his PRA. What
tornado missile spectrum will he use ? I must assume that he will use the,

licensing-basis missile spectrum, although the' text does not say; but I could
also assume that he might generate some other spectrum of potential missiles
if he could defend it. If the licensee proposed to do the latter, I would

: defend that approach as acceptable.

i Section 4.10 (Topic III-5.A?, Line Breaks

In the last paragraph, the licensee is said to believe that the probability
of a high-energy line break is small enough that corrective actions will not be

,

cost effective. I wish to warn NRC that a careful. analysis of the uncertainties-4

: in the PRA numerical conclusions is called for before this conclusion _can be
accepted; in particular, there might be some reasonable chance that the ' correct'

'
answer lies considerably higher in value than the-best estimate value given,
which could obviate the conclusion.

Big Rock Point SEP J-5
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Section 4.12 (Topic III-6), Seismic Design Considerations
The text discusses identifying ' weak links', which are the cut sets (that is,
accident sequences) with the highest likelihood of leading to an unfavorable
end-state for the reactor. However. there is no discussion of whether any
cut-off will be used. For example, perhaps even the ' weakest' of the ' weak(

links' is actually adequately safe, in the sense that its probability and
consequences are acceptable. I am puzzled by the write-up.

Section 4.13 (Topic III-7.8), load Combinations

There is good reasoning on the part of the staff in treating this topic.
In particular, the idea of treating all the issues collectively is in exactly
the correct direction.

Section 4.16 (Topic V-5), RCPB Leakage Detection
The long paragraph at the bottom of page 4-16 of the text is muddled and hard
to follow. I couldn't follow it as well as I would like and suggest tnat it
be re-written so that the rationale for the staff position emerges clearly.

Section 4.20 (Topic VI-4), Containment Isolation System
In both section 4.20.5 (MSIV) and 4.20.6 (closed systems) the staff has used
PRA insights well. Under 4.20.6, the licensee apparently does not agree that
a periodic inspection procedure is worthwhile. Is there still room for
negotiation on this one, or has the staff position prevailed ? My own view
is that it depends on how much effort is really involved.

Section 4.22 (Topic VII-1.A). Isolation of RPS System

The PRA analysis in Appendix 0 is excellent.

Section 5.3.1, RDS Valve Reliability

Item 5.3.1.1 seems to be very important in a safety sense. I am quite surprised
that the licensee's calcylation shows such a high. likelihood of a failure leading
to a blowdown (6.7 x 10-J per year). The risk to personnel from such a blowdown
is obviously high. The concluding paragraph states that if the leakage can be
reduced significantly " compared to the cost", suitable fixes will be done. What
if the cost is too high ? What is the staff position in that eventuality ?

Under 5.3.1.3 (full stroke testing), it is stated that continued operation is
justified by the " low likelihood of mechanical failures". How is this known ?

Section 5.3.10, RCS Isolation
This is apparently an important safety issue, and the use of PRA in assisting
its resolution is excellent.

Big Rock Point SEP J-6
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page 7C. Grimes --

3 November 1983

I
t

That completes my review of the Big Rock Point SEP integrated assessment
report (NUREG-0828). My overview consnent is that the staff document is
excellent, and that the concept of integrating the SEP issues with other
regulatory issues is also excellent.

Sincerely yours,

; e

RobertJ.Bu8nitz

i

4

.

i

;

4

:
:
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Building 197-C
November 14, 1983

Mr. Christopher I. Crimes
Projcet Manager, Systematic Evaluation

Program Branch
Mail Stop 516
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

REF: Integrated Plant Safety Assessment
Big Rock Point Plant
Systematic Evaluation Program

Dear Mr. Grimer:

This letter is my technical evaluation report on the Big Rock Point Plant
Integrated Plant Safety Assessment, as given in the draft report NUREG-0828.
It. fulfills the requirements of the seventh work assignment-(Big Rock Point) of
Revision 1 of the project, " Consultant Services, Dr. J. M. Hendrie to Review
SEP Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report," FIN A-3367, B&R No. 20-19-20-
21-1.

CONCLUSIONS

Tne Draft Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report on the Big Rock unit
is censistent in treatment with previous reports of the Systematic Evaluation
Prograr. The scope of the report is more extensive than.for previous reviews,
due to the inclusion, at the licensee's request, of essentially all other out--
standing regulatory issues of any significance as well as some plant improve-
ment matters originated by the licensee. The Big Rock review has been carried
out in accordance with established program directives. It supports my previous-
conclusion that the SEP.is fulfilling the intent of the Commission when it
authorized Phase II of the program.

Detailed comments on the results of .the integrated- assessment process are
given below. In general, I find the staff recoccendations for backfitting, or
for not requiring backfitting, to be reasonable and appropriate and the _ bases
for those reco:cendations to be adequate. For two topics, Section' 4.23, con- -
itoring of de power systems, and Section 4,28, main steam line break radiologi-
cal consequence,.the suncary information in the draft report seemed.to me to
allow of some different conclusions. I did not have time to examine the full-
files on these subjects, however, and simply leave ay questions-.on them for
staf f consideration.

Big Rock Point SEP J-8
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The inclusion it the SEP review of other regulatory matters currently af-
fec;ing ?ig Rock, and of significant plant improve ent projects, allows a
coordinated approach to plant changes. Priorities can be assigned, manpower
scheduled, and the various jobs done without needless stops and starts. I have
been advocating this sort of . extended role for the SEP and am pleased-to see it
in action, in this case at the request of the licensee. Judging by the discus-
sions in Section 5 (Non-SEP Topic Reviews), the process is working fine and
should be a benefit to both staff and licensee.

The licensee's probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) study of Big Rock is
useful as a gauge for the significance of various topics .and as a base for the
limited PRA exercises of the staff's consultants. It provides valuable in-
sights into safety issues that world not be available otherwise.

Some of the staff recommendations for Big Rock at this stage o,f the SEP
review are for further analysis and evaluation by the licensee. The number of
such open items, incidentally, is markedly smaller for Big Rock than for ear-
lier SEP reviews. The results of these analyses and evaluations will require
soce f arther decisions by the staf f as to whether or not backfiting of some
kind is needed. These further decisions should be made on theusame integrated
assesscent basis as those given in the draf t report.

.

Also, a number of the original 137 SEP safety topics are being treated
generically under the Unresolved Safety Issue program, the Three Mile Island
Action Plan program, or other regulatory generic programs such as' implementa-
tion of Appendix I to 10 CFR 50. Most of these topics-are not covered in.the
Big Rock SEP review in NUREG-0828. Resolutions of these topics that are
. specific to Big Rock will be needed eventually. The generic resolutions of
these topics should be applied to Big Rock through the integrated assessment
process.

DISCUSSION

THE STAFF SAFETY REVIEWo

The intent of the SEP review is to examine a chosen plant against current- 's

licensing criteria and practices in 137 ' safety topic areas. These 137 topics
are listed in Appendix A of the rt port. Where deviations from current criteria-
are found, there are a number of alternaives, or . combinations of alternatives,
that eay be considered as a basis for acceptability.- These include acceptance >
of the deviation because it does not significantly decrease the: plant safety
level, use of non-safety grade systems to perform safety functions, administra .
tive or procedural, changes to enhance safety system reliability, augmented .
surveillance programs for the same purpose, and selected backfitting.f Devia-
tions from current criteria are acceptable.if staff evaluations-show that the-

~ ~

plant would respond satisfactorily to the various design basis events and that .
the probability of those or the consequences are not significantly; higher ' than
for plants now being licensed -in accordance. with' current _ criteria.;

Big . Rock Point SEP' 'J-9.
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2For Big Rock, the licensee requested that a number of other items be in-
cluded in the staff's integrated assessment. These items include other regula-
tory matters such as Three Mile Island items, generic letter and IE bulletin
items, and unresolved safety issue items. The items also include various plant -

improvement matters, some of which are safety-related, that the licensee wants
to accomplish. By putting all of these matters, together with the SEP topics,
under the same integrated review process the licensee can hope to get a more
even-handed treatment of regulatory issues that takes account of the specific j

circumstances and resources at Big Rock. Also, agreements on priorities and
schedules can be more easily reached in this fra=ework. -

The standard SEP review of Big Rock, based on the 137 SEP safety topics,
is summarized in Sections 3 and 4 of the report. The extended review items, -

requested by the licensee, are summarized in Section 5 of the report. 3
t

In t,he standard SEP review, 52 of the 137 safety topics were deleted be-
~

cause they did not apply to Big Rock (the 29 topics listed in App ndix C) or "

because they are being covered by other staf f groups on a generic basis (the 23
topics listed in Appendix B). The latter group of deleted topics is composed y
of Three Mile Island Action Plan items and unresolved safety issues. Some, Gi

perhaps a half-dozen, of these are covered in the licensee items in Section 5.
The 52 deletions from the standard SEP review are appropriate and are consis-
tent with other SEP reviews.

The 85 SEP topics reviewed for Big Rock resulted in staff judgments that
the plant meets current criteria or is acceptable on some other defined basis =

for 53 topics. Two more topics were elevatd to that classification by modifi-
cations made by the licensee during the review. The remaining 30 copics were =

considered in the SEP integrated assessment process, to determine what actions
_

should be taken to deal with the identified deviations from current criteria.
The results of the integrated assessments for those 30 copics are given in
Section 4 of the report.

-

The staff did not identify any safety issues requiring immediate acion. I
agree that none of the identified deviations from current criteria are of "im-
mediate safety significance".

COMMENTS ON THE INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT RESULTS - SECTION 4 j
%

4.1, 4.5, 4.8 Topics II-2.A, III-2, and III-4.A: These topics cover 4
severe weather phenomena, wind and tornado loadings, and tornado missiles and $
pick up some items not considered in the original Big Rock design. The staff [
has adapted its standard SEP formulations for these topics, in part, at least, i
to allow the licensee to use his probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for Big 3g
Rock. For the wind and tornado loadings, the PRA includes an evaluation of the _;
maximum winds for which safe shutdown is assured, and the recurrence interval "ih
for that wind speed. The staff requires, in addition, evaluation on a cost-
benefit basis of the measures needed to withstand winds at the SEP standard 2

_

a
_m

b
=
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10-4 and 10-5 intervals. This will bring Big Rock into line with other SEP

312nts, which is nice from the standpoint of uniform requirements, but does not
give any credit for the relatively low power level of the Big Rock unit.

For tornado missiles, the requirement is to show the ability to shut down
safely using equipment protected from missiles on the basis of the evaluations
for wind speeds from the wind loadings topic. That is consistent with the
practice for other SEP plants and is a reasonable approach.

4.2, 4.6, 4.7 Topics II-3.B, II-3.B.1, II-3.C, III-3.A and III-3.C: These
are the flooding and high water level topics, including ultimate heat sink
water supply and inspection of water control structures. Subject to some
further consideration by the staff of shutdown capability in high and low water
conditions, some touching up of the licensee's flood emergency plan, and
formalization of water control structure inspections in plant procedures, these
topics appear to be resolved on appropriate bases. I agree with the decision

to require periodic inspection of the buried intake line, in view of thenot
risks to inspectors and the negligible safety benefit of inspection. [A minor
editorial catter: on page 4-2, the short list near the top says ". ... (PMS)
f rom wave runup - 586.8 f t MSL," while the penultimate paragraph says ". . . .
this estimate did not include the effect of wave runup."]

4.3 Topic II-4.B. The concern is with the possibility that a large solu-
tion cavity might be present or might be formed under the plant, leading to
cajor foundation, subsidence. There is no indication in the original test bor-
ing data that there is any such cavern under the plant; however, the Traverse
Bay region does have such solution features. After review of reports from con-
sultants on the matter, the staff concluded ,that it is unlikely that signifi-
cant solutioning is going on or that there are already any large cavities under
the plant. Big Rcck has, after all, shown no untoward subsidence after 20
years. Therefore, the staff decided not to require any further investigation
and closed the issue. I agree.

4.4 Topic III-1: Seismic and quality classifications. Quality standards
in design and construction codes have been upgraded since Big Rock was com-
pleted. This topic looks at the differences. Big Rock seems to have substan-
tially fewer problems of this kind than most SEP plants at this stage of the
review. Piping and pressure vessels (the Class 1 stuff) need some extended
fatigue analyses. The licensee has to define the cyclic loadings for these
analyses: this will be done in connection with the seismic design topic and
then the fatigue analyses will be completed. As is customary, the results will
appear in an updated Final Safety Analysis Report, to be submitted within two
years. The approach is consistent with other SEP reviews.

4.9 Topic III-4.B: Turbine missiles. In spite of its age, Big Rock may
be the best plant in operation with regard to turbine missiles. The turbine is
small (by nuclea: plant standards); it has a one piece rotor (the perfect solu-
tion to erosion and cracking around disc bores), and no safety-essential '

|
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components within 250 of the turbine wheel planes. No wonder the staff con-
curred in a 7 year inspection schedule and no requirement for a redundant over-
speed trip for the turbine. I would too.

4.10, 4.11 Topies III-5.A and B: These topics cover pipe breaks inside
and outside containment, and the effects thereof on safety-related equipment.
For pipe breaks inside containment, the licensee argues, via his PRA work, that
the chance of a high-energy break that would cause core damage is low enough to
be ignored. The staff is mulling that over. If the licensee's probability
number (4.7 x 10-6/yr) is in the right ball park and the leakage detection
systees are adequate, I regard it as an acceptable proposition.

For pipe breaks outside containment, the issue seemed to come down to
whether a medium-energy break could flood out both fire pumps in the screen-
house. Further review and a limited PRA by staff consultants suggest fire pump
unavailability is dominated by mechanical failures, rather.than flooding.possi-
bilities, and anyway the plant can be safely shut down if water can be gotten
from onsite wells into the demineralized water system with the screenhouse
flooded. Since that is required to settle the high water issues, it also
should settle this topic.

4.12, 4.13 Topics III-6'and III-7.B: Seismic design, design codes and
criteria, load combinations, and reactor cavity design criteria. Big Rock was
built in the happy days before the present seismic analysis requirements. To
backfit all that analysis now to the as-built plant would be unreasonably ex-
pensive and time-consuming, says the . licensee, who proposes another approach.
The licensee would combine engineering calculations - and judgment, PRA tech-.

niques, and some seismic analyses to' identify the vulnerable elements in .
safety-related systems and the best ways of upgrading them to improve seismic
resistance.- The staf f has noted .the low power level of Big Rock, the. low pop-
ulation around the site, and the consequent mild results of calculations of
even core melt accidents. The staff has used the regulatory flexibility.of-
fered by these circumstances .co accept the licensee's approach, subject to re-
view of results and inclusion of various issues from the initial topic review.
It is a reasonable and appropriate decision and, having of ten advocated a flex-
ible approach to these small plants, ons I applaud the staff on. making.

The' design codes, criteria, load combinations, etc. matters'willfbe_ worked
into the licensee's seismic design approach and will be coordinated with

.

similar FRA-based approaches for wind loads, tornado missiles,'and pipe breaks
to achieve a generally consistent level of upgrading of structures. f

4.14 ~ Topic-III-8.A: Loose parts monitoring. Not. required,' because ex-.

' perience and PRA-type analysis show low safety significance. This has been ,the.

standard SEP review outcome, with which I. agree, _on this topic.

4.15 ^ Topic-III-lO.A: Most motor-operated . valves ' at Big Rock' don't need
attention to the thermal overload protection devices, the. subject of this

Big Rock Point SEP? -J-12
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t opi: , because said valves do not have to function in accidents. Those .that do
(six of thec) will have the thermal overload protection bypassed except when
testing the valves. That is one of 'the staf f's alternatives and is a reason-
able solution.

4.16 Topic V-5: Primary system leakage detaction. Big Rock has the ree-
oumended three systems and seems to meet current. standards for primary leakage
detection except for seismic qualification requirements. However, here, as in
other SEP plants that do not have restraints against pipe whip, the staf f is'
concerned about a.ieakage detection sensitivity good enough to catch a high
pressure pipe leak before it could become a break. The' issue thus is tied to
the pipe breaks inside containment topic, and final resolution awaits the'out-
cone the re . The staff position is the same as for other SEP plants. [ Anothe r
editorial nit. Check the following phrase from page 4-16, middle of the large
lower paragraph, which doesn't make sense to me: "which is not the small_ break
(high-energy pipe break (HEPB)) inside containment but a BWR pipe crack and the

ef fects on EEPB."]

4.17, 4.18, 4.19 Topics V-10. A V-12. A, and VI-1: These are various
water chemistry-related topics. The key one (V-12.A) is primary water impurity
limits. The staff concludes, looking at Table 4.2, that the Big Rock impurity

limits arg not enough different from those of the pertinent Regulatory Guide
(1.56) as to require changing. Further, considering the 20 years of operating
experience at Big Rock, the staf f concludes that the licensee's procedures are
adequate and do not need to be put in the unit Technical Specifications. -I can
hardly restrain my enthusiasm for this well-justified outcome.

The other topics involve questions of tube corrosion in residual heat re-:
mcval exchangers and post-accident chemistry. The tube corrosion matter is.
settled by finding the present chloride limits in primary water acceptable and
Lake Michigan emergency water impurities manageable under present procedures
and Tech Specs. It is a reasonable conclusion, with'long operating experience
to support it. The post-accident chemistry matter is .similarly concluded and -
the licensee agrees to look at organic coatings.inside-containment to assure
that they will not strip and block sumps, pumps, etc. in a post-accident en-
vironment, and to inspect the' coatings periodically.

~

4.20 Topic VI-4: Containment. There are a variety of lines penetrating
containment, safety and non-safety,' from vent and drain lines to . the main steam - '

line, that do not have isolation provisions-in strict accordance with current
requirements. These are dealt .with in groups under. this topic. , Various reso- -
lutions are reached, from sealing off unneeded lines to. administrative controls;
and i= proved in-service inspections. |Some isolation valving is judged. adequate.
as.is. The various resolutions on. isolation provisions seem reasonable in_the.
circumstances, especially in view of the limited PRA results on. containment
isolation that show containment leakage due to isolation failure is about one-
thousandth as likely.as containment leakage from all sources. [ A third editor-
ial complai't. 'The third 'last sentence on the page is peculiar.' I . suspect ;

Big Rock Point SEP -.J-13
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that reference to electrical faults is an error. Also , the penultimate sen-
tence bothers me. Penetrations M-28 and 29 involve systems closed outside con-
tainment, according to Appendix D, and the probability of failure of those
closed systems can't be as high as 0.1/yr.]

In addition to isolation provisions, this topic covers Appendix J (to 10
CFR 50) containment leakage test requirements. Big Rock had previously been
exempted from some Appendix J requirements: others are discussed under this
topic. The staf f now accepts the plant's airlock testing schedule, improved
main steam line isolation testing, and closed-system-inside-containment isola-
tion testing in lieu of full-dress Appendix J provisions, and the licensee has
agreed to seal-weld pipe caps on spare penetrations to avoid testing them.

4.21 Topic VI-10.A: The issues are frequency and extent of reactor pro-
tection system response time tests. The Big Rock test frequency is lower than
the standard Tech Spec value, but the staff reasonably concedes that long oper-
ating exp'erience justifies the lower frequency. The matter of the extent of
response time testing comes down to whether or not it is worthwhile to include
neutron detector cables and signal processing electronics to the tests. Be-
cause the staff consultant's PRA shows it to be worth little to safety, the
additional testing is declared unnecessary. I agree.

4.22 Topic VII-1.A: Reactor protection system isolation.m The licensee
has made some adjustments in the isolation (electrical) provisions and in view
of these changes, the nature of the RPS power supplies at Big Rock, and plant
experience in riding out undervoltage events without equipment damage, the
staff has closed this topic.

4.23 Topic VIII-3.B: DC system monitoring and annunciation. Big Rock
has a unique de layout, with just one battery and de system for general plant
de se rvices. However, the onsite ac systems do not depend for switching power
on their de system. Also, there are separate batteries for each of four de-
pressurization system channels and separate starting batteries for the diesel
generators and diesel-driven fire pumps. All of these separate systems result
in a leu safety siZnificance for any single battery / system. The licensee has
increased the testing of the plant general de system and the staff has accepted
that as enough. I have found the staf f to be generally conservative in the
area of de systems and expect that they are right in _this case. Still, if
there is no indication in the control room of any battery charger output cur-
rent or voltage, de bus voltage, battery current, high discharge' rate, or bat-
tery and charger breaker or fuse status, how are the operators sure they will
know within one hout [the LCO time for inoperable battery (de system)] that the
de system is down?

4.24 Topic VIII-4: The issue is electrical protection (fuses.or break-
ers) for circuits 'eading through containment penetrations. Since a number of.

PRAs have included this subject and none have found it of any safety signifi-
cance, the fact.that some Big Rock backup circuit breakers have overlong

Big Rock Point SEP J-14
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operating times by current standards was declared acceptable. I agree with
that conclusion.

4.25 Topic II-3: Station service and cooling water. Staff review found
only the fire water system to be essential for Big Rock, and that to be ac-
ceptable.if there were procedures to recover flow af ter a piping f ailure, and
modifications as necessary to avoid having any single pipe failure that could
not be routed around. The licensee has provided the procedures and the staff
has accepted them. Good enough.

4.26 Topic II-5: Ventilation systems. Two issues remained after the
initial topic reviews. The first concerned hydrogen buildup around the bat-
teries during charging. This was solved by procedures to open-doors if normal
ventilation fails. The second concerned ventilation of the diesel generator

room, shown to be inadequate when an extended diesel run melted tar on.the
building roof.- The solution' is a new automatic exhaust fan and new intake
louvers. Seems-reasoneble.

4.27 Topic XV-8: Control rod withdrawal accident. Big Rock has neither
a rod worth minimi:er nor a rod block monitor. However, analyses show that

misoperation of = a high worth rod,'even with a somewhat . delayed scram, does not
lead to fuel damage. The plant therefore meets current criteria and this topic
is closed.

4.28 Topic XV-18: ' Main steam line break (MSLB) outside containment. The
issue here is keeping the radiological consequences of a MSLB to a small frac-
tion of the Part 100 guidelines, using the classical, highly conservative ;
calculations. If the present Tech Spec liatts on primary water impurities are
retained, the maximum MSLB doses are about one-third the Part 100 guidelines,
conservatively calculated, but above the staff's "small fraction". The' staff-
wants the standard Tech Spec limits imposed, "for dose equivalent iodine-131",
whatever that means. Since the overall probability of a MSLB is given in the
Big Rock PRA as.1 x 10-8/yr, which could be wrong by a factor of 100 and
still be a neglectable probability, and since the dose- calculation is' very con-
servative so that actual MSLB doses would be expected 'to be a factor. of 4 to 10 -
less'than that calculated, I don't find the exercise-worthwhile.

In the Lacrosse SEP review, accidents that caused some limited fuel' damage
also showed calculated doses somewhat. higher than the "; sall f raction" of Part
100. In that case, the integrated assessment team noted the considerable con-~

servatisms in the classical dose calculation and ~ concluded that' in any real
event -the Part 100 guidelines would certainly not be exceeded and that the frac -
tion of Part 100 guidelines were unlikely to be exceeded. So they blessed the --

situation and signed off. ~The present case looks very similar to me: why not'
~ the same result here? '

.
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COMFINTS ON THE NON-SEP TOPIC REVIEWS - SECTION 5

The non-SEP topic review items come in two groups. The first group, cov-
ered in Section 5.3, is composed of all the non-SEP items in the-licensee's
integrated assessment (Appendix H). The second group, covered in Section 5.4,
picks up the remaining . regulatory actions of significance pending at Big Rock.
Comments on the first group follow.

5.3.1: There are several subtopics in this item, all associatd with re-
actor depressurization system (RDS) valve reliability. The RDS is an important
safety system at Big Rock, so it needs to function reliably. It is also a con-

.

cern to the licensee since the RDS discharges to the containment and is a
hazard to operating personnel who are frequently in the containment. The
licensee's assessment puts RDS pilot valve leakage at the top of his list of
things to fix. The staff agrees, and so do I. .The other items are desirable,
and should be attended to, but at lower priority in the steff's view. I agree.

5.3.2: Alternate shutdown panel and procedures. The PRAs of both staff
and licensee showed this to be a high priority issue -- first on the staff's
list of risk-reduction measures and secondly on the licensee's. It appears to
be a highly desirable addition.

5.3.3: This item includes several subtopics that are more or less related
to control systems and plant control. All are significant issues. The first
is to study and then fix the tendency of the turbine- bypass valve control sys-
tem to aalfunction. The second is to change the reject valve circuitry so that
primary coolant makeup is maintained af ter a load rejection. These issues have
both safety and plant availability and operability aspects. The licensee's PRA
and integrated assessment ranked them third and fifth JLn priority. The staff
ranked them lower but agreed with the licensee's proposed actions-and schedule.

The other two issues in this group are upgrading of emergency operating
procedures and control room design review, both TM1 Action Plan issues. They
seem to be going ahead without significant problems.

5.3.4: Three issues under the general heading of shielding: the'TMI
shielding requirements for post-accident conditions; control room habitability
in the event of chemical spills, noxious gases, or radiation; and a plant
improvement to air condition the control room for operator comfort. _.On the
post-accident shielding,-the licensee wanted a' delay until the results of his
PRA were in hand. Further evaluations of cost-effectiveness of proposed shield-
ing measures are now underway. (or recently finished). Decisions on shielding
r.easures will have to be covered in a supplement to this report.

On control room habitability, the licensee's analyses show acceptable- con-
ditions at Tech Spec containment leakage, with the grossly conservative acci-
dent source term assumptions customarily used. It does not appear practical'to
make the control room fully resistant to the worst accident conditions, at

;
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least as calculated on the customary basis, and the staff has accepted that
situatior.. I think it is good enough "as is", although the licensee has sug-
gested a look at some practical modifications that would help in a few accident
sequences.

.

5.3.6: Containment matters, covered in part in SEP Topic VI-4, Section
4.20, on leakage testing. The other part pertains to containment purging and
the usual struggle between " purgers", who see more safety advantage in easy ac-
cess to containment to maintain the equipment there, and "nonpurgers", who see
more safety advantage in not having to depend on the purge line isolation
valves if an accident occurs. Staff concludes that because Big Rock was built
with continuous purging in mind, it had better continue, to allow free access.
But increased surveillance for operability and leak tightness is the price. A
fair compromise, I think, and somewhere close to the safety peak on this issue.

5.3.7: Hydrogen concentratior. monitoring, post-accident: a TMI issue.
Since Big Rock has a large containment volume compared to the core hydrogen
generation potential from estal-water reaction, hydrogen is not an urgent con-
cern in any post-accident situation. However, over a long time, radiolytic
hydrogen could, in principle, be a problem. The staff wants evaluation of the
benefits of a hydrogen monitor for the long-term situation. I would think the
capability to analyze gas samples for hydrogen, and appropriate sample lines
froc containment wculd do the trick.

5.3.8: Scran discharge volume matters: some questions about valve co-
ordination are being studied. Also, the question of supplementing the dump
tank level instrumentation has been resolved in favor of no changes, based on
the licensee's PRA, which shows no significant benefits. The reasoning is OK.
This is another of many instances where the insights from the licensee's PRA
are critical to the decision.

5.3.9: Water treatment system improvements. No comment.

5.3.10: Identification and sealing of reactor coolant system vent and
drain lines that now have only a single isolation point -- typically a valve.
A program is agreed upon.

5.3.11: TMI radiation monitoring items: stack gas monitor and contain-
cent high range monitor. Both issues seem to be in hand.

5.3.12: A plant improvement in storage space. No comment.

5.3.13: In-core flux detectors are required by the present Tech Specs but
are not necessary because ex-care detectors carry the safety ~ functions and flux
wires are used to check the power distribution. Staf f is willing 'to take the -
in-cores out of the Tech Specs, but wants to put the flux wires'in. I agree.
the in-cores should come out, but question putting the flux wire system in, and
how one would write it into the Tech Specs anyway. Are the flux wire traverses

./
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+

i-
- really needed for safety? It doesn't sound'so from the draft report. How do

you write a Tech Spec on a system that is used occasionally to irradiate a wire j
~

.that is then counted to get a flux distribution?
'

,

! - 5.3.14: Two items under the heading of fire protection. The first is the
' infamous " associated circuits" issue, the regulatory practice on which has long

|
-

.since made me regret voting - for Appendix ' R. In this case , licensee and staf f
seem to have hammered out an agreement. ' Fair enough. The licensee wants to

i schedule completion some-20 months hence. Staff fire protectionists predict - |

L ably want this done immediately. I~ vote for the licensee.

i The second issue, another Appendix R matter, involves various fire barri-
i. ers = or shields apparently needed to satisfy fire separation criteria in the

'

event of a loss of offsite power. Both the licensee's assessment and 'the
staff's PRA give low importance to these measures. Nevertheless,. staff seems
determined to go ahead with at least some (including the most cumbersome) of

; these measures, for reasons I find' unconvincing.

'

5.3.15: The licensee proposes to replace le:aking tube bundles in the
heating and cooling heat exchangers. No comment.

5.3.16: Ventilation of a control panel, to eliminate' instrument problems-
from high temperatures. No comment.

,

; 5.3.17: A program to get the correct air pressure supplied to air =
.perated valves. No comment. .-

3

5.3.18: Recirculation pump trip:-- an anti-ATUS measure. ^ Staff and,

licensee PRAs show low importance for this measure at Big Rock, and' it would be .
expensive to install. The staff has agreed it would not.be. cost-effective.: I-<

think that is the right decision in this case. .Since the Commission has just-
passed an ATk'S rule, an exemption will be needed, I think.

5.3.19: The licensee's PRA shows inadequate core-cooling-instrumentation,.
f. a m 1 item, to be of small value at Big Rock. The cost would be -high. The de--

< cision is not to require it. OK.
;

i . 5.3.20: Control of heavy loads; cranes. No comment.

I
5.3.21: Quality assurance' program improvattsts. 'OK.

i

5.3.22: A licensee program to deal #.h u taslonally' sticking reliefa

! valves used as a transfer path for= res it ' 4=r- to the' waste system. Good.

~ >: , .

5.3.23: Radwas te . monito r L backwash sys tem . An abandoned project.- No com-
' ment.'

t

i

c

.M ,

i.

5 ? t ;'
'

e
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|

| 5.3.24: Definition of operability in the Tech Specs -- a generic le tter
itec. The staff wants the Tech Specs to include definitions of " operability"
for various safety systems and LCOs for cases where both trains of a system are
out. That is all right. It saves argument in the long run.

5.3.25: This item concerns updating the Final Hazards Summary Report
(FHSR) and the system drawings. The licensee has a scheme for referencing ex-'

isting reports, etc., to accomplish the FHSR updating. It is acceptable for
Big Rock, in view of the size and -age of the plant, but would not be appropri-
ate generally, in my view. The drawing update should correct some differences
between valve lineup sheets, system drawings, and piping and instrumentation
diagrams.

5.3.26: High point vents. Big Rock has high point vents, per the TMI Ac-
tion Flan item, but has not connected them up. The licensee argues it would be
expensive to complete the system, and unnecessary because the depressurization
system can be used to vent the reactor vessel. The staff finds merit in the

,

argument and agrees, but says if the vents are not to be used they should be '

either removed or properly supported and tested. Good for the staff; right on
both counts.

5.3.27: Appendix I matters: radiological effluent Tech Specs. The
licensee has proposed some; staff is considering which elements need touching
up and how. Seems to be well in hand.

Section 5.4, Items 5.4.1 to 5.4.12: The twelve. items in Section 5.4, the
second group of non-SEP topic reviews, are mainly status summaries for these
"other" regulatory actions. In most items, there has been substantial progress
toward resolution, and some are essentially. complete although not formally
closed. .I did not find anything to complain about in these items. Rather, I
was pleased to note again the sensible way in which the particular character-
istics of Big Rock were being taken into account in shaping generic require-
ments to fit this specific unit.

Sincerely

8 u .

seph M. Hendrie

JMH/dt

4
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October 27,1983

I

To: C. I. Grimes, Acting Chief
Systematic Evaluation Program 3 ranch, USNRC
7920 Horfolk Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20014

Prom: Herb Isbin k4-)M
BIG ROCK POINT PIANT

Review of Draft R* Port NUREi-0828
Integrated Plant Safety Assessment

j
Systematic Evaluation Program

The Big Rock Point Plant is the ninth plant to be reviewed in the
| SystematicEvaluationProgram(SEP). tulike previous reviews, this Draft

Report presents not only SEP-identified Topios, but also an evaluation of
the licensee's integrated assessments including Uhresolved Safety Issues
(USI),ThreeMileIsland(TtE)ActionPlanItems,andplant-initiateditems.

,

Additionally, an updating is provided for other licensing issues which are
pending. Although different out-off dates are involved (i.e. January 27,1983,
for the SEP Topios; submittal of the licensee's integrated assessment on

,

June 1, 1983; and September 12, 1983, updating on pending licensing actions),
the issues have been presented with unusual clarity.

i The SEP review starts with 137 Topios, with a subsequent deletion of 29
| as being not applicable and a deferral of 23 for USI and TMI Action Plan Items.
'

Of the remaining 85 Topios, 53 were detezmined to have met current criteria
or were acceptable on another defined basis. During the SEP review,'another
2 Topios were made acceptable based upon modifications made to the emergency
plan and additional analyses made for a license ==anrhaant permitting operation
with les than all loops in service. No SEP Topio was identified that required
prompt action. The x-ining 30 Topios were considersa for the integrated
review. Division of the Topios leads to the enumeration of 51 Issues. .(SEP
Topio Y-4 (Piping and Safe Jiho Integrity) was noted as being reinstituted byi

theStaff,butIdidnotfindanyadditionaldiscussions.)

| The licensee's plant-specifio prohahiliatio risk analysis (PRA) is under
NRC review. Consequently, the SEP Staff was able to undertake a linited ."BA
based upon the plant-specific PRA. Por each issue selected, un estimation was
made of the expected averted person-rem per year dose based upon the impact
of the proposed resolution. Por the SEP-identified Topios, 17 were evaluated.
The PRA evaluations were extended to include 12 additional TMI and generio |

open issues from the licensee's submittal and .11 additional. issues from the
licensee's PRA and NUREG-0737 action items. Reduction in dose would be

1- expected for 21 issues and the implementation oosts were used to evaluate
!
j
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|

! how expenditures of resources would best be directed. Some uifferonces
; between Staff and licensee priorities were identified. In all ra=4ning

issues analyzed, only a negligible reduction in dose would be expected.
;

Recognition of the plant's small size, location, and specifio features,
together with the application of the licensee's and the Staff's PRAs, has

| reduced h number of items that require backfitting. The evaluations
presented appear ,to be re==anahle and prudent.

A new and important feature of the Draft is the inclusion of the
licensee's integrated assessment of "all" issues with the view of establishing
a "living schedule" for resolution and implementation. The SEP Staff has
begun the process of an integrated review that goes beyond the SEP-identified
Topics to include the USI, M I and other generio issues. Opportunities for
plant-initiated improvements are being provided within the flexibility of the
scheduling and the justification in commitment of plant resources. Resolution
of issues are being enhanced by the reviews and discussions of the Staff
with the licensee on strategy, criteria, and methodology for establishing
the "living schedule." I.have been favorably impressed by the initiatives
taken by the licensee and by the judgments being made by the Staff.

Agreement on methods for resolving most issues appears to have been
reached between the Staff and the licensee. A few r -ining issues involve
further reviews by either the Staff or the licensee and pertain primarily
to h need for additional Technical Specifications and formalisation of
some emergency procedures.

Todate, no SEP supplements have been issued for the eight previously
reviewed plants. Por the Big Book Point Plant, completion of the Staff's
integrated review, including evaluation of the licensee's implementaion
schedule with any requirements for preimplementation design review by-the,

Staff, will be presented in a final Integrated Plant Safety Assessaant
Report. In my August 3, 1963, letter to 0. I. Grimes, I stressed the
importance of including SEP Topios, USI and TMI Action Plan Itass, pending,

licensing amand= ants, and other ongoing Eac regulatory activities, in the
i final integrated assessment. This Draft Boport takes a first step in this
| direction. Eboouragement should be given for the participation of the SEP

Staff in resolving ALL issues and pending licensing actions. Such support.
is needed for assuring a "living sabedule" for the integrated assessments.
The schedule must provide appropriate flexibility for modifications and
adjustments, for introduction of plant-initiated improvements, for including.

: or deleting items with the development of new information and operational
; experiences, and for r===anable allocation of plant resources with due
i regard to improvements in safety and reliability.

|

|
\
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Docket No. 50-155

Dr. Robert J. Budnitz
Dr. Joseph M. Hendrie
Dr. Herbert S. Isbin

Dea' Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: RESPONSE TO SPECIFIC COMMENTS MADE BY NRC STAFF CONStiLTANTS
ON THE BIG ROCK POINT PLANT INTEGRATED PLANT SAFETY ASSESSPENT
REPORT-

References: (1) Letter from R. J. Budnitz, FRA, to C. I. Grimes, NRC,
dated November 3, 1983. 1

'(2) Letter from~J. M. Hendrie, BNL, to C. I. Grimes, NRC,
dated November 14, 1983.

(3) Letter from H. S. Isbin to C. I. Grimes, NRC, dated
October 27, 1983.

Enclosed for your information is the staff's reply to specific questions -
and comments raised during your review of Section 4 and 5 of the dra't
NUREG-0828, Integrated Plant Safety Assessment Report for Consumers Power
Coinpany's Big Rock Point Plant.

The staff is revising the affected sections of the report to reflect your
coments on the issues and tabulation errors. These corrections and
an implementation schedule for the corrective actions defined will be
presented in the final version of this report.

Sincerely,

_ ' f-1-

. b. . wdtcj%.i.s3 I. p s ,.v \.

Christopher I. Grimes, Acting Chief
| Systematic Evaluation Program Branch'
l Division of Licensing

Enclosure:
As stated

i
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| Dr.~ Robert J. Budnitz, President
| Future Resources
i 2000 Center Street
t - Suite 418

Berkeley, California . 94704
!

Dr. Herbert S. Isbin,
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St. Louis Park, Minnesota 55416

Dr. Joseph it. Hendrie
Department cf fluclear Energy
Building 197C
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973
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BIG ROCK POINT RESPONSES TO COMSULTANTS

Section 4.2 - Topic II-3.8, Flooding Potential and Protection Paquirements

Comment

On page 4-2, the short list near the topic says "...(PMS) from wave runup
586.8 ft nsl," while its penultimate paragraph says ...this astimate did rot
include the effec.t of wave runup." (J. Hendrie)

Response
i

Page 12 of the staff SER (Appendix E Topic II-3.8 first citation) states
"The resulting significant wave runup was to elevatien 586.8 ft ns1." IPSAR
page 4-2 has been corrected.

Section 4.5 - Topic III-5., Wind and Tornado Leadings

Comment

"I think that insisting or 10-4 to 10-5 windspeeds at the uoper oS% confidence
level may be too severe a requirement. I would recommend backing of' to,
say, a median (50%, confidence level." (R. Rudnitz)

Petponse

The upper 95% confidence level was selected because of uncertainties in the
methods used to develop the windspeed probability functions. .s statef in

' "

Section 4.13, the staff will require that the licensee consider all of the
probabilistic analyses collectively, so that a relatively uniform leve of
protectionisprovideg'foralgofthe"externalhazards." The staff telieves
that the range of 10' to 10' will dominate these considerations and the
staff will judge the acceptability of any proposed plant modification resulting
from the implementation of the general criteria based on the results of the
evaluation in this range.

Section 4.9 - Topic III-4.A, Tornado Missiles '

Comment

"The last paragraph of the write-up says that the licensee proposes to evaluate
the damage probability from tornado missiles in conjunction with his PRA.
What tornado missile spectrum will be used"? (R.Rudnitz)

Response

The. licensee has been requested to evaluate the Big Rock Point design against
the two missiles described in SRP 3.5.1.4 The missile velocities will be

. determined as a pcrcentage of tornado velocity (or straight wind) at a
specified probability and confidence level. As noted in our rasponse to
Dr. Budnit:'s comment on Section 4.5, the staff currently _reouires an -

Big Rock Point SEP J-24
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evaluation of windspeeds in the range of 10-4 to 10-5 at the upper 95% confi-
dence level. The staff's safety evaluation for this tnpic (Appendix E Topic-

III-4.A first citation) listed 10 systems which the licensee had not evaluated
and six systems that had been evaluated acceptably. The PRA is being used to
determire: (1) the affect on t. ore damage probability of various wind loadinos,
tornado loadings and missiles; (2) the maximum windspeed at which minimun*

systems and structures may he available to safely shutdown the plant; and (3'
the cost effectiveness of proposed modifications. The tornado nissiles will
be evaluated in the same way as the wind loads, as described in the response
for Section 4.5.

Section 4.10 - Topic III-5.A, Effects of Pipe Break on Structures. Systens*

and Compohents Inside Containment
,

i
Corvrent

1

"In the last paragraph, the licensee is said to believe that the probability
? of a high-energy line break is small enough that corrective actions will not
(- be cost effective. I wish to warn NRC that a careful analysis of the

uncertainties in the PRA numerical conclusions is called for before this'

conclusinn can be accepted; in:particular, there night be some reasonabic;

chance that that ' correct! answer lies considerably higher in value than'

the best estimate value given, which could nbviate the conclusion."
(R. Budnitz)4

Response

The licensee's methods for probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) have been.i

; ' reviewed in detail by the staff. The licensee has also presented edditional
' probabilistic analyses, using different models, which have come to the 'same
i conclusion (Appendix E, Topic'III-5.A second citation). These confimatory
' analyses were perfomed because of the numerical uncertainties noted by.
]- Dr. Budnitz.
t

|
Based on the staff review of the PRA and the additieral confirmatory analyses,
the staff has concluded that this issue has been resolved acceptably. The
results of this review were described in the staff SER (Appendix E. Topic"

III-5.A first citation)'and will be addressed in the final version of the
IPSAR..;

1
'

Section 4.12 - Topic III-6,-Seismic Design Considerations
L

Consnent,

"The' text discusses identifying ' weak links', which are the cut sets (that
.

is, accident sequences) with the highest likelihood of. leading to an
!- unfavorable end-state for the reactor. However, there is no discussion on
j whether any cut-off will be.used. For example, perhaps even the .' weakest'

nf_the ' weak 111nks''is'actually adequately-safe, in the sense that 4tsi-

p(robability)and consequences are: acceptable.= I am pur71ed by the write-up."
1

'

R. Budnitz

F
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Response i

The approach proposed by the licensee involves ccmbinations of cut sets and
existing deterministic seismic analyses. Rather than demonstate seismic
capability of all safety-related equipment, systems and structures by conser-
vative analyses, which is current practice for demonstrating "adeouetely
safe" for seismic events, the licensee will use ccmbinations of cut sets to
identify equipment reouf red for safe shutdown fnr limiting transients and
accidents that night be caused by a seismic event and judge the seismic
capability of that equipment based on existing analyses, experience and
engineering judgment. The equipment would then fall into broad categories
of seismic capability. There is no " cut-off", per se; the licensee will be
expected to demonstrate safe shutdown for a minimum of 0.129 with some implicit
or explicit capability beyond that for margin to ensure that seisnic events
beyond the safe shutdown earthquake (SSE) to not doninate risk. In practice,
the staff expects that all of the equiprent that falls into categories below
0.i29 would be upgraded by (1) more detailed analysis to demonstrate a higher
capability, or (2) physical modifications. The staff will review the -
licensee's inplementation of this approach to assure that the critical ecuip-
ment is properly identified and categorized. Cost-benefit considerations will
principally control the degree to which higher capabilities must be
demenstrated.

Section 4.16 - Topic V-5, RCPB Leakage Detection

Coment

"The long paragraph at the bottom of page 4-16 of the text is muddled and hard
to follow. I couldn't follow it as well as I would like and suggest that it
be re-written so that the rationale for the staff position emerges clearly."
(R. Budnitz)

" Big Rock Point has the reconnended three systems and seems to meet current
standards for primary leakage detection except for seismic qualification
requirements. However, here, as in other SEP plants that do not have
restraints against pipe whip, the staff is concerned about a leakage detection
sensitivity gcod enough to catch a high pressure pipe leak before it could
become.a break. The issue thus is tied to the pipe breaks inside containment
topic, and final resolution await., the outcome there. The staff position is
the same as for other SEP plants. [Another editorial nit. Check the follow-
ing phrase from page 4-16, middle of the large lower paragraph, which doesn't
make sense to me: "which is not the small break (high-energy pipe break
(HEPB)) inside containment but a BWR pipe crack and the effects on HEPB."]"
(J.Hendrie)

Response

The referenced paragraph has been revised. The staff was only trying to point
out the limitations of probabilistic analyses in'this application. The
probabilistic analyses do not adequately assess all of the risk reduction
potential of leakage detection systems.

Big Rock Point SEP J-26
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Section 4.20 - Topic VI-4, Containment Isolation System
'

Comment

"The third last sentence on the page is peculiar. I suspect that reference<

I to electrical faults is an error. Also, the penultimate sentence bothers
me. Penetration H-28 and 29 involve systems closed outside containnert,
according to Appendix 0, and the probability of failure of those closed
systems can't be as hiah as 0.1/yr." (J. Hendrie)

Response

Appendix D pages 27 agd 71 are the basis for the numbers aggearing on page
4-20. (The 1.4 x 10~ number has been corrected to 1 x 10 /yr. ) Electrical
penetrations were included in the general discussion of containment isolation
to provide contrast with the valving issues. The 0.1 probability is a
failure to isolate upon denand derived from the licensee's PRA. Page 4-20
has been corrected accordingly.

Section 4.20 - Topic VI.4, Containment Isolation System - Closed Systems

Carment

Under d.20.6, the licensee apparently does not agree that a periodic inspection
procedure is worthwhile. Is there still room for necotiation on this one,
or has the staff position prevailed? My own view is that it depends on how
much effort is really involved." (R.Budnitz)>

Response

Yes, there is room for negotiation because the extent of inspection to
accomplish the objective has not been defined. This specific issue was
addressed at both the ACRS subcommittee and full committee meetings.

Section 4.23 - Topic VIII-3.8, DC Power System Bus Voltage Monitoring and
Annunciation

Corvnent

"If there is no indication in the control room of any battery charger output
current or voltage, dc bus voltage, battery current, high discharge rate, or
battery and charger breaker or fuse status, how are the operators sure thev -

will know within one hour [the LCO time for inoperable battery (dc system))
(_ J. Hendrie)that the de system is down?"

Big Rock Point SEP J-27
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Response

Control room monitoring of the 125 V DC systen currently consists of a "125 V
,

D-C System Trouble" alarm which actuates on battery / battery charger over- i

current, positive or negative bus groi nd, loss of charger input supply voltace,
or 125 V DC bus undervoltage; local indication consists of charger output
current and bus voltage, current, and ground. Upon receipt of an alarm, an
equipment operator is dispatched to the local panel in the electrical acuipment
room.

Section 4.28 - Topic XV-18, Radiological Consequences of a Main Steam Line
Failure Outsic'e Containment

Comment

"The issue here is keeping the radiological consequences of a MSLB to a snall
fraction of the Part 100 guidelines, using the clas'sical, highly conservative
calculations. If the present Tech Spec limits on primary water impurities
are retained, maximum MSLB doses are about one-third the Part 100 guidelines,
conservatively calculated, but above the staff.'s 'small fraction.' The staff,

wants the standard Tech Spec limits imposed, 'for dose equivalent iodine-131 ,'
whatever that means. Since t e overall probability of a MSLB .is giver in the
Big Rock Point PRA as 1 x 10~g/yr, which could be wrong by a factor of 100 and
still be a neglectable probability, and since the dose calculation is very
conservative so that actual MSLB doses would be expected to be a factor of
4 to 10 less than that calculated, I don't find the exercise worthwhile.

In the Lacrosse SEP review, accidents that caused some limited fuel damage
also showed calculated doses somewhat higher than the 'small fraction' of

.

Part 100. In that case, the integrated assessment team noted the considerable
conservatisms in the classical dose calculation and concluded that in any
real event the Part 100 quidelines would certainly not be exceeded and that
the fraction of Part 100 ouidelines were unlikely to be exceeded. So they
blessed the situation and' signed off. The present case looks vary similar
to me: why not the same results here?" (J. Hendrie)

;

~

Response

The issue in the Lacrosse review was the consequences of fuel herdlino
accidents, which are dominated by the accident analysis assumptions. 'In
this case, like the other SEP reviews of boiling water reactors (0yster Creek,
Dresden 2 and Millstone 1), the radiological consecuences of stesm line breaks
is primarily controlled by the primary coolant activity. Restricting that
activity without unduly restricting plant operation not.only reduces the

. potential rac'iological consequences of such accidents but also provides a
tighter monitor on fuel failures and crud hutidup in the primary system.

!

|

|
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Section 5.3.1.1, RDS Pilot Valve Leakage
<
i

! Consnent

" Item 5.3.1.1 seems to be very important in a safety sense. I an ouite
surprised that the licensee's calculatiog shows such a high likelihood of a
failure leading to a blowdown (6.7 x 10~ per year). The risk to personnel
from such a blowdown is obviously high. The concluding paragraph states
that if the leakage can be reduced significantly, ' compared to the cost,'
suitable fixes will be done. What if the cost is too high? Uhat is the
staff's position in that eventuality?" (R. Budnitz)

Response

As in any cost-benefit anlaysis, if the cost is too high in ccrparison to
the benefits (reduced likelihood of an inadvertant blowdownl, and no less-
costly, alternative measures can be identified, we would find the present
design acceptable and rely on surveillance and maintenance practices to
ninimize the potential for such failures.

Section 5.3.1.3, Full-Strike Testing of RDS Valves

Corcent

"It is stated that continued operation is justified by the ' low likelihood
of mechanical failures.' How is this known?" (R. Budnitz)

Response
,

That conclusion is based on operational and testing experience. The staff
is not aware of solenoid-operated valve failures where a valve has failed
to fully open when its coil was operating properly. Part of the licensee
effort will be to detemine if any partial operation has occurred, why it
happened, and how the cause may be detected, as part of their determination
of whether partial-stroke tests are valid.

Section 5.3.7 - Hydrogen Monitoring

Coninent

"Since Big Rock has a large containment volume compared to the core _ hydrogen
generation potential from metal-water reaction, hydrogen is not an urgent
concern in any post-accident, situation. However, over a long time, radio-
lytic hydrogen could, in principle, be a problem. The staff wants evaluation
of the benefits of a hydrogen monitor for the long-tem situation. I would
think the capability to analyze gas samples for hydrogen, and appropriate
sample lines from containment would do the trick." (J. Hendrie)

Pesponse

The staff agrees and sample lines are available. However,. in order to
accomplish such a function, the procedures need to be thought throuah before-
hand to determine the optim,.n sampling and minimize personnel exposures. It

is also concievable that alternate gas aralysis equipment might be needed.

Big Rock Point SEP J-29i
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Section 5.3.13 - Incore Detectors

Comment

"In-core flux detectors are required by the present Tech Specs but are not
necessary because ex-core detectors carry the safety functions and flux wires
are used to check the power distribution. Staff is willing to take the
incores out of the Tech Specs, but wants to put the flux wires in. I agree
the in-cores should ccme out, but question putting the flux wire systen in,
and how one would write it into the Tech Specs anyway. Are the flux wire
traverses really reeded for safety? It doesn't sound so from the draft
report. How do you write a Tech Spec on a system that is used occasionally
to irradiate a wire that is then counted to get a flux distribution?"
(J. Hendrie)

Response

The flux wire traverses are needed to verify, on a periodic basis, that the
expected flux distribution exists. However, the expected changes in flux do
not occur at such a rate as to require continuous monitoring fron an incore
detector systen. The staff will work with the licensee to develop a suitable

i technical specification for periodic surveillarce and calibration of the
ex-core detectors.

J

Section 5.3.14 - Fire Protection

i Corment

' "Two items under the heading of fire protection. The
' associated circuits' issue, the regulatory practice on(irst is the infamouswhich has long since
made me regret voting for Appendix R. In this case, licensee and staff seem
to have hamered out an agreement. Fair enough. The licensee wants to
schedule completion some 20 months hence. Staff fire protectionists predict-
ably want this done immediately. I vote for the licensee.

The second issue, another Appendix R matter, involves various fire barriers
or shields apparently needed to satisfy fire separation criteria in the event
of a loss of offsite power. Both the licensee's assessment and the staff's
PRA cive low importance to these measures. flevertheless, staff seems deter-

| mined to go ahead with a least some (includino the most cumbersome) of these
; measures, for reasons I find unconvincing." (J.Hendrie)
|

|
Response

'

|
The fire barriers needed to satisfy the separation criteria in Appendix R
provide the. fundamental design protection of redundancy and also provide
defense-in-depth protection against other coman-mode #ailures like pipe-
break effects and missiles. The staff believes that economical barriers or

! alternative designs can be developed. Moreover, the probabilistic analyses
in this area have large uncertainties and uncomfortable assumptions.
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Section 5.3.18 - Recirculation Pump Trip

Comment

" Staff and licensee PRAs show low importance for this measure at Big Rock,
and it would be expensive to install. The staff has agr.eed it would not be
cost'-effective. I think that is the right decision ir this case. Since the
Commission has just passed an ATWS rule, an exemption will be needed, I think."
(J. Hendrie)

Response

The ACRS noted, and the staff agrees, that the pump trip design does not
have to meet Class 1E criteria for ATWS considerations and a less costly
design could provide an improved capability to migitate ATWS events.
Consecuently, the staff has revised its position to reouire that the licensee
evaluate the cost-benefit of alternate designs for pump trip. The licensee
has agreed to this evaluation. Whether an exemption will be required will
depend on the results of that evaluation.

Comment

" Topic V-4 was noted as being reinstituted by the staff, but I did not find
any additional discussions." (H. Isbin)

Response

The Big Rock Point design was found acceptable during the topic evaluation.
;

Sections 4 and 5 address only those topics for which the staff has issued
i a safety evaluation report in which an unresolved differerce from current

licensing criteria is identified or for which a safety evaluation has not
been issued.

;

.
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